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Executive Summary

Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, LLC will transition the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power
Plant (CCNPP) fire protection program to a new risk-informed, performance-based
alternative per 10 CFR 50.48(c) which incorporates by reference National Fire
Protection Association standard 805 (NFPA 805). The existing fire protection licensing
basis will be superseded.

Constellation Generation Group submitted a letter of intent to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) on April 17, 2006, for CCNPP to adopt NFPA 805 in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.48(c). By letter dated May 31, 2006, the NRC granted a three year
enforcement discretion period.

By letter dated January 28, 2010, Constellation Energy Nuclear Group requested that
the period of enforcement discretion be extended until six months after the approval of
the second pilot transition request. By letter dated April 16, 2010, the NRC approved the
enforcement discretion extension request. In accordance with SECY-1 1-0061,
Constellation Energy Nuclear Group letter dated June 20, 2011, requested that the
period of enforcement discretion be extended to September 30, 2013. By letter dated
July 28, 2011, the NRC approved the enforcement discretion extension request.

The transition process consisted of a review and update of CCNPP documentation,
including the development of a fire probabilistic risk assessment using NUREG/CR
6850 as guidance. This Transition Report summarizes the transition process and
results. This Transition Report contains information:

" Required by 10 CFR 50.48(c),
" Recommended by guidance document Nuclear Energy Institute 04-02, Revision

2, and appropriate frequently asked questions, and
" Recommended by guidance document Regulatory Guide 1.205, Revision 1.

Section 4 of the Transition Report provides a summary of compliance with the following
NFPA 805 requirements:

" Fundamental fire protection program elements and minimum design
requirements

" Nuclear safety performance criteria, including:
o Non-power operational modes
o Fire risk evaluations

" Radioactive release performance criteria
" Monitoring program
" Program documentation, configuration control, and quality assurance

Section 5 of the Transition Report provides regulatory evaluations and associated
attachments, including:

" Changes to the License Condition
" Changes to the Technical Specifications, Orders, and exemptions,

CCNPP Page lv
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* Determination of No Significant Hazards and evaluation of environmental
considerations.

The attachments to the Transition Report include appropriate information to support the
transition process and results.

Attachment H contains the approved frequently asked questions not yet incorporated
into the endorsed revision of Nuclear Energy Institute 04-02. These frequently asked
questions have been used to clarify the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.205, Nuclear
Energy Institute 04-02, and the requirements of NFPA 805 and in the preparation of this
License Amendment Request.
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Acronym List

Acronyms Used in the Report

AFW Auxiliary Feedwater
BG&E Baltimore Gas & Electric Company
CCNPP Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
CDF Core Damage Frequency
CENG Constellation Energy Nuclear Group
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CST Condensate Storage Tank
EDG Emergency Diesel Generator
EEEE Existing Engineering Equivalency Evaluation
EPRI Electric Power Research Institute
ERO Emergency Response Organization
F&Os Facts and Observations
FAQs Frequently Asked Questions
FFSM Fire Fighting Strategies Manual
FOST Fuel Oil Storage Tank
FPP Fire Protection Program
HSS High Safety Significant
IMP Implementation Item
KSF Key Safety Function
LAR License Amendment Request
LERF Large Early Release Frequency
MSO Multiple Spurious Operation
NFPA National Fire Protection Association
NEI Nuclear Energy Institute
NPO Non-Power Operational
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NSCA Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment
OMA Operator Manual Action
RAI Request for Additional Information
RAW Risk Achievement Worth
RCS Reactor Coolant System
RG Regulatory Guide
RI-PB Risk-Informed, Performance-Based.
RIS Regulatory Issue Summary
SER Safety Evaluation Report
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SG Steam Generator
SSC Structures, Systems and Components
SR Supporting Requirement
UFSAR Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
V&V Verification and Validation
VFDR Variance from Deterministic Requirement

Acronyms Used in the Attachments

AB Auxiliary Building
ACA Access Control Area
AFAS Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation System
AFW Auxiliary Feedwater
AHJ Authority Having Jurisdiction
AOP Abnormal Operating Procedure
ARP Alarm/Annunciator Response Procedure
ASDs Atmospheric Steam Dump Valves
ASSDP Alternate Safe Shutdown Panel
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
BAST Boric Acid Storage Tank
BG&E Baltimore Gas & Electric Company
CAFTA Computer-Aided Fault Tree Analysis
CCDP Conditional Core Damage Probability
CCNPP Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
CCW Component Cooling Water
CDF Core Damage Frequency
CEA Control Element Assembly
CEDM Control Element Drive Mechanism
CENG Constellation Energy Nuclear Group
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CR Control Room
CS Containment Spray
CSR Cable Spreading Room
CST Condensate Storage Tank
CVCS Chemical and Volume Control System
DHR Decay Heat Removal
DID Defense-in-Depth
ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System
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ECP Engineering Change Package
EDG Emergency Diesel Generator
EEEE Existing Engineering Equivalency Evaluation
EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

ERO Emergency Response Organization
ESFAS Engineering Safety Feature Actuation System

ESP Engineering Support Personnel
ESR Engineering Service Request
EQ Environmental Qualification
F&Os Facts and Observations
FAQs Frequently Asked Questions
FCR Facility Change Request
FCMS Fleet Configuration Management System
FDS Fire Dynamics Simulator
FDT Fire Dynamics Tools
FFSM Fire Fighting Strategies Manual
FOST Fuel Oil Storage Tank
FP Fire Protection
FPP Fire Protection Program
FHA Fire Hazards Analysis
FHRA Fire Human Reliability Analysis
FPRA Fire PRA
FPSER Fire Protection Safety Evaluation Report
FRANX Personal Computer based tool for analyzing fire risk at power plants
FRE Fire Risk Evaluation
GDC General Design Criteria
GL Generic Letter
HEP Human Error Probability
HFE Human Failure Event
HP High Pressure
HPSI High Pressure Safety Injection
HRA Human Reliability Analysis
HRE High Risk Evolution
HSS High Safety Significant
HVAC Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
ICA Interactive Cable Analysis

IMP Implementation Item
IS Intake Structure
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ISLOCA Interfacing Systems Loss of Coolant Accident
KSF Key Safety Function
kV Kilovolt
LA Licensing Action
LAR License Amendment Request
LERF Large Early Release Frequency
LFS Limiting Fire Scenario
LOCA Loss of Coolant Accident
LP Low Pressure
LPSI Low Pressure Safety Injection
LSS Low Safety Significant
MCC Motor Control Center
MDAFW Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater
MDP Motor Driven Pump
MEFS Maximum Expected Fire Scenario
MELB Moderate Energy Line Break
MS Main Steam
MSO Multiple Spurious Operation
MUTEX Mutually Exclusive
NFPA National Fire Protection Association
NEI Nuclear Energy Institute
NPO Non-Power Operational
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NSCA Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment
NSPC Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria

OMA Operator Manual Action
OOS Out Of Service
PAU Plant Area Unit
PCR Procedure Change Request
PCTran Personal Computer Transient Analyzer
POS Plant Operational State
PRA Probabilistic Risk Assessment
PWR Pressurized Water Reactor
PWROG Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group
QATR Quality Assurance Topical Report
RA Recovery Action
RAI Request for Additional Information
RAW Risk Achievement Worth
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RC Reactor Coolant
RCP Reactor Coolant Pump
RCS Reactor Coolant System

RCY Reactor Year
RG Regulatory Guide
RI-PB Risk-Informed, Performance-Based
RIS Regulatory Issue Summary
RP Radiation Protection
RWT Refueling Water Tank
SACM Societe Alsacienne De Constructions Mecaniques De Mulhouse
SAFE System Assurance & Fire Protection Engineering Software
SBO Station Blackout
SER Safety Evaluation Report
SG Steam Generator
SIAS Safety Injection Actuation Signal
SSA Safe Shutdown Analysis
SSC Structures, Systems and Components
SSD Safe Shutdown
SSEL Safe Shutdown Equipment List
SR Supporting Requirement
SRW Service Water
SW Saltwater
SWGR Switchgear
SY System Designator
TAC Technical Assignment Control
TB Turbine Building
TDAFW Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater
TDP Turbine Driven Pump
TS Technical Specification
TSW Turbine Service Water
UFSAR Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
V&V Verification and Validation
VCT Volume Control Tank
VFDR Variance from Deterministic Requirement
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group 1.0 Introduction

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has promulgated an alternative rule for fire
protection requirements at nuclear power plants, 10 CFR 50.48(c), National Fire
Protection Association Standard 805 (NFPA 805) (Reference 6.1). Calvert Cliffs
Nuclear power Plant, LLC (CCNPP) is implementing the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI)
methodology, NEI 04-02 (Reference 6.2), to transition CCNPP from its current fire
protection licensing basis to the new requirements as outlined in NFPA 805. This report
describes the transition methodology utilized and documents how CCNPP complies with
the new requirements.

1.1 Background

1.1.1 NFPA 805 - Requirements and Guidance

On July 16, 2004 the NRC amended 10 CFR 50.48, Fire Protection, to add a new
subsection, 10 CFR 50.48(c), which establishes new risk-informed performance-based
(RI-PB) fire protection requirements. 10 CFR 50.48(c) incorporates by reference, with
exceptions, NFPA 805, as a voluntary alternative to 10 CFR 50.48(b) and (f), and 10
CFR 50, Appendix R.

As stated in 10 CFR 50.48(c)(3)(i), any licensee's adoption of a RI-PB program that
complies with the rule is voluntary. This rule may be adopted as an acceptable
alternative method for complying with either 10 CFR 50.48(b), for plants licensed to
operate before January 1, 1979, or the fire protection license conditions for plants
licensed to operate after January 1, 1979, or 10 CFR 50.48(f), plants shutdown in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.82(a)(1).

The Nuclear Energy Institute developed NEI 04-02 to assist licensees in adopting
NFPA 805 and making the transition from their current fire protection licensing basis to
one based on NFPA 805. The NRC issued Regulatory Guide (RGý 1.205 (Reference
6.3), which endorses NEI 04-02, with exceptions, in December 2009.

A depiction of the primary document relationships is shown in Figure 1-1:

1 Where referred to in this document NEI 04-02 is Revision 2 and RG 1.205 is Revision 1.
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CFR OAUS(c)

Figure 1-1 NFPA 805 Transition - Implementation RequirementslGuldance

1.1.2 Transition to 10 CFR 50.48(c)

1.1.2.1 Start of Transition

Constellation Generation Group submitted a letter of intent to the NRC (Reference 6.4)
for CCNPP to adopt NFPA 805 in accordance with 10 CFR 50.48(c).

The NRC subsequently granted a three year enforcement discretion period (Reference
6.5).

CCNPP requested that the period of enforcement discretion be extended until six
months after the approval of the second pilot transition request (Reference 6.6). The
NRC approved the enforcement discretion extension request (Reference 6.7).

In accordance with SECY-1 1-0061, a CENG letter (Reference 6.8), requested that the
period of enforcement discretion be extended to September 30, 2013. The NRC
approved the enforcement discretion extension request (Reference 6.9).

In accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy, the enforcement discretion period will
continue until the NRC approval of the License Amendment Request (LAR) is
completed.

CCNPP 
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1.1.2.2 Transition Process

The transition to NFPA 805 includes the following high level activities:

" A new fire safe shutdown analysis
" A new fire probabilistic risk assessment (FPRA) using NUREG/CR 6850

(Reference 6.10) as guidance and a revision to the Internal Events probabilistic
risk assessments to support the FPRAs

* Completion of activities required to transition the pre-transition licensing basis to
10 CFR 50.48(c) as specified in NEI 04-02 and RG 1.205

1.2 Purpose

The purpose of the Transition Report is as follows:

1) Describe the process implemented to transition the current fire protection
program (FPP) to comply with the additional requirements of 10 CFR 50.48(c)

2) Summarize the results of the transition process

3) Explain the bases for conclusions that the FPP complies with 10 CFR 50.48(c)
requirements

4) Describe the new fire protection licensing basis

5) Describe the configuration management processes used to manage post-
transition changes to the station and the FPP, and resulting impact on the
licensing basis

CCNPP 
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2.0 OVERVIEW OF EXISTING FIRE PROTECTION PROGRAM
2.1 Current Fire Protection Licensing Basis

CCNPP was licensed to operate on 7/31/1974 (Unit 1, DPR-53) and 11/30/1976 (Unit 2,
DPR-69). As a result, the CCNPP FPP is based on compliance with 10 CFR 50.48(a),
10 CFR 50.48(b) and the following License Condition:

Renewed Facility Operating License No. DPR-53, License Condition 2.E, states:

The licensee shall implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the approved
fire protection program as described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report for
the facility and as approved in the SER dated September 14, 1979 and Supplements
dated October 2, 1980; March 18, 1982; and September 27, 1982; and Exemptions
dated August 16, 1982; April 21, 1983; March 15, 1984; August 22, 1990; and April
7, 1999 subject to the following provision: The licensee may make changes to the
approved fire protection program without prior approval of the Commission only if
those changes would not adversely affect the ability to achieve and maintain safe
shutdown in the event of a fire.

Renewed Facility Operating License No. DPR-69, License Condition 2.E, states:

The Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, LLC, shall implement and maintain in effect
all provisions of the approved fire protection program as described in the Updated
Final Safety Analysis Report for the facility and as approved in the SER dated
September 14, 1979 and Supplements dated October 2, 1980; March 18, 1982; and
September 27, 1982; and Exemptions dated August 16, 1982; April 21, 1983; March
15, 1984; August 22, 1990; and April 7, 1999 subject to the following provision: The
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, LLC may make changes to the approved fire
protection program without prior approval of the Commission only if those changes
would not adversely affect the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the
event of a fire.

2.2 NRC Acceptance of the Fire Protection Licensing Basis

In response to the NRC's request, Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (BG&E, the
licensee at that time) performed a fire hazards analysis which analyzed the CCNPP
FPP against the guidance of Appendix A to the Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5-
1. The results of the analysis, and the proposed modifications and additions to the fire
protection system, were communicated to the NRC by letter dated March 15, 1977, and
supplemented by letters dated July 11, 1978; October 20, 1978; March 22, 1979; April
19, 1979 and submittals dated August 6, 17, and 29, 1979, which served as the basis
for the Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1 fire protection safety evaluation report (SER)
dated September 14, 1979.

The September 14, 1979 SER identified additional information required as detailed in
Sections 3.1 "Modifications," 3.2 "Incomplete Items," and 3.3 "Unresolved Issues."

In letters dated December 21, 1979, December 27, 1979, May 20, 1980 and June 20,
1980, BG&E provided responses to Section 3.1 "Modifications" and 3.2 "Incomplete
Items" of the SER.

CCNPP 
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In a letter dated August 20, 1980, BG&E submitted changes to the fire hazards analysis
to delete Criterion 6, dealing with the encapsulation of redundant trays or conduits in a
single fire area, from the FPP.

On October 2, 1980, the NRC issued the first supplement to the SER, approving the
closure of multiple items and providing guidance on the resolution of remaining open
items.

On November 24, 1980, the NRC requested a review of the requirements of Appendix R
to 10 CFR 50 Sections Ill.G, IIl.J and 111.0. The staff also identified eight open fire
protection items and required resolutions to achieve compliance with Appendix R.

On November 6, 1981, BG&E submitted revised responses that addressed all open
issues from the 1979 SER. The letter reported that all SER requirements, except those
modified by Appendix R, were complete. By letter submitted December 10, 1981,
BG&E amended the Appendix R modifications to include the addition of fire detection in
the battery rooms.

On March 19, 1981, BG&E submitted the "Report on Alternate Shutdown" and
requested an exemption to the requirements of Appendix R Section Ill.E, "Hydrostatic
Hose Tests," 111.0, "Oil Collection System for Reactor Coolant Pump," and Ill.G, "Fire
Protection of Safe Shutdown Capability."

On September 30, 1981, BG&E submitted the Interactive Cable Analysis for Unit 1; and
on January 29, 1982, BG&E submitted the Interactive Cable Analysis for Unit 2. The
Interactive Cable Analyses were submitted as a design description of plans to meet
Appendix R Section III.G.3.

The February 24, 1982 letter from BG&E provided additional information on the
arrangement of fire detectors for the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Cable Spreading Rooms and the
associated cable chases for the actuation of halon.

A second supplement to the SER was issued on March 18, 1982. At the time of the
second supplement, two open items, 3.1.20 "Unprotected Doorways" and 3.2.1 "Fire
Hazard Analysis," from the 1979 SER, remained open.

The NRC submitted Requests for Additional Information (RAIs) for Appendix R on
February 20, 1981. In a letter dated May 14, 1982, BG&E submitted responses to the
NRC RAIs.

In a letter dated August 6, 1982, the NRC transmitted the staff position regarding
requirements for fire-related, source range, neutron flux monitoring. The letter also
requested that BG&E provide source range, flux monitoring outside of the control room.

On September 7, 1982, in response to NRC letter dated August 6, 1982, BG&E agreed
to provide one channel of source range flux monitoring instrumentation for each unit, as
required by the staff, to meet Appendix R Section III.L.2.

On September 27, 1982, the NRC issued the third supplement to the SER resolving all
outstanding items from the September 14, 1979 SER. The supplement also found that
the proposed design of Unit 1 and Unit 2 met the requirements of Appendix R to 10
CFR Part 50 Items III.G.3 and III.L with respect to safe shutdown in the event of a fire.
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In addition, the NRC granted the following exemptions:

* An exemption from the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Section III.G requirements to
install rated doors to maintain the 3-hr fire rating of barriers, in which they are
installed, approved in a letter dated August 16, 1982.

" An exemption from the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Section III.G requirements to
provide a fixed fire suppression system in the intake structure, approved in a
letter dated April 21, 1983.

* An exemption from the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Section III.G requirements to
provide a fixed fire suppression system in the control room complex, approved in
a letter dated April 21, 1983.

* An exemption from the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Section 111.0 requirements for
providing a reactor coolant pump oil collection tank sized to hold the lube oil
inventory of all four reactor coolant pump motors, approved in a letter dated
March 15, 1984.

• An exemption from the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Section III.G requirements to
provide full-area suppression coverage in Fire Area 10, approved in a letter
dated March 15, 1984.

" An exemption from the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Section III.G requirements to
provide full-area suppression coverage in Fire Area 11, approved in a letter
dated March 15, 1984.

* An exemption from the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Section III.G requirements to
install rated doors to maintain the 3-hr fire rating of barriers, in which they are
installed, approved in a letter dated March 15, 1984.

" An exemption from the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Section III.J requirements to
provide permanently installed emergency lighting in containment, approved in a
letter dated August 22, 1990.

" An exemption from the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Section IIl.J requirements to
provide 8-hour battery supplied emergency lighting units in plant exterior areas,
approved in a letter dated April 7, 1999.

* An exemption from the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Section IIl.J requirements to
provide 8-hour battery supplied emergency lighting units inside of electrical
cabinets, approved in a letter dated April 7, 1999.

" An exemption from the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Section IIl.J requirements to
provide 8-hour battery supplied emergency lighting units in high radiation areas,
approved in a letter dated April 7, 1999.

CCNPP 
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3.0 TRANSITION PROCESS
3.1 Background

Section 4.0 of NEI 04-02 describes the process for transitioning from compliance with
the current fire protection licensing basis to the new requirements of 10 CFR 50.48(c).
NEI 04-02 contains the following steps:

1) Licensee determination to transition the licensing basis and devote the necessary
resources to it;

2) Submit a letter of intent to the NRC stating the licensee's intention to transition
the licensing basis in accordance with a tentative schedule;

3) Conduct the transition process to determine the extent to which the current fire
protection licensing basis supports compliance with the new requirements and
the extent to which additional analyses, plant and program changes, and
alternative methods and analytical approaches are needed;

4) Submit a LAR;
5) Complete transition activities that can be completed prior to the receipt of the

license amendment;
6) Receive a Safety Evaluation; and
7) Complete implementation of the new licensing basis, including completion of

modifications identified in Attachment S.

3.2 NFPA 805 Process

Section 2.2 of NFPA 805 establishes the general process for demonstrating compliance
with NFPA 805. This process is illustrated in Figure 3-1. It shows that except for the
fundamental fire protection requirements, compliance can be achieved on a fire area
basis either by deterministic or RI-PB methods. Consistent with the guidance in NEI 04-
02, CCNPP has implemented the NFPA 805 Section 2.2 process by first determining
the extent to which its current FPP supports findings of deterministic compliance with
the requirements in NFPA 805. RI-PB methods are being applied to the requirements
for which deterministic compliance could not be shown.

CCNPP 
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Establish fundamental fire NFPA 805 Section 2.2(a)
protection elements

(Chapter 3)

Fdetly fire hazards NFPA 805 Section 2.2(b)

NFPA 805 Section 2.2(c)

Evaluate compliance to
performance criteria

Nuclear safety
Identify performance criteria to be Life safety

examined Property demage/business
(Chapter 1) Interruption

,•, Radiation release

Identify stuctures, systems, or
components (SSCs) in each fire NFPA 805 Section 2.2(d)
area to which the performance

criteria applies

Prfoarmance.Based Approach

Evaluate ability to satisfy performance
requirements

(Chapter 4)

Performance Basis
Define fire scenarios and fire design basis

for each fire area being considered.
Evaluate using, e.g.,

" Fire modeling to quantify the fire risk
and margin of safety

" PSA to examine impact on overall plant
risk

NFPA 805 Section 2.2(g)

4-

NFPA 805 Section 2.2(01

Risk4nformed Change
Evaluation

NFPA 805 Section 2.2(h)
Evaluate risk impact of changes to

the approved design basiN

Y asesDesign Basis Documents.
Docmenatin ad cnfiuraionI •Fire haz'ards analysis

Dcmnainadconf•o iguato Nuclear safety capability assessment
controlSuppcorting engineering calculations~Probabilistic safety analysis

Risk-informed change evaluations

Etbli monitoring p NFPA 805 Section 2.2(i)

NFPA 805 Section 2.20)

Feedback

Figure 3-1 NFPA 805 Process [NEI 04-02 Figure 3-1 based on Figure 2-2 of NFPA 805]2

3.3 NEI 04-02 - NFPA 805 Transition Process

NFPA 805 contains technical processes and requirements for a RI-PB FPP. NEI 04-02
was developed to provide guidance on the overall process (programmatic, technical,
and licensing) for transitioning from a traditional fire protection licensing basis to a new
RI-PB method based upon NFPA 805, as shown in Figure 3-2.

2 Note: 10 CFR 50.48(c) does not incorporate by reference Life Safety and Plant Damage/Business
Interruption goals, objectives and criteria. See 10 CFR 50.48(c) for specific exceptions to the
incorporation by reference of NFPA 805.
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Section 4.0 of NEI 04-02 describes the detailed process for assessing a FPP for
compliance with NFPA 805, as shown in Figure 3-2.

Transition Report
Sect. 4.1

A

Transition Report
Sect. 4.2

I
Use PB Approach If

Needed (Fire Modeling or
Fire Risk Evaluations)I } Transition

Report
Sect. 4.6

Figure 3-2 Transition Process (Simplified) [based on NEI 04-02 Figure 4-1]

3.4 NFPA 805 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

The NRC has worked with NEI and two pilot plants (Oconee Nuclear Station and Harris
Nuclear Plant) to define the licensing process for transitioning to a new licensing basis
under 10 CFR 50.48(c) and NFPA 805. Both the NRC and the industry recognized the
need for additional clarifications to the guidance provided in RG 1.205, NEI 04-02, and
the requirements of NFPA 805. The NFPA 805 FAQ process was jointly developed by
NEI and NRC to facilitate timely clarifications of NRC positions. This process is
described in Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2007-19 (Reference 6.11).
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Under the FAQ process, transition issues are submitted to the NEI NFPA 805 Task
Force for review, and subsequently presented to the NRC during public FAQ meetings.
Once the NEI NFPA 805 Task Force and NRC reach agreement, the NRC issues a
memorandum to indicate that the FAQ is acceptable. NEI 04-02 will be revised to
incorporate the approved FAQs. This is an on-going revision process that will continue
through the transition of NFPA 805 plants. Final closure of the FAQs will occur when
future revisions of RG 1.205, endorsing the related revisions of NEI 04-02, are approved
by the NRC. It is expected that additional FAQs will be written and existing FAQs will
be revised as plants continue NFPA 805 transition after the pilot plant safety
evaluations.

Attachment H contains the list of approved FAQs not yet incorporated into the endorsed
revision of NEI 04-02. These FAQs have been used to clarify the guidance in RG
1.205, NEI 04-02, and the requirements of NFPA 805 and in the preparation of this
LAR.
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4.0 COMPLIANCE WITH NFPA 805 REQUIREMENTS
4.1 Fundamental Fire Protection Program and Design Elements

The fundamental fire protection program and design elements are established in
Chapter 3 of NFPA 805. Section 4.3.1 of NEI 04-02 provides a systematic process for
determining the extent to which the pre-transition licensing basis and plant configuration
meets these criteria and for identifying the FPP changes that would be necessary for
compliance with NFPA 805. NEI 04-02 Appendix B-1 provides guidance on
documenting compliance with the program requirements of NFPA 805 Chapter 3.

4.1.1 Overview of Evaluation Process

The comparison of the CCNPP FPP to the requirements of NFPA 805 Chapter 3 was
performed and documented in NFPA-805-00002 (Reference 6.12). This document
used the guidance contained in NEI 04-02, Section 4.3.1 and Appendix B-1 (See Figure
4-1).

Each section and subsection of NFPA 805 Chapter 3 was reviewed against the current
FPP. Upon completion of the activities associated with the review, the following
compliance statement(s) was used:

" Complies - For those sections/subsections determined to meet the specific
requirements of NFPA 805.

" Complies with Clarification - For those sections/subsections determined to meet
the requirements of NFPA 805 with clarification.

" Complies by Previous NRC Approval - For those sections/subsections where the
specific NFPA 805 Chapter 3 requirements are not met but previous NRC
approval of the configuration exists.

" Complies with Use of Existing Engineering Equivalency Evaluations (EEEEs) -
For those sections/subsections determined to be equivalent to the NFPA 805
Chapter 3 requirements as documented by engineering analysis.

" Complies with Required Action - For those sections/subsections determined to
meet the specific requirements of NFPA 805 after the completion of a
modification or other implementation item, such as a procedure change or a work
request (See Attachment S for details).

" Submit for NRC Approval - For those sections/subsections for which approval is
sought in this LAR submittal in accordance with 10 CFR 50.48(c)(2)(vii). A
summary of the bases of acceptability is provided (See Attachment L for details).

In some cases multiple compliance statements have been assigned to a specific NFPA
805 Chapter 3 section/subsection. Where this is the case, each compliance/compliance
basis statement clearly references the corresponding requirement of NFPA 805
Chapter 3.

CCNPP 
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Figure 4-1 - Fundamental Fire Protection Program and Design Elements Transition Process

[Based on NEI 04402 Figure 4-2]3

3 Figure 4-1 depicts the process used during the transition and therefore contains elements (i.e., open items) that represent interim resolutions. Additional detail
on the transition of EEEEs is included in Section 4.2.2.
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4.1.2 Results of the Evaluation Process

4.1.2.1 NFPA 805 Chapter 3 Requirements Met or Previously Approved by the
NRC

Attachment A contains the NEI 04-02 Table B-1, Transition of Fundamental Fire
Protection Program and Design Elements. This table provides the compliance basis for
the requirements in NFPA 805 Chapter 3. Except as identified in Section 4.1.2.3,
Attachment A demonstrates that the FPP at CCNPP either:

" Complies directly with the requirements of NFPA 805 Chapter 3,
" Complies with clarification with the requirements of NFPA 805 Chapter 3,
" Complies through the use of EEEEs which are valid and of appropriate quality,
" Complies with a previously NRC approved alternative to NFPA 805 Chapter 3

and therefore the specific requirement of NFPA 805 Chapter 3 is supplanted, or
" Complies with the completion of a required action. Required actions are identified

for those sections and/or subsections that will meet the specific requirements of
NFPA 805 upon the completion of a modification or other action, such as a
procedure change or a work request. (See Attachment S for details.)

4.1.2.2 NFPA 805 Chapter 3 Requirements Requiring Clarification of Prior NRC
Approval

NPFA 805 Section 3.1 states in part, "Previously approved alternatives from the
fundamental protection program attributes of this chapter by the AHJ take precedence
over the requirements contained herein." In some cases prior NRC approval of an
NFPA 805 Chapter 3 program attribute may be unclear. CCNPP requests that the NRC
concur with their finding of prior approval for the following sections of NFPA 805
Chapter 3:

0 None.

4.1.2.3 NFPA 805 Chapter 3 Requirements Not Met and Not Previously
Approved by NRC

The following sections of NFPA 805 Chapter 3 are not specifically met nor do previous
NRC approvals of alternatives exist:

" 3.2.3(1) - Approval is requested for the use of performance-based methods to
establish the appropriate inspection, testing, and maintenance frequencies for
required fire protection systems and features.

" 3.3.5.1 - Approval is requested for instances of unprotected wiring above
suspended ceilings.

" 3.3.1.3.1 - Approval is requested for performance of hot work in sprinklered
buildings while such systems are impaired.

" 3.6.1 - Approval is requested for a Class I standpipe and hose system.
" 3.3.7.2 - Approval is requested for configuration of the bulk hydrogen storage

tanks, which are installed such that their long axes are pointed at buildings and
equipment.
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* 3.3.8 - Approval is requested for the presence of a fuel oil storage tank (FOST
1A) in a structure containing components important to nuclear safety (EDG 1A
Building); and for lack of a pressure relieving device on FOST 1A.

The specific deviation and a discussion of how the alternative satisfies
10 CFR 50.48(c)(2)(vii) requirements are provided in Attachment L. CCNPP requests
NRC approval of these performance-based methods.

4.1.3 Definition of Power Block and Plant

Where used in NFPA 805 Chapter 3 the terms "Power Block" and "Plant" refer to
structures that have equipment required for nuclear plant operations, such as a
Containment, Auxiliary Building, Service Building, Control Building, Fuel Building,
Radioactive Waste, Water Treatment, Turbine Building, Intake Structure, or structures
that are identified in the facility's pre-transition licensing basis.

Structures in the CCNPP owner-controlled area were reviewed to determine those that
contain equipment required to meet the nuclear safety and radioactive release criteria
described in Section 1.5 of NFPA 805. This review was conducted per the guidance of
NEI 04-02, Revision 2 as supplemented by FAQ 06-0019.

These structures are listed in Attachment I and define the "power block" and "plant".

4.2 Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria

The nuclear safety performance criteria are established in Section 1.5 of NFPA 805.
Chapter 4 of NFPA 805 provides the methodology to determine the fire protection
systems and features required to achieve the performance criteria outlined in Section
1.5. Section 4.3.2 of NEI 04-02 provides a systematic process for determining the
extent to which the pre-transition licensing basis meets these criteria and for identifying
any necessary FPP changes. NEI 04-02, Appendix B-2 provides guidance on
documenting the transition of Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA)
methodology and the fire area compliance strategies.

4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology

The NSCA methodology review consists of four processes:
" Establishing compliance with NFPA 805 Section 2.4.2
" Establishing the safe and stable conditions for the plant
" Establishing recovery actions
" Evaluating multiple spurious operations (MSOs)

The methodology for demonstrating reasonable assurance that a fire during non-power
operational (NPO) modes will not prevent the plant from achieving and maintaining the
fuel in a safe and stable condition is an additional requirement of 10 CFR 50.48(c) and
is addressed in Section 4.3.

4.2.1.1 Compliance with NFPA 805 Section 2.4.2

Overview of Process

NFPA 805 Section 2.4.2 states:

CCNPP 
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"The purpose of this section is to define the methodology for performing a
nuclear safety capability assessment. The following steps shall be performed:
(1) Selection of systems and equipment and their interrelationships necessary to

achieve the nuclear safety performance criteria in Chapter 1
(2) Selection of cables necessary to achieve the nuclear safety performance

criteria in Chapter 1
(3) Identification of the location of nuclear safety equipment and cables
(4) Assessment of the ability to achieve the nuclear safety performance criteria

given a fire in each fire area"

Establishing compliance with NFPA 805 Section 2.4.2 was done by evaluating the
NSCA methodology against the guidance provided in NEI 00-01 (Reference 6.13),
Chapter 3, as discussed in Appendix B-2 of NEI 04-02. CCNPP used the guidance
provided in NEI 00-01 because it is endorsed as an acceptable methodology in NRC
RG 1.205 and due to feedback received as a result of NRC requests for additional
information on other post-pilot plant LARs.

The methodology is depicted in Figure 4-2 and consisted of the following activities:
" Each specific section of NFPA 805 2.4.2 was correlated to the corresponding

section of Chapter 3 of NEI 00-01. Based upon the content of the NEI 00-01
methodology statements, a determination was made of the applicability of the
section to the station.

" The plant-specific methodology was compared to applicable sections of
NEI 00-01 and one of the following alignment statements and its associated
basis were assigned to the section:
o Aligns
o Aligns with intent
o Not in Alignment
o Not in Alignment, but prior NRC approval
o Not in Alignment, but no adverse consequences
o For those sections that do not align, an assessment was made to determine if

the failure to maintain strict alignment with the guidance in NEI 00-01 could
have adverse consequences. Since NEI 00-01 is a guidance document,
portions of its text could be interpreted as 'good practice' or intended as an
example of an efficient means of performing the analyses. If the section has
no adverse consequences, these sections of NEI 00-01 can be dispositioned
without further review.

The comparison of the CCNPP NSCA methodology to NEI 00-01 Chapter 3 (NEI 04-02
Table B-2) was performed and documented in NFPA-805-00005 (Reference 6.14).

Results from Evaluation Process

The method used to perform the NSCA with respect to selection of systems and
equipment, selection of cables, and identification of the location of equipment and
cables, either meets the NRC endorsed guidance from NEI 00-01, Chapter 3 directly or
met the intent of the endorsed guidance with adequate justification as documented in
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Attachment B. Plant documents in Attachment B that identify the bases for alignment
with NEI-00-01 will be maintained as post-transition licensing basis documents to
ensure NFPA 805 program compliance.

NEI 00-01, Chapter 3 contains guidance criteria concerning identifying required and
important to safe shutdown components. These specific guidance criteria are not
applicable to plants transitioning to NFPA 805; therefore, they were not addressed for
CCNPP.

Stop I Assemble Documentation

S • 2Detemnine and Document
Stop 2 AppltcabUlity of NEI 00-01

Stt tttof NE Meh-0 NE 0C ea1

NEI OD-01 Guidanco? Goblanc? potentially resultsI osnset for momoad?
Sto 3 rme consequences

Yes Yes Non

Docoment arnd
Address Open Item

Doct (Consier entry In Correctwve Stp 4
Action Program)

Figure 4-2 - Summary of Nuclear Safety Methodology Review Process (FAQ 07-0039)
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4.2.1.2 Safe and Stable Conditions for the Plant

Overview of Process

The nuclear safety goals, objectives and performance criteria of NFPA 805 allow more
flexibility than the previous deterministic programs based on 10 CFR 50, Appendix R
and NUREG 0800 (Reference 6.15), Section 9.5-1 (and NEI 00-01, Chapter 3) since
NFPA 805 only requires the licensee to maintain the fuel in a safe and stable condition
rather than achieve and maintain cold shutdown.

NFPA 805, Section 1.6.56, defines safe and stable conditions as follows:

"For fuel in the reactor vessel, head on and tensioned, safe and stable conditions
are defined as the ability to maintain Keff <0. 99, with a reactor coolant temperature
at or below the requirements for hot shutdown for a boiling water reactor and hot
standby for a pressurized water reactor. For all other configurations, safe and stable
conditions are defined as maintaining Keff <0.99 and fuel coolant temperature below
boiling."

The nuclear safety goal of NFPA 805 requires "...reasonable assurance that a fire
during any operational mode and plant configuration will not prevent the plant from
achieving and maintaining the fuel in a safe and stable condition" without a specific
reference to a mission time or event coping duration.

For the plant to be in a safe and stable condition, it may not be necessary to perform a
transition to cold shutdown as currently required under 10 CFR 50, Appendix R.
Therefore, the unit may remain at or below the temperature defined by a hot
standby/hot shutdown plant operating state for the event.

Results

Coping Time

The NFPA 805 NSCA for CCNPP has been developed to ensure that the plant can
achieve and maintain the reactor fuel in a safe and stable condition assuming that a fire
event occurs during Mode 1 (Power Operation), Mode 2 (Startup), Mode 3 (Hot
Standby), and Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown), when the motor control center breakers for the
shutdown cooling header return isolation valves are open. Refer to Attachment C
(Table B-3) for the systems and components credited with supporting "safe and stable"
plant conditions by compartment (fire area).

The NSCA will demonstrate that CCNPP can achieve and maintain safe and stable
conditions for at least 12 hours with the minimum shift operating staff before having to
take action to align backup makeup water to the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) system.
This initial 12 hours provides sufficient time for the Emergency Response Organization
(ERO) to respond and be available to support "safe and stable" actions to extend Hot
Standby conditions.

Coping Time Bases

The minimum 12 hour coping duration is supported by the Technical Specification
required inventory in CST 12 assuming the necessary flow rate to provide reactor
coolant system (RCS) decay heat removal for both Unit 1 and Unit 2. CST 12 is
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required per Technical Specification to contain a minimum volume of 150,000 gallons
per Unit. CST 12 supports both Unit 1 and Unit 2 for AFW makeup. Actions required to
sustain Mode 3 (Hot Standby) beyond 12 hours include actions to align CST 11 for Unit
1 and CST 21 for Unit 2. Aligning CST 11 and CST 21 requires an operator to open
manual valves located in the Tank Farm. If available the demineralized water transfer
pumps can be used to provide additional makeup volume to CST 12 from
Demineralized Water Storage Tank 11, thereby extending the minimum time until CST
11 and CST 21 are required.

Impact to Plant if Time is Exceeded to Align Backup AFW Makeup Sources

Should the level of CST 12 lower to the point where the AFW pumps lose suction
pressure the pumps will be manually tripped by an operator, if necessary, and AFW
makeup flow to the steam generators (SGs) will be lost. SG level will lower as the SG
safety valves cycle until the SGs have inadequate inventory to remove RCS decay heat.

Methods to Maintain "Safe and Stable" and Extend Hot Standby Conditions

The following describes methods to maintain the "safe and stable" condition and related
support actions:

1. CCNPP has design features and procedures to ensure that an adequate source
of inventory is provided for decay heat removal in sustained Mode 3 (Hot
Standby) conditions. If the CST 12 inventory is depleted, the AFW system for
each unit can be aligned to appropriate backup tank, CST 11 or CST 21.
Transfer to the backup tanks requires local manual action. If available the
demineralized water transfer pumps can be used to provide additional makeup
volume to CST 12 (Reference 6.16, Section 10.3.3).

2. RCS pressure control is maintained by a combination of SG safety valves (RCS
contraction) and securing of unnecessary Pressurizer heaters (Reference 6.17).

3. Core decay heat in Mode 3 (Hot Standby) will be rejected to the secondary plant
through one or both of the SGs, and then to atmosphere through the SG safety
valves.

4. The CCNPP reactor core design ensures that ke, is maintained <0.99 while the
plant is in sustained Mode 3 (Hot Standby). Gravity insertion of the control rods
into the reactor core will ensure reactivity control is achieved for Mode 3 (Hot
Standby). The addition of borated water to the RCS is not necessary to maintain
adequate shutdown margin for the duration of NFPA 805 safe and stable plant
conditions (Reference 6.18).

5. Inventory makeup to the RCS may only be required to account for expected RCS
leakage and minimal RCS shrinkage. CCNPP has design features and
procedures to ensure that an adequate source of borated inventory is provided
for RCS inventory control in sustained Mode 3 (Hot Standby). Inventory makeup
is provided to maintain pressurizer level by the charging system. Makeup to the
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RCS is provided from either the Refueling Water Tank or Boric Acid Storage
Tanks via the RCS cold legs.

6. CCNPP has design features and procedures to ensure that adequate RCS
pressure control is maintained in sustained Mode 3 (Hot Standby). Pressurizer
heater operation is not required, but may be utilized as desired by operator, when
available. At least one bank of backup pressurizer heaters are capable of being
energized from emergency diesel generator (EDG) power, but may require local
manual operator action to re-shut the supply breaker in the event of a load shed
or Safety Injection Actuation Signal (Reference 6.17).

7. Each of the EDGs is provided with a fuel oil day tank and a fuel oil transfer pump.
The level in the fuel oil day tanks is controlled by level switches which
automatically operate the respective fuel oil transfer pump to maintain level in the
fuel oil day tanks. The fuel oil day tanks' capacities are capable of providing 1
hour of EDG operation if the transfer pump was inoperable. EDG 1A is provided
with a dedicated FOST. The EDG 1A FOST has a Technical Specification
quantity of 49,500 gallons of fuel oil that allows for 7 days of continuous
operation at accident loading. EDG 1B and EDG 2B are normally aligned to
FOST 21. EDG 2A will be normally aligned to FOST 21 pending the completion
of IMP-16. FOST 21 has a Technical Specification quantity of 85,000 gallons of
fuel oil for the EDGs. The fuel oil volume in FOST 21 was established based on
7 days of EDG operation with one EDG at accident loading and one EDG at non-
accident loading. The onsite fuel oil capacity is sufficient to operate the EDGs for
longer than the time to replenish the onsite supply from outside sources
(Reference 6.19, Section 3.8.3).

8. Battery chargers are credited with maintaining DC station batteries at rated
voltage. Should AC charging sources be lost, local manual operator action may
be required. Station batteries are capable of providing a minimum of 4 hours of
125 VDC power to their respective loads during a station blackout without AC
charging sources. This time allowance credits securing 1INVIT11 in the Cable
Spreading Room within 45 minutes (References 6.20 and 6.21).

9. Instrument air supports safety related equipment required to achieve a safe and
stable condition. On loss of instrument air, AFW air accumulators provide a
redundant source of safety related air to the AFW system for a minimum of 2
hours (Reference 6.16, Section 10.3.3). The AFW air can also be supplied with
manual alignment to either the Nitrogen System or Salt Water Air Compressors
(SWAC). The SWACs also provide a backup source of motive air to designated
safety related components outside of the AFW system. The NSCA and
Attachment B provide a discussion of the assessment for the post-fire pressure
boundary integrity of the instrument air system with respect to loss of pressure
boundary integrity resulting from fire damage to fire sensitive instrument air end
loads.
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10.The Saltwater strainers flush automatically at regular intervals or on a high
differential pressure without disruption to the straining process. A local control
station is provided for strainer control, indication and annunciation. The
Saltwater System provides cooling for the Service Water and Component
Cooling Water Systems (Reference 6.16, Section 9.5.1).

Assessment of Risk

Operations personnel and/or the fire brigade will respond to fire events within the
Protected Area boundary in accordance with the guidance of CCNPP procedures. If the
fire meets the criteria of the Emergency Response Plan, an emergency would be
declared and classified based on the severity. In the event of an Alert declaration or
higher the CCNPP ERO will be initiated. The first line of control of any emergency at
CCNPP lies with the normal shift personnel on duty at such time as an emergency
situation should occur. Assistance is available within one hour from other plant staff
and operating personnel to assist with implementation of the longer term actions
necessary to maintain the fuel in a "safe and stable" configuration. Following
stabilization at Mode 3 (Hot Standby), assessment and repair activities would
commence to restore plant equipment needed to support RCS cool down in a safe and
controlled manner. ERO resources will be available to assist Operations in fire damage
assessment and restoration of multiple success paths.

* The actions required to maintain "safe and stable" conditions are limited.

" Procedures are in place for the "safe and stable" actions identified above.

" The 12 hour coping period provides reasonable assurance that adequate time is
provided for the ERO to be available to augment the minimum plant staffing to
support the longer term "safe and stable" actions.

For the most limiting fire scenarios, the anticipated end state is an RCS temperature
maintained within the Mode 3 (Hot Standby) band, with a long term strategy for
reactivity, decay heat removal, and inventory control. Long term subcooled natural
circulation decay heat removal is provided by supplying AFW flow from CST 12 to the
SGs and steaming to atmosphere. The extended coping period at these conditions is
based on the significant volume of water available for decay heat removal and reduced
need for primary make up to match the RCS system losses.

The ERO provides sufficient resources for assessment of fire damage and completion
of repairs to equipment necessary to maintain hot standby for an extended period,
transition to cold shutdown, or return to power operations as dictated by the plant fire
event. The risk impact of the failure of actions to sustain safe and stable plant
conditions beyond 12 hours is deemed to be very low since the requisite inventory and
manpower for maintaining systems operable is not time critical.
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4.2.1.3 Establishing Recovery Actions

Overview of Process

NEI 04-02 and RG 1.205 suggest that a licensee submit a summary of its approach for
addressing the transition of operator manual actions (OMAs) as recovery actions in the
LAR (Regulatory Position 2.2.1 and NEI-04-02, Section 4.6). As a minimum, NEI 04-02
suggests that the assumptions, criteria, methodology, and overall results be included for
the NRC to determine the acceptability of the licensee's methodology.

The discussion below provides the methodology used to transition pre-transition OMAs
and to determine the population of post-transition recovery actions. This process is
based on FAQ 07-0030 and consists of the following steps:

" Step 1: Clearly define the primary control station(s) and determine which pre-
transition OMAs are taken at primary control station(s) (Activities that occur in the
main Control Room are not considered pre-transition OMAs). Activities that take
place at primary control station(s) or in the main Control Room are not recovery
actions, by definition.

" Step 2: Determine the population of recovery actions that are required to resolve
variances from deterministic requirements (VFDRs) (to meet the risk acceptance
criteria or maintain a sufficient level of defense-in-depth).

" Step 3: Evaluate the additional risk presented by the use of recovery actions
required to demonstrate the availability of a success path

" Step 4: Evaluate the feasibility of the recovery actions
" Step 5: Evaluate the reliability of the recovery actions

Results

The results are documented in R2215-049-001 (Reference 6.22). Refer to Attachment
G for the detailed evaluation process and summary of the results from the process.

4.2.1.4 Evaluation of Multiple Spurious Operations

Overview of Process

NEI 04-02 suggests that a licensee submit a summary of its approach for addressing
potential fire-induced MSOs for NRC review and approval. As a minimum, NEI 04-02
suggests that the summary contain sufficient information relevant to methods, tools, and
acceptance criteria used to enable the NRC to determine the acceptability of the
licensee's methodology. The methodology utilized to address MSOs for CCNPP is
summarized below.

As part of the NFPA 805 transition project, a review and evaluation of CCNPP's
susceptibility to fire-induced MSOs was performed. The process was conducted in
accordance with NEI 04-02 and RG 1.205, as supplemented by FAQ 07-0038 Revision
3. The Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group generic MSO list included in NEI 00-
01, and generic scenarios from WCAP-16933-NP (Reference 6.23) were utilized.

The approach outlined in Figure 4-3 (based on FAQ 07-0038) is one acceptable method
to address fire-induced MSOs. This method used insights from the FPRA developed in
support of transition to NFPA 805 and consists of the following:
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" Identifying potential MSOs of concern.
" Conducting an expert panel to assess plant specific vulnerabilities (e.g., per NEI

00-01, Rev. 1 Section F.4.2).
" Updating the FPRA model and NFPA 805 NSCA to include the MSOs of

concern.
* Evaluating for NFPA 805 compliance.
* Documenting the results.

This process is intended to support the transition to a new licensing basis. Post-
transition changes would use the RI-PB change process. The post-transition change
process for the assessment of a specific MSO would be a simplified version of this
process, and may not need the level of detail shown in the following section (e.g., An
expert panel may not be necessary to identify and assess a new potential MSO.
Identification of new potential MSOs may be part of the plant change review process
and/or inspection process).

Identify Potential MSOs of Concern
*SSA

Step 1 * Generic List of MSOs
Self Assessments

" PRA Insights
" Operating Experience

Expert Panel
Step 2 Identify and Document MSOs of

Concern

Update PRA model & NSCA (as
appropriate) to include MSOs of

concern

Step 3 * ID equipment
* ID logical relationships
* ID cables
* ID cable routing

FPA 805 Noo

Step 4 Pursue other resolution options

Compliant with

Step 5 Document Results
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Figure 4-3 - Multiple Spurious Operations - Transition Resolution Process

(Based on FAQ 07-0038)

Results

Refer to Attachment F for the process used and the results.

4.2.2 Existing Engineering Equivalency Evaluation Transition

Overview of Evaluation Process

The EEEEs that support compliance with NFPA 805 Chapter 3 or Chapter 4 (both those
that existed prior to the transition and those that were created during the transition)
were reviewed using the methodology contained in NEI 04-02. The methodology for
performing the EEEE review included the following determinations:

" The EEEE is not based solely on quantitative risk evaluations,
" The EEEE is an appropriate use of an engineering equivalency evaluation,
" The EEEE is of appropriate quality,
" The standard license condition is met,
" The EEEE is technically adequate,
" The EEEE reflects the plant as-built condition, and
" The basis for acceptability of the EEEE remains valid

In accordance with the guidance in RG 1.205, Regulatory Position 2.3.2 and NEI 04-02,
as clarified by FAQ 07-0054, EEEEs that demonstrate that a fire protection system or
feature is "adequate for the hazard" are summarized in the LAR as follows:

" If not requesting specific approval for "adequate for the hazard" EEEEs, then the
EEEE was referenced where required and a brief description of the evaluated
condition was provided.

" If requesting specific NRC approval for "adequate for the hazard" EEEEs, then
EEEE was referenced where required to demonstrate compliance and was
included in Attachment L for NRC review and approval.

In all cases, the reliance on EEEEs to demonstrate compliance with NFPA 805
requirements was documented in the LAR.

Results

The review results for EEEEs are documented in report R2215-045-001 (Reference
6.24).

In accordance with the guidance provided in RG 1.205, Regulatory Position 2.3.2 and
NEI 04-02, as clarified by FAQ 07-0054, EEEEs used to demonstrate compliance with
Chapters 3 and 4 of NFPA 805 are referenced in the Attachments A and C as
appropriate.

None of the transitioning EEEEs require NRC approval.
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4.2.3 Licensing Action Transition

Overview of Evaluation Process

The existing licensing actions (Appendix R exemptions) review was performed in
accordance with NEI 04-02. The methodology for the licensing action review included
the following:

" Determination of the bases for acceptability of the licensing action.
" Determination that these bases for acceptability are still valid and required for

NFPA 805.

Results

Attachment K contains the detailed results of the licensing action review. The licensing
action review is documented in Report R2215-0044-001 (Reference 6.25).

The following licensing actions will be transitioned into the NFPA 805 FPP as previously
approved (NFPA 805 Section 2.2.7). These licensing actions are considered compliant
under 10 CFR 50.48(c).

Unit 1 and Unit 2: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2 for the
use of non-rated watertight doors, bullet proof doors and water curtains for the
following fire areas:

o Fire Areas 1 and 2: Unit 2 - ECCS Pump Rooms
o Fire Areas 3 and 4: Unit 1 - ECCS Pump Rooms
o Fire Area 7: No. 13 Charging Pump Room
o Fire Area 10: No. 21 Charging Pump Room and (-)10'/(-)15' Hallways and

General Areas
o Fire Area 11: 5', 27', 45' and 69' General Areas and Miscellaneous Areas
o Fire Areas 12 and 15: Unit 2 and Unit I - Component Cooling Rooms
o Fire Areas 13 and 14: Unit 2 and Unit 1 - 5' Fan Rooms
o Fire Area 24: Control Room Complex
o Fire Areas 25 and 34: Unit 2 and Unit 1 - 45' Switchgear Rooms
o Fire Area 30: 1 B Diesel Generator Room and RC Waste Room
o Fire Areas 39 and 40: Unit 1 and Unit 2 - Service Water Pump Rooms

CCNPP Unit 1 and 2 - Fire Protection Exemption Request, Dated August 16,
1982. (Attachment K, Item 1)

Unit 1 and Unit 2: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2 for the
use of non-rated watertight doors and dedicated water curtains for the following
fire areas:

o Fire Area 10: No. 21 Charging Pump Room and (-)10'/(-)15' Hallways and
General Areas

o Fire Area 11: 5', 27', 45' and 69' General Areas and Miscellaneous Areas
o Fire Areas 39 and 40: Unit 1 and Unit 2 Service Water Pump Rooms

Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 and 2 - Fire Protection Exemption Request, Dated March 15,
1984. (Attachment K, Item 5)
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Unit 1 and Unit 2: Exemption from 10 CRFR 50, Appendix R, Section 111.0 for the
Reactor Coolant Pump Oil Collection System:

o Fire Areas lCNMT and 2CNMT: Unit 1 and Unit 2 Containments

Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 and 2 - Fire Protection Exemption Request, Dated March 15,
1984. (Attachment K, Item 7)

The following licensing actions are no longer necessary and will not be transitioned into
the NFPA 805 FPP. The exemptions are no longer required because the fire areas will
be transitioned to NFPA 805 "Section 4.2.4.2 - Performance-Based Approach - Fire
Risk Evaluations with Simplifying Deterministic Assumptions," and automatic fire
suppression is not included in the deterministic assumptions.

* Unit 1 and Unit 2: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.3 for
lack of a fixed fire suppression system in Fire Area 24, the Control Room
Complex. (Exemption Request of March 4, 1983 - Fire Suppression
Requirements of Section III.G.2 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 - Calvert Cliffs
Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2, Dated April 21, 1983.) (Attachment K, Item
2)

* Unit 1 and Unit 2: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2 for
lack of a fixed fire suppression system in Fire Area IS, the Intake Structure.
(Exemption Request of March 4, 1983 - Fire Suppression Requirements of
Section III.G.2 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 - Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power
Plant, Units 1 and 2, Dated April 21, 1983.) (Attachment K, Item 3)

* Unit 1 and Unit 2: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G for lack
of a full area fixed fire suppression system in Fire Area 10, the (-)10'/(-)15'
Hallways and General Areas. (Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 and 2 - Fire Protection
Exemption Request, Dated March 15, 1984.) (Attachment K, Item 4)

" Unit 1 and Unit 2: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G of
Appendix R for lack of a full area fixed fire suppression system in Fire Area 11,
the 5', 27', 45' and 69' General Areas and Miscellaneous Areas. (Calvert Cliffs
Unit 1 and 2 - Fire Protection Exemption Request, Dated March 15, 1984.)
(Attachment K, Item 6)

The following licensing actions are no longer necessary and will not be transitioned into
the NFPA 805 FPP. The exemptions are related to emergency lighting and there are no
deterministic requirements for emergency lighting contained within NFPA 805.
Therefore, although emergency lighting must be maintained on site, the exemptions
from the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix R are no longer applicable.

Unit 1 and Unit 2: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section IIl.J for the
emergency lighting system in Fire Areas 1CNMT and 2CNMT, the Unit 1 and
Unit 2 - Containment. (Issuance of a Technical Exemption from the
Requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R, For the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear
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Power Plant, Units 1 and 2, TAC Nos. 76127 (Unit 1) 76128 (Unit 2), Dated
August 22, 1990.) (Attachment K, Item 8)

" Unit 1 and Unit 2: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, IIl.J for the
emergency lighting system in Fire Area Yard, the Outside Yard Areas and
Buildings. (Exemption From the Requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R,
Section Ill.J, Emergency Lighting - Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Unit Nos.
1 and 2 (TAC Nos. M99791 and M99792), Dated April 7, 1999.) (Attachment K,
Item 9)

" Unit 1 and Unit 2: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.J for the
emergency lighting system in Fire Area 11, the 5', 27', 45' and 69' General Areas
and Miscellaneous Areas. (Exemption From the Requirements of 10 CFR Part
50, Appendix R, Section Ill.J, Emergency Lighting - Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power
Plant, Unit Nos. 1 and 2 (TAC Nos. M99791 and M99792), Dated April 7, 1999.)
(Attachment K, Item 10)

* Unit 1 and Unit 2: Exemption from the 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section IIl.J for
the emergency lighting system in Fire Areas 25 and 34, the Unit 2 and Unit 1 -
45' Switchgear Rooms. (Exemption From the Requirements of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix R, Section Ill.J, Emergency Lighting - Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power
Plant, Unit Nos. 1 and 2 (TAC Nos. M99791 and M99792), Dated April 7, 1999.)
(Attachment K, Item 11)

Since the exemptions are either compliant with 10 CFR 50.48(c) or no longer
necessary, in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.48(c)(3)(i), CCNPP
requests that the exemptions listed in Attachment K be rescinded as part of the LAR
process. It is CCNPP's understanding that implicit in the superseding of the current
license condition, all prior FPP SERs and commitments will be superseded in their
entirety. See Attachment 0, Orders and Exemptions.

4.2.4 Fire Area Transition

Overview of Evaluation Process

The fire area transition (NEI 04-02 Table B-3) was performed using the methodology
contained in NEI 04-02 and FAQ 07-0054. The methodology for performing the fire
area transition, depicted in Figure 4-4, is outlined as follows:

Step 1 - Assembled documentation. Gathered industry and plant-specific fire area
analyses and licensing basis documents.

Step 2 - Documented fulfillment of nuclear safety performance criteria.

" Assessed accomplishment of nuclear safety performance goals. Documented
the method of accomplishment, in summary level form, for the fire area.

" Documented evaluation of effects of fire suppression activities. Documented the
evaluation of the effects of fire suppression activities on the ability to achieve the
nuclear safety performance criteria.
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" Performed licensing action reviews. Performed a review of the licensing aspects
of the selected fire area and document the results of the review. See Section
4.2.3.

" Performed EEEE reviews. Performed a review of EEEEs (or created new
evaluations) documenting the basis for acceptability. See Section 4.2.2.

" Pre-transition OMA reviews. Performed a review of pre-transition OMAs to
determine those actions taking place outside of the main control room or outside
of the primary control station(s). See Section 4.2.1.3.

Step 3 - VFDR Identification and characterization and resolution considerations.
Identified variances from the deterministic requirements of NFPA 805, Section 4.2.3.
Documented variances as either a separation issue or a degraded fire protection
system or feature. Developed VFDR problem statements to support resolution.

Step 4 - Performance-Based evaluations (Fire Modeling or Fire Risk Evaluations
(FREs)) See Section 4.5.2 for additional information.

Step 5 - Final Disposition.

* Documented final disposition of the VFDRs in Attachment C (NEI 04-02 Table B-
3).

" For recovery action compliance strategies, ensured the manual action feasibility
analysis of the required recovery actions was completed. Note: if a recovery
action cannot meet the feasibility requirements established per NEI 04-02, then
alternate means of compliance was considered.

" Documented the post transition NFPA 805 Chapter 4 compliance basis.

Step 6 - Documented required fire protection systems and features. Reviewed the
NFPA 805 Section 4.2.3 compliance strategies (including fire area licensing actions and
engineering evaluations) and the NFPA 805 Section 4.2.4 compliance strategies
(including simplifying deterministic assumptions) to determine the scope of fire
protection systems and features 'required' by NFPA 805 Chapter 4. The 'required' fire
protection systems and features are subject to the applicable requirements of NFPA
805 Chapter 3.
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Figure 4-4 - Summary of Fire Area Review
[Based on FAQ 07-0054 Revision 1]
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Results of the Evaluation Process

Attachment C contains the results of the fire area transition review (NEI 04-02 Table B-
3). On a fire area basis, Attachment C summarizes compliance with Chapter 4 of NFPA
805.

NEI 04-02 Table B-3 includes the following summary level information for each fire area:

" Regulatory Basis - NFPA 805 post-transition regulatory bases are included.
" Performance Goal Summary - An overview of the method of accomplishment of

each of the performance criteria in NFPA 805 Section 1.5 is provided.
" Reference Documents - Specific references to NSCA documents are provided.
" Fire Suppression Activities Effect on Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria - A

summary of the method of accomplishment is provided.
" Licensing Actions - Specific references to exemption requests and safety

evaluations that will remain part of the post-transition licensing basis. A brief
description of the condition and the basis for acceptability of the licensing action
should be provided.

" EEEE - Specific references to EEEE that rely on determinations of "adequate for
the hazard" that will remain part of the post-transition licensing basis. A brief
description of the condition and the basis for acceptability should be provided.

" VFDRs - Specific variances from the deterministic requirements of NFPA 805
Section 4.2.3. Refer to Section 4.5.2 for a discussion of the performance-based
approach.

4.3 Non-Power Operational Modes

4.3.1 Overview of Evaluation Process

CCNPP implemented the process outlined in NEI 04-02 and FAQ 07-0040. The goal
(as depicted in Figure 4-5) is to ensure that contingency plans are established when the
plant is in a NPO mode where the risk is intrinsically high. During low risk periods,
normal risk management controls and fire prevention/protection processes and
procedures will be utilized.

The process to demonstrate that the nuclear safety performance criteria are met during
NPO modes involved the following steps:

" Reviewed the existing outage management processes
" Identified Equipment/Cables:

" Reviewed plant systems to determine success paths that support each of the
defense-in-depth key safety functions (KSFs), and

o Identified cables required for the selected components and determined their
routing.

" Performed Fire Area Assessments (identify pinch points - plant locations where
a single fire may damage all success paths of a KSF).

" Managed pinch-points associated with fire-induced vulnerabilities during the
outage.
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The process is depicted in Figures 4-5 and 4-6. The results are presented in Section
4.3.2.

Figure 4-5 Review POSs, KSFs, Equipment, and Cables, and Identify Pinch Points
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Higher Risk Evolution as Defined by Plant Specific
Outage Risk Criteria for example
1) Time to Boil
2) Reactor Coolant System and Fuel Pool Inventory
3) Decay Heat Removal

Figure 4-6 Manage Pinch Points
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4.3.2 Results of the Evaluation Process

CCNPP outage management procedure (Reference 6.26) defines "Higher Risk
Evolution"; however conditions affecting time to boil, inventory, and decay heat removal
capability were not specifically considered higher risk evolutions.

As such, NFPA-805-00008 (Reference 6.27) documents a qualitative analysis of plant
conditions during NPO evolutions which determined that the reduced inventory/mid-loop
operation condition was the highest risk period.

The NPO analysis determined that the evolutions performed, and the plant conditions
experienced by CCNPP during an outage were consistent with the plant operational
states discussed in FAQ 07-0040.

The report also discusses the plant operational states reviewed and the systems and
equipment selected. Components were identified to provide the NPO KSF of core
cooling, inventory control, reactivity control, and support functions (process monitoring
for inventory, and electrical power). Power supplies, interlocks, and supporting
equipment were logically tied to their parent component. These data relationships were
stored electronically for use with an analytical software tool.

For those components which required cables to perform the NPO function, where the
same function had not been identified for other NFPA 805 tasks, additional cable
selection was performed per the NSCA methodology. The cables necessary to support
the selected function of a component were selected and analyzed for fire impact.

Any area experiencing fire damage which eliminates all success paths for an NPO KSF
was considered a 'pinch point.' The strategies listed below are permissible methods for
restoring an NPO KSF or preventing its loss.

NFPA-805-00008 contains the NPO fire area assessment, the identified 'pinch points,'
and the credited strategies consistent with FAQ 07-0040 to reduce fire risk. Fire
modeling was not used to eliminate any fire area from having a pinch point.

The list of credited actions and generic recommendations specified in the report
considers the following from FAQ 07-0040.

* Prohibition or limitation of hot work in fire areas during periods of increased
vulnerability.

" Verification of operable detection and/or suppression in the vulnerable areas.

" Prohibition or limitation of combustible materials in fire areas during periods of
increased vulnerability.

" Plant configuration changes (e.g., removing power from equipment once it is
placed in its desired position).

* Provision of additional fire patrols at periodic intervals or other appropriate
compensatory measures (such as surveillance cameras) during increased
vulnerability.

* Use of recovery actions to mitigate potential losses of KSFs.
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* Identification and monitoring in situ ignition sources for "fire precursors" (e.g.,

equipment temperatures).

* Reschedule the work to a period with lower risk or higher defense-in-depth.

Attachment D provides additional detail for the CCNPP NPO transition.

Implementation of the NPO fire area assessment results into the CCNPP outage
management processes will be completed as part of NFPA 805 Program
implementation. The following implementation item is associated with the NPO
transition:

Update procedures such as NO-1-103 (Reference 6.26) to incorporate KSF pinch point
analysis. The changes include the following.

* Limiting/prohibiting hot work in the fire zones.
* Detections/suppression systems should be verified to be functional, (not tagged

out etc.).
* Limiting/prohibiting the hazard of combustible materials.
* Using alternate equipment and/or the equipment's position whenever removing

power.
" Appropriate compensatory measures required during periods of increased

vulnerability.
" Activities that may impact KSFs should be limited and strictly controlled to

mitigate losses.
" Consider the hazards from the introductions of combustible materials and

sources of fire precursors.
* Limiting work during periods of high risk evolution conditions.
" Define high risk evolution consistent with NUMARC 91-06 (Reference 6.28) and

FAQ 07-0040.

See Attachment S, Table S-3, IMP-4.

4.4 Radioactive Release Performance Criteria

4.4.1 Overview of Evaluation Process

The review of the FPP against NFPA 805 requirements for fire suppression related
radioactive release was performed using the methodology contained in NEI 04-02 and
subsequent guidance provided in FAQ 09-0056. The methodology consisted of the
following:

A review to "screen-in" rooms based on the potential to contain contaminated
materials during all plant operating modes, including full power and non-power
conditions. The screening process considers input from Radiation Protection
personnel and review of CCNPP fire fighting strategy manuals (FFSM's). The
evaluation focused on radioactive release to any unrestricted area due to fire
fighting activities only; radioactive release due to potential fuel cladding damage
is not evaluated. The nuclear safety goal, nuclear safety objectives, and nuclear
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safety performance criteria specified in NFPA 805 require the prevention of fuel
cladding damage. As such, radioactive release due to fuel damage does not
require a separate examination since no such damage is assumed to occur
without violating the basic requirements of NFPA 805.

" A review of FFSM's and fire brigade training materials to identify FPP elements
(e.g., systems / components / procedural control actions / flow paths, etc.) that
are being credited to meet the radioactive release goals, objectives, and
performance criteria during all plant operating modes, including full power and
non-power conditions.

" A review of engineering controls to ensure containment of gaseous and liquid
effluents (e.g., smoke and fire fighting agents). This review included all plant
operating modes (including full power and non-power conditions). Otherwise, a
bounding analysis, quantitative analysis, or other analysis that demonstrates that
the limitations for instantaneous release of radioactive effluents specified in
NFPA 805, Section 1.5.2, was provided.

4.4.2 Results of the Evaluation Process

The radioactive release review determined the FPP will be compliant with the
requirements of NFPA 805 and the guidance in NEI 04-02 and RG 1.205 upon
completion of the implementation items identified in Attachment E.

The site specific review of the direct effects of fire suppression activities on radioactive
release is summarized in Attachment E. NFPA-805-00004 (Reference 6.29) details the
results of the screening process and review of FFSM's, fire brigade training materials,
and engineering controls. For fires involving radioactive contents in locations not having
fixed drainage and heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems which are
monitored for radioactive release, Reference 6.30 demonstrates that the instantaneous
radioactive release of liquid and gaseous effluents is below applicable 10 CFR 20 limits.

Procedure change requests have been issued to address revisions to the FFSM's to
address radioactive release requirements of NFPA 805. See Attachment S, Table S-3,
IMP-3 for specific procedure change request numbers. CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the revision of training materials.

4.5 Fire PRA and Performance-Based Approaches

RI-PB evaluations are an integral element of an NFPA 805 FPP. Key parts of RI-PB
evaluations include:

" A FPRA (discussed in Section 4.5.1 and Attachments U, V, and W).
" NFPA 805 performance-based approaches (discussed in Section 4.5.2).

4.5.1 Fire PRA Development and Assessment

In accordance with the guidance in RG 1.205, a FPRA model was developed for
CCNPP in compliance with the requirements of Part 4 "Requirements for Fires At Power
PRA," of the ASME and ANS combined PRA Standard, ASME/ANS RA-Sa-2009
(Reference 6.31). CCNPP conducted a peer review by independent industry analysts in
accordance with RG 1.200 prior to a risk-informed submittal.
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The resulting FPRA is being used as the analytical tool to perform FREs during the
transition process. Section 4.5.1.1 describes the internal events PRA model. Section
4.5.1.2 describes the FPRA model. Section 4.5.1.3 describes the results of the FPRA
review, and Section 4.5.1.4 describes insights gained from the FPRA.

4.5.1.1 Internal Events PRA

The CCNPP base internal events PRA was the starting point for the FPRA. The internal
events PRA model was modified to capture the effects of fire both as an initiator of an
event and the subsequent potential failure modes for affected circuits or individual
targets.

4.5.1.2 Fire PRA

The process for creation of the FPRA model and quantification of that model use a
methodology consistent with the guidance provided in NUREG/CR-6850 and
subsequent clarifications documented in responses to NFPA 805 FAQs. No un-
reviewed methods or deviations from NUREG/CR-6850 were utilized in the FPRA
model development. The FPRA model is created in CAFTA and is quantified using the
EPRI FRANX software.

Fire Model Utilization in the Application

The applicability of a fire model and thus its acceptability to the authority having
jurisdiction is expected to vary with the particular application considered. It is not
possible for a fire model to be acceptable without providing substantiation which
includes verification and validation (V&V) documentation for the model in general and
documentation that the particular application is within acceptable limits for the way in
which it is applied.

When performance-based fire modeling per NFPA 805 Section 4.2.4.1 is used, the V&V
of those fire models is required to be directly documented in the LAR for NRC review.
However, such fire modeling was not used as part of the CCNPP NFPA 805 transition.
That is, VFDRs were not dispositioned at a fire area level through the use of
deterministic fire modeling and therefore maximum expected fire scenario and limiting
fire scenario were not each analyzed and compared.

Fire modeling was performed as part of the FPRA development (NFPA 805 Section
4.2.4.2). RG 1.205, Regulatory Position 4.2 and Section 5.1.2 of NEI 04-02, provide
guidance to identify fire models that are acceptable to the NRC for plants implementing
a RI-PB licensing basis. The determination of the acceptability of methods used in the
FPRA applied to NFPA 805, per RG 1.205, is made through an independent review of
the FPRA against RG 1.200 (Reference 6.32) and the referenced ASME/ANS PRA
Standard RA-Sa-2009. Therefore, for CCNPP the acceptability (V&V) of the fire
modeling tools used was assessed during the peer review and determined to meet
ASME/ANS RA-Sa-2009. This review found that most of the modeling supporting
requirements (SRs) met at Capability Category II or higher and issued findings for those
SRs that were not. The findings were addressed, as documented in Attachment V, and
CCNPP believes that the fire modeling meets Capability Category II for those SRs
based on the information provided in Attachment V and the fire modeling PRA
notebooks. This is sufficient for a FPRA being applied to NFPA 805. The acceptability
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of the use of fire modeling is included in Attachment J, which also summarizes the fire
modeling approach implemented within the Fire PRA to ensure the limitations of the
available V&V studies (i.e., NUREG 1924) do not impact the development of the fire risk
assessment and do not result in the screening of potentially risk contributing scenarios.

4.5.1.3 Results of Fire PRA Peer Review

The CCNPP FPRA was peer reviewed against the requirements of ASME/ANS RA-Sa-
2009, Part 4 during the week of January 16, 2012. The CCNPP FPRA had 94% of the
SRs assessed at Capability Category II or higher and 9% of the SRs assessed at
Capability Category I1l. The CCNPP FPRA had an additional 2% of the applicable SRs
assessed at Capability Category I and 4% of the applicable SRs assessed as Not Met.
The specific results of the review are provided in the Peer Review report.

The Peer Review generated a total of 41 Facts & Observations (F&Os). These included
23 "Suggestions," 17 "Findings," and 1 "Best Practice."

The F&Os and the disposition of the F&Os, including the suggestion level ones, are
provided in Table V-1 of Attachment V. All of the SRs designated as findings were
resolved through changes to the FPRA itself and/or the corresponding documentation.

The FPRA meets Capability Category II in most, but not all cases. A limited number of
ASME/ANS areas were identified by the peer review team as either meeting Category I
only requirements or as not met. These are provided in Table V-2 of Attachment V.
The capability categories are defined in ASME/ANS RA-Sa-2009. These classifications
were associated with F&Os that were resolved to meet the SRs at Capability Category
I1.

4.5.1.4 Risk Insights

Risk insights were documented as part of the development of the FPRA. The total plant
fire CDF/LERF was derived using the NUREG/CR-6850 methodology for FPRA
development and is useful in identifying the areas of the plant where fire risk is greatest.
A review of the fire initiating events that collectively represent 95% of the calculated fire
risk is included as Attachment W.

4.5.2 Performance-Based Approaches

NFPA 805 outlines the approaches for performing performance-based analyses. As
specified in Section 4.2.4, there are generally two types of analyses performed for the
performance-based approach:

" Fire modeling (NFPA 805 Section 4.2.4.1).
" FRE (NFPA 805 Section 4.2.4.2).

4.5.2.1 Fire Modeling Approach

The fire modeling approach was not utilized for the CCNPP NFPA 805 transition. Fire
modeling tools were utilized within the FPRA only. The use of fire modeling tools within
the FPRA is discussed in Attachment J.
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4.5.2.2 Fire Risk Approach

Overview of Evaluation Process

The FREs were completed as part of the CCNPP NFPA 805 transition. These FREs
were developed using EPM-DP-RSD-001 (Reference 6.33). This methodology is based
upon the requirements of NFPA 805, industry guidance in NEI 04-02, and RG 1.205.
These are summarized in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1 Fire Risk Evaluation Guidance Summary Table

Document Section(s) Topic

NFPA 805 2.2(h), 4.2.4, A.2.2(h), A.2.4.4, D.5 Change Evaluation (2.2(h), 2.2.9, 2.4.4
A.2.2(h), A.2.4.4, D.5)
Risk of Recovery Actions (4.2.4)
Use of Fire Risk Evaluation (4.2.4.2)

NEI 04-02 Revision 2 4.4, 5.3, Appendix B, Appendix I, Change Evaluation, Change Evaluation
Appendix J Forms (App. I), No specific discussion of

Fire Risk Evaluation

RG 1.205 Revision 1 C.2.2.4, C.2.4, C.3.2 Risk Evaluations (C.2.2.4)
Recovery Actions (C.2.4)

During the transition to NFPA 805, variances from the deterministic approach in Section
4.2.3 of NFPA 805 were evaluated using a FRE per Section 4.2.4.2 of NFPA 805. A
FRE was performed for each fire area containing VFDRs of Section 4.2.3 of NFPA 805.

If the FRE meets the acceptance criteria, this is confirmation that a success path
effectively remains free of fire damage and that the performance-based approach is
acceptable per Section 4.2.4.2 of NFPA 805.

The FRE process consists of the following steps (Figure 4-7 depicts the FRE process
used during transition). This is generally based on FAQ 07-0054 Revision 1:

Step 1 - Preparation for the Fire Risk Evaluation.

" Definition of the Variances from the Deterministic Requirements. The definition
of the VFDR includes a description of problem statement and the section of
NFPA 805 that is not met, type of VFDR (e.g., separation issue or degraded fire
protection system), and proposed evaluation per applicable NFPA 805 section.

" Preparatory Evaluation - Fire Risk Evaluation Team Review. Using the
information obtained during the development of the NEI 04-02 B-3 Table and the
FPRA, a team review of the VFDR was performed. Depending on the scope and
complexity of the VFDR, the team may include the Safe shutdown/NSCA
Engineer, the Fire Protection Engineer, and the Fire PRA Engineer. The purpose
and objective of this team review was to address the following;
o Review of the FPRA modeling treatment of VFDR
o Ensure discrepancies were captured and resolved

Step 2 - Performed the Fire Risk Evaluation
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The evaluator coordinated as necessary with the Safe shutdown/NSCA
Engineer, Fire Protection Engineer and Fire PRA Engineer to assess the VFDR
using the FRE process to perform the following:
o Change in risk calculation with consideration for additional risk of recovery

actions and required fire protection systems and features due to fire risk.
o Fire area change in risk summary

Step 3 - Reviewed the Acceptance Criteria

* The acceptance criteria for the FRE consist of two parts. One is quantitatively
based and the other is qualitatively based. The quantitative figures of merit are
ACDF and ALERF. The qualitative factors are defense-in-depth and safety
margin.
o Risk Acceptance Criteria. The transition risk evaluation was measured

quantitatively for acceptability using the ACDF and ALERF criteria from RG
1.174 (Reference 6.34), as clarified in RG 1.205 Regulatory Position 2.2.4.

o Defense-in-Depth. A review of the impact of the change on defense-in-depth
was performed, using the guidance NEI 04-02. NFPA 805 defines defense-in-
depth as:
- Preventing fires from starting
- Rapidly detecting fires and controlling and extinguishing promptly those

fires that do occur, thereby limiting damage
- Providing adequate level of fire protection for structures, systems and

components (SSCs) important to safety; so that a fire that is not promptly
extinguished will not prevent essential plant safety functions from being
performed.

In general, the defense-in-depth requirement was considered to be satisfied if
the proposed change does not result in a substantial imbalance among these
elements (or echelons).
The review of defense-in-depth was qualitative and addressed each of the
elements with respect to the proposed change. Defense-in-depth was
performed on a fire area basis.
Fire protection features and systems relied upon to ensure defense-in-depth
were identified as a result of the assessment of defense-in-depth.

o Safety Margin Assessment. A review of the impact of the change on safety
margin was performed. An acceptable set of guidelines for making that
assessment is summarized below. Other equivalent acceptance guidelines
may also be used.
- Codes and standards or their alternatives accepted for use by the NRC

are met, and
- Safety analysis acceptance criteria in the licensing basis (e.g., UFSAR,

supporting analyses) are met, or provides sufficient margin to account for
analysis and data uncertainty.
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The requirements related to safety margins for the change analysis are
described for each of the specific analysis types used in support of the FRE.

Prepare for Fire Risk
Evaluation

Identification of VFDRs
(From B-3 Tables)

Determine How to Model /Discuss and Document inthe VFDR in the Fire PRA M- Fire PRA and Fire Risk
Evaluation Documentation

Perform Fire Risk
Evaluation

Calculate VFDR
Delta CDF

And
Delta LERF

Review of Acceptance
Criteria
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Figure 4-7 - Fire Risk Evaluation Process (NFPA 805 "rransition)
[Based on FAQ 07-0054 Revision 1]

Results of Evaluation Process

Disposition of VFDRs

The CCNPP NSCA and the NFPA 805 transition project activities have identified a
number of variances from the deterministic requirements of NFPA 805 Section 4.2.3.
These variances were dispositioned using the FRE process. No VFDR in the FPRA
involved performance-based evaluations of wrapped or embedded cables.

Each variance dispositioned using a FRE was assessed against the FRE acceptance
criteria of ACDF and ALERF; and maintenance of defense-in-depth and safety margin
criteria from Section 5.3.5 of NEI 04-02 and RG 1.205. The results of these calculations
are summarized in Attachment C.

Following completion of transition activities and planned modifications and program
changes, the plant will be compliant with 10 CFR 50.48(c).

Risk Change Due to NFPA 805 Transition

In accordance with the guidance in RG 1.205, Section C.2.2.4, risk increases or
decreases for each fire area using FREs and the overall plant should be provided. Note
that the risk increase due to the use of recovery actions was included in the risk change
for transition for each fire area.

RG 1.205 Section C.2.2.4.2 states in part:

"The total increase or decrease in risk associated with the implementation of NFPA
805 for the overall plant should be calculated by summing the risk increases and
decreases for each fire area (including any risk increases resulting from previously
approved recovery actions). The total risk increase should be consistent with the
acceptance guidelines in Regulatory Guide 1.174. Note that the acceptance
guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.174 may require the total CDF, LERF, or both, to
evaluate changes where the risk impact exceeds specific guidelines. If the additional
risk associated with previously approved recovery actions is greater than the
acceptance guidelines in Regulatory Guide 1.174, then the net change in total plant
risk incurred by any proposed alternatives to the deterministic criteria in NFPA 805,
Chapter 4 (other than the previously approved recovery actions), should be risk
neutral or represent a risk decrease."

The risk increases and decreases are provided in Attachment W.

4.6 Monitoring Program

4.6.1 Overview of NFPA 805 Requirements and NEI 04-02 Guidance on the NFPA
805 Fire Protection System and Feature Monitoring Program

Section 2.6 of NFPA 805 states:

"A monitoring program shall be established to ensure that the availability and
reliability of the fire protection systems and features are maintained and to assess
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the performance of the fire protection program in meeting the performance criteria.
Monitoring shall ensure that the assumptions in the engineering analysis remain
valid."

The intent of the monitoring review is to confirm the adequacy of the existing
surveillance, inspection, testing, compensatory measures, and oversight processes for
transition to NFPA 805. This review considers the following:

" The adequacy of the scope of SSCs within existing plant programs,

* The performance criteria for the availability and reliability of the required SSCs,
and

" The adequacy of the plant corrective action program in determining causes of the
equipment and programmatic failures and in minimizing their recurrence.

4.6.2 Overview of Post-Transition NFPA 805 Monitoring Program

This section provides an overview of the post-transition NFPA 805 monitoring program
process. The monitoring program will be implemented after the safety evaluation
issuance as part of the FPP transition to NFPA 805. The monitoring program described
in this section is based on FAQ 10-0059, Revision 5. CCNPP will develop and
implement the NFPA 805 monitoring program per Section 2.6 of NFPA 805. The
monitoring program will include a process that monitors and trends the FPP based on
specific goals established to measure effectiveness. See Attachment S, Table S-3,
IMP-6. The monitoring process is comprised of four phases.

" Phase 1 - Scoping
" Phase 2 - Screening using risk criteria
" Phase 3- Risk target value determination
" Phase 4- Monitoring implementation

The NFPA 805 monitoring program is currently controlled through a Fleet-based
procedure issued and maintained by Fleet Engineering. The procedure will provide the
overall governance of the NFPA 805 required monitoring program, including definition of
the interface with the Maintenance Rule program monitoring program.

When the NFPA monitoring program determines the need to monitor SSCs for reliability
and/or unavailability that are currently monitored under the Maintenance Rule program,
the Maintenance Rule program monitoring will be credited for the NFPA 805 monitoring
requirements. In these cases, the NFPA 805 monitoring program will include steps to
ensure that the Maintenance Rule monitoring appropriately bounds the assumptions of
NFPA 805, including risk significance, and function. Adjustment will be made as
required to the Maintenance Rule monitoring to bound the NFPA 805 assumptions as
well as the Maintenance Rule assumptions.

For NFPA 805 required reliability and unavailability monitoring on SSCs that are not
covered by the Maintenance Rule, the monitoring will be conducted in accordance with
the monitoring program defined in the NFPA 805 monitoring program.

Figure 4-8 provides detail on these processes.
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The results of these phases will be documented in the CCNPP NFPA 805 monitoring
program developed during implementation.

Phase I - Scoping

In order to meet the NFPA 805 requirements for monitoring, the following categories of
SSCs and programmatic elements will be reviewed during the implementation phase for
inclusion in the NFPA 805 monitoring program:

" SSCs required to comply with NFPA 805, specifically:
o Fire protection systems and features

- Required by the NSCA
- Modeled in the FPRA
- Required by Chapter 3 of NFPA 805

o NSCA equipment 4

- Nuclear safety equipment
- FPRA equipment
- NPO equipment

o SSCs relied upon to meet radioactive release criteria
" Fire protection programmatic elements

Phase 2 - Screening Using Risk Criteria

The equipment from Phase 1 scoping will be screened to determine the appropriate
level of NFPA 805 monitoring. As a minimum, the SSCs identified in Phase 1 will be
part of an inspection and test program and system/program health program. If not in
the current program, the SSCs will be added in order to assure that the criteria can be
met reliably.

The following screening process will be used to determine those SSCs that may require
additional monitoring beyond normal inspection and test program and system/program
health program activities and will be documented in the NFPA 805 monitoring program.

1. Fire Protection Systems and Features

Those fire protection systems and features identified in Phase 1 would be candidates
for additional monitoring in the NFPA 805 program commensurate with risk significance.

Risk significance is determined at the component, programmatic element, and/or
functional level on an individual fire area basis. Compartments smaller than fire areas
may be used provided sufficient basis is documented.

The FPRA is used to establish the risk significance based on the following screening
criteria:

Risk Achievement Worth (RAW) of the monitored parameter > 2.0

4 For the purposes of the NFPA 805 Monitoring, "NSCA equipment" is intended to include Nuclear Safety
Equipment, Fire PRA equipment, and NPO equipment.
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(AND) either

Core Damage Frequency (CDF) x (RAW) -> 1.OE-7 per year

(OR)

Large Early Release Frequency (LERF) x (RAW) a 1.OE-8 per year

CDF, LERF, and RAW(monitored parameter) are calculated for each fire area. The 'monitored
parameter' will be established at a level commensurate with the amenability of the
parameter to risk measurement (e.g., a fire barrier may be more conducive to risk
measurement than an individual barrier penetration).

Fire protection systems and features that meet or exceed the criteria identified above
will be included in the monitoring program. The remaining required fire protection
systems and features will be monitored via the existing inspection and test program and
in the existing system/program health program.

2. Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Equipment

Required NSCA equipment, except the NPO scope, identified in Phase 1 will be
screened for safety significance using the FPRA and the Maintenance Rule guidelines
differentiating high safety significant (HSS) equipment from low safety significant
equipment. The screening will also ensure that the Maintenance Rule functions are
consistent with the required functions of the NSCA equipment.

HSS NSCA equipment not currently monitored in the Maintenance Rule program will be
included in the Maintenance Rule program. All NSCA equipment that is not HSS are
considered low safety significant and need not be included in the monitoring program.

For fires originating during the NPO modes, the qualitative use of fire prevention to
manage fire risk during higher risk evolutions does not lend itself to quantitative risk
measurement. Therefore, fire risk management effectiveness is monitored
programmatically similar to combustible material controls and other fire prevention
programs. Additional monitoring beyond inspection and test programs and
system/program health programs is not considered necessary.

3. SSCs Relied upon for Radioactive Release Criteria

The evaluations performed to meet the radioactive release performance criteria are
qualitative in nature. The SSCs relied upon to meet the radioactive release
performance criteria are not amenable to quantitative risk measurement. Additionally,
since 10 CFR Part 20 limits for radiological effluents (which are lower than releases due
to core damage and containment breach) are not being exceeded, equipment relied
upon to meet the radioactive release performance criteria is considered inherently low
risk. Therefore, additional monitoring beyond inspection and test programs and
system/program health programs is not considered necessary.

4. Fire Protection Programmatic Elements

Monitoring of programmatic elements is required in order to "assess the performance of
the FPP in meeting the performance criteria." These programs form the bases for many
of the analytical assumptions used to evaluate compliance with NFPA 805
requirements. Programmatic aspects include:
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" Transient combustible control; transient exclusion zones
" Hot work control; administrative controls
" Fire watch programs; program compliance and effectiveness
" Fire brigade effectiveness

Monitoring of programmatic elements is more qualitative in nature since the programs
do not lend themselves to the numerical methods of reliability and availability.
Therefore, monitoring is conducted using the existing system and program health
programs. Fire protection health reports, self-assessments, and regulator and
insurance company reports provide inputs to the monitoring program.

Phase 3 - Risk Target Value Determination

Phase 3 establishes the target values for reliability and availability for the fire protection
systems and features that met or exceeded the screening criteria and the HSS NSCA
equipment established in Phase 2.

Target values for reliability and availability for the fire protection systems and features
are established at the component level, program level, or functionally through the use of
the pseudo system or 'performance monitoring group' concept. The actual action level
is determined based on the number of component, program or functional failures within
a sufficiently bounding time period (-2-3 operating cycles). Refer to Attachment L
regarding request for approval for the use of performance-based surveillance
frequencies as described in EPRI Technical Report TR-1006756 (Reference 6.35) for
the inspection, testing, and maintenance of fire protection systems and features credited
by the FPP.

The EPRI TR-1006756 provides an accepted method to establish appropriate
inspection, testing, and maintenance frequencies which ensure the required NFPA 805
availability, reliability, and performance goals are maintained. The NFPA 805
monitoring program will monitor to reliability and unavailability performance to ensure
that these established maintenance and surveillance frequencies as adequate to ensure
the reliability and unavailability assumptions are maintained and identify when
adjustments to these practices are required.

Since the HSS NSCA equipment have been identified using the Maintenance Rule
guidelines, the associated equipment specific performance criteria will be established as
in the Maintenance, Rule, provided the criteria are consistent with the FPRA.

When establishing the action level threshold for reliability and availability, the action
level will be no lower than the FPRA assumptions. Adverse trends and unacceptable
levels of availability, reliability, and performance will be reviewed against established
action levels. The monitoring program failure criteria and action level targets will be
documented in the NFPA 805 monitoring program.

Note that fire protection systems and features, NSCA equipment, SSCs required to
meet the radioactive release criteria, and FPP elements that do not meet the screening
criteria in Phase 2 will be included in the existing inspection and test programs and the
system and program health programs. Reliability and availability criteria will not be
assigned.
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Phase 4 - Monitoring Implementation

Phase 4 is the implementation of the monitoring program, once the monitoring scope
and criteria are established. Monitoring consists of periodically gathering, trending and
evaluating information pertinent to the performance, and/or availability of the equipment
and comparing the results with the established goals and performance criteria to verify
that the goals are being met. Results of monitoring activities will be analyzed in a timely
manner to assure that appropriate action is taken. The corrective action process will be
used to address performance of fire protection and nuclear safety SSCs that do not
meet performance criteria.

With regards to how the NFPA 805 monitoring program will address programmatic
elements that fail to meet performance goals (e.g., discrepancies in programmatic areas
such as the combustibles control program), all NFPA 805 monitoring will include
thresholds that define acceptable performance. These could be in the form of reliability
and unavailability performance criteria, or other programmatic performance measures.
All NFPA 805 monitoring that fails to meet established thresholds will be documented
and evaluated by the fleet corrective action program. The corrective action program will
be utilized to complete the casual analysis for the performance deficiency, and the
identification and implementation of required corrective actions to return the
performance to within the established thresholds.

For fire protection systems and features and NSCA HSS equipment that are monitored,
unacceptable levels of availability, reliability, and performance will be reviewed against
the established action levels. If an action level is triggered, corrective action in
accordance with CNG-CA-1.01-1000 (Reference 6.36) will be initiated to identify the
negative trend. A corrective action plan will then be developed to ensure that
performance returns to the established level.

When applicable, a sensitivity study can be performed to determine the margin below
the action level that still provides acceptable FPRA results to help prioritize corrective
actions if the action level is reached.

A periodic assessment will be performed (e.g., at a frequency of approximately every
two to three operating cycles), taking into account, where practical, industry wide
operating experience. This will be conducted as part of other established assessment
activities. Issues that will be addressed include:

" Review systems with performance criteria. Do performance criteria still effectively
monitor the functions of the system? Do the criteria still monitor the effectiveness
of the fire protection and NSCA systems?

" Have the supporting analyses been revised such that the performance criteria
are no longer applicable or new fire protection and NSCA SSCs, programmatic
elements and/or functions need to be in scope?

" Based on the performance during the assessment period, are there any trends in
system performance that should be addressed that are not being addressed?

See Attachment S, Table S-3, IMP-6.
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Figure 4-8 - NFPA 806 Monitoring Program Flowchart (Part I of 2)
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Figure 4-8 - NFPA 805 Monitoring Program Flowchart (Part 2 of 2)
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4.7 Program Documentation, Configuration Control, and Quality Assurance

4.7.1 Compliance with Documentation Requirements in Section 2.7.1 of NFPA
805

In accordance with the requirements and guidance in NFPA 805 Section 2.7.1 and NEI
04-02, CCNPP has documented analyses to support compliance with 10 CFR 50.48(c).
The analyses are being performed in accordance with CENG's processes for ensuring
assumptions are clearly defined, that results are easily understood, that results are
clearly and consistently described, and that sufficient detail is provided to allow future
review of the entire analysis.

Analyses, as defined by NFPA 805 Section 2.4, performed to demonstrate compliance
with 10 CFR 50.48(c) will be maintained for the life of the plant and organized to
facilitate review for accuracy and adequacy. Note that these analyses do not include
items such as periodic tests, hot work permits, fire impairments, etc.

The fire protection design basis information described in Section 2.7.1.2 of NFPA 805
and necessary supporting documentation described in Section 2.7.1.3 of NFPA 805 will
be created as part of transition to 10 CFR 50.48 (c) to ensure program implementation
following receipt of the safety evaluation. See Attachment S, Table S-3, IMP-7.
Appropriate cross references will be established to supporting documents as required
by CCNPP processes. Figure 4-9 depicts the planned post-transition documentation
and relationships.

The post-transition NFPA 805 FPP design and licensing basis for specific fire areas will
be documented in design controlled basis documents and databases. For generic
design basis, a design basis reconciliation Engineering Change Package will be
developed to transition CCNPP to an NFPA 805 FPP licensing basis. The Engineering
Change Package will consist of multiple analyses that will comprise the basis for the
post-transition NFPA 805 FPP. The specific documents and databases include, but are
not limited to:

* Transition of fundamental FPP and design elements review results (B-1 Table)
" NSCA review results (B-2 Table)
" Nuclear safety transition fire area assessment review results (B-3 Table)
" NPO Modes transition review results
* Cable routing database
" Radioactive release review results
" Code compliance review results
* Combustible loading calculation
" Fire code of record summary
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NFPA 805 DOCUMENTS
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Figure 4-9 - NFPA 805 Planned Post-Transition Documents and Relationships
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4.7.2 Compliance with Configuration Control Requirements in Section 2.7.2 and
2.2.9 of NFPA 805

Program documentation established, revised, or utilized in support of compliance with
10 CFR 50.48 (c) is subject to CCNPP configuration control processes that meet the
requirements of Section 2.7.2 of NFPA 805. This includes the appropriate procedures
and configuration control processes for ensuring that changes impacting the FPP are
reviewed appropriately. The RI-PB post transition change process methodology is
based upon the requirement of NFPA 805, industry guidance in NEI 04-02, and RG
1.205. These requirements are summarized in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2 Change Evaluation Guidance Summary Table

Document Section(s) Topic

NFPA 805 2.2(h), 2.2.9, 2.4.4, A.2.2(h), A.2.4.4, Change Evaluation
D.5

NEI 04-02 5.3, Appendix B, Appendix I, Change Evaluation, Change Evaluation
Appendix J Forms (Appendix I)

RG 1.205 C.2.2.4, C.3.1, C.3.2, C.4.3 Risk Evaluation, Standard License
Condition, Change Evaluation Process, Fire
PRA

The plant change evaluation process consists of the following 4 steps and is depicted in
Figure 4-10:

" Defining the change
" Performing the preliminary risk screening.
" Performing the risk evaluation
" Evaluating the acceptance criteria

Change Definition

The change evaluation process begins by defining the change or altered condition to be
examined and the baseline configuration as defined by the design basis and licensing
basis (NFPA 805 licensing basis post-transition).

1. The baseline is defined as that plant condition or configuration that is consistent with
the design basis and licensing basis (NFPA 805 licensing basis post-transition).

2. The changed or altered condition or configuration that is not consistent with the
design basis and licensing basis is defined as the proposed alternative.

Preliminary Risk Review

Once the definition of the change is established, a screening is then performed to
identify and resolve minor changes to the FPP. This screening is consistent with fire
protection regulatory review processes in place at nuclear plants under traditional
licensing bases. This screening process is modeled after the NEI 02-03 process. This
process will address most administrative changes (e.g., changes to the combustible
control program, organizational changes, etc.).
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The characteristics of an acceptable screening process that meets the "assessment of
the acceptability of risk" requirement of Section 2.4.4 of NFPA 805 are:

" The quality of the screen is sufficient to ensure that potentially greater than
minimal risk increases receive detailed risk assessments appropriate to the level
of risk.

" The screening process must be documented and be available for inspection by
the NRC.

" The screening process does not pose undue evaluation or maintenance burden.

If any of the above is not met, proceed to the risk evaluation step.

Risk Evaluation

The screening is followed by engineering evaluations that may include fire modeling and
risk assessment techniques. The results of these evaluations are then compared to the
acceptance criteria. Changes that satisfy the acceptance criteria of NFPA 805 Section
2.4.4 and the license condition can be implemented within the framework provided by
NFPA 805. Changes that do not satisfy the acceptance criteria cannot be implemented
within this framework. The acceptance criteria require that the resultant change in CDF
and LERF be consistent with the license condition. The acceptance criteria also include
consideration of defense-in-depth and safety margin, which would typically be
qualitative in nature.

The risk evaluation involves the application of fire modeling analyses and risk
assessment techniques to obtain a measure of the changes in risk associated with the
proposed change. In certain circumstances, an initial evaluation in the development of
the risk assessment could be a simplified analysis using bounding assumptions
provided the use of such assumptions does not unnecessarily challenge the acceptance
criteria discussed below.

Acceptability Determination

The change evaluations are assessed for acceptability using the ACDF (change in core
damage frequency) and ALERF (change in large early release frequency) criteria from
the license condition. The proposed changes are also assessed to ensure they are
consistent with the defense-in-depth philosophy and that sufficient safety margins were
maintained.
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Defining the Change (5.3.2)

LicenseComplies Yet
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Figure 4-10 Plant Change Evaluation [NEI 04-02 Figure 5-1]
Note references in Figure refer to NEI 04-02 Sections
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The CCNPP FPP configuration is defined by the program documentation. To the
greatest extent possible, the existing configuration control processes for modifications,
calculations and analyses, and FPP license basis reviews will be utilized to maintain
configuration control of the FPP documents. The configuration control procedures which
govern the various CCNPP documents and databases that currently exist will be revised
to reflect the new NFPA 805 licensing bases requirements.

Several NFPA 805 document types such as: NSCA supporting information, NPO Mode
treatment, etc., generally require existing processes to be revised or new processes and
documentation to be developed since they are new documents and databases created
as a result of the transition to NFPA 805. Design and PRA documents will be revised to
reflect the new NFPA 805 requirements.

The process for capturing the impact of proposed changes to the plant on the FPP will
continue to be a multiple step review. The first step of the review is an initial screening
for process users to determine if there is a potential to impact the FPP as defined under
NFPA 805 through a series of screening questions/checklists contained in one or more
procedures depending upon the configuration control process being used. Reviews that
identify potential FPP impacts will be sent to qualified individuals (Fire Protection, Safe
Shutdown/NSCA, PRA) to ascertain the program impacts, if any. If FPP impacts are
determined to exist as a result of the proposed change, the issue would be resolved by
one of the following:

" Deterministic Approach: Comply with NFPA 805 Chapter 3 and Section 4.2.3
requirements.

" Performance-Based Approach: Utilize the NFPA 805 change process developed
in accordance with NEI 04-02, RG 1.205, and the NFPA 805 fire protection
license condition to assess the acceptability of the proposed change. This
process would be used to determine if the proposed change could be
implemented "as-is" or whether prior NRC approval of the proposed change is
required.

The process follows the requirements in NFPA 805 and the guidance outlined in RG
1.174, which require the use of qualified individuals, procedures that require
independent review and verification of calculations, record retention, peer review, and a
corrective action program that ensures appropriate actions are taken when
discrepancies are discovered.

Specifically, CCNPP evaluates potential impact on the FPP during transition to NFPA
805 through the implementation of CNG-CM-1.01-1003 (Reference 6.37). This
document controls design changes to the facility. It contains evaluation criteria that must
be reviewed to determine if the design change can have potential FPP impact.

Changes affecting the design of the plant are performed in accordance with procedure
CNG-CM-1.01-1003. This procedure has been revised to reflect the requirements of
NFPA 805. CNG-CM-1.01-1003 ensures that reviews are performed to determine if
plant changes impact the FPP documentation. The evaluation criteria are reviewed
during the development of the plant design change. If this evaluation identifies potential
impact, then a more detailed review is performed by qualified fire protection, safe
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shutdown, and PRA personnel who are involved with the ongoing NFPA 805 transition
activities. Engineering standard CNG-FES-007 (Reference 6.38), which compliments
CNG-CM-1.01-1003, has also been revised to add a section for NFPA 805 applicability
criteria and required actions.

The CCNPP NFPA 805 NSCA (Reference 6.39) was generated as part of the transition
to NFPA 805. Evaluation of plant changes will be performed during the NFPA 805
implementation period and CNG-CM-1.01-1003 and CNG-FES-007 change evaluation
criteria will be utilized to provide assurance that plant changes will be properly
integrated into the FPP documents developed under the NFPA 805 project.

A review of implemented plant changes is also performed by the PRA organization to
determine potential model impacts. A review of plant changes will be performed during
the NFPA 805 implementation period to ensure that changes are appropriately
evaluated for potential impact on the PRA model. This is done per CNG-CM-1.01-3003
(Reference 6.40) and CNG-CM-1.01-1003.

In conclusion, the plant processes described above have been in place during the
NFPA 805 transition to identify changes that may impact the FPP. Additionally,
maintenance of the NFPA 805 analyses will be performed during the NFPA 805
implementation period to reflect the current plant configurations. The update will include
review of plant configuration changes along with changes that may have occurred from
RAI responses, updates from industry groups for Multiple Spurious Operating
configurations, new or revised FAQs (e.g., FAQ 12-0061), and development of
modifications. This ensures current plant configurations are appropriately reflected and
evaluated in the NFPA 805 documentation prior to and after full implementation of
NFPA 805. See Attachment S, Table S-3, IMP-8.

4.7.3 Compliance with Quality Requirements in Section 2.7.3 of NFPA 805

Fire Protection Program Quality

Current QA Program

The existing CCNPP fire protection QA program requirements are contained in the
following documents:

" Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) Section 9 and Appendix 1 B.
" Quality Assurance Program Topical Report

QA Program Utilized During Transition

During the transition to 10 CFR 50.48 (c), CCNPP performed work in accordance with
the quality requirements of Section 2.7.3 of NFPA 805 and the existing fire protection
QA program described above. This included requirements that each analysis,
calculation, or evaluation performed to support compliance with 10 CFR 50.48 (c) be
independently reviewed.

Post Transition QA Program

The QA program for the existing CCNPP FPP will be utilized with the following changes:
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" For the post NFPA 805 transition, the fire protection QA program requirements
contained in the UFSAR and Quality Assurance Topical Report will be revised to
reflect the new NFPA 805 licensing basis.

" CNG-QL-1.01-1004 (Reference 6.41) will be revised to contain the audit
requirements.

Consequently, the components and systems currently considered within the scope of
the QA program for the CCNPP FPP will be expanded to include those components and
systems that are in the power block and are required by Chapter 4 of NFPA 805. This
means that certain fire protection systems and features in some buildings not currently
in the program but are required by NFPA 805 Chapter 4 will now fall under the QA
program. As such, any future modifications to these systems will be conducted under
design controls which are audited by the QA program.

The changes to the QA documentation will be completed as needed for implementation
of NFPA 805. Documents will be revised, as they pertain to Quality Assurance for the
FPP, to reflect the new licensing basis for NFPA 805:

" Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. The change is required to address FAQ
12-0062.

" Quality Assurance Topical Report. The change is to remove the existing
commitment to an NRC guideline (Appendix A to Branch Technical Position
APCSB 9.5-1) and replace it with the NFPA 805 licensing basis.

* Fleet procedure CNG-QL-1.01-1004. The change is to remove the existing
regulatory audit requirement (BTP APCSB 9.5-1 App A Item C.10) and replace it
with the NFPA 805 licensing basis for auditing the FPP.

See Attachment S, Table S-3, IMP-9.

Fire PRA Quality

Configuration control of the FPRA model will be maintained by integrating the FPRA
model into the existing processes used to ensure configuration control of the internal
events PRA model. This process complies with Section 5 of the ASME/ANS RA-Sa-
2009 and ensures that CCNPP maintains an as-built, as-operated PRA model of the
plant. The process has been peer reviewed. FPRA quality is assured via the same
processes being applied to the internal events model.

This process follows the guidance outlined in RG 1.174, which requires the use of
qualified individuals, procedures that require independent review and verification of
calculations, record retention, peer review, and a corrective action program that ensures
appropriate actions are taken when discrepancies are discovered. Although the entire
scope of the formal 10 CFR 50 Appendix B program is not applied to the PRA models or
processes in general, parts of the program may be applied as a convenient method of
complying with the requirements of RG 1.174. CNG-CM-1.01-3003, CNG-CM-1.01-
3004 (Reference 6.42), and CNG-CM-2.01 (Reference 6.43) address the review and
verification process applied to the CCNPP FPRA.

With respect to QA program requirements for independent reviews of calculations and
evaluations, the existing requirement for FPP documents will remain unchanged.
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CCNPP specifically requires that the calculations and evaluations in support of the
NFPA 805 LAR, exclusive of the FPRA, be performed within the scope of the QA
program which requires independent review as defined by CCNPP procedures. As
recommended by NUREG/CR-6850, the sources of uncertainty in the FPRA were
identified and specific parameters were analyzed for sensitivity in support of the NFPA
805 fire risk analysis process. The uncertainty and sensitivity analysis is in the
Uncertainty and Sensitivity Notebook (Reference 6.44). In addition, sensitivity to
uncertainty associated with specific FPRA parameters was quantitatively addressed in
the same notebook.

While the removal of conservatism inherent in the FPRA is a long-term goal, the FPRA
results were deemed sufficient for evaluating the risk associated with this application.
While CCNPP continues to strive toward a more "realistic" estimate of fire risk, use of
mean values continues to be the best estimate of fire risk. During the fire risk analysis
process, the uncertainty and sensitivity associated with specific FPRA parameters were
considerations in the evaluation of the change in risk relative to the applicable
acceptance thresholds.

Specific Requirements of NFPA 805 Section 2.7.3

The following discusses how the requirements of NFPA 805 Section 2.7.3 were met
during the transition process. Post-transition, CCNPP will perform work in accordance
with NFPA 805 Section 2.7.3 requirements.

In accordance with NFPA 805 Section 2.7.3, the Quality Assurance Topical Report
addresses the CCNPP FPP.

The following items list specific aspects of NFPA Section 2.7.3 and describe the
controls currently in place to assure that NFPA 805 related activities are performed
correctly and in conformance with applicable requirements for this LAR and in the
future:

NFPA 805 Section 2.7.3.1 - Review

Analyses, calculations, and evaluations performed in support of compliance with 10
CFR 50.48(c) are performed in accordance with CCNPP procedures that require
independent review.

Review of PRA documents and analysis are governed by procedure CNG-CM-1.01-
3003. Review of Design Engineering activities analysis and calculations are governed
by procedure CNG-1.01-1003.

NFPA 805 Section 2.7.3.2 - Verification and Validation

Calculation models and numerical methods used in support of compliance with 10 CFR
50.48 (c) were verified and validated as required by Section 2.7.3.2 of NFPA 805.

Procedure CNG-CM-1.01-2001 (Reference 6.45), requires design verification to be
performed on quality related calculations in accordance with requirements in procedure
CNG-CM-1.01-1006 (Reference 6.46).
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NFPA 805 Section 2.7.3.3 - Limitations of Use

Engineering methods and numerical models used in support of compliance with
10 CFR 50.48(c) were applied appropriately as required by Section 2.7.3.3 of NFPA
805.

Procedure CNG-CM-1.01-1006, (Reference 6.46), provides the methods and
requirements for performing design verification of quality related and augmented quality
related documents as they relate to engineering methods and numerical models utilized
for NFPA 805 activities.

NFPA 805 Section 2.7.3.4 - Qualification of Users

Cognizant personnel who use and apply engineering analysis and numerical methods in
support of compliance with 10 CFR 50.48(c) are competent and experienced as
required by Section 2.7.3.4 of NFPA 805.

For personnel performing fire modeling for FPRA development and evaluation, CCNPP
develops and maintains qualification requirements for individuals assigned various
tasks. Position specific guides were developed to identify and document required
training and mentoring to ensure individuals are appropriately qualified per the
requirements of NFPA 805 Section 2.7.3.4 to perform assigned work.

Qualification cards provide evidence that Design Engineering and PRA personnel have
the appropriate training and technical expertise to perform assigned work, including the
use of engineering analyses and numerical models.

Qualification requirements are contained in procedure CNG-TR-1.01-1014, (Reference
6.47). CCNPP will maintain qualification requirements for the performance of NFPA
805 related tasks. Position specific qualification cards identify and document required
training and mentoring to ensure cognizant individuals are appropriately qualified to
perform assigned work per the requirements of NFPA 805, Section 2.7.3.4.

Procedure CNG-TR-1.01-1014 is the governing procedure to maintain and enhance the
Engineering Support Personnel (ESP) training and qualification program. CNG-TR-1.01-
1014 has been revised to list the qualifications for NFPA 805, and changes have been
made to the ESP program to include the qualification of cognizant individuals. Training
will be provided to ESP. See Attachment S, Table S-3, IMP-10.

NFPA 805 Section 2.7.3.5 - Uncertainty Analysis

Uncertainty analyses were performed as required by Section 2.7.3.5 of NFPA 805 and
the results were considered in the context of the application. This is of particular interest
in fire modeling and FPRA development. Note: 10 CFR 50.48(c)(2)(iv) states that NFPA
805 Section 2.7.3.5 is not required for the deterministic approach because conservatism
is included in the deterministic criteria.

Uncertainty evaluations for the various tasks used to develop the FPRA model
(specifically those outlined in NUREG/CR-6850) were completed. A summary of the
uncertainty analysis is provided in CO-UNC-001 (Reference 6.44). While many of the
uncertainty analyses were qualitative, some quantitative uncertainty results are
presented. The FPRA work performed as part of the transition or needed to maintain the
program (i.e., FPRA model updates) will include uncertainty evaluations. CCNPP will
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follow the necessary guidance (NUREG/CR-6850, FAQs, PRA Standard) in the
development of FPRA related uncertainty analyses.

Based on the above provisions, future NFPA 805 analyses associated with CCNPP will
be conducted in accordance with the requirements of NFPA 805, Section 2.7.3.

4.8 Summary of Results

4.8.1 Results of the Fire Area Review

A summary of the NFPA 805 compliance basis and the required fire protection systems
and features is provided in Attachment C, Table C-2. The table provides the following
information from the NEI 04-02 Table B-3:

" Fire Area / Room: Fire area/room Identifier.
" Description: Fire area/room description.
" NFPA 805 Regulatory Basis: Post-transition NFPA 805 Chapter 4 compliance

basis
" Required Fire Protection System / Feature: Detection / suppression required in

the fire area based on NFPA 805 Chapter 4 compliance. Other required features
may include electrical raceway fire barrier systems, fire barriers, etc. The
documentation of required fire protection systems and features does not include
the documentation of the fire area boundaries. Fire area boundaries are required
and documentation of the fire area boundaries has been performed as part of
reviews of engineering evaluations, licensing actions, or as part of the reviews of
the NEI 04-02 Table B-1 process. The basis for the requirement of the fire
protection system / feature is designated as follows:

o S -Separation Criteria:Systems/features required for Chapter 4 separation
criteria in Section 4.2.3

o L - Licensing Action Criteria: Systems/features required for acceptability of
NRC approved licensing action (i.e., exemptions/deviations/safety
evaluations) (Section 2.2.7)

o E - EEEE: Systems/features required for acceptability of EEEEs (Section
2.2.7)

o R - Risk Criteria: Systems/features required to meet the risk criteria for the
performance-based approach (Section 4.2.4)

o D - Defense-in-depth Criteria: Systems/features required to maintain
adequate balance of defense-in-depth for a performance-based approach
(Section 4.2.4)

Attachment W contains the results of the FREs, additional risk of recovery actions, and
the change in risk on a fire area basis.

4.8.2 Plant Modifications and Items to be Completed During the Implementation
Phase

Planned modifications, studies, and evaluations to comply with NFPA 805 are described
in Attachment S.
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The FPRA model represents the as-built, as-operated and maintained plant as it will be
configured at the completion of the transition to NFPA 805. The FPRA model includes
credit for the planned implementation of modifications identified in Attachment S, Table
S-2. Following installation of modifications and the as-built installation details, additional
refinements surrounding the modifications may need to be incorporated into the FPRA
model (the FPRA will verify the validity of the reported change-in-risk on as-built
conditions after the modifications are completed). However, these changes are not
expected to be significant. No other significant plant changes are outstanding with
respect to their inclusion in the FPRA model. See Attachment S, Table S-3, IMP-12.

4.8.3 Supplemental Information - Other Licensee Specific Issues

None.
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5.0 REGULATORY EVALUATION
5.1 Introduction - 10 CFR 50.48

On July 16, 2004 the NRC amended 10 CFR 50.48, Fire Protection, to add a new
subsection, 10 CFR 50.48(c), which establishes alternative fire protection requirements.
10 CFR 50.48 endorses, with exceptions, NFPA 805 as a voluntary alternative for
demonstrating compliance with 10 CFR 50.48 Section(b) and (f, and Appendix R.

The voluntary adoption of 10 CFR 50.48(c) by CCNPP does not eliminate the need to
comply with 10 CFR 50.48(a) and 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria 3,
Fire Protection. The NRC addressed the overall adequacy of the regulations during the
promulgation of 10 CFR 50.48(c).

"NFPA 805 does not supersede the requirements of GDC 3, 10 CFR 50.48(a), or
10 CFR 50.48(o. Those regulatory requirements continue to apply to licensees
that adopt NFPA 805. However, under NFPA 805, the means by which GDC 3
or 10 CFR 50.48(a) requirements may be met is different than under
10 CFR 50.48(b). Specifically, whereas GDC 3 refers to SSCs important to
safety, NFPA 805 identifies fire protection systems and features required to meet
the Chapter 1 performance criteria through the methodology in Chapter 4 of
NFPA 805. Also, under NFPA 805, the 10 CFR 50.48(a)(2)(iii) requirement to
limit fire damage to SSCs important to safety so that the capability to safely shut
down the plant is ensured is satisfied by meeting the performance criteria in
Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805. The Section 1.5.1 criteria include provisions for
ensuring that reactivity control, inventory and pressure control, decay heat
removal, vital auxiliaries, and process monitoring are achieved and maintained.

This methodology specifies a process to identify the fire protection systems and
features required to achieve the nuclear safety performance criteria in Section
1.5 of NFPA 805. Once a determination has been made that a fire protection
system or feature is required to achieve the performance criteria of Section 1.5,
its design and qualification must meet any applicable requirements of NFPA 805,
Chapter 3. Having identified the required fire protection systems and features,
the licensee selects either a deterministic or performance-based approach to
demonstrate that the performance criteria are satisfied. This process satisfies
the GDC 3 requirement to design and locate SSCs important to safety to
minimize the probability and effects of fires and explosions." (Reference FR
Notice 69 FR 33536 dated June 16, 2004, ML041340086)

The new rule provides actions that may be taken to establish compliance with
10 CFR 50.48(a), which requires each operating nuclear power plant to have a FPP
plan that satisfies General Design Criteria 3, as well as specific requirements in that
section. The transition process described in 10 CFR 50.48(c)(3)(ii) provides, in
pertinent parts, that a licensee intending to adopt the new rule must, among other
things, "modify the fire protection plan required by paragraph (a) of that section to reflect
the licensee's decision to comply with NFPA 805." Therefore, to the extent that the
contents of the existing FPP plan required by 10 CFR 50.48(a) are inconsistent with
NFPA 805, the FPP plan must be modified to achieve compliance with the requirements
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in NFPA 805. All other requirements of 10 CFR 50.48 (a) and General Design Criteria
3 have corresponding requirements in NFPA 805.

A comparison of the current requirements in Appendix R with the comparable
requirements in Section 3 of NFPA 805 shows that the two sets of requirements are
consistent in many respects. This was further clarified in FAQ 07-0032,
10 CFR 50.48(a) and GDC 3 clarification (ML081400292). The following tables provide
a cross reference of fire protection regulations associated with the post-transition
CCNPP FPP and applicable industry and CCNPP documents that address the topic.

10 CFR 50.48(a)

Table 5-1 10 CFR 50.48(a) - ApplicabilitylCompliance Reference

10 CFR 50.48(a) Section(s) ApplicabilitylCompliance Reference

(1) Each holder of an operating license issued under this See below
part or a combined license issued under part 52 of this
chapter must have a fire protection plan that satisfies
Criterion 3 of appendix A to this part. This fire
protection plan must:

(i) Describe the overall fire protection program for the NFPA 805 Section 3.2
facility; NEI 04-02 Table B-1

(ii) Identify the various positions within the licensee's NFPA 805 Section 3.2.2
organization that are responsible for the program; NEI 04-02 Table B-1

(iii) State the authorities that are delegated to each of NFPA 805 Section 3.2.2
these positions to implement those responsibilities; and NEI 04-02 Table B-1

(iv) Outline the plans for fire protection, fire detection NFPA 805 Section 2.7 and Chapters 3 and 4
and suppression capability, and limitation of fire NEI 04-02 B-1 and B-3 Tables
damage.

(2) The plan must also describe specific features See below
necessary to implement the program described in
paragraph (a)(1) of this section such as:

(i) Administrative controls and personnel requirements NFPA 805 Sections 3.3.1 and 3.4
for fire prevention and manual fire suppression NEI 04-02 Table B-1
activities;

(ii) Automatic and manually operated fire detection and NFPA 805 Sections 3.5 through 3.10 and
suppression systems; and Chapter 4

NEI 04-02 B-1 and B-3 Tables

(iii) The means to limit fire damage to structures, NFPA 805 Section 3.3 and Chapter 4
systems, or components important to safety so that the NEI 04-02 B-3 Table
capability to shut down the plant safely is ensured.

(3) The licensee shall retain the fire protection plan and NFPA 805 Section 2.7.1.1 requires that
each change to the plan as a record until the documentation (Analyses, as defined by NFPA 805
Commission terminates the reactor license. The 2.4, performed to demonstrate compliance with this
licensee shall retain each superseded revision of the standard) be maintained for the life of the plant.
procedures for 3 years from the date it was CNG-PR-3.01-1000 (Reference 6.48)
superseded.

(4) Each applicant for a design approval, design Not applicable. CCNPP is licensed under
certification, or manufacturing license under part 52 of 10 CFR 50.
this chapter must have a description and analysis of the
fire protection design features for the standard plant
necessary to demonstrate compliance with Criterion 3
of appendix A to this part.
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General Design Criterion 3

Table 5-2 GDC 3 - ApplicabilitylCompliance Reference

GDC 3, Fire Protection, Statement ApplicabilitylCompliance Reference

Structures, systems, and components important to NFPA 805 Chapters 3 and 4
safety shall be designed and located to minimize, NEI 04-02 B-1 and B-3 Tables
consistent with other safety requirements, the
probability and effect of fires and explosions.

Noncombustible and heat resistant materials shall be NFPA 805 Sections 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4, 3.11.4
used wherever practical throughout the unit, NEI 04-02 B-1 Table
particularly in locations such as the containment and
control room.

Fire detection and fighting systems of appropriate NFPA 805 Chapters 3 and 4
capacity and capability shall be provided and designed NEI 04-02 B-1 and B-3 Tables
to minimize the adverse effects of fires on structures,
systems, and components important to safety.

Firefighting systems shall be designed to assure that NFPA 805 Sections 3.4 through 3.10 and 4.2.1
their rupture or inadvertent operation does not NEI 04-02 Table B-3
significantly impair the safety capability of these
structures, systems, and components
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10 CFR 50.48(c)

Table 5-3 10 CFR 50.48(c) - ApplicabilitylCompliance Reference

10 CFR 50.48(c) Section(s) ApplicabilitylCompliance
Reference

(1) Approval of incorporation by reference. National Fire Protection Association General Information. NFPA
(NFPA) Standard 805, "Performance-Based Standard for Fire Protection for 805 (2001 edition) is the
Light Water Reactor Electric Generating Plants, 2001 Edition" (NFPA 805), edition used.
which is referenced in this section, was approved for incorporation by
reference by the Director of the Federal Register pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552(a)
and 1 CFR part 51.

(2) Exceptions, modifications, and supplementation of NFPA 805. As used in General Information. NFPA
this section, references to NFPA 805 are to the 2001 Edition, with the 805 (2001 edition) is the
following exceptions, modifications, and supplementation: edition used.

(i) Life Safety Goal, Objectives, and Criteria. The Life Safety Goal, The Life Safety Goal,
Objectives, and Criteria of Chapter 1 are not endorsed. Objectives, and Criteria of

Chapter 1 of NFPA 805 are
not part of the LAR.

(ii) Plant Damage/Business Interruption Goal, Objectives, and Criteria. The The Plant Damage/Business
Plant Damage/Business Interruption Goal, Objectives, and Criteria of Interruption Goal, Objectives,
Chapter 1 are not endorsed. and Criteria of Chapter 1 of

NFPA 805 are not part of the
LAR.

(iii) Use of feed-and-bleed. In demonstrating compliance with the Feed and bleed is not utilized
performance criteria of Sections 1.5. 1(b) and (c), a high-pressure as the sole fire-protected safe
charging/injection pump coupled with the pressurizer power-operated relief shutdown methodology.
valves (PORVs) as the sole fire-protected safe shutdown path for
maintaining reactor coolant inventory, pressure control, and decay heat
removal capability (i.e., feed-and-bleed) for pressurized-water reactors
(PWRs) is not permitted.

(iv) Uncertainty analysis. An uncertainty analysis performed in accordance Uncertainty analysis was not
with Section 2.7.3.5 is not required to support deterministic approach performed for deterministic
calculations. methodology.

(v) Existing cables. In lieu of installing cables meeting flame propagation Electrical cable construction
tests as required by Section 3.3.5.3, a flame-retardant coating may be complies with a flame
applied to the electric cables, or an automatic fixed fire suppression system propagation test that was
may be installed to provide an equivalent level of protection. In addition, the found acceptable to the NRC
italicized exception to Section 3.3.5.3 is not endorsed. as documented in NEI 04-02

Table B-I.

(vi) Water supply and distribution. The italicized exception to Section 3.6.4 is CCNPP complies by previous
not endorsed. Licensees who wish to use the exception to Section 3.6.4 NRC approval. See NEI 04-02
must submit a request for a license amendment in accordance with Table B-I.
paragraph (c)(2)(vii) of this section.
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Table 5-3 10 CFR 50.48(c) - ApplicabilitylCompliance Reference

10 CFR 50.48(c) Section(s) ApplicabilitylCompliance
Reference

(vii) Performance-based methods. Notwithstanding the prohibition in Section The use of performance-
3.1 against the use of performance-based methods, the fire protection based methods for NFPA 805
program elements and minimum design requirements of Chapter 3 may be Chapter 3 is requested. See
subject to the performance-based methods permitted elsewhere in the Attachment L.
standard. Licensees who wish to use performance-based methods for these
fire protection program elements and minimum design requirements shall
submit a request in the form of an application for license amendment under §
50.90. The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, or a
designee of the Director, may approve the application if the Director or
designee determines that the performance-based approach;
(A) Satisfies the performance goals, performance objectives, and

performance criteria specified in NFPA 805 related to nuclear safety and
radiological release;

(B) Maintains safety margins; and
(C) Maintains fire protection defense-in-depth (fire prevention, fire detection,
fire suppression, mitigation, and post-fire safe shutdown capability).

(3) Compliance with NFPA 805. See below

(i) A licensee may maintain a fire protection program that complies with The LAR was submitted in
NFPA 805 as an alternative to complying with paragraph (b) of this section accordance with
for plants licensed to operate before January 1, 1979, or the fire protection 10 CFR 50.90. The LAR
license conditions for plants licensed to operate after January 1, 1979. The included applicable license
licensee shall submit a request to comply with NFPA 805 in the form of an conditions, orders, technical
application for license amendment under § 50.90. The application must specifications/bases that
identify any orders and license conditions that must be revised or needed to be revised and/or
superseded, and contain any necessary revisions to the plant's technical superseded.
specifications and the bases thereof. The Director of the Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, or a designee of the Director, may approve the
application if the Director or designee determines that the licensee has
identified orders, license conditions, and the technical specifications that
must be revised or superseded, and that any necessary revisions are
adequate. Any approval by the Director or the designee must be in the form
of a license amendment approving the use of NFPA 805 together with any
necessary revisions to the technical specifications.

(ii) The licensee shall complete its implementation of the methodology in The LAR and transition report
Chapter 2 of NFPA 805 (including all required evaluations and analyses) summarize the evaluations
and, upon completion, modify the fire protection plan required by paragraph and analyses performed in
(a) of this section to reflect the licensee's decision to comply with NFPA 805, accordance with Chapter 2 of
before changing its fire protection program or nuclear power plant as NFPA 805.
permitted by NFPA 805.

(4) Risk-informed or performance-based alternatives to compliance with NFPA No risk-informed or
805. A licensee may submit a request to use risk-informed or performance- performance-based
based alternatives to compliance with NFPA 805. The request must be in alternatives to compliance
the form of an application for license amendment under § 50.90 of this with NFPA 805 (per
chapter. The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, or 10 CFR 50.48(c)(4)) were
designee of the Director, may approve the application if the Director or utilized. See Attachment P.
designee determines that the proposed alternatives:
(i) Satisfy the performance goals, performance objectives, and

performance criteria specified in NFPA 805 related to nuclear safety and
radiological release;

(ii) Maintain safety margins; and
(iii) Maintain fire protection defense-in-depth (fire prevention, fire detection,

fire suppression, mitigation, and post-fire safe shutdown capability).
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5.2 Regulatory Topics

5.2.1 License Condition Changes

The current CCNPP fire protection license conditions 2.E are being replaced with the
standard license condition based upon Regulatory Position 3.1 of RG 1.205, as
modified in Attachment M.

5.2.2 Technical Specifications

CCNPP conducted a review of the Technical Specifications to determine which
Technical Specifications are required to be revised, deleted, or superseded. CCNPP
determined that the changes to the Technical Specifications and applicable justification
listed in Attachment N are adequate for the CCNPP adoption of the new fire protection
licensing basis.

5.2.3 Orders and Exemptions

A review was conducted of the CCNPP docketed correspondence to determine if there
were any orders or exemptions that needed to be superseded or revised. A review was
also performed to ensure that compliance with the physical protection requirements,
security orders, and adherence to those commitments applicable to the plant are
maintained. A discussion of affected orders and exemptions is included in
Attachment 0.

5.3 Regulatory Evaluations

5.3.1 No Significant Hazards Consideration

A written evaluation of the significant hazards consideration of a proposed license
amendment is required by 10 CFR 50.92. According to 10 CFR 50.92, a proposed
amendment to an operating license involves no significant hazards consideration if
operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed amendment would not:

" Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated; or

" Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated; or

" Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

This evaluation is contained in Attachment Q.

Based on the considerations discussed above, (1) there is reasonable assurance that
the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed
manner, (2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's
regulations, and (3) the issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public. CCNPP has evaluated
the proposed amendment and determined that it involves no significant hazards
consideration.

5.3.2 Environmental Consideration

Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), an evaluation of the LAR has been performed to
determine whether it meets the criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR
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51.22(c). That evaluation is discussed in Attachment R. The evaluation confirms that
this LAR meets the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9) for categorical exclusion from
the need for an environmental impact assessment or statement.

5.4 Revision to the UFSAR

After the approval of the LAR, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.71(e), the CCNPP UFSAR
will be revised. The format and content will be consistent with NEI 04-02 FAQ 12-0062.

5.5 Transition Implementation Schedule

The following schedule for transitioning CCNPP to the new fire protection licensing
basis requires NRC approval of the LAR in accordance with the following schedule:

" Implementation of new NFPA 805 fire protection program to include procedure
changes, process updates, and training to affected plant personnel. This will
occur 180 days following the issuance of an approved SER from the NRC unless
that date falls within a scheduled refueling outage. Then, implementation will
occur 60 days after startup from that scheduled refueling outage. See
Attachment S, Table S-3.

" Modifications will be completed by April 30, 2018. This date assumes SER
approval within two years from LAR submittal. Appropriate compensatory
measures will be maintained until modifications are complete. See Attachment
S, Table S-2.
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. Requirements/Guidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.1 General. This chapter contains the
fundamental elements of the fire
protection program and specifies
the minimum design
requirements for fire protection
systems and features. These fire
protection program elements
and minimum design
requirements shall not be
subject to the performance-
based methods permitted
elsewhere in this standard.
Previously approved alternatives
from the fundamental protaction
program attributes of this
chapter by the AHJ take
precedence over the
requirements contained herein.

N/A N/A - General Statement; No Technical
Requirements

N/A - General Statement; No Technical
Requirements

N/A

N/A3.2 N/A N/A N/A
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. RequirementslGuldance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.2.1 Intent. A site-wide fire protection plan Complies
shall be established. This plan
shall document management
policy and program direction and
shall define the responsibilities
of those individuals responsible
for the plan's implementation.
This section establishes the
criteria for an integrated
combination of components,
procedures, and personnel to
implement all fire protection
program activities.

No Additional Clarification Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / All

3.2.2 Management
Policy Direction and
Responsibility.

A policy document shall be
prepared that defines
management authority and
responsibilities and establishes
the general policy for the site fire
protection program.

The policy document shall
designate the senior
management position with
immediate authority and
responsibility for the fire
protection program.

Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Sections
4.0 and 5.0

3.2.2.1 Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Section 5.2
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. RequlrementslGuidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.2.2.2 The policy document shall
designate a position responsible
for the daily administration and
coordination of the fire protection
program and its implementation.

Complies No Additional Clarification

3.2.2.3 The policy document shall define Complies
the fire protection interfaces with
other organizations and assign
responsibilities for the
coordination of activities. In
addition, this policy document
shall identify the various plant
positions having the authority for
implementing the various areas
of the fire protection program.

No Additional Clarification

No Additional Clarification

Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Section
5.2.C

Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Section 5.0

Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Section
4.1.B

3.2.2.4 The policy document shall
identify the appropriate AHJ for
the various areas of the fire
protection program.

Complies
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. RequirementslGuldance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.2.3 Procedures. Procedures shall be established Complies
for implementation of the fire
protection program. In addition
to procedures that could be
required by other sections of the
standard, the procedures to
accomplish the following shall be
established:

No Additional Clarification Quality Assurance Topical Report,
Rev. 6 /All

SA-FFSM-AB, Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting Strategies Manual,
Rev. 00301 /All

SA-FFSM-OC, Owner Controlled
Area Fire Fighting Strategies
Manual, Rev. 00200 /All

SA-FFSM-PA, Protected Area Fire
Fighting Strategies Manual, Rev.
00601 1 All

Procedure CNG-CA-2.01-1000,
Self-Assessment and
Benchmarking Process, Rev.
00702 / All

Procedure CNG-CM-1.01-1003,
Design Engineering and
Configuration Control, Rev. 00600
/ All

Procedure CNG-FES-007,
Preparation of Design Inputs and
Change Impact Screen, Rev.
00017 / All

Procedure CNG-FES-015, Design
Engineering and Configuration
Management Forms, Rev. 00006 /
All

Procedure O-20A, Fire Protection
Performance Evaluations and Fire
System Inspections, Rev. 01802 /
All

Procedure SA-I, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / All

Procedure SA-1-101, Fire Fighting,
Rev. 00600 / All
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NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. RequirementslGuidance

Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

Procedure SA-1-102, Fire
Protection / Appendix R
Compensatory Actions, Rev.
00500 / All
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. Requirements/Guidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.2.3(1) Inspection, testing, and
maintenance for fire protection
systems and features credited
by the fire protection program

Complies, with Required
Action

Section 6.1.A of procedure SA-1 states, "Procedures
consistent with regulatory requirements, license
commitments, and standards of good industry
practice shall be developed to establish
administrative controls for the Fire Protection
Program." Section 6.1.B states, "Design,
procurement, installation, testing, inspection,
maintenance, modification, nonconforming items,
corrective actions, audits, and administrative controls
for the Fire Protection Program shall be controlled by
the Quality Assurance Policy and applicable
administrative procedures." Section 6.3.A states, "A
testing program shall be established and ensure that
fire protection equipment and systems, emergency
lighting, and communications equipment is tested in
accordance with written test procedures. Test results
shall be evaluated by qualified individuals and
corrective actions taken where applicable."

Procedure OI-20A, Fire Protection
Performance Evaluations and Fire
System Inspections, Rev. 01802 /
Ail

Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Sections
6.1 and 6.3.A

Section 1.1 of procedure OI-20A describes the
purpose of the procedure as "to provide detailed
instructions for Performance Evaluations (PEs) of
the Fire Protection System, per Operations
Performance Evaluation Requirements and
Manufacturers recommendations." Section 6 of 01-
20A contains detailed instructions regarding the
inspection, testing, and maintenance of fire
protection systems and features.

Implementation items are identified below.

IMPLEMENTATION ITEMS (See Attachment S. Table S-3

IMP-2 Performance-based surveillance frequencies may be updated based on the guidance of Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Technical
Report TR-1006756, "Fire Protection Surveillance Optimization and Maintenance Guide for Fire Protection Systems and Features." As a
minimum, surveillance frequencies for fire dampers will be reviewed against the EPRI guidance and updated if necessary.
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NFPA 806 Ch. 3 Ref. RequirementslGuidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

Submit for NRC
Approval

Approval is requested in Attachment L. for the use of
performance-based surveillance frequencies as
described in Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) Technical Report TR-1006756, "Fire
Protection Surveillance Optimization and
Maintenance Guide for Fire Protection Systems and
Features," for the inspection, testing, and
maintenance of fire protection systems and features
credited by the fire protection program.

None

3.2.3(2) Compensatory actions
implemented when fire
protection systems and other
systems credited by the fire
protection program and this
standard cannot perform their
intended function and limits on
impairment duration

Reviews of fire protection
program - related performance
and trends

Complies

Complies

No Additional Clarification

No Additional Clarification

Procedure SA-1-102, Fire
Protection / Appendix R
Compensatory Actions, Rev.
00500 / All

Procedure CNG-CA-2.01-1000,
Self-Assessment and
Benchmarking Process, Rev.
00702 / All

Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Sections
5.6.C and 6.7

3.2.3(3)
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NFPA 806 Ch. 3 Ref. RequirementslGuidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.2.3(4) Reviews of physical plant
modifications and procedure
changes for impact on the fire
protection program

Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure CNG-CM-1.01-1003,
Design Engineering and
Configuration Control, Rev. 00600
/ Section 1.1 and Attachment 12

Procedure CNG-FES-007,
Preparation of Design Inputs and
Change Impact Screen, Rev.
00017 / Sections 1.1 and 5.4.16

Procedure CNG-FES-015, Design
Engineering and Configuration
Management Forms, Rev. 00006/
Section 1.1 and Forms 16 and 17

Procedure CNG-PR-1.01-1000,
Fleet Procedure Process, Rev.
00801 / Section 1.1.A

Quality Assurance Topical Report,
Rev. 6 / Section C.2

Procedure CNG-CA-2.01-1000,
Self-Assessment and
Benchmarking Process, Rev.
00702 / All

Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Sections
5.6.C and 6.7

3.2.3(5) Long-term maintenance and
configuration of the fire
protection program

Complies No Additional Clarification
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NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. RequirementslGuidance

3.2.3(6) Emergency response
procedures for the plant
industrial fire brigade

Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

Complies No Additional Clarification SA-FFSM-AB, Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting Strategies Manual,
Rev. 00301 /All

SA-FFSM-OC, Owner Controlled
Area Fire Fighting Strategies
Manual, Rev. 00200 / All

SA-FFSM-PA, Protected Area Fire
Fighting Strategies Manual, Rev.
00601 / All

Procedure SA-1-101, Fire Fighting,
Rev. 00600 / All

3.3 Prevention. A fire prevention program with Complies
the goal of preventing a fire from
starting shall be established,
documented, and implemented
as part of the fire protection
program. The two basic
components of the fire
prevention program shall consist
of both of the following:

No Additional Clarification

No Additional Clarification

Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / All

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 /All

Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Section 6.4

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 / Sections
5.2 and 5.3, and Attachment 1

3.3(1) Prevention of fires and fire
spread by controls on
operational activities

Complies
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NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. RequirementslGuidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.3(2) Design controls that restrict the Complies
use of combustible materials.

The design control requirements
listed in the remainder of this
section shall be provided as
described.

No Additional Clarification Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Section 6.4

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 / Section
5.2 and 5.3 and Attachment 1

3.3.1 Fire Prevention
for Operational
Activities.

The fire prevention program
activities shall consist of the
necessary elements to address
the control of ignition sources
and the use of transient
combustible materials during all
aspects of plant operations. The
fire prevention program shall
focus on the human and
programmatic elements
necessary to prevent fires from
starting or, should a fire start, to
keep the fire as small as
possible.

Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Section 6.4

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 / Sections
5.2 and 5.3 and Attachment 1
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NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. RequirementalGuidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.3.1.1 General Fire The fire prevention activities Complies with
Prevention Activities. shall include but not be limited to Clarification

the following program elements:

Plant procedures for fire prevention activities have
been developed and implemented. The procedures
address, at a minimum, the fire protection program
elements identified in this section, but are not limited
to these elements. The NFPA 805 code
requirements in the following subsections are
satisfied.

NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-Informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.3

Procedure CNG-CM-1.01-1003,
Design Engineering and
Configuration Control, Rev. 00600
/ Section 1.1 and Attachment 12

Procedure CNG-FES-007,
Preparation of Design Inputs and
Change Impact Screen, Rev.
00017 / Sections 1.1 and 5.4.16

Procedure CNG-FES-015, Design
Engineering and Configuration
Management Forms, Rev. 00006 I
Section 1.1 and Forms 16 and 17

Procedure CNG-TR-1.01-1010,
General Employee Training, Rev.
00200 / Section 5.1.A

Procedure OI-20A, Fire Protection
Performance Evaluations and Fire
System Inspections, Rev. 01802/
All

Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Sections
6.4.D and 6.6

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 / Section
5.11

Training Document GET-PAT,
Industry and Fleet Plant Access.
Rev. 0 / All
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NFPA 806 Ch. 3 Ref. Requiremente/Guldance

3.3.1.1(1) Training on fire safety
information for all employees
and contractors including, as a
minimum, familiarization with
plant fire prevention procedures,
fire reporting, and plant
emergency alarms

Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

Complies No Additional Clarification NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-Informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.3

Procedure CNG-TR-1.01-1010,
General Employee Training, Rev.
00200 / Section 5.1.A

Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Section
6.6.A

Training Document GET-PAT,
Industry and Fleet Plant Access,
Rev. 0 / All

3.3.1.1(2) Documented plant inspections Complies
including provisions for
corrective actions for conditions
where unanalyzed fire hazards
are identified

No Additional Clarification Procedure OI-20A, Fire Protection
Performance Evaluations and Fire
System Inspections, Rev. 01802 /
All

Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Section
6.4.D

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 / Section
5.11
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. Requirements/Guidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.3.1.1(3) Administrative controls
addressing the review of plant
modifications and maintenance
to ensure that both fire hazards
and the impact on plant fire
protection systems and features
are minimized

Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure CNG-CM-1.01-1003,
Design Engineering and
Configuration Control, Rev. 00600
/ Section 1.1 and Attachment 12

Procedure CNG-FES-007,
Preparation of Design Inputs and
Change Impact Screen, Rev.
00017/Sections 1.1 and 5.4.16

Procedure CNG-FES-015, Design
Engineering and Configuration
Management Forms, Rev. 00006 /
Section 1.1 and Forms 16 and 17

Procedure CNG-
MN-1.01-1000, Conduct of
Maintenance, Rev. 00200 /
Section 1.1.A

Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / All

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800/ All

Report R2215-022-001, NFPA
Code Conformance Review. Rev.
1/All

3.3.1.2 Control of
Combustible
Materials.

Procedures for the control of Complies with
general housekeeping practices Clarification
and the control of transient
combustibles shall be
developed and implemented.
These procedures shall include
but not be limited to the
following program elements:

Plant procedures for the control of general
housekeeping practices and the control of transient
combustibles have been developed and
implemented. The procedures address, at a
minimum, the fire protection program elements
identified in the sections below, but are not limited to
these elements. Except as identified below, the
NFPA 805 code requirements in the following
subsections are satisfied.
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

NFPA 806 Ch. 3 Ref. RequirementslGuldance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.3.1.2(1) Wood used within the power
block shall be listed pressure-
impregnated or coated with a
listed fire-retardant application.

Exception: Cribbing timbers 6 in.
by 6 in. (15.2 cm by 15.2 cm) or
larger shall not be required to be
fire-retardant treated.

Complies No Additional Clarification

3.3.1.2(2) Plastic sheeting materials used
in the power block shall be fire-
retardant types that have passed
NFPA 701, Standard Methods of
Fire Tests for Flame
Propagation of Textiles and
Films, large-scale tests, or
equivalent.

Complies No Additional Clarification

NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-Informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.2

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 /
Attachment 1, Section A.2 and
PCR-13-02460

NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-Informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.2

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800/
Attachment 1, Section A.4

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 / Section
5.2.A.6

3.3.1.2(3) Waste, debris, scrap, packing
materials, or other combustibles
shall be removed from an area
immediately following the
completion of work or at the end
of the shift, whichever comes
first.

Complies No Additional Clarification
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. RequirementslGuidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.3.1.2(4) Combustible storage or staging Complies
areas shall be designated, and
limits shall be established on the
types and quantities of stored
materials.

No Additional Clarification

3.3.1.2(5) Controls on use and storage of
flammable and combustible
liquids shall be in accordance
with NFPA 30, Flammable and
Combustible Liquids Code, or
other applicable NFPA
standards.

Complies with
Clarification

With the exception of NFPA 30, no NFPA standards
are applicable to controls on use and storage of
flammable and combustible liquids at CCNPP, based
on the guidance in Section K.1 of NEI 04-02.

Controls on the use and storage of flammable and
combustible liquids are in accordance with NFPA 30,
"Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code," as
identified in Report R2215-022-001, "NFPA Code
Conformance Review."

Calculation CA02243, Combustible
Loading Analysis Database
Update, Rev. 0002/ All

Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Section
6.4.A

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 / Section
5.2.A.3 and Attachment 1

NFPA 30, Flammable and
Combustible Liquids Code, 1976
Edition / All

NFPA 30, Flammable and
Combustible Liquids Code, 1990
Edition / All

NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-Informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.1

Report R2215-022-001, NFPA
Code Conformance Review, Rev.
1 / Attachment A, Sections
30.1976 and 30.1990
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3.3.1.2(6) Controls on use and storage of
flammable gases shall be in
accordance with applicable
NFPA standards.

Complies with
Clarification

With the exception of NFPA 50A for bulk hydrogen
storage, no NFPA standards are applicable to
controls on use and storage of flammable gases at
CCNPP, based on the guidance in Section K.1 of
NEI 04-02.

Controls on use and storage of bulk hydrogen are in
accordance with NFPA 50A, "Standard for Gaseous
Hydrogen Systems at Consumer Sites," as identified
in Report R2215-022-001, "NFPA Code
Conformance Review."

NFPA 50A, Standard for Gaseous
Hydrogen Systems at Consumer
Sites, 1973 Edition / All

NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.1

Report R2215-022-001, NFPA
Code Conformance Review, Rev.
1 / Attachment A, Section 50A

3.3.1.3 Control of
Ignition Sources.

N/A N/A N/A - General Statement; No Technical
Requirements

N/A
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3.3. 1. 3.1 A hot work safety procedure
shall be developed,
implemented, and periodically
updated as necessary in
accordance with NFPA 51B,
Standard for Fire Prevention
During Welding, Cutting, and
Other Hot Work, and NFPA 241,
Standard for Safeguarding
Construction, Alteration, and
Demolition Operations.

Complies, with Required
Action

Except as identified below, the hot work safety
procedure complies with NFPA 51 B-1999 Edition
and NFPA 241-2000 Edition, as identified in Report
R2215-022-001, "NFPA Code Conformance Review."

Implementation items are identified below.

NFPA 241, Standard for
Safeguarding, Construction,
Alteration, and Demolition
Operations, 2000 Edition / All

NFPA 51B, Standard for Fire
Prevention During Welding,
Cutting, and Other Hot Work, 1999
Edition / All

Procedure SA-I-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800/All

Report R2215-022-001, NFPA
Code Conformance Review, Rev.
1 / Attachment A, Sections 51B
and 241

IMPLEMENTATION ITEMS (See Attachment S. Table S-3

IMP-1 Site procedure(s) will be revised, to support compliance with NFPA 805, Section 3.3.1.3.1, to prohibit hot work in areas with partitions, walls,
ceilings, or roofs that have a combustible covering or insulation, or partitions of combustible sandwich-type panel construction.

Submit for NRC
Approval

Approval is requested in Attachment L to perform
welding, cutting, and other hot work in sprinklered
buildings while the suppression system is impaired.

None

3.3.1.3.2 Smoking and other possible
sources of ignition shall be
restricted to properly designated
and supervised safe areas of the
plant.

Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 / Section
5.3.3
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3.3.1.3.3 Open flames or combustion-
generated smoke shall not be
permitted for leak or air flow
testing.

3.3.1.3.4 Plant administrative procedure
shall control the use of portable
electrical heaters in the plant.
Portable fuel-fired heaters shall
not be permitted in plant areas
containing equipment important
to nuclear safety or where there
is a potential for radiological
releases resulting from a fire.

3.3.2 Structural. Walls, floors, and components
required to maintain structural
integrity shall be of
noncombustible construction, as
defined in NFPA 220, Standard
on Types of Building
Construction.

Complies No Additional Clarification

Complies No Additional Clarification

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 /
Attachment 1, Section D.1

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 / Section
5.3.A.1 and Attachment 2

Procedure ES-005, Civil and
Structural Design Criteria, Rev. 0 /
Section 5.3

Complies No Additional Clarification
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NFPA 806 Ch. 3 Ref. Requirements/Guidance

3.3.3 Interior Interior wall or ceiling finish
Finishes. classification shall be in

accordance with NFPA 1016,
Life Safety CodeO, requirements
for Class A materials. Interior
floor finishes shall be in
accordance with NFPA 101
requirements for Class I interior
floor finishes.

Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

Complies Except as identified below, CCNPP complies with no Procedure CNG-FES-015, Design
additional clarification. Engineering and Configuration

Management Forms, Rev. 00006 I
Form 17, Item Q

Procedure MN-3-100, Safety-
Related and Controlled Protective
Coatings, Rev. 00701 / Sections
5.2.D, 5.4.A

Procedure PCP-13, Paint Service
Level II General Use, Rev. 00201 /
Section 4.1

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 / PCR-13-
02460

Procedure SP-0900, Specification
for Non Safety-Related (Service
Level 11) / Balance of Plant
Coatings, Rev. 0001 / Section
2.3.N

Report R2215-021-001, NFPA 805
Chapter 3 Fundamental Fire
Protection Program and Design
Elements Review, Rev. 1 / Section
3.4.1

Specification A-0032, Specification
for Furnishing, Delivery and
Installation of Suspended Ceiling,
Rev. 2 /Section 11.3
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Complies by Previous
NRC Approval

In the response to Appendix A to Branch Technical
Position APCSB 9.5-1 for Units No. 1 and 2, dated
March 15, 1977, item D.1.(d) BG&E stated:

"(1) Main Control Room:
a. Ceiling - acoustical ceiling constructed of mineral
fiberboard Class 1 (0-25 per ASTM E-84) with steel
suspension system. The illuminant eggcrate ceiling
is constructed of aluminum.
B. Walls - painted concrete masonry units with
gypsum wallboard along the perimeter of the viewing
gallery.
C. Floor - carpet (still to be installed) directly glued to
concrete floor. Carpet specified has less than 25
rating for flame spread, fuel contribution and smoke
density per ASTM E-84 (Non-use configuration).
(2) Viewing gallery in the main control room has
acoustical ceiling and floor finish similar to the main
control room. Walls are gypsum wallboard on metal
studs on three sides and concrete masonry units on
the fourth side. Gypsum wall board is lined by a vinyl
coated fabric.
(3) The rest of the auxiliary building, the containment
building, the turbine building, the service building,
and the intake structure are either left unfinished or
finished with paint or coating. Suspended ceilings,
where installed, are of Class I mineral fiber-board in
metal suspension system or plaster in metal
suspension system. In some inhabited areas
ceramic wall and floor tile and/or vinyl asbestos floor
tiles are used."

The NRC Safety Evaluation dated September 14,
1979 stated:

"We find that, subject to implementation of quality
assurance provisions for fire protaction and the
development of adequate fire fighting strategies, the
fire protection program [including interior wall,
ceiling, and floor finishes] satisfies the objectives
identified in Section 2.2 of this report and is,
therefore, acceptable."

Letter from Clark (NRC) to
Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated March
18, 1982 / Enclosure 1, Second
Supplement to Safety Evaluation
Report, Section 3.3.7

Letter from Clark (NRC) to
Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated
October 02, 1980 / Enclosure 2,
Section 3.3.6; and Enclosure 3,
Section 3.3.7

Letter from Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) to
Reid (NRC), dated December 31,
1979 / All

Letter from Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) to
Reid (NRC), dated November 13,
1979 / Enclosure 3, Unresolved
Issues, Section 3.3.6

Letter from Reid (NRC) to
Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated
September 14, 1979 / Enclosure 3,
Safety Evaluation Report, Section
6.0

Letter from Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) to
Stello, Jr. (NRC), dated March 15,
1977 / Enclosure, Fire Protection
Program Evaluation, Item D.1.(d)

Report R2215-021-001, NFPA 805
Chapter 3 Fundamental Fire
Protection Program and Design
Elements Review, Rev. 1 / 3.4.1
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Supplement 2 to the NRC Safety Evaluation dated
March 18, 1982 stated:

"We have completed our review of the Quality
Assurance Fire Protection Program Description. This
information was included in the BG&E response to
our letter dated December 31, 1979. Based on the
evaluation of the above information, we conclude this
response meets the guidelines contained in the
Branch Technical Position ASB 9.5-1, and, therefore,
is acceptable."

The basis for approval has been reviewed. There
have been no plant modifications or other changes
that would invalidate the basis for approval.
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3.3.4 Insulation Thermal insulation materials,
Materials. radiation shielding materials,

ventilation duct materials, and
soundproofing materials shall
be noncombustible or limited
combustible.

Complies with
Clarification

The referenced procedures, specifications, and the
Combustible Loading Analysis Database control and
account for the use of thermal insulation materials,
radiation shielding materials, ventilation duct
materials, and soundproofing materials.

Calculation CA02243, Combustible
Loading Analysis Database
Update, Rev. 0002 / All

Procedure CNG-FES-007,
Preparation of Design Inputs and
Change Impact Screen, Rev.
00017 / Section 5.4.16.A.14

Procedure CNG-FES-015, Design
Engineering and Configuration
Management Forms, Rev. 00006 /
Form 17 - Item A

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 / Sections
4.9 and Attachment 1: Section I to
PCR-13-02460

Specification C-0056, Specification
for Furnishing, Detailing,
Fabricating, and Delivery of
Structural Steel for Neutron
Shielding, Rev. 0003 / Section 9.1

Specification M-0196, Specification
for Heating, Ventilating and Air
Conditioning Ducts, Rev. 0004/
Section 5.2

Specification M-01 96A,
Specification for Heating,
Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
Ducts, Rev. 0002 / Section 5.2

Specification M-0198, Specification
for Insulation of HVAC Systems,
Rev. 0000 / Section 7.3

Specification M-0336, Specification
for Reactor Coolant System and
Steam Generators Insulation
(Except Reactor Cavity), Rev.
0003 / Section 7.9.c
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Specification M-0338, Specification
for Plant Insulation - Except
Reactor Cavity Insulation, Reactor
Coolant System and Steam
Generators Insulation, Rev. 0008/
Section 8.1.a

Specification M-0338C,
Specification for Plant Insulation,
Unit 2 - Except Reactor Cavity
Insulation, Reactor Coolant
System and Steam Generators
Insulation, Rev. 0003 / Section
5.1.a

Specification M-0339, Specification
for Reactor Cavity Insulation, Rev.
0002 / Section 5.3

Specification SP-0590, Intake
Structure Exhaust Vents, Rev. 0 I
Section 2.5.2

Specification SP-0742-NSR,
Technical Specification SP-742-
NSR for Diesel Generator Project
Gypsum Wallboard, Rev. 0002/
Section 2.3

Specification SP-0747, Design
Specification NO. SP-747 for SR
HVAC Ductwork, Rev. 0003 /
Section 5.1.3

Specification SP-0748, Design
Specification for Diesel Generator
Project NSR HVAC Systems
Installation SP-748, Rev. 0004 /
Section 5.1.3

Specification SP-0770, Design
Specification NO. SP-770 for
Diesel Generator Project Non-
Metallic Thermal Insulation, Rev.
0004 / Section 5.10
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Specification SP-0782, Design
Specification for Diesel Generator
Project SBO HVAC Installation,
Rev. 0002 / Section 5.1.3

Specification SP-0869, Unit 1 and
2 Replacement Steam Generator
Insulation, Rev. 1 / Section 6.2.7

Specification SP-0918, Post LOCI
Control Room Charcoal Filter
Units, Rev. 0001 / Section 8.0 of
Appendix 6
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Complies by Previous
NRC Approval

In the response to Appendix A to Branch Technical
Position APCSB 9.5-1 for Units No. 1 and 2, dated
March 15, 1977, item D.1.(d) BG&E stated:

"Most radiation shielding is of concrete. In addition
RTV 627 silicone rubber (General Electric) is used
for radiation shielding in various areas throughout
the plant. This type of radiation shielding has been
tested with the ASTM E-1 19 "Fire Tests of Building
Construction Materials," surface burning test and
successfully withstood exposure for 6 hours."

The NRC Safety Evaluation Report dated September
14, 1979 stated:

"We find that, subject to implementation of quality
assurance provisions for fire protection and the
development of adequate fire fighting strategies, the
fire protection program [including radiation shielding
materials] satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.2 of this report and is, therefore,
acceptable."

Supplement 2 to the NRC Safety Evaluation Report
dated March 18, 1982 stated:

"We have completed our review of the Quality
Assurance Fire Protection Program Description. This
information was included in the BG&E response to
our letter dated December 31, 1979. Based on the
evaluation of the above information, we conclude this
response meets the guidelines contained in the
Branch Technical Position ASB 9.5-1, and, therefore,
is acceptable."

The basis for approval has been reviewed. There
have been no plant modifications or other changes
that would invalidate the basis for approval.

Letter from Clark (NRC) to
Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated March
18, 1982 / Enclosure 1, Second
Supplement to Safety Evaluation
Report, Section 3.3.7

Letter from Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) to
Reid (NRC), dated December 31,
1979 / All

Letter from Reid (NRC) to
Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated
September 14, 1979 / Enclosure 3,
Safety Evaluation Report, Section
5.18 and Section 6.0

Letter from Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) to
Stello, Jr. (NRC), dated March 15,
1977 / Enclosure, Fire Protection
Program Evaluation, Item D.1.(d)
and Table D-3

Report R2215-021-001, NFPA 805
Chapter 3 Fundamental Fire
Protection Program and Design
Elements Review, Rev. 1 / Section
3.4.2
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3.3.5 N/A N/A

Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

N/A N/A - General Statement; No Technical N/A
Requirements

Complies Except as identified below, CCNPP complies with no Procedure CNG-FES-007,
additional clarification. Preparation of Design Inputs and

Change Impact Screen, Rev.
00017 / Attachment 3 - Section 0

3.3.5.1 Wring above suspended ceiling
shall be kept to a minimum.
Where installed, electrical wiring
shall be listed for plenum use,
routed in armored cable, muted
in metallic conduit, or muted in
cable trays with solid metal top
and bottom covers.

Submit for NRC
Approval

Approval is requested in Attachment L for the current None
configuration of wiring above suspended ceilings.
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3.3.5.2 Only metal tray and metal
conduits shall be used for
electrical raceways. Thin wall
metallic tubing shall not be used
for power, instrumentation, or
control cables. Flexible metallic
conduits shall only be used in
short lengths to connect
components.

Complies with
Clarification

Section P of attachment 3, "Electrical/l&C Design
Considerations," of engineering standard CNG-FES-
007, states, "Use metal tray and metal conduits for
electrical raceways. Thin wall metallic tubing shall
not be used for power, instrumentation, or control
cables. Flexible metallic conduits shall only be used
in short lengths to connect components."

Drawing 61406SEC105.2SHOO01, "Raceway
Installation," Rev. 3, requires that only metal conduit
shall be used for electrical raceways.

Section 1.0 of drawing 61406SEC105.1SH0001
requires that only metal cable trays be used for
electrical raceways.

Section K.4 of NEI 04-02 clarifies that, where used,
cable air drops of limited length (-3 feet) are
considered acceptable.

Section Q of attachment 3, "Electrical/l&C Design
Considerations," to engineering standard CNG-FES-
007, requires all new, permanent cable installations
to comply with the testing criteria of one of the
following: IEEE 383-1974, IEEE 1202-1991, CSA
(Canadian Standards Association) 22.2 No. 0.3,
NFPA 262, UL 44, UL 83, UL 1581, UL 1666, or UL
1685."

The tests listed above are acceptable electrical cable
construction tests per FAQ 06-0022, which clarifies
the cable construction tests that are acceptable to
the NRC.

Drawing 61406SEC105.2SHOO01,
Raceway Installation, Rev. 3 /
Sections 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0

Drawing 61406SEC1051SH0001,
Raceway Installation, Rev. 1 /
Section 1.0

NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.4

Procedure CNG-FES-007,
Preparation of Design Inputs and
Change Impact Screen, Rev.
00017/ Attachment 3 - Section P

3.3.5.3 Electric cable construction shall Complies with
comply with a flame propagation Clarification
test as acceptable to the AHJ.

NRC Memorandum from Klein to
AFPB File, "Close-Out of National
Fire Protection Association
Standard 805 Frequently Asked
Question 06-0022 Electrical Cable
Flame Propagation Tests", dated
May 05, 2009 / All

FAQ 07-0022, Acceptable
Electrical Cable Construction
Tests, Rev. 3 / All

Procedure CNG-FES-007,
Preparation of Design Inputs and
Change Impact Screen, Rev.
00017 / Attachment 3 - Section Q
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Complies by Previous
NRC Approval

The following compliance basis is applicable for
existing cable installations at CCNPP:

On June 28, 1991 the NRC issued Generic Letter
(GL) 88-20, supplement 4, requesting all licensees to
perform individual plant examinations of external
events to identify plant-specific vulnerabilities to
severe accidents. In a letter dated August 28, 1997,
BG&E submitted its response to the NRC. NRC
Letter from A. W. Dromerick to C. H. Cruse (BG&E),
'Request for Additional Information on Calvert Cliffs
Nuclear Power Plant, Unit Nos. 1 and 2 - IPEEE
Submittal,* dated 6/26/1998, requested additional
information regarding whether the cables at CCNPP
are either IEEE-383 qualified or equivalent. The
BG&E response to the RAI was accepted in the
Sandia National Labs Technical Evaluation Report,
contained in attachment 2 to the NRC Letter from R.
L. Clark to C. H. Cruse (BG&E), "Calvert Cliffs
Nuclear Plant, Unit Nos. 1 and 2 - Review of the
Individual Plant Examination of External Events
(IPEEE) Submittal," dated 6/8/2001, which states,
"The licensee indicated in their response that the
majority of the cable used are silicone-rubber
insulated cables with glass braid over the conductors
and with an overall asbestos-braid jacket. Tests of
these cables were performed and a reference for the
results provided. The remainder of the cables used
at the plant are crosslinked polyethylene insulated
cables with asbestos braid. The licensee states both
cables exceed the flame propagation requirements
of IEEE-383. Based on these facts, the licensee's
assessment of the cable qualification appears to be
justified." The SER contained in the enclosure to the
NRC Letter from R. L. Clark to C. H. Cruse (BG&E),
"Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Plant, Unit Nos. 1 and 2 -
Review of the Individual Plant Examination of
External Events (IPEEE) Submittal," dated 6/8/2001,
states, "Based on the results of the review of the
submittal and the licensee's responses to the RAJs,
the staff concluded that the aspects of seismic
events, fires, and HFO events were adequately
addressed."

Letter from Cruse (BG&E) to NRC,
dated August 28, 1997 /
Attachment, Individual Plant
Examination of External Events

Letter from Clark (NRC) to Cruse
(BG&E), dated June 08, 2001 /
Enclosure, Staff Evaluation Report
with Attachments, Attachment 2

Letter from Dromerick (NRC) to
Cruse (BG&E), dated June 26,
1998 / Fire RAI 8

Report R2215-021-001, NFPA 805
Chapter 3 Fundamental Fire
Protection Program and Design
Elements Review, Rev. 1 / Section
3.4.3
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Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

The basis for approval has been reviewed. There
have been no plant modifications or other changes
that would invalidate the basis for approval.
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3.3.6 Roofs. Metal roof deck construction
shall be designed and installed
so the roofing system will not
sustain a self-propagating fire on
the underside of the deck when
the deck is heated by a fire
inside the building. Roof
coverings shall be Class A as
determined by tests described in
NFPA 256, Standard Methods of
Fire Tests of Roof Coverings.

Complies No Additional Clarification Drawing 61547SH0001, Intake
Structure Sections and Details,
Rev. 10 / All

Drawing 62109, Architectural Fire
Pump House Plans, Elevations,
Details, Rev. 0 / All

Drawing 62110, Architectural Well
Water Pretreatment BLDG Plans,
Elevations, Details, Rev. 2 / All

Drawing 62195, Architectural
Deisel Generator Building Roof
Plan, Rev. 1 /All

Drawing 64060, Architectural
Diesel Generator Building
Miscellaneous Exterior Details,
Rev. 1 /All

Drawing 64122, Architectural SBO
Diesel Generator BLDG Roof
Details & Miscellaneous Details,
Rev. 2 / All

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-1 1-000050, Temp
Mod to Install Temporary Roofs for
the Penetration Rooms and
Switchgear Rooms, Rev. 0 / Form 6

ES199600173-000, Roof Over 12
& 21 Diesel and Entire Auxiliary
Building Leakage, Rev. 2 / Form 5

Procedure CNG-FES-007,
Preparation of Design Inputs and
Change Impact Screen, Rev.
00017 / 5.4.16.A.25
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Specification A-0006, Specification
for Furnishing, Delivery and
Installation of Built-up Roofing and
Roof Insulation Calvert Cliffs
Nuclear Power Plant Units No. 1 &
2, Rev. A / Section 13.6

Specification C-0020A,
Specification for Steel Floor and
Roof Decking Calvert Cliffs
Nuclear Power Plant Units No. 1 &
2, Rev. 6 / Section 9

Specification ETC-11-MPBR-01,
Constellation Energy Nuclear
Group LLC Calvert Cliffs Nuclear
Power Plant Main Power Block
Roof Replacement Project
(MPBR), Rev. 3 / Section 1.3

Specification SP-0707, Erection of
Category 1 Structural and
Miscellaneous Steel, Rev. I /
Section 2.1

Specification SP-0736-NSR,
Modified Mitumen Roofing (SR DG
Building), Rev. 3 / Section 2.2.1

Specification SP-0778-NSR,
Modified Bitumen Roofing (SBO
DG Building), Rev. 2 / Section 2.2.1

3.3.7 Bulk Bulk compressed or cryogenic Complies
Flammable Gas flammable gas storage shall not
Storage. be permitted inside structures

housing systems, equipment, or
components important to nuclear
safety.

No Additional Clarification Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 /
Attachment 1, Section C.1.1 and
PCR-13-02460
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3.3.7.1 Storage of flammable gas shall
be located outdoors, or in
separate detached buildings, so
that a fire or explosion will not
adversely impact systems,
equipment, or components
important to nuclear safety.
NFPA 50A, Standard for
Gaseous Hydrogen Systems at
Consumer Sites, shall be
followed for hydrogen storage.

Outdoor high-pressure
flammable gas storage
containers shall be located so
that the long axis is not pointed
at buildings.

Flammable gas storage
cylinders not required for normal
operation shall be isolated from
the system.

Complies, with Required
Action

Section C.1.1 of Attachment I to procedure SA-1-
100, "Fire Prevention," Rev. 01800, and PCR-13-
02460 prohibit bulk storage of flammable gas in
power block buildings.

Except as identified in Attachment S, hydrogen
storage is in accordance with NFPA 50A-1973
Edition as identified in Report R2215-022-001,
"NFPA Code Conformance Review."

See Attachment S, Table S-2, Item 10.

Approval is requested in Attachment L for the current
configuration of the outdoor high-pressure hydrogen
storage containers.

NFPA 50A, Standard for Gaseous
Hydrogen Systems at Consumer
Sites, 1973 Edition / All

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 /
Attachment 1, section C.1.1 and
PCR-13-02460

Report R2215-022-001, NFPA
Code Conformance Review, Rev.
1 / Attachment A, Section 50A

3.3.7.2 Submit for NRC
Approval

None

3.3.7.3 Complies No Additional Clarification Fleet Industrial Safety Manual,
Chapter 11, "Compressed Gases",
Rev. 1 / Section 6.4.16
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3.3.8 Bulk Storage of Bulk storage of flammable and
Flammable and combustible liquids shall not be
Combustible Liquids. permitted inside structures

containing systems, equipment,
or components important to
nuclear safety. As a minimum,
storage and use shall comply
with NFPA 30, Flammable and
Combustible Liquids Code.

Complies with
Clarification

Except for FOST 1A in the EDG 1A Building, bulk
storage of flammable and combustible liquids is not
located inside structures containing systems,
equipment, or components important to nuclear
safety.

Plant procedures prohibit and control bulk storage of
flammable and combustible liquids in the power
block.

CENG considers bulk storage to be flammable
and/or combustible liquid storage in tanks that are at
a staged location and not connected to a system.
Flammable and/or combustible liquid storage
vessels that are installed as part of a designed
system (e.g., day tanks for diesel generators or fire
pumps, turbine lube oil tanks) do not constitute bulk
storage and are not considered to be under the
requirements of Section 3.3.8 of NFPA 805. This is
consistent with industry interpretations and
clarifications with the NRC during the pilot plant
process that led to the withdrawal of FAQ 06-0023 in
2007 (ML072700552).

Except as identified below, storage and use of
flammable and combustible liquids is in accordance
with NFPA 30-1976 and 1990 Editions, as identified
in Report R2215-022-001, "NFPA Code
Conformance Review."

NFPA 30, Flammable and
Combustible Liquids Code, 1976
Edition / All

NFPA 30, Flammable and
Combustible Liquids Code, 1990
Edition / All

NRC Memorandum from Klein to
AFPB File, "Close-Out of National
Fire Protection Association 805
Frequently Asked Question 06-
0023 on Granting Exception for
Diesel Fuel Oil Day Tanks Located
within Structures Containing
systems, Equipment or
Components Important to Nuclear
Safety, dated October 03, 2007 / All

Fleet Industrial Safety Manual,
Chapter 7, "Chemical Handling,
Storage, Use and Control", Rev.
02 / All

Procedure CNG-FES-007,
Preparation of Design Inputs and
Change Impact Screen, Rev.
00017 / 5.4.16.A.26, 5.4.16.B.1

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 /
Attachment 1, Section C.1.1 and
PCR-13-02460

Report R2215-022-001, NFPA
Code Conformance Review, Rev.
1 / Attachment A, Sections
30.1976 and 30.1990
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Submit for NRC
Approval

3.3.9 Transformers. Where provided, transformer oil Complies with
collection basins and drain paths Clarification
shall be periodically inspected to
ensure that they are free of
debris and capable of
performing their design function.

Approval is requested in Attachment L for the current
configuration of FOST 1A in the EDG 1A Building.
This tank is considered bulk storage and is located
within a structure containing systems, equipment,
and components important to nuclear safety and
deviates from the requirements of NFPA 30 - 1990
Edition.

Section 6.7 of procedure 01-47 provides a
methodology for performing periodic tests of the
transformer oil collection basins as implemented by
PE 0-013-66-0-5A. The oil collection basins at
CCNPP are large pits containing rock fill which are
provided around each transformer. The pits do not
rely on drainage paths because the transformer oil is
able to flow through the rock fill into the pit below.
The tests described in section 6.7 of 01-47 involve
testing the oil collection pit tank capacity by filling the
tank with a measured amount of water to ensure that
the tanks are capable of performing their design
function of containing all oil that could potentially spill
from a transformer.

In accordance with FAQ 12-0067, where used in
section 3.3.9, the term '"where provided" shall mean
those locations where provided for transformers that
are installed in active or stand-by service. This
requirement does not apply to spare transformers.
Spare transformers are defined as transformers
whose coils are not electrically connected and
energized in a manner to transfer electrical voltage
and that cannot be switched into service in their
current location. A swing transformer should not be
considered a spare transformer in this context.

None

NRC Memorandum from Klein to
AFPB File, "Close-Out of National
Fire Protection Association
Standard 805 Frequently Asked
Question 12-0067: Transformer Oil
Collection Drain Basin Inspections"
/All

FAQ 12-0067, Transformer Oil
Collection Drain Basin Inspections,
Rev. 1 /Ail

Procedure 0-013-66-O-5A,
Operations Performance
Evaluation Requirements, Rev. 0 /
Attachment 1, "Transformer Weir
Pits"

Procedure 01-47, Miscellaneous
and Equipment Area Drains, Rev.
11 / Section 6.4 and 6.7
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3.3.10 Hot Pipes and
Surfaces.

Combustible liquids, including
high flashpoint lubricating oils,
shall be kept from coming in
contact with hot pipes and
surfaces, including insulated
pipes and surfaces.
Administrative controls shall
require the prompt cleanup of oil
on insulation.

Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure CNG-MN-1.01-1000,
Conduct of Maintenance, Rev.
00200 / Section 5.4.F.4

3.3.11 Electrical Adequate clearance, free of
Equipment. combustible material, shall be

maintained around energized
electrical equipment.

Complies with
Clarification

PCR-13-02460 to procedure SA-1-100, "Fire
Prevention," Rev. 01800, requires that "adequate
clearance, free of combustible material, as
determined by the site fire protection engineer, shall
be maintained around energized electrical
equipment."

Section K.5 of NEI 04-02 clarifies that "adequate
clearance, free of combustible material, shall be
maintained around energized electrical equipment" is
the clear space around equipment provided to
ensure an acceptable level of fire prevention for
structures, systems or components (SSC's)
necessary to ensure the nuclear safety performance
criteria (NSPC). This clear space or distance is
maintained such that combustible material does not
reside in an area where transient fuel packages have
been shown to adversely affect "energized electrical
equipment" needed to meet the nuclear safety
performance criteria for the fire zone/area, either as
an ignition source or target set.

NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-Informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.5

Procedure SA-1-100, Fire
Prevention, Rev. 01800 /
Attachment 1 and PCR-13-02460
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3.3.12 Reactor For facilities with non-inerted
Coolant Pumps. containments, reactor coolant

pumps with an external
lubrication system shall be
provided with an oil collection
system. The oil collection
system shall be designed and
installed such that leakage from
the oil system is safely
contained for off normal
conditions such as accident
conditions or earthquakes. All of
the following shall apply.

Complies No Additional Clarification Calculation C-80-007, Reactor
Coolant Pump Lube Oil Collection
System Analysis, Rev. 0 / All

Vendor Manual 12273-023,
Instruction Manual of the Oil
Spillage Protection System for
Reactor Pump Motor for Baltimore
Gas and Electric Company Calvert
Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Rev. 0
/ Section I

3.3.12(1) The oil collection system for
each reactor coolant pump shall
be capable of collecting
lubricating oil from all potential
pressurized and nonpressurized
leakage sites in each reactor
coolant pump oil system.

Complies No Additional Clarification Specification SP-0325, RCP Motor
Oil Collection System, Rev. 1/
Section IV.A

Vendor Manual 12273-023,
Instruction Manual of the Oil
Spillage Protection System for
Reactor Pump Motor for Baltimore
Gas and Electric Company Calvert
Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Rev. 0
/ Section I

Letter from Miller (NRC) to Ludvall
(BG&E), dated March 15, 1984/
Enclosure, Exemption

Report R2215-044-001, Existing
Licensing Action Review, Rev. 1 /
Attachment A: Licensing Action 7

3.3.12(2) Leakage shall be collected and
drained to a vented closed
container that can hold the
inventory of the reactor coolant
pump lubricating oil system.

Complies by Previous
NRC Approval

As described in Attachment K, Licensing Action
Number 7 justifies the acceptability of the current
configuration of the reactor coolant pump oil
collection system. The basis for approval has been
reviewed. There have been no plant modifications or
other changes that would invalidate the basis for
approval.
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3.3.12(3)

3.3.12(4)

A flame arrestor is required in
the vent if the flash point
characteristics of the oil present
the hazard of a fire flashback.

Leakage points on a reactor
coolant pump motor to be
protected shall include but not
be limited to the lift pump and
piping, overflow lines, oil cooler,
oil fill and drain lines and plugs,
flanged connections on oil lines,
and the oil reservoirs, where
such features exist on the
reactor coolant pumps.

Complies No Additional Clarification

Complies No Additional Clarification

Drawing 60733SH0004,
Miscellaneous Containment
Drains, Sump Piping, and RCP
Lube Oil Collection System, Rev.
16/All

Specification SP-0325, RCP Motor
Oil Collection System, Rev. 1 /
Section IV.A

Vendor Manual 12273-023,
Instruction Manual of the Oil
Spillage Protection System for
Reactor Pump Motor for Baltimore
Gas and Electric Company Calvert
Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Rev. 0
/ Section I

Letter from Miller (NRC) to Ludvall
(BG&E), dated March 15, 1984/
Enclosure, Exemption

Report R2215-044-001, Existing
Licensing Action Review, Rev. 1 /
Attachment A: Licensing Action 7

3.3.12(5) The collection basin drain line to
the collection tank shall be large
enough to accommodate the
largest potential oil leak such
that oil leakage does not
overflow the basin.

Complies by Previous
NRC Approval

As described in Attachment K, Licensing Action
Number 7 justifies the acceptability of the current
configuration of the reactor coolant pump oil
collection system. The basis for approval has been
reviewed. There have been no plant modifications or
other changes that would invalidate the basis for
approval.

3.4 N/A N/A N/A N/A - General Statement; No Technical
Requirements

N/A
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3.4.1 On-Site Fire-
Fighting Capability.

3.4.1(a) On-Site Fire-
Fighting Capability.

All of the following requirements
shall apply.

A fully staffed, trained, and
equipped fire-fighting force shall
be available at all times to
control and extinguish all fires on
site. This force shall have a
minimum complement of five
persons on duty and shall
conform with the following NFPA
standards as applicable:

N/A N/A - General Statement; No Technical
Requirements

N/A

Complies with
Clarification

Section 5.1.A of Procedure SA-1-101 states that
"The General Supervisor - Shift Operations shall
ensure a Plant Fire Brigade of at least Five (5)
qualified members, is maintained on-site at all times."

Section 5.5.B of Procedure SA-1-101 states that
"The Plant Fire Brigade Leader shall ensure there
are a minimum of 5 Plant Fire Brigade members. If
there are less than 5 brigade members, notify the
Control Room."

Procedure SA-1-105 contains the detailed CCNPP
requirements and procedures for the training of the
fire brigade members.

FAQ 12-0063 clarifies that the fire brigade makeup
described in this section is intended to include a five-
person firefighting team in which all five members
are trained and equipped to extinguish fires.

NRC Memo from Klein to AFPB
File, "Close-Out of National Fire
Protection Association 805
Frequently Asked Question12-
0063: Fire Brigade Make-Up",
dated July 31, 2012 /All

FAQ 12-0063, Fire Brigade Make-
Up, Rev. 1 /AIl

Procedure SA-1-101, Fire Fighting,
Rev. 00600 / Sections 5.1.A and
5.5.B

Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / All
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3.4.1(a)(1) NFPA 600, Standard on Complies with
Industrial Fire Brigades (interior Clarification
structural fire fighting)

The fire brigade complies with NFPA 600-2000
Edition as identified in Report R2215-022-001,
"NFPA Code Conformance Review."

Section K.6 of NEI 04-02 clarifies that "interior
structural fire fighting" indicates that for interior fire
fighting, at a minimum, the licensee shall meet the
requirements noted in NFPA 600, Chapter 5,
"Industrial Fire Brigades that Perform Interior
Structural Fire Fighting Only. For exterior fires that
could jeopardize the ability to meet the performance
criteria described in NFPA 805, Section 1.5.1, the
licensee shall be able to demonstrate their ability to
control and extinguish those fires.

NFPA 1500 is not applicable to CCNPP per Section
K.6 of NEI 04-02, which states, "The NFPA
standards divide fire brigades into two types, based
on organization and duties: "Industrial Fire Brigades"
and 'Industrial Fire Departments." Practically, this
means that a fire fighting organization at a nuclear
power plant must comply with either NFPA 600 (for
an Industrial Fire Brigade) or both NFPA 1500 and
NFPA 1582 (for an Industrial Fire Department)."

NFPA 600, Standard on Industrial
Fire Brigades, 2000 Edition / AlI

NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-Informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.6

Report R2215-022-001, NFPA
Code Conformance Review, Rev.
1/ Attachment A, Section 600

3.4.1(a)(2) NFPA 1500, Standard on Fire N/A
Department Occupational Safety
and Health Program

NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-Informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.6
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3.4.1(a)(3) NFPA 1582, Standard on
Medical Requirements for Fire
Fighters and Information for Fire
Department Physicians

Industrial fire brigade members
shall have no other assigned
normal plant duties that would
prevent immediate response to a
fire or other emergency as
required.

N/A

3.4.1(b) Complies with
Clarification

NFPA 1582 is not applicable to CCNPP per Section
K.6 of NEI 04-02, which states, "The NFPA
standards divide fire brigades into two types, based
on organization and duties: "Industrial Fire Brigades"
and "Industrial Fire Departments." Practically, this
means that a fire fighting organization at a nuclear
power plant must comply with either NFPA 600 (for
an Industrial Fire Brigade) or both NFPA 1500 and
NFPA 1582 (for an Industrial Fire Department)."

In accordance with A.3.4.1(b) in Appendix A of NFPA
805, PCR-13-01948 of procedure SA-1-101 Section
5.1.8 states that no fire brigade member should be
assigned a task that would require more than a
nominal action to put the associated equipment in a
safe condition.

FAQ 12-0063 clarifies that the five assigned fire
brigade members shall have no other assigned
normal plant duties that would prevent immediate
response to a fire or other emergency as required.
This would exclude the fire brigade members from
assignment to on-shift Emergency Response
Organization (ERO) positions (other than fire
brigade). Further, the licensed Reactor
Operator/Senior Reactor Operator (RO/SRO)
positions, and the Shift Technical Advisor (STA)
position assigned to the on-shift ERO, would likewise
not be assigned to the fire brigade.

NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-Informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.6

NRC Memo from Klein to AFPB
File, "Close-Out of National Fire
Protection Association 805
Frequently Asked Question12-
0063: Fire Brigade Make-Up",
dated July 31, 2012 / All

FAQ 12-0063, Fire Brigade Make-
Up, Rev. 1 /All

Procedure SA-1-101, Fire Fighting,
Rev. 00600 / Section 5.1.A.1 and
5.1..B of PCR-13-01948
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3.4.1(c) During every shift, the brigade Complies
leader and at least two brigade
members shall have sufficient
training and knowledge of
nuclear safety systems to
understand the effects of fire
and fire suppressants on nuclear
safety performance critera.

Exception: Sufficient training and
knowledge shall be permitted to
be provided by an operations
advisor dedicated to industrial
fire brigade support.

No Additional Clarification Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / Section
4.4.A.1

3.4.1(d) The industrial fire brigade shall
be notified immediately upon
verification of a fire.

Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure ERPIP-3.0, Immediate
Actions, Rev. 05101 /Attachment
16, Section 2

Procedure SA-1-101, Fire Fighting,
Rev. 00600 / Section 5.4.A and
5.4.B

Procedure CNG-MD-1.01-3000,
Physical Examination Process for
Employees and Contractors, Rev.
00300 / Section 5.6.A.4

Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / Sections
5.5.A and 5.5.A.4

3.4.1(e) Each industrial fire brigade
member shall pass an annual
physical examination to
determine that he or she can
perform the strenuous activity
required during manual
firefighting operations. The
physical examination shall
determine the ability of each
member to use respiratory
protection equipment.

Complies No Additional Clarification
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3.4.2 Pre-Fire Plans. Current and detailed pre-fire
plans shall be available to the
industrial fire brigade for all
areas in which a fire could
jeopardize the ability to meet the
performance criteria described in
Section 1.5.

Complies No Additional Clarification SA-FFSM-AB, Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting Strategies Manual,
Rev. 00301 /ANI

SA-FFSM-OC, Owner Controlled
Area Fire Fighting Strategies
Manual, Rev. 00200 / All

SA-FFSM-PA, Protected Area Fire
Fighting Strategies Manual, Rev.
00601 / AJI

Procedure 0-013-27-O-M,
Operations Performance
Evaluation Requirements, Rev.
00504 / Attachment 1, "Fire
Brigade Locker Inspection"

Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / 6.5.D

Procedure SA-1-101, Fire Fighting,
Rev. 00600 1 Sections 5.2.A and
5.2.A.3
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3.4.2.1 The plans shall detail the fire
area configuration and fire
hazards to be encountered in
the fire area, along with any
nuclear safety components and
fire protection systems and
features that are present

Complies, with Required
Action

The CCNPP pre-fire plans, which are used by the
fire brigade, are available for all fire areas and
contain the following information as applicable to the
fire area: Graphical representation depicting fire area
with symbols/legend of key fire protection equipment;
hazards, presence of Appendix R cable trays,
conduit and safe shutdown equipment in the area;
designated combustible storage; fire rated walls; and
other room/area features.

Implementation items are identified below.

SA-FFSM-AB, Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting Strategies Manual,
Rev. 00301 /AIl

SA-FFSM-OC, Owner Controlled
Area Fire Fighting Strategies
Manual, Rev. 00200/ All

SA-FFSM-PA, Protected Area Fire
Fighting Strategies Manual, Rev.
00601 / All

1111arL-UMENTIATIOHN ITEM iae Aixa~cnmernnT a. T able Q-3

IMP-3 PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, 13-02122, 13-02123, and 13-02124 have been issued to address revisions to fire fighting strategy manuals
(FFSM) to address radioactive release requirements of NFPA 805.

3.4.2.2 Pre-fire plans shall be reviewed Complies
and updated as necessary.

Pre-fire plans shall be available Complies
in the control room and made
available to the plant industrial
fire brigade.

No Additional Clarification

No Additional Clarification3.4.2.3

Procedure SA-1-101, Fire Fighting,
Rev. 00600 / Section 5.2.A.4

Procedure 0-01 3-27-O-M,
Operations Performance
Evaluation Requirements, Rev.
00504 / Attachment 1, "Fire
Brigade Locker Inspection"

Procedure SA-1-101, Fire Fighting,
Rev. 00600 / Section 5.2.A.3
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Complies No Additional Clarification SA-FFSM-AB, Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting Strategies Manual,
Rev. 00301 / Items 10, 15, 17, 21
and 22

SA-FFSM-OC, Owner Controlled
Area Fire Fighting Strategies
Manual, Rev. 00200/ Items 10, 15,
17, 21 and 22

SA-FFSM-PA, Protected Area Fire
Fighting Strategies Manual, Rev.
00601 / Items 10, 15, 17, 21 and 22

Procedure SA-1-101, Fire Fighting,
Rev. 00600 / Section 5.5

3.4.3 Training and Industrial fire brigade members Complies
Drills. and other plant personnel who

would respond to a fire in
conjunction with the brigade
shall be provided with training
commensurate with their
emergency responsibilities.

No Additional Clarification Procedure EP-1-306, Calvert Cliffs
Emergency Response
Organization Training, Rev. 00800
I Section 7 and Attachment I

Procedure ERPIP-3.0, Immediate
Actions, Rev. 05101 / Sections 1.1
and 4.1

Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / Sections
1.1 and 1.2
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3.4.3(a)(1) Plant
Industrial Fire
Brgade Training. All
of the following
requirements shall
apply.

Plant industrial fire brigade
members shall receive training
consistent with the requirements
contained in NFPA 600,
Standard on Industrial Fire
Brigades, or NFPA 1500,
Standard on Fire Department
Occupational Safety and Health
Program, as appropriate.

Complies with
Clarification

The fire brigade training at CCNPP complies with the
requirements of NFPA 600-2000 Edition as
identified in Report R2215-022-001, "NFPA Code
Conformance Review."

Section 5.2.A.2 of SA-1-105 Rev. 00500 lists the
following as training topics: "u. Fire Fighter Risk
Management (Risk-benefit analysis)" and "v. NFPA
600, 2000 Edition (Interior Structural Fire Fighting)".

NFPA 1500 is not applicable to CCNPP per Section
K.6 of NEI 04-02, which states, "The NFPA
standards divide fire brigades into two types, based
on organization and duties: 'Industrial Fire Brigades'
and "Industrial Fire Departments." Practically, this
means that a fire fighting organization at a nuclear
power plant must comply with either NFPA 600 (for
an Industrial Fire Brigade) or both NFPA 1500 and
NFPA 1582 (for an Industrial Fire Department)."

NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.6

Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / 5.2.A.2

Report R2215-022-001, NFPA
Code Conformance Review, Rev.
1 / Attachment A, Section 600

3.4.3(a)(2)

3.4.3(a)(3)

Industrial fire brigade members
shall be given quarterly training
and practice in fire fighting,
including radioactivity and health
physics considerations, to
ensure that each member is
thoroughly familiar with the steps
to be taken in the event of a fire.

Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / Section
5.5.A(3)(a)

Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / All

A written program shall detail the Complies
industrial fire brigade training
program.

No Additional Clarification
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3.4.3(a)(4) Written records that include but
are not limited to initial industrial
fire brigade classroom and
hands-on training, refresher
training, special training schools
attended, drill attendance
records, and leadership training
for industrial fire brigades shall
be maintained for each industrial
fire brigade member.

Plant personnel who respond
with the industrial fire brigade
shall be trained as to their
responsibilities, potential
hazards to be encountered, and
interfacing with the industrial fire
brigade.

Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure SA-1, Fire Protection
Program, Rev. 00900 / Section 5.7

Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / Sections
4.6 and 7.1

3.4.3(b) Training for
Non-Industrial Fire
Brigade Personnel.

Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure EP-1-306, Calvert Cliffs
Emergency Response
Organization Training, Rev. 00800
/ Section 7 and Attachment I

Procedure ERPIP-3.0, Immediate
Actions, Rev. 05101 /Sections 1.1
and 4.1

Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / Section
5.5.A.3.a

3.4.3(c)(1) Drills. All
of the following
requirements shall
apply.

Drills shall be conducted
quarterly for each shift to test the
response capability of the
industrial fire brigade.

Complies No Additional Clarification
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3.4.3(c)(2)

3.4.3(c)(3)

3.4.3(c)(4)

Industrial fire brigade drills shall
be developed to test and
challenge industrial fire brigade
response, including brigade
performance as a team, proper
use of equipment, effective use
of pre-fire plans, and
coordination with other groups.
These drills shall evaluate the
industrial fire brigade's abilities
to react, respond, and
demonstrate proper fire-fighting
techniques to control and
extinguish the fire and smoke
conditions being simulated by
the drill scenario.

Industrial fire brigade drills shall
be conducted in various plant
areas, especially in those areas
identified to be essential to plant
operation and to contain
significant fire hazards.

Drill records shall be maintained
detailing the drill scenario,
industrial fire brigade member
response, and ability of the
industrial fire brigade to perform
as a team.

Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / Sections
5.2, 5.5, and Attachmnt 9

Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / Section
5.7.C.1

Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / Sections 7,
7.1, and 5.5.G.1.C

Complies No Additional Clarification

Complies No Additional Clarification
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3.4.3(c)(5) A critique shall be held and Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
documented after each drill. Training, Rev. 00500 / Sections

5.5.G.1.C, 7.0, and Attachment 7

3.4.4 Fire-Fighting Protective clothing, respiratory Complies No Additional Clarification NEI 04-02, Guidance for
equipment. protective equipment, radiation Implementing a Risk-Informed,

monitoring equipment, personal Performance-Based Fire
dosimeters, and fire suppression Protection Program under 10 CFR
equipment such as hoses, 50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.1
nozzles, fire extinguishers, and
other needed equipment shall be Procedure 0-013-27-O-M,
provided for the industrial fire Operations Performance
brigade. This equipment shall Evaluation Requirements, Rev.
conform with the applicable 00504 / Attachment 1, "Fire
NFPA standards. Brigade Locker Inspection"

Procedure O0-20A, Fire Protection
Performance Evaluations and Fire
System Inspections, Rev. 01802/
Attachment 1

Procedure SA-1-101, Fire Fighting,
Rev. 00600 / Section 5.5.E

Procedure SG-100-07-02,
Purchasing Fire Protection
Equipment by Operations Fire
Protection Unit, Rev. 0 / Section 2.11

3.4.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A - General Statement; No Technical N/A
Requirements
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3.4.5.1 Mutual Aid
Agreement.

3.4.5.2 Site-Specific
Training.

Off-site fire authodties shall be. Complies
offered a plan for their interface
during fires and related
emergencies on site.

Fire fighters from the off-site fire Complies
authorities who are expected to
respond to a fire at the plant
shall be offered site-specific
training and shall be invited to
participate in a drill at least
annually.

No Additional Clarification

No Additional Clarification

ERP, CCNPP Emergency
Response Plan, Rev. 45 /
Appendix B and Attachment D-1

Procedure EP-1-306, Calvert Cliffs
Emergency Response
Organization Training, Rev. 00800
/ Section 4.10

Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / Section 5.6

Procedure EP-1-306, Calvert Cliffs
Emergency Response
Organization Training, Rev. 00800
/ Section 4.10

Procedure ERPIP-750, Security,
Rev. 01300 / Sections 6.2.5
through 6.2.9

Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / Sections
4.14, 4.15 and 4.16

3.4.5.3 Security and Plant security and radiation
Radiation Protection. protection plans shall address

off-site fire authority response.

Complies No Additional Clarification
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Communications. communications capability shall
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brigade.
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Complies No Additional Clarification Unit 1 and 2 Integrated Cable
Analysis (ICA), Rev. 7 / Section
4.3 of Section 9

ES199901141, Engineer
Evaluation, Rev. 000 / All

Procedure ERPIP-3.0, Immediate
Actions, Rev. 05101 /Attachments
4,16

Procedure ERPIP-901,
Communications Equipment, Rev.
01400 1 Section 10.0 (Appendix 1),
Attachment 22

Procedure SA-1-101, Fire Fighting,
Rev. 00600 / Section 5.4.A.2

Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / Section 5.2

3.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A - General Statement; No Technical
Requirements

N/A - General Statement; No Technical
Requirements

N/A

N/A3.5.1 A fire protection water supply of N/A
adequate reliability, quantity,
and duration shall be provided
by one of the two following
methods.
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3.5.1(a) Provide a fire protection water Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure 01-20, Unit One and
supply of not less than two Two Fire Protection System
separate 300,000-gal (1,135,500- (Common), Rev. 32 / Section
L) supplies. 6.1.A.5

Specification M-0216, Field
Erected Storage Tanks, Rev. 11 /
Section 2.2.b

3.5.1(b) Calculate the fire flow rate for 2 N/A
hours. This fire flow rate shall be
based on 500 gpm (1892.5
L/min) for manual hose streams
plus the largest design demand
of any sprinkler or fixed water
spray system(s) in the power
block as determined in
accordance with NFPA 13,
Standard for the Installation of
Sprinkler Systems, or NFPA 15,
Standard for Water Spray Fixed
Systems for Fire Protection. The
fire water supply shall be
capable of delivering this design
demand with the hydraulically
least demanding portion of fire
main loop out of service.

Not applicable. Option (a) is used to demonstrate
compliance with Section 3.5.1.

N/A
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3.5.2 The tanks shall be
interconnected such that fire
pumps can take suction from
either or both. A failure in one
tank or its piping shall not allow
both tanks to drain. The tanks
shall be designed in accordance
with NFPA 22, Standard for
Water Tanks for Private Fire
Protection.

Exception No. 1: Water storage
tanks shall not be required when
fire pumps are able to take
suction from a large body of
water (such as a lake), provided
each fire pump has its own
suction and both suctions and
pumps are adequately
separated.

Exception No. 2: Cooling tower
basins shall be an acceptable
water source for fire pumps
when the volume is sufficient for
both purposes and water quality
is consistent with the demands
of the fire service.

Compliance Statement

Complies by Previous
NRC Approval

Compliance Basis

Section 4.3.1.1 of Enclosure 3 to Letter from Reid
(NRC) to Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated September 14,
1979, states, "Because a valve in the piping in the
fire pump house interconnecting the tank is currently
maintained open, a leak in one tank or its piping
could cause both tanks to drain. The licensee will
maintain this valve locked shut except when
interconnection is necessary in case of fire."

The basis for approval has been reviewed. There
have been no plant modifications or other changes
that would invalidate the basis for approval.

Reference Document

Letter from Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) to
Stello, Jr. (NRC), dated March 15,
1977 / Enclosure, Fire Protection
Program Evaluation, Section E.2(d)

Letter from Reid (NRC) to
Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated
September 14, 1979 / Enclosure 3,
Safety Evaluation Report, Section
4.3.1.1

Report R2215-021-001, NFPA 805
Chapter 3 Fundamental Fire
Protection Program and Design
Elements Review, Rev. 1 / Section
3.4.6

Complies, with Required Except as identified below, the pretreated water
Action storage tanks (PWSTs) comply with NFPA 22, 1970

Edition, as identified in Report R2215-022-001.

See Attachment S, Table S-2, Item 4.

Report R2215-022-001, NFPA
Code Conformance Review, Rev.
1 / Attachment A, Section 22
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3.5.3 Fire pumps, designed and
installed in accordance with
NFPA 20, Standard for the
Installation of Stationary Pumps
for Fire Protection, shall be
provided to ensure that 100
percent of the required flow rate
and pressure are available
assuming failure of the largest
pump or pump power source.

Complies No Additional Clarification Calculation M-93-124, Fire
Protection System Relief Valve
Modification Hydraulic Calculation,
Rev. 2 / All

Drawing 60714SH0001, Plant Fire
Protection System Fire Pump
House and Main Header, Rev. 44 /
All

NFPA 20, Standard for the
Installation of Centrifugal Fire
Pumps, 1969 Edition/All

Report 51-9124415-000, CCNPP
Code Compliance Reviews, Rev.
000 / Section 4.7 and Appendix G

Calculation M-93-124, Fire
Protection System Relief Valve
Modification Hydraulic Calculation,
Rev. 2 / All

Drawing 60714SH0001, Plant Fire
Protection System Fire Pump
House and Main Header, Rev. 44 /
All

3.5.4 At least one diesel engine-driven Complies
fire pump or two more seismic
Category I Class 1 E electric
motor-driven fire pumps
connected to redundant Class
1 E emergency power buses
capable of providing 100 percent
of the required flow rate and
pressure shall be provided.

No Additional Clarification
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3.5.5 Each pump and its driver and Complies by Previous
controls shall be separated from NRC Approval
the remaining fire pumps and
from the rest of the plant by
rated fire barriers.

Section 3.3.5 of Enclosure 2 to Letter from Clark
(NRC) to Lundvall (BG&E) dated October 2, 1980,
states the following:

"In the SER, it was our concern that a sprinkler
system would not provide an adequate level of fire
protection for the redundant fire pumps which are
located in the fire pump house.

By letters dated April 19, 1979 and November 13,
1979, the licensee provided the design description
and drawings of the sprinkler system which protects
the Fire Pump House.

Our guidelines recommend that fire pumps be
separated by a three-hour fire barrier. However, the
licensee has installed a sprinkler system in lieu of
the barrier. The licensee state that the fire pumps
are capable of operating with sprinklers operating in
the room. The Fire Pump House is limited to the fire
water supply function, therefore, a fire disabling both
fire pumps would not affect the ability of the plant to
achieve safe shutdown. The licensee concludes that
the availability of at least one fire pump is assured
without the addition of a fire barrier.

It is our opinion that the availability of at least one
fire pump is not assured by the sprinklers alone
since they may not be actuated. However, a fire in
the Fire Pump House resulting in the loss of both fire
pumps would not affect the ability of the plant to
achieve safe shutdown. The addition of a 3-hour
barrier will not provide substantial additional
protection for the health and safety of the public and,
therefore, the sprinkler system is acceptable."

The basis for approval has been reviewed. There
have been no plant modifications or other changes
that would invalidate the basis for approval.

Letter from Clark (NRC) to
Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated
October 02, 1980 / Enclosure 2,
Section 3.3.5

Letter from Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) to
Reid (NRC), dated November 13,
1979 / Enclosure 3, Section 3.3.5

Letter from Reid (NRC) to
Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated
September 14, 1979 / Enclosure 3,
Safety Evaluation Report, Sections
3.3.5 and 5.29

Letter from Lundvall (BG&E) to
Reid (NRC), dated April 19, 1979/
Enclosure, response to staff
position P-19

Letter from Reid (NRC) to Lundvall
(BG&E), dated March 19, 1979/
Enclosure 2, Fire Protection
Review, staff position P-19

Letter from Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E)to
Stello, Jr. (NRC), dated March 15,
1977 / Enclosure, Fire Protection
Program Evaluation, Section E.2(c)

Report R2215-021-001, NFPA 805
Chapter 3 Fundamental Fire
Protection Program and Design
Elements Review, Rev. 1 / Section
3.4.7
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3.5.6 Fire pumps shall be provided Complies No Additonal Clarification Drawing 60628SH0001, Logic
with automatic start and manual Diagram Motor Driven Fire Pump
stop only. 11, Rev. 6 / All

Drawing 60628SH0002, Logic
Diagram Diesel Driven Fire Pump
12, Rev. 10 / All

Drawing 61091SH0001, Schematic
Diagram Motor Driven Fire Pump
11, Rev. 16/All
Drawing 61091SH0002, Schematic
Diagram Diesel Driven Fire Pump
12, Rev. 17/All

Procedure 01-20, Unit One and
Two Fire Protection System
(Common), Rev. 32 / Sections
6.1.B.3, 6.1.B.4, 6.12, and 6.15

3.5.7 Individual fire pump connections Complies No Additional Clarification Drawing 60714SH0001, Plant Fire
to the yard fire main loop shall Protection System Fire Pump
be provided and separated with House and Main Header, Rev. 44 /
sectionalizing valves between All
connections.
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3.5.8 A method of automatic pressure
maintenance of the fire
protection water system shall be
provided independent of the fire
pumps.

Complies No Additional Clarification

3.5.9

3.5.10

Means shall be provided to
immediately notify the control
room, or other suitable
constantly attended location, of
operation of fire pumps.

An underground yard fire main
loop, designed and installed in
accordance with NFPA 24,
Standard for the Installation of
Private Fire Service Mains and
Their Appurtenances, shall be
installed to furnish anticipated
water requirements.

Complies

Complies

No Additional Clarification

No Additional Clarification

Drawing 60714SH0001, Plant Fire
Protection System Fire Pump
House and Main Header, Rev. 44/
AlJ

Procedure 01-20, Unit One and
Two Fire Protection System
(Common), Rev. 32 / Section
6.5.B.1

Drawing 61087SH0014W,
Annunciator Initiating Devices 4kV
& 480V Systems Normal Feeder
Breakers Control Board 1C17 L01-
12,, Rev. 21/All

NFPA 24, Standard for Outside
Protection, 1969 Edition / All

Report 51-9124415-000, CCNPP
Code Compliance Reviews, Rev.
000 / Section 4.8 and Appendix H
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3.5.11 Means shall be provided to
isolate portions of the yard fire
main loop for maintenance or
repair without simultaneously
shutting off the supply to both
fixed fire suppression systems
and fire hose stations provided
for manual backup. Sprinkler
systems and manual hose
station standpipes shall be
connected to the plant fire
protection water main so that a
single active failure or a crack to
the water supply piping to these
systems can be isolated so as
not to impair both the primary
and backup fire suppression
systems.

Threads compatible with those
used by local fire departments
shall be provided on all
hydrants, hose couplings, and
standpipe risers.

Exception: Fire departments
shall be permitted to be provided
with adapters that allow
interconnection between plant
equipment and the fire
department equipment if
adequate training and
procedures are provided.

Complies No Additional Clarification Drawing 60714SH0001, Plant Fire
Protection System Fire Pump
House and Main Header, Rev. 441
AJl

Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / 4.1.G

3.5.12 Complies No Additional Clarification
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3.5.13 Headers fed from each end shall
be permitted inside buildings to
supply both sprinkler and
standpipe systems, provided
steel piping and fittings meeting
the requirements of ANSI B31.1,
Code for Power Piping, are used
for the headers (up to and
including the first valve)
supplying the sprinkler systems
where such headers are part of
the seismically analyzed hose
standpipe system. Where
provided, such headers shall be
considered an extension of the
yard main system. Each
sprinkler and standpipe system
shall be equipped with an
outside screw and yoke (OS&Y)
gate valve or other approved
shutoff valve.

Complies Except as identified below, CCNPP complies with no
additional clarification.

Drawing 60714SH0001, Plant Fire
Protection System Fire Pump
House and Main Header, Rev. 44 /
All

Drawing 60714SH0002, Plant Fire
Protection System Fire Pump
House and Main Header, Rev. 26/
All

Drawing 60714SH0003, Plant Fire
Protection system Turbine and
Service Bldgs & Intake Structure,
Rev. 28 / All

Drawing 60714SH0005, Plant Fire
Protection System Figure Numbers
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5, Rev. 31 /All

Drawing 60714SH0006, Unit 1 & 2
Fire Protection System Outside
Protected Area, Rev. 18/ All

Drawing 60714SH0007, Unit 1 & 2
Plant Fire Protection System PIV &
Fire Hydrant Locations, Rev. 12/
All
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Complies by Previous The requirements of this section related to steel Letter from Reid (NRC) to
NRC Approval piping and fittings comprising interior supply headers Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated

meeting the requirements of ANSI B31.1 and a September 14, 1979 / Enclosure 3.
seismically analyzed standpipe system design do not Safety Evaluation Report, Section
apply at CCNPP, as Position E.3.d in Appendix A to 4.3.1.4
BTP APCSB 9.5-1 did not require provisions to
supply water at least to standpipes in the event of a Letter from Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) to
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) for plants which Stello, Jr. (NRC), dated March 15,
were issued construction permits prior to 07/01/76. 1977 / Enlcosure, Fire Protection
BG&E submitted a discussion of compliance with Program Evaluation Appendix A to
E.3.d in their 1977 letter to the NRC, which was BTP APCSB 9.5-1, Section E.3.d
subsequently approved in Section 4.3.1.4 of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1,
Enclosure 3 to Letter from Reid (NRC) to Lundvall Guidelines for Fire Protection for
(BG&E) dated September 14, 1979 as follows: Nuclear Power Plants Docketed

Prior to July 1, 1976, dated August
"We find that, subject to satisfactory resolution of the 23, 1976 / Position E.3.d
above described concern, the interior fire hose
stations conform to the provisions of Appendix A of Report R2215-021-001, NFPA 805
Branch Technical Position 9.5-1 and are, therefore, Chapter 3 Fundamental Fire
acceptable." (Note that the "above described Protection Program and Design
concem" mentioned in the approval statement Elements Review, Rev. 1 / Section
concems hose lengths, which is not an attribute that 3.4.8
affects compliance with this code requirement.)

The basis for approval has been reviewed. There
have been no plant modifications or other changes
that would invalidate the basis for approval.
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3.5.14 All fire protection water supply
and fire suppression system
control valves shall be under a
periodic inspection program and
shall be supervised by one of
the following methods.

(a) Electrical supervision with
audible and visual signals in the
main control room or other
suitable constantly attended
location.

(b) Locking valves in their
normal position. Keys shall be
made available only to
authorized personnel.

(c) Sealing valves in their normal
positions. This option shall be
utilized only where valves are
located within fenced areas or
under the direct control of the
owner/operator.

Complies No Additional Clarification Drawing 61343SH0001, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 30
/All

Drawing 61343SH0002, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 5 /
All

Drawing 61343SH0003, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 3 /
All

Procedure 0-013-10-O-M, Auxiliary
Building Fire System Inspection,
Rev. 302 / All

Procedure 0-013-19-O-M,
Protected Area Fire System
Inspection, Rev. 203 / All

Procedure NO-1-205, Locked
Valves, Rev. 01301 /All

Procedure STP F-693-0-A, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - PIV's, Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-B, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Aux Building
Hose Station and Sprinkler
Isolation Valves, Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-C, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Diesel Generator
Supervised Valves and Supervised
Locked Valves, Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-D, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Aux Building
Supervised Valves, Rev. 0 / All
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Procedure STP F-693-0-E, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Turbine
Supervised and Locked Valves,
Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-F, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Outside and Fire
Pump House Valves, Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-G, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Aux Building
Locked Valves, Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-H, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Tank Farm and
West Road Valves, Rev. 1 / All
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3.5.15 Hydrants shall be installed
approximately every 250 ft (76
m) apart on the yard main
system. A hose house equipped
with hose and combination
nozzle and other auxiliary
equipment specified in NFPA 24,
Standard for the Installation of
Private Fire Service Mains and
Their Appurtenances, shall be
provided at intervals of not more
than 1000 ft (305 m) along the
yard main system.

Exception: Mobile means of
providing hose and associated
equipment, such as hose carts
or trucks, shall be permitted in
lieu of hose houses. Where
provided, such mobile
equipment shall be equivalent to
the equipment supplied by three
hose houses.

Complies No Additional Clarification Drawing 61523SH0001, Yard
Piping Plan Sheet No. 1, Rev. 36 /
All

NFPA 24, Installation of Private
Service Mains and their
Appurtenances, 2013 Edition / All

SA-FFSM-OC, Owner Controlled
Area Fire Fighting Strategies
Manual, Rev. 00200 / SA-FFSM-
PATF

SA-FFSM-PA, Protected Area Fire
Fighting Strategies Manual, Rev.
00601 / SA-FFSM-PANSB, SA-
FFSM-PAWRD, SA-FFSM-PAEDG

Procedure OI-20A, Fire Protection
Performance Evaluations and Fire
System Inspections, Rev. 01802/
Section 6.7.4
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3.5.16 The fire protection water supply
system shall be dedicated for
fire protection use only.

Exception No. 1: Fire protection
water supply systems shall be
permitted to be used to provide
backup to nuclear safety
systems, provided the fire
protection water supply systems
are designed and maintained to
deliver the combined fire and
nuclear safety flow demands for
the duration specified by the
applicable analysis.

Exception No. 2: Fire protection
water storage can be provided
by plant systems serving other
functions, provided the storage
has a dedicated capacity
capable of providing the
maximum fire protection demand
for the specified duration as
determined in this section.

Complies with
Clarification

As allowed by Exception No. 2, fire protection water
storage is provided by the pretreated water storage
tanks, which also serve functions other than fire
protection. The pretreated water storage tanks each
have a dedicated 300,000 gallon supply for fire
protection as stated in 3.5.1(a) that is maintained at
a minimum depth of 24'6" by a standpipe system
shown in Drawing 12329A-0005 to separate the
domestic water from the fire protection water.

Drawing 60717SH00002 shows the piping
connections to the pretreated water storage tanks.

Procedure 01-20, Section 6.1.A.5, states, "A
minimum indicated level of 24 feet 6 inches (24.5
feet) of water in each pretreated water storage tank
is required to be available for the fire protection
system."

Per Specification M-0216 Section 2.2.b, "The
Subcontractor shall design, manufacture, field erect
and test the following: Two (2) 500,000 nominal
gallon each pretreated water storage tanks in
accordance with Form M-319-E tank data sheet
No.2."

Drawing 12329A-0005, Details for
Nozzels B, C, G, & M on 46'-6"
Diameter 39'-6" High Tank, Rev.
0007 / All

Drawing 60717SH0002, Well
Water, Pretreated Water,
Demineralized Water &
Condensate Storage Systems,
Rev. 49 / All

Procedure 01-20, Unit One and
Two Fire Protection System
(Common), Rev. 32 / 6.1.A.5

Specification M-0216, Field
Erected Storage Tanks, Rev. 11 /
Section 2.2.b
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Complies by Previous
NRC Approval

Per Section 4.3.1.1 of Enclosure 3 to the letter from
Reid (NRC) to Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) dated
September 14, 1979, "During the site visit, it was
observed that water was being drawn through the
fire protection system for unidentified purposes other
than fire protection. This practice could result in less
than 300,000 gallons being available for fire fighting
from either tank, and frequent starting of fire pumps.
The licensee will provide an additional centrifugal
pump, taking suction from the fire water tank
standpipe and discharging to the fire protection
system header, with adequate capacity to meet the
intermittent use of fire water for purposes other than
fire protection. Administrative procedures will be
implemented to limit such usage of fire water to a
single 1-1/2" hose stream at any time. In the event of
a fire, non-fire fighting water usage will be terminated
immediately. We find that, subject to implementation
of the above described modifications, the water
supply conforms to the provisions of Section 2.2 of
this report and is, therefore, acceptable."

The basis for approval has been reviewed. There
have been no plant modifications or other changes
that would invalidate the basis for approval.

N/A - General Requirement; No Technical
Requirements

Letter from Reid (NRC) to
Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated
September 14, 1979 / Enclosure 3,
Safety Evaluation Report, Section
4.3.1.1

Letter from Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) to
Stello, Jr. (NRC), dated March 15,
1977 / Enclosure, Fire Protection
Program Evaluation Appendix A to
BTP APCSB 9.5-1, Section E.3.d

Report R2215-021-001, NFPA 805
Chapter 3 Fundamental Fire
Protection Program and Design
Elements Review, Rev. 1 / Section
3.4.9

3.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A
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NFPA 805 Ch, 3 Ref. Requirements/Guidance

3.6.1 For all power block buildings,
Class Ilf standpipe and hose
systems shall be installed in
accordance with NFPA 14,
Standard for the Installation of
Standpipe, Private Hydrant, and
Hose Systems.

Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

Complies Except as identified below, CCNPP complies with no NFPA 14, Standard for the
additional clarification. Installation of Standpipe and Hose

Systems, 1970 Edition / All

NFPA 14, Standard for the
Installation of Standpipe and Hose
Systems, 1973 Edition /All

NFPA 14, Standard for the
Installation of Standpipe and Hose
Systems, 1990 Edition / All

NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-Informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.2

Report 51-9124415-000, CCNPP
Code Compliance Reviews, Rev.
000 / Section 4.5 and Appendix E
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NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. Requirements/Guidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

Complies by Previous
NRC Approval

Section 4.3.1.4 of Enclosure 3 to the letter from Reid
(NRC) to Lundvall, Jr (BG&E) dated September 14,
1979 states, "Interior hose stations equipped with 1-
M/ diameter fire hose are provided in many areas of
the plant. Where they are provided they meet the
Class III service requirements of NFPA 14.
Additional hose on reels is provided in three portable
fire equipment cabinets in the plant. The licensee will
provide for each interior hose station one universal
type hose spanner that can be used as a hose valve
wrench and as a hose coupling spanner for both 2
1/2" and 1 1/2" hoses.
During the site visit, it was observed that many plant
areas are beyond the reach of presently provided
interior hose stations. The licensee has performed
hose reach tests and will provide several additional
hose stations. However, it is not clear if all points in
safety-related areas and other plant areas which
contain major fire hazards can be effectively reached
by at least one hose stream after the proposed
modification. We will further evaluate this
modification when the design details become
available.
Electrically safe hose nozzles are provided for
interior hose stations located to protect areas
containing electrical equipment. The normally closed
motor operated valves which isolate the containment
hose stations can be operated manually in event of
loss of power to the motor operator.
We find that, subject to satisfactory resolution of the
above described concern, the interior fire hose
stations conform to the provisions of Appendix A of
Branch Technical Position 9.5-1 and are, therefore,
acceptable."

Per section 3.1.21 of Enclosure 1 to the letter from
Clark (NRC) to Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) dated March 18,
1982, the licensee has provided the required
additional hose stations. The basis for approval has
been reviewed. The hose stations have been
subsequently modified by ES200500591, "Remove
Occupant Use Hose from Standpipe Stations," and
are now Class I hose stations. A request for approval

Letter from Clark (NRC) to
Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated March
18, 1982 / Enclosure 1, Section
3.1.21

Letter from Mr. Rober A. Clark
(NRC) to Mr A. E. Lunvall, Jr.
(BG&E), "Second Supplement to
Safety Evaluation Report, dated
November 06, 1981 / Enclosure 1,
Section 3.1.21

Letter from Darrell G. Eisenhut
(NRC) to All Power Reactor
Licensees with Plants Licensed
Prior to January 1, 1979, dated
November 24, 1980 / Eclosure 2,
Section 3.2.2.1

Letter from Clark (NRC) to
Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated
October 02, 1980 / Section 3.1.21

Letter from Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) to
Reid (NRC), dated November 13,
1979 / Section 3.1.21

Letter from Reid (NRC) to
Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated
September 14, 1979 / Enclosure 3,
Safety Evaluation Report, Section
4.3.1.4

Letter from Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) to
Stello, Jr. (NRC), dated March 15,
1977 / Enclosure, Fire Protection
Program Evaluation, Item E.3.(d)

NFPA 14, Standard for the
Installation of Standpipe and Hose
Systems, 1970 Edition / Sections
321 and 334
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NFPA 806 Ch. 3 Ref. Requirements/Gu[dance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

for this condition is being requested in Attachment L, NFPA 14, Standard for the
as described below. Installation of Standpipe and Hose

Systems, 1973 Edition / Sections
321 and 334

NFPA 14, Standard for the
Installation of Standpipe and Hose
Systems, 1990 Edition / Sections 3-
2.1 and 3-3.5

ES200500591, Remove Occupant
Use Hose from Standpipe
Stations, Rev. 0 / All

NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-Informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.2

Report 51-9124415-000, CCNPP
Code Compliance Reviews, Rev.
000 / Appendix E, Item Numbers 3
and 7

Report R2215-021-001, NFPA 805
Chapter 3 Fundamental Fire
Protection Program and Design
Elements Review, Rev. 1 / Section
3.4.10

Submit for NRC Approval is requested in Attachment L for the use of None
Approval Class I standpipe and hose systems in lieu of Class

III standpipe and hose systems. Refer to Attachment
L, Approval Request 4.
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NFPA 806 Ch. 3 Ref. Requirements/Guidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.6.2 A capability shall be provided to Complies
ensure an adequate water flow
rate and nozzle pressure for all
hose stations. This capability
includes the provision of hose
station pressure reducers where
necessary for the safety of plant
industrial fire brigade members
and off-site fire department
personnel.

No Additional Clarification Calculation M-93-124, Fire
Protection System Relief Valve
Modification Hydraulic Calculation,
Rev. 2 / All

Drawing 60714SH0001, Plant Fire
Protection System Fire Pump
House and Main Header, Rev. 44 /
All

Drawing 60714SH0002, Plant Fire
Protection System Fire Pump
House and Main Header, Rev. 26 /
Notes 6 and 7

Drawing 60714SH0003, Plant Fire
Protection system Turbine and
Service Bldgs & Intake Structure,
Rev. 28 / All

Procedure STP F-290-0, Hose
Station and Hydrant House
Inspection, Rev. 00601 /All
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3.6.3 The proper type of hose nozzle Complies
to be supplied to each power
block area shall be based on the
area fire hazards. The usual
combination spray/straight
stream nozzle shall not be used
in areas where the straight
stream can cause unacceptable
damage or present an electrical
hazard to fire-fighting personnel.
Listed electrically safe fixed fog
nozzles shall be provided at
locations where high-voltage
shock hazards exist. All hose
nozzles shall have shutoff
capability and be able to control
water flow from full open to full
dosed.

No Additional Clarification NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-Informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.2

Procedure 0-013-27-O-M,
Operations Performance
Evaluation Requirements, Rev.
00504 / All

Procedure SA-1-105, Fire Brigade
Training, Rev. 00500 / Attachment
13
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NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. Requirements/Guidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.6.4 Provisions shall be made to
supply water at least to
standpipes and hose stations for
manual fire suppression in all
areas containing systems and
components needed to perform
the nuclear safety functions in
the event of a safe shutdown
earthquake (SSE).

Complies by Previous
NRC Approval

The requirements of this section related to steel
piping and fittings comprising interior supply headers
meeting the requirements of ANSI B31.1 and a
seismically analyzed standpipe system design do not
apply at CCNPP, as Position E.3.d in Appendix A to
BTP APCSB 9.5-1 did not require provisions to
supply water at least to standpipes in the event of a
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) for plants which
were issued construction permits prior to 07/01/76.
BG&E submitted a discussion of compliance with
E.3.d in their 1977 letter to the NRC, which was
subsequently approved in Section 4.3.1.4 of
Enclosure 3 to Letter from Reid (NRC) to Lundvall
(BG&E) dated September 14, 1979 as follows:

"We find that, subject to satisfactory resolution of the
above described concern, the interior fire hose
stations conform to the provisions of Appendix A of
Branch Technical Position 9.5-1 and are, therefore,
acceptable." (Note that the "above described
concern" mentioned in the approval statement
concerns hose lengths, which is not an attribute that
affects compliance with this code requirement.)

The basis for approval has been reviewed. There
have been no plant modifications or other changes
that would invalidate the basis for approval.

Letter from Reid (NRC) to
Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated
September 14, 1979 / Enclosure 3,
Safety Evaluation Report, Section
4.3.1.4

Letter from Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) to
Stello, Jr. (NRC), dated March 15,
1977 / Enclosure, Fire Protection
Program Evaluation Appendix A to
BTP APCSB 9.5-1, Section E.3.d

Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1,
Guidelines for Fire Protection for
Nuclear Power Plants Docketed
Prior to July 1, 1976, dated August
23, 1976 / Position E.3.d

Report R2215-021-001, NFPA 805
Chapter 3 Fundamental Fire
Protection Program and Design
Elements Review, Rev. 1 / Section
3.4.11
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NFPA 806 Ch. 3 Ref. Requirements/Guldance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.6.5 Where the seismic required
hose stations are cross-
connected to essential seismic
non-fire protection water supply
systems, the fire flow shall not
degrade the essential water
system requirement.

Complies by Previous
NRC Approval

The requirements of this section related to steel
piping and fittings comprising interior supply headers
meeting the requirements of ANSI B31.1 and a
seismically analyzed standpipe system design do not
apply at CCNPP, as Position E.3.d in Appendix A to
BTP APCSB 9.5-1 did not require provisions to
supply water at least to standpipes in the event of a
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) for plants which
were issued construction permits prior to 07/01/76.
BG&E submitted a discussion of compliance with
E.3.d in their 1977 letter to the NRC, which was
subsequently approved in Section 4.3.1.4 of
Enclosure 3 to Letter from Reid (NRC) to Lundvall
(BG&E) dated September 14, 1979 as follows:

"We find that, subject to satisfactory resolution of the
above described concern, the interior fire hose
stations conform to the provisions of Appendix A of
Branch Technical Position 9.5-1 and are, therefore,
acceptable.* (Note that the "above described
concern' mentioned in the approval statement
concerns hose lengths, which is not an attribute that
affects compliance with this code requirement.)

The basis for approval has been reviewed. There
have been no plant modifications or other changes
that would invalidate the basis for approval.

Letter from Reid (NRC) to
Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated
September 14, 1979 / Enclosure 3,
Safety Evaluation Report, Section
4.3.1.4

Letter from Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) to
Stello, Jr. (NRC), dated March 15,
1977 / Enclosure, Fire Protection
Program Evaluation Appendix A to
BTP APCSB 9.5-1, Section E.3.d

Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1,
Guidelines for Fire Protection for
Nuclear Power Plants Docketed
Prior to July 1, 1976, dated August
23, 1976 / Position E.3.d

Report R2215-021-001, NFPA 805
Chapter 3 Fundamental Fire
Protection Program and Design
Elements Review, Rev. 1 / Section
3.4.12
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3.7 Fire
Extinguishers.

Where provided, fire Complies with
extinguishers of the appropriate Clarification
number, size, and type shall be
provided in accordance with
NFPA 10, Standard for Portable
Fire Extinguishers. Extinguishers
shall be permitted to be
positioned outside of fire areas
due to radiological conditions.

The fire extinguishers comply with NFPA 10-1970
and 1973 editions as identified in Report 51-
9124415-000.

Based on the clarification provided in Section K.8 of
NEI 04-02, review of fire extinguishers is limited to
those locations where they exist at present as part of
the approved plant design.

NFPA 10, Portable Fire
Extinguishers, 1970 Edition / All

NFPA 10, Portable Fire
Extinguishers, 1973 Edition / All

CA-2009-004656, Corrective
Action, dated January 15, 2010/All

CR-2009-008755, Condition
Report, dated December 04, 2009
/All

NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-Informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.8

Report 51-9124415-000, CCNPP
Code Compliance Reviews, Rev.
000 / Section 4.1, Appendix A

3.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A - General Statement; No Technical
Requirements

N/A
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NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. RequirementslGuidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.8.1 Fire Alarm. Alarm initiating devices shall be Complies
installed in accordance with
NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm
CodeO. Alarm annunciation
shall allow the proprietary alarm
system to transmit fire-related
alarms, supervisory signals, and
trouble signals to the control
room or other constantly
attended location from which
required notifications and
response can be initiated.
Personnel assigned to the
proprietary alarm station shall be
permitted to have other duties.
The following fire-related signals
shall be transmitted:

Except as identified below, CCNPP complies with no NFPA 72D, Proprietary Protective
additional clarification. Signaling Systems, 1975 Edition /

All

NFPA 72D, Proprietary Protective
Signaling Systems, 1990 Edition /
All

NFPA 72D, Proprietary Protective
Signaling Systems, 2002 Edition /
All

NFPA 72E, Automatic Fire
Detectors, 1974 Edition / All

NFPA 72E, Automatic Fire
Detectors, 1990 Edition / All

NFPA 72E, Automatic Fire
Detectors, 2002 Edition / All

Procedure 1C24B, Fire Systems
Alarm Manual, Rev. 41 / All

Report 51-9124415-000, CCNPP
Code Compliance Reviews, Rev.
000 / Sections 4.9 and 4.10,
Appendices I and J
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Complies by Previous
NRC Approval.

Section 4.3.1.4 of Enclosure 3 to the letter from Reid
(NRC) to Lundvall, Jr (BG&E) dated September 14,
1979 states, "The plant has a protective signaling
system which transmits various fire alarm and
supervisory and trouble signals to the control room.
In addition to signals from heat or smoke detectors
located in selected areas of the plant, the system
also transmits alarm, supervisory, and trouble
signals concerning fire pump operation or
impairment, Halon system actuation or trouble,
operation of the air foam systems or selected water
spray, deluge, or automatic sprinkler systems, and
closing of selected valves in the fire protection water
system. All signals are annunciated on a single
alarm panel, except that fire pump trouble, fire pump
discharge valve closure, pressure tank low pressure
and low level, and diesel fire pump day tank low level
signals are annunciated on a separate panel. The
licensee has verified that these particular alarms
annunciated on the separate panel are provided with
back-up power from the onsite emergency power
supply system and are designed and installed in
accordance with NFPA 72D. The signaling system
annunciated on the main alarm panel is also
provided with back-up power in the event of a loss of
offsite power by a connection to the emergency
power supply system.

The signaling system has been designed and
installed in accordance with the provisions of NFPA
72D for Class B system, except that signals are not
recorded automatically. However, we find the lack of
automatic recording acceptable because plant
operators keep a log of all important signals."

The basis for approval has been reviewed. There
have been no plant modifications or other changes
that would invalidate the basis for approval.

Letter from Reid (NRC) to
Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated
September 14, 1979 / Enclosure 3,
Safety Evaulation Report, Section
4.2

Letter from Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E) to
Stello, Jr. (NRC), dated March 15,
1977 / Enclosure, Fire Protection
Program Evaulation, Item E.l.(a)

NFPA 72D, Proprietary Protective
Signaling Systems, 1975 Edition /
Section 1212

Report 51-9124415-000, CCNPP
Code Compliance Reviews, Rev.
000 / Appendix I, Item Number 3

Report R2215-021-001, NFPA 805
Chapter 3 Fundamental Fire
Protection Program and Design
Elements Review, Rev. 1 / 3.4.13
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3.8.1(1) Actuation of any fire detection Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure STP F-490-0-A, Fire
device Detection Instrument Functional

Test, Rev. 00400 / Sections
6.2.1.1, 6.3.1.1

Procedure STP F-490-0-B, Fire
Detection Instrument Functional
Test, Rev. 00400 / Sections
6.2.1.1, 6.3.1.1

Procedure STP F-490-0-C. Fire
Detection Instrument Functional
Test, Rev. 00400 / Sections
6.2.1.1, 6.3.1.1

Procedure STP F-490-0-D, Fire
Detection Instrument Functional
Test, Rev. 00400 / Sections
6.2.1.1, 6.3.1.1

Procedure STP F-490-0-E, Intake
Structure Fire Detection System
Test Unit 1, Rev. 0100 / Section
6.1.B.4

Procedure STP F-490-0-F, Intake
Structure Fire Detection System
Test Unit 2, Rev. 0100 / Section
6.1.B.4

Procedure STP F-490-1, Fire
Detection Instruments Functional
Test Ul (Inaccessible), Rev.
00500 / Attachment 1

Procedure STP F-490-2, Fire
Detection Instruments Functional
Test US (Inaccessible), Rev.
00400 / Attachment 1

Procedure STP M-494-1,
Supervisory and Functional Test of
the Unit 1 Protectowire System,
Rev. 0501 /Section 6.1.G.2
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Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

Procedure STP M-494-2,
Supervisory and Functional Test of
the Unit 2 Protectowire System,
Rev. 0501 / Section 6.1.G.2

Procedure STP M-590-1,
Functional Test of Unit 1
Containment temperature
Detectors, Rev. 4 / Section 6.1.4

Procedure STP M-590-2,
Functional Test of Unit 2
Containment Temperature
Detectors, Rev. 4 / Section 6.1.4
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3.8.1(2) Actuation of any fixed fire Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure FTE-72, Unit 1 DAS
suppression system Room Halon System Functional

Test, Rev. 00500 / Section 6.2.11.2

Procedure FTE-73, Unit 2 DAS
Room Halon System Functional
Test, Rev. 00500 / Section 6.2.11

Procedure 01-20, Unit One and
Two Fire Protection System
(Common), Rev. 32 / Sections
6.17.A.1, 6.17.B.15.f, 6.17.C.14.f,
6.17.D.14.f, 6.18.A.1, 6.18.B.15.f,
6.19.A.1, 6.19.B.9.f and 6.19.C.9.f

Procedure O-20A. Fire Protection
Performance Evaluations and Fire
System Inspections, Rev. 01802/
Section 6.18.1.2, 6.18.2.6.
6.23.2.4, 6.25.2.4, 6.26.2.4,
6.26.2.15, 6.27.2.3, and 6.27.3.10

Procedure STP F-697-0, Fire
Supression System Functional
Test, Rev. 00401 /Attachment I
Tables

Procedure STP M-698-1,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 1 Cable Spreading
Room, Rev. 0101 / Section 6.2.U

Procedure STP M-698-2,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 2 Cable Spreading
Room, Rev. 0201 / Section 6.2.U

Procedure STP M-699-1,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 1 Switchgear Rooms,
Rev. 00600 / Section 6.2.26
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Procedure STP M-699-2,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 2 Switchgear Rooms,
Rev. 0501 / Section 6.2.Z
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Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

Complies No Additional Clarification Drawing 61087SH0009,
Annunciator Initiating Devices 4 kV
& 480V Systems Normal Feeder
Breakers Control Board 1C17,
Rev. 24 / All

Drawing 61343SH0001, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 30
/All

Procedure Ol-20A, Fire Protection
Performance Evaluations and Fire
System Inspections, Rev. 018021
Section 6.38.2.4

Procedure STP M-698-1,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 1 Cable Spreading
Room, Rev. 0101 / Section 6.2.U

Procedure STP M-698-2,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 2 Cable Spreading
Room, Rev. 0201 / Section 6.2.U

Procedure STP M-699-1,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 1 Switchgear Rooms,
Rev. 00600 / Section 6.2.26

Procedure STP M-699-2,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 2 Switchgear Rooms,
Rev. 0501 / Section 6.2.Z
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Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure STP F-076-0,
Staggered Test of Electric Fire
Pump, Rev. 0500 / Section 6.1.D

Procedure STP F-077-0,
Staggered Test of Diesel Fire
Pump, Rev. 01002 / Section
6.1.C.4
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3.8.1(5) Actuation of any fire protection Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure 01-20, Unit One and
supervisory device Two Fire Protection System

(Common), Rev. 32 / Section
6.25.B.3.a(2)
Procedure OI-20A, Fire Protection
Performance Evaluations and Fire
System Inspections, Rev. 01802/
6.25.2.3

Procedure STP F-693-0-A, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - PIV's, Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-B, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Aux Building
Hose Station and Sprinkler
Isolation Valves, Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-C, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Diesel Generator
Supervised Valves and Supervised
Locked Valves, Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-D, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Aux Building
Supervised Valves, Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-E, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Turbine
Supervised and Locked Valves,
Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-F, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Outside and Fire
Pump House Valves, Rev. 0 / All
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3.8.1(6) Indication of alarm system
trouble condition
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Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

Complies No Additional Clarification Drawing 61087SH0009,
Annunciator Initiating Devices 4 kV
& 480V Systems Normal Feeder
Breakers Control Board 1C17,
Rev. 24 / All

Drawing 61343SH0001, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 30
/All

Drawing 61343SH0002, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 5 /
All

Drawing 61343SH0003, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 3 /
All

Procedure 1C24B, Fire Systems
Alarm Manual, Rev. 41 / Sections
D and H8

Procedure 01-20, Unit One and
Two Fire Protection System
(Common), Rev. 32 / Sections
5.0.E.1.c, 6.23.B.3, 6.23.D.l.c,
6.23.F.2.c

Procedure STP M-494-1,
Supervisory and Functional Test of
the Unit 1 Protectowire System,
Rev. 0501 / Section 6.1.A

Procedure STP M-494-2,
Supervisory and Functional Test of
the Unit 2 Protectowire System,
Rev. 0501 / Section 6.1.A
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3.8.1.1 Means shall be provided to allow Complies
a person observing a fire at any
location in the plant to quickly
and reliably communicate to the
control room or other suitable
constantly attended location.

No Additional Clarification Unit 1 and 2 Integrated Cable
Analysis (ICA), Rev. 7 / Section 4.3

Procedure ERPIP-3.0, Immediate
Actions, Rev. 05101 /Attachment
16

Procedure ERPIP-901,
Communications Equipment, Rev.
01400 / Section 10.0 (Appendix 1),
Attachment 22

Procedure SA-1-101, Fire Fighting,
Rev. 00600 / Section 5.4.A.2

3.8.1.2

3.8.1.2(l)

3.8.1.2(2)

Means shall be provided to
promptly notify the following of
any fire emergency in such a
way as to allow them to
determine an appropriate course
of action:

General site population in all
occupied areas

Members of the industrial fire
brigade and other groups
supporting fire emergency
response

N/A N/A - General Statement; No Technical
Requirements

N/A

Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure ERPIP-3.0, Immediate
Actions, Rev. 05101 /Attachment 4

Procedure ERPIP-3.0, Immediate
Actions, Rev. 05101 /Attachments
4 and 16

Complies No Additional Clarification
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3.8.1.2(3) Off-site fire emergency response Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure ERPIP-3.0, Immediate
agencies. Two independent Actions, Rev. 05101 /Attachments
means shall be available (e.g., 4 and 16
telephone and radio) for
notification of off-site emergency
services.

3.8.2 Detection. If automatic fire detection is
required to meet the
performance or deterministic
requirements of Chapter 4, then
these devices shall be installed
in accordance with NFPA 72,
National Fire Alarm Code, and
its applicable appendixes.

Complies with Use of
EEEE's

Except as identified below, automatic fire detection is
in accordance with NFPA 72E-1974, 1990, and
2002 Editions as identified in Report 51-9124415-
000.

ECP-12-000112 determines the acceptability of
smoke detector spacing in the Unit 1/2 69' West
Electrical Room (Room 529/532) which does not
meet the spacing requirements of NFPA 72.

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-12-000112,
Smoke Detection in Rooms 529
and 532, the 69' West Electrical
Penetration Rooms, Rev. 5 / Form
6

NFPA 72D, Proprietary Protective
Signaling Systems, 2002 Edition /
All

NFPA 72E, Automatic Fire
Detectors, 1974 Edition / All

NFPA 72E, Automatic Fire
Detectors, 1990 Edition / All

FAQ 08-0054, Demonstrating
Compliance with Chapter 4 of
NFPA 805, Rev. 1 / All

Report 51-9124415-000, CCNPP
Code Compliance Reviews, Rev.
000 / Appendix J

3.9 N/A N/A N/A N/A - General Statement; No Technical
Requirements

N/A
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3.9.1 If an automatic or manual water- Complies No Additional Clarification NFPA 11, Foam Extinguishing
based fire suppression system is Systems, 1970 Edition /All
required to meet the
performance or deterministic FAQ 08-0054, Demonstrating
requirements of Chapter 4, then Compliance with Chapter 4 of
the system shall be installed in NFPA 805, Rev. 1/All
accordance with the appropriate Report 51-9124415-000, CCNPP
NFPA standards including the Code Compliance Reviews, Rev.
following: 000 / Section 4.2 and Appendix B
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3.9.1(1) NFPA 13, Standard for the Complies with Use of Except where identified below, sprinkler systems
Installation of Sprinkler Systems EEEE's comply with NFPA 13-1971, 1973, 1975 and 1991

Editions as identified in Report 51-9124415-000 and
ECP-13-000632.

ECP-10-000877 justifies the acceptability of sprinkler
system coverage in the 2B Diesel Generator Room
(Room 416), the 1B Diesel Generator Room (Room
421), and the 2A Diesel Generator Room (Room
422).

ECP-1 1-000649 justifies the acceptability of a
sprinkler which is installed a greater distance below
the ceiling of the Truck Bay and Equipment Loading
Area (Room 419) than the maximum allowed by
NFPA 13.

ECP-12-000239 determines the acceptability of the
sprinkler system in the 1-E Switchgear Room (Room
DB104) which does not include sprinklers below
HVAC ducts greater than 4 feet wide, as required by
NFPA 13.

ECP-12-000581 justifies the acceptability of the
current configuration of the sprinkler system in the
Diesel Generator Pedestal Area (Room SB002)
which does not meet requirements of NFPA 13.

ECP-1 2-000582 justifies the acceptability of the
current configuration of the sprinkler system in
various rooms of the 1A EDG Building which do not
meet requirements of NFPA 13.

ECP-12-000909 justifies the acceptability of the
current configuration of the sprinkler system in the
Diesel Generator Fan Room (Room DB203) and the
Diesel Generator Trench (Room DB004) which do
not meet the requirements of NFPA 13.

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-10-000877,
Generic Letter 86-10 Evaluation to
Accept the as is Sprinkler System
in the 1B, 2A, and 2B Emergency
Diesel Rooms, Rev. 0 / Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-1 1-000649, ESR-
09-000061 (0000) - Evaluate
Sprinkler Head in 45' Truck Bay
Being 12 1/2" from the Ceiling,
Rev. 0000 / Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-12-000239, ESR-
12-000288 ESR (000)- Evaluate
1A EDG 45' SWGR sprinkler
system, determine if acceptable as
is, Rev. 0 / Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-12-000581,
Evaluate and Accept as is the Pre-
Action Sprinkler System Code
Compliance and Coverage in the
OC EDG Basement, SB002, Rev. 0
/ Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-12-000582,
Evaluate and Accept as is the Pre-
action Sprinkler System Code
Compliance and Coverage in the
la EDG Building, Rev. 0 / Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-12-000909, EQV
to Address Additional NFPA 13
Sprinkler Code Compliance
Deviations in EDG buildings in
Accordance with AREVA EIR 51-
9124415-000, Rev. 0001 / Form 6
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ECP-13-000358 justifies the acceptability of lack of
sprinklers underneath the elevation 27'-0" Snubber
Shop in the North Service Building Warehouse
(Room 1109). NFPA 13 requires sprinkler protection
in this area.

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000358,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Suppression System
in Room 1109, Rev. 0000 / Form 6

NFPA 13, Automatic Sprinkler
Systems, 1971 Edition / All

NFPA 13, Automatic Sprinkler
Systems, 1973 Edition / All

NFPA 13, Automatic Sprinkler
Systems, 1975 Edition / All

NFPA 13, Automatic Sprinkler
Systems, 1991 Edition / All

Report 51-9124415-000, CCNPP
Code Compliance Reviews, Rev.
000 / Appendix D

Report ECP-13-000632, NFPA 13
Code Compliance Evaluation for
Elevation 12'-0" of the NSB and
Access Control Area, Rev. 0000 /
Form 6

NFPA 15, Water-Spray Fixed
Systems, 1969 Edition / All

NFPA 15, Water-Spray Fixed
Systems, 1973 Edition / All

Report 51-9124415-000, CCNPP
Code Compliance Reviews, Rev.
000 / Section 4.1 and Appendix E

3.9.1(2) NFPA 15, Standard for Water Complies
Spray Fixed Systems for Fire
Protection

No Additional Clarification
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3.9.1(3) NFPA 750, Standard on Water N/A
Mist Fire Protection Systems

Water mist fire protection systems are not installed N/A
at CCNPP.

Foam-water sprinkler and foam-water spray systems N/A
are not used at CCNPP.

3.9.1(4) NFPA 16, Standard for the
Installation of Foam-Water
Sprinkler and Foam-Water
Spray Systems

N/A

3.9.2 Each system shall be equipped Complies
with a water flow alarm.

No Additional Clarification Drawing 61343SH0001, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 30
/All

Drawing 61343SH0002, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 5 /
Ail

Drawing 61343SH0003, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 3 /
All

Procedure STP F-697-0, Fire
Supression System Functional
Test, Rev. 00401 /Attachment 1
Tables
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3.9.3 All alarms from fire suppression Complies
systems shall annunciate in the
control room or other suitable
constantly attended location.

No Additional Clarification Drawing 61343SH0001, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 30
/All

Drawing 61343SH0002, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 5 /
All

Drawing 61343SH0003, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 3 /
All

Procedure STP F-693-0, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating, Rev. 6/ All

Procedure STP F-697-0, Fire
Supression System Functional
Test, Rev. 00401 /Attachment 1
Tables

Drawing 60714SH0001, Plant Fire
Protection System Fire Pump
House and Main Header, Rev. 44 /
All

Report FP00002, Fire Hazard
Analysis Summary Document,
Rev. 2 / Page 52

3.9.4 Diesel-driven fire pumps shall be Complies
protected by automatic
sprinklers.

No Additional Clarification
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NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. Requirements/Guidance

3.9.5 Each system shall be equipped
with an OS&Y gate valve or
other approved shutoff valve.

Compliance Statement Compliance Basis

Complies No Additional Clarification

Reference Document

Drawing 60714SH0001, Plant Fire
Protection System Fire Pump
House and Main Header, Rev. 44 /
All

Drawing 60714SH0002, Plant Fire
Protection System Fire Pump
House and Main Header, Rev. 26 /
All

Drawing 60714SH0003, Plant Fire
Protection system Turbine and
Service Bldgs & Intake Structure,
Rev. 28 / All

Drawing 60714SH0005, Plant Fire
Protection System Figure Numbers
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5, Rev. 31/All

Drawing 60714SH0006, Unit 1 & 2
Fire Protection System Outside
Protected Area, Rev. 18 / All

Drawing 60714SH0007, Unit 1 & 2
Plant Fire Protection System PIV &
Fire Hydrant Locations, Rev. 12/
All
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NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. Requirements/Guidance

3.9.6 All valves controlling water-
based fire suppression systems
required to meet the
performance or deterministic
requirements of Chapter 4 shall
be supervised as described in
3.5.14.

Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

Complies No Additional Clarification Drawing 61343SH0001, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 30
/All

Drawing 61343SH0002, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 5 /
All

Drawing 61343SH0003, Fire
Protection Riser Diagram, Rev. 3 /
All

FAQ 08-0054, Demonstrating
Compliance with Chapter 4 of
NFPA 805, Rev. 1 / All

Procedure 0-013-10-O-M, Auxiliary
Building Fire System Inspection,
Rev. 302 / All

Procedure 0-013-19-O-M,
Protected Area Fire System
Inspection, Rev. 203 / All

Procedure NO-1-205, Locked
Valves, Rev. 01301 /All

Procedure STP F-693-0-A, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - PIV's, Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-B, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Aux Building
Hose Station and Sprinkler
Isolation Valves, Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-C, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Diesel Generator
Supervised Valves and Supervised
Locked Valves, Rev. 0 / All
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Procedure STP F-693-0-D, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Aux Building
Supervised Valves, Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-E, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Turbine
Supervised and Locked Valves,
Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-F, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Outside and Fire
Pump House Valves, Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-G, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Aux. Building
Locked Valves, Rev. 0 / All

Procedure STP F-693-0-H, Fire
Suppression System Valve Cycling
Test Operating - Tank Farm and
West Road Valves, Rev. 1 / All

3.10 N/A N/A N/A N/A - General Statement; No Technical N/A
Requirements
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3.10.1 If an automatic total flooding and N/A
local application gaseous fire
suppression system is required
to meet the performance or
deterministic requirements of
Chapter 4, then the system shall
be designed and installed in
accordance with the following
applicable NFPA codes:

NFPA 12, Standard on Carbon N/A
Dioxide Extinguishing Systems

3.10.1(1)

N/A - General Statement; No Technical
Requirements

Carbon dioxide systems are not used at CCNPP.

The halon systems are in compliance with NFPA
12A-1971 Edition as identified in report 51-9124415-
000. The halon systems are set for automatic
operation, and manual operation is accomplished by
the manual release station(s) located at the room
exit. Manual release stations are connected to the
Pyrotronica System 3 that is provided with battery
back-up in case of power outage per Document ES-
2012-000156-001.

N/A

N/A

3.10.1(2) NFPA 12A, Standard on Halon Complies, with Required
1301 Fire Extinguishing Systems Action

Letter ES-2012-000156-001
Evaluate Halon System Manual
Action and Determine If Current
Set Up and NRC Correspondence
Deem It Acceptable, dated
January 31, 2013 /All

NFPA 12A, Halon 1301
Extinguishing Systems, 1971
Edition / All

FAQ 08-0054, Demonstrating
Compliance with Chapter 4 of
NFPA 805, Rev. 1 / All

Report 51-9124415-000, CCNPP
Code Compliance Reviews, Rev.
000 / Appendix C and Section 4.3

See Attachment S, Table S-2, Item 18.
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3.10.1(3) NFPA 2001, Standard on Clean N/A Clean agent fire extinguishing systems are not used N/A
Agent Fire Extinguishing at CCNPP.
Systems

3.10.2 Operation of gaseous fire Complies No Additional Clarification Procedure 1C24B, Fire Systems
suppression systems shall Alarm Manual, Rev. 41 / Pages 89-
annunciate and alarm in the 94, 97-106, 114-118, 148-150, 167-
control room or other constantly 171
attended location identified.
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3.10.3 Ventilation system design shall
take into account prevention
from over-pressurization during
agent injection, adequate
sealing to prevent loss of agent,
and confinement of radioactive
contaminants.

Complies, with Required
Action

Drawings 12263-0003, 12276-0006 and
60714SH0004 show door control wiring/circuits
connected to the halon system control panel.

Procedures STP-M-699-1, STP-M-699-2, STP-M-
698-1, STP-M-698-2, FTE-72, and FTE-73 outline
the testing protocol for control functions related to of
the integrity of the room enclosures. Confinement of
radioactive contaminants is not a concern as there
are no halon systems installed in radiological areas.

Procedures STP-M-699-1, STP-M-699-2, STP-M-
698-1 and STP-M-698-2 all state the following
purpose in Section 1:

"A. Verify the Halon systems for the Unit 2 Cable
Spreading Room (CSR) would actuate manually and
automatically upon actuation signal.
B. Verify that upon a simulated actuation, the
associated ventilation dampers actuate.
C. Verify that associated fire door monitor switches
are operable."

Procedures STP-M-699-1, STP-M-699-2, STP-M-
698-1, STP-M-698-2, FTE-72 and FTE-73 all state
the following purpose in Section 6 provides the
procedure for performance testing of the halon
system(s) including verifying door monitors.

Item 48 of Appendix C of Report 9124415-000
indicates: "The results of discharge testing
summarized in the referenced letters confirm that the
enclosure strength is adequate such that pressure
build-up is not a concern."

See Attachment S, Table S-2, Item 18.

Drawing 12263-0003, Halon 1301
Fire Supression System, Rev. 11 /
Ail

Drawing 12276-0006, Halon 1301
Fire Suppression System, Rev. 6 /
All

Drawing 60714SH0004, Halon
1301 Fire Suppression System,
Rev. 11 /All

Procedure FTE-72, Unit 1 DAS
Room Halon System Functional
Test, Rev. 00500 / Section 6.0

Procedure FTE-73, Unit 2 DAS
Room Halon System Functional
Test, Rev. 00500 / Section 6.0

Procedure STP M-698-1,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 1 Cable Spreading
Room, Rev. 0101 / Section 1.0 and
6.0

Procedure STP M-698-2,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 2 Cable Spreading
Room, Rev. 0201 / Section 1.0 and
6.0

Procedure STP M-699-1,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 1 Switchgear Rooms,
Rev. 00600/ Section 1.0 and 6.0

Procedure STP M-699-2,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 2 Switchgear Rooms,
Rev. 0501 / Section 1.0 and 6.0

Report 51-9124415-000, CCNPP
Code Compliance Reviews, Rev.
000 / Appendix C, Item 48
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NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. RequirementalGuidance

Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

3.10.4 In any area required to be
protected by both primary and
backup gaseous fire
suppression systems, a single
active failure or a crack in any
pipe in the fire suppression
system shall not impair both the
primary and backup fire
suppression capability.

N/A Not Applicable. CCNPP does not have any areas
required to be protected by both primary and backup
gaseous fire suppression systems.

N/A
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3.10.5 Provisions for locally disarming Complies
automatic gaseous suppression
systems shall be secured and
under strict administrative
control.

No Additional Clarification Procedure FTE-72, Unit I DAS
Room Halon System Functional
Test, Rev. 00500 / Section 2.0 and
6.1.3

Procedure FTE-73, Unit 2 DAS
Room Halon System Functional
Test, Rev. 00500 / Section 2.0 and
6.1.3

Procedure 01-20, Unit One and
Two Fire Protection System
(Common), Rev. 32 / Section 6.9

Procedure STP M-698-1,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 1 Cable Spreading
Room, Rev. 0101 / Section 6.0

Procedure STP M-698-2,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 2 Cable Spreading
Room, Rev. 0201 / Section 6.0

Procedure STP M-699-1,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 1 Switchgear Rooms,
Rev. 00600 / Section 6.0

Procedure STP M-699-2,
Functional Test of Halon System
for the Unit 2 Switchgear Rooms,
Rev. 0501 1 Section 6.0

3.10.6 Total flooding carbon dioxide
systems shall not be used in
normally occupied areas.

N/A .Carbon dioxide systems are not used at CCNPP. N/A
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3.10.7 Automatic total flooding carbon N/A
dioxide systems shall be
equipped with an audible pre-
discharge alarm and discharge
delay sufficient to permit egress
of personnel. The carbon dioxide
system shall be provided with an
odorizer.

Carbon dioxide systems are not used at CCNPP.

Carbon dioxide systems are not used at CCNPP.

N/A

N/A3.10.8

3.10.9

Positive mechanical means shall
be provided to lock out total
flooding carbon dioxide systems
during work in the protected
space.

The possibility of secondary
thermal shock (cooling) damage
shall be considered during the
design of any gaseous fire
suppression system, but
particularly with carbon dioxide.

Particular attention shall be
given to corrosive characteristics
of agent decomposition products
on safety systems.

Complies with
Clarification

Per EPRI-7253, "Effects of Fire Suppressents on
Electrical Components in Nuclear Power Plants",
there are no thermal shock equipment damage
issues related to the use of Halon.

Report EPRI NP-7253, Effects of
Fire Suppressants on Electrical
Components in Nuclear Power
Plants, dated March 01, 1991 /
Section 1

SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection
Engineering, Fourth Edition / Page
4-156

Fire Protection Handbook, 20th
Edition / Page 17-94

N/A

3.10.10 Complies No Additional Clarification
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NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. RequirementslGuldance

3.11 Passive Fire This section shall be used to
Protection Features. determine the design and

installation requirements for
passive protection features.
Passive fire protection features
include wall, ceiling, and floor
assemblies, fire doors, fire
dampers, and through fire
barrier penetration seals.
Passive fire protection features
also include electrical raceway
fire barrier systems (ERFBS)
that are provided to protect
cables and electrical
components and equipment
from the effects of fire.

Attachment A - NEI 04-02 Table B-1 - Transition of Fundamental FP Program and Design Elements

Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

N/A N/A - General Statement; No Technical N/A
Requirements
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3.11.1 Building Each major building within the
Separation. power block shall be separated

from the others by barriers
having a designated fire
resistance rating of 3 hours or by
open space of at least 50 ft (15.2
m) or space that meets the
requirements of NFPA 80A,
Recommended Practice for
Protection of Buildings from
Exterior Fire Exposures.

Exception: Where a
performance-based analysis
determines the adequacy of
building separation, the
requirements of 3.11.1 shall not
apply.

Complies with
Clarification

Except as identified below, each major building
within the power block is separated from the others
by barriers having a designated fire resistance rating
of 3 hours, by open space of at least 50 ft (15.2 m),
or space that meets the requirements of NFPA 80A,
"Recommended Practice for Protection of Buildings
from Exterior Fire Exposures."

The North Service Building and Turbine Building are
analyzed as one fire area in the NFPA 805 Nuclear
Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA); and are
therefore treated as one building from a building
separation perspective.

Drawing 61502SH0002, Plant
Property and Buildings, Rev. 20/
All

Drawing 62149SH0001, Appendix
"R" Separation Requirements Aux.
Bldg. & Cnmt Struct. Floor Plan At
El. 10'-0" &15'-0", Rev. 6/All

Drawing 62150SH0001, Appendix
"R" Separation Requirements Aux.
Bldg. & Cnmt Struct. Floor Plan At
El. 5-0", Rev. 7 / All

Drawing 62151SH0001, Appendix
"R" Separation Requirements Aux.
Bldg. & Cnmt Struct. Floor Plan At
El. 27'-0", Rev. 10/All

Drawing 62152SH0001, Appendix
"R" Separation Requirements Aux.
Bldg. & Cnmt Struct. Floor Plan At
El. 45'-0", Rev. 12/All

Drawing 62153SH0001, Appendix
"R" Separation Requirements Aux.
Bldg. & Cnmt Struct. Floor Plan At
El. 69'-0", Rev. 10/All

Drawing 64086, Diesel Generator
Building Delineation Plan Trench
Level - El. 35'-6", Rev. 1/All

Drawing 64087, Diesel Generator
Building Fire Delineation Plan First
Floor - El. 45'-6", Rev. 3 / All

Drawing 64088, Diesel Generator
Building Fire Delineation Plan
Second Floor- El. 66'-6", Rev. 2 /
All
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NEI 04-02, Guidance for
Implementing a Risk-Informed,
Performance-Based Fire
Protection Program under 10 CFR
50.48(c), Rev. 2 / Section K.2

Report ECP-13-000361, Fire Area
Boundary Review, Rev. 0000 I
Form 6

Report R2215-022-001, NFPA
Code Conformance Review, Rev.
1 / Attachment A, Section 80A

Complies with Use of
EEEE's ECP-1 3-000357 justifies the acceptability of

excluding the 45'-0" elevation of the North Service
Building from the power block.

ECP-13-000494 justifies the acceptability of nonrated
portions of the barriers between the Auxiliary
Building and Turbine Building.

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000357, Fire
Protection Engineering Evaluation
to justify the exclusion of the 45'-0"
Elevation of the NSB from the
Powerblock (NFPA 805), Rev. 0 I
Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000494,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Exterior Fire Barriers,
Rev. 0000 / Form 6
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3.11.2 Fire Barriers. Fire barriers required by Chapter
4 shall include a specific fire-
resistance rating. Fire barriers
shall be designed and installed
to meet the specific fire
resistance rating using
assemblies qualified by fire
tests. The qualification fire tests
shall be in accordance with
NFPA 251, Standard Methods of
Tests of Fire Endurance of
Building Construction and
Materials, or ASTM E 119,
Standard Test Methods for Fire
Tests of Building Construction
and Materials.

Complies with
Clarification

Except as identified below, fire barriers required by
Chapter 4 include a specific fire-resistance rating as
identified in report ECP-13-000361, "Fire Area
Boundary Evaluation." This report documents the fire
rating of barriers required by Chapter 4 and identifies
the barriers with exemptions/ evaluations.

As described in Attachment K, Licensing Action
Number 1 and Licensing Action Number 5 justify the
acceptability of water curtains installed in 3-hour fire
barriers. The basis for approval has been reviewed.
There have been no plant modifications or other
changes that would invalidate the basis for approval.

FAQ 08-0054, Demonstrating
Compliance with Chapter 4 of
NFPA 805, Rev. 1 / All

Report ECP-13-000361, Fire Area
Boundary Review, Rev. 0000 /
Form 6, Attachment 1

Letter from Clark (NRC) to Ludvall
(BG&E), dated August 16, 1982/
Enclosure, Exemption

Letter from Miller (NRC) to Ludvall
(BG&E), dated March 15, 1984/
Enclosure, Exemption

Report R2215-044-001, Existing
Licensing Action Review, Rev. 1 /
Attachment A: Licensing Action 1
and 5

Complies by Previous
NRC Approval
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Complies with Use of
EEEE's 91-0205-00 justifies the acceptability of water

curtains protecting openings in the fire area barriers
between the ECCS Pump Rooms (Rooms 101, 102,
118, 119) and the adjacent Containment Recirc Pipe
Tunnels (Rooms 120, 122).

0113-00092-FPE-007 (included in FCR 91-0205-
000) justifies the acceptability of the gypsum portion
of the barrier between the ENV Hallway (-) 10' (Room
104) and the No. 13 Charging Pump Room (Room
115C).

0113-00092-FPE-001 (included in FCR 91-0205-
000) justifies the acceptability of the fire area barrier
between the Unit 1 Containment Access Area (Room
525) and Auxiliary Building Stairtower No. 5 (Room
AB-5).

0113-00092-FPE-006 (included in FCR 91-0205-
000) justifies the acceptability of the fire area barrier
between the Unit 1 5' Fan Room (Room 225) and the
Unit 1 27' Switchgear Room (Room 317).

0113-00092-FPE-008 (included in FCR 91-0205-
000) justifies the acceptability of blockouts in fire
area barriers between the Unit 2 Component Cooling
Room (Room 201), the North/South 5' Passage By
MCCs (Room 202), and the Unit 1 Component
Cooling Room (Room 228).

0113-00092-FPE-010 (included in FCR 91-0205-
000) justifies the acceptability of blockouts in fire
area barriers between the ECCS Pump Rooms
(Rooms 101, 102, 118, 119) and the East-West
Hallway (Room 100).

0113-00092-FPE-011 (included in FCR 91-0205-
000) justifies the acceptability of blockouts covered
with a steel plate which are installed in fire area
barriers on elevation 12'-0" of the Turbine Building.

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation 92-013-015-00,
Evaluate the Construction of "K"
Line Wall where the Main Steam
Piping Penetrates the Wall, Rev.
0000 / All

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000070,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Expansion Gap
Penetration 1BPS1A/431G001
between Cable Chase 1A and the
Unit I DAS Computer Room., Rev.
0000 / Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000115,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Non-Fire Rated
Expansion Gaps between the
U1/U2 Steam Piping Penetration
Rooms (Rooms 315/309) and
Adjacent Fire Areas., Rev. 0000 /
Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000356,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Ductbanks and
Cable Trays Routed over the
Roofs of the Auxiliary Building,
Access Control Area, and Heater
Bay, Rev. 0000 / Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000356,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Ductbanks and
Cable Trays Routed over the
Roofs of the Auxiliary Building,
Access Control Area, and Heater
Bay, Rev. 0000
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0113-00092-FPE-012 (included in FCR 91-0205-
000) justifies the gypsum portion of the fire area
barrier between the Unit 1 69' West Electrical Room
(Room 529) and the Spent Fuel Pool/Cask Handling
Area (Room 530).

92-013-015-00 justifies the acceptability of the non-
rated wall construction between the Unit 1/2 Main
Steam Piping Penetration Rooms (Room 315/309)
and the 27'-0" elevation of the Turbine Building
(Room L27A/L27B).

ECP-1 3-000070 justifies the lack of a fire rated
expansion gap seal in the fire area barrier between
the Unit1 DAS Computer Room (Room 431) and
Cable Chase 1A (Room 1A).

ECP-1 3-000115 justifies the lack of fire rated
expansion gap seals in fire area barriers on
elevations 5'-0", 27'-0", and 45'-0" of the Auxiliary
Building.

ECP-13-000356 justifies the acceptability of fire
separation between duct bank / cable trays routed
above the roofs of the Auxiliary Building, Access
Control Area, and Turbine Building and rooms below.

ECP-13-000359 justifies the acceptability of conduits
embedded in the elevation 27'-0" Turbine Building
floor slab (Rooms L27A, L27B) and the floor/ceiling
slab between stairwells ABA and AB-5 and the
Horizontal Cable Chases (Rooms 517, 518).

ECP-13-000362 justifies the acceptability of non-
rated features of exterior barriers on elevations 45'-0"
and 69'-0" of the Auxiliary Building.

ECP-1 3-000493 justifies the acceptability of fire area
barrier walls between Charging Pump Rooms (Room
105A, 105B, 105C, 115A, 115B, 115C)which are not
3-hour rated.

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000359,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Embedded Conduit
in the Turbine Building, Rev. 0000
/ Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000362,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Exterior Walls of the
Auxiliary Building, Rev. 0000 /
Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000493,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
evaluation of the Charging Pump
Room Fire Barriers, Rev. 0000 /
Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000494,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Exterior Fire Barriers,
Rev. 0000 / Form 6

FCR 91-0205-00, Revise
Penetration Seal Details (Fire
Barrier) Revise Appendix R Barrier
Layout Drawings. Document
Supporting Test Information, Rev.
0/AJI

FCR 91-0205-000, Penetration
Seal project, Supplement 0, Rev. 7
/ Attachment 5
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ECP-13-000494 justifies the acceptability of nonrated
construction features of exterior fire barriers of
various plant buildings.

3.11.3 Fire Barrier
Penetrations.

Penetrations in fire barriers shall
be provided with listed fire-rated
door assemblies or listed rated
fire dampers having a fire
resistance rating consistent with
the designated fire resistance
rating of the barrier as
determined by the performance
requirements established by
Chapter 4. (See 3.11.3.4 for
penetration seals for through
penetration fire stops.) Passive
fire protection devices such as
doors and dampers shall
conform with the following NFPA
standards, as applicable:

Exception: Where fire area
boundaries are not wall-to-wall,
floor-to-ceiling boundaries with
all penetrations sealed to the fire
rating required of the
boundaries, a performance-
based analysis shall be required
to assess the adequacy of fire
barrier forming the fire boundary
to determine if the barrier will
withstand the fire effects of the
hazards in the area. Openings in
fire barriers shall be permitted to
be protected by other means as
acceptable to the AHJ.

Complies with
Clarification

Except as identified below, penetrations in fire
barriers are provided with listed fire-rated door
assemblies or listed rated fire dampers having a
resistance rating consistent with the designated fire
resistance rating of the barrier as determined by the
performance requirements established by Chapter 4
as documented in report ECP-13-000361,"Fire Area
Boundary Evaluation". ECP-13-000361 also
identifies the penetrations with exemptions/
evaluations. Surveillance test procedures (STP) F-
591-1, F-591-2, F-593-1, and F-593-2 are used to
inspect penetrations in fire rated barriers.

FAQ 08-0054, Demonstrating
Compliance with Chapter 4 of
NFPA 805, Rev. 1 / All

Procedure STP F-591-1,
Inspection of Fire Doors and
Watertight Doors, Rev. 01101 / All

Procedure STP F-591-2,
Inspection of Fire Doors and
Watertight Doors, Rev. 01101 / All

Procedure STP F-593-1,
Inspection of Fire Dampers in Fire
Rated Barriers, Rev. 00001 / All

Procedure STP F-593-2,
Inspection of Fire Dampers in Fire
Rated Barriers, Rev. 00000 / All

Report ECP-1 3-000361, Fire Area
Boundary Review, Rev. 0000 I
Form 6, Attachment I
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Complies by Previous Fire doors in fire rated barriers: Letter from Lundvall (BG&E) to
NRC Approval Clark (NRC), dated November 06,

As described in Attachment K, Licensing Action 1981 / Enclosure 1, Section 3.2.4
Number 1 and Licensing Action Number 5 justify the
acceptability of water curtains, watertight doors, and Letter from Darrell G. Eisenhut
bullet proof doors to provide 3-hour fire separation. (NRC) to All Power Reactor

Licensees with Plants Licensed
The basis for approval has been reviewed. There Prior to January 1, 1979, dated
have been no plant modifications or other changes November 24, 1980 / Enclosure 2,
that would invalidate the basis for approval. Section 3.2.4

Letter from Clark (NRC) to
Fire dampers in fire rated barriers: Lundvall, Jr. (BG&E), dated March

18, 1982 / Enclosure 2, Section
Section 3.2.4 of Enclosure 2 to the letter from the 3.2.4
NRC to BG&E dated 3/18/1982 states:

Letter from Miller (NRC) to Ludvall
"By letter dated November 24, 1980, we required the (BG&E), dated March 15, 1984/
licensee to protect all fire barrier openings for Enclosure, Exemption
ventilation systems with approved fire dampers
having a fire rating equivalent to that required of the Letter from Clark (NRC) to Ludvall
barrier. The method of installation of the fire (BG&E), dated August 16, 1982 /
dampers should conform to the condition of the Enclosure, Exemption
listing of the fire dampers by the testing laboratory. Report R2215-021-001, NFPA 805

yletter dated November 6, 1981, the liensee Chapter 3 Fundamental Fire
By ttedatedheyverified 981, the m e nsee Protection Program and Design
stated that they verified that the method of fire Elements Review, Rev. 1 / Section
damper installation conforms to the conditions of the 3.4.15
listing of the fire damper by the testing laboratory.
The licensee also verified that the fire dampers Report R2215-044-001, Existing
provide the required fire rating to meet the Fire Licensing Action Review, Rev. 1 I
Hazards Analysis. Attachment A: Licensing Action 1

and 5
We conclude that the fire dampers meet the
guidelines of Section D.I.j of Appendix A to BRP
ASB 9.5-1 and the requirements of Section III of
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 and, therefore, are
acceptable."
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The basis for approval has been reviewed. There
have been no plant modifications or other changes
that would invalidate the basis for approval.
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Complies with Use of
EEEE's 91-0205-00 justifies the acceptability of 1.5-hour fire

rated doors in fire area baniers on elevation 27-0" of
the Auxiliary Building.

92-013-013-00 justifies the acceptability of the lack of
fire dampers in fire rated floor slab of the Unit 1/2
Main Plant Exhaust & Equipment Room (Room
5241526).

ECP-1 3-000057 justifies the acceptability of the lack
of a fire damper in the fire area barrier between the
area above the roof of the Heater Bay and the
ALARA Office (Room 571).

ECP-13-000116 justifies the acceptability of the lack
of fire dampers installed in fire area barriers which
separate the Unit 1/2 DAS Computer Room (Room
431/406) and the Unit 1/2 Blowdown Tank and
Piping Areas (Room 428/408).

ECP-13-000188 justifies the acceptability of non-
rated penetration seals in the Auxiliary Building,
North Service Building, and Intake Structure.

ECP-1 3-000189 justifies the lack of fire dampers in
the fire are barrier which separates the Intake
Structure from the North Service Building.

ECP-13-000192 justifies the lack of fire dampers in
the fire are barriers between the following rooms:
Unit 1 Cable Spreading Room (Room 306), Cable
Chase 1A (Room 1A), and Cable Chase 1B (Room
1 B).

ECP-1 3-000303 justifies the acceptability of 1.5 hour
fire-rated doors installed in 3-hour fire area barriers
at various locations in the Auxiliary Building.

ECP-13-000304 justifies the acceptability of various
deficiencies associated with fire doors located
throughout the plant.

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation 92-013-013-00,
Evaluation of Fire Dampers 5-0" to
69'-0" Fan Rooms, Rev. 0000 / All

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000057,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Fire Damper
0FD524E1 in the Ul Plant Exhaust
Equipment Room, Rev. 0000 /
Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000116,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of the Lack of Fire-
Rated Dampers in the Ductwork
Penetrating Fire Barriers
1BARR428/431 and
2BARR406/408, Rev. 0000 / Form
6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000188,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation to Accept-as-is the
Inspection of Certain Fire Barriers
from only One Side of the Barrier,
versus the Normally Required
Inspection on both Sides of the
Barrier per STP-F-592-1/2., Rev.
0000 / Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000189,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Non-Dampered
HVAC Penetrations in the Wall
between the North Service
Building and Intake Structure, Rev.
0000 / Form 6
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ECP-13-000305 justifies the acceptability of the
tendon access hatches installed in floor/ceiling fire
area barriers on elevations 27'-0", 45'-0", and 69'-0"
of the Auxiliary Building.

ECP-1 3-000326 justifies the acceptability of pinned
open fire dampers installed in fire area barriers
throughout the Auxiliary Building.

ECP-1 3-000362 justifies the acceptability of fire
doors and non-dampered ventilation penetrations
through exterior fire barriers on elevations 45'-0" and
69'-0" of the Auxiliary Building.

ECP-1 3-000493 justifies the acceptability of fire
dampers and doors in fire area barrier walls between
Charging Pump Rooms (Room 105A, 105B, 105C,
115A, 115B, 1 15C) which are not 3-hour rated.

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000192,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Non-Dampered
HVAC Penetrations in the Wall
between Cable Chase 1A and
Cable Chase 1B and in the Wall
between Cable Chase 1 B and the
Unit 1 Cable Spreading Room,
Rev. 0000 / Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000303,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Door 108, Door 555,
Door 556, Emergency Hatch EH1,
Emergency hatch EH2,
Emergency Hatch EH5, and
Emergency Hatch EH6, Rev. 0000
/ Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000304,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Fire Doors for
Various Non-Compliant
Conditions, Rev. 0000 / Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000305,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Six Tendon Gallery
Access Hatches (TGAH) Installed
in Fire Area Barriers., Rev. 0000 /
Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000326,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of the Abandonment In
Place of Fire Dampers, Rev. 0000
/ Form 6
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Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-113-000362,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Exterior Walls of the
Auxiliary Building, Rev. 0000/
Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000493,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
evaluation of the Charging Pump
Room Fire Barriers, Rev. 0000 /
Form 6

FCR 91-0205-00, Revise
Penetration Seal Details (Fire
Barrier) Revise Appendix R Barrier
Layout Drawings. Document
Supporting Test Information, Rev.
0/All

3.11.3(1) Fire Barrier NFPA 80, Standard for Fire
Penetrations. Doors and Fire Windows

Complies with
Clarification

Except as identified below, fire doors comply with
NFPA 80, 1970 Edition, as identified in Report
R2215-022-001.

NFPA 80, Standard for Fire Doors
and Windows, 1970 Edition / All

Report R2215-022-001, NFPA
Code Conformance Review, Rev.
1 / Attachment A, Section 80
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Complies by Previous
NRC Approval

As described in Attachment K, Licensing Action
Number I and Licensing Action Number 5 justify the
acceptability of water curtains, watertight doors, and
bullet proof doors to provide 3-hour fire separation.
The basis for approval has been reviewed. There
have been no plant modifications or other changes
that would invalidate the basis for approval.

Letter from Miller (NRC) to Ludvall
(BG&E), dated March 15, 1984 /
Enclosure, Exemption

Letter from Clark (NRC) to Ludvall
(BG&E), dated August 16, 1982/
Endosure, Exemption

Report R2215-044-001, Existing
Licensing Action Review, Rev. 1/
Attachment A: Licensing Action 1
and 5

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-12-001009,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of No. 11 Charging
Pump Room Door (Door No.
113B), Rev. 0000 / Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000304,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Fire Doors for
Various Non-Compliant
Conditions, Rev. 0000 / Form 6

Complies with Use of
EEEE's ECP-12-001009 justifies the acceptability of Fire

Door 113B which is installed in the fire area barrier
between the No. 11 Charging Pump Room (Room
115A) and the No. 13 Charging Pump Room (Room
115C).

ECP-1 3-000304 justifies the acceptability of various
deficiencies associated with fire door.3 located
throughout the plant.
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3.11.3(2) Fire Barrier NFPA 90A, Standard for the
Penetrations. Installation of Air-Conditioning

and Ventilating Systems

Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

Complies with Except as identified below, fire dampers comply with NFPA 90A, Standard for
Clarification NFPA 90A, 1976 Edition, as identified in Report Installation of Air Conditioning and

R2215-022-001. Ventilating Systems, 1976 Edition/
All

Report R2215-022-001, NFPA
Code Conformance Review, Rev.
1 / Attachment A, Section 90A
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Complies with Use of
EEEE's 91-0205-02 justifies the acceptability of fire dampers

between the Control Room (Room 405) and the
HVAC Equipment Room (Room 512) which are not
installed in accordance with manufacturer
instructions.

EC20080268-000 justifies the acceptability of the fire
damper installed in the fire area barrier between the
Truck Bay and Loading Equipment Loading Area
(Room 419) and the RC Waste Evaporator Room
(Room 420), which is not installed in accordance with
manufacturer instructions.

ECP-13-000057 justifies the acceptability of the fire
damper installed in the fire area barrier between the
Ul Plant Exhaust Equipment Room (Room 524) and
the area above the roof of the Heater Bay, which is
not installed in accordance with manufacturer
instructions.

ECP-1 3-000325 justifies the acceptability of fire
dampers in fire area barriers in the Auxliary Building
and Turbine Building which are not installed in
accordance with manufacturer instructions and/or are
1.5-hour rated.

ES200700347 justifies the acceptability of fire
dampers located in various locations of the Auxiliary
Building which are not installed in accordance with
manufacturer instructions.

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation 91-0205-02, Room 512
to CR - Fire Dampers OFD512F1
and 0FD512F2, Rev. 0 / All

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation EC20080268-000,
Engineering Evaluation for Fire
Damper 1FD420E1, Rev. 0/All

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000057,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Fire Damper
0FD524E1 in the Ul Plant Exhaust
Equipment Room, Rev. 0000 /
Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000325,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of Fire Dampers, Rev.
0000 / Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ES200700347-000,
Perform a Fire Protection
Engineering Evaluation for the Fire
Dampers that are not Installed in
Accordance with the Vendor
Recommended Installation
Instructions, Rev. 000 / All
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Complies, with Required Implementation items are identified below.
Action

None

IMPLEMENTATION ITEMS 1See Attachment S. Table S-3

IMP-2 Performance-based surveillance frequencies may be updated based on the guidance of Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Technical
Report TR-1006756, "Fire Protection Surveillance Optimization and Maintenance Guide for Fire Protection Systems and Features." As a
minimum, surveillance frequencies for fire dampers will be reviewed against the EPRI guidance and updated if necessary.

Submit for NRC
Approval

Approval is requested in Attachment L for the use of
performance-based surveillance frequencies as
described in Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) Technical Report TR-1 006756, "Fire
Protection Surveillance Optimization and
Maintenance Guide for Fire Protection Systems and
Features" for the inspection, testing, and
maintenance of fire protection systems and features
credited by the fire protection program.

The requirements of NFPA 101 applicable to fire
doors and fire dampers are bounded by NFPA 80
and NFPA 90A. NFPA 101 Section 8.2.3.2.1 refers
to NFPA 80 and NFPA 101 Sections 9.2.1 refers to
NFPA 90A.

None

3.11.3(3) Fire Barrier NFPA 101, Life Safety Code
Penetrations.

Complies with
Clarification

NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, 2000
Edition I Section 8.2.3.2.1 and 9.2.1
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3.11.4 Through Through penetration fire stops N/A N/A - General Statement; No Technical N/A
Penetration Fire for penetrations such as pipes, Requirements
stops. conduits, bus ducts, cables,

wires, pneumatic tubes and
ducts, and similar building
service equipment that pass
through fire barriers shall be
protected as follows.
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3.11.4(a) Through
Penetration Fire
stops.

The annular space between the Complies with
penetrating item and the through Clarification
opening in the fire barrier shall
be filled with a qualified fire-
resistive penetration seal
assembly capable of maintaining
the fire resistance of the fire
barrier. The assembly shall be
qualified by tests in accordance
with a fire test protocol
acceptable to the AHJ or be
protected by a listed fire-rated
device for the specified fire-
resistive period.

ECP-13-000361, "Fire Area Boundary Evaluation,"
documents the fire rating of fire barrier penetrations.
ECP-13-000361 also identifies the penetrations with
exemptions/ evaluations.

The 61406 Drawing Series and drawings
62148SH0001, 62148SH0002, 64064, 64065, and
64067 contain typical installation details used for
penetration seals through fire rated barriers.
Surveilliance test procedures (STP) F-592-1 and F-
592-2 are used to inspect penetrations in fire rated
barriers.

Except as identified below, the annular space
between the penetrating item and the through
opening in the fire barrier is be filled with a qualified
fire-resistive penetration seal assembly capable of
maintaining the fire resistance of the fire barrier.

Drawing 61406SEC108.OSHOO01.
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0002 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.OSHOO02,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0001 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.1SHOO01,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0004 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.1SH0002,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0004 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.1SH0003,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0005 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.1SH0004,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0002 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.iSHOO05,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0005 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.1SH0006,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0005 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.1SHOO07,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0004 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.1SH0008,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0003 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.1SHOO09,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0003 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.1SHOO10,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0004 / All

Report ECP-13-000361, Fire Area
Boundary Review, Rev. 0000 /
Form 6, Attachment A
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NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. RequirementelGuidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

Complies with Use of
EEEE's 0113-00092-FPE-004 (included in FCR 91-0205-

000) justifies the acceptability of cable tray
penetrations installed in fire area barriers in various
locations of the Auxiliary Building.

0113-00092-FPE-015 (included in FCR 91-0205-
000) justifies the acceptability of pipe penetrations
through fire area barriers at various locations
throughout the Auxiliary Building and Turbine
Building.

0113-00092-FPE-014 (included in FCR 91-0205-
000) justifies the acceptability of pipe penetrations
through fire area barriers between the Unit 1 69'
West Electrical Room (Room 529), the Spent Fuel
Pool/Cask Handling Area (Room 530), and the Unit 2
69' West Electrical Room (Room 532).

0113-00092-FPE-013 (included in FCR 91-0205-
000) justifies the acceptability of a drain line
penetration through the fire area barrier which
spearates the Intake Structure from the North
Service Building.

0113-00092-FPE-012 (included in FCR 91-0205-
000) justifies the acceptability of penetrations
through the fire area barrier between the Unit 1 69'
West Electrical Room (Room 529) and the Spent
Fuel Pool/Cask Handling Area (Room 530).

0113-00092-FPE-007 (included in FCR 91-0205-
000) justifies the acceptability of penetrations
through the barrier between the E/W Hallway (-) 10'
(Room 104) and the No. 13 Charging Pump Room
(Room 115C).

0113-000092-01 (included in FCR 91-0205-000)
justifies the acceptability of the typical installation
details used for through penetration fire stops
throughout the plant.

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation DE00815, Seal for
Unistrut Penetrating Wall, Rev. 0 /
AJl

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-09-000447,
Evaluation for Battery Room Fire
Barrier Penetrations, Rev. 0 / Form
6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-1 1-000849,
Perform Equivalency Evaluation to
accept as is the configuration of
cable tray penetrations
2BPS312/407T004,
2BPS311/312T002, and
2BPS311/312T004, Rev. 0/Form
6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-1 1-000990, ESR-
11-001167 ESR (0000)-
2BPS584/586B001, B002, and
B003 have bundled cable wires
penetrating the barrier. Evaluate
the current configuration and
accept as is, Rev. 0000 / Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-113-000188,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation to Accept-as-is the
Inspection of Certain Fire Barriers
from only One Side of the Barrier,
versus the Normally Required
Inspection on both Sides of the
Barrier per STP-F-592-1/2., Rev.
0000 / Form 6
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NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref. RequirementslGuidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

0113-00092-FPE-003 (included in FCR 91-0205-
000) justifies the acceptability of ceramic fiber being
used to seal structural penetrations in the fire area
barriers between the Unit 1 69' West Electrical Room
(Room 529), the Spent Fuel Pool/Cask Handling
Area (Room 530), and the Unit 2 69' West Electrical
Room (Room 532).

0113-00092-FPE-002 (included in FCR 91-0205-
000) justifies the acceptability of penetrations in the
fire area barrier between the No. 11 RC Waste
Receiver Tank Room (Room 114) and the RC Waste
Evaporator Room (Room 420).

0113-00092-FPE-005 (included in FCR 91-0205-
000) justifies the acceptability of cable tray
penetrations installed in fire area barriers in various
locations of the Auxiliary Building and Turbine
Building.

DE00815 justifies the acceptability of the use of
penetration seal designs for unistrut penetrations in
fire area barriers throughout the plant.

ECP-09-000447 justifies the acceptability of conduits
penetrating the fire area barrier between the Unit 1
and Unit 2 Battery Rooms (Room 301, 304, 305,
307) and the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Cable Spreading
Rooms (Room 302, 306).

ECP-1 1-000849 determines the acceptability of
cable tray penetrations through the fire area barriers
between the Unit 2 27' Switchgear Room (Room
311), the Unit 2 Containment Purge Air Supply Room
(Room 312), and the Unit 2 45' Switchgear Room
(Room 407).

ECP-1 1-000990 determines the acceptability of
cable bundles penetrating the fire area barrier
between the Plant Chemistry Data Analysis Room
(Rooms 584) and the plant Chemistry Cold Lab
(Room 586).

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000493,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
evaluation of the Charging Pump
Room Fire Barriers, Rev. 0000 /
Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-13-000605,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation of 1-Hour Link Seals
Installed in 3-Hour Rated Barriers,
Rev. 0000 / Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ES199601643-000,
Use of Kaowool/Flammastic
Penetration Seals in Sleeves
Penetrated by Conduits and
Cables, Rev. 0 / All

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ES199601644-000,
Use of a Single Application of
Flammastic over Kaowool In lieu of
Three Applications of Sprayed on
Flammastic in Penetrations Seals,
Rev. 0 / All

FCR 91-0205-000, Penetration
Seal project, Supplement 0, Rev. 7
/All
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NFPA 806 Ch. 3 Ref. Requirements/Guidance Compliance Statement Compliance Basis Reference Document

ECP-13-000188 justifies the acceptability of
penetrations in fire area barriers throughout the plant
that can only be inspected from one side.

ECP-1 3-000493 justifies the acceptability of
penetrations in fire area barrier walls between
Charging Pump Rooms (Room 105A, 105B, 105C,
115A, 115B, 115C) which are not 3-hour rated.

ECP-13-000605 justifies the acceptability of four (4)
1-hour rated link seal penetrations in 3-hour rated
barriers in the Auxiliary Building.

ES199601643-000 justifies the acceptability of
Kaowool/Flammastic penetration seals in sleeves
penetrated by conduits and cables installed in fire
area barriers throughout the plant.

ES199601644-000 justifies the acceptability of a
penetration seal design which differs from the typical
seal detail and is used at various locations
throughout the plant.
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3.11.4(b) Through
Penetration Fire
stops.

Conduits shall be provided with
an internal fire seal that has an
equivalent fire-resistive rating to
that of the fire barrier through
opening fire stop and shall be
permitted to be installed on
either side of the barrier in a
location that is as close to the
barrier as possible.

Exception: Openings inside
conduit 4 in. (10.2 cm) or less in
diameter shall be sealed at the
fire barrier with a fire-rated
internal seal unless the conduit
extends greater than 5 ft (1.5 m)
on each side of the fire barrier.
In this case the conduit opening
shall be provided with
noncombustible material to
prevent the passage of smoke
and hot gases. The fill depth of
the material packed to a depth of
2 in. (5.1 cm) shall constitute an
acceptable smoke and hot gas
seal in this application.

Complies with
Clarification

ECP-13-000361, "Fire Area Boundary Evaluation,"
documents the fire rating of fire barrier penetrations.
ECP-13-000361 also identifies the penetrations with
exemptions/evaluations.

The 61406 Drawing Series and drawings
62148SH0001, 62148SH0002, 64064, 64065, and
64067 contain typical installation details used for
penetration seals through fire rated barriers.
Surveilliance test procedures (STP) F-592-1 and F-
592-2 are used to inspect penetrations in fire rated
barriers.

Except as identified below, conduits are provided
with an internal fire seal that has an equivalent fire-
resistive rating to that of the fire barrier.

Drawing 61406SEC108.OSHOO01,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0002 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.OSHOO02,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0001 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.3SH0001,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0005 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.3SH0002,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0002 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.3SH0003,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0001 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.3SH0004,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0001 / All

Drawing 61406SEC108.3SH0005,
Fire Barriers/Stops, Rev. 0005 / All

Drawing 62148SH0001,
Mechanical Seal Details -
Appendix "R" Fire Barriers and
HELB Barriers, Rev. 9/All

Drawing 62148SH0002,
Mechanical Seal Details -
Appendix "R" Fire Barriers and
HELB Barriers, Rev. 4 / All

Drawing 64064, Architectural
Diesel Generator Building non-
Safety Related Fire Rated
Penetration Schedule, Rev. 1 / All

Drawing 64065, Diesel Generator
Building Typical NSR Fire Rated
Penetration Configurations, Rev. 1
/All

Drawing 64067, Architectural
Diesel Generator Building Safety-
Related Penetration Schedule &
Details, Rev. 2 / All
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Report ECP-13-000361, Fire Area
Boundary Review, Rev. 0000 /
Form 6, Attachment A
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Complies with Use of
EEEE's 0113-000092-01 (included in FCR 91-0205-000)

justifies the acceptability of the typical installation
details used for through penetration fire stops
throughout the plant.

ECP-09-000447 justifies the acceptability of conduits
penetrating the fire area barrier between the Unit 1
and Unit 2 Battery Rooms (Room 301, 304, 305,
307) and the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Cable Spreading
Rooms (Room 302, 306).

ECP-13-000188 justifies the acceptability of
penetrations in fire area barriers throughout the plant
that can only be inspected from one side.

ES199601643-000 justifies the acceptability of
Kaowool/Flammastic penetration seals in sleeves
penetrated by conduits and cables installed in fire
area barriers throughout the plant.

ES199601644-000 justifies the acceptability of a
penetration seal design which differs from the typical
seal detail and is used at various locations
throughout the plant.

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-09-000447,
Evaluation for Battery Room Fire
Barrier Penetrations, Rev. 0 / Form
6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ECP-113-000168,
Generic Letter (GL) 86-10
Evaluation to Accept-as-is the
Inspection of Certain Fire Barriers
from only One Side of the Barrier,
versus the Normally Required
Inspection on both Sides of the
Barrier per STP-F-592-1/2., Rev.
0000 / Form 6

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ES199601643-000,
Use of Kaowool/Flammastic
Penetration Seals in Sleeves
Penetrated by Conduits and
Cables, Rev. 0 / All

Engineering Equivalency
Evaluation ES199601644-000,
Use of a Single Application of
Flammastic over Kaowool In lieu of
Three Applications of Sprayed on
Flammastic in Penetrations Seals,
Rev. 0 / All

FCR 91-0205-000, Penetration
Seal project, Supplement 0, Rev. 7
/All
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3.11.5 Electrical ERFBS required by Chapter 4
Raceway Fire Barrier shall be capable of resisting the
Systems (ERFBS) fire effects of the hazards in the

area. ERFBS shall be tested in
accordance with and shall meet
the acceptance criteria of NRC
Generic Letter 86-10,
Supplement 1, "Fire Endurance
Test Acceptance Criteria for Fire
Barrier Systems Used to
Separate Safe Shutdown Trains
Within the Same Fire Area." The
ERFBS needs to adequately
address the design requirements
and limitations of supports and
intervening items and their
impact on the fire barrier system
rating. The fire barrier system's
ability to maintain the required
nuclear safety circuits free of fire
damage for a specific thermal
exposure, barrier design,
raceway size and type, cable
size, fill, and type shall be
demonstrated.

Exception No. 1: When the
temperatures inside the fire
barrier system exceed the
maximum temperature allowed
by the acceptance criteria of
Generic Letter 86-10, "Fire
Endurance Acceptance Test
Criteria for Fire Barrier Systems
Used to Separate Redundant
Safe Shutdown Training Within
the Same Fire Area,"
Supplement 1, functionality of
the cable at these elevated
temperatures shall be
demonstrated. Qualification
demonstration of these cables
shall be performed in

N/A There are no ERFBS credited for compliance with
Chapter 4.

N/A
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accordance with the electrical
testing requirements of Generic
Letter 86-10, Supplement 1,
Attachment 1, "Attachment
Methods for Demonstrating
Functionality of Cables
Protected by Raceway Fire
Barrier Systems During and
After Fire Endurance Test
Exposure."

Exception No. 2: ERFBS
systems employed prior to the
issuance of Generic Letter 86-
10, Supplement 1, are
acceptable providing that the
system successfully met the
limiting end point temperature
requirements as specified by the
AHJ at the time of acceptance.
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

A comprehensive list of systems and equipment and their interrelationships to be analyzed for a fire event shall be developed. The equipment list shall contain an inventory of
those critical components required to achieve the nuclear safety performance criteria of Section 1.5. Components required to achieve and maintain the nuclear safety functions and
components whose fire-induced failure could prevent the operation or result in the maloperation of those components needed to meet the nuclear safety criteria shall be included.
Availability and reliability of equipment selected shall be evaluated.

NEI 00-01 Ref
3.0 Deterministic Methodology

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

This section discusses a generic deterministic methodology and criteria that licensees can use to perform a post-fire safe shutdown
analysis to address regulatory requirements. For a complete understanding of the deterministic requirements, work this section in
combination with the information in Appendix C, High/Low Pressure Interfaces, Appendix D, Altemative and Dedicated Shutdown
Requirements, Appendix E, Acceptance Criteria for Operator Manual Actions and repairs, and Appendix H, Hot Shutdown versus
Important to Safe Shutdown Components. To resolve the industry issue related to MSOs, refer to Section 4, Appendix B, Appendix F
and Appendix G. The plant specific analysis approved by NRC is reflected in the plant's licensing basis. The methodology described
in this section is an acceptable method of performing a post-fire safe shutdown analysis. This methodology is depicted in Figure 3-1.
Other methods acceptable to NRC may also be used. Regardless of the method selected by an individual licensee, the criteria and
assumptions provided in this guidance document may apply. The methodology described in Section 3 is based on a computer
database oriented approach, which is utilized by several licensees to model Appendix R data relationships. This guidance document,
however, does not require the use of a computer database oriented approach.

The requirements of Appendix R Sections III.G.1, III.G.2 and III.G.3 apply to equipment and cables required for achieving and
maintaining safe shutdown in any fire area. Although equipment and cables for fire detection and suppression systems,
communications systems and 8-hour emergency lighting systems are important features, this guidance document does not address
them. The requirements of Appendix R Section III.G.2 do not apply to the circuits for fire detection and suppression systems,
communications systems and 8-hour emergency lighting systems.

Additional information is provided in Appendix B to this document related to the circuit failure criteria to be applied in assessing
impacts to post-fire safe shutdown, including MSOs. The criteria in Appendix B developed for MSOs has also been included in
Section 3.5.1.1 for assessing the potential affects of fire-induced impacts to individual components on the required safe shutdown path
for a particular III.G.1 and 2 fire area. Section 4 provides the Resolution Methodology for determining the Plant Specific List of MSOs
to be evaluated. Section 5 provides a focused-scope Fire PRA risk methodology for assessing, on an individual basis, the risk
significance of any MSOs determined to be impacted within a common plant fire area. The appropriate use of these tools for
mitigating the effects of fire-induced circuit failures for this section and for the MSOs addressed in Section 4 and Appendix G are
discussed in Appendix H.

Auullcabllltv
Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alionmsnt Basis

A deterministic methodology was used to assess conformance with the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805 for the Calvert Cliffs Plant.
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

The Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant (CCNPP) NFPA 805 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA) deterministic methodology has been reviewed in detail against the
guidance, criteria, and assumptions contained within NEI 00-01, Chapter 3, as documented in the subsequent sections of this table (i.e., Table B-2 from NEI 04-02).

The results of this review conclude that the Calvert Cliffs Plant NSCA has been performed consistent with (i.e., aligns with) the deterministic methodology guidance, criteria, and
assumptions from Chapter 3 of NEI 00-01.

With the exception of a few specific paragraphs annotated with quotation marks, all other information contained herein from CENG Document NFPA-805-00006 is paraphrased.
Unless otherwise noted, all the statements are applicable to Calvert Cliffs Plant as a whole (i.e., Unit 1 and Unit 2).

References to the following appendices and related terms such as "altemative shutdown", "dedicated shutdown", "required for hot shutdown" and "important to SSD" are not
applicable to NFPA 805 and will not be considered in subsequent sections of this review:
Appendix D, "Alternative/dedicated shutdown requirements."
Appendix F, "Supplemental Selection guidance (Discretionary)."
Appendix H, "Required for hot shutdown versus important to SSD."

References to 1OCFR5O Appendix R such as "II.G.I, "IIll.G.2", 'II.G.3", 'green box", "orange box", "alternative shutdown" and the 72-hour coping period are not applicable to
NFPA 805 and will not be considered in subsequent sections of this review.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NE100-1Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.1 Safe Shutdown Systems and This section discusses the identification of systems necessary to perform the required safe shutdown functions. It also provides

Path Development information on the process for combining these systems into safe shutdown paths. Appendix R Section IIli.G.1.a requires that the
capability to achieve and maintain hot shutdown be free of fire damage. Appendix R Section IIl.G.1.b requires that repairs to systems
and equipment necessary to achieve and maintain cold shutdown be completed within 72 hours. This section provides some guidance
on classifying components as either required or important to SSD circuit components. It also provides some guidance on the tools
available for mitigating the effects of fire-induced circuit failures to each of these classes of equipment. For a more detailed discussion
of the topic of required and important to SSD components refer to Appendix H.

The goal of post-fire safe shutdown is to assure that a one train of shutdown systems, structures, and components remains free of fire
damage for a single fire in any single plant fire area. This goal is accomplished by determining those functions required to achieve and
maintain hot shutdown. Safe shutdown systems are selected so that the capability to perform these required functions is a part of
each safe shutdown path. The functions required for post-fire safe shutdown generally include, but are not limited to the following:

- Reactivity control
- Pressure control systems
- Inventory control systems
- Decay heat removal systems
- Process monitoring (as defined in NRC Information Notice 84-09)
- Support systems

- Electrical power and control systems
- Component Cooling systems
- Component Lubrication systems

These functions are of importance because they have a direct bearing on the safe shutdown goal of being able to achieve and
maintain hot shutdown, which ensures the integrity of the fuel, the reactor pressure vessel and the primary containment. If these
functions are preserved, then the plant will be safe because the fuel, the reactor and the primary containment will not be damaged. By
assuring that this equipment is not damaged and remains functional, the protection of the health and safety of the public is assured.

The components required to perform these functions are classified as required for hot shutdown components. These components are
necessary and sufficient to perform the required safe shutdown functions assuming that fire-induced impacts to other plant
equipment/cables do not occur. Since fire-induced impacts to other plant equipment/cables can occur in the fire condition, these
impacts must also be addressed. The components not necessary to complete the required safe shutdown functions, but which could
be impacted by the fire and cause a subsequent impact to the required safe shutdown components are classified as either required for
hot shutdown or important to SSD components. Depending on the classification of the components, the tools available for mitigating
the affects of fire-induced damage vary. The available tools are generally discussed in this section and in detail in Appendix H. The
classification of a component or its power or control circuits may vary from fire area to fire area. Therefore, the required safe shutdown
path for any given fire area is comprised of required for hot shutdown components and important to SSD components. The distinction
and classification for each required safe shutdown path for each fire area should be discernible in the post-fire safe shutdown analysis.

Generic Letter 81-12 specifies consideration of associated circuits of concern with the potential for spurious equipment operation
and/or loss of power source, and the common enclosure failures. As described above, spurious operations/actuations can affect the
accomplishment of the required safe shutdown functions listed above. Typical examples of the effects of the spurious operations of
concern are the following:
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

- A loss of reactor pressure vessel/reactor coolant inventory in excess of the safe shutdown makeup capability
- A flow loss or blockage in the inventory makeup or decay heat removal systems being used for the required safe shutdown path.

Spunous operations are of concern because they have the potential to directly affect the ability to achieve and maintain hot shutdown,
which could affect the fuel and cause damage to the reactor pressure vessel or the primary containment. To address the issue of
multiple spurious operations, Section 4 provides a Resolution Methodology for developing a Plant Specific List of MSOs for
evaluation. Appendix B provides the circuit failure criteria applicable to the evaluation of the Plant Specific list of MSOs.

Common power source and common enclosure concerns could also affect the safe shutdown path and must be addressed.

In addition to the tools described for components classified as required for hot shutdown, fire-induced impacts to cables and
components classified as important to SSD may be mitigated using some additional tools. For important to SSD component failures,
operator manual actions, fire modeling and/or a focused-scope fire PRA may be used to mitigate the impact. (If the use of a Focused-
Scope Fire PRAs is not permitted in the Plants Current License Basis, then, a License Amendment Request (LAR) will be necessary to
use the Focused-Scope Fire PRA).

Comments
None

AplicabUiity

Applicable

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Atlnment Basis

Calvert Cliffs Plant systems / functions / components required to achieve and maintain "safe and stable" plant conditions post-fire per the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria of
NFPA 805 are identified in CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection.

The identification and analysis of these systems / functions / components includes addressing associated circuit issues for spurious operations, highlow pressure interfaces,
common power supplies, and common enclosures. These associated circuit issues are discussed in Section 8.7, Associated Circuits - Purpose and Scope, of CENG Document
NFPA-805-00006.

The Calvert Cliffs Plant definition for "safe and stable" plant operation post-fire per the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria of NFPA 805 is provided in Section 5.6, Definition of
"Safe and Stable" Plant Conditions for Calvert Cliffs Plant, of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006.

A computer database tool is utilized to demonstrate that the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria of NFPA 805 are met for each fire area of the plant. The results of the
deterministic analysis are documented within Section 10.0, Deterministic Compartment (Fire Area) Assessment and Results, of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 5.0 (subsection 5.6); 7.0; 8.7 and 9.0
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NFPA 806 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Re

3.1.1 Criteria/Assumptions

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

The following criteria and assumptions should be considered, as applicable, when identifying systems available and necessary to
perform the required safe shutdown functions and combining these systems into safe shutdown paths. This list provides recognized
examples of criteria/assumptions but should not be considered an all-inclusive list. The final set of criteria/assumptions should be
based on regulatory requirements and the performance criteria for post-fire safe shutdown for each plant.

Comments
None

Annplicabilit

Applicable

Allonment Statement

Not Required

Alianment Basis

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI00-01 Ref

3.1.1.1 Criteria/Assumptions

Apnlicability

Not Applicable

Alignment Statement

Not Required

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

[BWR] GE Report GE-NE-T43-00002-00-01-RO1 entitled "Original Safe Shutdown Paths For The BWR" addresses the systems and
equipment originally designed into the GE boiling water reactors (BWRs) in the 1960s and 1970s, that can be used to achieve and
maintain safe shutdown per Section II.G.1 of 10CFR 50, Appendix R. Any of the shutdown paths (methods) described in this report
are considered to be acceptable methods for achieving redundant safe shutdown.

Comments
Calvert Cliffs Plant is a PWR, BWR guidance is not applicable

Not Applicable

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI00-01 Ref

3.1.1.2 Criteria/Assumptions

Anoiabnilit

Not Applicable

Alignment Statement

Not Required

Alignment Basis

Not Applicable

Reference Documents

Not Applicable

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

[BWR] GE Report GE-NE-T43-00002-00-03-RO1 provides a discussion on the BWR Owners' Group (BWROG) position regarding the
use of Safety Relief Valves (SRVs) and low pressure systems (LPCI/CS) for safe shutdown. The BWROG position is that the use of
SRVs and low pressure systems is an acceptable methodology for achieving redundant safe shutdown in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Sections II.G.1 and II.G.2. The NRC has accepted the BWROG position and issued an SER
dated Dec. 12, 2000.

Comments
Calvert Cliffs Plant is a PWR, BWR guidance is not applicable

CCNPP 
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04-02 Table B-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review

NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.1.1.3 Criteria/Assumptions [PWR] Generic Letter 86-10, Enclosure 2, Section 5.3.5 specifies that hot shutdown can be maintained without the use of pressurizer

heaters (i.e., pressure control is provided by controlling the makeup/charging pumps). Hot shutdown conditions can be maintained via
natural circulation of the RCS through the steam generators. The cooldown rate must be controlled to prevent the formation of a
bubble in the reactor head. Therefore, feedwater (either auxiliary or emergency) flow rates as well as steam release must be
controlled.

Apnlicability Comments

Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Angnment Basis

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure control capabilities required to achieve and maintain a "safe and stable" plant condition post-fire are identified in CENG Document NFPA-
805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection.

Per calc CA07807, Determine Minimum Time To Loss Of Subcooling For NFPA 805, it has been determined that pressurizer heaters are not required for RCS pressure control.
However, the NSCA model includes use of pressurizer heaters to provide operational flexibility when they are available. It is to be noted that the NSCA models inventory control
with control of transient pressure sources (spurious charging pumps, spurious initiation of pressurizer spray or aux pressurizer spray, etc.). The Pressurizer Backup Group heaters
are analyzed to remain available from the Main Control Room (or Auxiliary Shutdown Panel) for RCS pressure control. If not available then RCS pressure is controlled by inventory
control with control of transient pressure sources. The Pressurizer Proportional Controller Pressurizer Heaters are only analyzed for loss of Main Control Room trip capability,
which can cause a high pressure condition.

The NSCA model also allows for RCS pressure control to be achieved utilizing the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) to add RCS inventory (and increase RCS
pressure) and the Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW) (to remove decay heat, and decrease RCS pressure).

RCS inventory is supplied with the CVCS utilizing either of three charging pumps per unit, with pump suction taken from either the borated Refueling Water Tank (RWT) or from
the Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST) with the pump's discharge injected directly into the RCS. The non-credited charging pump(s) are analyzed for loss of Main Control Room trip
capability.

Feedwater for decay heat removal is supplied from either the Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater (TDAFW) Pumps or from the Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater (MDAFW) pump.
For each unit there are two TDAFW pumps that can supply both of the unit's two Steam Generators [SG] (one of the 2 TDAFW pumps is normally in automatic and the other is
normally in standby), and one MDAFW pump which can also supply both of the unit's two SGs or can be cross-tied to the other unit and supply both of the other unit's SGs. Either
the Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs) or the Safety Relief Valves are required to be operable for steam release in support of decay heat removal. The non-credited AFW pump(s)
are analyzed for loss of Main Control Room trip capability.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 7.0
Calculation CA07807, Determine Minimum Time To Loss Of Subcooling For NFPA 805, Rev. 0
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04-02 Table B-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review

NFPA 806 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.1.1.4 Criteria/Assumptions The classification of shutdown capability as alternative/dedicated shutdown is made independent of the selection of systems used for
shutdown. Altemative/dedicated shutdown capability is determined based on an inability to assure the availability of a redundant safe
shutdown path. Compliance to the separation requirements of Sections Ill.G.11 and III.G.2 may be supplemented by the use of operator
manual actions to the extent allowed by the regulations and the licensing basis of the plant (see Appendix E), repairs (cold shutdown
only), exemptions, deviations, GL 86-10 fire hazards analysesor fire protection design change evaluations permitted by GL 86-10, as
appropriate. These may also be used in conjunction with alternative/dedicated shutdown capability. A discussion of time zero for the
fire condition, as it relates to operator manual actions and repairs, is contained in Appendix E.

Aollcabifit Comments
Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Altanment Basis

Unlike 10 CFR 50 Appendix R, NFPA 805 makes no distinction for alternative / dedicated shutdown.

Alternate Shutdown Panel (1(2)C43) is the primary control station for implementation of the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R Alternate Shutdown Strategy in the event of a fire that requires
the evacuation of the Main Control Room.

Section 10.4 of the NSCA Report identifies the specific controls and indications provided at 1(2)C43.

Based on the definition provided in RG 1.205, and the additional guidance provided in FAQ 07-0030 Revision 5 (ML110070485), Altemate Shutdown Panel (1(2)C43) is also
considered to be a Primary Control Station for NFPA 805.

Enabling the Altemate Shutdown Panel involves the transfer of control from the Main Control Room to the Alternate Shutdown Panel using isolation transfer switches/control
switches/handvalves located at 1(2)C43 and other local control stations. Following activation of the Alternate Shutdown Panel, the plant operator is provided with the capability to
control and monitor secondary side decay heat removal capability utilizing the Auxiliary Feedwater System, the capability to control Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure, and
the capability to monitor critical RCS process parameters which are necessary to verify that natural circulation has been established in the RCS and that it is being successfully
maintained thereafter.

The Alternate Shutdown Panel(s) have been transitioned to NFPA 805 as the Primary Control Station(s) for meeting the NSPC in the event of a fire that requires evacuation of the
Main Control Room.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 3.0 and 10.0 (subsection 10.4)

CCNPP 
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04-02 Table B-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review
Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04-02 Table B-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review

NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Ref

3.1.1.5 Criteria/Assumptions

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

At the onset of the postulated fire, all safe shutdown systems (including applicable redundant trains) are assumed operable and
available for post-fire safe shutdown. Systems are assumed to be operational with no repairs, maintenance, testing, Limiting
Conditions for Operation, etc. in progress. The units are assumed to be operating at full power under normal conditions and normal
lineups.

Comments
None

Annlicabilltv
Applicable

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
This critera / assumption listed in Section 3.1.1.5 of NEI 00-01 is explicitly stated in the report.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component
Selection.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 3.0 and 7.0

CCNPP 
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04-02 Table B-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review

NFPA 806 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.1.1.6 Criteria/Assumptions No Final Safety Analysis Report accidents or other design basis events (e.g. loss of coolant accident, earthquake), single failures or

non-fire-induced transients need be considered in conjunction with the fire.

Aoolicabllitv Comments
Applicable None

Allanment Statement
Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
This criteria / assumption listed in Section 3.1.1.6 of NEI 00-01 is explicity stated in the report.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in Document NFPA-805-00006. Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component
Selection.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0 and 7.0

CCNPP 
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04.02 Table 5-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review

NFPA 806 Sectionz 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Ref
3.1.1.7 Criteria/Assumptions

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

For the case of redundant shutdown, offsite power may be credited if demonstrated to be free of fire damage. Offsite power should be
assumed to remain available for those cases where its availability may adversely impact safety (i.e., reliance cannot be placed on fire
causing a loss of offsite power if the consequences of offsite power availability are more severe than its presumed loss). No credit
should be taken for a fire causing a loss of offsite power. For areas where train separation cannot be achieved and alternative
shutdown capability is necessary, shutdown must be demonstrated both where offsite power is available and where offsite power is not
available for 72 hours.

Comment
None

Apnplcability

Applicable

Alianment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
This criteria / assumption listed in Section 3.1.1.7 of NEI 00-01 is explicitly stated in the report.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component
Selection.

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.7, Electrical Distribution Model Overview, describes how the NSCA models offsite power, as well as onsite power from the dedicated
emergency diesel generators or the station blackout diesel generator CC. As part of the NSCA model (through component-to-component logic success path in the NSCA database
tool), offsite power is only credited in fire areas where it can be demonstrated to be free of fire damage.

In order to credit a power source (offsite, dedicated EDG or the 0C EDG) isolation from all non credited power sources is demonstrated to be available, e.g. isolation of offsite
power from the switchgear is required to remain available in order to credit the onsite power (EDGs).

Refemnce Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0 and 7.0 (subsection 7.7)

CCNPP 
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04-02 Table B-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review

NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NE100-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.1.1.8 Criteria/Assumptions Post-fire safe shutdown systems and components are not required to be safety-related.

Applicability Comments
Applicable None

Alignment Statement
Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
This criteria / assumption listed in Section 3.1.1.8 of NEI 00-01 is explicitly stated in the report.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component
Selection.

The Calvert Cliffs Plant NSCA model does include non-safety related plant systems / functions / components. For example, non-safety related 4kV power buses are included in the
NSCA model as described in CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.7, Electrical Distribution Model Overview.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0 and 7.0 (subsection 7.7)
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04-02 Table B-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review

NFPA 806 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.1.1.9 CriteriaAssumptions The post-fire safe shutdown analysis assumes a 72-hour coping period starting with a reactor scram/trip. Fire-induced impacts that
provide no adverse consequences to hot shutdown within this 72-hour period need not be included in the post-fire safe shutdown
analysis. At least one train can be repaired or made operable within 72 hours using onsite capability to achieve cold shutdown.

Annlicabllity Comments

Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
This criteria / assumption listed in Section 3.1.1.9 of NEI 00-01 is explicitly stated in the calculation.

NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection.

From Section 3.1 of NFPA-805-00006:

"The NFPA 805 Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) requires the licensee to demonstrate that the plant can achieve and maintain a "safe and stable" condition, but it does
not explicitly require the licensee to demonstrate that cold shutdown can be achieved within 72 hours and maintained indefinitely thereafter. The CCNPP NFPA 805 NSPC
analysis has defined the "safe and stable" condition as being able to achieve and maintain Hot Standby until such time as the plant can either transition to Cold Shutdown, or can
safely return to power operation."

"Safe and stable" for Calvert Cliffs Plant is defined in Section 5.6, Definition of "Safe and Stable" Plant Conditions for CCNPP, of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006.

From Section 5.6 of NFPA-805-00006:

"The NFPA 805 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA) for CCNPP has been developed to ensure that the plant can achieve and maintain the reactor fuel in a safe and
stable condition assuming that a fire event occurs during CCNPP Mode 1 (Power Operation), Mode 2 (Startup), Mode 3 (Hot Standby), and Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown), when the
MCC breakers for the Shutdown Cooling Header Return Isolation Valves are open. Refer to the CCNPP NFPA 805 License Amendment Request (LAR), Transition Report
Attachment C (Table B-3) for the Systems and Components credited with supporting "safe and stable" plant conditions by compartment (fire area).

The NSCA demonstrates that CCNPP can achieve and maintain "safe and stable" conditions for at least 12 hours with the minimum shift operating staff before having to take
action to align backup makeup water to the AFW system. This initial 12 hours provides sufficient time for the Emergency Response Organization (ERO) to respond and be
available to support "safe and stable" actions to extend Hot Standby conditions."

From Section 7.0 of NFPA-805-00006:

"The transition from Hot Standby to Cold Shutdown and plant operation in Cold Shutdown is not required to demonstrate that the NSPC "safe and stable" plant conditions defined
for the CCNPP have been met. Operator manual actions and/or repair activities associated with these capabilities are not identified as Variances from the Deterministic
Requirements of NFPA 805 (VFDRs), and are not implemented into the plant operations fire response procedures."
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04-02 Table B-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review

NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0; 5.0 (subsections 5.6): 7.0 and 10.0 (subsection 10.2.1)
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04-02 Table B-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review

NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Ref
3.1.1.10 Criteria/Assumptions

Apulicability

Applicable

Alianment Statement

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Manual initiation from the main control room or emergency control stations of systems required to achieve and maintain safe shutdown
is acceptable where permitted by current regulations or approved by NRC (See Appendix E); automatic initiation of systems selected
for safe shutdown is not required but may be included as an option, if the additional cables and equipment are also included in the
analysis. Spurious actuation of automatic systems (Safety Injection, Auxiliary Feedwater, High Pressure Coolant Injection, Reactor
Core Isolation Cooling, etc.) due to fire damage, however, should be evaluated.

Comments
None

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
This criteria / assumption listed in Section 3.1.1.10 of NEI 00-01 is explicitiy stated in the report.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component
Selection.

From Section 3.0 of Document NFPA-805-00006:

"The NSCA credits Main Control Room operator action to align NSCA systems I functions / components. The NSCA does not credit automatic initiation of NSCA systems I
functions / components unless specifically modeled and analyzed."

"The effects of fires on the Reactor Protection System (RPS), Reactor Trip Switchgear, Reactor Trip Breakers, Control Element Drive Mechanisms (CEDM), and Control Element
Assemblies (CEA), are not considered to preclude the initiation of an automatic or manual reactor trip and CEA insertion by gravity due to the RPS fail-safe design. The RPS
channels are designed fail in the trip condition on loss of power. The reactor trip breakers are designed to trip on loss of DC control power (deenergizing the undervoltage trip
coil). Similarly, the CEDMs are designed to release the CEAs on loss of power."

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0 and 7.0
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04-02 Table B-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review

NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.1.1.11 Criteria/Assumptions Where a single fire can impact more than one unit of a multi-unit plant, the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown for each

affected unit must be demonstrated.

Anulicability Comments
Applicable None

Allinment Statement
Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
This criteria / assumption listed in Section 3.1.1.11 of NEI 00-01 is explicitly stated in the report.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component
Selection.

The potential effects of a fire on Calvert Cliffs unit 1 and 2 are analyzed simultaneously within the NSCA analysis database for each Fire Area. This ensures that if a single fire
impacts multiple units, the analyst will be required to understand and resolve the impacts of the failures on each unit caused by the fire.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0 and 7.0
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04-02 Table B-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review

NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Re
3.1.2 Shutdown Functions

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

The following discussion on each of these shutdown functions provides guidance for selecting the systems and equipment required for
hot shutdown. For additional information on BWR system selection, refer to GE Report GE-NE-T43-00002-00-O1-ROl entitled "Orginal
Safe Shutdown Paths for the BWR."

Comments
None

Aoolicability

Applicable

Allanment Statement

Not Required

Alignment Basi

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable

CCNPP 
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04-02 Table B-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review

NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NE100-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.1.2.1 Reactivity Control [BWR] Control Rod Drive System

The safe shutdown performance and design requirements for the reactivity control function can be met without automatic scram/trip
capability. Manual scram/reactor trip is credited. The post-fire safe shutdown analysis must only provide the capability to manually
scram/trip the reactor. Each licensee should have an operator manual action to either vent the instrument air header or to remove RPS
power in their post-fire safe shutdown procedures. The presence of this action precludes the need to perform circuit analysis for the
reactivity control function and is an acceptable way to accomplish this function. If this action is a "time critical" action, the timing must
be justified.

Applicability Comments
Not Applicable Calvert Cliffs Plant is a PWR, BWR guidance in not applicable

Alignment Statement

Not Required

Alignment Basls

Not Applicable

Reference Documents

Not Applicable

CCNPP 
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04-02 Table B-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review

NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NE100-1 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.1.2.1 Reactivity Control [PWR] Makeup/Charging

There must be a method for ensuring that adequate shutdown margin is maintained from initial reactor SCRAM to cold shutdown
conditions, by controlling Reactor Coolant System temperature and ensuring borated water is utilized for RCS makeup/charging.

Annulcability Comments

Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

Reactivity control capabilities required to achieve and maintain a "safe and stable" plant condition post-fire are identified in CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA
Model Development and Component Selection.

Per calc CA07803, Minimum Allowable RCS Temperature To Support NFPA 805 Transition, it has been determined that boration is not required for the for the duration of "safe
and stable"; however, borated sources are used to ensure no dilution occurs.

The Calvert Cliffs Plant NSCA model requires short term reactivity control to be provided through automatic or manual reactor trip and the subsequent insertion of the control rods.

The effects of fires on the Reactor Protection System (RPS), Reactor Trip Breakers, Reactor Trip Bypass Breakers, and Control Element Assemblies (CEAs) are not considered to
preclude the initiation of an automatic or manual reactor trip and control rod insertion due to the RPS fail-safe design. The RPS channels are designed fail in the trip condition on
loss of power. The reactor trip breakers and reactor trip bypass breakers are designed to trip on loss of DC control power. Similarly, the Control Element Assemblies (CEAs) are
designed to release the control rods on loss of power.

The Calvert Cliffs Plant NSCA model analyzes for long term reactivity capability utilizing the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) to add borated Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) inventory.

Borated RCS inventory is supplied with the CVCS utilizing either of three charging pumps, with pump suction taken from either the borated Refueling Water Tank (RW') or from
the Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST) with the pump's discharge injected directly into the RCS. The non-credited charging pump(s) are analyzed for loss of Main Control Room trip
capability.

The Volume Control Tank (VCT) is isolated to prevent dilution of borated water and inadvertent reduction of the shutdown margin.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 7.0

Calculation CA07807, Determine Minimum Time To Loss Of Subcooling For NFPA 805, Rev. 0
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04-02 Table B-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review

NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Ref

3.1.2.2 Pressure Control Systems

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

The systems discussed in this section are examples of systems that can be used for pressure control. This does not restrict the use of
other systems for this purpose.

[BWR] Safety Relief Valves (SRVs)

Initial pressure control may be provided by the SRVs mechanically cycling at their setpoints (electrically cycling for EMRVs).
Mechanically-actuated SRVs require no electrical analysis to perform their overpressure protection function. The SRVs may also be
opened to maintain hot shutdown conditions or to depressurize the vessel to allow injection using low pressure systems. These are
operated manually. Automatic initiation of the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) is not a required function. Automatic initiation
of the ADS may be credited, if available. If automatic ADS is not available and use of ADS is desired, an alternative means of initiation
of ADS separate from the automatic initiation logic for accomplishing the pressure control function should be provided.

Comments
Calvert Cliffs Plant is a PVVR, BVVR guidance in not applicable

Applicability

Not Applicable

Alignment Statement

Not Required

AIlunment Basis

Not Applicable

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment B - NEI 04-02 Table B-2 Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review

NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Re NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.1.2.2 Pressure Control Systems [PWR] Makeup/Charging

RCS pressure is controlled by controlling the rate of charging/makeup to the RCS. Although utilization of the pressurizer heaters
and/or auxiliary spray reduces operator burden, neither component is required to provide adequate pressure control. Pressure
reductions are made by allowing the RCS to cool/shnnk, thus reducing pressurizer level/pressure. Pressure increases are made by
initiating charging/makeup to maintain pressurizer level/pressure. Manual control of the related pumps is acceptable.

Appltcabill Comments

Applicable None

Alignment Itatement

Aligns

Alianment Basis

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure control capabilities required to achieve and maintain a "safe and stable" plant condition post-fire are identified in CENG Document NFPA-
805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection.

Per calc CA07807, Determine Minimum Time To Loss Of Subcooling For NFPA 805, it has been determined that pressurizer heaters are not required for RCS pressure control.
However, the NSCA model includes use of pressurizer heaters to provide operational flexibility when they are available. It is to be noted that the NSCA models inventory control
with control of transient pressure sources (spurious charging pumps, spurious initiation of pressurizer spray or aux pressurizer spray, etc.). The Pressurizer Backup Group heaters
are analyzed to remain available from the Main Control Room (or Auxiliary Shutdown Panel) for RCS pressure control. If not available then RCS pressure is controlled by inventory
control with control of transient pressure sources. The Pressurizer Proportional Controller Pressurizer Heaters are only analyzed for loss of Main Control Room trip capability,
which can cause a high pressure condition.

The NSCA model also allows for RCS pressure control to be achieved utilizing the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) to add RCS inventory (and increase RCS
pressure) and the Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW) (to remove decay heat, and decrease RCS pressure).

RCS inventory is supplied with the CVCS utilizing either of three charging pumps per unit, with pump suction taken from either the borated Refueling Water Tank (RWT) or from
the Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST) with the pump's discharge injected directly into the RCS. The non-credited charging pump(s) are analyzed for loss of Main Control Room trip
capability.

Feedwater for decay heat removal is supplied from either the Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater (TDAFW) Pumps or from the Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater (MDAFW) pump.
For each unit there are two TDAFW pumps that can supply both of the unit's two Steam Generators [SG] (one of the 2 TDAFW pumps is normally in automatic and the other is
normally in standby), and one MDAFW pump which can also supply both of the units two SGs or can be cross-tied to the other unit and supply both of the other unit's SGs. Either
the Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs) or the Safety Relief Valves are required to be operable for steam release in support of decay heat removal. The non-credited AFW pump(s)
are analyzed for loss of Main Control Room toip capability.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 7.0
Calculation CA07807, Determine Minimum Time To Loss Of Subcooling For NFPA 805, Rev. 0
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NE100-01 Raf

3.1.2.3 Inventory Control

Auollcablity

Not Applicable

Alianment Statement

Not Required

AllonmennlBas~
Not Applicable

Reference Documents

Not Applicable

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

[BWR]: Systems selected for the inventory control function should be capable of supplying sufficient reactor coolant to achieve and
maintain hot shutdown. Manual initiation of these systems is acceptable. Automatic initiation functions are not required. Spurious
actuation of automatic systems, however, should be evaluated (High Pressure Coolant Injection, High Pressure Core Spray, Reactor
Core Isolation Cooling, etc.).

Comments
Calvert Cliffs Plant is a PWR, BWR guidance in not applicable
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI100-01 Re

3.1.2.3 Inventory Control

Annllcability

Applicable

Allanment Statement

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

[PWR]: Systems selected for the inventory control function should be capable of maintaining level to achieve and maintain hot
shutdown. Typically, the same components providing inventory control are capable of providing pressure control. Manual initiation of
these systems is acceptable. Automatic initiation functions are not required. Spurious actuation of automatic systems, however, should
be evaluated (Safety Injection, High Pressure Injection, Auxiliary Feedwater, Emergency Feedwater, etc.).

Comments
None

Allanment Basls

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure control capabilities required to achieve and maintain a "safe and stable" plant condition post-fire are identified in CENG Document NFPA-

805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection.

The NSCA model requires utilizing the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) for RCS inventory control.

Addition of RCS inventory is accomplished with the CVCS utilizing either of three charging pumps, with pump suction taken from either the borated Refueling Water Tank (RWT) or
from the Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST) with the pump's discharge injected directly into the RCS. The non-credited charging pump(s) are analyzed for loss of Main Control Room
trip capability.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 7.0
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NE100-01 Ref

3.1.2.4 Decay Heat Removal

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

[BWR] Systems selected for the decay heat removal function(s) should be capable of:

- Removing sufficient decay heat from primary containment, to prevent containment over-pressurization and failure.

- Satisfying the net positive suction head requirements of any safe shutdown systems taking suction from the containment
(suppression pool).

-Removing sufficient decay heat from the reactor to achieve cold shutdown. (This is not a hot shutdown requirement.)

This does not restrict the use of other systems.

Comments
Calvert Cliffs Plant is a PWR, BWR guidahce in not applicable

Aeollcablltv

Not Applicable

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

Not Applicable

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Ref
3.1.2.4 Decay Heat Removal

Aoolicabilitv

Applicable

Alganment Statemen'

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

[PWRJ Systems selected for the decay heat removal function(s) should be capable of:

- Removing sufficient decay heat from the reactor to reach hot shutdown conditions. Typically, this entails utilizing natural circulation in

lieu of forced circulation via the reactor coolant pumps and controlling steam release via the Atmospheric Dump valves.

- Removing sufficient decay heat from the reactor to reach cold shutdown conditions. (This is not a hot shutdown requirement.)

This does not restrict the use of other systems.

Comments
None

Alinment Basis

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) decay heat removal capabilities required to achieve and maintain a "safe and stable" plant condition post-fire are identified in CENG Document
NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection.

The Calvert Cliffs Plant NSCA model requires the Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW) to be utilized for RCS decay heat removal.

For each unit, decay heat removal is achieved by initially tripping the Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs) and establishing natural circulation through at least 1 of the 2 Steam

Generators (SGs). The SG safety valves or the SG Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs) are required for steam release in support of decay heat removal.

"Safe and stable" for Calvert Cliffs Plant is defined in Section 5.6, Definition of "Safe and Stable" Plant Conditions for Calvert Cliffs Plant, of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006.

From Section 5.6 of Document NFPA-805-00006:

"The nuclear safety goals, objectives and performance criteria of NFPA 805 are different than the previous deterministic regulations and guidance documented in 10 CFR 50
Appendix R; NUREG-0800, Section 9.5-1; and NEI 00-01, Revision 2, "Guidance for Post Fire Safe Shutdown Circuit Analysis," Chapter 3. NFPA 805 requires the licensee to
maintain the reactor fuel in a "safe and stable" condition rather than to achieve and maintain cold shutdown."

From Section 7.0 of Document NFPA-805-00006:

"The transition from Hot Standby to Cold Shutdown and plant operation in Cold Shutdown is not required to demonstrate that the NSPC "safe and stable" plant conditions defined
for the CCNPP have been met. Operator manual actions and/or repair activities associated with these capabilities are not identified as Variances from the Deterministic
Requirements of NFPA 805 (VFDRs), and are not implemented into the plant operations fire response procedures."

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 5.0 (subsection 5.6); and 7.0
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Re

3.1.2.5 Process Monitoring

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

The process monitoring function is provided for all safe shutdown paths. IN 84-09, Attachment 1, Section IX 'Lessons Learned from
NRC Inspections of Fire Protection Safe Shutdown Systems (10 CFR 50 Appendix R)" provides guidance on the instrumentation
acceptable to and preferred by the NRC for meeting the process monitoring function. This instrumentation is that which monitors the
process variables necessary to perform and control the functions specified in Appendix R Section lIu.L.l. Such instrumentation must be
demonstrated to remain unaffected by the fire. The IN 84-09 list of process monitoring is applied to alternative/dedicated shutdown
(III.G.3). The use of this same list for III.G.2 redundant Post-Fire Safe Shutdown is acceptable, but the analyst needs to review the
specific license basis for the plant under evaluation. In general, process monitoring instruments similar to those listed below are
needed to successfully use existing operating procedures (including Abnormal Operating Procedures).

BWR:

- Reactor coolant level and pressure
- Suppression pool level and temperature
- Emergency or isolation condenser level
- Diagnostic instrumentation for safe shutdown systems
- Level indication for tanks needed for safe shutdown

The specific instruments required may be based on operator preference, safe shutdown procedural guidance strategy (symptomatic
vs. prescriptive), and systems and paths selected for safe shutdown.

Comments
Calvert Cliffs Plant is a PVVR, BWR guidance in not applicable

Aeollcabilitv
Not Applicable

Alilanment Statement

Not Required

Alignment Basis

Not Applicable

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Ref
3.1.2.5 Process Monitoring

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

The process monitoring function is provided for all safe shutdown paths. IN 84-09, Attachment 1, Section IX "Lessons Learned from
NRC Inspections of Fire Protection Safe Shutdown Systems (10 CFR 50 Appendix R)" provides guidance on the instrumentation
acceptable to and preferred by the NRC for meeting the process monitoring function. This instrumentation is that which monitors the
process variables necessary to perform and control the functions specified in Appendix R Section IIIL.. Such instrumentation must be
demonstrated to remain unaffected by the fire. The IN 84-09 list of process monitoring is applied to altemative/dedicated shutdown
(III.G.3). The use of this same list for III.G.2 redundant Post-Fire Safe Shutdown is acceptable, but the analyst needs to review the
specific license basis for the plant under evaluation. In general, process monitoring instruments similar to those listed below are
needed to successfully use existing operating procedures (including Abnormal Operating Procedures).

PWR:

- Reactor coolant temperature (hot leg / cold leg)
- Pressurizer pressure and level
- Neutron flux monitoring (source range)
- Level indication for tanks needed for safe shutdown
- Steam generator level and pressure
- Diagnostic instrumentation for safe shutdown systems

The specific instruments required may be based on operator preference, safe shutdown procedural guidance strategy (symptomatic
vs. prescriptive), and systems and paths selected for safe shutdown.

Comments
None

Applicability
Applicable

Alianment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

Process monitoring instrumentation required to achieve and maintain a "safe and stable" plant condition post-fire is identified in Calvert Cliffs Document NFPA-805-00006, Section
7.0. NSCA Model Development and Component Selection.

The Calvert Cliffs Plant NSCA model requires the following instrumentation to be utilized for process monitoring. This instrumentation is consistent with minimum process
monitoring instrumentation expectations identified in USNRC Information Notice (IN) 84-09, and as previously approved by the USNRC in the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R licensing
basis for the Calvert Cliffs Plant.

* Reactor coolant temperature (T-hot / T-cold): These instruments are modeled in support of the Decay Heat Removal Performance Goal.

* Pressurizer pressure and level: These instruments are modeled in support of the Inventory and Pressure Control Performance Goal.

* Neutron flux monitoring (source range): These instruments are modeled in support of the Reactivity Control Performance Goal.
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* Level indication for various tanks: These instruments are included in the system logics for which the tank is required.

* Steam generator (SG) level and pressure: These instruments are modeled in support of the Decay Heat Removal Performance Goal.

* Diagnostic instrumentation for safe shutdown systems: Diagnostic instrumentation such as pump suction pressure, flow rates, and temperature are generally provided by local
indicators that require no electrical power. Where beneficial to reduce operator burden, instruments that read out in the Main Control Room have been included in the model and
logically associated with the component being monitored. In addition, instruments which provide permissive or controlling signals to safe shutdown components are modeled in
direct support of the component as part of the cable selection process.

Notes:
* Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure is assumed to be uniform throughout the RCS, including the pressurizer.
* Neutron flux monitors have indication in the Main Control Room and at the Altemate Shutdown Panel.
* The various tanks required for safe shutdown include the Condensate Storage Tank (CST 12), Refueling Water Tank (RWT) and Boric Acid Storage Tanks (BASTs).
* SG level indication requires wide range level indication. When wide range level indication is unavailable, SG level is monitored using narrow range level. AFW flow indication is
credited where available, but not required.
* CST 11 and 12 are modeled, but not required

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev, 0 / Section 7.0
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2,1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NE[00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.1.2.6 Support Systems [Blank Heading - No specific guidance]

Anplicability Comments
Applicable None

Altanment Statement

Not Required

Aplanment Basls

Generic heading. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NFPA 806 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.1.2.6.1 Electrical Systems AC Distribution System

Power for the Appendix R safe shutdown equipment is typically provided by a medium voltage system such as 4.16 KV Class 1 E
busses either directly from the busses or through step down transformers/load centers/distribution panels for 600, 480 or 120 VAC
loads. For redundant safe shutdown performed in accordance with the requirements of Appendix R Section Ill.G.1 and 2, power may
be supplied from either offsite power sources or the emergency diesel generator depending on which has been demonstrated to be
free of fire damage. No credit should be taken for any beneficial effects of a fire causing a loss of offsite power. Refer to Section
3.1.1.7.

DC Distribution System

Typically, the 125VDC distribution system supplies DC control power to various 125VDC control panels including switchgear breaker
controls. The 125VDC distribution panels may also supply power to the 120VAC distribution panels via static inverters. These
distribution panels may supply power for instrumentation necessary to complete the process monitoring functions.

For fire events that result in an interruption of power to the AC electrical bus, the station batteries are necessary to supply any required
control power during the interim time period required for the diesel generators to become operational. Once the diesels are
operational, the 125VDC distribution system can be powered from sources feed from the diesels through the battery chargers.

[BWR] Certain plants are also designed with a 250VDC Distribution System that supplies power to Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
and/or High Pressure Coolant Injection equipment.

The DC control centers may also supply power to various small horsepower Appendix R safe shutdown system valves and pumps. If
the DC system is relied upon to support safe shutdown without battery chargers being available, it must be verified that sufficient
battery capacity exists to support the necessary loads for sufficient time (either until power is restored, or the loads are no longer
required to operate).

Aonlicabilit mmnt
Applicable None

Allanment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Bas

Electrical distribution systems required to achieve and maintain a "safe and stable" plant condition post-fire are identified in CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.7,
Electrical Distribution Model Overview.

The Calvert Cliffs Plant NSCA model includes diverse Class 1 E and non-Class 1 E electrical distribution system capabilities to provide the vital support function of electrical power
for the mechanical systems / functions / components of the NSCA model.

AC power may be supplied by offsite power through the 500KV switchyard, or AC power may be supplied by onsite power from the emergency diesel generators directly to the 4KV
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safety busses.

The AC supplies provide power to 4kV buses, which in turn supply 480V AC buses. The 480V AC buses are the normal supply for 120V AC buses.

Battery backed 125V DC supplies power to 120V AC distribution panels via inverters and static transfer switches. The static transfer switches are used as a backup to
automatically supply 120V AC from a 480V AC source through a constant voltage transformer.

Section 7.7, Electrical Distribution Model Overview, of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006 identifies the electrical design calculations that demonstrate the capacity of the Load
Group A and Load Group B batteries as being adequate to supply power for station loads for a minimum of 240 minutes (4 hours) without charging.

Reference Documents
Calculation E-93-016, 125VDC Station Battery Discharge Times, Rev. 0001
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 7.0 (subsection 7.7)
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NEI00-01 Rf NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.1.2.6.2 Cooling Systems Various cooling water systems are required to support safe shutdown system operation, based on plant specific considerations.

Typical uses include:

- RHR/SDC/DH Heat Exchanger cooling water
- Safe shutdown pump cooling (seal coolers, oil coolers)
- Diesel generator cooling

Aulicabilitv Comments
Applicable None

Allanment Statement
Aligns

Alianment Basis

Cooling water systems required to achieve and maintain a "safe and stable" plant condition post-fire are identified in the Calvert Cliffs Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0,
NSCA Model Development and Component Selection.

The Calvert Cliffs Plant NSCA model requires the Component Cooling Water system (CCW), Service Water System (SRW) and Salt Water System (SV) to provide the vital
support function of cooling water for the other mechanical systems / functions / components of the NSCA model.

The SRW and CCW systems are cooled by the SW system. There are two SRW trains; the SRW system is credited to provide cooling water to the following:
*EDG 1B
*EDG 2A
•EDG 2B
-Containment Coolers
-instrument Air Compressors
-Plant Air Compressors
The CCW System is credited to cool the Reactor Coolant Pump Seals:

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 7.0
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NEI 0-0BRf NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.1.2.6.3 HVAC Systems HVAC Systems may be required to assure that safe shutdown equipment remains within its operating temperature range, as specified

in manufacturer's literature or demonstrated by suitable test methods, and to assure protection for plant operations staff from the
effects of fire (smoke, heat, toxic gases, and gaseous fire suppression agents).

HVAC systems, however, are not required to support post-fire safe shutdown in all cases. The need for HVAC system operation is
based on plant specific configurations and plant specific heat loads. Typical potential uses include:

- Main control room, cable spreading room, relay room
- ECCS pump compartments
- Diesel generator rooms
- Switchgear rooms

Plant specific evaluations are necessary to determine which HVAC systems could be required or useful in supporting post-fire safe
shutdown. Transient temperature response analyses are often utilized to demonstrate that specific HVAC systems would or would not
be required. If HVAC systems are credited, the potential for adverse fire effects to the HVAC system must also be considered,
including:

- Dampers closing due to direct fire exposure or due to hot gases flowing through ventilation ducts from the fire area to an area not
directly affected by the fire. Where provided, smoke dampers should consider similar effects from smoke.

- Recirculation or migration of toxic conditions (e.g., smoke from the fire, suppressants such as Carbon Dioxide).

In certain situations, adequate time exists to open doors to provide adequate cooling to allow continued equipment operation.
Therefore, the list of required safe shutdown components as it relates to HVAC Systems may be determined based on transient
temperature analysis. Should this analysis demonstrate that adequate time exists to open doors to provide the necessary cooling, this
is an acceptable approach to achieving HVAC Cooling. The temperature analysis must demonstrate the adequacy of the cooling effect
from opening the door within the specified time. Only those components whose operation is required to provide HVAC Cooling for
required safe shutdown components in a time frame that cannot be justified for operator manual actions are considered themselves to
be required safe shutdown components. This latter set of HVAC Cooling Components are required to meet the criteria for required
safe shutdown components with regard to the available mitigating tools.

Anlicabfilit Comments
Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aigns

Alignment Basis

Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning systems (HVAC) required to achieve and maintain a "safe and stable" plant condition post-fire are identified in Calvert Cliffs Document
NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection.
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The Calvert Cliffs NSCA model requires HVAC to provide the vital support function of air cooling for plant equipment operability (of other mechanical systems / functions /
components in the NSCA model) and to maintain Main Control Room habitability for plant operation personnel.

HVAC systems are required for the following plant areas:

Main Control Room/Cable Spreading Room
Battery Room(s)
SRW Room(s)
4KV Class 1E Switchgear Room(s)
Containment in Support of Reactor Cavity (only to maintain reliable indication from the NI detectors, which may degrade beyond 1.5 hours following loss of Containment Coolers /

Cavity Coolers)

The basis for the 1.5 hour time is derived from Section 7.5.2.4 of the CCNPP UFSAR.

Reference Documents
Report CCNPP UFSAR, Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Updated Final Safety Analysis Report / Section 7.5.2.4
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 7.0
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NEI00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.1.3 Methodology for Shutdown Refer to Figure 3-2 for a flowchart illustrating the various steps involved in selecting safe shutdown systems and developing the

System Selection shutdown paths.

The following methodology may be used to define the safe shutdown systems and paths for an Appendix R analysis:

Aplicability Comments
Applicable None

Alianment Statement
Not Required

Alignment Balis

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NE100-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.1.3.1 Identify Safe Shutdown Review available documentation to obtain an understanding of the available plant systems and the functions required to achieve and
Functions maintain safe shutdown. Documents such as the following may be reviewed:

- Operating Procedures (Normal, Emergency, Abnormal)
- System descriptions
- Fire Hazard Analysis
- Single-line electrical diagrams
- Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&IDs)
- [BWR] GE Report GE-NE-T43-00002-O0-O1-R02 entitled "Original Shutdown Paths for the BWR"

Anplicability Comments

Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

Section 4.0 NSCA Design Inputs, of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006 identifies the following types of documents and databases as sources of design input utilized for the
development of the NSCA model:

*CCNPP UFSAR
*CCNPP Technical Specifications
•CCNPP Design Basis Documents
•CCNPP Design Calculations
*CCNPP Design Input Transmittals (i.e., design input transmittals from CCNPP to EPM, included as attachments in this report, as applicable)
•CCNPP Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams
*CCNPP Electrical One-line Diagrams (electrical drawings)
*CCNPP Electrical Three-line Diagrams (electrical drawings)
*CCNPP Electrical Schematic Diagrams (electrical drawings)
*CCNPP Instrument Loop Diagrams (electrical drawings)
-Plant Operating Procedures
*CCNPP Raceway Plan Drawings
*CCNPP Exposed Conduit Drawings
*CCNPP USNRC Safety Evaluation Reports and Supplements
*CENG Fleet Configuration Management System (FCMS)
-Plant room boundary partitioning drawings from CCNPP Engineering Change Package (ECP), ECP-13-000361, "Fire Area Boundary Evaluation', Revision 0
•CCNPP Cable/Raceway database, TRAK2000 (T2K)

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 4.0 and 9.0
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Ra

3.1.3.2 Identify Combinations of
Systems That Satisfy Each
Safe Shutdown Function

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Given the cdterialassumptions defined in Section 3.1.1, identify the available combinations of systems capable of achieving the safe
shutdown functions of reactivity control, pressure control, inventory control, decay heat removal, process monitoring and support
systems such as electrical and cooling systems (refer to Section 3.1.2). This selection process does not restrict the use of other
systems. In addition to achieving the required safe shutdown functions, consider other equipment whose mal-operation or spurious
operation could impact the required safe shutdown function. The components in this latter set are classified as either required for hot
shutdown or as important to SSD as explained in Appendix H.

Comments
None

Anolicabilitv

Applicable

Alianment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis
CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection, identifies the overall process utilized to identify the combinations of plant

systems that satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

From Section 7.0 of Document NFPA-805-00006:

"The purpose of NSCA model development and component selection activity is to create an accurate plant model that represents the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC)
requirements from NFPA 805, Section 1.5.1. The NSCA model must identify and include plant systems / functions / components that are required to actively function in order
satisfy the NSPC requirements. The NSCA model also must identify include plant systems / functions / components that are not required to actively function, but whose mal-
operation (i.e., spurious operation), alone or in combination, could be adverse to meeting the NSPC requirements. The plant model should, within constraints of complexity and
cost, maximize the diversity and number of potential success paths that are available to satisfy the NSPC requirements."

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 7.0
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Rf

3.1.3.3 Define Combination of
Systems for Each Safe
Shutdown Path

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Select combinations of systems with the capability of performing all of the required safe shutdown functions and designate this set of
systems as a safe shutdown path. In many cases, paths may be defined on a divisional basis since the availability of electrical power
and other support systems must be demonstrated for each path. During the equipment selection phase, identify any additional support
systems and list them for the appropriate path.

Comments
None

Applicability

Applicable

Allenment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection, identifies the overall process utilized to determine the combinations of
plant systems that satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, also identifies the overall process utilized to logically relate individual systems in support of each performance goal. Success
paths for each performance goal are specified (i.e., performance goal-to-system logic success paths in the NSCA database tool). Each success path represents the minimum
system combinations required to achieve a specific performance goal.

Certain support systems / functions, such as electrical power and cooling water, are modeled to directly support specific components and systems rather than to directly support
performance goals. These relationships are illustrated by component-to-component logic success paths in the Calvert Cliffs Plant NSCA model.

These relationships are maintained electronically in the NSCA database.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 7.0
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.1.3.4 Assign Shutdown Paths to Assign a path designation to each combination of systems. The path will serve to document the combination of systems relied upon for
Each Combination of Systems safe shutdown in each fire area. Refer to Attachment 1 to this document for an example of a table illustrating how to document the

various combinations of systems for selected shutdown paths.

Anplicabiltly Comments

Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection, identifies the overall process utilized to determine the combinations of
plant systems that satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, identifies that each performance goal may have multiple success paths representing a different combination of systems /
functions (i.e., performance goal-to-system logic success paths in the NSCA database tool). Each combination of systems that represents a unique success path for a given
performance goal is assigned a path number in the NSCA database tool. The path number is automatically assigned by the NSCA database tool.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 7.0
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NEIn00-01 Re

3.2 Safe Shutdown Equipment
Selection

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

The previous section described the methodology for selecting the systems and paths necessary to achieve and maintain safe
shutdown for an exposure fire event (see Section 5.0 DEFINITIONS for Exposure Fire"). This section describes the
criteria/assumptions and selection methodology for identifying the specific safe shutdown equipment necessary for the systems to
perform their Appendix R functions. The selected equipment should be related back to the safe shutdown systems that they support
and be assigned to the same safe shutdown path as that system. The list of safe shutdown equipment will then form the basis for
identifying the cables necessary for the operation or that can cause the mal-operation of the safe shutdown systems. For each path it
will be important to understand which components are classified as required safe shutdown components and which are classified as
important to safe shutdow components. When evaluating the fire-induced impact to each affected cable/component in each fire area,
this classification dictates the tools available for mitigation the affects.

Comments
None

Applicability
Applicable

Alignment Statement

Not Required

Alignment Basis

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NE100-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.2.1 Criteria/Assumptions Consider the following criteria and assumptions when identifying equipment necessary to perform the required safe shutdown
functions:

Annlicabilitv Comments

Applicable None

Alianment Statement

Not Required

Alianment Basis

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Ref

3.2.1.1 Criteria/Assumptions

Applicability

Applicable

Allanment Statement

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Safe shutdown equipment can be divided into two categories. Equipment may be categorized as (1) primary components or (2)
secondary components. Typically, the following types of equipment are considered to be primary components:

- Pumps, motor operated valves, solenoid valves, fans, gas bottles, dampers, unit coolers, etc.

- All necessary process indicators and recorders (i.e., flow indicator, temperature indicator, turbine speed indicator, pressure indicator,
level recorder)

- Power supplies or other electrical components that support operation of primary components (i.e., diesel generators, switchgear,
motor control centers, load centers, power supplies, distribution panels, etc.).

Secondary components are typically items found within the circuitry for a primary component. These provide a supporting role to the
overall circuit function. Some secondary components may provide an isolation function or a signal to a primary component via either
an interlock or input signal processor. Examples of secondary components include flow switches, pressure switches, temperature
switches, level switches, temperature elements, speed elements, transmitters, converters, controllers, transducers, signal conditioners,
hand switches, relays, fuses and various instrumentation devices.

Comments
None

Alionment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria I assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
This criteria / assumption listed in Section 3.2.1.1 of NEI 00-01 is explicitly stated in the calculation.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component
Selection, and section 8.0, Circuit Identification and Analysis (component selection is also performed during the circuit identification and analysis activity).

There is no explicit distinction made in the Calvert Cliffs NSCA between primary and secondary equipment; however, a similar approach is maintained through the system-to-
equipment logic success paths and the component-to-component logic success paths in the NSCA database tool.

- Mechanical and electrical system components such as pumps, air operated valves, motor operated valves, and solenoid operated valves, fans, heaters, electrically controlled
circuit breakers, transformers, switchgear, motor control centers, batteries, battery chargers, inverters, distribution panels, automatic transfer switches, diesel generators and
engines, strainers, instrumentation, and dampers, etc. which have an active function in achieving safe shutdown are included in the NSCA.

- Mechanical and electrical system passive components such as pumps, air operated valves, motor operated valves, and solenoid operated valves, fans, heaters, electrically
controlled circuit breakers, instrumentation, and dampers, etc. are included in the NSCA if they maintain a system boundary or if the spurious operation(s) of the passive
component(s) has an adverse impact on NSCA capabilities.
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

* Mechanical system passive components such as tanks, vessels, and heat exchangers which have no spurious failure mode are included in the NSCA for completeness.

* Control panels and discrete electrical and instrumentation components such as hand switches, relays, starters, fuses, indicating lights, molded case and other nonelectrically
operated circuit breakers, electrical disconnects, pull boxes, junction boxes, terminal boxes, signal converters, amplifiers, bistables, relay cards, instrument power supplies, etc.
(excluding the transmitting devices and indicating devices) are not explicitly identified or included in the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List. These secondary components or sub-
components are represented in the NSCA by virtue of the circuit conductors and cables that interconnect them to the primary component

- Manual valves that are repositioned for credited NFPA 805 Recovery Actions are included in the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0; 7.0; and 8.0
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

3.2.1.2 Criteria/Assumptions Assume that exposure fire damage to manual valves and piping does not adversely impact their ability to perform their pressure
boundary or safe shutdown function (heat sensitive piping materials, including tubing with brazed or soldered joints, are not included in
this assumption). Fire damage should be evaluated with respect to the ability to manually open or close the valve should this be
necessary as a part of the post-fire safe shutdown scenario. For example, post-fire coefficients of friction for rising stem valves cannot
be readily determined. Handwheel sizes and rim pulls are based on well lubricated stems. Any post-fire operation of a rising stem
valve should be well justified using an engineering evaluation.

Comments
None

Applicability

Applicable

Alianment Statement

Aligns

Allanment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
This criteria / assumption listed in Section 3.2.1.2 of NEI 00-01 is explicitly stated in the report.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component
Selection, and Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results.

Consideration of the fluid boundary isolation provided by a normally closed manual valve is applicable to, and included the development of the NSCA model and component
selection, and the deterministic fire area assessment.

Consideration of the flowpath alignment provided by a normally open manual valve is applicable to, and included the development of the NSCA model and component selection,
and the deterministic fire area assessment.

* Manual valves that are repositioned for credited NFPA 805 Recovery Actions are included in the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List and are subject to assessment of feasibility
per Document NFPA-805-00006, Recovery Action Feasibility Assessment.

* Instrument air tubing includes copper tubing with soldered joints which are susceptable to separation during a fire and could cause the loss of instrument air to components.
These affects were evaluated on an area basis to determine if the instrument air system pressure could be maintained. Calculation CA07971 demonstrates that the instrument air
system can maintain system pressure with a 1 inch line pipe rupture.

Reference Documents
Calculation CA07971, Evaluation of Maximm Air Line Break Size in Which Nominal Instrument Air Pressure Can Be Maintained at 50 psig, Rev. 0
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0; 7.0; and 10.0
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NE100-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.2.1.3 Criteria/Assumptions Assume that all components, including manual valves, are in their normal position as shown on P&lDs or in the plant operating
procedures, that there are no LCOs in effect, that the Unit is operating at 100% power and that no equipment has been taken out of
service for maintenance.

Anulicakblitv Comments
Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
This criteria / assumption listed in Section 3.2.1.3 of NEI 00-01 is explicitly stated in the report.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component
Selection, and Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results.

Consideration of the fluid boundary isolation provided by a normally closed manual valve is applicable to, and included the development of the NSCA model and component
selection, and the deterministic fire area assessment.

Consideration of the flow path alignment provided by a normally open manual valve is applicable to, and included the development of the NSCA model and component selection,
and the deterministic fire area assessment.

Only the manual valves that are repositioned for credited NFPA 805 Recovery Actions are included in the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0; 7.0; and 10.0
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NEI 00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.2.1.4 CritedaiAssumptions Assume that a check valve doses in the direction of potential flow diversion and seats property with sufficient leak tightness to prevent

flow diversion. Therefore, check valves do not adversely affect the flow rate capability of the safe shutdown systems being used for
inventory control, decay heat removal, equipment cooling or other related safe shutdown functions.

Applicability Comments
Applicable None

Alignment Statement
Aligns

Alignment Bases

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
This criteria / assumption listed in Section 3.2.1.4 of NEI 00-01 is explicitly stated in the report.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component
Selection, and Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results.

Consideration of the fluid boundary isolation provided by a check valve is applicable to, and included the development of the NSCA model and component selection, and the
deterministic fire area assessment.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0; 7.0; and 10.0
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NE100-01 Rf NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.2.1.5 Criteria/Assumptions Instruments (e.g., resistance temperature detectors, thermocouples, pressure transmitters, and flow transmitters) are assumed to fail

upscale, midscale, or downscale as a result of fire damage, whichever is worse. An instrument performing a control function is
assumed to provide an undesired signal to the control circuit.

Appliabit Comments
Applicable None

Alignment Statement
Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
This criteria / assumption listed in Section 3.2.1.5 of NEI 00-01 is explicitly stated in the report.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component
Selection, Section 8.0, Circuit Identification and Analysis (component selection is also performed during the circuit identification and analysis activity), and Section 10.0,
Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results.

Consideration of these instrumentation failure modes is applicable to, and included the development of the NSCA model and component selection, the circuit identification and
analysis, and the deterministic fire area assessment.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0/ Sections 3.0; 7.0; and 10.0
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI100-01

3.2.2

Rf NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Methodology for Equipment Refer to Figure 3-3 for a flowchart illustrating the various steps involved in selecting safe shutdown equipment.
Selection

Use the following methodology to select the safe shutdown equipment for a post-fire safe shutdown analysis:

Applicability Comments
Applicable None

Alianment Statement

Not Required

Alignment Basis

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NFPA 806 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Ref

3.2.2.1 Identify the System Flow Path
for Each Shutdown Path

Applicability

Applicable

Alianment Statemen'

Aligns with Intent

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Mark up and annotate a P&ID to highlight the specific flow paths for each system in support of each shutdown path. Refer to
Attachment 2 for an example of an annotated P&ID illustrating this concept. When developing the SSEL, determine which equipment
should be included on the Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL). As an option, include secondary components with a primary
component(s) that would be affected by fire damage to the secondary component. By doing this, the SSEL can be kept to a
manageable size and the equipment included on the SSEL can be readily related to required post-fire safe shutdown systems and
functions.

Comments
None

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection, identifies the overall process utilized to identify the combinations of plant
components for each plant system that is identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

A review of P&IDs, electrical drawings, instrument loop diagrams, etc. is performed to identify the NSCA systems, and to identify and develop the NSCA system-to-equipment logic
relationships (i.e., Boolean logic / success paths) and the NSCA component-to-component logic success path relationships (i.e., success paths).

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 7.0
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NEI100-01 Ref

3.2.2.2 Identify the Equipment in
Each Safe Shutdown System
Flow Path Including
Equipment That May
Spuriously Operate and Affect
System
Operation

Auolicabilft

Applicable

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Review the applicable documentation (e.g. P&IDs, electrical drawings, instrument loop diagrams) to assure that all equipment in each
system's flow path has been identified. Assure that any equipment that could spuriously operate and adversely affect the desired
system function(s) is also identified. Additionally, refer to Section 4 for the Resolution Methodology for determining the Plant Specific
List of MSOs requiring evaluation. Criteria for making the determination as to which of these components are to be classified as
required for hot shutdown or as important to SSD is contained in Appendix H. If additional systems are identified which are necessary
for the operation of the safe shutdown system under review, include these as required for hot shutdown systems. Designate these new
systems with the same safe shutdown path as the primary safe shutdown system under review (Refer to Figure 3-1).

Comments

None

Alignment Statement
Aligns

Aliunment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0. NSCA Model Development and Component Selection, identifies the overall process utilized to identify the combinations of plant
components for each plant system that is identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

A review of P&IDs, electrical drawings, instrument loop diagrams, etc. is performed to identify the NSCA systems, and to identify and develop the NSCA system-to-equipment logic
relationships (i.e., Boolean logic / success paths) and the NSCA component-to-component logic success path relationships (i.e., success paths).

This is an iterative process.

- Mechanical and electrical system components such as pumps, air operated valves, motor operated valves, and solenoid operated valves, fans, heaters, electrically controlled
circuit breakers, transformers, switchgear, motor control centers, batteries, battery chargers, inverters, distribution panels, automatic transfer switches, diesel generators and
engines, strainers, instrumentation, and dampers, etc. which have an active function in achieving safe shutdown are included in the NSCA.

- Mechanical and electrical system passive components such as pumps, air operated valves, motor operated valves, and solenoid operated valves, fans, heaters, electrically
controlled circuit breakers, instrumentation, and dampers, etc. are included in the NSCA if they maintain a system boundary or if the spurious operation(s) of the passive
component(s) has an adverse impact on NSCA capabilities.

* Mechanical system passive components such as tanks, vessels, and heat exchangers which have no spurious failure mode are included in the NSCA for completeness.

Control panels and discrete electrical and instrumentation components such as hand switches, relays, starters, fuses, indicating lights, molded case and other nonelectrically
operated circuit breakers, electrical disconnects, pull boxes, junction boxes, terminal boxes, signal converters, amplifiers, bistables, relay cards, instrument power supplies, etc.
(excluding the transmitting devices and indicating devices) are not explicitly identified or included in the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List. These secondary components or sub-
components are represented in the NSCA by virtue of the circuit conductors and cables that interconnect them to the primary component

* Manual valves that are repositioned for credited NFPA 805 Recovery Actions are included in the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List.

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.9, Multiple Spurious Operation (MSO), identifies the overall process utilized in identifying the MSO, then the results were
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

incorporated into the NSCA model. Attachment 7-13 document the treatment of each MSO.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 7.0 and 7.9 (Attachment 7-13)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI 00-01 Re

3.2.2.3 Develop a List of Safe
Shutdown Equipment and
Assign the corresponding
System and Safe Shutdown
Path(s) Designation to Each

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Prepare a table listing the equipment identified for each system and the shutdown path that it supports. Identify any valves or other
equipment that could spuriously operate and impact the operation of that safe shutdown system. Criteria for making the determination
as to which of these components are to be classified as required for hot shutdown or as important to SSD is contained in Appendix H.
Assign the safe shutdown path for the affected system to this equipment. During the cable selection phase, identify additional
equipment required to support the safe shutdown function of the path (e.g., electrical distribution system equipment). Include this
additional equipment in the safe shutdown equipment list. Attachment 3 to this document provides an example of a (SSEL). The SSEL
identifies the list of equipment within the plant considered for post-fire safe shutdown and it documents various equipment-related
attributes used in the analysis.

Identify instrument tubing that may cause subsequent effects on instrument readings or signals as a result of fire. Determine and
consider the fire area location of the instrument tubing when evaluating the effects of fire damage to circuits and equipment in the fire
area.

Aeeliatv

Applicable
Comments
None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection, identifies the overall process utilized to identify the combinations of plant
components for each plant system that is identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

The NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List is maintained as Attachment 7-5 to CENG Document NFPA-805-00006. Other attachments of Document NFPA-805-00006 include data such
as NSCA component association to system logic success path (i.e., system-to-equipment logic), NSCA system association to performance goal logic success path (i.e.,
performance goal-to-system logic), etc. This data is also contained within the NSCA database. The NSCA database also contains NSCA component drawing references.

Instrument Sense lines are discussed in section 7.8 of Document NFPA-805-00006. This section documents the instrument tubing sensing line assessment performed for
CCNPP. The purpose of this assessment is to demonstrate the achievement of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) of NFPA 805 with respect to instrument sensing
tubing lines per the requirements/guidance of NFPA 805, 2001 Edition, Section 8.2.1.(e) and NEI 00-01, Revision 2, Sections 3.2.1.2, 3.2.2.3, and 3.4.1.9.

Note: The NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List also includes and specifically identifies Fire PRA and NPO equipment

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 7.0 (subsection 7.8)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.1 Nuclear Safety Capability System and Equipment Selection

NEI00-01 Rf

3.2.2.4 Identify Equipment
Information Required for the
Safe Shutdown Analysis

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Collect additional equipment-related information necessary for performing the post-fire safe shutdown analysis for the equipment. In
order to facilitate the analysis, tabulate this data for each piece of equipment on the SSEL. Refer to Attachment 3 to this document for
an example of a SSEL. Examples of related equipment data should include the equipment type, equipment description, safe shutdown
system, safe shutdown path, drawing reference, fire area, fire zone, and room location of equipment. Other information such as the
following may be useful in performing the safe shutdown analysis: normal position, hot shutdown position, cold shutdown position,
failed air position, failed electrical position, higMow pressure interface concern, and spurious operation concern. Criteria for making
the determination as to which of these components are to be classified as required for hot shutdown or as important to SSD is
contained in Appendix H.

Comments
None

Applicability

Applicable

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alianment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection, identifies the overall process utilized to identify the combinations of plant
components for each plant system that is identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805. The
NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List is maintained as Attachment 7-5 to CENG Document NFPA-805-00006. Attachment 7-5 includes the following data associated with each NSCA
Equipment ID:

* Unit ("0" designates common, or non-unit specific)
* System ID
* Fire Area and Room (Fire Zone in SAFE) Location
* High/Low Pressure Interface
* Normal Position (normal component position with the plant operating at power)
* Hot Position (required hot standby/shutdown position)
* Failed Power Position (resulting position due to loss of power)
* Failed Air Position (resulting position due to loss of air)
* Remarks (additional amplifying notes and comments)

Other attachments of Document NFPA-805-00006 include data such as NSCA component association to system logic success path (i.e., system-to-equipment logic), NSCA
system association to performance goal logic success path (i.e., performance goal-to-system logic), etc.

SSEL equipment room location(s) are provided and maintained in the CCNPP cable raceway database (TRAK2000). Room location(s) is identified for each SSEL equipment from
applicable equipment layout arrangement drawings or by field walkdown, if necessary. Fire areas for SSEL equipment are identified in Attachment 7-5 of CENG Document NFPA-
805-00006 from the fire area-to-room-to-SSEL equipment relationship. A fire area may include more than one room.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 8.0 (subsection 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6)
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NE100-01 Ref

3.2.2.5 Identify Dependencies
Between Equipment,
Supporting Equipment, Safe
Shutdown Systems and Safe
Shutdown Paths

Applicability

Applicable

Allonment Statement

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

In the process of defining equipment and cables for safe shutdown, identify additional supporting equipment such as electrical power
and interlocked equipment. As an aid in assessing identified impacts to safe shutdown, consider modeling the dependency between
equipment within each safe shutdown path either in a relational database or in the form of a Safe Shutdown Logic Diagram (SSLD).
Attachment 4 provides an example of a SSLD that may be developed to document these relationships.

Comments
None

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection, identifies the overall process utilized to identify the combinations of plant
components for each plant system that is identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

Interlocks and supporting components are tied to the supported component through the use of component-to-component logic success path relationships in the NSCA database
tool. The NSCA includes these component-to-component logic success path relationships when determining the effect of the a postulated fire event.

NSCA component-to-component logic success path relationships are tabulated in Attachment 7-5 to CENG Document NFPA-805-00006. These relationships are maintained
electronically in the NSCA database.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 7.0 (Attachment 7-5)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

2.4.2.2.1 Circuits Required in Nuclear Safety Functions. Circuits required for the nuclear safety functions shall be identified. This includes circuits that are required for operation,
that could prevent the operation, or that result in the maloperation of the equipment identified in 2.4.2.1. This evaluation shall consider fire-induced failure modes such as hot
shorts (external and internal), open circuits, and shorts to ground, to identify circuits that are required to support the proper operation of components required to achieve the
nuclear safety performance criteria, including spurious operation and signals. This will ensure that a comprehensive population of circuitry is evaluated.

2.4.2.2.2 Other Required Circuits. Other circuits that share common power supply and/or common enclosure with circuits required to achieve nuclear safety performance criteria
shall be evaluated for their impact on the ability to achieve nuclear safety performance criteria.

(a) Common Power Supply Circuits. Those circuits whose fire-induced failure could cause the loss of a power supply required to achieve the nuclear safety performance criteria
shall be identified. This situation could occur if the upstream protection device (i.e., breaker or fuse) is not properiy coordinated with the downstream protection device.

(b) Common Enclosure Circuits. Those circuits that share enclosures with circuits required to achieve the nuclear safety performance criteria and whose fire-induced failure could
cause the loss of the required components shall be identified. The concern is that the effects of a fire can extend outside of the immediate fire area due to fire-induced electrical
faults on inadequately protected cables or via inadequately sealed fire area boundaries.

NEI00-01 Ref
3.3 Safe Shutdown Cable

Selection and Location

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

This section provides industry guidance on one acceptable approach for selecting safe shutdown cables and determining their
potential impact on equipment required for achieving and maintaining safe shutdown of an operating nuclear power plant for the
condition of an exposure fire. The Appendix R safe shutdown cable selection criteria are developed to ensure that all cables that could
affect the proper operation or that could cause the mal-operation of safe shutdown equipment are identified and that these cables are
properiy related to the safe shutdown equipment whose functionality they could affect. Through this cable-to-equipment relationship,
cables become part of the safe shutdown path assigned to the equipment affected by the cable. The classification of a cable as either
an important to SSD circuit cable or a required safe shutdown cable is also derived from the classification applied to the component
that it supports. This classification can vary from one fire area to another depending on the approach used to accomplish post-fire safe
shutdown in the area. Refer to Appendix H for the criteria to be used for classifying required and important to SSD components.

Comments
None

Annlicabilita
Applicable

Alignment Statement

Not Required

Allhnment Basis

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NE100-01 Ref

3.3.1 Criteria/Assumptions

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

To identify an impact to safe shutdown equipment based on cable routing, the equipment must have cables that affect it identified.
Carefully consider how cables are related to safe shutdown equipment so that impacts from these cables can be properly assessed in
terms of their ultimate impact on safe shutdown components, systems and functions.

Consider the following criteria when selecting cables that impact safe shutdown equipment:

Comments
None

Aunnlcabilit
Applicable

Alignment Statement

Not Required

Alignment Basis

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NEI 00-01 Ref
3.3.1.1.1 Cdteda/Assumptions

Aoolicability

Applicable

Alignment Statement

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

The list of cables whose failure could impact the operation of a piece of safe shutdown equipment includes more than those cables
connected to the equipment. The relationship between cable and affected equipment is based on a review of the electrical or
elementary wiring diagrams. To assure that all cables that could affect the operation of the safe shutdown equipment are identified,
investigate the power, control, instrumentation, interlock, and equipment status indication cables related to the equipment. Review
additional schematic diagrams to identify additional cables for interlocked circuits that also need to be considered for their impact on
the ability of the equipment to operate as required in support of post-fire safe shutdown. As an option, consider applying the screening
criteria from Section 3.5 as a part of this section.

Comments

None

Alianment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
The criteria / assumptions listed in Section 3.3.1.1 (3.3.1.1.1] of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the calculation.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in EIR 51-9168148-002, Section 4.0 and R2215-413-001, Section 4.0.

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.0, identifies the overall process utilized to identify and analyze circuits for the NSCA components identified as being required to
satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

Section 8.2 of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006 describes the circuit identification and analysis for each NSCA component to ensure that the functional requirements identified in
the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List for the NSCA component are met. These functional requirements include: 1) normal position (at-power), 2) required position for hot standby,
3) failed position.

One or more cable is identified by the circuit identification and analysis as being required for an NSCA component if its failure alone (or their failure in combination) could adversely
affect the desired position(s) / function(s) for the NSCA component, as applicable, based on consideration of the effects of open circuits, short circuits, and/or grounds.

Section 8.2 of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006 also identifies the process of iterative review, and the potential for new NSCA components to be identified through the circuit
identification and analysis.

The final set of NSCA cables identified as being not required to support the required function of each NSCA component are documented within CENG Document NFPA-805-
00006, Attachment 8-1.

Note: Based on review of the section numbering of NEI 00-01 Rev. 2, EPM has determined that some sections have been incorrectly numbered. For these sections, EPM has
provided the corrected section number followed by the current section number in brackets.
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Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 3.0 and 8.0 (subsection 8.2)

EIR 51-9168148-002, Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant NFPA 805 Cable Selection, Rev. 02 / Section 4.0
Report R2215-413-001, Cable Selection for Additional Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA) Components, Rev. 0 / Section 4.0
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NE00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.3.1.1.2 Criteria/Assumptions In cases where the failure (including spurious operations) of a single cable could impact more than one piece of safe shutdown
equipment, associate the cable with each piece of safe shutdown equipment.

Anulicability Comments

Applicable None

Alianment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria I Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
The criteria / assumptions listed in Section 3.3.1.2 [3.3.1.1.2] of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the calculation.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in EIR 51-9168148-002, Section 4.0 and R2215-413-001, Section 4.0.

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.0, identifies the overall process utilized to identify and analyze circuits for the NSCA components identified as being required to
satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

The circuit identification and analysis process includes consideration of "on-scheme" and "off-scheme" circuits (i.e., power, control, breaker protection current sensing loops,
instrumentation, permissives, interlocks, etc.) with respect to the required function(s) for each NSCA component.

This is an iterative process which may result in the addition of new NSCA components to the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List, and the addition of new component-to-component
logic success path relationships to the NSCA model. The new NSCA components added the to NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List are also subject to the circuit identification and
analysis process described above.

A single cable, if determined to be required for more than one NSCA component, may be associated to each unique NSCA equipment ID utilizing the component-to-cable logic
success path relationship in the SAFE database. Typically in the case of power cables, one cable may be associated to a single NSCA support equipment ID, and that NSCA
support equipment ID may be associated to one or more other NSCA supported equipment IDs utilizing the component-to-component logic success path relationship.

The final set of NSCA cables identified to support the required function of each NSCA component are documented within CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Attachment 8-1.

The final set of NSCA support components identified to support the required function of each NSCA supported component are documented within CENG Document NFPA-805-
00006, Attachment 7-4.

Note: Based on review of the section numbering of NEI 00-01 Rev. 2, EPM has determined that some sections have been incorrectly numbered. For these sections, EPM has
provided the corrected section number followed by the current section number in brackets.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0; 7.0 (Attachment 7-4); and 8.0 (Attachment 8-1)
EIR 51-9168148-002, Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant NFPA 805 Cable Selection, Rev. 02 / Section 4.0
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Report R2215-413-001, Cable Selection for Additional Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA) Components, Rev. 0 / Section 4.0
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NEI00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.3.1.1.2.1 Criteria/Assumptions Electrical devices such as relays, switches and signal resistor units are considered to be acceptable isolation devices. In the case of
instrument loops and electrical metering circuits, review the isolation capabilities of the devices in the loop to determine that an
acceptable isolation device has been installed at each point where the loop must be isolated so that a fault would not impact the
performance of the safe shutdown instrument function. Refer to Section 3.5 for the types of faults that should be considered when
evaluating the acceptability of the isolation device being credited.

Aoollcabilitv Comments

Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
The criteria / assumptions listed in Section 3.3.1.2 [3.3.1.1.2].1 of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the calculation.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in EIR 51-9168148-002, Section 4.0 and R2215-413-001, Section 4.0.

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.0, identifies the overall process utilized to identify and analyze circuits for the NSCA components identified as being required to
satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

Section 8.2 of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006 provides the following considerations with respect to isolation devices and their application:

- Electrical devices such as fuses, molded case circuit breakers, relays (coil-to-contact), switches, and signal resistor units are considered to be acceptable isolation devices, in
the case of instrument loops, review the isolation capabilities of the devices in the loop to determine that an acceptable isolation device has been installed at each point where the
loop must be isolated so that a fault would not impact the performance of the safe shutdown instrument function. Circuit breakers that require DC control power to perform the
protective overcurrent trip function are acceptable isolation devices provided that the DC control power and trip circuitry (inclusive of the current sensing loop) are demonstrated to
be free of fire damage.

- Circuit identification and analysis must consider the normal position of switch and relay contacts within control circuits, similarly the circuit identification and analysis must
consider the potential impact from switch and relay contacts having been repositioned following initiation of the fire event.

- Circuit identification and analysis for electrical distribution systems must consider the potential adverse impact from spurious closure, spurious trip, failure to trip on demand,
failure to trip on overcurrent, etc. for all electrically operated circuit breakers, including loss of DC control power for dose and trip function and including protective circuits (i.e.,
overcurrent protection, differential overcurrent protection, etc.).

Note that selective coordination of breakers / fuses is initially assumed during the circuit identification and analysis for each unique NSCA component. Selective coordination of
breakers / fuses is subsequently confirmed for the electrical distribution systems, electrical distribution components, and electrical distribution alignments included in the NSCA,
NPO, and Fire PRA as part of the associated circuits assessment provided in CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.7, Associated Circuits - Purpose and Scope.

Note: Based on review of the section numbering of NEI 00-01 Rev. 2, EPM has determined that some sections have been incorrectly numbered. For these sections, EPM has
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provided the corrected section number followed by the current section number in brackets.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0; and 8.0 (subsection 8.2 and 8.7)
EIR 51-9168148-002, Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant NFPA 805 Cable Selection, Rev. 02 / Section 4.0
Report R2215-413-001, Cable Selection for Additional Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA) Components. Rev. 0 / Section 4.0
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NEI00-01 Rf NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.3.1.1.3 Criteria/Assumptions Screen out cables for circuits that do not impact the safe shutdown function of a component (i.e., annunciator circuits, space heater
circuits and computer input circuits) unless some reliance on these circuits is necessary. To be properly screened out, however, the
circuits associated with these devices must be isolated from the component's control scheme in such a way that a cable fault would
not impact the performance of the circuit. Refer to Section 3.5 for the types of faults that should be considered when evaluating the
acceptability of the isolation device being credited.

Anolicabilitv Comments

Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis
CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.

The criteria / assumptions listed in Section 3.3.1.4 [3.3.1.1.3] of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the calculation.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in EIR 51-9168148-002, Section 4.0 and R2215-413-001, Section 4.0.

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.0, identifies the overall process utilized to identify and analyze circuits for the NSCA components identified as being required to
satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

Section 8.2 of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006 provides the consideration with respect to the screening of cables and /or circuits that do not impact the required function of
each NSCA component as applicable.

Not required cables when identified are documented within CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8-1 for the primary scheme (i.e., "on-scheme") cables that are determined
not to be required for the NSCA. These cables are identified at the discretion of the preparer and reviewer of the circuit identification and analysis for each NSCA component to
document that the primary scheme cables were indeed included and addressed in the circuit identification and analysis activity.

The final set of NSCA cables identified as not being required to support the required function of each NSCA component are documented within CENG Document NFPA-805-
00006, Attachment 8-1.

Note: Based on review of the section numbering of NEI 00-01 Rev. 2, EPM has determined that some sections have been incorrectly numbered. For these sections, EPM has
provided the corrected section number followed by the current section number in brackets.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0 and 8.0 (Subsection 8.2)

EIR 51-9168148-002, Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant NFPA 805 Cable Selection, Rev. 02 / Section 4.0

Report R2215-413-001, Cable Selection for Additional Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA) Components, Rev. 0 / Section 4.0
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NEI 00-01 Ref

3.3.1.1.4 Criteda/Assumptions

Aonlicabilitv

Applicable

Alianment Statement

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

For each circuit requiring power to perform its safe shutdown function, identify the cable supplying power to each safe shutdown and/or
required interlock component. Initially, identify only the power cables from the immediate upstream power source for these interlocked
circuits and components (i.e., the closest power supply, load center or motor control center). Review further the electrical distribution
system to capture the remaining equipment from the electrical power distribution system necessary to support delivery of power from
either the offsite power source or the emergency diesel generators (i.e., onsite power source) to the safe shutdown equipment. Add
this equipment to the safe shutdown equipment list. The set of cables described above are classified as required safe shutdown
cables. Evaluate the power cables for breaker coordination concerns. The non-safe shutdown cables off of the safe shutdown buses
are classified as required for hot shutdown or as important to SSD based on the criteria contained in Appendix H.

Comments
None

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
The criteria / assumptions listed in Section 3.3.1.5 [3.3.1.1.4] of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the calculation.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component
Selection, and Section 8.0, Circuit Identification and Analysis (component selection is also performed during the circuit identification and analysis activity).

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, identifies the overall process utilized to develop the NSCA model and select components required to satisfy each of the Nuclear
Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

The NSCA model development and component selection process includes consideration for the following:

". With respect to the convention for identifying and associating electrical distribution equipment to NSCA components, the NSCA model development and component selection
should utilize a "building block" approach consistent with NEI 00-01 Criteria /Assumption 3.3.1.5 [3.3.1.1.4]. The boundary for NSCA model development and component selection
(for each NSCA component) should include only, as applicable, the upstream electrical power source for each NSCA component."

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.0, identifies the overall process utilized to identify and analyze circuits for the NSCA components identified as being required to
satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

The circuit identification and analysis process includes consideration for the following:

"- With respect to the convention for associating power cables to NSCA components, the NSCA circuit identification and analysis should utilize a "building block" approach
consistent with NEI 00-01 Criteria / Assumption 3.3.1.5 [3.3.1.1.4]. The boundary for NSCA circuit identification and analysis (for each NSCA component) should include only, as
applicable, the power cables from the NSCA component to the upstream electrical power source."

Application of NEI 00-01 Criteria / Assumption 3.3.1.5 [3.3.1.1.4] for the Calvert cliffs Plant NSCA is reflected in the final set of NSCA support components identified to support the
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required function of each NSCA supported component. These relationships are maintained utilizing an component-to-component logic success path relationship in the NSCA
database. The NSCA component-to-component logic success path relationship is also provided in Calvert Cliffs Plant Document NFPA-805-00006, Attachment 7-4.

From NFPA-805-00006 section 8.7:

"ECP-1 3-000321, "Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study", has analyzed all power supplies and power supply alignments modeled for the NSCA and the NPO
Assessment. The ECP has established that for each power supply (and power supply alignment) selective coordination is maintained, or will be achieved through plant
modification, or has otherwise provided a justification for the lack of selective coordination as being acceptable with respect to the requirements of the NSCA and the NPO
Assessment

Plant modifications identified by ECP-13-000321, "Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study", to achieve selective coordination of breakers/fuses have been identified
as Implementation Items in the CCNPP NFPA 805 License Amendment Request (LAR), Attachment S, Table S-2.

Furthermore, plant circuit breakers that require an external source of control power to perform their protective trip function have been identified and analyzed for common power
supply and common enclosure concerns. This assessment has demonstrated that all load breakers on the credited switchgear will remain functional to isolate potentially fire
affected (non-credited) loads, and that common enclosure fires due to failure of load and feed breakers for NOT credited switchgear will not be adverse to safe shutdown."

Note: Based on review of the section numbering of NEI 00-01 Rev. 2, EPM has determined that some sections have been incorrectly numbered. For these sections, EPM has
provided the corrected section number followed by the current section number in brackets.

Reference Documents
Engineering Equivalency Evaluation ECP-13-000321, Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study

Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0; 7.0 (Attachment 7-4); and 8.0
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NE1I00-01 Re

3.3.1.1.4.1 Criteria/Assumptions

Applicability

Applicable

Alignment Statement

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

The automatic initiation logics for the credited post-fire safe shutdown systems are generally not required to support safe shutdown.
Typically, each system can be controlled manually by operator actuation in the main control room or emergency control station. The
emergency control station includes those plant locations where control devices, such as switches, are installed for the purpose of
operating the equipment. If operator actions to manually manipulate equipment at locations outside the MCR or the emergency control
station are necessary, those actions must conform to the regulatory requirements on operator manual actions (See Appendix E). If not
protected from the effects of fire, the fire-induced failure of automatic initiation logic circuits should be considered for their potential to
adversely affect any post-fire safe shutdown system function.

Comments
None

Alignment Basis

Calvert Cliffs Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component
selection. The criteria / assumptions listed in Section 3.3.1.5 [3.3.1.1.4].1 of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the calculation.

Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component
Selection, and Section 8.0, Circuit Identification and Analysis (component selection is also performed during the circuit identification and analysis activity).

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, identifies the overall process utilized to develop the NSCA model and select components required to satisfy each of the Nuclear
Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

The NSCA model development and component selection process includes consideration for the following:

"-Unless specifically included in the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List and modeled in the NSCA, credit is not taken in the NSCA model development and component selection for
the actuation of any automatic safety features to assist in the operation of components to achieve the NFPA 805 NSPC. With respect to automatic signals, the model development
and component selection for the NSCA will ensure that component functional requirements are included in the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List and the SAFE database, as
applicable, to identify NSCA components where the circuit identification and analysis will need to include the capability for the plant operator to reposition the NSCA component
from the Main Control Room in the event that an ESFAS actuation had occurred, following manual reset of the ESFAS signal."

Section 7.10 of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006 provides a discussion for the treatment of a valid and/or spurious actuation of the ESFAS in the Calvert Cliffs Plant NSCA.

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.0, identifies the overall process utilized to identify and analyze circuits for the NSCA components identified as being required to
satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

"-Unless specifically included in the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List and modeled in the NSCA, credit is not taken in the circuit identification and analysis for the actuation of any
automatic safety features to assist in the operation of components to achieve the NFPA 805 NSPC. Automatic starting of the Emergency Diesel Generators on bus undervoltage
or on a Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS). and load shedding / load sequencing (accident and non-accident) of the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) 4kV Unit Buses on bus
undervoltage or on a Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) are two automatic functions that are explicitly modeled and credited in the NSCA. Furthermore, with respect to
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automatic signals, based on component functional requirements identified in the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List and the SAFE database, the circuit identification and analysis for
NSCA components will ensure that circuits are included in the NSCA model, as applicable, that allow the plant operator to reposition the NSCA component from the Main Control
Room in the event that an ESFAS and/or AFAS actuation had occurred, following manual reset of the ESFAS and/or AFAS actuation signal. Refer to Sections 7.1 and 7.10 of
[Document NFPA-805-00006], respectively, for additional details regarding NSCA model development and component selection and the NSCA treatment for the Engineered Safety
Features Actuation System (ESFAS)."

Note: Based on review of the section numbering of NEI 00-01 Rev. 2, EPM has determined that some sections have been incorrectly numbered. For these sections, EPM has
provided the corrected section number followed by the current section number in brackets.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0; 7.0 (subsection 7.10); and 8.0
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NEI100-01 Ref

3.3.1.1.5 Criteria/Assumptions

Applicability

Applicable

Allanment Statemen'

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Cabling for the electrical distribution system is a concern for those breakers that feed circuits and are not fully coordinated with
upstream breakers. With respect to electrical distribution cabling, two types of cable associations exist. For safe shutdown
considerations, the direct power feed to a primary safe shutdown component is associated with the primary component and classified
as a required safe shutdown cable. For example, the power feed to a pump is necessary to support the pump. Similarly, the power
feed from the load center to an MCC supports the MCC. However, for cases where sufficient branch-circuit coordination is not
provided, the same cables discussed above would also support the power supply. For example, the power feed to the pump discussed
above would support the bus from which it is fed because, for the case of a common power source analysis, the concern is the loss of
the upstream power source and not the connected load. Similarly, the cable feeding the MCC from the load center would also be
necessary to support the load center. Additionally, the non-safe shutdown circuits off of each of the required safe shutdown
components in the electrical distribution system can impact safe shutdown if not properly coordinated. These cables are classified as
required for hot shutdown based on the criteria contained in Appendix H.

Comments
None

Allanment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
The criteria I assumptions listed in Section 3.3.1.7 [3.3.1.1.5] of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the calculation.

NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.0, Circuit Identification and Analysis.

From Section 8.7 of NFPA-805-00006:

"ECP-1 3-000321, "Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study", has analyzed all power supplies and power supply alignments modeled for the NSCA and the NPO
Assessment. The ECP has established that for each power supply (and power supply alignment) selective coordination is maintained, or will be achieved through plant
modification, or has otherwise provided a justification for the lack of selective coordination as being acceptable with respect to the requirements of the NSCA and the NPO
Assessment.

Plant modifications identified by ECP-13-000321, "Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study", to achieve selective coordination of breakers/fuses have been identified
as Implementation Items in the CCNPP NFPA 805 License Amendment Request (LAR), Attachment S, Table S-2, Item 14.

Furthermore, plant circuit breakers that require an external source of control power to perform their protective trip function have been identified and analyzed for common power
supply and common enclosure concerns. This assessment has demonstrated that all load breakers on the credited switchgear will remain functional to isolate potentially fire
affected (non-credited) loads, and that common enclosure fires due to failure of load and feed breakers for NOT credited switchgear will not be adverse to safe shutdown."

Note: Based on review of the section numbering of NEI 00-01 Rev. 2, EPM has determined that some sections have been incorrectly numbered. For these sections, EPM has
provided the corrected section number followed by the current section number in brackets.
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Reference Documents
Engineering Equivalency Evaluation ECP-13-000321, Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 3.0; and 8.0 (subsection 8.7)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

NE100-01 Ref

3.3.1.1.6 Criteria/Assumptions

Applicability

Applicable

Alianment Statement

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Exclusion analysis may be used to demonstrate a lack of potential for any impacts to post-fire safe shutdown from a component or
group of components regardless of the cable routing. For these cases, rigorous cable searching and cable to component associations
may not be required.

Comments
None

A~llnment Basi

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection.
The criteria / assumptions listed in Section 3.3.1.8 [3.3.1.1.6] of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the calculation.

Exclusion analysis was not utilized in the development of the NSCA model and component selection activities.

Note: Based on review of the section numbering of NEI 00-01 Rev. 2, EPM has determined that some sections have been incorrectly numbered. For these sections, EPM has
provided the corrected section number followed by the current section number in brackets.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 3.0
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

NEI100-01 Ref

3.3.2 Associated Circuit of Concern
Cables

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Appendix R, through the guidance provided in NRC Generic Letter 81-12, requires that separation features be provided for associated
non-safety circuits that could prevent operation or cause mal-operation due to hot shorts, open circuits, or shorts to ground, of
redundant trains of systems necessary to achieve hot shutdown. The three types of associated circuits were identified in Reference
7.1.5 and further clarified in a NRC memorandum dated March 22, 1982 from R. Mattson to D. Eisenhut, Reference 7.1.6. They are as
follows:

- Spurious actuations (4)
- Common power source
- Common enclosure.

Each of these cables is classified as an associated circuit of concern cable.

(4) As explained in NRC RIS 2005-30 and in Appendix H, components whose spurious operations could directly prevent the required
safe shutdown path in any fire area from performing its required hot shutdown function are classified as required for hot shutdown
components. Components whose spurious operation could affect important to safe shutdown components might be associated circuits
of concern for spurious actuation.

Comments
None

Applicabilite
Applicable

Ailanment Statement

Not Required

Alianment Basis

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NEI00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.3.2 Associated Circuit of Concern Cables Whose Failure May Cause Spurious Operations

Cables - Cable Whose Failure
May Cause Spurious Safe shutdown system spurious operation concerns can result from fire damage to a cable whose failure could cause the spurious
Actuations operation/mal-operation of equipment whose operation could affect safe shutdown. These cables are identified in Section 3.3.3

together with the remaining safe shutdown cables required to support control and operation of the equipment.

Anplicabilitv Comments
Applicable None

Alionment Statement
Aligns

Allanment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.0, Circuit Identification and Analysis, identifies the overall process utilized to identify and analyze circuits for the NSCA components
identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

Section 8.2 of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006 describes that the circuit identification and analysis for each NSCA component is defined from the functional requirements
identified in the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List and the NSCA database. These functional requirements include: 1) normal position (at-power), 2) required position for hot
standby, 3) failed position.

Plant components whose spurious operation alone, or in combination with other components, could adversely affect NSCA capabilities are included in the NFPA 805 NSPC
Equipment List (as NSCA components).

One or more cable is identified by the circuit identification and analysis as being required for an NSCA component if its failure alone (or their failure in combination) could adversely
affect the desired position(s) / function(s) for the NSCA component, as applicable, based on consideration of the effects of open circuits, short circuits, and/or grounds.

"* Multiple simultaneous circuit failures are postulated in the circuit identification and analysis (affecting multiple cables, affecting multiple conductors within cables). No limit is
prescribed to the number or type circuit failures that are postulated to occur except as modified by the following:

* Spurious operation, when resulting only from properly sequenced three-phase to three-phase external hot shorts is only postulated in the circuit identification and analysis for
high/low pressure interface valves.

- Spurious operation, when only resulting from positive to positive (+ to +) and negative to negative (- to -) external DC hot shorts in ungrounded DC circuits is only postulated in
the circuit identification and analysis for high/low pressure interface valves.

* No credit is taken for self-healing of electrical failures.

* The circuit identification and analysis does not screen out cables on the basis of jacket material, insulation material, shielding, and/or the cable being routed in a dedicated
conduit."

The final set of NSCA cables identified to support the required function of each NSCA component are documented within CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Attachment 8-1.
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Attachment 8-1 identifies the spurious cables together with other NSCA cables required to support control and operation of the NSCA components.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 8.0 (subsection 8.2 and attachment 8-1)
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NEI 00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.3.2 Associated Circuit of Concern Common Power Source Cables
Cables - Common Power
Source Cable The concern for the common power source associated circuits of concern is the loss of a safe shutdown power source due to

inadequate breaker/fuse coordination. In the case of a fire-induced cable failure on a non-safe shutdown load circuit supplied from the
safe shutdown power source, a lack of coordination between the upstream supply breaker/fuse feeding the safe shutdown power
source and the load breaker/fuse supplying the non-safe shutdown faulted circuit can result in loss of the safe shutdown bus. This
would result in the loss of power to the safe shutdown equipment supplied from that power source preventing the safe shutdown
equipment from performing its required safe shutdown function. Identify these cables together with the remaining safe shutdown
cables required to support control and operation of the equipment. Refer to Section 3.5.2.4 for an acceptable methodology for
analyzing the impact of these cables on post-fire safe shutdown.

Applicability Comments

Applicable None

Alionment Statement

Aligns

Allinment Basis

From Section 8.7 of NFPA-805-00006:

"ECP-13-000321, "Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study", has analyzed all power supplies and power supply alignments modeled for the NSCA and the NPO
Assessment. The ECP has established that for each power supply (and power supply alignment) selective coordination is maintained, or will be achieved through plant
modification, or has otherwise provided a justification for the lack of selective coordination as being acceptable with respect to the requirements of the NSCA and the NPO
Assessment.

Plant modifications identified by ECP-13-000321, "Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study", to achieve selective coordination of breakers/fuses have been identified
as Implementation Items in the CCNPP NFPA 805 License Amendment Request (LAR), Attachment S, Table S-2, Item 14.

Furthermore, plant circuit breakers that require an external source of control power to perform their protective trip function have been identified and analyzed for common power
supply and common enclosure concerns. This assessment has demonstrated that all load breakers on the credited switchgear will remain functional to isolate potentially fire
affected (non-credited) loads, and that common enclosure fires due to failure of load and feed breakers for NOT credited switchgear will not be adverse to safe shutdown."

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 8.0 (subsection 8.7)
Engineering Equivalency Evaluation ECP-13-000321, Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study
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NFPA 806 Section: 2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

NEI 00-01 Ref

3.3.2 Associated Circuit of Concern
Cables - Common Enclosure
Cables

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Common Enclosure Cables

The concern with common enclosure associated circuits of concern is fire damage to a cable whose failure could propagate to other
safe shutdown cables in the same enclosure either because the circuit is not properly protected by an isolation device (breakertfuse)
such that a fire-induced fault could result in ignition along its length, or by the fire propagating along the cable and into an adjacent fire
area. This fire spread to an adjacent fire area could impact safe shutdown equipment in that fire area, thereby resulting in a condition
that exceeds the criteria and assumptions of this methodology (i.e., multiple fires). Refer to Section 3.5.2.5 for an acceptable
methodology for analyzing the impact of these cables on post-fire safe shutdown.

Comments
None

Aoolicabilit

Applicable

Alianment Statement

Aligns

Alhonment Basis

From Section 8.7 of NFPA-805-00006:

"ECP-1 3-000321, "Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study", has analyzed common enclosure for all electrical distribution systems at CCNPP. The ECP has
established that adequate circuit protection and cable sizing is provided such that secondary ignition of cables is prevented, or will be prevented through plant modification, or has
otherwise provided a justification for the lack of adequate circuit protection and cable sizing as being acceptable with respect to the requirements of the NSCA and the NPO
Assessment

Plant modifications identified by ECP-13-000321, "Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study", to achieve selective adequate circuit protection and cable sizing have
been identified as Implementation Items in the CCNPP NFPA 805 License Amendment Request (LAR), Attachment S, Table 8-2, Items 14 and 15.

Furthermore, plant circuit breakers that require an external source of control power to perform their protective trip function have been identified and analyzed for common power
supply and common enclosure concerns. This assessment has demonstrated that all load breakers on the credited switchgesr will remain functional to isolate potentially fire
affected (non-credited) loads, and that common enclosure fires due to failure of load and feed breakers for NOT credited switchgear will not be adverse to safe shutdown."

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 8.0 (subsection 8.7)
Engineering Equivalency Evaluation ECP-13-000321, Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study
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NE100-01 Rf NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.3.3 Methodology for Cable Refer to Figure 3-4 for a flowchart illustrating the various steps involved in selecting the cables necessary for performing a post-fire
Selection and Location safe shutdown analysis.

Use the following methodology to define the cables required for safe shutdown including cables that may cause associated circuits
concerns for a post-fire safe shutdown analysis:

Auolicability Comments
Applicable None

Allinment Statement
Not Required

Alignment Basis

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

NEI00-01 Rf

3.3.3.1 Identify Circuits Necessary for
the Operation of the Safe
Shutdown Equipment

Applicability

Applicable

Alignment Statement

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

For each piece of safe shutdown equipment defined in section 3.2, review the appropriate electrical diagrams including the following
documentation to identify the circuits (power, control, instrumentation) required for operation or whose failure may impact the operation
of each piece of equipment:

- Single-line electrical diagrams
- Elementary wiring diagrams
- Electrical connection diagrams
- Instrument loop diagrams.

For electrical power distribution equipment such as power supplies, identify any circuits whose failure may cause a coordination
concem for the bus under evaluation.

If power is required for the equipment, include the closest upstream power distribution source on the safe shutdown equipment list.
Through the iterative process described in Figures 3-2 and 3-3, include the additional upstream power sources up to either the offsite
or the emergency power source.

Comments
None

Aligonment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.0, Circuit Identification and Analysis, identifies the overall process utilized to identify and analyze circuits for the NSCA components
identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

Section 8.2 of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006 describes the circuit identification and analysis for each NSCA component to ensure that the functional requirements identified in
the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List for the NSCA component are met. These functional requirements include: 1) normal position (at-power), 2) required position for hot standby,
3) failed position.

One or more cable is identified by the circuit identification and analysis as being required for an NSCA component if its failure alone (or their failure in combination) could adversely
affect the desired position(s) / function(s) for the NSCA component, as applicable, based on consideration of the effects of open circuits, short circuits, and/or grounds.

" Multiple simultaneous circuit failures are postulated in the circuit identification and analysis (affecting multiple cables, affecting multiple conductors within cables). No limit is
prescribed to the number or type circuit failures that are postulated to occur except as modified by the following:

- Spurious operation, when resulting only from properly sequenced three-phase to three-phase external hot shorts is only postulated in the circuit identification and analysis for
high/low pressure interface valves.

- Spurious operation, when only resulting from positive to positive (+ to +) and negative to negative (- to -) external DC hot shorts in ungrounded DC circuits is only postulated in
the circuit identification and analysis for high/ow pressure interface valves.
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* No credit is taken for self-healing of electrical failures.

* The circuit identification and analysis does not screen out cables on the basis of jacket material, insulation material, shielding, and/or the cable being routed in a dedicated
conduit."

Section 8.2 of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006 also identifies the process of iterative review, and the potential for new NSCA components to be identified through the circuit
identification and analysis.

The final set of NSCA cables identified to support the required function of each NSCA component are documented within CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Attachment 8-1.
Attachment 8-1 identifies the NSCA cables required to support control and operation of the NSCA components.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 8.0 (subsection 8.2 and Attachment 8-1)
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NEI00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.3.3.2 Identify Interlocked Circuits In reviewing each control circuit, investigate interlocks that may lead to additional circuit schemes, cables and equipment. Assign to

and Cables Whose Spurious the equipment any cables for interlocked circuits that can affect the equipment.
Operation or Mal-operation
Could Affect Shutdown While investigating the interlocked circuits, additional equipment or power sources may be discovered. Include these interlocked

equipment or power sources in the safe shutdown equipment list (refer to Figure 3-3) if they can impact the operation of the equipment
under consideration in an undesirable manner that impacts post-fire safe shutdown.

Aplicability mmen
Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.0. Circuit Identification and Analysis, identifies the overall process utilized to identify and analyze circuits for the NSCA components
identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

Section 8.2 of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006 describes the circuit identification and analysis for each NSCA component to ensure that the functional requirements identified in
the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List for the NSCA component are met. These functional requirements include: 1) normal position (at-power), 2) required position for hot standby,
3) failed position.

One or more cable is identified by the circuit identification and analysis as being required for an NSCA component if its failure alone (or their failure in combination) could adversely
affect the desired position(s) / function(s) for the NSCA component, as applicable, based on consideration of the effects of open circuits, short circuits, and/or grounds.

- Multiple simultaneous circuit failures are postulated in the circuit identification and analysis (affecting multiple cables, affecting multiple conductors within cables). No limit is
prescribed to the number or type circuit failures that are postulated to occur except as modified by the following:

- Spurious operation, when resulting only from properly sequenced three-phase to three-phase external hot shorts is only postulated in the circuit identification and analysis for
hightlow pressure interface valves.

- Spurious operation, when only resulting from positive to positive (+ to +) and negative to negative (- to -) extemal DC hot shorts in ungrounded DC circuits is only postulated in
the circuit identification and analysis for high/low pressure interface valves.

* No credit is taken for self-healing of electrical failures.

* The circuit identification and analysis does not screen out cables on the basis of jacket material, insulation material, shielding, and/or the cable being routed in a dedicated
conduit

Section 8.2 of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006 also identifies the process of iterative review, and the potential for new NSCA components to be identified through the circuit
identification and analysis.
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Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev, 0 / Section 8.0 (subsection 8.2)
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NEI00-01 Rf NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.3.3.3 Assign Cables to the Safe Given the criteria/assumptions defined in Section 3.3.1, identify the cables required to operate or that may result in mal-operation of

Shutdown Equipment each piece of safe shutdown equipment. Cables are classified as either required for hot shutdown or important to SSD based on the
classification of the component to which they are associated and the function of that component in supporting post-fire safe shutdown
in each particular fire area. Refer to Appendix H for additional guidance.

Tabulate the list of cables potentially affecting each piece of equipment in a relational database including the respective drawing
numbers, their revision and any interlocks that are investigated to determine their impact on the operation of the equipment In certain
cases, the same cable may support multiple pieces of equipment. Relate the cables to each piece of equipment, but not necessarily to
each supporting secondary component.

If adequate coordination does not exist for a particular circuit relate the power cable to the power source. This will ensure that the
power source is identified as affected equipment in the fire areas where the cable may be damaged. Criteria for making the
determination as to which cables are to be classified as required for hot shutdown or as important to SSD is contained in Appendix H.

Apolicabilit Comments
Applicable None

Aliginment Statement
Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.0, Circuit Identification and Analysis, identifies the overall process utilized to identify and analyze circuits for the NSCA components
identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

Section 8.2 of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006 describes the circuit identification and analysis for each NSCA component to ensure that the functional requirements identified in
the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List and the NSCA database for the NSCA component are met. These functional requirements include: 1) normal position (at-power) and required
position for hot standby.

One or more cable is identified by the circuit identification and analysis as being required for an NSCA component if its failure alone (or their failure in combination) could adversely
affect the desired position(s) I function(s) for the NSCA component, as applicable, based on consideration of the effects of open circuits, short circuits, and/or grounds.

* Multiple simultaneous circuit failures are postulated in the circuit identification and analysis (affecting multiple cables, affecting multiple conductors within cables). No limit is
prescribed to the number or type circuit failures that are postulated to occur except as modified by the following:

* Spurious operation, when resulting only from properly sequenced three-phase to three-phase external hot shorts is only postulated in the circuit identification and analysis for
high/low pressure interface valves.

* Spurious operation, when only resulting from positive to positive (+ to +) and negative to negative (- to -) external DC hot shorts in ungrounded DC circuits is only postulated in
the circuit identification and analysis for high/low pressure interface valves.

* No credit is taken for self-healing of electrical failures.
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- The circuit identification and analysis does not screen out cables on the basis of jacket material, insulation material, shielding, and/or the cable being routed in a dedicated
conduit.

The final set of NSCA cables identified to support the required function of each NSCA component are maintained utilizing a component-to-cable logic success path relationship in
the NSCA database. The NSCA component-to-cable logic success path relationship is also provided in CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Attachment 8-1. The NSCA database
and Attachment 8-1 identify the NSCA cables required to support control and operation of the NSCA components. The NSCA database also includes drawing references with
revision numbers for configuration management.

All components and cables selected to support the CCNPP NSCA Model are conservatively considered to be required for Hot Shutdown.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 8.0 (subsection 8.2; Attachment 8-1)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

NEI 00-01 Rc a
3.5 Circuit Analysis and Evaluation

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

This section on circuit analysis provides information on the potential impact of fire on circuits used to monitor, control and power
required for hot shutdown and important to safe shutdown equipment. Applying the circuit analysis criteria will lead to an understanding
of how fire damage to the cables may affect the ability to achieve and maintain post-fire safe shutdown in a particular fire area. This
section should be used in conjunction with Section 3.4, to evaluate the potential fire-induced impacts that require mitigation.
Additionally, when assessing fire-induced damage to circuits that could potentially result in MSOs, the circuit failure criteria in Appendix
B should be used.

Appendix R Section II.G.2 identifies the fire-induced circuit failure types that are to be evaluated for impact from exposure fires on
safe shutdown equipment. Section II.G.2 of Appendix R requires consideration of hot shorts, shorts-to-ground and open circuits.

Comments
None

Applicability

Applicable

Alignment Statement

Not Required

Alionment Basis

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NEI 00-01 Ref
3.5.1 Criteria/Assumptions

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Apply the following criteria/assumptions when performing fire-induced circuit failure evaluations. Refer to the assessment of the
NEI/EPRI and CAROLFIRE Cable Test Results in Appendix B to this document for the basis for these criteria and for further
elaboration on the application of the criteria.

Comments
None

Apnlicability

Applicable

Alignment Statement

Not Required

Alignment Basis

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NEI00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.5.1.1 Circuit Failure Criteria Circuit Failure Criteria: The criteria provided below addresses the effects of multiple fire-induced circuit failures impacting circuits for
components classified as either =required for hot shutdown* or important to safe shutdown". Consider the following circuit failure types
on each conductor of each unprotected cable. Criteria differences, however, do apply depending on whether the component is
classified as required for hot shutdown or important to safe shutdown.

- A hot short may result from a fire-induced insulation breakdown between conductors of the same cable, a different cable or from
some other external source resulting in a compatible but undesired impressed voltage or signal on a specific conductor. A hot short
may cause a spurious operation of safe shutdown equipment.

- A hot short in the control circuitry for an MOV can bypass the MOV protective devices, i.e. torque and limit switches. This is the
condition described in NRC Information Notice 92-18. In this condition, the potential exists to damage the MOV motor and/or valve.
Damage to the MOV could result in an inability to operate the MOV either remotely, using separate controls with separate control
power, or manually using the MOV hand wheel. This condition could be a concern in two instances: (1) For fires requiring Control
Room evacuation and remote operation from the Remote Shutdown Panel, the Auxiliary Control Panel or Auxiliary Shutdown Panel;

• (2) For fires where the selected means of addressing the effects of fire induced damage is the use of an operator manual action. In
each case, analysis must be performed to demonstrate that the MOV can be subsequently operated electrically or manually, as
required by the safe shutdown analysis.

- An open circuit may result from a fire-induced break in a conductor resulting in the loss of circuit continuity. An open circuit may
prevent the ability to control or power the affected equipment. An open circuit may also result in a change of state for normally
energized equipment. (e.g. [for BWRs] loss of power to the Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) solenoid valves due to an open circuit
will result in the closure of the MSIVs). [Note: Open circuits as a result of conductor melting have not occurred in any of the recent
cable fire testing and they are not considered to be a viable form of cable failure.]

- A short-to-ground may result from a fire-induced breakdown of a cable insulation system, resulting in the potential on the conductor
being applied to ground potential. A short-to-ground may have all of the same effects as an open circuit and, in addition, a short-to-
ground may also cause an impact to the control circuit or power train of which it is a part. A short-to-ground may also result in a
change of state for normally energized equipment.

Anollcabilitv Comments

Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA fire area assessment The criteria / assumptions
listed in Section 3.5.1.1 of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the report.

NFPA-805-00006. Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.2, identifies circuit identification and analysis process.
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From Section 8.2 of NFPA-805-00006:

"- The circuit identification and analysis does not screen out cables on the basis of jacket material, insulation material, shielding, and/or the cable being routed in a dedicated
conduit. However, the deterministic NSCA and NPO area-by-area analyses may discount spurious operation based on the fire affected cable being routed in a dedicated conduit,
and therefore being protected from external sources of voltage."

NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.9, identifies the overall process utilized in R2215-418-001, Section 6.0 addressing USNRC Information Notice (IN) 92-18, addresses concems of MOV
inoperability that result from energization of an MOV with the valve limit / torque switches bypassed due to fire damage to the MOV control cable(s).

Reference Documents
Report R2215-418-001, IN 92-18 Failure Mode Assessment, Rev. 0 / Section 6.0
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0; 7.0 (subsection 7.9); 8.0 (subsection 8.2); and 10.0
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

NEI 00-01 Re

3.5.1.1 Circuit Failure Criteria

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
Circuits for "required for hot shutdown" components: Because Appendix R Section III.G.1 requires that the hot shutdown capability
remain free of fire damage", there is no limit on the number of concurrent/simultaneous fire-induced circuit failures that must be
considered for circuits for components "required for hot shutdown: located within the same fire area. For components classified as
"required for hot shutdown", there is no limit on the duration of the hot short. It must be assumed to exist until an action is taken to
mitigate its effects. Circuits required for the operation of or that can cause the mal-operation of "required for hot shutdown"
components that are impacted by a fire are considered to render the component unavailable for performing its hot shutdown function
unless these circuits are properly protected as described in the next sentence. The required circuits for any "required for hot shutdown"
component if located within the same fire area where they are credited for achieving hot shutdown, must be protected in accordance
with one of the requirements of Appendix R Section IIl.G.2 or plant specific license conditions.

Comments
None

Anelicabilit

Applicable

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis
CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA fire area assessment. The criteria / assumptions

listed in Section 3.5.1.1 of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the report.

NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in NFPA-805-00006, Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results.

From Section 10.2 of Document NFPA-805-00006:

"- SAFE documents the final NSCA compliance strategy for each compartment (fire area) of the plant by demonstrating that at least one success path is "free of fire damage" and
available to meet the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) of NFPA 805 (for the CCNPP "safe and stable" definition as provided in Section 5.6 of [Document NFPA-805-
00006]). The term "free of fire damage" represents that the separation requirements of NFPA 805 Section 4.2.3 have been met.

" Where the initial SAFE analysis run identifies that there is no success path available to satisfy the NSPC in a given compartment (fire area), then subsequent iterations of the
SAFE analysis are required, as necessary, to recover ("resolve") at least one success path to satisfy the NSPC in the given compartment (fire area). Separation requirements for
the deterministic approach to demonstrate the NSPC are identified from NFPA 805, Section 4.2.3, and are provided in Section 5.5 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. These
requirements must be satisfied for the compartment (fire area) to be deterministically compliant

" Circuit analysis may be utilized to assess and disposition specific circuit failures modes (as documented in the SAFE equipment resolutions). Circuit analysis conforms to the
criteria / assumptions identified in Section 3.0 and Section 8.0 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. The circuit analysis may discount spurious operation based on a fire affected
cable being routed in a dedicated conduit, and therefore being protected from external sources of voltage (also taking into consideration the potential impact from ground
equivalent hot shorts)."

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection, identifies the overall process utilized to identify the combinations of plant
components for each plant system that is identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.
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The NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List is maintained as Attachment 7-5 to CENG Document NFPA-805-00006. The NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List identifies the required hot
shutdown / hot standby position for each component. In accordance with Appendix H of NEI 00-01, a component in the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List that has a listed position
for hot shutdown / hot standby is defined to be "Required for Hot Shutdown." Cables that are required for the proper operation of such components are also understood to be
"Required for Hot Shutdown."

Calvert Cliffs Plant conservatively treats all plant equipment required to achieve and maintain safe and stable plant conditions as "Required for Hot Shutdown."

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 3.0; 5.0 (subsection 5.6); 7.0 (attachment 7-5); and 10.0 (subsection 10.2)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

NE100-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.5.1.1 Circuit Failure Criteria Circuits for "important to safe shutdown" components: Circuits for components classified as "important to safe shutdown" are not
specifically governed by the requirements of Appendix R Section III.G.1, III.G.2 or III.G.3. To address fire-induced impacts on these
circuits, consider the three types of circuit failures identified above to occur individually on each conductor with the potential to impact
any "important to safe shutdown" component with the potential to impact components "required for hot shutdown". In addition, consider
the following additional circuit failure criteria for circuits for "important to safe shutdown" components located within the same fire area
with the potential to impact components "required for hot shutdown':

- As explained in Figure 3.5.2-3, multiple shorts-to-ground are to be evaluated for their impact on ungrounded circuits.

- As explained in Figure 3.5.2-5, for ungrounded DC circuits, a single hot short from the same source is assumed to occur unless it can
be demonstrated that the occurrence of a same source short is not possible in the affected fire area. If this approach is used, a means
to configuration control this condition must be developed and maintained.

- For the double DC break solenoid circuit design discussed in the NRC Memo from Gary Holahan, Deputy Director Division of
Systems Technology, dated December 4, 1990 and filed under ML062300013, the effect of two hot shorts of the proper polarity in the
same multi-conductor cable should be analyzed for non-high low pressure interface components. [Reference Figure B.3.3 (f) of NFPA
805-2001.]

- Multiple spurious operations resulting from a fire-induced circuit failure affecting a single conductor must be included in the post-fire
safe shutdown analysis.

- Multiple fire-induced circuit failures affecting multiple conductors within the same multi-conductor cable with the potential to cause a
spurious operation of an "important to safe shutdown" component must be assumed to exist concurrently.

- Multiple fire-induced circuit failures affecting separate conductors in separate cables with the potential to cause a spurious operation
of an "important to safe shutdown" component must be assumed to exist concurrently when the effect of the fire-induced circuit failure
is sealed-in or latched.

- Conversely, multiple fire-induced circuit failures affecting separate conductors in separate cables with the potential to cause a
spurious operation of an "important to safe shutdown" component need not be assumed to exist concurrently when the effect of the fire-
induced circuit failure is not sealed-in or latched. This criterion applies to consideration of concurrent hot shorts in secondary circuits
and to their effect on a components primary control circuit. It is not to be applied to concurrent single hot shorts in primary control
circuit for separate components in an MSO combination.

- For components classified as "important to safe shutdown", the duration of a hot short may be limited to 20 minutes. (If the effect of
the spurious actuation involves a "sealing in" or "latching" mechanism, that is addressed separately from the duration of the spurious
actuation, as discussed above.)

- For any impacted circuits for "important to safe shutdown" components that are located within the same fire area, protection in
accordance with the requirements of Appendix R Section III.G.2 or plant specific license conditions may be used. In addition,
consideration may be given to the use of fire modeling or operator manual actions, as an altemative to the requirements of Appendix R
Section III.G.2. (Other resolution options may also be acceptable, if accepted by the Authority Having Jurisdiction.)
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Applicability Comments

Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alianment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA fire area assessment. The criteria / assumptions
listed in Section 3.5.1.1 of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the report.

NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in NFPA-805-00006, Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results.

From Section 10.2 of NFPA-805-00006:

"-SAFE documents the final NSCA compliance strategy for each compartment (fire area) of the plant by demonstrating that at least one success path is "free of fire damage" and
available to meet the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) of NFPA 805 (for the CCNPP "safe and stable" definition as provided in Section 5.6 of [Document NFPA-805-
00006]). The term "free of fire damage" represents that the separation requirements of NFPA 805 Section 4.2.3 have been met.

• Where the initial SAFE analysis run identifies that there is no success path available to satisfy the NSPC in a given compartment (fire area), then subsequent iterations of the
SAFE analysis are required, as necessary, to recover ("resolve") at least one success path to satisfy the NSPC in the given compartment (fire area). Separation requirements for
the deterministic approach to demonstrate the NSPC are identified from NFPA 805, Section 4.2.3, and are provided in Section 5.5 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. These
requirements must be satisfied for the compartment (fire area) to be deterministically compliant.

• Circuit analysis may be utilized to assess and disposition specific circuit failures modes (as documented in the SAFE equipment resolutions). Circuit analysis conforms to the
criteria / assumptions identified in Section 3.0 and Section 8.0 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. The circuit analysis may discount spurious operation based on a fire affected
cable being routed in a dedicated conduit, and therefore being protected from external sources of voltage (also taking into consideration the potential impact from ground
equivalent hot shorts)."

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0. NSCA Model Development and Component Selection, identifies the overall process utilized to identify the combinations of plant
components for each plant system that is identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

The NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List is maintained as Attachment 7-5 to CENG Document NFPA-805-00006. The NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List identifies the required hot
shutdown / hot standby position for each component. In accordance with Appendix H of NEI 00-01, a component in the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List that has a listed position
for hot shutdown / hot standby is defined to be "Required for Hot Shutdown." Cables that are required for the proper operation of such components are also understood to be
"Required for Hot Shutdown."

Calvert Cliffs Plant conservatively treats all plant equipment required to achieve and maintain safe and stable plant conditions as "Required for Hot Shutdown."

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 3.0; 5.0 (subsection 5.6): 7.0 (attachment 7-5); and 10.0 (subsection 10.2)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

NEI 00-01 Ref

3.5.1.2 Spurious Operation Criteria

Applicability

Applicable

Alianment Statement

Aligns

NE 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Spurious Operation Criteria: The following criteria address the effect of multiple spurious operations of components classified as either
"required for hot shutdown" or "important to safe shutdown" on post-fire safe shutdown. These criteria are to be applied to the
population of components whose spurious operation has been determined to be possible based on an application of the circuit failure
criteria described above when assessing impacts to post-fire safe shutdown capability in any fire area.

- The set of concurrent combinations of spurious operations provided through the MSO Process outlined in Section 4 and the list of
MSO contained in Appendix G must be included in the analysis of MSOs.

- MSOs do not need to be combined, except as explained in Section 4.4.3.4 of this document.

- Section 4.4.3.4 states that the expert panel should review the plant specific list of MSOs to determine whether any of the individual
MSOs should be combined due to the combined MSO resulting in a condition significantly worse than either MSO individually.

- In this review, consideration of key aspects of the MSOs should be factored in, such as the overall number of spurious operations in
the combined MSOs, the circuit attributes in Appendix B, and other physical attributes of the scenarios.

- Specifically, if the combined MSOs involve more than a total of four components or if the MSO scenario requires consideration of
sequentially selected cable faults of a prescribed type, at a prescribed time, in a prescribed sequence in order for the postulated MSO
combination to occur, then this is considered to be beyond the required design basis for MSOs.

Comments
None

Alignment Basis

Calvert Cliffs Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.9, Multiple Spurious Operation, references the overall process utilized to identify and evaluate multiple spurious operations
concerns that potentially impact each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

The treatment of multiple spurious operations for the NFPA 805 NSCA is documented in Attachment 7-13 to CENG Document NFPA-805-00006.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 7.0 (subsection 7.9 and attachment 7-13)
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NEI00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.5.1.3 Criteria/Assumptions Assume that circuit contacts are initially positioned (i.e., open or dosed) consistent with the normal mode/position of the "required for

hot shutdown" or "important to safe shutdown" equipment as shown on the schematic drawings. The analyst must consider the position
of the "required for hot shutdown" and "important to safe shutdown" equipment for each specific shutdown scenario when determining
the impact that fire damage to a particular circuit may have on the operation of the "required for hot shutdown" and "important to safe
shutdown equipment".

Applicability Comments
Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alianment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA fire area assessment. The criteria / assumptions
listed in Section 3.5.1.3 of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the calculation.

NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in NFPA-805-00006, Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results.

From Section 10.2 of Document NFPA-805-00006:

% Circuit analysis may be utilized to assess and disposition specific circuit failures modes (as documented in the SAFE equipment resolutions). Circuit analysis conforms to the
criteria / assumptions identified in Section 3.0 and Section 8.0 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. The circuit analysis may discount spurious operation based on a fire affected
cable being routed in a dedicated conduit, and therefore being protected from external sources of voltage (also taking into consideration the potential impact from ground
equivalent hot shorts)."

From Section 8.2 of Document NFPA-805-00006:

"Circuit identification and analysis is performed in SAFE database for each NSCA and NPO component as applicable (circuit identification and analysis is not required for
mechanical equipment, etc.). The circuit identification and analysis process involves the following steps:

a. identify and understand the normal position for the component at-power, or non-power, as applicable

b. identify and understand the desired position(s) / function(s) for the component at-power and/or non-power, as applicable

c. identify and understand the design function and response for the component under accident conditions, as applicable"

From Section 8.2 of Document NFPA-805-00006:

% Circuit identification and analysis must consider the normal position of switch and relay contacts within control circuits, similarly the circuit identification and analysis must
consider the potential impact from switch and relay contacts having been repositioned following initiation of the fire event."
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Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0; 8.0 (subsection 8.2); and 10.0 (subsection 10.2)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

NE100-01 Ref
3.5.2 Types of Circuit Failures

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Appendix R requires that nuclear power plants must be designed to prevent exposure fires from defeating the ability to achieve and
maintain post-fire safe shutdown. Fire damage to circuits that provide control and power to equipment required for hot shutdown and
important to safe shutdown in each fire area must be evaluated for the effects of a fire in that fire area. Only one fire at a time is
assumed to occur. The extent of fire damage is assumed to be limited by the boundaries of the fire area. Given this set of conditions, it
must be assured that one redundant train of equipment necessary to achieve and maintain hot shutdown is free of fire damage for fires
in every plant location. To provide this assurance, Appendix R requires that equipment and circuits required for hot shutdown be free
of fire damage and that these circuits be designed for the fire-induced effects of a hot short, short-to-ground, or an open circuit. With
respect to the electrical distribution system, the issue of breaker coordination must also be addressed. Criteria for making the
determination as to which breakers are to be classified as required for hot shutdown is contained in Appendix H.

This section will discuss specific examples of each of the following types of circuit failures:

- Open circuit
- Short-to-ground
- Hot short

Also, refer to Appendix B for the circuit failure criteria to be applied in assessing the impact of the Plant Specific List of MSOs on post-
fire safe shutdown.

Comments
None

Aoolicabilitv

Applicable

Alignment Statemen'

Not Required

Alignment Bases

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2,2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

NEI 00-01 Ref
3.5.2.1 Circuit Failures Due to an

Open Circuit

A,,olicabilit
Applicable

Allanment Statement

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

This section provides guidance for addressing the effects of an open circuit for required for hot shutdown and important to safe
shutdown equipment. An open circuit is a fire-induced break in a conductor resulting in the loss of circuit continuity. An open circuit will
typically prevent the ability to control or power the affected equipment. An open circuit can also result in a change of state for normally
energized equipment. For example, a loss of power to the main steam isolation valve (MSIV) solenoid valves [for BWRs] due to an
open circuit will result in the closure of the MSIV.

- Loss of electrical continuity may occur within a conductor resulting in de-energizing the circuit and causing a loss of power to, or
control of, the required for hot shutdown and important to safe shutdown equipment.

- In selected cases, a loss of electrical continuity may result in loss of power to an interlocked relay or other device. This loss of power
may change the state of the equipment. Evaluate this to determine if equipment fails safe.

- Open circuit on a high voltage (e.g., 4.16 kV) ammeter current transformer (CT) circuit may result in secondary damage, possibly

resulting in the occurrence of an additional fire in the location of the CT itself.

Figure 3.5.2-1 shows an open circuit on a grounded control circuit.

Open circuit No. 1:

An open circuit at location No. 1 will prevent operation of the subject equipment.

Open circuit No. 2:

An open circuit at location No. 2 will prevent opening/starting of the subject equipment, but will not impact the ability to close/stop the
equipment.

Comments
None

Alignment Basis

Calvert Cliffs Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.0, Circuit Identification and Analysis, identifies the overall process utilized to perform circuit identification and analysis for the
NSCA components identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

From Section 8.2 of NFPA-805-00006:

"e. postulate the effects of open circuits, short circuits, and/or grounds upon the desired position(s) / function(s) for the component at-power and/or non-power, as applicable"

". Multiple simultaneous circuit failures are postulated in the circuit identification and analysis (affecting multiple cables, affecting multiple conductors within cables). No limit is
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

prescribed to the number or type circuit failures that are postulated to occur except as modified by the following:

- Spurious operation, when resulting only from properly sequenced three-phase to three-phase external hot shorts is only postulated in the circuit identification and analysis for
high/low pressure interface valves.

- Spurious operation, when only resulting from positive to positive (+ to +) and negative to negative (- to -) external DC hot shorts in ungrounded DC circuits is only postulated in
the circuit identification and analysis for high/low pressure interface valves."

"- Multiple AC and DC grounds are postulated in the circuit identification and analysis. Multiple grounds in ungrounded AC or DC systems can result in clearing of fuses, or tripping
of breakers."

"- The circuit identification and analysis does not screen out cables on the basis of jacket material, insulation material, shielding, and/or the cable being routed in a dedicated
conduit. However, the deterministic NSCA and NPO area-by-area analyses may discount spurious operation based on the fire affected cable being routed in a dedicated conduit,
and therefore being protected from external sources of voltage."

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.7, Associated Circuits - Purpose and Scope, addresses common enclosure concerns, inclusive of an assessment for the open
circuiting of current transformer (CT) secondaries based on Report R2215-416-001.

The CTs that were not screened out based on Report R2215-416-001 were further evaluated and screened out based on CENG report NFPA-805-00001, Section 5.0.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00001, Current Transformer (CT) Analysis Report / Section 5.0
Report R2215-416-001, Current Transformer Analysis Report, Rev. 0
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 8.0 (subsections 8.2 and 8.7)
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NFPA 806 Section: 2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

NEI00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance
3.5.2.2 Circuit Failures Due to a Short- This section provides guidance for addressing the effects of a short-to-ground on circuits for required for hot shutdown and important

to-Ground to safe shutdown equipment. A short-to-ground is a fire-induced breakdown of a cable insulation system resulting in the potential on
the conductor being applied to ground potential. A short-to-ground can cause a loss of power to or control of required safe shutdown
equipment. In addition, a short-to-ground may affect other equipment in the electrical power distribution system in the cases where
proper coordination does not exist.

There is no limit to the number of shorts-to-ground that could be caused by the fire.

Consider the following consequences in the post-fire safe shutdown analysis when determining the effects of circuit failures related to
shorts-to-ground:

- A short to ground in a power or a control circuit may result in tripping one or more isolation devices (i.e. breaker/fuse) and causing a

loss of power to or control of required safe shutdown equipment.

- In the case of certain energized equipment such as HVAC dampers, a loss of control power may result in loss of power to an

interlocked relay or other device that may cause one or more spurious operations.

Short-to-Ground on Grounded Circuits:

Typically, in the case of a grounded circuit, a short-to-ground on any part of the circuit would present a concern for tripping the circuit
isolation device thereby causing a loss of control power.

Figure 3.5.2-2 illustrates how a short-to-ground fault may impact a grounded circuit.

Short-to-ground No. 1:

A short-to-ground at location No. 1 will result in the control power fuse blowing and a loss of power to the control circuit. This will result
in an inability to operate the equipment using the control switch. Depending on the coordination characteristics between the protective
device on this circuit and upstream circuits, the power supply to other circuits could be affected.

Short-to-ground No. 2:

A short-to-ground at location No. 2 will have no effect on the circuit until the dose/stop control switch is dosed. Should this occur, the
effect would be identical to that for the short-to-ground at location No. 1 described above. Should the open/start control switch be
dosed prior to dosing the close/stop control switch, the equipment will still be able to be opened/started.

Short-to-Ground on Ungrounded Circuits:

In the case of an ungrounded circuit, postulating only a single short-to-ground on any part of the circuit may not result in tripping the
circuit isolation device. Another short-to-ground on the circuit or another circuit from the same source would need to exist to cause a
loss of control power to the circuit.

Figure 3.5.2-3 illustrates how a short to ground fault may impact an ungrounded circuit.
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NFPA 806 Section: 2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

Short-to-ground No. 1:

A short-to-ground at location No. 1 will result in the control power fuse blowing and a loss of power to the control circuit if short-to-
ground No. 3 also exists either within the same circuit or on any other circuit fed from the same power source. This will result in an
inability to operate the equipment using the control switch. Depending on the coordination characterstics between the protective
device on this circuit and upstream circuits, the power supply to other circuits could be affected. If multiple grounds can occur in a
single fire area, they should be assumed to occur simultaneously unless justification to the contrary is provided.

Short-to-ground No. 2:

A short-to-ground at location No. 2 will have no effect on the circuit until the close/stop control switch is dosed. Should this occur, the
effect would be identical to that for the short-to-ground at location No. I described above. Should the open/start control switch be
dosed prior to dosing the close/stop control switch, the equipment will still be able to be opened/started. If multiple grounds can occur
in a single fire area, they should be assumed to occur simultaneously unless justification to the contrary is provided. Note that a
simultaneous short-to-ground at locations No. 1 and No. 2 could result in a spurious dose/stop. This condition is identical to that
portrayed in Figure 3.5.2-5 should a hot short occur on the ungrounded circuit shown in Figure 3.5.2-5 at location No. 1.

Comments
None

Applicability

Applicable

Alianment Statemen'

Aligns

Alihnment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.0, Circuit Identification and Analysis, identifies the overall process utilized to perform circuit identification and analysis for the NSCA
components identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

From Section 8.2 of NFPA-805-00006:

"e. postulate the effects of open circuits, short circuits, and/or grounds upon the desired position(s) / function(s) for the component at-power and/or non-power, as applicable"

"• Multiple simultaneous circuit failures are postulated in the circuit identification and analysis (affecting multiple cables, affecting multiple conductors within cables). No limit is
prescribed to the number or type circuit failures that are postulated to occur except as modified by the following:

* Spurious operation, when resulting only from property sequenced three-phase to three-phase external hot shorts is only postulated in the circuit identification and analysis for
high/low pressure interface valves.

* Spurious operation, when only resulting from positive to positive (+ to +) and negative to negative (- to -) external DC hot shorts in ungrounded DC circuits is only postulated in
the circuit identification and analysis for high/low pressure interface valves."

"- Multiple AC and DC grounds are postulated in the circuit identification and analysis. Multiple grounds in ungrounded AC or DC systems can result in dearing of fuses, or tripping
of breakers."
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"- The circuit identification and analysis does not screen out cables on the basis of jacket material, insulation material, shielding, and/or the cable being routed in a dedicated
conduit. However, the deterministic NSCA and NPO area-by-area analyses may discount spurious operation based on the fire affected cable being routed in a dedicated conduit,
and therefore being protected from external sources of voltage."

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 8.0 (subsection 8.2)
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NFPA 806 Section: 2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

NEI00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.5.2.3 Circuit Failures Due to a Hot This section provides guidance for analyzing the effects of a hot short on circuits for required for required for hot shutdown and
Short important to safe shutdown equipment. A hot short is defined as a fire-induced insulation breakdown between conductors of the same

cable, a different cable or some other external source resulting in an undesired impressed voltage on a specific conductor. The
potential effect of the undesired impressed voltage would be to cause equipment to operate or fail to operate in an undesired manner.

Consider the following specific circuit failures related to hot shorts as part of the post-fire safe shutdown analysis:

- A hot short between an energized conductor and a de-energized conductor within the same cable may cause a spurious operation of
equipment. The spuriously operated device (e.g., relay) may be interlocked with another circuit that causes the spurious operation of
other equipment. This type of hot short is called an intra-cable hot short (also known as conductor-to-conductor hot short or an internal
hot short).

- A hot short between any external energized source such as an energized conductor from another cable and a de-energized
conductor may also cause a spurious operation of equipment. This is called an inter-cable hot short (also known as cable-to-cable hot
shortlexternal hot short).

- A hot short in the control circuitry for an MOV can bypass the MOV protective devices, i.e. torque and limit switches. This is the
condition described in NRC Information Notice 92-18. In this condition, MOV motor damage can occur. Damage to the MOV motor
could result in an inability to operate the MOV either remotely, using separate controls with separate control power, or manually using
the MOV hand wheel. This condition could be a concern in two instances: (1) For fires requiring Control Room evacuation and remote
operation from the Remote Shutdown Panel; (2) For fires where the selected means of addressing the effects of fire induced damage
is the use of an operator manual action. In this latter case, analysis must be performed to demonstrate that the MOV thrust at motor
failure does not exceed the capacity of the MOV hand wheel. For either case, analysis must demonstrate the MOV thrust at motor
failure does not damage the MOV pressure boundary.

A Hot Short on Grounded Circuits:

A short-to-ground is another failure mode for a grounded control circuit. A short-to-ground as described above would result in de-
energizing the circuit. This would further reduce the likelihood for the circuit to change the state of the equipment either from a control
switch or due to a hot short. Nevertheless, a hot short still needs to be considered. Figure 3.5.2-4 shows a typical grounded control
circuit that might be used for a motor-operated valve. However, the protective devices and position indication lights that would normally
be included in the control circuit for a motor-operated valve have been omitted, since these devices are not required to understand the
concepts being explained in this section. In the discussion provided below, it is assumed that a single fire in a given fire area could
cause any one of the hot shorts depicted.

The following discussion describes the impact of these individual cable faults on the operation of the equipment controlled by this
circuit.

Hot short No. 1:

A hot short at this location would energize the close relay and result in the undesired closure of a motor-operated valve.

Hot short No. 2:
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NFPA 806 Section: 2.4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Capability Circuit Analysis

A hot short at this location would energize the open relay and result in the undesired opening of a motor-operated valve.

A Hot Short on Ungrounded Circuits:

In the case of an ungrounded circuit, a single hot short may be sufficient to cause a spurious operation. A single hot short can cause a
spurious operation if the hot short comes from a circuit from the positive leg of the same ungrounded source as the affected circuit.

In reviewing each of these cases, the common denominator is that in every case, the conductor in the circuit between the control
switch and the start/stop coil must be involved.

Figure 3.5.2-5 depicted below shows a typical ungrounded control circuit that might be used for a motor-operated valve. However, the
protective devices and position indication lights that would normally be included in the control circuit for a motor-operated valve have
been omitted, since these devices are not required to understand the concepts being explained in this section.

In the discussion provided below, it is assumed that a single fire in a given fire area could cause any one of the hot shorts depicted.

The discussion provided below descnbes the impact of these cable faults on the operation of the equipment controlled by this circuit.

Hot short No. 1:

A hot short at this location from the same control power source would energize the close relay and result in the undesired closure of a
motor operated valve.

Hot short No. 2

A hot short at this location from the same control power source would energize the open relay and result in the undesired opening of a
motor operated valve.

Comments
None

Anolicabilitv

Applicable

Alianment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis
CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 8.0, Circuit Identification and Analysis, identifies the overall process utilized to perform circuit identification and analysis for the NSCA

components identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

From Section 8.2 of NFPA-805-00006:

"e. postulate the effects of open circuits, short circuits, and/or grounds upon the desired position(s) / function(s) for the component at-power and/or non-power, as applicable"

% Multiple simultaneous circuit failures are postulated in the circuit identification and analysis (affecting multiple cables, affecting multiple conductors within cables). No limit is
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prescribed to the number or type circuit failures that are postulated to occur except as modified by the following:

* Spurious operation, when resulting only from properly sequenced three-phase to three-phase external hot shorts is only postulated in the circuit identification and analysis for
highlow pressure interface valves.

* Spurious operation, when only resulting from positive to positive (+ to +) and negative to negative (- to -) external DC hot shorts in ungrounded DC circuits is only postulated in
the circuit identification and analysis for high/low pressure interface valves."

"- Multiple AC and DC grounds are postulated in the circuit identification and analysis. Multiple grounds in ungrounded AC or DC systems can result in clearing of fuses, or tripping
of breakers."

". The circuit identification and analysis does not screen out cables on the basis of jacket material, insulation material, shielding, and/or the cable being routed in a dedicated
conduit. However, the deterministic NSCA and NPO area-by-area analyses may discount spurious operation based on the fire affected cable being routed in a dedicated conduit,
and therefore being protected from external sources of voltage."

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 8.0 (subsection 8.2)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.3 Nuclear Safety Equipment and Cable Location

Physical location of equipment and cables shall be identified.

NE300-01 Ref
3.3.3.4 Identify Routing of Cables

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Identify the routing for each cable including all raceway and cable endpoints. Typically, this information is obtained from joining the list
of safe shutdown cables with an existing cable and raceway database.

Comments
None

Apnplcability

Applicable

Alianment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

Cable routing vias (cable raceways) and cable to/from endpoint data is provided and maintained in the CCNPP cable raceway database (TRAK2000). The cable to/from endpoint
data is documented in CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Attachment 8-3. The cable to raceway data is documented in CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Attachemtn 8-4.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006. Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 8.0 (subsections 8.4. 8.5 and 8.6)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.3 Nuclear Safety Equipment and Cable Location

NE100-01 Rf

3.3.3.5 Identify Location of Raceway
and Cables by Fire Area

Applicability

Applicable

Alianment Statement

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Identify the fire area location of each raceway and cable endpoint identified in the previous step and join this information with the cable
routing data. For raceway and cable endpoints in multiple fire areas, each fire area where the raceway or cable endpoint exists must
be included. In addition, identify the location of field-routed cable by fire area. This produces a database containing all of the cables
requiring fire area analysis, their locations by fire area, and their raceway.

Comments
None

Alignment Basis

Cable routing vies (cable raceways) and cable to/from endpoint data is provided and maintained in the CCNPP cable raceway database (TRAK2000). Room location(s) is
identified for each cable raceway and each cable to/from endpoint from raceway and conduit or equipment layout arrangement drawings or by field walkdown, if necessary. Fire
areas for cables are identified through the fire area-to-room-to-raceway relationship and the fire area-to-room-to-cable to/from endpoint relationship within CENG Document NFPA-
805-00006, Attachments 8-3 and 8-4. A fire area may include more than one room.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 8.0 (Subsections 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6)
Report R2215-048-001 Rev 0 (DRAFT), Fire Area Review Report (Table B-3 Report)
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NEI 00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.5.2.4 Circuit Failures Due to The evaluation of circuits of a common power source consists of verifying proper coordination between the supply breaker/fuse and
Inadequate Circuit the load breakers/fuses for power sources that are required for hot shutdown. The concern is that, for fire damage to a single power
Coordination cable, lack of coordination between the supply breaker/fuse and the load breakers/fuses can result in the loss of power to a safe

shutdown power source that is required to provide power to safe shutdown equipment.

For the example shown in Figure 3.5.2-6, the circuit powered from load breaker 4 supplies power to a non-safe shutdown pump. This
circuit is damaged by fire in the same fire area as the circuit providing power to from the Train B bus to the Train B pump, which is
redundant to the Train A pump.

To assure safe shutdown for a fire in this fire area, the damage to the non-safe shutdown pump powered from load breaker 4 of the
Train A bus cannot impact the availability of the Train A pump, which is redundant to the Train B pump. To assure that there is no
impact to this Train A pump due to the circuits' common power source breaker coordination issue, load breaker 4 must be fully
coordinated with the feeder breaker to the Train A bus.

A coordination study should demonstrate the coordination status for each required common power source. For coordination to exist,
the time-current curves for the breakers, fuses and/or protective relaying must demonstrate that a fault on the load circuits is isolated
before tripping the upstream breaker that supplies the bus. Furthermore, the available short circuit current on the load circuit must be
considered to ensure that coordination is demonstrated at the maximum fault level.

The methodology for identifying potential circuits of a common power source and evaluating circuit coordination cases on a single
circuit fault basis is as follows:

- Identify the power sources required to supply power to safe shutdown equipment.

- For each power source, identify the breaker/fuse ratings, types, trip settings and coordination characteristics for the incoming source
breaker supplying the bus and the breakers/fuses feeding the loads supplied by the bus.

- For each power source, demonstrate proper circuit coordination using acceptable industry methods. For example, for breakers that
have internal breaker tripping devices and do not require control power to trip the breaker, assure that the time-current characteristic
curve for any affected load breaker is to the left of the time-current characteristic curve for the bus feeder breaker and that the
available short circuit current for each affected breaker is to the right of the time-current characteristic curve for the bus feeder breaker
or that the bus feeder breaker has a longer time delay in the breaker instantaneous range than the load breaker. For breakers
requiring control power for the breaker to trip, the availability of the required control power must be demonstrated in addition to the
proper alignment of the time-current characteristic curves described above. The requirement for the availability of control power would
apply to load breakers fed from each safe shutdown bus where a fire-induced circuit failure brings into questions the availability of
coordination for a required for hot shutdown component

- For power sources not properiy coordinated, tabulate by fire area the routing of cables whose breaker/fuse is not properly
coordinated with the supply breaker/fuse. Evaluate the potential for disabling power to the bus in each of the fire areas in which the
circuit of concern are routed and the power source is required for hot shutdown. Prepare a list of the following information for each fire
area:

- Cables of concern.
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.3 Nuclear Safety Equipment and Cable Location

- Affected common power source and its path.
- Raceway in which the cable is enclosed.
- Sequence of the raceway in the cable route.
- Fire zone/area in which the raceway is located.

For fire zones/areas in which the power source is disabled, the effects are mitigated by appropriate methods.

- Develop analyzed safe shutdown circuit dispositions for the circuit of concern cables routed in an area of the same path as required
by the power source. Evaluate adequate separation and other mitigation measures based upon the criteria in Appendix R, NRC staff
guidance, and plant licensing bases.

Comments
None

Applicability

Applicable

Alinnment Statement

Aligns

Allianment Basis

From Section 8.7 of NFPA-805-00006:

"ECP-1 3-000321, "Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study", has analyzed all power supplies and power supply alignments modeled for the NSCA and the NPO
Assessment. The ECP has established that for each power supply (and power supply alignment) selective coordination is maintained, or will be achieved through plant
modification, or has otherwise provided a justification for the lack of selective coordination as being acceptable with respect to the requirements of the NSCA and the NPO
Assessment.

Plant modifications identified by ECP-13-000321, "Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study', to achieve selective coordination of breakers/fuses have been identified
as Implementation Items in the CCNPP NFPA 805 License Amendment Request (LAR), Attachment S, Table S-2, Item 14.

Furthermore, plant circuit breakers that require an external source of control power to perform their protective trip function have been identified and analyzed for common power
supply and common enclosure concerns. This assessment has demonstrated that all load breakers on the credited switchgear will remain functional to isolate potentially fire
affected (non-credited) loads, and that common enclosure fires due to failure of load and feed breakers for NOT credited switchgear will not be adverse to safe shutdown."

Circuit coordination for common power supplies has been evaluated in ECP-13-000321.

That evaluation identifies the common power supplies of concern and lists the primary references used to verify that protective devices coordinate for an applicable power supply.

That evaluation also identifies protective devices that do not coordinate and require a change to the facility in order to coordinate - those required changes are listed in Attachment
S, Table S-2.

The results of that evaluation are summarized in section 8.7 of the NSCA.
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Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 8.0 (subsection 8.7)
Engineering Equivalency Evaluation ECP-13-000321, Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study
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NE1I00-1 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.5.2.5 Circuit Failures Due to The common enclosure concern deals with the possibility of causing secondary failures due to fire damage to a circuit either whose
Common Enclosure Concerns isolation device fails to isolate the cable fault or protect the faulted cable from reaching its ignition temperature, or the fire somehow

propagates along the cable into adjoining fire areas.

The electrical circuit design for most plants provides proper circuit protection in the form of circuit breakers, fuses and other devices
that are designed to isolate cable faults before ignition temperature is reached. Adequate electrical circuit protection and cable sizing
are included as part of the original plant electrical design maintained as part of the design change process. Proper protection can be
verified by review of as-built drawings and change documentation. Review the fire rated barrier and penetration designs that preclude
the propagation of fire from one fire area to the next to demonstrate that adequate measures are in place to alleviate fire propagation
concerns.

Anollcablitv Comments

Applicable None

Allanment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

From Section 8.7 of NFPA-805-00006:

"ECP-1 3-000321, "Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study", has analyzed common enclosure for all electrical distribution systems at CCNPP. The ECP has
established that adequate circuit protection and cable sizing is provided such that secondary ignition of cables is prevented, or will be prevented through plant modification, or has
otherwise provided a justification for the lack of adequate circuit protection and cable sizing as being acceptable with respect to the requirements of the NSCA and the NPO
Assessment.

Plant modifications identified by ECP-13-000321, "Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study", to achieve selective adequate circuit protection and cable sizing have
been identified as Implementation Items in the CCNPP NFPA 805 License Amendment Request (LAR), Attachment S, Table S-2, Items 14 and 15.

Furthermore, plant circuit breakers that require an external source of control power to perform their protective trip function have been identified and analyzed for common power
supply and common enclosure concerns. This assessment has demonstrated that all load breakers on the credited switchgear will remain functional to isolate potentially fire
affected (non-credited) loads, and that common enclosure fires due to failure of load and feed breakers for NOT credited switchgear will not be adverse to safe shutdown."

Reference Documents
Engineering Equivalency Evaluation ECP-13-000321, Common Power Supply and Common Enclosure Study
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 8.0 (subsection 8.7)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

An engineering analysis shall be performed in accordance with the requirements of Section 2.3 for each fire area to determine the effects of fire or fire suppression activities on the
ability to achieve the nuclear safety performance criteria of Section 1.5. See Chapter 4 for methods of achieving these performance criteria (performance-based or deterministic).

NE100-01 Ref

3.4 Fire Area Assessment and
Compliance Strategies

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

By determining the location of each component and cable by fire area and using the cable to equipment relationships described above,
the affected safe shutdown equipment in each fire area can be determined. Using the list of affected equipment in each fire area, the
impacts to safe shutdown systems, paths and functions can be determined. Based on an assessment of the number and types of
these impacts, the required safe shutdown path for each fire area can be determined. The specific impacts to the selected safe
shutdown path can be evaluated using the circuit analysis and evaluation criteria contained in Section 3.5 of this document. Knowing
which components and systems are performing which safe shutdown functions, the required and important to SSD components can be
classified. Once these component classifications have been made the tools available for mitigating the affects of fire induced damage
can be selected. Refer to Appendix H for additional guidance on classifying components as either required for hot shutdown or
important to safe shutdown. For MSOs the Resolution Methodology outlined in Section 4, Section 5, Appendix B and Appendix G
should be applied. Components in each MSO are classified as either required for hot shutdown or important to safe shutdown
components using the criteria from Appendix H. Similarly, this classification determines the available tools for mitigating the affects of
fire-induced damage to the circuits for these components.

Having identified all impacts to the required safe shutdown path in a particular fire area, this section provides guidance on the
techniques available for individually mitigating the effects of each of the potential impacts.

Commene
None

Applicability

Applicable

Aiganment Statement

Not Required

Alignment Basis

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NFPA 806 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NEI 00-01 Re

3.4.1 Criteria/Assumptions

Aplicalbility

Applicable

Allanment Statement

Not Required

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

The following criteria and assumptions apply when performing fire area compliance assessment to mitigate the consequences of the
circuit failures identified in the previous sections for the required safe shutdown path in each fire area.

Comments
None

Alignment Basis

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NEI 00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.4.1.1 Criteria/Assumptions Assume only one fire in any single fire area at a time.

Aonlicabilitv Comments

Applicable None

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Alinment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA fire area assessment. The criteria I assumptions
listed in Section 3.4.1.1 of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the report.

NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in NFPA-805-00006, Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results.

From Section 10.2 of NFPA-805-00006:

"A deterministic NSCA is performed for each compartment (fire area) of the plant utilizing the SAFE database tool to determine the final NSCA compliance strategy assuming one
all consuming fire in a single compartment (fire area) at a time. The objective is to recover at least one NSCA success path for each SAFE performance goal-to-system logic
based on identification of the least impacted train of plant equipment."

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0 and 10.0 (subsection 10.2)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NEI 00-01 Ref

3.4.1.2 Criteria/Assumptions

Applicability

Applicable

Alignment Statement

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Assume that the fire may affect all unprotected cables and equipment within the fire area. This assumes that neither the fire size nor
the fire intensity is known. This is conservative and bounds the exposure fire that is postulated in the regulation.

Comments
None

Alignment Basis
CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA fire area assessment. The criteria / assumptions

listed in Section 3.4.1.2 of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the report.

NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in NFPA-805-00006, Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results.

From Section 10.2 of NFPA-805-00006:

% An initial deterministic analysis is run with the SAFE database tool for each compartment (fire area). The initial compartment (fire area) analysis assumes that all NSCA
equipment and NSCA cables physically located in the compartment (fire area) fail to their worst case condition or state."

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0 and 10.0 (subsection 10.2)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NEI 00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.4.1.3 Cnteda/Assumptions Address all cable and equipment impacts affecting the required safe shutdown path in the fire area. Ail potential impacts within the fire
area must be addressed. The focus of this section is to determine and assess the potential impacts to the required safe shutdown path
selected for achieving post-fire safe shutdown and to assure that the required safe shutdown path for a given fire area is properly
protected.

Applicability Comments

Applicable None

Allanment Statement

Aligns

Alionment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA fire area assessment. The criteria / assumptions
listed in Section 3.4.1.3 of NEI 00--01 are explicitly stated in the report.

NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in NFPA-805-00006, Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results.

From Section 10.2 of NFPA-805-00006:

"- Where the initial SAFE analysis run identifies that there is no success path available to satisfy the NSPC in a given compartment (fire area), then subsequent iterations of the
SAFE analysis are required, as necessary, to recover ("resolve") at least one success path to satisfy the NSPC in the given compartment (fire area). Separation requirements for
the deterministic approach to demonstrate the NSPC are identified from NFPA 805, Section 4.2.3, and are provided in Section 5.5 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. These
requirements must be satisfied for the compartment (fire area) to be deterministically compliant.

- The NSCA compliance strategy for these "resolved" compartments (fire areas) in SAFE typically ends up crediting the least affected success path. This strategy for "resolution"
generally involves the resolution of supporting functions first (i.e., electrical distribution, cooling water, etc.), followed by resolution of the supported front line systems / functions /
components (i.e., Reactivity Control, Inventory Control, etc.).

- The deterministic NSCA for each "resolved" compartment (fire area) in SAFE may rely on SAFE equipment and/or cable resolutions. Additional details regarding SAFE
equipment and cables resolution is provided in this section of [Document NFPA-805-00006].

- SAFE equipment resolutions identify and provide a traceable link for each component failure on a compartment (fire area) basis that requires further engineering justification to be
determined acceptable as-is (i.e., not having any adverse impact to the NSCA), or that requires further engineering review to identify and PROPOSE a plant change such as an
OPERATOR MANUAL ACTION, or a physical plant modification. Each equipment resolution includes descriptive text fields in SAFE to document the engineering review basis.

- SAFE cable resolutions identify and provide a traceable link for protected cables in the compartment (fire area) (i.e., protected by ERFBS, embedded with evaluation, routed in
buried ductbanks through one or more manhole). Each cable resolution includes descriptive text fields in SAFE to document the engineering review basis.

- Circuit analysis may be utilized to assess and disposition specific circuit failures modes (as documented in the SAFE equipment resolutions). Circuit analysis conforms to the
criteria / assumptions identified in Section 3.0 and Section 8.0 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. The circuit analysis may discount spurious operation based on a fire affected
cable being routed in a dedicated conduit, and therefore being protected from extemal sources of voltage (also taking into consideration the potential impact from ground
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

equivalent hot shorts)."

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0 and 10.0 (subsection 10.2)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NEI 00-01 Ref
3.4.1.4 Criteria/Assumptions

Applicability

Applicable

Alignment Statement

Aligns with Intent

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Use the criteria from Appendix H to classify each impacted cable/component as either a required or important to SSD
cable/component.

Comments
None

Alinnment Basis

Calvert Cliffs Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection, identifies the overall process utilized to identify the combinations of
plant components for each plant system that is identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

The NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List is maintained as Attachment 7-5 to Calvert Cliffs Document NFPA-805-00006. The NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List identifies the required
hot shutdown / hot standby position for each component. In accordance with Appendix H of NEI 00-01, a component in the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List that has a listed
position for hot shutdown / hot standby is defined to be "Required for Hot Shutdown." Cables that are required for the proper operation of such components are also understood to
be "Required for Hot Shutdown."

Calvert Cliffs conservatively treats all plant equipment required to achieve and maintain safe and stable plant conditions as "Required for Hot Shutdown."

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 7.0 (Attachment 7-5) and 10.0
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NEI 00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.4.1.5 Criteria/Assumptions Use operator manual actions where appropriate, for cable/component impacts classified as important to SSD cable/components, to
achieve and maintain post-fire safe shutdown conditions in accordance with NRC requirements (refer to Appendix E). For additional
criteria to be used when determining whether an operator manual action may be used for a flow diversion off of the primary flow path,
refer to Appendix H.

Anelicabillty Comments

Applicable None

Allanment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

Calvert Cliffs Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA fire area assessment. The criteria/

assumptions listed in Section 3.4.1.5 of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the report.

NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in NFPA-805-00006, Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results.

From Section 3.0 of NFPA-805-00006:

"For NFPA 805, manual operator actions to achieve and maintain "safe and stable" plant conditions are not allowed by the separation requirements of NFPA 805 Section 4.2.3 with
respect to demonstrating the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria of NFPA 805 Section 1.5.1 is met. Recovery actions (RA) may be credited to achieve and maintain "safe and
stable" plant conditions provided that they are evaluated per the risk-informed, performance based (RIPB) requirements of NFPA 805 Section 4.2.4, and determined to be feasible
and reliable (for Fire PRA credited RAs), or determined to be feasible and not adverse to plant risk (for defense-in-depth credited RAs)."

From Section 10.2 of NFPA-805-00006:

% The deterministic NSCA for each "resolved" compartment (fire area) in SAFE may rely on SAFE equipment and/or cable resolutions. Additional details regarding SAFE
equipment and cables resolution is provided in this section of [Document NFPA-805-00006].

- SAFE equipment resolutions identify and provide a traceable link for each component failure on a compartment (fire area) basis that requires further engineering justification to be
determined acceptable as-is (i.e., not having any adverse impact to the NSCA), or that requires further engineering review to identify and PROPOSE a plant change such as an
OPERATOR MANUAL ACTION, or a physical plant modification. Each equipment resolution includes descriptive text fields in SAFE to document the engineering review basis.

- SAFE cable resolutions identify and provide a traceable link for protected cables in the compartment (fire area) (i.e., protected by ERFBS, embedded with evaluation, routed in
buried ductbanks through one or more manhole). Each cable resolution includes descriptive text fields in SAFE to document the engineering review basis.

- Circuit analysis may be utilized to assess and disposition specific circuit failures modes (as documented in the SAFE equipment resolutions). Circuit analysis conforms to the
criteria / assumptions identified in Section 3.0 and Section 8.0 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. The circuit analysis may discount spurious operation based on a fire affected
cable being routed in a dedicated conduit, and therefore being protected from external sources of voltage (also taking into consideration the potential impact from ground
equivalent hot shorts)."
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Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0 and 10.0 (subsection 10.2)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NEI 0-1 Rf NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.4.1.6 Criteria/Assumptions Where appropriate to achieve and maintain cold shutdown within 72 hours, use repairs to equipment required in support of post-fire
shutdown.

Applicability Comments

Applicable None

Alianment Statement

Aligns with Intent

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA fire area assessment This criteria / assumption
listed in Section 3.4.1.6 of NEI 00-01 is explicitly stated in the report.

NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in NFPA-805-00006, Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results.

From Section 10.2.1 of NFPA-805-00006:

"- The NFPA 805 Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) requires the licensee to demonstrate that the plant can achieve and maintain a "safe and stable" condition, but it
does not explicitly require the licensee to demonstrate that cold shutdown can be achieved within 72 hours and maintained indefinitely thereafter. The CCNPP NFPA 805 NSPC
analysis has defined the "safe and stable" condition as being able to achieve and maintain Hot Standby until such time as the plant can either transition to Cold Shutdown, or can
safely return to power operation."

"Safe and stable" for Calvert Cliffs is defined in Section 5.6, Definition of "Safe and Stable" Plant Conditions for Calvert Cliffs, of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006."

From Section 5.6 of NFPA-805-00006:

"The nuclear safety goals, objectives and performance criteria of NFPA 805 are different than the previous deterministic regulations and guidance documented in 10 CFR 50
Appendix R; NUREG-0800, Section 9.5-1; and NEI 00-01, Revision 2, "Guidance for Post Fire Safe Shutdown Circuit Analysis," Chapter 3. NFPA 805 requires the licensee to
maintain the reactor fuel in a "safe and stable" condition rather than to achieve and maintain cold shutdown."

The 72 hour requirement from NEI 00-01 is only applicable to the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R licensing basis, and is not part of the Calvert Cliffs Plant NSCA model.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0; 5.0 (subsection 5.6); and 10.0 (subsection 10.2.1)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NEI00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.4.1.7 Criteria/Assumptions For the components on the required safe shutdown path classified as required hot shutdown components as defined in Appendix H,
Appendix R compliance requires that one train of systems necessary to achieve and maintain hot shutdown conditions from either the
control room or emergency control station(s) is free of fire damage (llI.G.1.a). When cables or equipment are within the same fire area
outside primary containment and separation does not already exist, provide one of the following means of separation for the required
safe shutdown components impacted circuit(s):

- Separation of cables and equipment and associated non-safety circuits of redundant trains within the same fire area by a fire barrier
having a 3-hour rating (llI.G.2.a)

- Separation of cables and equipment and associated non-safety circuits of redundant trains within the same fire area by a horizontal
distance of more than 20 feet with no intervening combustibles or fire hazards. In addition, fire detectors and an automatic fire
suppression system shall be installed in the fire area (lll.G.2.b).

- Enclosure of cable and equipment and associated non-safety circuits of one redundant train within a fire area in a fire barrier having a

one-hour rating. In addition, fire detectors and an automatic fire suppression system shall be installed in the fire area (lll.G.2.c).

For fire areas inside non-inerted containments, the following additional options are also available:

- Separation of cables and equipment and associated non-safety circuits of redundant trains by a horizontal distance of more than 20
feet with no intervening combustibles or fire hazards (lll.G.2.d);

- Installation of fire detectors and an automatic fire suppression system in the fire area (llI.G.2.e); or

- Separation of cables and equipment and associated non-safety circuits of redundant trains by a noncombustible radiant energy
shield (lll.G.2.f).

Use exemptions, deviations, LARs and licensing change processes to satisfy the requirements mentioned above and to demonstrate
equivalency depending upon the plant's license requirements.

Apnnlicabilit Comments

Applicable None

AlIanment Statement

Aligns

Aliunment Basis

Calvert Cliffs Plant Report, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA fire area assessment. The criteria / assumptions listed in
Section 3.4.1.7 of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the report.

NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in NFPA-805-00006, Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results.
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

From Section 10.2 of NFPA-805-00006:

Where the initial SAFE analysis run identifies that there is no success path available to satisfy the NSPC in a given compartment (fire area), then subsequent iterations of the
SAFE analysis are required, as necessary, to recover ("resolve") at least one success path to satisfy the NSPC in the given compartment (fire area). Separation requirements for
the deterministic approach to demonstrate the NSPC are identified from NFPA 805, Section 4.2.3, and are provided in Section 5.5 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. These
requirements must be satisfied for the compartment (fire area) to be deterministically compliant."

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0 and 10.0 (subsection 10.2)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NEI100-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.4.1.8 Criteria/Assumptions Consider selecting other equipment that can perform the same safe shutdown function as the impacted equipment. In addressing this
situation, each equipment impact, including spurious operation, is to be addressed in accordance with regulatory requirements and the
NPP's current licensing basis. With respect to MSOs, the criteria in Section 4, Appendix B, Appendix G and Appendix H should be
used.

Anellcabillit Comments

Applicable None

Allenment Statement

Aligns

Alianment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection
and fire area assessment. The criteria / assumptions listed in Section 3.4.1.8 of NEI 00-01 are explicitly stated in the report.

NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, identifies the criteria / assumptions utilized in NFPA-805-00006, Section 7.0, NSCA Model Development and Component Selection, and Section
10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results.

From Section 7.0 of NFPA-805-00006:

"The purpose of NSCA model development and component selection activity is to create an accurate plant model that represents the Nudear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC)
requirements from NFPA 805, Section 1.5.1. The NSCA model must identify and include plant systems / functions / components that are required to actively function in order
satisfy the NSPC requirements. The NSCA model also must identify include plant systems / functions / components that are not required to actively function, but whose mal-
operation (i.e., spurious operation), alone or in combination, could be adverse to meeting the NSPC requirements. The plant model should, within constraints of complexity and
cost, maximize the diversity and number of potential success paths that are available to satisfy the NSPC requirements."

From Section 10.2 of NFPA-805-00006:

% Where the initial SAFE analysis run identifies that there is no success path available to satisfy the NSPC in a given compartment (fire area), then subsequent iterations of the
SAFE analysis are required, as necessary, to recover ("resolve") at least one success path to satisfy the NSPC in the given compartment (fire area). Separation requirements for
the deterministic approach to demonstrate the NSPC are identified from NFPA 805, Section 4.2.3, and are provided in Section 5.5 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. These
requirements must be satisfied for the compartment (fire area) to be deterministically compliant.

- The NSCA compliance strategy for these "resolved' compartments (fire areas) in SAFE typically ends up crediting the least affected success path. This strategy for resolution"
generally involves the resolution of supporting functions first (i.e., electrical distribution, cooling water, etc.), followed by resolution of the supported front line systems / functions /
components (i.e.. Reactivity Control, Inventory Control, etc.)."

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 3.0; 7.0 and 10.0 (subsection 10.2)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NEI 00-01 Ref
3.4.1.9 Criteria/Assumptions

Applicabltity

Applicable

Alianment Statement

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Consider the effects of the fire on the density of the fluid in instrument tubing and any subsequent effects on instrument readings or
signals associated with the protected safe shutdown path in evaluating post-fire safe shutdown capability. This can be done
systematically or via procedures such as Emergency Operating Procedures.

Comments
None

Alianment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 3.0, NSCA Criteria / Assumptions, lists criteria / assumptions pertaining to the NSCA model development and component selection
and fire area assessment. This criteria /assumption listed in Section 3.4.1.9 of NEI 00-01 is explicitly stated in the calculation.

Instrument Sense lines are discussed in section 7.8 of Document NFPA-805-00006 and evaluated in accordance with NEI 00-01. This section documents the instrument tubing
sensing line assessment performed for CCNPP. The purpose of this assessment is to demonstrate the achievement of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) of NFPA
805 with respect to instrument sensing tubing lines per the requirements/guidance of NFPA 805, 2001 Edition, Section B.2.1.(e) and NEI 00-01, Revision 2, Sections 3.2.1.2,
3.2.2.3, and 3.4.1.9.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 7.0 (subsection 7.8)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NEI 00-01 Ref

3.4.2 Methodology for Fire Area
Assessment

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

Refer to Figure 3-5 for a flowchart illustrating the various steps involved in performing a fire area assessment.

Use the following methodology to assess the impact to safe shutdown and demonstrate Appendix R compliance:

Applicability Comments
Applicable None

Allanment Statement

Not Required

Allgnment Basis

Generic paragraph. Detailed alignment discussed in subsequent reference paragraphs.

Reference Documents

Not Applicable
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NEI 00-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.4.2.1 Identify the Affected Identify the safe shutdown cables, equipment and systems located in each fire area that may be potentially damaged by the fire.
Equipment by Fire Area Provide this information in a report format. The report may be sorted by fire area and by system in order to understand the impact to

each safe shutdown path within each fire area (see Attachment 5 for an example of an Affected Equipment Report).

Acolicability Comments

Applicable None

Allanment Statement

Aligns

Allanment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results, identifies the overall process utilized to perform deterministic fire area
assessment and the fire area assessment results for the NSCA components identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from
Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

From Section 10.2 of NFPA-805-00006:

"- An initial deterministic analysis is run with the SAFE database tool for each compartment (fire area). The initial compartment (fire area) analysis assumes that all NSCA
equipment and NSCA cables physically located in the compartment (fire area) fail to their worst case condition or state.

- The SAFE analysis structure and results for each compartment (fire area) are displayed on the computer screen as a tree structure beginning with performance goals on the left
leading to system logic. The system logic display shows all equipment in every success path. This tree structure diagram of the SAFE model shows the results of the analysis in
the following way.

* Failed equipment, cables, systems, and performance goals (displayed in red text)

* Resolved equipment, cables, systems (displayed in blue text, with check mark)

* Analysis Change Package (ACP) logics, if applicable (displayed in bold text)

* All items that show with black text are unaffected by the initial failures used in this
analysis.

* The following hardcopy reports are available in SAFE for each deterministic analysis area:

* Status of Goals - a list of all NSCA performance goals, identifies each NSCA performance goal as useable or failed

* Status of Systems by Goals - identifies the NSCA systems associated with each NSCA performance goal as useable or failed, identifies each NSCA performance goal as
useable or failed

- Status of Systems - a list of all NSCA systems, identifies each NSCA system as useable or failed
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

- Status of Safe Shutdown Equipment - a list of all NSCA components, identifies each component as useable, failed, or resolved; for each failed NSCA component, identifies the
failed component-to-system logic, component-to-component logic (i.e., support component), and failed component-to-cable logic (i.e., required cable), as applicable; for each
resolved NSCA component, identifies the equipment resolution (includes the equipment VFDR statement with the associated equipment VFDR closure statement, as applicable)

- Status of Safe Shutdown Equipment by System - identifies the NSCA components associated with each NSCA system as useable, failed, or resolved, identifies each NSCA
system as useable or failed; for each failed NSCA component, identifies the failed component-to-system logic, component-to-component logic (i.e., support component), and failed
component-to-cable logic (i.e., required cable), as applicable; for each resolved NSCA component, identifies the equipment resolution (includes the equipment VFDR statement
with the associated equipment VFDR closure statement, as applicable)

* Failed Safe Shutdown Cables - a list of all NSCA cables in the compartment (fire area), identifies each cable as useable, failed, or recovered

* Failed Safe Shutdown Cables, Fire Zone Location in this Analysis - a list of all NSCA cables in the compartment (fire area), identifies the fire zone(s) each cable is contained
within, inside the compartment (fire area)

-Analysis Cables status for this analysis - identifies the NSCA cables in the compartment (fire area) as useable, failed, or resolved; for each resolved NSCA cable, identifies the
cable resolution (includes the cable VFDR statement with the associated cable VFDR closure statement, as applicable)

- Resolutions used in this analysis - a list of all resolved NSCA components followed by a list of all resolved NSCA cables (for cables in the compartment [fire area]); for each
resolved NSCA component, identifies the equipment resolution (includes the equipment VFDR statement with the associated equipment VFDR closure statement, as applicable);
for each resolved NSCA cable, identifies the cable resolution (includes the cable VFDR statement with the associated cable VFDR closure statement, as applicable)"

These reports (for "resolved" fire areas) are included in Attachment 10-2 of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 10.2 (subsection 10.2 and attachment 10-2)
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NFPA 806 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NEI 00-01 Ref

3.4.2.2 Determine the Shutdown
Paths Least Impacted By a
Fire in Each Fire Area

Based on a review of the systems, equipment and cables within each fire area, determine which shutdown paths are either unaffected
or least impacted by a postulated fire within the fire area. Typically, the safe shutdown path with the least number of cables and
equipment in the fire area would be selected as the required safe shutdown path. Consider the circuit failure criteria and the possible
mitigating strategies, however, in selecting the required safe shutdown path in a particular fire area. Review support systems as a part
of this assessment since their availability will be important to the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown. For example, impacts
to the electric power distribution system for a particular safe shutdown path could present a major impediment to using a particular
path for safe shutdown. By identifying this early in the assessment process, an unnecessary amount of time is not spent assessing
impacts to the frontline systems that will require this power to support their operation. Determine which components are required hot
shutdown components and which components are important to SSD components using the guidance in Appendix H.

Based on an assessment as described above, designate the required safe shutdown path(s) for the fire area. Classify the components
on the required safe shutdown path necessary to perform the required safe shutdown functions as required safe shutdown
components. Identify all equipment not in the safe shutdown path whose spurious operation or mal-operation could affect the
shutdown function. Criteria for classifying these components as required for hot shutdown or as important to SSD is contained in
Appendix H. Include the affected cables in the shutdown function list. For each of the safe shutdown cables (located in the fire area)
that are part of the required safe shutdown path in the fire area, perform an evaluation to determine the impact of a fire-induced cable
failure on the corresponding safe shutdown equipment and, ultimately, on the required safe shutdown path.

When evaluating the safe shutdown mode for a particular piece of equipment, it is important to consider the equipment's position for
the specific safe shutdown scenario for the full duration of the shutdown scenario. It is possible for a piece of equipment to be in two
different states depending on the shutdown scenario or the stage of shutdown within a particular shutdown scenario. Document
information related to the normal and shutdown positions of equipment on the safe shutdown equipment list.

Comments
None

Applicabilite
Applicable

Allanment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results, identifies the overall process utilized to perform deterministic fire area
assessment and the fire area assessment results for the NSCA components identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from
Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

From Section 10.2 of NFPA-805-00006:

". Where the initial SAFE analysis run identifies that there is no success path available to satisfy the NSPC in a given compartment (fire area), then subsequent iterations of the
SAFE analysis are required, as necessary, to recover ("resolve") at least one success path to satisfy the NSPC in the given compartment (fire area). Separation requirements for
the deterministic approach to demonstrate the NSPC are identified from NFPA 805, Section 4.2.3, and are provided in Section 5.5 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. These
requirements must be satisfied for the compartment (fire area) to be deterministically compliant.
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NFPA 806 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

* The NSCA compliance strategy for these "resolved" compartments (fire areas) in SAFE typically ends up crediting the least affected success path. This strategy for "resolution"
generally involves the resolution of supporting functions first (i.e., electrical distribution, cooling water, etc.), followed by resolution of the supported front line systems / functions I
components (i.e., Reactivity Control, Inventory Control, etc.).

* The NSCA model development and component selection process (refer to Section 7.0 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]) identifies components whose spurious operation alone
(i.e., single spurious operation - SO), or in combination with other components (i.e., multiple spurious operation - MSO), could be adverse to the NSCA functional requirements of
one or more NSCA system / function / component, and includes these components (as NSCA components) in the respective system-to-component logic success path and/or the
respective component-to-component logic success path. Consequently, "resolving" one success path for each NSPC performance goal in the deterministic analysis implicitly
includes addressing the spurious operation(s) that could be adverse to meeting each NSPC performance goal.

- The deterministic NSCA for each "resolved" compartment (fire area) in SAFE may rely on SAFE equipment and/or cable resolutions. Additional details regarding SAFE
equipment and cables resolution is provided in this section of [Document NFPA-805-00006].

- SAFE equipment resolutions identify and provide a traceable link for each component failure on a compartment (fire area) basis that requires further engineering justification to be
determined acceptable as-is (i.e., not having any adverse impact to the NSCA), or that requires further engineering review to identify and PROPOSE a plant change such as an
OPERATOR MANUAL ACTION, or a physical plant modification. Each equipment resolution includes descriptive text fields in SAFE to document the engineering review basis.

* SAFE cable resolutions identify and provide a traceable link for protected cables in the compartment (fire area) (i.e., protected by ERFBS, embedded with evaluation, routed in
buried ductbanks through one or more manhole). Each cable resolution includes descriptive text fields in SAFE to document the engineering review basis.

* Circuit analysis may be utilized to assess and disposition specific circuit failures modes (as documented in the SAFE equipment resolutions). Circuit analysis conforms to the
criteria / assumptions identified in Section 3.0 and Section 8.0 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. The circuit analysis may discount spurious operation based on a fire affected
cable being routed in a dedicated conduit, and therefore being protected from external sources of voltage (also taking into consideration the potential impact from ground
equivalent hot shorts)."

The NSCA database generated hardcopy reports and other supplemental reports created to document the final "resolved" assessment for each fire area are included in
Attachment 10-2 of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006. These reports identify the credited success path for each NSPC performance goal.

NSCA component position information is identified in the NFPA 805 NSPC Equipment List (Attachment 7-5 of Calvert Cliffs Plant NFPA-805-00006), and in the NSCA database.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 7.0 (Attachment 7-5) and 10.0 (subsection 10.2; Attachment 10-2)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NE100-01 Ref NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

3.4.2.3 Determine Safe Shutdown Using the circuit analysis and evaluation criteria contained in Section 3.5 of this document, determine the equipment that can impact
Equipment Impacts safe shutdown and that can potentially be impacted by a fire in the fire area, and what those possible impacts are.

Annlicabilitv Comments

Applicable None

Alianment Statement

Aligns

Alignment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results, identifies the overall process utilized to perform deterministic fire area
assessment and the fire area assessment results for the NSCA components identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from
Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

From Section 10.2 of NFPA-805-00006:

% Where the initial SAFE analysis run identifies that there is no success path available to satisfy the NSPC in a given compartment (fire area), then subsequent iterations of the
SAFE analysis are required, as necessary, to recover ("resolve") at least one success path to satisfy the NSPC in the given compartment (fire area). Separation requirements for
the deterministic approach to demonstrate the NSPC are identified from NFPA 805, Section 4.2.3, and are provided in Section 5.5 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. These
requirements must be satisfied for the compartment (fire area) to be deterministically compliant.

- The NSCA compliance strategy for these "resolved" compartments (fire areas) in SAFE typically ends up crediting the least affected success path. This strategy for 'resolution"
generally involves the resolution of supporting functions first (i.e., electrical distribution, cooling water, etc.), followed by resolution of the supported front line systems / functions I
components (i.e., Reactivity Control, Inventory Control, etc.).

- The deterministic NSCA for each "resolved" compartment (fire area) in SAFE may rely on SAFE equipment and/or cable resolutions. Additional details regarding SAFE
equipment and cables resolution is provided in this section of [Document NFPA-805-00006].

- SAFE equipment resolutions identify and provide a traceable link for each component failure on a compartment (fire area) basis that requires further engineering justification to be
determined acceptable as-is (i.e., not having any adverse impact to the NSCA), or that requires further engineering review to identify and PROPOSE a plant change such as an
OPERATOR MANUAL ACTION, ora physical plant modification. Each equipment resolution includes descriptive text fields in SAFE to document the engineering review basis.

- SAFE cable resolutions identify and provide a traceable link for protected cables in the compartment (fire area) (i.e., protected by ERFBS, embedded with evaluation, routed in
buried ductbanks through one or more manhole). Each cable resolution includes descriptive text fields in SAFE to document the engineering review basis.

- Circuit analysis may be utilized to assess and disposition specific circuit failures modes (as documented in the SAFE equipment resolutions). Circuit analysis conforms to the
criteria / assumptions identified in Section 3.0 and Section 8.0 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. The circuit analysis may discount spurious operation based on a fire affected
cable being routed in a dedicated conduit, and therefore being protected from extemal sources of voltage (also taking into consideration the potential impact from ground
equivalent hot shorts)."
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 10.0 (subsection 10.2)

lear Safety Capability Assessment Methodology Review
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NEI00-01 Ref
3.4.2.4 Develop a Compliance

Strategy or Disposition to
Mitigate the Effects Due to
Fire Damage to Each
Required Component or Cable

Apolicability
Applicable

Alignment Statement

Aligns

NEI 00-01 Section 3 Guidance

The available deterministic methods for mitigating the effects of circuit failures are summarized as follows (see Figure 1-1):

Required for Hot Shutdown Components:

- Re-design the circuit or component to eliminate the concern. This option will require a revision to the post-fire safe shutdown analysis.

- Re-route the cable of concern. This option will require a revision to the post-fire safe shutdown analysis.

- Protect the cable in accordance with III.G.2.

- Provide a qualified 3-fire rated barrier.

- Provide a 1-hour fire rated barrier with automatic suppression and detection.

- Provide separation of 20 feet or greater with automatic suppression and detection and demonstrate that there are no intervening
combustibles within the 20 foot separation distance.

- Perform a cold shutdown repair in accordance with regulatory requirements.

- Identify other equipment not affected by the fire capable of performing the same safe shutdown function.

- Develop exemptions, deviations, LARs, Generic Letter 86-10 evaluation or fire protection design change evaluations with a licensing
change process.

Important to Safe Shutdown Components:

- Any of the options provided for required for hot shutdown components.

- Perform and operator manual action in accordance with Appendix E.

- Address using fire modeling or a focused-scope fire PRA using the methods of Section 5 for MSO impacts. [Note: The use of fire
modeling will require a review by the Expert Panel and the use of a focused-scope fire PRA will require a LAR.]

Additional options are available for non-inerted containments as described in 10 CFR 50 Appendix R section IIl.G.2.d, e and f.

Comments
None
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

Alianment Basis

CENG Document NFPA-805-00006, Section 10.0, Deterministic Fire Area Assessment and Results, identifies the overall process utilized to perform deterministic fire area
assessment and the fire area assessment results for the NSCA components identified as being required to satisfy each of the Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria (NSPC) from
Section 1.5.1 of NFPA 805.

From Section 10.2 of NFPA-805-00006:

%WMere the initial SAFE analysis run identifies that there is no success path available to satisfy the NSPC in a given compartment (fire area), then subsequent iterations of the
SAFE analysis are required, as necessary, to recover ("resolve") at least one success path to satisfy the NSPC in the given compartment (fire area). Separation requirements for
the deterministic approach to demonstrate the NSPC are identified from NFPA 805. Section 4.2.3, and are provided in Section 5.5 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. These
requirements must be satisfied for the compartment (fire area) to be deterministically compliant

- The NSCA compliance strategy for these "resolved" compartments (fire areas) in SAFE typically ends up crediting the least affected success path. This strategy for 'resolution"
generally involves the resolution of supporting functions first (i.e., electrical distribution, cooling water, etc.), followed by resolution of the supported front line systems / functions /
components (i.e., Reactivity Control, Inventory Control, etc.).

- The deterministic NSCA for each "resolved" compartment (fire area) in SAFE may rely on SAFE equipment and/or cable resolutions. Additional details regarding SAFE
equipment and cables resolution is provided in this section of (Document NFPA-805-00006].

- SAFE equipment resolutions identify and provide a traceable link for each component failure on a compartment (fire area) basis that requires further engineering justification to be
determined acceptable as-is (i.e., not having any adverse impact to the NSCA), or that requires further engineering review to identify and PROPOSE a plant change such as an
OPERATOR MANUAL ACTION, or a physical plant modification. Each equipment resolution includes descriptive text fields in SAFE to document the engineering review basis.

- SAFE cable resolutions identify and provide a traceable link for protected cables in the compartment (fire area) (i.e., protected by ERFBS, embedded with evaluation, routed in
buried ductbanks through one or more manhole). Each cable resolution includes descriptive text fields in SAFE to document the engineering review basis.

- Circuit analysis may be utilized to assess and disposition specific circuit failures modes (as documented in the SAFE equipment resolutions). Circuit analysis conforms to the
criteria / assumptions identified in Section 3.0 and Section 8.0 of [Document NFPA-805-00006]. The circuit analysis may discount spurious operation based on a fire affected
cable being routed in a dedicated conduit, and therefore being protected from external sources of voltage (also taking into consideration the potential impact from ground
equivalent hot shorts).

- SAFE equipment resolutions that propose operator manual actions are identified as "separation issues', and Variations from the Deterministic Requirements (i.e., VFDR) of
NFPA 805, Section 4.2.3."

The SAFE database tool generated hardcopy reports and other supplemental reports created to document the final "resolved" assessment for each fire area are included in
Attachment 10-2 of CENG Document NFPA-805-00006. These reports identify the credited success path for each NSPC performance goal.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Section 10.0 (subsection 10.2; Attachment 10-2)
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NFPA 805 Section: 2.4.2.4 Fire Area Assessment

NEI00-01 Rsf

3.4.2.5 Document the Compliance
Strategy or Disposition
Determined to Mitigate the
Effects Due to Fire Damage to
Each Required Component or
Cable

Aoollcabillitv

Applicable

Alignment Statement

Aligns

Assign compliance strategy statements or codes to components or cables to identify the justification or mitigating actions proposed for
achieving safe shutdown. The justification should address the cumulative effect of the actions relied upon by the licensee to mitigate a
fire in the area. Provide each piece of safe shutdown equipment, equipment not in the path whose spurious operation or mal-operation
could affect safe shutdown, and/or cable for the required safe shutdown path with a specific compliance strategy or disposition. Refer
to Attachment 6 for an example of a Fire Area Assessment Report documenting each cable disposition.

Comments
None

Alignment Basis

See the Alignment Basis for Item 3.4.2.2. The methodology for assigning compliance strategies (i.e., creating equipment and cable resolutions in the NSCA database) is consistent
with the prescribed method.

Reference Documents
Report NFPA-805-00006, Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment (NSCA), Rev. 0 / Sections 7.0 (Attachment 7-5) and 10.0 (subsection 10.2; Attachment 10-1)
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NFPA 805 Section 1.3.1 Nuclear Safety Goal

The nuclear safety goal is to provide reasonable assurance that a fire during any
operational mode and plant configuration will not prevent the plant from achieving and
maintaining the fuel in a safe and stable condition.

Implementing Guidance

Review existing outage management processes

The following conditions should be evaluated to be considered a higher risk evolution
(HRE):

* Time to boil

* Reactor coolant system (RCS) inventory

* Decay heat removal capability

Review

CCNPP procedures (Reference 6.26) defines "Higher Risk Evolution"; however
conditions affecting time to boil, inventory, and decay heat removal capability were not
specifically considered Higher Risk Evolutions.

As such, NFPA-805-00008 (Reference 6.27) documents a qualitative analysis of plant
conditions during NPO evolutions which determined that the reduced inventory/mid-loop
operation condition was the highest risk period.

The NPO analysis determined that the evolutions performed, and the plant conditions
experienced by CCNPP during an outage are consistent with the Plant Operating
States/Plant Operational States (POS) discussed in FAQ 07-0040.

In the absence of an explicit list of plant conditions which are to be considered as higher
risk evolutions, the generic plant conditions known as POS were analyzed. This is
consistent with the approach provided in FAQ 07-0040.

Plant outage risk management procedures will be revised to include an explicit list of
plant conditions to be considered a higher risk evolution. The conditions will include time
to boil, Reactor Coolant system inventory, and decay heat removal capability. (See
Attachment S, Table S-3, IMP-4).
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NFPA 805 Section 1.3.1 Nuclear Safety Goal

The nuclear safety goal is to provide reasonable assurance that a fire during any
operational mode and plant configuration will not prevent the plant from achieving and
maintaining the fuel in a safe and stable condition.

Implementing Guidance

Identify Components and Cables

The identification of systems and components to be included in this NPO Review begins
with the identification of the POS that need to be considered. Identify the various
operational states that a plant goes through during NPO, and which ones are the most
risk significant.

Review

The following POS and NPO Key Safety Functions (NPO KSF) were considered for this
analysis.

POS 1 conditions (shutdown, on SDC, RCS closed such that SG could be used for DHR
if the secondary side is filled) was considered for the NPO review. FAQ 07-0040 further
describes POS 1 conditions as two conditions with separate dispositions.

POS 1 (SG available for DHR) is previously analyzed as part of the at-power
NSCA and has not been reanalyzed under this NPO review.

POS 1 (SG not available due to secondary inventory) is included in the NPO
review. Inventory makeup and RCS isolation capability is also included in the
NPO analysis.

POS 2 conditions (RCS vented, SDC in service) was analyzed as part of the NPO
analysis. This POS includes the reduced inventory and mid-loop condition. This POS
was qualitatively considered to be the period of highest risk for CCNPP. POS 2
conditions were considered as part of the NPO review.

POS 3 conditions (RCS not intact, refueling cavity filled to at least refueling height) was
analyzed as part of the NPO analysis. The ability to isolate the RCS and prevent fire
induced draindown from lowering RCS inventory margin was included as part of the
NPO review.

The following CCNPP NPO KSFs were explicitly analyzed as part of the NPO review:
decay heat removal, inventory control, reactivity control. Supporting these NPO KSFs
required analysis of additional functions to provide electrical power (power availability),
process cooling, and HVAC support.

Additional NPO KSFs were included and details are contained in NFPA-805-00008
(Reference 6.27).

Using the guidance provided by CCNPP in NO-1-200 (Reference 6.49), equipment and
cable selection was performed to model the equipment used to support the plant
conditions given in FAQ 07-0040. The selected equipment was reviewed to determine
required functions. Where the required function previously existed, the equipment/cable
data was used without update. As needed, additional equipment and cable data was
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obtained to support new equipment or new equipment function.

Equipment was selected and cable selection to support the desired functions was
provided by CCNPP in accordance with the guidance contained in NEI 04-02. Fifty-
seven (57) additional components were selected for the NPO model which had not
previously been analyzed for. Details of the review are contained in NFPA-805-00008
(Reference 6.27).

NFPA 805 Section 1.3.1 Nuclear Safety Goal

The nuclear safety goal is to provide reasonable assurance that a fire during any
operational mode and plant configuration will not prevent the plant from achieving and
maintaining the fuel in a safe and stable condition.

Implementing Guidance

Perform fire area assessments (Identify pinch points)

Identify locations where:

" Fires may cause damage to the equipment (and cabling) credited above, or

• NPO KSFs are achieved solely by crediting recovery actions, e.g., alignment of
gravity feed.

Fire modeling may be used to determine if postulated fires in a fire area are expected to
damage equipment (and cabling) thereby eliminating a pinch point. Fire modeling
should include a treatment of safety margin (maximum expected fire scenario
(MEFS)/limiting fire scenario (LFS) or other treatment) to account for
uncertainties/accuracy of the fire model used.

Review

A fire separation analysis (pinch point analysis) has been performed as documented in
NFPA-805-00008 (Reference 6.27). For those areas containing pinch points,
resolutions were created to achieve NPO KSF success. These resolutions included
engineering justification for condition acceptability (ok-as-is) as well as strategies per
FAQ 07-0040 guidance.

Fire modeling was not used to eliminate any pinch points under this review. Pinch
points were conservatively assigned in fire areas where FAQ 07-0040 strategies were
required to resolve cable or equipment failure due to fire damage.

For Unit 1, analyzing all areas, 51 areas containing pinch points were identified. For
Unit 2, analyzing all areas, 46 areas containing pinch points were identified. Of the
above areas, 35 areas are pinch points for units 1 and 2. A pinch point is considered to
exist if at least one NPO KSF requires resolutions to restore the NPO KSF function.

Details for each fire area are contained in NFPA-805-00008 (Reference 6.27).

NFPA 805 Section 1.3.1 Nuclear Safety Goal

The nuclear safety goal is to provide reasonable assurance that a fire during any
operational mode and plant configuration will not prevent the plant from achieving and
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maintaining the fuel in a safe and stable condition.

Implementing Guidance

Manage risks associated with fire-induced vulnerabilities during the outage

During those NPO evolutions where risk is relatively low:

The normal fire protection program defense-in-depth actions are credited for addressing
the risk impact of those fires that potentially impact one or more trains of equipment that
provide a NPO KSF required during NPO, but would not be expected to cause the total
loss of that NPO KSF. The following actions are considered to be adequate to address
minor losses of system capability or redundancy:

" Control of Ignition Sources

- Hot work (cutting, welding and/or grinding)

- Temporary electrical installations

- Electric portable space heaters

" Control of Combustibles

- Transient fire hazards

- Modifications

- Flammable and combustible liquids and gases

* Compensatory Actions for fire protection system impairments

- Openings in fire barriers

- Inoperable fire detectors or detection systems

- Inoperable fire suppression systems

* Housekeeping

Ensure that the normal fire protection defense-in-depth features are applicable during
NPO modes.

During those NPO evolutions that are defined as HREs:

Additional fire protection defense in depth measures will be taken during these HREs
by:

* Managing risk in fire areas that contain known pinch points (all success paths for
a NPO KSF subject to damage by a fire).

* Managing risk in fire areas where pinch points may arise because of equipment
taken out of service

NUMARC 91-06 (Reference 6.28) discusses the development of outage plans and
schedules. A key element of that process is to ensure the NPO KSFs perform as
needed during the various outage evolutions. During outage planning, the NPO fire area
assessment should be reviewed to identify areas of single-point NPO KSF vulnerability
when required for higher risk evolutions to develop any needed contingency
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plans/actions. For those areas consider combinations of the following options to reduce

fire risk depending upon the significance of the potential damage.

" Prohibition or limitation of hot work in fire areas during periods of increased
vulnerability

" Verification of operable detection and /or suppression in the vulnerable areas.

* Prohibition or limitation of combustible materials in fire areas during periods of
increased vulnerability

" Plant configuration changes (removing power from equipment once it is placed in
its desired position)

* Provision of additional fire patrols at periodic intervals or other appropriate
compensatory measures (such as surveillance cameras) during increased
vulnerability

* Use of recovery actions to mitigate potential losses of key safety functions.

" Identification and monitoring in-situ ignition sources for "fire precursors" (e.g.,
equipment temperatures).

" Reschedule the work to a period with lower risk or higher DID.

In addition, for NPO KSF equipment removed from service during the HREs the impact
should be evaluated based on NPO KSF equipment status and the NPO fire area
assessment to develop needed contingency plans/actions.

Review

The NPO analysis identified which areas require resolutions to restore NPO KSF
function. The resolutions used engineering justifications, administrative controls and
heightened fire prevention strategies to address fire impact. The specific details of the
resolved equipment and resolutions used to mitigate pinch points; are included in
NFPA-805-00008, Attachments D and H.

Fire areas that contain pinch points were evaluated for plant controls that increase fire
prevention surveillance (fire rounds), ignition controls, combustible controls, and fire
barrier compensatory measures.

Plant procedures will be revised to provide guidance to use insight from the 805
transition review to ensure that the NPO KSFs can be maintained. As part of the outage
planning, evaluations will be performed to determine appropriate measures that need to
be in place to minimize fire risk given the plant work and evolutions scheduled (See
Attachment S, Table S-3, IMP-4).
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NEI 04-02 Radioactive Release Transition

Fire Room Pre-Fire Plan No. Screened Engineering Controls Training and Pre-Fire Plan
Area Room Description and Title In Liquid Gaseous Review Results Conclusions

101 Unit 2 No.21 SA-FFSM-AB-10,
ECCS Pump Auxiliary Building
Room Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Emergency Core Cooling Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Reactor Coolant Waste System (ECCS) Pump Room the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Processing System Ventilation and Cooling Units Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
(RCWPS). Drains below the are a subsystem of the Auxiliary containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Building and Radwaste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the Ventilation Subsystem. The effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous ECCS Exhaust Subsystem material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank takes suction on the two ECCS identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous pump rooms through a common contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank exhaust header. The exhaust provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- air is directed through two communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the series of roughing and high Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is energy particulate air (HEPA) precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All filters, where it is either diverted contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is through a charcoal filter to contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except remove radioactive iodine, or water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy through bypass dampers potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally directly to two centrifugal areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow exhaust fans. The ECCS FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored exhaust fans each discharge describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in through a gravity damper to the potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if main Auxiliary and Radwaste ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. Building exhaust header systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed between the main exhaust fans are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and the main vent stack. A capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into radiation monitor is located on manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. the discharge side of the ECCS level of detail provided in consequently screened-out

exhaust fans to monitor the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is gaseous radioactive effluents. materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump High radiation in any of the meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste ECCS Pump Rooms is release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of monitored in the Control Room. criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling During NPO: The ventilation PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive and monitoring system 13-02122. 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both described above remain 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed present. approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes Provisions are in place to process addresses the
and to process (monitor, commence direct revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior communication between the
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NEI 04-02 Radioactive Release Transition

Fire Room Pro-Fire Plan No. Screened Engineering Controls Training and Prm-Fire Plan
Area Room Description and Title In Liquid Gaseous Review Results Conclusions

to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct Fire Brigade and Health
communication between the Physics are trained to contain
Fire Brigade and Health contaminated gaseous effluents
Physics and to contain and/or within the RCA to the extent
monitor liquid effluents prior possible (e.g. using portable
to safe removal, as discussed smoke ejectors and flexible
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', ducting if deemed necessary by
the Hazardous Materials and the Incident Commander).
Oil Response Plan, the Among others, plant documents
Radiation Safety Manual and such as SA-1-101 "Fire
associated Emergency Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
Response Plan Brigade Training" (and
Implementation Procedures, associated fire drills), the
and the FFSM's. ODCM, the Radiation Safety

Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
Fire Brigade and Health "Radiation Protection Training
Physics are trained to contain Program", RP-2-100
contaminated liquid effluents "Radioactive Materials
within the RCA to the extent Management", and RP-2-101
possible (e.g. using "Radioactive Waste
absorbent materials, Management" discuss
temporary dikes, closing of containing, monitoring, and
doors, and directing water to releasing of gaseous effluents.
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,
plant documents such as SA-
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1-
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NEI 04-02 Radioactive Release Transition

Fire Room Pre-Fire Plan No. Screened Engineering Controls Training and Pre-Fire Plan
Area Room Description and Title In Liquid Gaseous Review Results Conclusions

105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills),
the ODCM, the Radiation
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-
1025 "Radiation Protection
Training Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of liquid effluents.

2 102 Unit 2 No. 22 SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Emergency Core Cooling Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
ECCS Pump Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste System (ECCS) Pump Room the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Room Fire Fighting Processing System Ventilation and Cooling Units Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the are a subsystem of the Auxiliary containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Building and Radwaste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the Ventilation Subsystem. The effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous ECCS Exhaust Subsystem material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank takes suction on the two ECCS identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous pump rooms through a common contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank exhaust header. The exhaust provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT'I). Drains above the 5- air is directed through two communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the series of roughing and high Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is energy particulate air (HEPA) precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All filters, where it is either diverted contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is through a charcoal filter to contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except remove radioactive iodine, or water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy through bypass dampers potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally directly to two centrifugal areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow exhaust fans. The ECCS FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored exhaust fans each discharge describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in through a gravity damper to the potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if main Auxiliary and Radwaste ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. Building exhaust header systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed between the main exhaust fans are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and the main vent stack. A capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into radiation monitor is located on manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. the discharge side of the ECCS level of detail provided in consequently screened-out.

exhaust fans to monitor the revised training may become contaminated
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NEI 04-02 Radioactive Release Transition

Fire Room Pro-Fire Plan No. Screened Engineering Controls Training and Pre-Fire Plan
Area Room Description and Title In Liquid Gaseous Review Results Conclusions

The liquid in the MWRT is gaseous radioactive effluents.
pumped by the MWRT pump High radiation in any of the
to the Reactor Coolant Waste ECCS Pump Rooms is
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of monitored in the Control Room.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling During NPO: The ventilation
and disposal of radioactive and monitoring system
liquid wastes from both described above remain
reactor plants. It is designed present.
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes Provisions are in place to
and to process (monitor, commence direct
filter) the liquid wastes prior communication between the
to disposal so that the Fire Brigade and Health
release of the radioactive Physics and to contain and/or
material to the environment is monitor gaseous effluents prior
minimized and concentration to safe removal, as discussed in
of the effluents is below the SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
10CFR20 limits. Hazardous Materials and Oil

materials and FFSM's will
meet NFPA 805 radioactive
release performance
criteria.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health

Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
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Physics are trained to contain Program", RP-2-100
contaminated liquid effluents "Radioactive Materials
within the RCA to the extent Management", and RP-2-101
possible (e.g. using "Radioactive Waste
absorbent materials, Management" discuss
temporary dikes, dosing of containing, monitoring, and
doors, and directing water to releasing of gaseous effluents.
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,
plant documents such as SA-
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1-
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills),
the ODCM, the Radiation
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-
1025 "Radiation Protection
Training Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of liquid effluents.

3 118 Unit 1 No. 12 SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Emergency Core Cooling Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
ECCS Pump Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste System (ECCS) Pump Room the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Room Fire Fighting Processing System Ventilation and Cooling Units Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the are a subsystem of the Auxiliary containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Building and Radwaste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the Ventilation Subsystem. The effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous ECCS Exhaust Subsystem material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank takes suction on the two ECCS identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous pump rooms through a common contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank exhaust header. The exhaust provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- air is directed through two communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the series of roughing and high Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is energy particulate air (HEPA) precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All filters, where it is either diverted contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is through a charcoal filter to contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
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directed to the MWRT, except remove radioactive iodine, or water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy through bypass dampers
drains, which are generally directly to two centrifugal
directed to the MWMT. Flow exhaust fans. The ECCS
from the MWMT is monitored exhaust fans each discharge
for radiation. Controls are in through a gravity damper to the
place to stop flow of liquid if main Auxiliary and Radwaste
high radiation is detected. Building exhaust header
Otherwise, water is mixed between the main exhaust fans
with the circulating water and the main vent stack. A
system and discharged into radiation monitor is located on
the Chesapeake Bay. the discharge side of the ECCS

exhaust fans to monitor
The liquid in the MWRT is gaseous radioactive effluents.
pumped by the MWRT pump High radiation in any of the
to the Reactor Coolant Waste ECCS Pump Rooms is
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of monitored in the Control Room.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling During NPO: The ventilation
and disposal of radioactive and monitoring system
liquid wastes from both described above remain
reactor plants. It is designed present.
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes Provisions are in place to
and to process (monitor, commence direct
filter) the liquid wastes prior communication between the
to disposal so that the Fire Brigade and Health
release of the radioactive Physics and to contain and/or
material to the environment is monitor gaseous effluents prior
minimized and concentration to safe removal, as discussed in
of the effluents is below the SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
10CFR20 limits. Hazardous Materials and Oil

potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct Fire Brigade and Health
communication between the Physics are trained to contain
Fire Brigade and Health contaminated gaseous effluents
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Physics and to contain and/or within the RCA to the extent
monitor liquid effluents prior possible (e.g. using portable
to safe removal, as discussed smoke ejectors and flexible
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", ducting if deemed necessary by
the Hazardous Materials and the Incident Commander).
Oil Response Plan, the Among others, plant documents
Radiation Safety Manual and such as SA-1-101 "Fire
associated Emergency Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Response Plan Brigade Training" (and
Implementation Procedures, associated fire drills), the
and the FFSM's. ODCM, the Radiation Safety

Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
Fire Brigade and Health "Radiation Protection Training
Physics are trained to contain Program", RP-2-100
contaminated liquid effluents "Radioactive Materials
within the RCA to the extent Management", and RP-2-101
possible (e.g. using "Radioactive Waste
absorbent materials, Management" discuss
temporary dikes, closing of containing, monitoring, and
doors, and directing water to releasing of gaseous effluents.
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,
plant documents such as SA-
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1-
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills),
the ODCM, the Radiation
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-
1025 "Radiation Protection
Training Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of liquid effluents.

4 119 Unit 1 No. 11 SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Emergency Core Cooling Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
ECCS Pump Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste System (ECCS) Pump Room the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
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Room Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Processing System Ventilation and Cooling Units Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
(RCWPS). Drains below the are a subsystem of the Auxiliary containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Building and Radwaste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the Ventilation Subsystem. The effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous ECCS Exhaust Subsystem material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank takes suction on the two ECCS identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous pump rooms through a common contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank exhaust header. The exhaust provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- air is directed through two communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the series of roughing and high Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is energy particulate air (HEPA) precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All filters, where it is either diverted contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is through a charcoal filter to contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except remove radioactive iodine, or water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy through bypass dampers potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally directly to two centrifugal areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow exhaust fans. The ECCS FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored exhaust fans each discharge describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in through a gravity damper to the potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if main Auxiliary and Radwaste ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. Building exhaust header systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed between the main exhaust fans are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and the main vent stack. A capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into radiation monitor is located on manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. the discharge side of the ECCS level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

exhaust fans to monitor the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is gaseous radioactive effluents. materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump High radiation in any of the meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste ECCS Pump Rooms is release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of monitored in the Control Room. criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling During NPO: The ventilation PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive and monitoring system 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both described above remain 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed present. approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes Provisions are in place to process addresses the
and to process (monitor, commence direct revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive

communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
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material to the environment is monitor gaseous effluents prior
minimized and concentration to safe removal, as discussed in
of the effluents is below the SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
10CFR20 limits. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
During NPO: Floor drains as Safety Manual and associated
described above remain Emergency Response Plan
present. Implementation Procedures,

and the FFSM's.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated liquid effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, closing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,
plant documents such as SA-
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1-
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills),

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 'Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management' discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.
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the ODCM, the Radiation
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-
1025 'Radiation Protection
Training Program", RP-2-100
'Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of liquid effluents.

5 115A No. 11 SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Charging Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Pump Room Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit I and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
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to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-4
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123,
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FF
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM char
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses th
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training me
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through

02104,
and

FSM's.

ge
e
aterials.

results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
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within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

6 115B No.12 SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Charging Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Pump Room Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWVMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
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directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain

water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Heaith
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation

Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM'a.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials. Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dlosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-11- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 'Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection 00CM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.O1-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.
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7 115C No. 13 SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes
Charging
Pump Room

Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health

and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

During NPO: The ventilation
and monitoring system
described above remain

Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, dosing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,
plant documents such as SA-
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1-

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
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105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

8 105B No. 22 SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Charging Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Pump Room Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
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the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training

The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
1OCFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

9 105C No. 23 SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Charging Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Pump Room Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
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foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit I only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
1OCFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
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Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
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releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

10 100 East-West SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes Floor Drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Hallway By Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
ECCS Pump Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Rooms Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currentiy being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
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to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
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necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 'Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

10 103 South Corridor SA-FFSM-AB-10,
at Equip Auxiliary Building
Elevator/ISI Fire Fighting
Storage Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
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high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
1OCFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
Subsystem (Unit I only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
main exhaust plenum and 13-02122. 13-02123, and Control Program.
discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health descrbed above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
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associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials 'Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

10 104 E/W Hallway (- SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
)10- Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
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Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR2O limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating

identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 uFire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
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Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

10 105A No. 21 SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes
Charging
Pump Room

Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the. ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
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provides controlied handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

each plant take suction on the
main exhaust plenum and
discharge air to the main vent
stack via discharge damper. A
negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104.
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
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temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the 0DCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

10 106 Miscellaneous SA-FFSM-AB-10,
Waste Monitor Auxiliary Building
Tank Room Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials. CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
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directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored
for radiation. Controls are in
place to stop flow of liquid if
high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
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in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

10 108 Waste SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Processing Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Room Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
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Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory asid soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through

containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/o
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents pr
Response Plan to safe removal, as discusse
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

)r

or
d in

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
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Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

10 110 RCW Pump SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes Floor drains are muted to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Area N/S Hall Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
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pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
1OCFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.

operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/o
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents pr
Response Plan to safe removal, as discusse
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

or
orie
d in

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain

Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
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contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 'Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials 'Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and 'Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

10 111 Cryogenics - SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Waste Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Processing Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Control Room Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
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miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material a
directed to the MWMT: Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence anc
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational ai
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. TI
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit I only), the materials and FFSM's will
numoed by the MWRT pumo Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioacti•

will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This

nd program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,

d objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas

nd that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805

he transition, and were
consequently screened-out
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant

ve operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

*During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
redundant main exhaust fans in
each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-4
main exhaust plenum and 13-02122,13-02123,
discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FF
negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM char
to surrounding areas and the process addresses th
outside, is maintained at all revision of training mr
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

02104,
and

SM's.

ge
e
aterials.

results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
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Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 'Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.
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10 113 Miscellaneous SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes
Waste Drain Auxiliary Building
Tank Room Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
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to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, closing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,
plant documents such as SA-
1-101 'Fire Fighting", SA-1-

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
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105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting*, SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

10 116 North Hallway SA-FFSM-AB-10,
by Personnel Auxiliary Building
Elevator (-) 10' Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will
identify potentially
contaminated areas,
provide instruction for
communication with Health
Physics and describe
precautions to minimize,
contain, and safely remove
contaminated smoke and
water runoff in these
potentially contaminated
areas. Training material and
FFSM revisions will
describe the presence and
potential use of monitored
ventilation and drainage
systems, if such systems
are deemed operational and
capable of supporting
manual removal efforts. The

approach will be considered
acceptable to meet NFPA
805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
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the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust

The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit I only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
1OCFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training
materials and FFSM's will
meet NFPA 805 radioactive
release performance
criteria.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 107 No. 11 RC SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Waste Monitor Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Tank Room Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
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foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MVWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.

Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2o100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management', and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
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releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 109 No. 12 RC SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes
Waste Monitor Auxiliary Building
Tank Room Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
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to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.

CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/o
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents pr
Response Plan to safe removal, as discusse
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

)r

or
d in

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
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necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiaton Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management', and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 112 No. 12 RC
Waste Rec.
Tank Room

SA-FFSM-AB5,
Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMAT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe
precautions to minimize,
contain, and safely remove
contaminated smoke and
water runoff in these
potentially contaminated
areas. Training material and
FFSM revisions will
describe the presence and
potential use of monitored
ventilation and drainage

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
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high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

69-foot elevation. In addition to
receiving air from the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building
Subsystem, the main exhaust
plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
Access Control Area Ventilation
System (Unit 2 only), and the
outside makeup air supply. Two
redundant main exhaust fans in
each plant take suction on the
main exhaust plenum and
discharge air to the main vent
stack via discharge damper. A
negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that clean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
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associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting". SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 114 No. 11 RC SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Waste Rec. Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Tank Room Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
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Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
1 OCFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
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During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
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Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 117 Personnel SA-FFSM-AB-10, Yes
Elevator
Equipment
Room

Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals.
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit I only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
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provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
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temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 'Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 120 Unit 2 Con SA-FFSM-AB,
Recirc. Pipe Auxiliary Building
Tunnel Fire Fighting

Strategies Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
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directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored
for radiation. Controls are in
place to stop flow of liquid if
high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

waste processing exhaust fans
flows up a vertical riser past a
radiation monitor to the main
exhaust plenum located on the
69-foot elevation. In addition to
receiving air from the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building
Subsystem, the main exhaust
plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
Access Control Area Ventilation
System (Unit 2 only), and the
outside makeup air supply. Two
redundant main exhaust fans in
each plant take suction on the
main exhaust plenum and
discharge air to the main vent
stack via discharge damper. A
negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that clean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
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in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
'Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and 'Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 122 Unit 1 Con SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Recirc. Pipe Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Tunnel Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
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Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through

containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteda. Release Review are

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/o
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents pn
Response Plan to safe removal, as discusse
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

or
dior
d in

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated liquid effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, closing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,
plant documents such as SA-
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1-
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills),
the ODCM, the Radiation

Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 Fire
Brigade Training" (and
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Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 200 East-West SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Hallway Aux. Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Bldg. 5' Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
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pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan

operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the 0DCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 202 North/South 5' SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Passage By Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
MCCs Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
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miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material ai
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence anc
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational ai
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. TI
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioacti
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-0210
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM'
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materia
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.

will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This

nd program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,

d objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas

nd that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805

he transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant

ve operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in

4, the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

s.

Ils.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the

During NPO: The ventilation
and monitoring system
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Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 'Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 'Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.
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11 203 Unit 2 5' SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes
Piping Area Auxiliary Building
E/W Hallway Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
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105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
'Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 206 Unit 2 5' East SA-FFSM-AB5,
Piping Auxiliary Building
Penetration Fire Fighting
Room Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the
Reactor Coolant Waste
Processing System
(RCWPS). Drains below the
5-foot elevation use pump
sump headers to route the
liquid to the Miscellaneous
Waste Receiver Tank
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous
Waste Monitor Tank
(MWMT). Drains above the 5-
foot elevation flow into the
gravity feeder, which is
routed to the MWRT. All
miscellaneous liquid waste is
directed to the MWRT, except
for hot laboratory and soapy
drains, which are generally
directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored
for radiation. Controls are in
place to stop flow of liquid if
high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into

The Containment Penetration Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Room ventilation subsystem the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
consists of two exhaust fans Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
and two filter assemblies. When containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
the system is in operation it of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
maintains the area at a slight effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
negative pressure to ensure material revisions will approach will be considered
that all contaminated air passes identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
through the filter assembly. contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Each filter assembly consists of provide instruction for performance criteria.
a prefilter, a HEPA filter and an communication with Health
activated charcoal filter in Physics and describe The results documenting
series, to minimize the release precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
of radioactive materials to the contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
environment. The exhaust fans contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
take suction on the filter water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
assembly and is discharged potentially contaminated control program. This
through the main plant vent areas. Training material and program will ensure that the

FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
The Containment Penetration describe the presence and objective and performance
Room ventilation subsystem is potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
typically on standby but ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
automatically starts when a systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Containment Isolation Signal are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
(CIS) occurs due to accident capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
conditions. During Normal manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
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the Chesapeake Bay. Operating Conditions, the
Auxiliary Building and

The liquid in the MWRT is Radwaste Ventilation system
pumped by the MWRT pump ventilates the penetration
to the Reactor Coolant Waste rooms. The Auxiliary Building
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of and Radwaste Ventilation
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Subsystem contains separate
provides controlled handling exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
and disposal of radioactive Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
liquid wastes from both processing exhaust fans
reactor plants. It is designed located on the 5-foot elevation
to provide temporary storage that receive most of the
for reactor coolant wastes Auxiliary and Radwaste
and to process (monitor, Building exhaust air. Ducting
filter) the liquid wastes prior originates in each individual
to disposal so that the room to minimize the spread of
release of the radioactive radioactive contamination to
material to the environment is adjacent areas. The exhaust
minimized and concentration fans take suction on a common
of the effluents is below the filter plenum which filters the air
10CFR20 limits, exhausted from the individual

rooms. Exhaust air from the
During NPO: Floor drains as waste processing exhaust fans
described above remain flows up a vertical riser past a
present. radiation monitor to the main

exhaust plenum located on the
Provisions are in place to 69-foot elevation. In addition to
commence direct receiving air from the Auxiliary
communication between the and Radwaste Building
Fire Brigade and Health Subsystem, the main exhaust
Physics and to contain and/or plenum receives air from the
monitor liquid effluents prior Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
to safe removal, as discussed Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', Access Control Area Ventilation
the Hazardous Materials and System (Unit 2 only), and the
Oil Response Plan, the outside makeup air supply. Two
Radiation Safety Manual and redundant main exhaust fans in
associated Emergency each plant take suction on the
Response Plan main exhaust plenum and
Implementation Procedures, discharge air to the main vent
and the FFSM's. stack via discharge damper. A

level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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negative pressure, with respe
Fire Brigade and Health to surrounding areas and the
Physics are trained to contain outside, is maintained at all
contaminated liquid effluents times in parts of the Auxiliary
within the RCA to the extent and Radwaste Building to
possible (e.g. using ensure that clean areas do nc
absorbent materials, become contaminated throug
temporary dikes, closing of the ventilation system. This
doors, and directing water to room is monitored for
RCA locations having radioactivity concentration
operable drainage, if deemed during normal operating
necessary by the Incident conditions and accident
Commander). Among others, conditions. High radiation in
plant documents such as SA- of these areas is monitored ir
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- the Control Room.
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills), During N PO: The ventilation
the ODCM, the Radiation and monitoring systems
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- described above remain
1025 "Radiation Protection present.
Training Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials Provisions are in place to
Management", and RP-2-101 commence direct
"Radioactive Waste communication between the
Management" discuss Fire Brigade and Health
containing, monitoring, and Physics and to contain and/o
releasing of liquid effluents, monitor gaseous effluents pri

ýct

ot

h

ny

r
or

to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
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smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 207 Waste Gas SA-FFSM-AB,
Decay Tank Auxiliary Building
Room Fire Fighting

Strategies Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWVMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will
identify potentially
contaminated areas,
provide instruction for
communication with Health
Physics and describe
precautions to minimize,
contain, and safely remove
contaminated smoke and
water runoff in these
potentially contaminated
areas. Training material and
FFSM revisions will
describe the presence and
potential use of monitored
ventilation and drainage

approach will be considered
acceptable to meet NFPA
805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
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high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. in addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MVVRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting*, commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
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associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program". RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 208 Waste Gas SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Surge Tank Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Room Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
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Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
1ICFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating

identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
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Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 208A Waste Gas SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Compressor
Room

Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategies Manual

Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in

the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currentiy being tracked in
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provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
1OCFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

each plant take suction on the
main exhaust plenum and
discharge air to the main vent
stack via discharge damper. A
negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
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temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 'Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials 'Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste 'Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and 'Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 209 Decon. Room SA-FFSM-AB5,
Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
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directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequentiy screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWVMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
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in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting*, SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 210 RCP Seal SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Decon. Area Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
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Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through

containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
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Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
'Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 211 Unit 2 5' West SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Containment Penetration Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Piping Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Room ventilation subsystem the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Penetration Fire Fighting Processing System consists of two exhaust fans Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Room Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the and two filter assemblies. When containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump the system is in operation it of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the maintains the area at a slight effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous negative pressure to ensure material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that all contaminated air passes identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous through the filter assembly. contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Each filter assembly consists of provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- a prefilter, a HEPA filter and an communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the activated charcoal filter in Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is series, to minimize the release precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All of radioactive materials to the contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is environment. The exhaust fans contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except take suction on the filter water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy assembly and is discharged potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally through the main plant vent. areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored The Containment Penetration describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in Room ventilation subsystem is potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if typically on standby but ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected, automatically starts when a systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed Containment Isolation Signal are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water (CIS) occurs due to accident capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into conditions. During Normal manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. Operating Conditions, the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Auxiliary Building and the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Radwaste Ventilation system materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
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pumped by the MWRT pump ventilates the penetration
to the Reactor Coolant Waste rooms. The Auxiliary Building
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of and Radwaste Ventilation
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Subsystem contains separate
provides controlled handling exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
and disposal of radioactive Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
liquid wastes from both processing exhaust fans
reactor plants. It is designed located on the 5-foot elevation
to provide temporary storage that receive most of the
for reactor coolant wastes Auxiliary and Radwaste
and to process (monitor, Building exhaust air. Ducting
filter) the liquid wastes prior originates in each individual
to disposal so that the room to minimize the spread of
release of the radioactive radioactive contamination to
material to the environment is adjacent areas. The exhaust
minimized and concentration fans take suction on a common
of the effluents is below the filter plenum which filters the air
10CFR20 limits, exhausted from the individual

rooms. Exhaust air from the
During NPO: Floor drains as waste processing exhaust fans
described above remain flows up a vertical riser past a
present. radiation monitor to the main

exhaust plenum located on the
Provisions are in place to 69-foot elevation. In addition to
commence direct receiving air from the Auxiliary
communication between the and Radwaste Building
Fire Brigade and Health Subsystem, the main exhaust
Physics and to contain and/or plenum receives air from the
monitor liquid effluents prior Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
to safe removal, as discussed Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
in SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", Access Control Area Ventilation
the Hazardous Materials and System (Unit 2 only), and the
Oil Response Plan, the outside makeup air supply. Two
Radiation Safety Manual and redundant main exhaust fans in
associated Emergency each plant take suction on the
Response Plan main exhaust plenum and
Implementation Procedures, discharge air to the main vent
and the FFSM's. stack via discharge damper. A

negative pressure, with respect
Fire Brigade and Health to surrounding areas and the
Physics are trained to contain outside, is maintained at all

meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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contaminated liquid effluents times in parts of the Auxiliary
within the RCA to the extent and Radwaste Building to
possible (e.g. using ensure that clean areas do not
absorbent materials, become contaminated through
temporary dikes, closing of the ventilation system. This
doors, and directing water to room is monitored for
RCA locations having radioactivity concentration
operable drainage, if deemed during normal operating
necessary by the Incident conditions and accident
Commander). Among others, conditions. High radiation in any
plant documents such as SA- of these areas is monitored in
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- the Control Room.
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills), During NPO: The ventilation
the ODCM, the Radiation and monitoring systems
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-described above remain
1025 "Radiation Protection present.
Training Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials Provisions are in place to
Management", and RP-2-101 commence direct
"Radioactive Waste communication between the
Management" discuss Fire Brigade and Health
containing, monitoring, and Physics and to contain and/or
releasing of liquid effluents, monitor gaseous effluents prior

to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
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Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 212 North/South SA-FFSM-AB5,
Passage By Auxiliary Building
VCT Rooms Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the
Reactor Coolant Waste
Processing System
(RCWPS). Drains below the
5-foot elevation use pump
sump headers to route the
liquid to the Miscellaneous
Waste Receiver Tank
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous
Waste Monitor Tank
(MWMT). Drains above the 5-
foot elevation flow into the
gravity feeder, which is
routed to the MWRT. All
miscellaneous liquid waste is
directed to the MWRT, except
for hot laboratory and soapy
drains, which are generally
directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored
for radiation. Controls are in
place to stop flow of liquid if
high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water

The Auxiliary Building and
Radwaste Ventilation
Subsystem contains separate
exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
processing exhaust fans
located on the 5-foot elevation
that receive most of the
Auxiliary and Radwaste
Building exhaust air. Ducting
originates in each individual
room to minimize the spread of
radioactive contamination to
adjacent areas. The exhaust
fans take suction on a common
filter plenum which filters the air
exhausted from the individual
rooms. Exhaust air from the
waste processing exhaust fans
flows up a vertical riser past a
radiation monitor to the main
exhaust plenum located on the
69-foot elevation. In addition to
receiving air from the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
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system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,

Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that clean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

During NPO: The ventilation
and monitoring system
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 *Fire Fighting", the
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and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation

Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 213 Unit 2 SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Degasifier Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Pump Room Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
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(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident

communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in
the revised training
materials and FFSM's will
meet NFPA 805 radioactive
release performance
criteria.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

described above remain
present.

conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
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the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation

Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 'Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 'Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste 'Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
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containing, monitoring, and 'Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 214 Unit 2 VCT SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes
Room Auxiliary Building

Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas,
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize,
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been

Based on the availability of
engineered controls for both
smoke and fire suppression
water runoff and use of
revised FFSM's and training
materials, CCNPP's
approach will be considered
acceptable to meet NFPA
805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

stack via discharge damper. A
negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
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operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials 'Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 214A Unit 2 Valve
Chase

SA-FFSM-AB5,
Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the
Reactor Coolant Waste
Processing System
(RCWPS). Drains below the
5-foot elevation use pump
sump headers to route the
liquid to the Miscellaneous
Waste Receiver Tank
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous
Waste Monitor Tank
(MWMT). Drains above the 5-
foot elevation flow into the
gravity feeder, which is
routed to the MWRT. All
miscellaneous liquid waste is
directed to the MWRT, except
for hot laboratory and soapy
drains, which are generally
directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored
for radiation. Controls are in

The Auxiliary Building and
Radwaste Ventilation
Subsystem contains separate
exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
processing exhaust fans
located on the 5-foot elevation
that receive most of the
Auxiliary and Radwaste
Building exhaust air. Ducting
originates in each individual
room to minimize the spread of
radioactive contamination to
adjacent areas. The exhaust
fans take suction on a common
filter plenum which filters the air
exhausted from the individual
rooms. Exhaust air from the
waste processing exhaust fans
flows up a vertical riser past a
radiation monitor to the main

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
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place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
1OCFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
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Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated liquid effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, closing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,
plant documents such as SA-
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1-
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills),
the ODCM, the Radiation
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-
1025 "Radiation Protecton
Training Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of liquid effluents.

Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 215 Unit 2 BAST SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are muted to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Room Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
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liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas,
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize,
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive

approach will be considered
acceptable to meet NFPA
805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-I
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123,
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FF
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM chan
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses th
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training ma
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

02104,
and

SM's.
ge

aterials.
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during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
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"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program*, RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and 'Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 216 Unit 1 RC M/U SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes
Pump Room Auxiliary Building

Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
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the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
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absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 216A Unit 2 RC M/U SA-FFSM-AB5,
Pump Room Auxiliary Building

Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are muted to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
muted to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
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drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
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to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management', and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management' discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 217 Unit 1 BAST SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Room Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
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Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
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material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 'Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 'Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 'Fire
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the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 218 Unit 1 VCT SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Room Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
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The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit I only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR2O limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to

materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting*,
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health

commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
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Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 'Fire Fighting', SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 'Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 'Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training' (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiaton Safety
Training Program', RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
'Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management', and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
'Radioactive Waste 'Radioactive Materials
Management' discuss Management', and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 219 Vestibule SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Outside Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Elevator 5' Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
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routed to the MWRT. AN adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.

contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
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communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 'Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 'Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
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releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 220 Unit 1 SA-FFSM-AB, Yes
Degasifier
Pump Room

Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategies Manual

Floor drains are muted to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas,
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize,
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the

Based on the availability of
engineered controls for both
smoke and fire suppression
water runoff and use of
revised FFSM's and training
materials, CCNPP's
approach will be considered
acceptable to meet NFPA
805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currenty being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, closing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
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plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 221 Unit 1 5' West
Piping
Penetration
Room

SA-FFSM-AB5,
Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Containment Penetration Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Reactor Coolant Waste Room ventilation subsystem the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Processing System consists of two exhaust fans Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
(RCWPS). Drains below the and two filter assemblies. When containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump the system is in operation it of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the maintains the area at a slight effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous negative pressure to ensure material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that all contaminated air passes identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous through the filter assembly. contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Each filter assembly consists of provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- a prefilter, a HEPA filter and an communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the activated charcoal filter in Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is series, to minimize the release precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All of radioactive materials to the contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is environment. The exhaust fans contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except take suction on the filter water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy assembly and is discharged potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally through the main plant vent. areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored The Containment Penetration describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in Room ventilation subsystem is potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if typically on standby but ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected, automatically starts when a systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed Containment Isolation Signal are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
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with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan

(CIS) occurs due to accident capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
conditions. During Normal manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
Operating Conditions, the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
Auxiliary Building and the revised training may become contaminated
Radwaste Ventilation system materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
ventilates the penetration meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
rooms. The Auxiliary Building release performance results of the Radioactive
and Radwaste Ventilation criteria. Release Review are
Subsystem contains separate currently being tracked in
exhaust systems for Unit 1 and PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
Unit 2. Each unit has two waste 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
processing exhaust fans 13-02124 have been
located on the 5-foot elevation approved to revise FFSM's.
that receive most of the CCNPP's FFSM change
Auxiliary and Radwaste process addresses the
Building exhaust air. Ducting revision of training materials.
originates in each individual
room to minimize the spread of
radioactive contamination to
adjacent areas. The exhaust
fans take suction on a common
filter plenum which filters the air
exhausted from the individual
rooms. Exhaust air from the
waste processing exhaust fans
flows up a vertical riser past a
radiation monitor to the main
exhaust plenum located on the
69-foot elevation. In addition to
receiving air from the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building
Subsystem, the main exhaust
plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
Access Control Area Ventilation
System (Unit 2 only), and the
outside makeup air supply. Two
redundant main exhaust fans in
each plant take suction on the
main exhaust plenum and
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Implementation Procedures, discharge air to the main vent
and the FFSM's. stack via discharge damper. A

negative pressure, with respect
Fire Brigade and Health to surrounding areas and the
Physics are trained to contain outside, is maintained at all
contaminated liquid effluents times in parts of the Auxiliary
within the RCA to the extent and Radwaste Building to
possible (e.g. using ensure that dean areas do n
absorbent materials, become contaminated throug
temporary dikes, closing of the ventilation system. This
doors, and directing water to room is monitored for
RCA locations having radioactivity concentration
operable drainage, if deemed during normal operating
necessary by the Incident conditions and accident
Commander). Among others, conditions. High radiation in
plant documents such as SA- of these areas is monitored
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- the Control Room.
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills), During NPO: The ventilation
the ODCM, the Radiation and monitoring systems
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- described above remain
1025 "Radiation Protection present.
Training Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials Provisions are in place to
Management", and RP-2-101 commence direct
"Radioactive Waste communication between the
Management" discuss Fire Brigade and Health
containing, monitoring, and Physics and to contain and/c
releasing of liquid effluents, monitor gaseous effluents pr

ot
gh

any
n

or
ror

to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
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within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 222 RCP Seal
Rebuild Room

SA-FFSM-AB5,
Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
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for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
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Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated liquid effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, closing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,
plant documents such as SA-
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1-
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills),
the ODCM, the Radiation
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-
1025 "Radiation Protection
Training Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of liquid effluents.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 223 Hot Machine SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Hot Machine Shop is Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Shop Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste served by the Auxiliary Building the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting Processing System Radwaste Ventilation Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the Subsystem. The Hot Machine containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Shop blower unit exhausts of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
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sump headers to route the welding fumes from the welding
liquid to the Miscellaneous enclosure, which is located in
Waste Receiver Tank the Hot Machine Shop. From
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous the three decontamination
Waste Monitor Tank sinks, the air flows through the
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- Auxiliary Building and
foot elevation flow into the Radwaste Ventilation
gravity feeder, which is Subsystem which contains
routed to the MWRT. All separate exhaust systems for
miscellaneous liquid waste is Unit 1 and Unit 2. Each unit has
directed to the MWRT, except two waste processing exhaust
for hot laboratory and soapy fans located on the 5-foot
drains, which are generally elevation that receive most of
directed to the MWMT. Flow the Auxiliary and Radwaste
from the MWMT is monitored Building exhaust air. Ducting
for radiation. Controls are in originates in each individual
place to stop flow of liquid if room to minimize the spread of
high radiation is detected. radioactive contamination to
Otherwise, water is mixed adjacent areas. The exhaust
with the circulating water fans take suction on a common
system and discharged into filter plenum which filters the air
the Chesapeake Bay. exhausted from the individual

rooms. Exhaust air from the
The liquid in the MWRT is waste processing exhaust fans
pumped by the MWRT pump flows up a vertical riser past a
to the Reactor Coolant Waste radiation monitor to the main
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of exhaust plenum located on the
the RCWPS. The RCWPS 69-foot elevation. The main
provides controlled handling exhaust plenum receives air
and disposal of radioactive from the Auxiliary and
liquid wastes from both Radwaste Building Exhaust
reactor plants. It is designed Subsystem, the Fuel Handling
to provide temporary storage Area Exhaust Subsystem (Unit
for reactor coolant wastes 1 only), the Access Control
and to process (monitor, Area Ventilation System (Unit 2
filter) the liquid wastes prior only), and the outside makeup
to disposal so that the air supply. Two redundant main
release of the radioactive exhaust fans in each plant take
material to the environment is suction on the main exhaust
minimized and concentration plenum and discharge air
of the effluents is below the through two dampers, up the

effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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10CFR20 limits, main vent stack. A negative
pressure, with respect to

During NPO: Floor drains as surrounding areas and the
described above remain outside is maintained at all
present. times in parts of the Auxiliary

and Radwaste Building to
Provisions are in place to ensure that dean areas do not
commence direct become contaminated through
communication between the the ventilation system. This
Fire Brigade and Health room is monitored for
Physics and to contain and/or radioactivity concentration
monitor liquid effluents prior during normal operating
to safe removal, as discussed conditions and accident
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', conditions. High radiation in any
the Hazardous Materials and of these areas is monitored in
Oil Response Plan, the the Control Room.
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency During NPO: The ventilation
Response Plan and monitoring system
Implementation Procedures, described above remain
and the FFSM's. present.

Fire Brigade and Health Provisions are in place to
Physics are trained to contain commence direct
contaminated liquid effluents communication between the
within the RCA to the extent Fire Brigade and Health
possible (e.g. using Physics and to contain and/or
absorbent materials, monitor gaseous effluents prior
temporary dikes, dosing of to safe removal, as discussed in
doors, and directing water to SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
RCA locations having Hazardous Materials and Oil
operable drainage, if deemed Response Plan, the Radiation
necessary by the Incident Safety Manual and associated
Commander). Among others, Emergency Response Plan
plant documents such as SA- Implementation Procedures,
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- and the FFSM's.
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills), Fire Brigade and Health
the ODCM, the Radiation Physics are trained to contain
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- contaminated gaseous effluents
1025 "Radiation Protection within the RCA to the extent
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Training Program", RP-2-100 possible (e.g. using portable
"Radioactive Materials smoke ejectors and flexible
Management", and RP-2-101 ducting if deemed necessary by
"Radioactive Waste the Incident Commander).
Management" discuss Among others, plant documents
containing, monitoring, and such as SA-1-101 "Fire
releasing of liquid effluents. Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire

Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
'Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 224 Unit 1 5' SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Piping Area Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
E/W Hallway Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
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place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
1OCFR2O limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
Durinr NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident

ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

described above remain
present.

conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
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Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program". RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

contairiing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 227 Unit 1 5' East SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Containment Penetration Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Piping Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Room ventilation subsystem the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Penetration Fire Fighting Processing System consists of two exhaust fans Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Room Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the and two filter assemblies. When containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump the system is in operation it of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the maintains the area at a slight effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
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liquid to the Miscellaneous negative pressure to ensure material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that all contaminated air passes identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous through the filter assembly. contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Each filter assembly consists of provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- a prefilter, a HEPA filter and an communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the activated charcoal filter in Physics and describe. The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is series, to minimize the release precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All of radioactive materials to the contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is environment. The exhaust fans contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except take suction on the filter water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy assembly and is discharged potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally through the main plant vent. areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored The Containment Penetration describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in Room ventilation subsystem is potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if typically on standby but ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected, automatically starts when a systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed Containment Isolation Signal are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water (CIS) occurs due to accident capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into conditions. During Normal manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. Operating Conditions, the • level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Auxiliary Building and the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Radwaste Ventilation system materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump ventilates the penetration meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste rooms. The Auxiliary Building release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of and Radwaste Ventilation criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Subsystem contains separate currentiy being tracked in
provides controlled handling exhaust systems for Unit 1 and PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive Unit 2. Each unit has two waste 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
1CFR20 limits.

processing exhaust fans
located on the 5-foot elevation
that receive most of the
Auxiliary and Radwaste
Building exhaust air. Ducting
originates in each individual
room to minimize the spread of
radioactive contamination to
adjacent areas. The exhaust
fans take suction on a common
filter plenum which filters the air
exhausted from the individual

13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting*,
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

rooms. Exhaust air from the
waste processing exhaust fans
flows up a vertical riser past a
radiation monitor to the main
exhaust plenum located on the
69-foot elevation. In addition to
receiving air from the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building
Subsystem, the main exhaust
plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
Access Control Area Ventilation
System (Unit 2 only), and the
outside makeup air supply. Two
redundant main exhaust fans in
each plant take suction on the
main exhaust plenum and
discharge air to the main vent
stack via discharge damper. A
negative pressure, with respect

Fire Brigade and Health to surrounding areas and the
Physics are trained to contain outside, is maintained at all
contaminated liquid effluents times in parts of the Auxiliary
within the RCA to the extent and Radwaste Building to
possible (e.g. using ensure that dean areas do n
absorbent materials, become contaminated throug
temporary dikes, dosing of the ventilation system. This
doors, and directing water to room is monitored for
RCA locations having radioactivity concentration
operable drainage, if deemed during normal operating
necessary by the Incident conditions and accident
Commander). Among others, conditions. High radiation in
plant documents such as SA- of these areas is monitored
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- the Control Room.
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills), During NPO: The ventilation
the ODCM, the Radiation and monitoring systems
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- described above remain
1025 "Radiation Protection present.
Training Program", RP-2-100

ot
gh

any
n
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"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of liquid effluents.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting*, SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 308 North South SA-FFSM-AB27, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Passage Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
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(Between M/S Fire Fighting
Rooms) Strategy Manual

Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not

Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated liquid effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, closing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,
plant documents such as SA-
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1-
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills),

become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

During NPO: The ventilation
and monitoring system
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-1O1 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil-
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
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the ODCM, the Radiation Brgade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program". RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
'Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 309 Unit 2 Main SA-FFSM-AB27, Yes The Unit 2 Main Steam The Unit 2 Main Steam Training materials reinforce Based on the results of
Steam Piping Auxiliary Building Penetration Room is located Penetration Room is located the use of FFSM's and the CENG Calculation No.
Penetration Fire Fighting within the RCA. The potential within the RCA. Air from the Radiation Safety Manual for CA07953 and the use of
Room Strategy Manual release of contaminated Main Steam Penetration Room containment and monitoring radiation protection

liquid effluents resulting from is vented to the atmosphere (for of potential radioactive procedures and revised
a fire involving radioactive room cooling purposes) via a effluents. FFSM and training FFSM's and training
contents in this location is large vent pipe routed to the material revisions will materials, CCNPP's
addressed by CENG Auxiliary Building Roof above identify potentially approach is deemed
Calculation No. the 96-foot elevation. The contaminated areas, acceptable to meet NFPA
CA07953.This calculation exhaust system for this room is provide instruction for 805 radioactive release
demonstrates that not provided with filtering communication with Health performance criteria.
instantaneous radioactive capability and therefore the Physics and describe
releases are below applicable potential for unmitigated release precautions to minimize, The results documenting
10CFR20 limits and satisfies of contaminated gaseous contain, and safely remove conformance to NFPA 805
the acceptance criteria of effluents exists. The potential contaminated smoke and radioactive release criteria
NFPA 805, Section 1.5.2. release of contaminated water runoff in these will be maintained as part of

gaseous effluents resulting from potentially contaminated CCNPP's configuration
Additionally, provisions are in a fire involving radioactive areas. The level of detail control program. This
place to commence direct contents in this location is provided in the revised program will ensure that the
communication between the addressed by CENG training materials and radioactive release goals,
Fire Brigade and Health Calculation No. CA07953. This FFSM's will meet NFPA 805 objective and performance
Physics and to practice the calculation demonstrates that radioactive release criteria will continue to be
ALARA principle and contain instantaneous radioactive performance criteria, satisfied when considering
and/or monitor liquid effluents releases are below applicable the possibility that areas
prior to safe removal, as 10CFR20 limits and satisfies PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, that were not contaminated
discussed in the Radiation the acceptance criteria NFPA 13-02122, 13-02123, and at the time of NFPA 805
Safety Manual and FFSM's. 805 Sections 1.5.2. 13-02124 have been transition, and were

approved to revise FFSM's. consequently screened-out,
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CCNPP's FFSM change may become contaminated
process addresses the in the future due to plant
revision of training materials, operational events. The

results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

11 310 Unit 2 27' East SA-FFSM-AB27. Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Containment Penetration Trainina materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Piping Auxiliary Building
Penetration Fire Fighting
Room Strategy Manual

Reactor Coolant Waste Room ventilation subsystem
Processing System consists of two exhaust fans
(RCWPS). Drains below the and two filter assemblies. When
5-foot elevation use pump the system is in operation it
sump headers to route the maintains the area at a slight
liquid to the Miscellaneous negative pressure to ensure
Waste Receiver Tank that all contaminated air passes
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous through the filter assembly.
Waste Monitor Tank Each filter assembly consists of
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- a prefilter, a HEPA filter and an
foot elevation flow into the activated charcoal filter in
gravity feeder, which is series, to minimize the release
routed to the MWRT. All of radioactive materials to the
miscellaneous liquid waste is environment. The exhaust fans
directed to the MWRT, except take suction on the filter
for hot laboratory and soapy assembly and is discharged
drains, which are generally through the main plant vent.
directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored The Containment Penetration
for radiation. Controls are in Room ventilation subsystem is
place to stop flow of liquid if typically on standby but
high radiation is detected, automatically starts when a
Otherwise, water is mixed Containment Isolation Signal
with the circulating water (CIS) occurs due to accident
system and discharged into conditions. During Normal
the Chesapeake Bay. Operating Conditions, the

Auxiliary Building and
The liquid in the MWRT is Radwaste Ventilation system
pumped by the MWRT pump ventilates the penetration
to the Reactor Coolant Waste rooms. The Auxiliary Building
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of and Radwaste Ventilation
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Subsystem contains separate

the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and ware
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
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provides controlled handling exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
and disposal of radioactive Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
liquid wastes from both processing exhaust fans
reactor plants. It is designed located on the 5-foot elevation
to provide temporary storage that receive most of the
for reactor coolant wastes Auxiliary and Radwaste
and to process (monitor, Building exhaust air. Ducting
filter) the liquid wastes prior originates in each individual
to disposal so that the room to minimize the spread of
release of the radioactive radioactive contamination to
material to the environment is adjacent areas. The exhaust
minimized and concentration fans take suction on a common
of the effluents is below the filter plenum which filters the air
10CFR20 limits, exhausted from the individual

rooms. Exhaust air from the
During NPO: Floor drains as waste processing exhaust fans
described above remain flows up a vertical riser past a
present. radiation monitor to the main

exhaust plenum located on the
Provisions are in place to 69-foot elevation. In addition to
commence direct receiving air from the Auxiliary
communication between the and Radwaste Building
Fire Brigade and Health Subsystem, the main exhaust
Physics and to contain and/or plenum receives air from the
monitor liquid effluents prior Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
to safe removal, as discussed Subsystem (Unit I only), the
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", Access Control Area Ventilation
the Hazardous Materials and System (Unit 2 only), and the
Oil Response Plan, the outside makeup air supply. Two
Radiation Safety Manual and redundant main exhaust fans in
associated Emergency each plant take suction on the
Response Plan main exhaust plenum and
Implementation Procedures, discharge air to the main vent
and the FFSM's. stack via discharge damper. A

negative pressure, with respect
Fire Brigade and Health to surrounding areas and the
Physics are trained to contain outside, is maintained at all
contaminated liquid effluents times in parts of the Auxiliary
within the RCA to the extent and Radwaste Building to
possible (e.g. using ensure that dean areas do not
absorbent materials, become contaminated through

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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temporary dikes, closing of the ventilation system. This
doors, and directing water to room is monitored for
RCA locations having radioactivity concentration
operable drainage, if deemed during normal operating
necessary by the Incident conditions and accident
Commander). Among others, conditions. High radiation in any
plant documents such as SA- of these areas is monitored in
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- the Control Room.
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills), During NPO: The ventilation
the ODCM, the Radiation and monitoring systems
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- described above remain
1025 "Radiation Protection present.
Training Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials Provisions are in place to
Management", and RP-2-101 commence direct
"Radioactive Waste communication between the
Management" discuss Fire Brigade and Health
containing, monitoring, and Physics and to contain and/or
releasing of liquid effluents, monitor gaseous effluents prior

to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
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associated fire ddlls), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 313 Unit 2 Spent SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Due to its location within the Due to its location within the See Room 530 See Room 530
Fuel Pool Auxiliary Building RCA, Room 313 is screened- RCA, Room 313 is screened-in.

Fire Fighting in. However, this location is However, this location is below
Strategies Manual below the water level of the the water level of the spent fuel

spent fuel pool and therefore pool and therefore a credible
a credible fire is not fire is not anticipated. Fire
anticipated. Fire scenarios scenarios would occur adjacent
would occur adjacent to the to the top of the spent fuel pool
top of the spent fuel pool where engineering controls as
where engineering controls described for Room 530 would
as described for Room 530 be available; refer to
would be available; refer to engineering controls for Room
engineering controls for 530 for further information.
Room 530 for further Therefore, Room 313 can be
information. Therefore, Room dispositioned as being of
313 can be dispositioned as negligible radioactive release
being of negligible radioactive consequence.
release consequence.

11 314 Unit 1 Spent SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Due to its location within the Due to its location within the See Room 530 See Room 530
Fuel Pool Auxiliary Building RCA, Room 314 is screened- RCA, Room 314 is screened-in.

Fire Fighting in. However, this location is However, this location is below
Strategies Manual below the water level of the the water level of the spent fuel

spent fuel pool and therefore pool and therefore a credible
a credible fire is not fire is not anticipated. Fire
anticipated. Fire scenarios scenarios would occur adjacent
would occur adjacent to the to the top of the spent fuel pool
top of the spent fuel pool where engineering controls as
where engineering controls described for Room 530 would
as described for Room 530 be available; refer to
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would be available; refer to engineering controls for Room
engineering controls for 530 for further information.
Room 530 for further Therefore, Room 314 can be
information. Therefore, Room dispositioned as being of
314 can be dispositioned as negligible radioactive release
being of negligible radioactive consequence.
release consequence.

11 315 Unit 1 Main SA-FFSM-AB27, Yes
Steam Piping
Penetration
Room

Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

The Unit 1 Main Steam The Unit 1 Main Steam Training materials reinforce Based on the results of
Penetration Room is located Penetration Room is located the use of FFSM's and the CENG Calculation No.
within the RCA. The potential within the RCA. Air from the Radiation Safety Manual for CA07953 and the use of
release of contaminated Main Steam Penetration Room containment and monitoring radiation protection
liquid effluents resulting from is vented to the atmosphere (for of potential radioactive procedures and revised
a fire involving radioactive room cooling purposes) via a effluents. FFSM and training FFSM's and training
contents in this location is large vent pipe routed to the material revisions will materials, CCNPP's
addressed by CENG Auxiliary Building Roof above identify potentially approach is deemed
Calculation No. the 96-foot elevation. The contaminated areas, acceptable to meet NFPA
CA07953.This calculation exhaust system for this room is provide instruction for 805 radioactive release
demonstrates that not provided with filtering communication with Health performance criteria.
instantaneous radioactive capability and therefore the Physics and describe
releases are below applicable potential for unmitigated release precautions to minimize, The results documenting
10CFR20 limits and satisfies of contaminated gaseous contain, and safely remove conformance to NFPA 805
the acceptance criteria of effluents exists. The potential contaminated smoke and radioactive release criteria
NFPA 805, Section 1.5.2. release of contaminated water runoff in these will be maintained as part o

gaseous effluents resulting from potentially contaminated CCNPP's configuration
Additionally, provisions are in a fire involving radioactive areas. The level of detail control program. This
place to commence direct contents in this location is provided in the revised program will ensure that thi
communication between the addressed by CENG training materials and radioactive release goals,
Fire Brigade and Health Calculation No. CA07953. This FFSM's will meet NFPA 805 objective and performance
Physics and to practice the calculation demonstrates that radioactive release criteria will continue to be
ALARA principle and contain instantaneous radioactive performance criteria, satisfied when considering
and/or monitor liquid effluents releases are below applicable the possibility that areas
prior to safe removal, as 10CFR20 limits and satisfies PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, that were not contaminated
discussed in the Radiation the acceptance criteria NFPA 13-02122, 13-02123, and at the time of NFPA 805
Safety Manual and FFSM's. 805 Sections 1.5.2. 13-02124 have been transition, and were

f

e

approved to revise FFSM's. consequently screened-out,
CCNPP's FFSM change may become contaminated
process addresses the in the future due to plant
revision of training materials, operational events. The

results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
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the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

11 316 Unit 1 27' East SA-FFSM-AB27, Yes
Piping Auxiliary Building
Penetration Fire Fighting
Room Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Containment Penetration Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Reactor Coolant Waste Room ventilation subsystem the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Processing System consists of two exhaust fans Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
(RCWPS). Drains below the and two filter assemblies. When containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump the system is in operation it of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the maintains the area at a slight effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous negative pressure to ensure material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that all contaminated air passes identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous through the filter assembly. contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Each filter assembly consists of provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- a prefilter, a HEPA filter and an communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the activated charcoal filter in Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is series, to minimize the release precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All of radioactive materials to the contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is environment. The exhaust fans contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except take suction on the filter water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy assembly and is discharged potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally through the main plant vent areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored The Containment Penetration describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in Room ventilation subsystem is potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if typically on standby but ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected, automatically starts when a systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed Containment Isolation Signal are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water (CIS) occurs due to accident capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into conditions. During Normal manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. Operating Conditions, the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Auxiliary Building and the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is .Radwaste Ventilation system materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump ventilates the penetration meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste rooms. The Auxiliary Building release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of and Radwaste Ventilation criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Subsystem contains separate currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling exhaust systems for Unit I and PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive Unit 2. Each unit has two waste 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both processing exhaust fans
reactor plants. It is designed located on the 5-foot elevation
to provide temporary storage that receive most of the
for reactor coolant wastes Auxiliary and Radwaste

13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
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and to process (monitor, Building exhaust air. Ducting revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior originates in each individual
to disposal so that the room to minimize the spread of
release of the radioactive radioactive contamination to
material to the environment is adjacent areas. The exhaust
minimized and concentration fans take suction on a common
of the effluents is below the filter plenum which filters the air
10CFR20 limits, exhausted from the individual

rooms. Exhaust air from the
During NPO: Floor drains as waste processing exhaust fans
described above remain flows up a vertical riser past a
present. radiation monitor to the main

exhaust plenum located on the
Provisions are in place to 69-foot elevation. In addition to
commence direct receiving air from the Auxiliary
communication between the and Radwaste Building
Fire Brigade and Health Subsystem, the main exhaust
Physics and to contain and/or plenum receives air from the
monitor liquid effluents prior Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
to safe removal, as discussed Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", Access Control Area Ventilation
the Hazardous Materials and System (Unit 2 only), and the
Oil Response Plan, the outside makeup air supply. Two
Radiation Safety Manual and redundant main exhaust fans in
associated Emergency each plant take suction on the
Response Plan main exhaust plenum and
Implementation Procedures, discharge air to the main vent
and the FFSM's. stack via discharge damper. A

negative pressure, with respect
Fire Brigade and Health to surrounding areas and the
Physics are trained to contain outside, is maintained at all
contaminated liquid effluents times in parts of the Auxiliary
within the RCA to the extent and Radwaste Building to
possible (e.g. using ensure that dean areas do not
absorbent materials, become contaminated through
temporary dikes, closing of the ventilation system. This
doors, and directing water to room is monitored for
RCA locations having radioactivity concentration
operable drainage, if deemed during normal operating
necessary by the Incident conditions and accident
Commander). Among others, conditions. High radiation in any
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plant documents such as SA- of these areas is monitored in
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- the Control Room.
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills), During N PO: The ventilation
the ODCM, the Radiation and monitoring systems
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- described above remain
1025 "Radiation Protection present.
Training Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials Provisions are in place to
Management", and RP-2-101 commence direct
"Radioactive Waste communication between the
Management" discuss Fire Brigade and Health
containing, monitoring, and Physics and to contain and/or
releasing of liquid effluents, monitor gaseous effluents prior

to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program*, RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
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Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 319 N/S Hallway SA-FFSM-AB27, Yes
W/Boric Acid Auxiliary Building
Batch Tanks Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas,
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize,
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122,13-02123, and

Based on the availability of
engineered controls for both
smoke and fire suppression
water runoff and use of
revised FFSM's and training
materials, CCNPP's
approach will be considered
acceptable to meet NFPA
805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

discharge air to the main vent
stack via discharge damper. A
negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, closing of
doors, and directing water to

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
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RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management' discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 320 Spent Fuel SA-FFSM-AB27,
Cooling Pump Auxiliary Building
Room Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are muted to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
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for radiation. Controls are in
place to stop flow of liquid if
high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

radiation monitor to the main
exhaust plenum located on the
69-foot elevation. In addition to
receiving air from the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building
Subsystem, the main exhaust
plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
Access Control Area Ventilation
System (Unit 2 only), and the
outside makeup air supply. Two
redundant main exhaust fans in
each plant take suction on the
main exhaust plenum and
discharge air to the main vent
stack via discharge damper. A
negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident

potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
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Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 321 Unit 2 27' SA-FFSM-AB27, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Containment Penetration Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
West Piping Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Room ventilation subsystem the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Penetration Fire Fighting Processing System consists of two exhaust fans Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Room Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the and two filter assemblies. When containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump the system is in operation it of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
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sump headers to route the maintains the area at a slight effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous
Waste Receiver Tank
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous
Waste Monitor Tank
(MWMT). Drains above the 5-
foot elevation flow into the
gravity feeder, which is
routed to the MWRT. All
miscellaneous liquid waste is
directed to the MWRT, except
for hot laboratory and soapy
drains, which are generally
directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored
for radiation. Controls are in
place to stop flow of liquid if
high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive

negative pressure to ensure
that all contaminated air passes
through the filter assembly.
Each filter assembly consists of
a prefilter, a HEPA filter and an
activated charcoal filter in
series, to minimize the release
of radioactive materials to the
environment. The exhaust fans
take suction on the filter
assembly and is discharged
through the main plant vent.

The Containment Penetration
Room ventilation subsystem is
typically on standby but
automatically starts when a
Containment Isolation Signal
(CIS) occurs due to accident
conditions. During Normal
Operating Conditions, the
Auxiliary Building and
Radwaste Ventilation system
ventilates the penetration
rooms. The Auxiliary Building
and Radwaste Ventilation
Subsystem contains separate
exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
processing exhaust fans
located on the 5-foot elevation
that receive most of the
Auxiliary and Radwaste
Building exhaust air. Ducting
originates in each individual
room to minimize the spread of
radioactive contamination to

material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

material to the environment is adjacent areas. The exhaust
minimized and concentration fans take suction on a common
of the effluents is below the filter plenum which filters the air
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1OCFR20 limits, exhausted from the individual
rooms. Exhaust air from the

During NPO: Floor drains as waste processing exhaust fans
described above remain flows up a vertical riser past a
present. radiation monitor to the main

exhaust plenum located on the
Provisions are in place to 69-foot elevation. In addition to
commence direct receiving air from the Auxiliary
communication between the and Radwaste Building
Fire Brigade and Health Subsystem, the main exhaust
Physics and to contain and/or plenum receives air from the
monitor liquid effluents prior Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
to safe removal, as discussed Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", Access Control Area Ventilation
the Hazardous Materials and System (Unit 2 only), and the
Oil Response Plan, the outside makeup air supply. Two
Radiation Safety Manual and redundant main exhaust fans in
associated Emergency each plant take suction on the
Response Plan main exhaust plenum and
Implementation Procedures, discharge air to the main vent
and the FFSM's. stack via discharge damper. A

negative pressure, with respect
Fire Brigade and Health to surrounding areas and the
Physics are trained to contain outside, is maintained at all
contaminated liquid effluents times in parts of the Auxiliary
within the RCA to the extent and Radwaste Building to
possible (e.g. using ensure that dean areas do not
absorbent materials, become contaminated through
temporary dikes, closing of the ventilation system. This
doors, and directing water to room is monitored for
RCA locations having radioactivity concentration
operable drainage, if deemed during normal operating
necessary by the Incident conditions and accident
Commander). Among others, conditions. High radiation in any
plant documents such as SA- of these areas is monitored in
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- the Control Room.
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills), During NPO: The ventilation
the ODCM, the Radiation and monitoring systems
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- described above remain
1025 "Radiation Protection present.
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Training Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of liquid effluents.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 322 Unit 2 SA-FFSM-AB27, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
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Letdown Heat Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Exchanger Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Room Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. AUl adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
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release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
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(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 323 Valve Alley SA-FFSM-AB27, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Hallway Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
(East/West) Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
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Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation

the revised training
materials and FFSM's will
meet NFPA 805 radioactive
release performance
criteria.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 323A Unit 1 Valve SA-FFSM-AB27, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Chase (from Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
#323 Only) Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
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gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
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commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 'Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 'Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss
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containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 323B Unit 2 Valve SA-FFSM-AB27, Yes
Chase (from Auxiliary Building
#323 Only) Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
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for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

process addresses the
revision of training materials.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting*, the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, closing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
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Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 324 Unit 1 SA-FFSM-AB27,
Letdown Heat Auxiliary Building
Exchanger Fire Fighting
Room Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
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Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102,13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
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Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste 'Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 325 Personnel SA-FFSM-AB27, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Elevator Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Area - 27' Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials. CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
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(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas,
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize,
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumoed by the MWRT oump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive

805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident

release performance
criteria.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials
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described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management', and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
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"Radioactive Waste 'Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 326 Unit 1 27' SA-FFSM-AB27, Yes Floor drains are muted to the The Containment Penetration Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
West Piping Auxiliary Building
Penetration Fire Fighting
Room Strategy Manual

Reactor Coolant Waste Room ventilation subsystem
Processing System consists of two exhaust fans
(RCWPS). Drains below the and two filter assemblies. When
5-foot elevation use pump the system is in operation it
sump headers to route the maintains the area at a slight
liquid to the Miscellaneous negative pressure to ensure
Waste Receiver Tank that all contaminated air passes
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous through the filter assembly.
Waste Monitor Tank Each filter assembly consists of
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- a prefilter, a HEPA filter and an
foot elevation flow into the activated charcoal filter in
gravity feeder, which is series, to minimize the release
routed to the MWRT. All of radioactive materials to the
miscellaneous liquid waste is environment. The exhaust fans
directed to the MWRT, except take suction on the filter
for hot laboratory and soapy assembly and is discharged
drains, which are generally through the main plant vent.
directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored The Containment Penetration
for radiation. Controls are in Room ventilation subsystem is
place to stop flow of liquid if typically on standby but
high radiation is detected, automatically starts when a
Otherwise, water is mixed Containment Isolation Signal
with the circulating water (CIS) occurs due to accident
system and discharged into conditions. During Normal
the Chesapeake Bay. Operating Conditions, the

Auxiliary Building and
The liquid in the MWRT is Radwaste Ventilation system
pumped by the MWRT pump ventilates the penetration
to the Reactor Coolant Waste rooms. The Auxiliary Building
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of and Radwaste Ventilation
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Subsystem contains separate
provides controlled handling exhaust systems for Unit 1 and

the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials. CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
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and disposal of radioactive Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
liquid wastes from both processing exhaust fans
reactor plants. It is designed located on the 5-foot elevation
to provide temporary storage that receive most of the
for reactor coolant wastes Auxiliary and Radwaste
and to process (monitor, Building exhaust air. Ducting
filter) the liquid wastes prior originates in each individual
to disposal so that the room to minimize the spread of
release of the radioactive radioactive contamination to
material to the environment is adjacent areas. The exhaust
minimized and concentration fans take suction on a common
of the effluents is below the filter plenum which filters the air
10CFR20 limits, exhausted from the individual

rooms. Exhaust air from the
During NPO: Floor drains as waste processing exhaust fans
described above remain flows up a vertical riser past a
present. radiation monitor to the main

exhaust plenum located on the
Provisions are in place to 69-foot elevation. In addition to
commence direct receiving air from the Auxiliary
communication between the and Radwaste Building
Fire Brigade and Health Subsystem, the main exhaust
Physics and to contain and/or plenum receives air from the
monitor liquid effluents prior Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
to safe removal, as discussed Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", Access Control Area Ventilation
the Hazardous Materials and System (Unit 2 only), and the
Oil Response Plan, the outside makeup air supply. Two
Radiation Safety Manual and redundant main exhaust fans in
associated Emergency each plant take suction on the
Response Plan main exhaust plenum and
Implementation Procedures, discharge air to the main vent
and the FFSM's. stack via discharge damper. A

negative pressure, with respect
Fire Brigade and Health to surrounding areas and the
Physics are trained to contain outside, is maintained at all
contaminated liquid effluents times in parts of the Auxiliary
within the RCA to the extent and Radwaste Building to
possible (e.g. using ensure that dean areas do not
absorbent materials, become contaminated through
temporary dikes, dosing of the ventilation system. This

13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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doors, and directing water to room is monitored for
RCA locations having radioactivity concentration
operable drainage, if deemed during normal operating
necessary by the Incident conditions and accident
Commander). Among others, conditions. High radiation in any
plant documents such as SA- of these areas is monitored in
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- the Control Room.
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills), During NPO: The ventilation
the ODCM, the Radiation and monitoring systems
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- described above remain
1025 "Radiation Protection present.
Training Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials Provisions are in place to
Management", and RP-2-101 commence direct
"Radioactive Waste communication between the
Management" discuss Fire Brigade and Health
containing, monitoring, and Physics and to contain and/or
releasing of liquid effluents, monitor gaseous effluents prior

to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
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ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management, and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 327 SFP Cooling SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Demineralizer Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
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to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present, of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,

release performance
criteria.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 'Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 328 SFP Cooling SA-FFSM-AB27, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Filter Room Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will bemaintained as part of
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directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident

potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequentiy screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

described above remain
present.

conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
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Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program". RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.
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11 329 Unit 1 CVCS SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Filter Room Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
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to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
IOCFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
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105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 'Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials 'Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 330 Unit 2 CVCS SA-FFSM-AB,
Filter Room Auxiliary Building

Fire Fighting
Strategies Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
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the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust

The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training
materials and FFSM's will
meet NFPA 805 radioactive
release performance
criteria.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 331 Unit 1 SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Degasifier Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Room (28' Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Elevation) Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
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foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.

Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
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releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss
containing, monitorng, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 332 Unit 2 SA-FFSM-AB. Yes
Degasifier
Room (28'
Elevation)

Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategies Manual

Floor drains are muted to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
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to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
1OCFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
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necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program*, RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 353 Cask Handling SA-FFSM-AB,
Area Auxiliary Building

Fire Fighting
Strategies Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
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high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currentiy being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits. radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
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associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program". RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 355 Waste Evap. SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Pre-Filter Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
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Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits. radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
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During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present, of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the 00CM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
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Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste 'Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 358 RCW IX 11 - SA-FFSM-AB. Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Access From Auxiliary Building
45' Fire Fighting

Strategies Manual

Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas,
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize,
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in

engineered controls for both
smoke and fire suppression
water runoff and use of
revised FFSM's and training
materials, CCNPP's
approach will be considered
acceptable to meet NFPA
805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
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provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR2O limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

each plant take suction on the
main exhaust plenum and
discharge air to the main vent
stack via discharge damper. A
negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
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temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the 0DCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 359 RCWIX 12- SA-FFSM-AB,
Access From Auxiliary Building
45' Fire Fighting

Strategies Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
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directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored
for radiation. Controls are in
place to stop flow of liquid if
high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102,13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
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in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation

Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management, and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 360 RCW IX 13 - SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are muted to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Access From Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
45' U-2 Area Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
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Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit I only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation

containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
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minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 'Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
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Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program". RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 361 RCW IX 14 - SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Access From Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
45' U-2 Area Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored critera will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit I only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
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pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102,13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
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contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 'Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program". RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management', and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management', and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 362 CVCS IX 11 - SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Access From Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
45' Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
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miscellaneous liquid waste is
directed to the MWRT, except
for hot laboratory and soapy
drains, which are generally
directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored
for radiation. Controls are in
place to stop flow of liquid if
high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

fans take suction on a common
filter plenum which filters the air
exhausted from the individual
rooms. Exhaust air from the
waste processing exhaust fans
flows up a vertical riser past a
radiation monitor to the main
exhaust plenum located on the
69-foot elevation. In addition to
receiving air from the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building
Subsystem, the main exhaust
plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
Access Control Area Ventilation
System (Unit 2 only), and the
outside makeup air supply. Two
redundant main exhaust fans in
each plant take suction on the
main exhaust plenum and
discharge air to the main vent
stack via discharge damper. A
negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that clean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
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Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting',
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation

Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and 'Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.
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11 363 CVCS IX 12- SA-FFSM-AB, Yes
Access From Auxiliary Building
45' Fire Fighting

Strategies Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas,
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize,
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary

Based on. the availability of
engineered controls for both
smoke and fire suppression
water runoff and use of
revised FFSM's and training
materials, CCNPP's
approach will be considered
acceptable to meet NFPA
805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated liquid effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, dosing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,
plant documents such as SA-
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1-

and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

During NPO: The ventilation
and monitoring system
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
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105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 364 CVCS IX 13- SA-FFSM-AB,
Access From Auxiliary Building
45' Fire Fighting

Strategies Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
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the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust

The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training
materials and FFSM's will
meet NFPA 805 radioactive
release performance
criteria.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials

may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management', and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste. "Radioactive Materials
Management' discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 365 CVCS IX 21 - SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Access From Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
45' Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMIT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
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foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize,
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans, FFSM revisions will
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, closing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,
plant documents such as SA-
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1-
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills),
the ODCM, the Radiation
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-
1025 "Radiation Protection
Training Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
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releasing of liquid effluents. Managementf discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 366 CVCS IX 22- SA-FFSM-AB, Yes
Access From Auxiliary Building
45' Fire Fighting

Strategies Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMTlT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meat NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-ouIt,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
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to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
1OCFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
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necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 'Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 367 CVCS IX 23-
Access From
45'

SA-FFSM-AB,
Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategies Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
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high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
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associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program". RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 368 Boronometer SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Room Unit 1 Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit I and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
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Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust

identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated

The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM'!
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radic
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123,
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise Fl
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM char
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses th
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training mr
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating

s will in the future due to plant
oactive operational events. The

results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in

02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and Control Program.

FSM's.

nge
e
aterials.
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During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 uFire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting*, SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 'Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
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Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 369 Boronometer SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Room Unit 2 Auxiliary Building

Fire Fighting
Strategies Manual

Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in

the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially
contaminated areas,
provide instruction for
communication with Health
Physics and describe
precautions to minimize,
contain, and safely remove
contaminated smoke and
water runoff in these
potentially contaminated
areas. Training material and
FFSM revisions will
describe the presence and
potential use of monitored
ventilation and drainage
systems, if such systems
are deemed operational and
capable of supporting
manual removal efforts. The
level of detail provided in
the revised training
materials and FFSM's will
meet NFPA 805 radioactive
release performance
criteria.

acceptable to meet NFPA
805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
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provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
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temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection 0OCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 370 Process Rad.
Monitor Room
Unit I

SA-FFSM-AB,
Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategies Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
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directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored
for radiation. Controls are in
place to stop flow of liquid if
high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
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in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation

Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
'Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 371 Process Rad. SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Monitor Room Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Unit 2 Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
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Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitonng water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
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minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior

the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

During NPO: The ventilation
and monitoring system
described above remain
present.

to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
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Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 372 Misc. Waste SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are muted to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
IX - Access Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
From 45' Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
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pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
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contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 373 11 Waste SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Processing IX Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Pre-Filter Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Room (U-2 Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
Area) 5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training

sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
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miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequentiy screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FF
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM char
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses th
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training mr
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system

FSM's.
nge
ae
aterials.
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Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.
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11 374 12 Waste SA-FFSM-AB, Yes
Processing IX
Pre-Filter
Room (U-2
Area)

Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategies Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas,
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize,
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit I only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary

Based on the availability of
engineered controls for both
smoke and fire suppression
water runoff and use of
revised FFSM's and training
materials, CCNPP's
approach will be considered
acceptable to meet NFPA
805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
IOCFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilatice
communication between the and monitoring system

Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to

on

in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 'Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
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105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 408 Unit 2 SA-FFSM-AB45, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Blowdown Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Tank and Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Piping Area Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials. CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
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the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training

The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 410 North/South SA-FFSM-AB45, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Passage 45' Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
(East Hallway) Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
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foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident

Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currentiy being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

described above remain
present.

conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.
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Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
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releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 411 Spent Fuel SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Due to its location within the Due to its location within the See Room 530 See Room 530
Pool Area Auxiliary Building RCA, Room 411 is screened- RCA, Room 411 is screened-in.
South Passage Fire Fighting in. However, this location is However, this location is below

Strategies Manual below the water level of the the water level of the spent fuel
spent fuel pool and therefore pool and therefore a credible
a credible fire is not fire is not anticipated. Fire
anticipated. Fire scenarios scenarios would occur adjacent
would occur adjacent to the to the top of the spent fuel pool
top of the spent fuel pool where engineering controls as
where engineering controls described for Room 530 would
as described for Room 530 be available; refer to
would be available; refer to engineering controls for Room
engineering controls for 530 for further information.
Room 530 for further Therefore, Room 411 can be
information. Therefore, Room dispositioned as being of
411 can be dispositioned as negligible radioactive release
being of negligible radioactive consequence.
release consequence.

11 412 Cask SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Fuel Handling Area Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Washdown Pit Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Ventilation Subsystem consists the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting Processing System of two redundant exhaust fans Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the that take suction on an exhaust containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump manifold located over the east of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the end of the Spent Fuel Pool. An effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous exhaust line extension runs material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank from the spent fuel exhaust identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous manifold to the miscellaneous contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank waste evaporator room on the provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- 69-foot elevation. In addition, communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the exhaust air from the fuel Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is handling area exhaust fan precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All equipment room enters the contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is manifold through a motor contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except operated damper. All fuel water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy handling area exhaust air potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally passes through a high areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow efficiency particulate air (HEPA) FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
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from the MWMT is monitored filter and is then muted through
for radiation. Controls are in bypass dampers directly to the
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust fan, or first through
high radiation is detected, charcoal filters to remove
Otherwise, water is mixed radioactive iodine. The two
with the circulating water exhaust fans discharge through
system and discharged into gravity dampers to Unit 1 main
the Chesapeake Bay. exhaust plenum. An area

process radiation monitor
The liquid in the MWRT is collects air samples from the
pumped by the MWRT pump discharge of the fuel handling
to the Reactor Coolant Waste area exhaust fans prior to entry
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of into the main exhaust plenum.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Only one exhaust fan runs
provides controlled handling during normal system
and disposal of radioactive operation. The fuel handling
liquid wastes from both exhaust fans stop automatically
reactor plants. It is designed when both main exhaust fans
to provide temporary storage are stopped. The Spent Fuel
for reactor coolant wastes Pool (SFP) supply fans stop
and to process (monitor, when both SFP exhaust fans
filter) the liquid wastes prior are stopped. This arrangement
to disposal so that the prevents supply fan operation
release of the radioactive when an exhaust path does not
material to the environment is exist and the resultant positive
minimized and concentration pressure in the fuel handling
of the effluents is below the area could spread
10CFR20 limits, contamination. High radiation is

monitored in the Control Room.

describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",

During NPO: The ventilation
and monitoring system
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
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the Hazardous Materials and to safe removal, as discussed in
Oil Response Plan, the SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Radiation Safety Manual and Hazardous Materials and Oil
associated Emergency Response Plan, the Radiation
Response Plan Safety Manual and associated
Implementation Procedures, Emergency Response Plan
and the FFSM's. Implementation Procedures,

and the FFSM's.
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain Fire Brigade and Health
contaminated liquid effluents Physics are trained to contain
within the RCA to the extent contaminated gaseous effluents
possible (e.g. using within the RCA to the extent
absorbent materials, possible (e.g. using portable
temporary dikes, closing of smoke ejectors and flexible
doors, and directing water to ducting if deemed necessary by
RCA locations having the Incident Commander).
operable drainage, if deemed Among others, plant documents
necessary by the Incident such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Commander). Among others, Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
plant documents such as SA- Brigade Training" (and
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- associated fire drills), the
105 "Fire Brigade Training" ODCM, the Radiation Safety
(and associated fire drills), Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
the ODCM, the Radiation "Radiation Protection Training
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- Program", RP-2-100
1025 "Radiation Protection "Radioactive Materials
Training Program", RP-2-100 Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Materials "Radioactive Waste
Managemenr, and RP-2-101 Management" discuss
"Radioactive Waste containing, monitoring, and
Management" discuss releasing of gaseous effluents.
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of liquid effluents.

11 413 Unit 2 NSSS SA-FFSM-AB45, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Sampling Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Room Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
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liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

Attachment E Radioactive Release Transition

Training and Pre-Fire Plan
Review Results Conclusions

material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 *Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 'Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 'Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
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"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program*, RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 417 Cask Loading SA-FFSM-AB45, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Area Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMVT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWVMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
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the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 418 Solid Waste
Processing
Area

SA-FFSM-AB45,
Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are muted to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
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drains, which are generally
directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored
for radiation. Controls are in
place to stop flow of liquid if
high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system. and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

rooms. Exhaust air from the
waste processing exhaust fans
flows up a vertical riser past a
radiation monitor to the main
exhaust plenum located on the
69-toot elevation. In addition to
receiving air from the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building
Subsystem, the main exhaust
plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
Access Control Area Ventilation
System (Unit 2 only), and the
outside makeup air supply. Two
redundant main exhaust fans in
each plant take suction on the
main exhaust plenum and
discharge air to the main vent
stack via discharge damper. A
negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident

areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
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to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials 'Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 419 Truck Bay and SA-FFSM-AB45, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Loading Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
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Equipment Fire Fighting
Loading Area Strategy Manual

Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do net

Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
1OCFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent " and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
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the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 424 Unit 1 NSSS SA-FFSM-AB45, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Sampling Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Room Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
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The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
1OCFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
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Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 425 Personnel SA-FFSM-AB45, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Elevator Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Area - 45' Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
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routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
1OCFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
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communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

and monitoring system
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation

Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste 'Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
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releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 426 SFP SA-FFSM-AB45, Yes
Demin./IX Auxiliary Building
Plug Area Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit I only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
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and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
IOCFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated liquid effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, dosing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,

times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

During NPO: The ventilation
and monitoring system
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
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plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 427 Spent Fuel
Pool North
Side Area

SA-FFSM-AB,
Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategies Manual

Yes Due to its location within the Due to its location within the See Room 530
RCA, Room 427 is screened- RCA, Room 427 is screened-in.
in. However, this location is However, this location is below
below the water level of the the water level of the spent fuel
spent fuel pool and therefore pool and therefore a credible
a credible fire is not fire is not anticipated. Fire
anticipated. Fire scenarios scenarios would occur adjacent
would occur adjacent to the to the top of the spent fuel pool
top of the spent fuel pool where engineering controls as
where engineering controls described for Room 530 would
as described for Room 530 be available; refer to
would be available; refer to engineering controls for Room
engineering controls for 530 for further information.
Room 530 for further Therefore, Room 427 can be

See Room 530

information. Therefore, Room dispositioned as being of
427 can be dispositioned as negligible radioactive release
being of negligible radioactive consequence.
release consequence.

11 428 Unit 1 SA-FFSM-AB45, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Blowdown Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Tank and Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Piping Area Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
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liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FF
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM char
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses th
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training me
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

SM's.
nge
e
aterials.
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During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 'Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
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"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 441 Spent Resin SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Metering Tank Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Area (From Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
A418) Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
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the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

redundant main exhaust fans in
each plant take suction on the
main exhaust plenum and
discharge air to the main vent
stack via discharge damper. A
negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
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absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 512 HVAC N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A- Screened Out
Equipment
Room (Clear
Vent Room)

11 520 Spent Fuel SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Fuel Handling Area Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Vent Room Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Ventilation Subsystem consists the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
(Outside Fire Fighting Processing System of two redundant exhaust fans Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
North/South) Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the that take suction on an exhaust containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump manifold located over the east of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the end of the Spent Fuel Pool. An effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous exhaust line extension runs material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank from the spent fuel exhaust identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous manifold to the miscellaneous contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank waste evaporator room on the provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- 69-foot elevation. In addition, communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the exhaust air from the fuel Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is handling area exhaust fan precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
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routed to the MWRT. All equipment room enters the contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is manifold through a motor contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except operated damper. All fuel water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy handling area exhaust air potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally passes through a high areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow efficiency particulate air (HEPA) FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored filter and is then routed through describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in bypass dampers directly to the potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust fan, or first through ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected, charcoal filters to remove systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed radioactive iodine. The two are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water exhaust fans discharge through capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into gravity dampers to Unit 1 main manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. exhaust plenum. An area level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

process radiation monitor the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is collects air samples from the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump discharge of the fuel handling meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste area exhaust fans prior to entry release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of into the main exhaust plenum. criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Only one exhaust fan runs currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling during normal system PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive operation. The fuel handling 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both exhaust fans stop automatically 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed when both main exhaust fans approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage are stopped. The Spent Fuel CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes Pool (SFP) supply fans stop process addresses the
and to process (monitor, when both SFP exhaust fans revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior are stopped. This arrangement
to disposal so that the prevents supply fan operation
release of the radioactive when an exhaust path does not
material to the environment is exist and the resultant positive
minimized and concentration pressure in the fuel handling
of the effluents is below the area could spread
10CFR20 limits, contamination. High radiation is

monitored in the Control Room.
During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain During NPO: The ventilation
present. and monitoring system

described above remain
Provisions are in place to present.
commence direct
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communication between the Provisions are in place to
Fire Brigade and Health commence direct
Physics and to contain and/or communication between the
monitor liquid effluents prior Fire Brigade and Health
to safe removal, as discussed Physics and to contain and/or
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", monitor gaseous effluents prior
the Hazardous Materials and to safe removal, as discussed in
Oil Response Plan, the SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Radiation Safety Manual and Hazardous Materials and Oil
associated Emergency Response Plan, the Radiation
Response Plan Safety Manual and associated
Implementation Procedures, Emergency Response Plan
and the FFSM's. Implementation Procedures,

and the FFSM's.
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain Fire Brigade and Health
contaminated liquid effluents Physics are trained to contain
within the RCA to the extent contaminated gaseous effluents
possible (e.g. using within the RCA to the extent
absorbent materials, possible (e.g. using portable
temporary dikes, dosing of smoke ejectors and flexible
doors, and directing water to ducting if deemed necessary by
RCA locations having the Incident Commander).
operable drainage, if deemed Among others, plant documents
necessary by the Incident such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Commander). Among others, Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
plant documents such as SA- Brigade Training" (and
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- associated fire drills), the
105 "Fire Brigade Training" ODCM, the Radiation Safety
(and associated fire drills), Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
the ODCM, the Radiation "Radiation Protection Training
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- Program", RP-2-100
1025 "Radiation Protection "Radioactive Materials
Training Program", RP-2-100 Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Materials "Radioactive Waste
Management", and RP-2-101 Management" discuss
"Radioactive Waste containing, monitoring, and
Management" discuss releasing of gaseous effluents.
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of liquid effluents.
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11 523 N/S Passage SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes
Between
Containment
Accesses

Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas,
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize,
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary

Based on the availability of
engineered controls for both
smoke and fire suppression
water runoff and use of
revised FFSM's and training
materials, CCNPP's
approach will be considered
acceptable to meet NFPA
805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
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105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1 .01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 524 Unit 1 Main SA-FFSM-AB69,
Plant Exhaust Auxiliary Building
& Equip Room Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
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the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust

The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 525 Unit 1 SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Containment Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Access Area Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
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foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MVVRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
Durno NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident

Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

described above remain
present.

conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.
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Provisions are in place to
commence direct Durng NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
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releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 526 Unit 2 Main SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes
Plant Exhaust Auxiliary Building
& Equip Room Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
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to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that clean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, closing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
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necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting*, SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 527 Unit 2 SA-FFSM-AB69,
Containment Auxiliary Building
Access Area Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
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high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
1 0CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident

systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

described above remain
present.

conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
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associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents pror
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 'Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 528 Personnel SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Elevator Area Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
(Vestibule) Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
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Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating

identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct Durng NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
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Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 530 Spent Fuel SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes
Pool/Cask Auxiliary Building
Handling Area Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Fuel Handling Area Training materials reinforce
Reactor Coolant Waste Ventilation Subsystem consists the use of FFSM's and the
Processing System of two redundant exhaust fans Radiation Safety Manual for
(RCWPS). Drains below the that take suction on an exhaust containment and monitoring
5-foot elevation use pump manifold located over the east of potential radioactive
sump headers to route the end of the Spent Fuel Pool. An effluents. FFSM and training
liquid to the Miscellaneous exhaust line extension runs material revisions will
Waste Receiver Tank from the spent fuel exhaust identify potentially
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous manifold to the miscellaneous contaminated areas,
Waste Monitor Tank waste evaporator room on the provide instruction for
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- 69-foot elevation. In addition, communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the exhaust air from the fuel Physics and describe
gravity feeder, which is handling area exhaust fan precautions to minimize,
routed to the MWRT. Aul equipment room enters the contain, and safely remove
miscellaneous liquid waste is manifold through a motor contaminated smoke and
directed to the MWRT, except operated damper. All fuel water runoff in these
for hot laboratory and soapy handling area exhaust air potentially contaminated
drains, which are generally passes through a high areas. Training material and
directed to the MWMT. Flow efficiency particulate air (HEPA) FFSM revisions will
from the MWMT is monitored filter and is then routed through describe the presence and
for radiation. Controls are in bypass dampers directly to the potential use of monitored
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust fan, or first through ventilation and drainage
high radiation is detected, charcoal filters to remove systems, if such systems
Otherwise, water is mixed radioactive iodine. The two are deemed operational and
with the circulating water exhaust fans discharge through capable of supporting
system and discharged into gravity dampers to Unit 1 main manual removal efforts. The
the Chesapeake Bay. exhaust plenum. An area level of detail provided in

process radiation monitor the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is collects air samples from the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump discharge of the fuel handling meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste area exhaust fans prior to entry release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of into the main exhaust plenum. criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Only one exhaust fan runs

Based on the availability of
engineered controls for both
smoke and fire suppression
water runoff and use of
revised FFSM's and training
materials, CCNPP's
approach will be considered
acceptable to meet NFPA
805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
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provides controlled handling during normal system
and disposal of radioactive operation. The fuel handling
liquid wastes from both exhaust fans stop automatically
reactor plants. It is designed when both main exhaust fans
to provide temporary storage are stopped. The Spent Fuel
for reactor coolant wastes Pool (SFP) supply fans stop
and to process (monitor, when both SFP exhaust fans
filter) the liquid wastes prior are stopped. This arrangement
to disposal so that the prevents supply fan operation
release of the radioactive when an exhaust path does not
material to the environment is exist and the resultant positive
minimized and concentration pressure in the fuel handling
of the effluents is below the area could spread
1OCFR20 limits, contamination. High radiation is

monitored in the Control Room.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

During NPO: The ventilation
and monitoring system
described above remain

Provisions are in place to present.
commence direct
communication between the Provisions are in place to
Fire Brigade and Health commence direct
Physics and to contain and/or communication between the
monitor liquid effluents prior Fire Brigade and Health
to safe removal, as discussed Physics and to contain and/or
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", monitor gaseous effluents prior
the Hazardous Materials and to safe removal, as discussed in
Oil Response Plan, the SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Radiation Safety Manual and Hazardous Materials and Oil
associated Emergency Response Plan, the Radiation
Response Plan Safety Manual and associated
Implementation Procedures, Emergency Response Plan
and the FFSM's. Implementation Procedures,

and the FFSM's.
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain Fire Brigade and Health
contaminated liquid effluents Physics are trained to contain
within the RCA to the extent contaminated gaseous effluents
possible (e.g. using within the RCA to the extent
absorbent materials, possible (e.g. using portable
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temporary dikes, closing of smoke ejectors and flexible
doors, and directing water to ducting if deemed necessary by
RCA locations having the Incident Commander).
operable drainage, if deemed Among others, plant documents
necessary by the Incident such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Commander). Among others, Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
plant documents such as SA- Brigade Training" (and
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- associated fire drills), the
105 "Fire Brigade Training" ODCM, the Radiation Safety
(and associated fire drills), Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
the ODCM, the Radiation "Radiation Protection Training
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- Program", RP-2-100
1025 "Radiation Protection "Radioactive Materials
Training Program", RP-2-100 Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Materials "Radioactive Waste
Management", and RP-2-101 Management" discuss
"Radioactive Waste containing, monitoring, and
Management" discuss releasing of gaseous effluents.
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of liquid effluents.

11 531 Waste
Processing
Area Fan
Room

SA-FFSM-AB,
Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategies Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
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for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
Durina NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident

potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

described above remain
present.

conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
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Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 TFire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 TFire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program', RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 533 New Fuel SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Fuel Handling Area Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Storage Area Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Ventilation Subsystem consists the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting Processing System of two redundant exhaust fans Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategies Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the that take suction on an exhaust containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump manifold located over the east of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
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sump headers to route the end of the Spent Fuel Pool. An effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous exhaust line extension runs material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank from the spent fuel exhaust identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous manifold to the miscellaneous contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank waste evaporator room on the provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- 69-foot elevation. In addition, communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the exhaust air from the fuel Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is handling area exhaust fan precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All equipment room enters the contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is manifold through a motor contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except operated damper. Atl fuel water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy handling area exhaust air potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally passes through a high areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow efficiency particulate air (HEPA) FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored filter and is then routed through describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in bypass dampers directly to the potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust fan, or first through ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. charcoal filters to remove systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed radioactive iodine. The two are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water exhaust fans discharge through capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into gravity dampers to Unit 1 main manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. exhaust plenum. An area level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

process radiation monitor the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is collects air samples from the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump discharge of the fuel handling meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste area exhaust fans prior to entry release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of into the main exhaust plenum. criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Only one exhaust fan runs currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling during normal system PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive operation. The fuel handling 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both exhaust fans stop automatically 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed when both main exhaust fans approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage are stopped. The Spent Fuel CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes Pool (SFP) supply fans stop process addresses the
and to process (monitor, when both SFP exhaust fans revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior are stopped. This arrangement
to disposal so that the prevents supply fan operation
release of the radioactive when an exhaust path does not
material to the environment is exist and the resultant positive
minimized and concentration pressure in the fuel handling
of the effluents is below the area could spread
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10CFR20 limits, contamination. High radiation is
monitored in the Control Room.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain During NPO: The ventilation
present. and monitoring system

described above remain
Provisions are in place to present.
commence direct
communication between the Provisions are in place to
Fire Brigade and Health commence direct
Physics and to contain and/or communication between the
monitor liquid effluents prior Fire Brigade and Health
to safe removal, as discussed Physics and to contain and/or
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', monitor gaseous effluents prior
the Hazardous Materials and to safe removal, as discussed in
Oil Response Plan, the SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Radiation Safety Manual and Hazardous Materials and Oil
associated Emergency Response Plan, the Radiation
Response Plan Safety Manual and associated
Implementation Procedures, Emergency Response Plan
and the FFSM's. Implementation Procedures,

and the FFSM's.
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain Fire Brigade and Health
contaminated liquid effluents Physics are trained to contain
within the RCA to the extent contaminated gaseous effluents
possible (e.g. using within the RCA to the extent
absorbent materials, possible (e.g. using portable
temporary dikes, closing of smoke ejectors and flexible
doors, and directing water to ducting if deemed necessary by
RCA locations having the Incident Commander).
operable drainage, if deemed Among others, plant documents
necessary by the Incident such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Commander). Among others, Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
plant documents such as SA- Brigade Training" (and
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- associated fire drills), the
105 "Fire Brigade Training" ODCM, the Radiation Safety
(and associated fire drills), Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
the ODCM, the Radiation "Radiation Protection Training
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- Program", RP-2-100
1025 "Radiation Protection "Radioactive Materials
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Training Program", RP-2-100 Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Materials 'Radioactive Waste
Management", and RP-2-101 Management" discuss
"Radioactive Waste containing, monitoring, and
Management" discuss releasing of gaseous effluents.
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of liquid effluents.

11 586 Plant SA-FFSM-AB69. Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Chemistry Auxiliary Building
Cold Lab Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in

the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance crteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
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provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilatic
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between t"
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain anc
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents
Response Plan to safe removal, as discus
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and

Response Plan, the Radia

on

he

d/or
prior
sed in
he
Oil
ton

Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associate
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health

d
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temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 587 Frisker Area - N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
PCMS etc.

11 588 Plant SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Chemistry Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Clean Room Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit I and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MVVRT. At adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
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for hot laboratory and soapy
drains, which are generally
directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored
for radiation. Controls are in
place to stop flow of liquid if
high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

exhausted from the individual
rooms. Exhaust air from the
waste processing exhaust fans
flows up a vertical riser past a
radiation monitor to the main
exhaust plenum located on the
69-foot elevation. In addition to
receiving air from the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building
Subsystem, the main exhaust
plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust

potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated

The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radio
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-0
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123,
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FF
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM chan
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses thi
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training ma
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.

will in the future due to plant
active operational events. The

results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in

02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and Control Program.

SM's.
ge
ea
•terials.
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monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 589 Chemistry SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
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Gas Bottle Auxiliary Building
Storage Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123. and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
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release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, dosing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,
plant documents such as SA-
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1-
105 "Fire Brigade Training"

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
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(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 590 Plant SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Chemistry Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Storage Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
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Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit I only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
1OCFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present, of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation

may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting', SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 591 Frisker Area SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
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gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
1OCFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
Durino NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident

precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to

conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.
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commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
'Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss
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containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 592 Plant SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes
Chemistry Auxiliary Building
Corridor Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWVRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWTMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
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for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilatic
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between tl
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain anc
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents
Response Plan to safe removal, as discus
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and

on

he

d/or
prior
sod in
he
Oil

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated liquid effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, closing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident

Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
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Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 593 Plant SA-FFSM-AB69,
Chemistry Auxiliary Building
Counting Area Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit I and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will
identify potentially
contaminated areas,
provide instruction for
communication with Health
Physics and describe
precautions to minimize,
contain, and safely remove
contaminated smoke and
water runoff in these
potentially contaminated
areas. Training material and
FFSM revisions will
describe the presence and
potential use of monitored
ventilation and drainage
systems, if such systems

approach will be considered
acceptable to meet NFPA
805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
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Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102,13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that clean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
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Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 594 Passage - SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Dressout Area Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
to Aux. Bldg Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
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(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWVMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident

contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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described above remain
present.

conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
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"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 595 Plant SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes
Chemistry Hot Auxiliary Building
Lab - East Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas,
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize,
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,

Based on the availability of
engineered controls for both
smoke and fire suppression
water runoff and use of
revised FFSM's and training
materials, CCNPP's
approach will be considered
acceptable to meet NFPA
805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequenfly screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
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and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
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doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 596 Plant SA-FFSM-AB69,
Chemistry Hot Auxiliary Building
Lab - West Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are muted to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
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from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out.

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in currently being tracked in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR2O limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
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the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation

Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, dosing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management', and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 597 Plant SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Chemistry Hot Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Lab - Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Southwest Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit I and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
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Comer 5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit I only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This

of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
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1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

11 AB-E Aux. Bldg. SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Due to its location within the Due to its location within the Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Elevator Shaft Auxiliary Building RCA, Elevator Shaft AB-E is RCA, Elevator Shaft AB-E is the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting screened-in. However, there screened-in. However, there Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategies Manual are no permanent and are no permanent and transient containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

transient combustibles combustibles located within this of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
located within this location. location. As such, the elevator effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
As such, the elevator shaft shaft can be dispositioned as material revisions will approach will be considered
can be dispositioned as being being of negligible radioactive identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
of negligible radioactive release consequence. contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
release consequence. provide instruction for performance criteria.

In the unlikely event of a fire in communication with Health
In the unlikely event of a fire the elevator shaft, the Auxiliary Physics and describe The results documenting
in the elevator shaft, floor Building and Radwaste precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
drains, routed to the Reactor Ventilation Subsystem can be contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
Coolant Waste Processing used to contain, monitor, and contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
System (RCWPS), are safely exhaust contaminated water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
provided in adjacent rooms. gaseous effluents from the potentially contaminated control program. This
Drains below the 5-foot RCA. The ventilation system areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
elevation use pump sump contains separate exhaust FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
headers to route the liquid to systems for Unit 1 and Unit 2. describe the presence and objective and performance
the Miscellaneous Waste Each unit has two waste potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
Receiver Tank (MWRT) and processing exhaust fans ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
Miscellaneous Waste Monitor located on the 5-foot elevation systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Tank (MWMT). Drains above that receive most of the are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
the 5-foot elevation flow into Auxiliary and Radwaste capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
the gravity feeder, which is Building exhaust air. Ducting manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
routed to the MWRT. Aul originates in each individual level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
miscellaneous liquid waste is room to minimize the spread of the revised training may become contaminated
directed to the MWRT, except radioactive contamination to materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
for hot laboratory and soapy adjacent areas. The exhaust meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
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drains, which are generally fans take suction on a common release performance
directed to the MWMT. Flow filter plenum which filters the air criteria.
from the MWMT is monitored exhausted from the individual
for radiation. Controls are in rooms. Exhaust air from the PCR's 13-02102, 13-
place to stop flow of liquid if waste processing exhaust fans 13-02122, 13-02123,
high radiation is detected, flows up a vertical riser past a 13-02124 have been
Otherwise, water is mixed radiation monitor to the main approved to revise Fl
with the circulating water exhaust plenum located on the CCNPP's FFSM char
system and discharged into 69-foot elevation. In addition to process addresses th
the Chesapeake Bay. receiving air from the Auxiliary revision of training m;

and Radwaste Building
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem, the main exhaust
pumped by the MVVRT pump plenum receives air from the
to the Reactor Coolant Waste Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Access Control Area Ventilation
provides controlled handling System (Unit 2 only), and the
and disposal of radioactive outside makeup air supply. Two
liquid wastes from both redundant main exhaust fans in
reactor plants. It is designed each plant take suction on the
to provide temporary storage main exhaust plenum and
for reactor coolant wastes discharge air to the main vent
and to process (monitor, stack via discharge damper. A
filter) the liquid wastes prior negative pressure, with respect
to disposal so that the to surrounding areas and the
release of the radioactive outside, is maintained at all
material to the environment is times in parts of the Auxiliary
minimized and concentration and Radwaste Building to
of the effluents is below the ensure that dean areas do not
1OCFR20 limits, become contaminated through

the ventilation system. This
During NPO: Floor drains as room is monitored for
described above remain radioactivity concentration
present. during normal operating

conditions and accident
Provisions are in place to conditions. High radiation in any
commence direct of these areas is monitored in
communication between the the Control Room.
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or During NPO: The ventilation
monitor liquid effluents prior and monitoring system

02104,
and

FSM's.
nge
e
aterials.

results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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to safe removal, as discussed described above remain
in SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", present.
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the Provisions are in place to
Radiation Safety Manual and commence direct
associated Emergency communication between the
Response Plan Fire Brigade and Health
Implementation Procedures, Physics and to contain and/or
and the FFSM's. monitor gaseous effluents prior

to safe removal, as discussed in
Fire Brigade and Health SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Physics are trained to contain Hazardous Materials and Oil
contaminated liquid effluents Response Plan, the Radiation
within the RCA to the extent Safety Manual and associated
possible (e.g. using Emergency Response Plan
absorbent materials, Implementation Procedures,
temporary dikes, closing of and the FFSM's.
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having Fire Brigade and Health
operable drainage, if deemed Physics are trained to contain
necessary by the Incident contaminated gaseous effluents
Commander). Among others, within the RCA to the extent
plant documents such as SA- possible (e.g. using portable
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- smoke ejectors and flexible
105 "Fire Brigade Training" ducting if deemed necessary by
(and associated fire drills), the Incident Commander).
the ODCM, the Radiation Among others, plant documents
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- such as SA-1-101 "Fire
1025 "Radiation Protection Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Training Program", RP-2-100 Brigade Training" (and
"Radioactive Materials associated fire drills), the
Management", and RP-2-101 ODCM, the Radiation Safety
"Radioactive Waste Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
Management" discuss "Radiation Protection Training
containing, monitoring, and Program", RP-2-100
releasing of liquid effluents. "Radioactive Materials

Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.
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11 SHFT Equipment N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Shaft ((-)10' to
45')

11 STAC Main Steam N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Vent Stack

12 201 Unit 2 SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Component Auxiliary Building
Cooling Room Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of . outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and

the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
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liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, closing of
doors, and directing water to

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
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RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 ProgramW, RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

13 204 Unit25'Fan
Room

SA-FFSM-AB5,
Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
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for radiation. Controls are in
place to stop flow of liquid if
high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCVVMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health

radiation monitor to the main
exhaust plenum located on the
69-foot elevation. In addition to
receiving air from the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building
Subsystem, the main exhaust
plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
Access Control Area Ventilation
System (Unit 2 only), and the
outside makeup air supply. Two
redundant main exhaust fans in
each plant take suction on the
main exhaust plenum and
discharge air to the main vent
stack via discharge damper. A
negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident

potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in
the revised training
materials and FFSM's will
meet NFPA 805 radioactive
release performance
criteria.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

During NPO: The ventilation
and monitoring system
described above remain

Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
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Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

14 225 Unit 1 5' Fan SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Room Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both

Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of

5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
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sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for

effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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1OCFR2O limits. radioactivity concentration

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

During NPO: The ventilation
and monitoring system
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation

Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
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Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

15 228 Unit 1 SA-FFSM-AB5, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Component Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Cooling Room Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance results of the Radioactive
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Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts, of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
IOCFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.

criteria. Release Review are

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program', RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

16 1C Cable Chase N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
1C

16 306 Unit 1 Cable N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Spreading
Room

16A 301 Unit 1 Battery N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Room No. 11

16B 300 Hallway N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Outside Unit 1
Cable
Spreading &
Battery Room

16C 304 Unit 1 Battery N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
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Room No. 12

17 2C Cable Chase N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
2C

17 302 Unit 2 Cable N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A- Screened Out
Spreading
Room

17A 305 Unit 2 Battery N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Room No. 21

17B 303 Hallway N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Outside Unit 2
Cable
Spreading &
Battery Room

17C 307 Unit 2 Battery N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Room No. 22

18 311 Unit 2 27' N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Switchgear
Room

18A 312 Unit 2 Cont SA-FFSM-PA27, Yes The Containment Purge Air The Containment Purge Air Training materials reinforce Based on the results of
Purge Air Protected Area Supply Room contains Supply Room contains the use of FFSM's and the CENG Calculation No.
Supply Room Fire Fighting radioactive sources within the radioactive sources within the Radiation Safety Manual for CA07953 and the use of

Strategy Manual ductwork. Due to the ductwork. Due to the containment and monitoring radiation protection
radioactive nature of contents radioactive nature of contents of potential radioactive procedures and revised
stored in this room, the stored in this room, the effluents. FFSM and training FFSM's and training
Containment Purge Air Containment Purge Air Supply material revisions will materials, CCNPP's
Supply Room is screened-in. Room is screened-in, identify potentially approach is deemed

contaminated areas, acceptable to meet NFPA
The potential release of The potential release of provide instruction for 805 radioactive release
contaminated liquid effluents contaminated gaseous effluents communication with Health performance criteria.
resulting from a fire involving resulting from a fire involving Physics and describe
radioactive contents in this radioactive contents in this precautions to minimize, The results documenting
location is addressed by location is addressed by CENG contain, and safely remove conformance to NFPA 805
CENG Calculation No. Calculation No. CA07953. This contaminated smoke and radioactive release criteria
CA07953.This calculation calculation demonstrates that water runoff in these will be maintained as part of
demonstrates that instantaneous radioactive potentially contaminated CCNPP's configuration
instantaneous radioactive releases are below applicable areas. The level of detail control program. This
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releases are below applicable 10CFR20 limits and satisfies provided in the revised program will ensure that the
IOCFR20 limits and satisfies the acceptance critera of NFPA training materials and radioactive release goals,
the acceptance criteria of 805, Section 1.5.2. FFSM's will meet NFPA 805 objective and performance
NFPA 805, Section 1.5.2. radioactive release criteria will continue to be

Additionally, provisions are in performance criteria, satisfied when considering
Additionally, provisions are in place to commence direct the possibility that areas
place to commence direct communication between the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, that were not contaminated
communication between the Fire Brigade and Health 13-02122, 13-02123, and at the time of NFPA 805
Fire Brigade and Health Physics and to practice the 13-02124 have been transition, and were
Physics and to practice the ALARA principle by minimizing approved to revise FFSM's. consequently screened-out,
ALARA principle and contain smoke production, as discussed CCNPP's FFSM change may become contaminated
and/or monitor liquid effluents in the Radiation Safety Manual process addresses the in the future due to plant
prior to safe removal, as and FFSM's. revision of training materials, operational events. The
discussed in the Radiation results of the Radioactive
Safety Manual and FFSM's. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

19 317 Unit 1 27' N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A- Screened Out
Switchgear
Room

19A 318 Unit 1 SA-FFSM-PA27, Yes The Containment Purge Air The Containment Purge Air Training materials reinforce Based on the results of
Containment Protected Area Supply Room contains Supply Room contains the use of FFSM's and the CENG Calculation No.
Purge Air Fire Fighting radioactive sources within the radioactive sources within the Radiation Safety Manual for CA07953 and the use of
Supply Room Strategy Manual ductwork. Due to the ductwork. Due to the containment and monitoring radiation protection

radioactive nature of contents radioactive nature of contents of potential radioactive procedures and revised
stored in this room, the stored in this room, the effluents. FFSM and training FFSM's and training
Containment Purge Air Containment Purge Air Supply material revisions will materials, CCNPP's
Supply Room is screened-in. Room is screened-in, identify potentially approach is deemed

contaminated areas, acceptable to meet NFPA
The potential release of The potential release of provide instruction for 805 radioactive release
contaminated liquid effluents contaminated gaseous effluents communication with Health performance criteria.
resulting from a fire involving resulting from a fire involving Physics and describe
radioactive contents in this radioactive contents in this precautions to minimize, The results documenting
location is addressed by location is addressed by CENG contain, and safely remove conformance to NFPA 805
CENG Calculation No. Calculation No. CA07953. This contaminated smoke and radioactive release criteria
CA07953.This calculation calculation demonstrates that water runoff in these will be maintained as part of
demonstrates that instantaneous radioactive potentially contaminated CCNPP's configuration
instantaneous radioactive releases are below applicable areas. The level of detail control program. This
releases are below applicable 10CFR20 limits and satisfies provided in the revised program will ensure that the
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20

21

22

23

24

24

24

24

24

1A

1B

2A

2B

400

401

402

403

404

Cable Chase
1A

Cable Chase
1B

Cable Chase
2A

Cable Chase
2B

Control Room
Vestibule

Operations
Shift Office

Control Room
Toilet

Janitor's Closet

Kitchen -
Control Room

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No
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10CFR20 limits and satisfies the acceptance criteria of NFPA training materials and radioactive release goals,
the acceptance criteria of 805, Section 1.5.2. FFSM's will meet NFPA 805 objective and performance
NFPA 805, Section 1.5.2. radioactive release criteria will continue to be

Additionally, provisions are in performance criteria, satisfied when considering
Additionally, provisions are in place to commence direct the possibility that areas
place to commence direct communication between the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, that were not contaminated
communication between the Fire Brigade and Health 13-02122, 13-02123, and at the time of NFPA 805
Fire Brigade and Health Physics and to practice the 13-02124 have been transition, and were
Physics and to practice the ALARA principle by minimizing approved to revise FFSM's. consequently screened-out,
ALARA principle and contain smoke production, as discussed CCNPP's FFSM change may become contaminated
and/or monitor liquid effluents in the Radiation Safety Manual process addresses the in the future due to plant
prior to safe removal, as and FFSM's. revision of training materials, operational events. The
discussed in the Radiation results of the Radioactive
Safety Manual and FFSM's. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

N/A N/A N/A N/A- Screened Out

N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
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24 405 Control Room N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

24 406 Unit 2 DAS N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Computer
Room

24 415 Passage N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
(Between CR
Kitchen &
Toilet)

24 431 Unit I DAS N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Computer
Room

24 432 Control Room N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Annex

24 434 Turbine N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Building
Passage to
AB-1 & TSC

24 435 Storage Area N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

24 436 Tech Support N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Center

24 437 Tech Support N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Annex

24 438 Shift N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Supervisor's
Office

24 442 Reserve N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Battery Room

24 443 Passage N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

24 444 Central Alarm N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Station
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25 407 Unit 245' N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Switchgear
Room

26 409 Unit 2 45' East SA-FFSM-AB45, Yes Floor drains are routed to the
Electrical Auxiliary Building
Penetration Fire Fighting
Room Strategy Manual

Reactor Coolant Waste
Processing System
(RCWPS). Drains below the
5-foot elevation use pump
sump headers to route the
liquid to the Miscellaneous
Waste Receiver Tank
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous
Waste Monitor Tank
(MWMT). Drains above the 5-
foot elevation flow into the
gravity feeder, which is
routed to the MWRT. All
miscellaneous liquid waste is
directed to the MWRT, except
for hot laboratory and soapy
drains, which are generally
directed to the MWMT. Flow

The Containment Penetration Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Room ventilation subsystem the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
consists of two exhaust fans Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
and two filter assemblies. When containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
the system is in operation it of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
maintains the area at a slight effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
negative pressure to ensure material revisions will approach will be considered
that all contaminated air passes identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
through the filter assembly. contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Each filter assembly consists of provide instruction for performance criteria.
a prefilter, a HEPA filter and an communication with Health
activated charcoal filter in Physics and describe The results documenting
series, to minimize the release precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
of radioactive materials to the contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
environment. The exhaust fans contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
take suction on the filter water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
assembly and is discharged potentially contaminated control program. This
through the main plant vent. areas. Training material and program will ensure that the

FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
The Containment Penetration describe the presence and objective and performance
Room ventilation subsystem is potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
typically on standby but ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
automatically starts when a systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Containment Isolation Signal are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
(CIS) occurs due to accident capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
conditions. During Normal manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
Operating Conditions, the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
Auxiliary Building and the revised training may become contaminated
Radwaste Ventilation system materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
ventilates the penetration meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
rooms. The Auxiliary Building release performance criteria results of the Radioactive
and Radwaste Ventilation Release Review are
Subsystem contains separate PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, currently being tracked in
exhaust systems for Unit 1 and 13-02122, 13-02123, and the CCNPP Configuration
Unit 2. Each unit has two waste 13-02124 have been Control Program.
processing exhaust fans approved to revise FFSM's.
located on the 5-foot elevation CCNPP's FFSM change

from the MWMT is monitored
for radiation. Controls are in
place to stop flow of liquid if
high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
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to provide temporary storage that receive most of the
for reactor coolant wastes Auxiliary and Radwaste
and to process (monitor, Building exhaust air. Ducting
filter) the liquid wastes prior originates in each individual
to disposal so that the room to minimize the spread of
release of the radioactive radioactive contamination to
material to the environment is adjacent areas. The exhaust
minimized and concentration fans take suction on a common
of the effluents is below the filter plenum which filters the air
10CFR20 limits, exhausted from the individual

rooms. Exhaust air from the
During NPO: Floor drains as waste processing exhaust fans
described above remain flows up a vertical riser past a
present. radiation monitor to the main

exhaust plenum located on the
Provisions are in place to 69-foot elevation. In addition to
commence direct receiving air from the Auxiliary
communication between the and Radwaste Building
Fire Brigade and Health Subsystem, the main exhaust
Physics and to contain and/or plenum receives air from the
monitor liquid effluents prior Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
to safe removal, as discussed Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", Access Control Area Ventilation
the Hazardous Materials and System (Unit 2 only), and the
Oil Response Plan, the outside makeup air supply. Two
Radiation Safety Manual and redundant main exhaust fans in
associated Emergency each plant take suction on the
Response Plan main exhaust plenum and
Implementation Procedures, discharge air to the main vent
and the FFSM's. stack via discharge damper. A

negative pressure, with respect
Fire Brigade and Health to surrounding areas and the
Physics are trained to contain outside, is maintained at all
contaminated liquid effluents times in parts of the Auxiliary
within the RCA to the extent and Radwaste Building to
possible (e.g. using ensure that clean areas do not
absorbent materials, become contaminated through
temporary dikes, closing of the ventilation system. This
doors, and directing water to room is monitored for
RCA locations having radioactivity concentration
operable drainage, if deemed during normal operating

process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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necessary by the Incident conditions and accident
Commander). Among others, conditions. High radiation in any
plant documents such as SA- of these areas is monitored in
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- the Control Room.
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills), During NPO: The ventilation
the ODCM, the Radiation and monitoring systems
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- described above remain
1025 "Radiation Protection present.
Training Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials Provisions are in place to
Management", and RP-2-101 commence direct
"Radioactive Waste communication between the
Management" discuss Fire Brigade and Health
containing, monitoring, and Physics and to contain and/or
releasing of liquid effluents, monitor gaseous effluents prior

to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
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Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

27 414 Unit 2 45' SA-FFSM-AB45, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Containment Penetration Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
West
Electrical
Penetration
Room

Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Reactor Coolant Waste
Processing System
(RCWPS). Drains below the
5-foot elevation use pump
sump headers to route the
liquid to the Miscellaneous
Waste Receiver Tank
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous
Waste Monitor Tank
(MWMT). Drains above the 5-
foot elevation flow into the
gravity feeder, which is
routed to the MWRT. All
miscellaneous liquid waste is
directed to the MWRT, except
for hot laboratory and soapy
drains, which are generally
directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored
for radiation. Controls are in
place to stop flow of liquid if
high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS

Room ventilation subsystem the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
consists of two exhaust fans Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
and two filter assemblies. When containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
the system is in operation it of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
maintains the area at a slight effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
negative pressure to ensure material revisions will approach will be considered
that all contaminated air passes identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
through the filter assembly. contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Each filter assembly consists of provide instruction for performance criteria.
a prefilter, a HEPA filter and an communication with Health
activated charcoal filter in Physics and describe The results documenting
series, to minimize the release precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
of radioactive materials to the contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
environment. The exhaust fans contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
take suction on the filter water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
assembly and is discharged potentially contaminated control program. This
through the main plant vent. areas. Training material and program will ensure that the

FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
The Containment Penetration describe the presence and objective and performance
Room ventilation subsystem is potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
typically on standby but ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
automatically starts when a systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Containment Isolation Signal are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
(CIS) occurs due to accident capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
conditions. During Normal manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
Operating Conditions, the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
Auxiliary Building and the revised training may become contaminated
Radwaste Ventilation system materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
ventilates the penetration meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
rooms. The Auxiliary Building release performance criteria results of the Radioactive
and Radwaste Ventilation
Subsystem contains separate

Release Review are
currently being tracked inPCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
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provides controlled handling exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
and disposal of radioactive Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
liquid wastes from both processing exhaust fans
reactor plants. It is designed located on the 5-foot elevation
to provide temporary storage that receive most of the
for reactor coolant wastes Auxiliary and Radwaste
and to process (monitor, Building exhaust air. Ducting
filter) the liquid wastes prior originates in each individual
to disposal so that the room to minimize the spread of
release of the radioactive radioactive contamination to
material to the environment is adjacent areas. The exhaust
minimized and concentration fans take suction on a common
of the effluents is below the filter plenum which filters the air
1OCFR20 limits, exhausted from the individual

rooms. Exhaust air from the
During NPO: Floor drains as waste processing exhaust fans
described above remain flows up a vertical riser past a
present. radiation monitor to the main

exhaust plenum located on the
Provisions are in place to 69-foot elevation. In addition to
commence direct receiving air from the Auxiliary
communication between the and Radwaste Building
Fire Brigade and Health Subsystem, the main exhaust
Physics and to contain and/or plenum receives air from the
monitor liquid effluents prior Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
to safe removal, as discussed Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", Access Control Area Ventilation
the Hazardous Materials and System (Unit 2 only), and the
Oil Response Plan, the outside makeup air supply. Two
Radiation Safety Manual and redundant main exhaust fans in
associated Emergency each plant take suction on the
Response Plan main exhaust plenum and
Implementation Procedures, discharge air to the main vent
and the FFSM's. stack via discharge damper. A

negative pressure, with respect
Fire Brigade and Health to surrounding areas and the
Physics are trained to contain outside, is maintained at all
contaminated liquid effluents times in parts of the Auxiliary
within the RCA to the extent and Radwaste Building to
possible (e.g. using ensure that dean areas do not
absorbent materials, become contaminated through

13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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temporary dikes, closing of the ventilation system. This
doors, and directing water to room is monitored for
RCA locations having radioactivity concentration
operable drainage, if deemed during normal operating
necessary by the Incident conditions and accident
Commander). Among others, conditions. High radiation in any
plant documents such as SA- of these areas is monitored in
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- the Control Room.
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills), During N PO: The ventilation
the O0CM, the Radiation and monitoring systems
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- described above remain
1025 "Radiation Protection present.
Training Program'. RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials Provisions are in place to
Management", and RP-2-101 commence direct
"Radioactive Waste communication between the
Management" discuss Fire Brigade and Health
containing, monitoring, and Physics and to contain and/or
releasing of liquid effluents, monitor gaseous effluents prior

to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training' (and
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associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

28 416 2B Diesel N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Generator
Room

29 440 Unit 2 RWT SA-FFSM- Yes Fire-fighting efforts in the Unit Fire-fighting efforts in the Unit 2 Training materials reinforce Based on the results of
Pump Room PAWRD, Outside 2 RWT Pump Room requires RWT Pump Room requires the use of FFSM's and the CENG Calculation No.

areas of the opening of an exterior door, opening of an exterior door, and Radiation Safety Manual for CA07953, and the use of
Protected Area - and therefore a potential for therefore a potential for containment and monitoring radiation protection
West Road Fire contaminated liquid release contaminated gaseous release of potential radioactive procedures and revised
Fighting Strategy exists. The potential release exists. The potential release of effluents. FFSM and training FFSM's and training
Manual of contaminated liquid contaminated gaseous effluents material revisions will materials, CCNPP's

effluents resulting from a fire resulting from a fire involving identify potentially approach is deemed
involving radioactive contents radioactive contents in this contaminated areas, acceptable to meet NFPA
in this location is addressed location is addressed by CENG provide instruction for 805 radioactive release
by CENG Calculation No. Calculation No. CA07953.This communication with Health performance criteria.
CA07953.This calculation calculation demonstrates that Physics and describe
demonstrates that instantaneous radioactive precautions to minimize, The results documenting
instantaneous radioactive releases are below applicable contain, and safely remove conformance to NFPA 805
releases are below applicable 10CFR20 limits and satisfies contaminated smoke and radioactive release criteria
10CFR20 limits and satisfies the acceptance criteria of NFPA water runoff in these will be maintained as part of
the acceptance criteria of 805, Section 1.5.2. potentially contaminated CCNPP's configuration
NFPA 805, Section 1.5.2. areas. The level of detail control program. This

Additionally, provisions are in provided in the revised program will ensure that the
Additionally, provisions are in place to commence direct training materials and radioactive release goals,
place to commence direct communication between the FFSM's will meet NFPA 805 objective and performance
communication between the Fire Brigade and Health radioactive release criteria will continue to be
Fire Brigade and Health Physics and to practice the performance criteria, satisfied when considering
Physics and to practice the ALARA principle by minimizing the possibility that areas
ALARA principle and contain smoke production, as discussed PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, that were not contaminated
and/or monitor liquid effluents in the Radiation Safety Manual 13-02122, 13-02123, and at the time of NFPA 805
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prior to safe removal, as and FFSM's. 13-02124 have been transition, and were
discussed in the Radiation approved to revise FFSM's. consequently screened-out,
Safety Manual and FFSM's. CCNPP's FFSM change may become contaminated

process addresses the in the future due to plant
revision of training materials. operational events. The

results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

30 420 RC Waste SA-FFSM-AB45, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Reactor Coolant (RC) Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Evaporator Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Waste Evaporator Room is the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Room Fire Fighting Processing System served by the Auxiliary Building Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the Radwaste Ventilation containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Subsystem. The RC Sample of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the Sink blower units utilize the effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous blowers to draw room air into an material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank enclosure around the sample identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous sink to prevent the spread of contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank airborne contamination due to provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- the sampling process. From the communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the sink, the air flows through the Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is Auxiliary Building and precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All Radwaste Ventilation contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is Subsystem contains separate contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except exhaust systems for Unit 1 and water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy Unit 2. Each unit has two waste potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally processing exhaust fans areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow located on the 5-foot elevation FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored that receive most of the describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in Auxiliary and Radwaste building potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust air. Ducting originates ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. in each individual room to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed minimize the spread of are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water radioactive contamination to capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into adjacent areas. The exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. fans take suction on a common level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,

filter plenum which filters the air the revised training may become contaminated
The liquid in the MWRT is exhausted from the individual materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
pumped by the MWRT pump rooms. Exhaust air from the meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
to the Reactor Coolant Waste waste processing exhaust fans release performance results of the Radioactive
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Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of flows up a vertical riser past a criteria. Release Review are
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

radiation monitor to the main
exhaust plenum located on the
69-foot elevation. The main
exhaust plenum receives air
from the Auxiliary and
Radwaste Building Exhaust
Subsystem, the Fuel Handling
Area Exhaust Subsystem (Unit
1 only), the Access Control
Area Ventilation System (Unit 2
only), and the outside makeup
air supply. Two redundant main
exhaust fans in each plant take
suction on the main exhaust
plenum and discharge air
through two dampers, up the
main vent stack. A negative
pressure, with respect to
surrounding areas and the
outside is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that clean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

During NPO: The ventilation
and monitoring system
described above remain

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

Fire Brigade and Health present.
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated liquid effluents Provisions are in place to
within the RCA to the extent commence direct
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possible (e.g. using communication between the
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics and to contain and/or
doors, and directing water to monitor gaseous effluents prior
RCA locations having to safe removal, as discussed in
operable drainage, if deemed SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", the
necessary by the Incident Hazardous Materials and Oil
Commander). Among others, Response Plan, the Radiation
plant documents such as SA- Safety Manual and associated
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Emergency Response Plan
105 "Fire Brigade Training" Implementation Procedures,
(and associated fire drills), and the FFSM's.
the ODCM, the Radiation
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- Fire Brigade and Health
1025 "Radiation Protection Physics are trained to contain
Training Program", RP-2-100 contaminated gaseous effluents
"Radioactive Materials within the RCA to the extent
Management", and RP-2-101 possible (e.g. using portable
"Radioactive Waste smoke ejectors and flexible
Management" discuss ducting if deemed necessary by
containing, monitoring, and the Incident Commander).
releasing of liquid effluents. Among others, plant documents

such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

30 421 1B Diesel N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Generator
Room
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31 422 2A Diesel N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Generator
Room

32 423 Unit 1 45' SA-FFSM-AB45, Yes Floor drains are muted to the The Containment Penetration
West
Electrical
Penetration
Room

Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Reactor Coolant Waste Room ventilation subsystem
Processing System consists of two exhaust fans
(RCWPS). Drains below the and two filter assemblies. Vý
5-foot elevation use pump the system is in operation it
sump headers to route the maintains the area at a sligt
liquid to the Miscellaneous negative pressure to ensure
Waste Receiver Tank that all contaminated air pas
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous through the filter assembly.
Waste Monitor Tank Each filter assembly consist
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- a prefilter, a HEPA filter and
foot elevation flow into the activated charcoal filter in
gravity feeder, which is series, to minimize the relea
routed to the MWRT. All of radioactive materials to tt
miscellaneous liquid waste is environment. The exhaust fI
directed to the MWRT, except take suction on the filter
for hot laboratory and soapy assembly and is discharged
drains, which are generally through the main plant vent.
directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored The Containment Penetratic
for radiation. Controls are in Room ventilation subsysterm
place to stop flow of liquid if typically on standby but
high radiation is detected. automatically starts when a
Otherwise, water is mixed Containment Isolation Signs
with the circulating water (CIS) occurs due to acciden
system and discharged into conditions. During Normal
the Chesapeake Bay. Operating Conditions, the

en

sot

an

sse

ins

'n
nis

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance criteria results of the Radioactive

Release Review are
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, currently being tracked in
13-02122, 13-02123, and the CCNPP Configuration
13-02124 have been Control Program.
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the

Auxiliary Building and
The liquid in the MWRT is Radwaste Ventilation system
pumped by the MWRT pump ventilates the penetration
to the Reactor Coolant Waste rooms. The Auxiliary Building
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of and Radwaste Ventilation
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Subsystem contains separate
provides controlled handling exhaust systems for Unit I and
and disposal of radioactive Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
liquid wastes from both processing exhaust fans
reactor plants. It is designed located on the 5-foot elevation
to provide temporary storage that receive most of the
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for reactor coolant wastes Auxiliary and Radwaste revision of training materials.
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated liquid effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, dosing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident

Building exhaust air. Ducting
originates in each individual
room to minimize the spread of
radioactive contamination to
adjacent areas. The exhaust
fans take suction on a common
filter plenum which filters the air
exhausted from the individual
rooms. Exhaust air from the
waste processing exhaust fans
flows up a vertical riser past a
radiation monitor to the main
exhaust plenum located on the
69-foot elevation. In addition to
receiving air from the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building
Subsystem, the main exhaust
plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
Access Control Area Ventilation
System (Unit 2 only), and the
outside makeup air supply. Two
redundant main exhaust fans in
each plant take suction on the
main exhaust plenum and
discharge air to the main vent
stack via discharge damper. A
negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
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Commander). Among others, conditions. High radiation in
plant documents such as SA- of these areas is monitored ir
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- the Control Room.
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills), During NPO: The ventilation
the ODCM, the Radiation and monitoring systems
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- described above remain
1025 "Radiation Protection present.
Training Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials Provisions are in place to
Management", and RP-2-101 commence direct
"Radioactive Waste communication between the
Management" discuss Fire Brigade and Health
containing, monitoring, and Physics and to contain and/oi
releasing of liquid effluents, monitor gaseous effluents pri

ny

r
or

to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
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*Radioactive Materials
Managementf, and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

33 429 Unit 1 45' East SA-FFSM-AB45, Yes Floor drains are routed to the
Electrical Auxiliary Building
Penetration Fire Fighting
Room Strategy Manual

Reactor Coolant Waste
Processing System
(RCWPS). Drains below the
5-foot elevation use pump
sump headers to route the
liquid to the Miscellaneous
Waste Receiver Tank
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous
Waste Monitor Tank
(MWMT). Drains above the 5-
foot elevation flow into the
gravity feeder, which is
routed to the MWRT. All
miscellaneous liquid waste is
directed to the MWRT, except
for hot laboratory and soapy
drains, which are generally
directed to the MWMT. Flow
from the MWMT is monitored
for radiation. Controls are in
place to stop flow of liquid if
high radiation is detected.
Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling

The Containment Penetration Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Room ventilation subsystem the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
consists of two exhaust fans Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
and two filter assemblies. When containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
the system is in operation it of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
maintains the area at a slight effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
negative pressure to ensure material revisions will approach will be considered
that all contaminated air passes identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
through the filter assembly. contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Each filter assembly consists of provide instruction for performance criteria.
a prefilter, a HEPA filter and an communication with Health
activated charcoal filter in Physics and describe The results documenting
series, to minimize the release precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
of radioactive materials to the contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
environment. The exhaust fans contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
take suction on the filter water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
assembly and is discharged potentially contaminated control program. This
through the main plant vent. areas. Training material and program will ensure that the

FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
The Containment Penetration describe the presence and objective and performance
Room ventilation subsystem is potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
typically on standby but ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
automatically starts when a systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Containment Isolation Signal are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
(CIS) occurs due to accident capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
conditions. During Normal manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
Operating Conditions, the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
Auxiliary Building and the revised training may become contaminated
Radwaste Ventilation system materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
ventilates the penetration meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
rooms. The Auxiliary Building release performance criteria results of the Radioactive
and Radwaste Ventilation Release Review are
Subsystem contains separate PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, currently being tracked in
exhaust systems for Unit 1 and 13-02122, 13-02123, and the CCNPP Configuration
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and disposal of radioactive Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
liquid wastes from both processing exhaust fans
reactor plants. It is designed located on the 5-foot elevation
to provide temporary storage that receive most of the
for reactor coolant wastes Auxiliary and Radwaste
and to process (monitor, Building exhaust air. Ducting
filter) the liquid wastes prior originates in each individual
to disposal so that the room to minimize the spread of
release of the radioactive radioactive contamination to
material to the environment is adjacent areas. The exhaust
minimized and concentration fans take suction on a common
of the effluents is below the filter plenum which filters the air
10CFR20 limits, exhausted from the individual

rooms. Exhaust air from the
During NPO: Floor drains as waste processing exhaust fans
described above remain flows up a vertical riser past a
present. radiation monitor to the main

exhaust plenum located on the
Provisions are in place to 69-foot elevation. In addition to
commence direct receiving air from the Auxiliary
communication between the and Radwaste Building
Fire Brigade and Health Subsystem, the main exhaust
Physics and to contain and/or plenum receives air from the
monitor liquid effluents prior Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
to safe removal, as discussed Subsystem (Unit I only), the
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', Access Control Area Ventilation
the Hazardous Materials and System (Unit 2 only), and the
Oil Response Plan, the outside makeup air supply. Two
Radiation Safety Manual and redundant main exhaust fans in
associated Emergency each plant take suction on the
Response Plan main exhaust plenum and
Implementation Procedures, discharge air to the main vent
and the FFSM's. stack via discharge damper. A

negative pressure, with respect
Fire Brigade and Health to surrounding areas and the
Physics are trained to contain outside, is maintained at all
contaminated liquid effluents times in parts of the Auxiliary
within the RCA to the extent and Radwaste Building to
possible (e.g. using ensure that dean areas do not
absorbent materials, become contaminated through
temporary dikes, closing of the ventilation system. This

13-02124 have been Control Program.
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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doors, and directing water to room is monitored for
RCA locations having radioactivity concentration
operable drainage, if deemed during normal operating
necessary by the Incident conditions and accident
Commander). Among others, conditions. High radiation in a
plant documents such as SA- of these areas is monitored ir
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- the Control Room.
105 'Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills), During NPO: The ventilation
the ODCM, the Radiation and monitoring systems
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- described above remain
1025 "Radiation Protection present.
Training Program", RP-2-100
'Radioactive Materials Provisions are in place to
Management", and RP-2-101 commence direct
"Radioactive Waste communication between the
Managementr discuss Fire Brigade and Health
containing, monitoring, and Physics and to contain and/o
releasing of liquid effluents. monitor gaseous effluents pnh

ny

r
or

to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
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ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

34 430 Unit 1 45' N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Switchgear
Room

35 517 Unit 2 SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Horizontal Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Cable Chase Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
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Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123, and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FFSM's.
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM change
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training materials.
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation

may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training' such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

36 518 Unit 1 SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Horizontal Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Cable Chase Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit I and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
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gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize,
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building capable of supporting
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training

conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radio
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two criteria.
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the PCR's 13-02102, 13-I
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and 13-02122, 13-02123,
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent 13-02124 have been
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A approved to revise FF
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect CCNPP's FFSM chan
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the process addresses th
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all revision of training me
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
1OCFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to

swill
active

02104,
and

SM's.
ge
e
aterials.
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commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and 'Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss
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containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

37 529 Unit 1 69' SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes
West
Electrical
Penetration
Room

Auxiliary Building
Fire Fighting
Strategy Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance criteria results of the Radioactive

Release Review are
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, currently being tracked in
13-02122, 13-02123, and the CCNPP Configuration
13-02124 have been Control Program.
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
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for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the revision of training materials.
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that dean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilatic
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to

on

in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
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Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 'Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
'Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

38 532 Unit 2 69' SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
West Auxiliary Building Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Electrical Fire Fighting Processing System Subsystem contains separate Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Penetration Strategy Manual (RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
Room 5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training

sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation material revisions will approach will be considered
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting provide instruction for performance criteria.
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual communication with Health
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of Physics and describe The results documenting
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual potentially contaminated control program. This
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a describe the presence and objective and performance
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
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Otherwise, water is mixed
with the circulating water
system and discharged into
the Chesapeake Bay.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

receiving air from the Auxiliary are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
and Radwaste Building capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
Subsystem, the main exhaust manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
plenum receives air from the level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust the revised training may become contaminated
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
Access Control Area Ventilation meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
System (Unit 2 only), and the release performance criteria results of the Radioactive
outside makeup air supply. Two Release Review are
redundant main exhaust fans in PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, currently being tracked in
each plant take suction on the 13-02122, 13-02123, and the CCNPP Configuration
main exhaust plenum and 13-02124 have been Control Program.
discharge air to the main vent approved to revise FFSM's.
stack via discharge damper. A CCNPP's FFSM change
negative pressure, with respect process addresses the
to surrounding areas and the revision of training materials.
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that clean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
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Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting%, SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection 0DCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
'Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

39 226 Unit 1 Service N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A- Screened Out
Water Pump
Room

40 205 Unit 2 Service N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Water Pump
Room
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41 536 Misc Waste SA-FFSM-AB, Yes
Evap. Control Auxiliary Building
Panel Room Fire Fighting

Strategies Manual

Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust
the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the

Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident
conditions. High radiation in any
of these areas is monitored in
the Control Room.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, dosing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,
plant documents such as SA-
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1-

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
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105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

41 537 Misc Waste SA-FFSM-AB,
Evap. Room Auxiliary Building

Fire Fighting
Strategies Manual

Yes Floor drains are routed to the The Auxiliary Building and
Reactor Coolant Waste Radwaste Ventilation
Processing System Subsystem contains separate
(RCWPS). Drains below the exhaust systems for Unit 1 and
5-foot elevation use pump Unit 2. Each unit has two waste
sump headers to route the processing exhaust fans
liquid to the Miscellaneous located on the 5-foot elevation
Waste Receiver Tank that receive most of the
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous Auxiliary and Radwaste
Waste Monitor Tank Building exhaust air. Ducting
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- originates in each individual
foot elevation flow into the room to minimize the spread of
gravity feeder, which is radioactive contamination to
routed to the MWRT. All adjacent areas. The exhaust
miscellaneous liquid waste is fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWRT, except filter plenum which filters the air
for hot laboratory and soapy exhausted from the individual
drains, which are generally rooms. Exhaust air from the
directed to the MWMT. Flow waste processing exhaust fans
from the MWMT is monitored flows up a vertical riser past a
for radiation. Controls are in radiation monitor to the main
place to stop flow of liquid if exhaust plenum located on the
high radiation is detected. 69-foot elevation. In addition to
Otherwise, water is mixed receiving air from the Auxiliary
with the circulating water and Radwaste Building
system and discharged into Subsystem, the main exhaust

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
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the Chesapeake Bay. plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust

The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
pumped by the MWRT pump Access Control Area Ventilation
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System (Unit 2 only), and the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of outside makeup air supply. Two
the RCWPS. The RCWPS redundant main exhaust fans in
provides controlled handling each plant take suction on the
and disposal of radioactive main exhaust plenum and
liquid wastes from both discharge air to the main vent
reactor plants. It is designed stack via discharge damper. A
to provide temporary storage negative pressure, with respect
for reactor coolant wastes to surrounding areas and the
and to process (monitor, outside, is maintained at all
filter) the liquid wastes prior times in parts of the Auxiliary
to disposal so that the and Radwaste Building to
release of the radioactive ensure that clean areas do not
material to the environment is become contaminated through
minimized and concentration the ventilation system. This
of the effluents is below the room is monitored for
10CFR20 limits, radioactivity concentration

during normal operating
During NPO: Floor drains as conditions and accident
described above remain conditions. High radiation in any
present. of these areas is monitored in

the Control Room.
Provisions are in place to
commence direct During NPO: The ventilation
communication between the and monitoring system
Fire Brigade and Health described above remain
Physics and to contain and/or present.
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed Provisions are in place to
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', commence direct
the Hazardous Materials and communication between the
Oil Response Plan, the Fire Brigade and Health
Radiation Safety Manual and Physics and to contain and/or
associated Emergency monitor gaseous effluents prior
Response Plan to safe removal, as discussed in
Implementation Procedures, SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", the
and the FFSM's. Hazardous Materials and Oil

level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training
materials and FFSM's will
meet NFPA 805 radioactive
release performance
criteria.

PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials

may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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Response Plan, the Radiation
Fire Brigade and Health Safety Manual and associated
Physics are trained to contain Emergency Response Plan
contaminated liquid effluents Implementation Procedures,
within the RCA to the extent and the FFSM's.
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials, Fire Brigade and Health
temporary dikes, closing of Physics are trained to contain
doors, and directing water to contaminated gaseous effluents
RCA locations having within the RCA to the extent
operable drainage, if deemed possible (e.g. using portable
necessary by the Incident smoke ejectors and flexible
Commander). Among others, ducting if deemed necessary by
plant documents such as SA- the Incident Commander).
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- Among others, plant documents
105 "Fire Brigade Training" such as SA-1-101 "Fire
(and associated fire drills), Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
the ODCM, the Radiation Brigade Training" (and
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- associated fire drills), the
1025 "Radiation Protection ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Training Program", RP-2-100 Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radioactive Materials "Radiation Protection Training
Management", and RP-2-101 Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Waste "Radioactive Materials
Management" discuss Management", and RP-2-101
containing, monitoring, and "Radioactive Waste
releasing of liquid effluents. Management" discuss

containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

42 603 Unit 1 Aux. N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Feed Room

43 605 Unit 2 Aux. N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Feed Room

44 439 Unit 1 RWT SA-FFSM- Yes Fire-fighting efforts in the Unit Fire-fighting efforts in the Unit 1 Training materials reinforce Based on the results of
Pump Room PAWRD, Outside 1 RWT Pump Room requires RWT Pump Room requires the use of FFSM's and the CENG Calculation No.

areas of the opening of an exterior door, opening of an exterior door, and Radiation Safety Manual for CA07953. and the use of
Protected Area - and therefore a potential for therefore a potential for containment and monitoring radiation protection
West Road Fire contaminated liquid release contaminated gaseous release of potential radioactive procedures and revised
Fighting Strategy exists. The potential release exists. The potential release of effluents. FFSM and training FFSM's and training
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Manual of contaminated liquid contaminated gaseous effluents material revisions will materials, CCNPP's
effluents resulting from a fire resulting from a fire involving identify potentially approach is deemed
involving radioactive contents radioactive contents in this contaminated areas, acceptable to meet NFPA
in this location is addressed location is addressed by CENG provide instruction for 805 radioactive release
by CENG Calculation No. Calculation No. CA07953.This communication with Health performance criteria.
CA07953.This calculation calculation demonstrates that Physics and describe
demonstrates that instantaneous radioactive precautions to minimize, The results documenting
instantaneous radioactive releases are below applicable contain, and safely remove conformance to NFPA 805
releases are below applicable 1OCFR20 limits and satisfies contaminated smoke and radioactive release criteria
1 OCFR20 limits and satisfies the acceptance criteria of NFPA water runoff in these will be maintained as part of
the acceptance criteria of 805, Section 1.5.2. potentially contaminated CCNPP's configuration
NFPA 805, Section 1.5.2. areas. The level of detail control program. This

Additionally, provisions are in provided in the revised program will ensure that the
Additionally, provisions are in place to commence direct training materials and radioactive release goals,
place to commence direct communication between the FFSM's will meet NFPA 805 objective and performance
communication between the Fire Brigade and Health radioactive release criteria will continue to be
Fire Brigade and Health Physics and to practice the performance criteria, satisfied when considering
Physics and to practice the ALARA principle by minimizing the possibility that areas
ALARA principle and contain smoke production, as discussed PCR's 13-02102,13-02104, that were not contaminated
and/or monitor liquid effluents in the Radiation Safety Manual 13-02122, 13-02123, and at the time of NFPA 805
prior to safe removal, as and FFSM's. 13-02124 have been transition, and were
discussed in the Radiation approved to revise FFSM's. consequently screened-out,
Safety Manual and FFSM's. CCNPP's FFSM change may become contaminated

process addresses the in the future due to plant
revision of training materials, operational events. The

results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

AB-1 AB-1 Aux. Bldg. SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Due to its location within the Due to its location within the Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Stairtower No. Auxiliary Building RCA, Stairwell AB-1 is RCA, Stairwell AB-1 is the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
1 Fire Fighting screened-in. However, there screened-in. However, there Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategies Manual are no permanent and are no permanent and transient containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
transient combustibles combustibles located within the of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
located within the stairwell, stairwell. As such, the stairwell effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
As such, the stairwell can be can be dispositioned as being material revisions will approach will be considered
dispositioned as being of of negligible radioactive release identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
negligible radioactive release consequence. contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
consequence. provide instruction for performance criteria.

In the unlikely event of a fire in communication with Health
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In the unlikely event of a fire the stairwell, the Auxiliary
in the stairwell, floor drains, Building and Radwaste
routed to the Reactor Coolant Ventilation Subsystem can be
Waste Processing System used to contain, monitor, and
(RCWPS), are provided in safely exhaust contaminated
adjacent rooms. Drains below gaseous effluents from the
the 5-foot elevation use pump RCA. The ventilation system
sump headers to route the contains separate exhaust
liquid to the Miscellaneous systems for Unit 1 and Unit 2.
Waste Receiver Tank Each unit has two waste
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous processing exhaust fans
Waste Monitor Tank located on the 5-foot elevation
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- that receive most of the
foot elevation flow into the Auxiliary and Radwaste
gravity feeder, which is Building exhaust air. Ducting
muted to the MWRT. All originates in each individual
miscellaneous liquid waste is room to minimize the spread of
directed to the MWRT, except radioactive contamination to
for hot laboratory and soapy adjacent areas. The exhaust
drains, which are generally fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWMT. Flow filter plenum which filters the air
from the MWMT is monitored exhausted from the individual
for radiation. Controls are in rooms. Exhaust air from the
place to stop flow of liquid if waste processing exhaust fans
high radiation is detected, flows up a vertical riser past a
Otherwise, water is mixed radiation monitor to the main
with the circulating water exhaust plenum located on the
system and discharged into 69-foot elevation. In addition to
the Chesapeake Bay. receiving air from the Auxiliary

Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.

The liquid in the MWRT is
pumped by the MWRT pump
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes

and Radwaste Building
Subsystem, the main exhaust
plenum receives air from the
Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
Access Control Area Ventilation
System (Unit 2 only), and the
outside makeup air supply. Two
redundant main exhaust fans in
each plant take suction on the
main exhaust plenum and
discharge air to the main vent
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and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

stack via discharge damper. A
negative pressure, with respect
to surrounding areas and the
outside, is maintained at all
times in parts of the Auxiliary
and Radwaste Building to
ensure that dean areas do not
become contaminated through
the ventilation system. This
room is monitored for
radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident

Provisions are in place to conditions. High radiation in
commence direct of these areas is monitored ii
communication between the the Control Room.
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or During NPO: The ventilation
monitor liquid effluents prior and monitoring system
to safe removal, as discussed described above remain
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting', present.
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the Provisions are in place to
Radiation Safety Manual and commence direct
associated Emergency communication between the
Response Plan Fire Brigade and Health
Implementation Procedures, Physics and to contain and/o
and the FFSM's. monitor gaseous effluents pr

any
n

ir
oir

to safe removal, as discussed in
Fire Brigade and Health SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Physics are trained to contain Hazardous Materials and Oil
contaminated liquid effluents Response Plan, the Radiation
within the RCA to the extent Safety Manual and associated
possible (e.g. using Emergency Response Plan
absorbent materials, Implementation Procedures,
temporary dikes, dosing of and the FFSM's.
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having Fire Brigade and Health
operable drainage, if deemed Physics are trained to contain
necessary by the Incident contaminated gaseous effluents
Commander). Among others, within the RCA to the extent
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plant documents such as SA- possible (e.g. using portable
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- smoke ejectors and flexible
105 "Fire Brigade Training" ducting if deemed necessary by
(and associated fire drills), the Incident Commander).
the ODCM, the Radiation Among others, plant documents
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- such as SA-1-101 "Fire
1025 "Radiation Protection Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Training Program", RP-2-100 Brigade Training" (and
"Radioactive Materials associated fire drills), the
Management", and RP-2-101 ODCM, the Radiation Safety
"Radioactive Waste Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
Management" discuss "Radiation Protection Training
containing, monitoring, and Program", RP-2-100
releasing of liquid effluents. "Radioactive Materials

Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

AB-2 AB-2 Aux. Bldg. SA-FFSM-AB,
Stairtower No. Auxiliary Building
2 Fire Fighting

Strategies Manual

Yes Due to its location within the
RCA, Stairwell AB-2 is
screened-in. However, there
are no permanent and
transient combustibles
located within the stairwell.
As such, the stairwell can be
dispositioned as being of
negligible radioactive release
consequence.

Due to its location within the
RCA, Stairwell AB-2 is
screened-in. However, there
are no permanent and transient
combustibles located within the
stairwell. As such, the stairwell
can be dispositioned as being
of negligible radioactive release
consequence.

In the unlikely event of a fire in
In the unlikely event of a fire the stairwell, the Auxiliary
in the stairwell, floor drains, Building and Radwaste
routed to the Reactor Coolant Ventilation Subsystem can be
Waste Processing System used to contain, monitor, and
(RCWPS), are provided in safely exhaust contaminated
adjacent rooms. Drains below gaseous effluents from the
the 5-foot elevation use pump RCA. The ventilation system
sump headers to route the contains separate exhaust
liquid to the Miscellaneous systems for Unit 1 and Unit 2.
Waste Receiver Tank Each unit has two waste

Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
material revisions will approach will be considered
identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
provide instruction for performance criteria.
communication with Health
Physics and describe The results documenting
precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
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(MWRT) and Miscellaneous processing exhaust fans ventilation and drainage
Waste Monitor Tank located on the 5-foot elevation systems, if such systems
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- that receive most of the are deemed operational and
foot elevation flow into the Auxiliary and Radwaste capable of supporting
gravity feeder, which is Building exhaust air. Ducting manual removal efforts. The
routed to the MWRT. All originates in each individual level of detail provided in
miscellaneous liquid waste is room to minimize the spread of the revised training
directed to the MWRT, except radioactive contamination to materials and FFSM's will
for hot laboratory and soapy adjacent areas. The exhaust meet NFPA 805 radioactive
drains, which are generally fans take suction on a common release performance
directed to the MWMT. Flow filter plenum which filters the air criteria.
from the MWMT is monitored exhausted from the individual
for radiation. Controls are in rooms. Exhaust air from the PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
place to stop flow of liquid if waste processing exhaust fans 13-02122, 13-02123, and
high radiation is detected. flows up a vertical riser past a 13-02124 have been
Otherwise, water is mixed radiation monitor to the main approved to revise FFSM's.
with the circulating water exhaust plenum located on the CCNPP's FFSM change
system and discharged into 69-foot elevation. In addition to process addresses the
the Chesapeake Bay. receiving air from the Auxiliary revision of training materials.

and Radwaste Building
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem, the main exhaust
pumped by the MWRT pump plenum receives air from the
to the Reactor Coolant Waste Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Access Control Area Ventilation
provides controlled handling System (Unit 2 only), and the
and disposal of radioactive outside makeup air supply. Two
liquid wastes from both redundant main exhaust fans in
reactor plants. It is designed each plant take suction on the
to provide temporary storage main exhaust plenum and
for reactor coolant wastes discharge air to the main vent
and to process (monitor, stack via discharge damper. A
filter) the liquid wastes prior negative pressure, with respect
to disposal so that the to surrounding areas and the
release of the radioactive outside, is maintained at all
material to the environment is times in parts of the Auxiliary
minimized and concentration and Radwaste Building to
of the effluents is below the ensure that dean areas do not
10CFR20 limits, become contaminated through

the ventilation system. This
During NPO: Floor drains as room is monitored for

satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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described above remain
present.

radioactivity concentration
during normal operating
conditions and accident

Provisions are in place to conditions. High radiation in
commence direct of these areas is monitored
communication between the the Control Room.
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or During NPO: The ventilation
monitor liquid effluents prior and monitoring system
to safe removal, as discussed described above remain
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", present.
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the Provisions are in place to
Radiation Safety Manual and commence direct
associated Emergency communication between the
Response Plan Fire Brigade and Health
Implementation Procedures, Physics and to contain and/o
and the FFSM's. monitor aaseous effluents or

any
n

or
oir

to safe removal, as discussed in
Fire Brigade and Health SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Physics are trained to contain Hazardous Materials and Oil
contaminated liquid effluents Response Plan, the Radiation
within the RCA to the extent Safety Manual and associated
possible (e.g. using Emergency Response Plan
absorbent materials, Implementation Procedures,
temporary dikes, closing of and the FFSM's.
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having Fire Brigade and Health
operable drainage, if deemed Physics are trained to contain
necessary by the Incident contaminated gaseous effluents
Commander). Among others, within the RCA to the extent
plant documents such as SA- possible (e.g. using portable
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- smoke ejectors and flexible
105 "Fire Brigade Training" ducting if deemed necessary by
(and associated fire drills), the Incident Commander).
the ODCM, the Radiation Among others, plant documents
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- such as SA-1-101 "Fire
1025 "Radiation Protection Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Training Program", RP-2-100 Brigade Training" (and
"Radioactive Materials associated fire drills), the
Management", and RP-2-101 ODCM, the Radiation Safety
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"Radioactive Waste Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
Management" discuss "Radiation Protection Training
containing, monitoring, and Program", RP-2-100
releasing of liquid effluents. "Radioactive Materials

Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

AB-3 AB-3 Aux. Bldg. N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Stairtower No.
3

AB-4 AB-4 Aux. Bldg. SA-FFSM-AB, Yes Due to its location within the Due to its location within the Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Stairtower No. Auxiliary Building RCA, Stairwell AB-4 is RCA, Stairwell AB-4 is the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
4 Fire Fighting screened-in. However, there screened-in. However, there Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression

Strategies Manual are no permanent and are no permanent and transient containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
transient combustibles combustibles located within the of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
located within the stairwell, stairwell. As such, the stairwell effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
As such, the stairwell can be can be dispositioned as being material revisions will approach will be considered
dispositioned as being of of negligible radioactive release identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
negligible radioactive release consequence. contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
consequence. provide instruction for performance criteria.

In the unlikely event of a fire in communication with Health
In the unlikely event of a fire the stairwell, the Auxiliary Physics and describe The results documenting
in the stairwell, floor drains, Building and Radwaste precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the Reactor Coolant Ventilation Subsystem can be contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
Waste Processing System used to contain, monitor, and contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
(RCWPS), are provided in safely exhaust contaminated water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
adjacent rooms. Drains below gaseous effluents from the potentially contaminated control program. This
the 5-foot elevation use pump RCA. The ventilation system areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
sump headers to route the contains separate exhaust FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
liquid to the Miscellaneous systems for Unit 1 and Unit 2. describe the presence and objective and performance
Waste Receiver Tank Each unit has two waste potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous processing exhaust fans ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
Waste Monitor Tank located on the 5-foot elevation systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- that receive most of the are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
foot elevation flow into the Auxiliary and Radwaste capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
gravity feeder, which is Building exhaust air. Ducting manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
routed to the MWRT. All originates in each individual level of detail provided in consequently screened-out
miscellaneous liquid waste is room to minimize the spread of the revised training may become contaminated
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directed to the MWRT, except radioactive contamination to
for hot laboratory and soapy adjacent areas. The exhaust
drains, which are generally fans take suction on a common
directed to the MWMT. Flow filter plenum which filters the air
from the MWMT is monitored exhausted from the individual
for radiation. Controls are in rooms. Exhaust air from the
place to stop flow of liquid if waste processing exhaust fans
high radiation is detected, flows up a vertical riser past a
Otherwise, water is mixed radiation monitor to the main
with the circulating water exhaust plenum located on the
system and discharged into 69-foot elevation. In addition to
the Chesapeake Bay. receiving air from the Auxiliary

and Radwasta Building
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem, the main exhaust
pumped by the MWRT pump plenum receives air from the
to the Reactor Coolant Waste Fuel Handling Area Exhaust.
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Access Control Area Ventilation
provides controlled handling System (Unit 2 only), and the
and disposal of radioactive outside makeup air supply. Two
liquid wastes from both redundant main exhaust fans in
reactor plants. It is designed each plant take suction on the
to provide temporary storage main exhaust plenum and
for reactor coolant wastes discharge air to the main vent
and to process (monitor, stack via discharge damper. A
filter) the liquid wastes prior negative pressure, with respect
to disposal so that the to surrounding areas and the
release of the radioactive outside, is maintained at all
material to the environment is times in parts of the Auxiliary
minimized and concentration and Radwaste Building to
of the effluents is below the ensure that clean areas do not
10CFR20 limits, become contaminated through

the ventilation system. This
During NPO: Floor drains as room is monitored for
described above remain radioactivity concentration
present. during normal operating

conditions and accident
Provisions are in place to conditions. High radiation in any
commence direct of these areas is monitored in
communication between the the Control Room.
Fire Brigade and Health

materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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Physics and to contain and/or
monitor liquid effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting",
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the
Radiation Safety Manual and
associated Emergency
Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

During NPO: The ventilation
and monitoring system
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in

Fire Brigade and Health SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Physics are trained to contain Hazardous Materials and Oil
contaminated liquid effluents Response Plan, the Radiation
within the RCA to the extent Safety Manual and associated
possible (e.g. using Emergency Response Plan
absorbent materials, Implementation Procedures,
temporary dikes, closing of and the FFSM's.
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having Fire Brigade and Health
operable drainage, if deemed Physics are trained to contain
necessary by the Incident contaminated gaseous effluents
Commander). Among others, within the RCA to the extent
plant documents such as SA- possible (e.g. using portable
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- smoke ejectors and flexible
105 "Fire Brigade Training" ducting if deemed necessary by
(and associated fire drills), the Incident Commander).
the ODCM, the Radiation Among others, plant documents
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- such as SA-1-101 "Fire
1025 "Radiation Protection Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Training Program', RP-2-100 Brigade Training" (and
"Radioactive Materials associated fire drills), the
Management", and RP-2-101 ODCM, the Radiation Safety
'Radioactive Waste Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
Management" discuss "Radiation Protection Training
containing, monitoring, and Program", RP-2-100
releasing of liquid effluents. "Radioactive Materials

Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
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containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

AB-5 AB-5 Aux. Bldg. SA-FFSM-AB, Yes
Stairtower No. Auxiliary Building
5 Fire Fighting

Strategies Manual

Due to its location within the Due to its location within the Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
RCA, Stairwell AB-5 is RCA, Stairwell AB-5 is the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
screened-in. However, there screened-in. However, there Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
are no permanent and are no permanent and transient containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
transient combustibles combustibles located within the of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
located within the stairwell. stairwell. As such, the stairwell effluents. FFSM and training materials. CCNPP's
As such, the stairwell can be can be dispositioned as being material revisions will approach will be considered
dispositioned as being of of negligible radioactive release identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
negligible radioactive release consequence. contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
consequence. provide instruction for performance criteria.

In the unlikely event of a fire in communication with Health
In the unlikely event of a fire the stairwell, the Auxiliary Physics and describe The results documenting
in the stairwell, floor drains, Building and Radwaste precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
routed to the Reactor Coolant Ventilation Subsystem can be contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
Waste Processing System used to contain, monitor, and contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
(RCWPS), are provided in safely exhaust contaminated water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
adjacent rooms. Drains below gaseous effluents from the potentially contaminated control program. This
the 5-foot elevation use pump RCA. The ventilation system areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
sump headers to route the contains separate exhaust FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
liquid to the Miscellaneous systems for Unit 1 and Unit 2. describe the presence and objective and performance
Waste Receiver Tank Each unit has two waste potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
(MWRT) and Miscellaneous processing exhaust fans ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
Waste Monitor Tank located on the 5-foot elevation systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
(MWMT). Drains above the 5- that receive most of the are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
foot elevation flow into the Auxiliary and Radwaste capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
gravity feeder, which is Building exhaust air. Ducting manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
routed to the MWRT. All originates in each individual level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
miscellaneous liquid waste is room to minimize the spread of the revised training may become contaminated
directed to the MWRT, except radioactive contamination to materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
for hot laboratory and soapy adjacent areas. The exhaust meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
drains, which are generally fans take suction on a common release performance results of the Radioactive
directed to the MWMT. Flow filter plenum which filters the air criteria. Release Review are
from the MWMT is monitored exhausted from the individual currently being tracked in
for radiation. Controls are in rooms. Exhaust air from the PCR's 13-02102,13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
place to stop flow of liquid if waste processing exhaust fans 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
high radiation is detected. flows up a vertical riser past a 13-02124 have been
Otherwise, water is mixed radiation monitor to the main approved to revise FFSM's.
with the circulating water exhaust plenum located on the CCNPP's FFSM change
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system and discharged into 69-foot elevation. In addition to
the Chesapeake Bay. receiving air from the Auxiliary

and Radwaste Building
The liquid in the MWRT is Subsystem, the main exhaust
pumped by the MWRT pump plenum receives air from the
to the Reactor Coolant Waste Fuel Handling Area Exhaust
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of Subsystem (Unit 1 only), the
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Access Control Area Ventilation
provides controlled handling System (Unit 2 only), and the
and disposal of radioactive outside makeup air supply. Two
liquid wastes from both redundant main exhaust fans in
reactor plants. It is designed each plant take suction on the
to provide temporary storage main exhaust plenum and
for reactor coolant wastes discharge air to the main vent
and to process (monitor, stack via discharge damper. A
filter) the liquid wastes prior negative pressure, with respect
to disposal so that the to surrounding areas and the
release of the radioactive outside, is maintained at all
material to the environment is times in parts of the Auxiliary
minimized and concentration and Radwaste Building to
of the effluents is below the ensure that dean areas do not
10CFR20 limits, become contaminated through

the ventilation system. This
During NPO: Floor drains as room is monitored for
described above remain radioactivity concentration
present. during normal operating

conditions and accident
Provisions are in place to conditions. High radiation in any
commence direct of these areas is monitored in
communication between the the Control Room.

process addresses the
revision of training materials.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or During NPO: The ventilation
monitor liquid effluents prior and monitoring system
to safe removal, as discussed described above remain
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", present.
the Hazardous Materials and
Oil Response Plan, the Provisions are in place to
Radiation Safety Manual and commence direct
associated Emergency communication between the
Response Plan Fire Brigade and Health
Implementation Procedures, Physics and to contain andio)r
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and the FFSM's. monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in

Fire Brigade and Health SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Physics are trained to contain Hazardous Materials and Oil
contaminated liquid effluents Response Plan, the Radiation
within the RCA to the extent Safety Manual and associated
possible (e.g. using Emergency Response Plan
absorbent materials, Implementation Procedures,
temporary dikes, closing of and the FFSM's.
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having Fire Brigade and Health
operable drainage, if deemed Physics are trained to contain
necessary by the Incident contaminated gaseous effluents
Commander). Among others, within the RCA to the extent
plant documents such as SA- possible (e.g. using portable
1-101 'Fire Fighting", SA-1- smoke ejectors and flexible
105 "Fire Brigade Training" ducting if deemed necessary by
(and associated fire drills), the Incident Commander).
the ODCM, the Radiation Among others, plant documents
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- such as SA-1-101 "Fire
1025 "Radiation Protection Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Training Program", RP-2-100 Brigade Training" (and
"Radioactive Materials associated fire drills), the
Management", and RP-2-101 ODCM, the Radiation Safety
"Radioactive Waste Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
Management" discuss "Radiation Protection Training
containing, monitoring, and Program", RP-2-100
releasing of liquid effluents. "Radioactive Materials

Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

ABFL ABFL69 Aux. Bldg. N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Slab
Containing
NFPA 805
Embedded
Conduits 69'
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1CNMT 123 Unit 1 SA-FFSM-AB, Yes
Containment Auxiliary Building
Tendon Gallery Fire Fighting

Strategies Manual

During Plant Operation: Floor The Containment Ventilation Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
drains are routed to the System consists of several the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
monitored Reactor Coolant subsystems to fulfill the overall Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
Waste Processing System purpose of the Containment containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
(RCWPS). All miscellaneous Ventilation System. The of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
liquid waste is collected in the Containment atmosphere is effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
Containment sump which monitored for radioactivity material revisions will approach will be considered
flows into the gravity drain concentration during normal identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
header and is routed to the operations, anticipated contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
ECCS pump room sumps transients, and accident provide instruction for performance criteria.
located in the Auxiliary conditions by the Area and communication with Health
Building. The ECCS pumps
the liquid waste to the
Miscellaneous Waste
Receiver Tank (MWRT).

The MWRT pumps the liquid
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR2O limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct

Process Radiation Monitoring Physics and describe The results documenting
System (RMS). High radiation is precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
monitored in the Control Room. contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria

contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of
During normal operating water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
conditions, the Hydrogen Purge potentially contaminated control program. This
System is utilized to provide a areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
vent path for purging the FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
Containment atmosphere to describe the presence and objective and performance
control Containment pressure. potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
Both units are provided with ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
identical Hydrogen Purge systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Systems. The exhaust air flows are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
through a moisture separator, capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
which removes entrained water manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
from Containment air as it flows level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
out of Containment The the revised training may become contaminated
exhaust air then discharges into materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
the Containment Penetration meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
Room Exhaust Ventilation release performance results of the Radioactive
System. During Normal criteria. Release Review are
Operating Conditions, the currently being tracked in
Auxiliary Building and PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
Radwaste Ventilation system 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
ventilates the penetration
rooms. The Containment
Penetration Room Ventilation
Subsystem is typically on
standby but automatically starts
when Containment isolation

13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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communication between the Signal (CIS) alarms due to
Fire Brigade and Health accident conditions. The
Physics and to contain and/or Containment Penetration Room
monitor liquid effluents prior Ventilation Subsystem consists
to safe removal, as discussed of two exhaust fans and two
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", filter assemblies located in the
the Hazardous Materials and ventilation equipment room on
Oil Response Plan, the the Auxiliary Building 5-foot
Radiation Safety Manual and elevation. Each filter assembly
associated Emergency has air operated dampers
Response Plan located on the inlet and outlet
Implementation Procedures, sides. The purged air is then
and the FFSM's, drawn into the Containment

Penetration Room exhaust
Fire Brigade and Health ductwork, which flows through
Physics are trained to contain high efficiency particulate air
contaminated liquid effluents (HEPA) and Charcoal Filters
within the RCA to the extent and discharge through gravity
possible (e.g. using dampers to a combined
absorbent materials, discharge line that connects to
temporary dikes, closing of the discharge side of the main
doors, and directing water to exhaust fans. The penetration
RCA locations having room ventilation system
operable drainage, if deemed maintains the penetration
necessary by the Incident rooms at a slight negative
Commander). Among others, pressure. Any leakage from the
plant documents such as SA- Hydrogen Purge System
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- components will be exhausted
105 'Fire Brigade Training" by the penetration room
(and associated fire drills), exhaust fans (as designed).
the ODCM, the Radiation
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- During Non-Power Operations
1025 'Radiation Protection (NPO), the Containment Purge
Training Program", RP-2-100 System is utilized to vent the
"Radioactive Materials Containment atmosphere to the
Management", and RP-2-101 surrounding environment.
'Radioactive Waste Containment air enters the
Management" discuss exhaust ducting and passes
containing, monitoring, and through a Containment purge
releasing of liquid effluents, exhaust isolation valve located

inside Containment, and
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continues through a
Containment penetration to the
purge exhaust filter unit. A
roughing filter and a high
efficiency filter in the unit
remove potentially radioactive
dust and particulate matter from
the exhaust air. The filtered air
enters the purge exhaust fan
which discharges through a
purge exhaust damper and to
the main vent exhaust plenum.
One of the two main vent fans
takes suction on the plenum
and discharges the exhaust air
to the specific units plant vent
stack which is monitored for
particular and gaseous
radioactivity by the area and
process radiation monitoring
system. During NPO, the
personnel air lock also allows
air from Containment to be
drawn into the Auxiliary
Building, which is filtered
through the monitored Auxiliary
Building and Radwaste
Ventilation System.
During NPO (i.e. outages),
exterior openings may be
present via the Butler Buildings.
The release of radioactive
materials due to smoke
migration is not expected as the
Containment Purge System
maintains Containment at a
negative pressure. In addition,
plant personnel have a
heightened sense of awareness
and monitor the Containment
structures during NPO (i.e. fire
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and safety watches, transient
combustible controls and hot
work restrictions). The reactor
coolant pumps and their oil
supply are considered the
largest potential fire contributor,
however these pumps and
motors are not operating during
NPO. Therefore, the likelihood
of a credible fire scenario large
enough to have radiological
consequences in Containment
during an outage is considered
low. Given these mitigating
factors, any fire scenario is
anticipated to be detected early
and be small enough to be
primarily contained within the
large volume of Containment. In
addition during NPO,
Containment openings are
internal to the plant with the
exception of the Containment
equipment hatch. Closure of the
equipment hatch for
Containment integrity can also
be established via a detailed
Containment closure plant
procedure, NO-1-114.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
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Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
'Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

1CNMT 230 Unit 1 SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes During Plant Operation: Floor The Containment Ventilation Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Containment Auxiliary Building drains are routed to the System consists of several the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
(General Area, Fire Fighting monitored Reactor Coolant subsystems to fulfill the overall Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
for cable Strategy Manual Waste Processing System purpose of the Containment containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
routing (RCWPS). All miscellaneous Ventilation System. The of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
purposes liquid waste is collected in the Containment atmosphere is effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
only - consists Containment sump which monitored for radioactivity material revisions will approach will be considered
of rooms flows into the gravity drain concentration during normal identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
230E, 230N, header and is routed to the operations, anticipated contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
230S, and ECCS pump room sumps transients, and accident provide instruction for performance criteria.
230W) located in the Auxiliary conditions by the Area and communication with Health

Building. The ECCS pumps Process Radiation Monitoring Physics and describe The results documenting
the liquid waste to the System (RMS). High radiation is precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
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Miscellaneous Waste
Receiver Tank (MWRT).

The MWRT pumps the liquid
to the Reactor Coolant Waste
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of
the RCWPS. The RCWPS
provides controlled handling
and disposal of radioactive
liquid wastes from both
reactor plants. It is designed
to provide temporary storage
for reactor coolant wastes
and to process (monitor,
filter) the liquid wastes prior
to disposal so that the
release of the radioactive
material to the environment is
minimized and concentration
of the effluents is below the
10CFR20 limits.

During NPO: Floor drains as
described above remain
present.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health

monitored in the Control Room. contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of

During normal operating water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
conditions, the Hydrogen Purge potentially contaminated control program. This
System is utilized to provide a areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
vent path for purging the FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
Containment atmosphere to describe the presence and objective and performance
control Containment pressure. potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
Both units are provided with ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
identical Hydrogen Purge systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
Systems. The exhaust air flows are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
through a moisture separator, capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
which removes entrained water manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
from Containment air as it flows level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
out of Containment. The the revised training may become contaminated
exhaust air then discharges into materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
the Containment Penetration meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
Room Exhaust Ventilation release performance results of the Radioactive
System. During Normal criteria. Release Review are
Operating Conditions, the currently being tracked in
Auxiliary Building and PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
Radwaste Ventilation system 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
ventilates the penetration 13-02124 have been
rooms. The Containment approved to revise FFSM's.
Penetration Room Ventilation CCNPP's FFSM change
Subsystem is typically on process addresses the
standby but automatically starts revision of training materials.
when Containment isolation
Signal (CIS) alarms due to
accident conditions. The

Physics and to contain and/or Containment Penetration Room
monitor liquid effluents prior Ventilation Subsystem consists
to safe removal, as discussed of two exhaust fans and two
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", filter assemblies located in the
the Hazardous Materials and ventilation equipment room on
Oil Response Plan, the the Auxiliary Building 5-foot
Radiation Safety Manual and elevation. Each filter assembly
associated Emergency has air operated dampers
Response Plan located on the inlet and outlet
Implementation Procedures, sides. The purged air is then
and the FFSM's. drawn into the Containment
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Penetration Room exhaust
Fire Brigade and Health ductwork, which flows through
Physics are trained to contain high efficiency particulate air
contaminated liquid effluents (HEPA) and Charcoal Filters
within the RCA to the extent and discharge through gravity
possible (e.g. using dampers to a combined
absorbent materials, discharge line that connects to
temporary dikes, closing of the discharge side of the main
doors, and directing water to exhaust fans. The penetration
RCA locations having room ventilation system
operable drainage, if deemed maintains the penetration
necessary by the Incident rooms at a slight negative
Commander). Among others, pressure. Any leakage from the
plant documents such as SA- Hydrogen Purge System
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- components will be exhausted
105 "Fire Brigade Training" by the penetration room
(and associated fire drills), exhaust fans (as designed).
the ODCM, the Radiation
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- During Non-Power Operations
1025 "Radiation Protection (NPO), the Containment Purge
Training Program", RP-2-100 System is utilized to vent the
"Radioactive Materials Containment atmosphere to the
Management", and RP-2-101 surrounding environment.
"Radioactive Waste Containment air enters the
Management" discuss exhaust ducting and passes
containing, monitoring, and through a Containment purge
releasing of liquid effluents. exhaust isolation valve located

inside Containment, and
continues through a
Containment penetration to the
purge exhaust filter unit. A
roughing filter and a high
efficiency filter in the unit
remove potentially radioactive
dust and particulate matter from
the exhaust air. The filtered air
enters the purge exhaust fan
which discharges through a
purge exhaust damper and to
the main vent exhaust plenum.
One of the two main vent fans
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takes suction on the plenum
and discharges the exhaust air
to the specific unit's plant vent
stack which is monitored for
particular and gaseous
radioactivity by the area and
process radiation monitoring
system. During NPO, the
personnel air lock also allows
air from Containment to be
drawn into the Auxiliary
Building, which is filtered
through the monitored Auxiliary
Building and Radwaste
Ventilation System.
During NPO (i.e. outages),
exterior openings may be
present via the Butler Buildings.
The release of radioactive
materials due to smoke
migration is not expected as the
Containment Purge System
maintains Containment at a
negative pressure. In addition,
plant personnel have a
heightened sense of awareness
and monitor the Containment
structures during NPO (i.e. fire
and safety watches, transient
combustible controls and hot
work restrictions). The reactor
coolant pumps and their oil
supply are considered the
largest potential fire contributor,
however these pumps and
motors are not operating during
NPO. Therefore, the likelihood
of a credible fire scenario large
enough to have radiological
consequences in Containment
during an outage is considered
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low. Given these mitigating
factors, any fire scenario is
anticipated to be detected early
and be small enough to be
primarily contained within the
large volume of Containment. In
addition during NPO,
Containment openings are
internal to the plant with the
exception of the Containment
equipment hatch. Closure of the
equipment hatch for
Containment integrity can also
be established via a detailed
Containment closure plant
procedure, NO-1-114.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
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such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
'Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

1CNMT 230E Unit 1 SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes See Room 230 See Room 230 See Room 230 See Room 230
Containment Auxiliary Building
(App-R Fire Fighting
Purposes Strategy Manual
Only)

1CNMT 230N Unit 1 SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes See Room 230 See Room 230 See Room 230 See Room 230
Containment Auxiliary Building
(App-R Fire Fighting
Purposes Strategy Manual
Only)

1CNMT 230S Unit 1 SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes See Room 230 See Room 230 See Room 230 See Room 230
Containment Auxiliary Building
(App-R Fire Fighting
Purposes Strategy Manual
Only)

1CNMT 230W Unit 1 SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes See Room 230 See Room 230 See Room 230 See Room 230
Containment Auxiliary Building
(App-R Fire Fighting
Purposes Strategy Manual
Only)

2CNMT 121 Unit 2 SA-FFSM-AB, Yes During Plant Operation: Floor The Containment Ventilation Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Containment Auxiliary Building drains are muted to the System consists of several the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
Tendon Gallery Fire Fighting monitored Reactor Coolant subsystems to fulfill the overall Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
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Strategies Manual Waste Processing System purpose of the Containment containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
(RCWPS). All miscellaneous Ventilation System. The of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
liquid waste is collected in the Containment atmosphere is effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
Containment sump which monitored for radioactivity material revisions will approach will be considered
flows into the gravity drain concentration during normal identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
header and is routed to the operations, anticipated contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
ECCS pump room sumps transients, and accident provide instruction for performance criteria.
located in the Auxiliary conditions by the Area and communication with Health
Building. The ECCS pumps Process Radiation Monitoring Physics and describe The results documenting
the liquid waste to the System (RMS). High radiation is precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
Miscellaneous Waste monitored in the Control Room. contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
Receiver Tank (MWRT). contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of

During normal operating water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
The MWRT pumps the liquid conditions, the Hydrogen Purge potentially contaminated control program. This
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System is utilized to provide a areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of vent path for purging the FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Containment atmosphere to describe the presence and objective and performance
provides controlled handling control Containment pressure. potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
and disposal of radioactive Both units are provided with ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
liquid wastes from both identical Hydrogen Purge systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
reactor plants. It is designed Systems. The exhaust air flows are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
to provide temporary storage through a moisture separator, capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
for reactor coolant wastes which removes entrained water manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
and to process (monitor, from Containment air as it flows level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
filter) the liquid wastes prior out of Containment. The the revised training may become contaminated
to disposal so that the exhaust air then discharges into materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
release of the radioactive the Containment Penetration meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
material to the environment is Room Exhaust Ventilation release performance results of the Radioactive
minimized and concentration System. During Normal criteria. Release Review are
of the effluents is below the Operating Conditions, the currently being tracked in
10CFR20 limits. Auxiliary Building and PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration

Radwaste Ventilation system 13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
During NPO: Floor drains as ventilates the penetration
described above remain rooms. The Containment
present. Penetration Room Ventilation

Subsystem is typically on
Provisions are in place to standby but automatically starts
commence direct when Containment isolation
communication between the Signal (CIS) alarms due to
Fire Brigade and Health accident conditions. The
Physics and to contain and/or Containment Penetration Room

13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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monitor liquid effluents prior Ventilation Subsystem consists
to safe removal, as discussed of two exhaust fans and two
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", filter assemblies located in the
the Hazardous Materials and ventilation equipment room on
Oil Response Plan, the the Auxiliary Building 5-foot
Radiation Safety Manual and elevation. Each filter assembly
associated Emergency has air operated dampers
Response Plan located on the inlet and outlet
Implementation Procedures, sides. The purged air is then
and the FFSM's. drawn into the Containment

Penetration Room exhaust
Fire Brigade and Health ductwork, which flows through
Physics are trained to contain high efficiency particulate air
contaminated liquid effluents (HEPA) and Charcoal Filters
within the RCA to the extent and discharge through gravity
possible (e.g. using dampers to a combined
absorbent materials, discharge line that connects to
temporary dikes, closing of the discharge side of the main
doors, and directing water to exhaust fans. The penetration
RCA locations having room ventilation system
operable drainage, if deemed maintains the penetration
necessary by the Incident rooms at a slight negative
Commander). Among others, pressure. Any leakage from the
plant documents such as SA- Hydrogen Purge System
1-101 "Fire Fighting", SA-1- components will be exhausted
105 "Fire Brigade Training" by the penetration room
(and associated fire drills), exhaust fans (as designed).
the ODCM, the Radiation
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01- During Non-Power Operations
1025 "Radiation Protection (NPO), the Containment Purge
Training Program", RP-2-100 System is utilized to vent the
'Radioactive Materials Containment atmosphere to the
Management", and RP-2-101 surrounding environment.
"Radioactive Waste Containment air enters the
Management" discuss exhaust ducting and passes
containing, monitoring, and through a Containment purge
releasing of liquid effluents, exhaust isolation valve located

inside Containment, and
continues through a
Containment penetration to the
purge exhaust filter unit. A
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roughing filter and a high
efficiency filter in the unit
remove potentially radioactive
dust and particulate matter from
the exhaust air. The filtered air
enters the purge exhaust fan
which discharges through a
purge exhaust damper and to
the main vent exhaust plenum.
One of the two main vent fans
takes suction on the plenum
and discharges the exhaust air
to the specific unit's plant vent
stack which is monitored for
particular and gaseous
radioactivity by the area and
process radiation monitoring
system. During NPO, the
personnel air lock also allows
air from Containment to be
drawn into the Auxiliary
Building, which is filtered
through the monitored Auxiliary
Building and Radwaste
Ventilation System.
During NPO (i.e. outages),
exterior openings may be
present via the Butler Buildings.
The release of radioactive
materials due to smoke
migration is not expected as the
Containment Purge System
maintains Containment at a
negative pressure. In addition,
plant personnel have a
heightened sense of awareness
and monitor the Containment
structures during NPO (i.e. fire
and safety watches, transient
combustible controls and hot
work restrictions). The reactor
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coolant pumps and their oil
supply are considered the
largest potential fire contributor,
however these pumps and
motors are not operating during
NPO. Therefore, the likelihood
of a credible fire scenario large
enough to have radiological
consequences in Containment
during an outage is considered
low. Given these mitigating
factors, any fire scenario is
anticipated to be detected early
and be small enough to be
primarily contained within the
large volume of Containment. In
addition during NPO,
Containment openings are
internal to the plant with the
exception of the Containment
equipment hatch. Closure of the
equipment hatch for
Containment integrity can also
be established via a detailed
Containment closure plant
procedure, NO-1-114.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-1-101 'Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.
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Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting*, SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
'Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

2CNMT 229 Unit 2 SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes During Plant Operation: Floor The Containment Ventilation Training materials reinforce Based on the availability of
Containment Auxiliary Building drains are routed to the System consists of several the use of FFSM's and the engineered controls for both
(General Area, Fire Fighting monitored Reactor Coolant subsystems to fulfill the overall Radiation Safety Manual for smoke and fire suppression
for cable Strategy Manual Waste Processing System purpose of the Containment containment and monitoring water runoff and use of
routing (RCWPS). All miscellaneous Ventilation System. The of potential radioactive revised FFSM's and training
purposes liquid waste is collected in the Containment atmosphere is effluents. FFSM and training materials, CCNPP's
only - consists Containment sump which monitored for radioactivity material revisions will approach will be considered
of rooms flows into the gravity drain concentration during normal identify potentially acceptable to meet NFPA
229E, 229N, header and is routed to the operations, anticipated contaminated areas, 805 radioactive release
229S, and ECCS pump room sumps transients, and accident provide instruction for performance criteria.
229W) located in the Auxiliary conditions by the Area and communication with Health

Building. The ECCS pumps Process Radiation Monitoring Physics and describe The results documenting
the liquid waste to the System (RMS). High radiation is precautions to minimize, conformance to NFPA 805
Miscellaneous Waste monitored in the Control Room. contain, and safely remove radioactive release criteria
Receiver Tank (MWRT). contaminated smoke and will be maintained as part of

During normal operating water runoff in these CCNPP's configuration
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The MWRT pumps the liquid conditions, the Hydrogen Purge
to the Reactor Coolant Waste System is utilized to provide a
Monitor Tank (RCWMT) of vent path for purging the
the RCWPS. The RCWPS Containment atmosphere to
provides controlled handling control Containment pressure.
and disposal of radioactive Both units are provided with
liquid wastes from both identical Hydrogen Purge
reactor plants. It is designed Systems. The exhaust air flows
to provide temporary storage through a moisture separator,
for reactor coolant wastes which removes entrained water
and to process (monitor, from Containment air as it flows
filter) the liquid wastes prior out of Containment. The
to disposal so that the exhaust air then discharges into
release of the radioactive the Containment Penetration
material to the environment is Room Exhaust Ventilation
minimized and concentration System. During Normal
of the effluents is below the Operating Conditions, the
10CFR20 limits. Auxiliary Building and

Radwaste Ventilation system
During NPO: Floor drains as ventilates the penetration
described above remain rooms. The Containment
present. Penetration Room Ventilation

Subsystem is typically on
Provisions are in place to standby but automatically starts
commence direct when Containment isolation
communication between the Signal (CIS) alarms due to
Fire Brigade and Health accident conditions. The
Physics and to contain and/or Containment Penetration Room
monitor liquid effluents prior Ventilation Subsystem consists
to safe removal, as discussed of two exhaust fans and two
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", filter assemblies located in the
the Hazardous Materials and ventilation equipment room on
Oil Response Plan, the the Auxiliary Building 5-foot
Radiation Safety Manual and elevation. Each filter assembly
associated Emergency has air operated dampers
Response Plan located on the inlet and outlet
Implementation Procedures, sides. The purged air is then
and the FFSM's. drawn into the Containment

Penetration Room exhaust
Fire Brigade and Health ductwork, which flows through
Physics are trained to contain high efficiency particulate air

potentially contaminated control program. This
areas. Training material and program will ensure that the
FFSM revisions will radioactive release goals,
describe the presence and objective and performance
potential use of monitored criteria will continue to be
ventilation and drainage satisfied when considering
systems, if such systems the possibility that areas
are deemed operational and that were not contaminated
capable of supporting at the time of NFPA 805
manual removal efforts. The transition, and were
level of detail provided in consequently screened-out,
the revised training may become contaminated
materials and FFSM's will in the future due to plant
meet NFPA 805 radioactive operational events. The
release performance results of the Radioactive
criteria. Release Review are

currently being tracked in
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, the CCNPP Configuration
13-02122, 13-02123, and Control Program.
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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contaminated liquid effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using
absorbent materials,
temporary dikes, closing of
doors, and directing water to
RCA locations having
operable drainage, if deemed
necessary by the Incident
Commander). Among others,
plant documents such as SA-
1-101 "Fire Fighting', SA-1-
105 "Fire Brigade Training"
(and associated fire drills),
the ODCM, the Radiation
Safety Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-
1025 'Radiation Protection
Training Program'. RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management" discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of liquid effluents.

(HEPA) and Charcoal Filters
and discharge through gravity
dampers to a combined
discharge line that connects to
the discharge side of the main
exhaust fans. The penetration
room ventilation system
maintains the penetration
rooms at a slight negative
pressure. Any leakage from the
Hydrogen Purge System
components will be exhausted
by the penetration room
exhaust fans (as designed).

During Non-Power Operations
(NPO), the Containment Purge
System is utilized to vent the
Containment atmosphere to the
surrounding environment.
Containment air enters the
exhaust ducting and passes
through a Containment purge
exhaust isolation valve located
inside Containment, and
continues through a
Containment penetration to the
purge exhaust filter unit. A
roughing filter and a high
efficiency filter in the unit
remove potentially radioactive
dust and particulate matter from
the exhaust air. The filtered air
enters the purge exhaust fan
which discharges through a
purge exhaust damper and to
the main vent exhaust plenum.
One of the two main vent fans
takes suction on the plenum
and discharges the exhaust air
to the specific unit's plant vent
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stack which is monitored for
particular and gaseous
radioactivity by the area and
process radiation monitoring
system. During NPO, the
personnel air lock also allows
air from Containment to be
drawn into the Auxiliary
Building, which is filtered
through the monitored Auxiliary
Building and Radwaste
Ventilation System.
During NPO (i.e. outages),
exterior openings may be
present via the Butler Buildings.
The release of radioactive
materials due to smoke
migration is not expected as the
Containment Purge System
maintains Containment at a
negative pressure. In addition,
plant personnel have a
heightened sense of awareness
and monitor the Containment
structures during NPO (i.e. fire
and safety watches, transient
combustible controls and hot
work restrictions). The reactor
coolant pumps and their oil
supply are considered the
largest potential fire contributor,
however these pumps and
motors are not operating during
NPO. Therefore, the likelihood
of a credible fire scenario large
enough to have radiological
consequences in Containment
during an outage is considered
low. Given these mitigating
factors, any fire scenario is
anticipated to be detected eariy
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and be small enough to be
primarily contained within the
large volume of Containment. In
addition during NPO,
Containment openings are
internal to the plant with the
exception of the Containment
equipment hatch. Closure of the
equipment hatch for
Containment integrity can also
be established via a detailed
Containment closure plant
procedure, NO-1-1 14.

Provisions are in place to
commence direct
communication between the
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics and to contain and/or
monitor gaseous effluents prior
to safe removal, as discussed in
SA-I-1Ol "Fire Fighting", the
Hazardous Materials and Oil
Response Plan, the Radiation
Safety Manual and associated
Emergency Response Plan
Implementation Procedures,
and the FFSM's.

Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain
contaminated gaseous effluents
within the RCA to the extent
possible (e.g. using portable
smoke ejectors and flexible
ducting if deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander).
Among others, plant documents
such as SA-1-101 "Fire
Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
Brigade Training" (and
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associated fire drills), the
ODCM, the Radiation Safety
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
"Radiation Protection Training
Program", RP-2-100
"Radioactive Materials
Management", and RP-2-101
"Radioactive Waste
Management' discuss
containing, monitoring, and
releasing of gaseous effluents.

2CNMT 229E Unit 2 SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes See Room 229 See Room 229 See Room 229 See Room 229
Containment Auxiliary Building
(App-R Fire Fighting
Purposes Strategy Manual
Only)

2CNMT 229N Unit 2 SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes See Room 229 See Room 229 See Room 229 See Room 229
Containment Auxiliary Building
(App-R Fire Fighting
Purposes Strategy Manual
Only)

2CNMT 229S Unit 2 SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes See Room 229 See Room 229 See Room 229 See Room 229
Containment Auxiliary Building
(App-R Fire Fighting
Purposes Strategy Manual
Only)

2CNMT 229W Unit 2 SA-FFSM-AB69, Yes See Room 229 See Room 229 See Room 229 See Room 229
Containment Auxiliary Building
(App-R Fire Fighting
Purposes Strategy Manual
Only)

DGB1 DB001 Stair No. 1 N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
(EL-35)

DGB1 DB002 Oil Separator N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Room (EL-35)
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DGB1

DGB1

DGB1

DGB1

DGB1

DGB1

DGB1

DGB1

DGB1

DGB1

DGB1

DGB1

DB003 L.O. Drain
Tank Area (EL-
35)

DB004 Diesel
Generator
Trench (EL-35)

D1101 Stair No. 1
(EL-45)

DB102 Diesel
Generator
Room (EL-45)

DB103 Fire Protection
Deluge Valve
Room (EL-45)

DB104 1-E
Switchgear
Room (EL-45)

DB105 Control Room
(EL-45)

DB106 Fuel Oil
Storage Tank
Room (EL-45)

DB107 Stair No. 2
(EL-45)

DB201 Stair No. 1
(EL-66)

DB202 Corridor (EL-
66)

DB203 Diesel
Generator Fan
Room (EL-66)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out
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DGB1 DB204 Maintenance N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Shop (EL-66)

DGB1 DB205 Non 1-4 N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Electrical
Room (EL-66)

DGB1 DB206 Future N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Expansion
Room (EL-66)

DGB1 DB207 Battery Room N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
(EL-66)

DGB1 DB208 Fuel Oil N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Storage Tank
Room (EL-66)

DGB1 DB209 Stair No. 2
(EL-66)

DGB1 DB301 Stair No. 1
(EL-80)

DGB1 DB302 SW Air Intake
Area (EL-80)

DGB1 DB303 Fan/Radiator
Area (EL-80)

DGB1 DB304 Silencer Area
(EL-80)

DGB1 DB305 SE Air
Exhaust Area
(EL-80)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

DGB1 DB306 NE Air N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Exhaust Area
(EL-80)

DGB1 DB307 HVAC N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Equipment
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Area (EL-80)

OGB1 DB308 Fan Radiator N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Area (EL-80)

DGB1 DB309 NW Air Intake N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Area (EL-80)

DGB1 DB310 Stair No. 2 N/A No NIA N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
(EL-80)

DGB2 SB001 Stairwell (EL- N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
35)

DGB2 SB002 Diesel N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Generator
Pedestal Area
(EL-35)

DGB2 SB003 Battery Room N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
(EL-35)

DGB2 SB004 Battery Room N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
(EL-35)

DGB2 SB005 Sump (EL 28'- N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
6")

DGB2 SB101 Stairwell (EL- N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
45)

DGB2 SB102 Diesel N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Generator
Room (EL-45)

DGB2 SB103 Switchgear N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Room (EL-45)

DGB2 SB104 Control Room N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
(EL-45)

DGB2 SB201 Stairwell (EL- N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
66)
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DGB2 SB202 Tank Room N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
(EL-66)

DGB2 SB203 Silencer Area N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out.
(EL-66)

DGB2 SB204 HVAC N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Equipment
Area (EL-66)

DGB2 SB301 Penthouse N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
(EL-83)

IS INT (for cable N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
routing
purposes
only - consists
of rooms INT1
and INT2)

IS INT1 Intake Unit 1 N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

IS INT2 Intake Unit 2 N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

KWAL KWALL Vertical K-Line N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Wall
Containing
NFPA 805
Embedded
Conduits

TBFL TBFL12 TB Slab N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A- Screened Out
Containing
NFPA 805
Embedded
Conduits 12'

TB/NSB 501 Hot Water N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Storage Tank

Access Control

TB/NSB 541 Chemistry N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
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/ACA Offices

TB/NSB 542 Janitor Closet N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA by Check

In/Out Desk

TB/NSB 543 Chemistry N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Storage

TB/NSB 544 Dosimetry N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Check In/Out

Desk

TB/NSB 545 Storage N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Adjacent to

DOS Check In

TB/NSB 546 E/W Hall N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Adjacent to

DOS Check In

TB/NSB 547 Women's N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Toilet

TB/NSB 548 Women's N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Shower

TB/NSB 549 Women's N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Locker Room

TB/NSB 550 Men's Shower N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA

TB/NSB 551 Men's Drying N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Area

TB/NSB 552 Men's N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Lavatory/Sink

Area

TB/NSB 553 Men's Toilet N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA
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TB/NSB 554 Men's Locker N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Room

TB/NSB 555 N/S Hall N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Adjacent to

Men's Locker
Room

TB/NSB 556 Top of Stairs N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA T-4

TB/NSB 557 Hallway N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Outside

Stairwell T-4

TB/NSB 558 Offices N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA

TB/NSB 559 Computer N/A No N/A N/A NIA N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Room

TB/NSB 560 Computer N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA HVAC

Equipment
Room

TB/NSB 561 Storage in N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Men's Lavatory

TB/NSB 562 Storage in N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Men's Lavatory

TB/NSB 563 Storage in N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Women's

Lavatory

TB/NSB 564 Electrical N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Room

TB/NSB 565 Storage Near N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Computer

Room
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TB/NSB 571 ALARA Office N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA

TB/NSB 572 Rad. Con N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Technical Area

TB/NSB 573 Rad. Con N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Office

TB/NSB 574 Rad. Con N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Supervisor's

Office

TB/NSB 575 Passage N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Outside

Respirator
Issue (Red.
Con)

TB/NSB 578 Red. Control N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Counting

Room

TB/NSB 579 Access N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Control

Conference
Office

TB/NSB 580 ALARA N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Supervisor's

Office

TB/NSB 581 Personnel SA-FFSM-PA, Yes This location contains This location contains N/A - The Decontamination As the Decontamination
/ACA Decontaminati Protected Area radioactive sources and does radioactive sources and does Room has been Room has been

on Room Fire Fighting not contain drainage and not contain drainage and HVAC dispositioned to be of dispositioned to not be of
Strategies Manual HVAC systems monitored for systems monitored for negligible radioactive consequence, CCNPP's

contamination, contamination, release consequence. approach is deemed
acceptable to meet NFPA

The potential release of The potential release of 805 radioactive release
contaminated liquid effluents contaminated gaseous effluents performance criteria.
resulting from a fire involving resulting from a fire involving
radioactive contents in this radioactive contents in this The results documenting
location is addressed by location is addressed by CENG conformance to NFPA 805
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CENG Calculation No. Calculation No. CA07953. This radioactive release criteria
CA07953.This calculation calculation demonstrates that will be maintained as part of
demonstrates that instantaneous radioactive CCNPP's configuration
instantaneous radioactive releases are below applicable control program. This
releases are below applicable 10CFR20 limits and satisfies program will ensure that the
10CFR20 limits and satisfies the acceptance criteria of NFPA radioactive release goals,
the acceptance criteria of 805, Section 1.5.2. objective and performance
NFPA 805, Section 1.5.2. criteria will continue to be

satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

TB/NSB 582 First Aid Room N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA

TB/NSB 583 Passage - N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Between

Elevator &
ALARA Room

TB/NSB 584 Plant N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Chemistry

Data Analysis

TB/NSB 585 Passageto N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA AB 69'

Entrance

TB/NSB 601 Unit 1 12' SA-FFSM-PA12, Yes This location contains This location contains Training materials reinforce Based on the results of
/ACA Turb. Area Protected Area radioactive sources and does radioactive sources and does the use of FFSM's and the CENG Calculation No.

Fire Fighting not contain drainage and not contain drainage and HVAC Radiation Safety Manual for CA07953 and the use of
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Strategy Manual HVAC systems monitored for systems monitored for containment and monitoring radiation protection
contamination, contamination, of potential radioactive procedures and revised

effluents. FFSM and training FFSM's and training
The potential release of The potential release of material revisions will materials, CCNPP's
contaminated liquid effluents contaminated gaseous effluents identify potentially approach is deemed
resulting from a fire involving resulting from a fire involving contaminated areas, acceptable to meet NFPA
radioactive contents in this radioactive contents in this provide instruction for 805 radioactive release
location is addressed by location is addressed by CENG communication with Health performance criteria.
CENG Calculation No. Calculation No. CA07953. This Physics and describe
CA07953.This calculation calculation demonstrates that precautions to minimize, The results documenting
demonstrates that instantaneous radioactive contain, and safely remove conformance to NFPA 805
instantaneous radioactive releases are below applicable contaminated smoke and radioactive release criteria
releases are below applicable 10CFR20 limits and satisfies water runoff in these will be maintained as part of
1CFR20 limits and satisfies the acceptance criteria of NFPA potentially contaminated CCNPP's configuration
the acceptance criteria of 805, Section 1.5.2. areas. The level of detail control program. This
NFPA 805, Section 1.5.2. provided in the revised program will ensure that the

Additionally, provisions are in training materials and radioactive release goals,
Additionally, provisions are in place to commence direct FFSM's will meet NFPA 805 objective and performance
place to commence direct communication between the radioactive release criteria will continue to be
communication between the Fire Brigade and Health performance criteria, satisfied when considering
Fire Brigade and Health Physics and to practice the the possibility that areas
Physics and to practice the ALARA principle by minimizing PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, that were not contaminated
ALARA principle and contain smoke production, as discussed 13-02122, 13-02123, and at the time of NFPA 805
and/or monitor liquid effluents in the Radiation Safety Manual 13-02124 have been transition, and were
prior to safe removal, as and FFSM's. approved to revise FFSM's. consequently screened-out,
discussed in the Radiation CCNPP's FFSM change may become contaminated
Safety Manual and FFSM's. process addresses the in the future due to plant

revision of training materials, operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

TB/NSB 602 Auxiliary SA-FFSM-PA12, Yes This location contains This location contains Training materials reinforce Based on the results of
/ACA Boiler Room Protected Area radioactive sources and does radioactive sources and does the use of FFSM's and the CENG Calculation No.

Fire Fighting not contain drainage and not contain drainage and HVAC Radiation Safety Manual for CA07953 and the use of
Strategy Manual HVAC systems monitored for systems monitored for containment and monitoring radiation protection

contamination, contamination, of potential radioactive procedures and revised
effluents. FFSM and training FFSM's and training

The potential release of The potential release of material revisions will materials, CCNPP's
contaminated liquid effluents contaminated gaseous effluents identify potentially approach is deemed
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resulting from a fire involving resulting from a fire involving contaminated areas, acceptable to meet NFPA
radioactive contents in this radioactive contents in this provide instruction for 805 radioactive release
location is addressed by location is addressed by CENG communication with Health performance criteria.
CENG Calculation No. Calculation No. CA07953. This Physics and describe
CA07953.This calculation calculation demonstrates that precautions to minimize, The results documenting
demonstrates that instantaneous radioactive contain, and safely remove conformance to NFPA 805
instantaneous radioactive releases are below applicable contaminated smoke and radioactive release criteria
releases are below applicable 10CFR20 limits and satisfies water runoff in these will be maintained as part of
10CFR20 limits and satisfies the acceptance criteria of NFPA potentially contaminated CCNPP's configuration
the acceptance criteria of 805, Section 1.5.2. areas. The level of detail control program. This
NFPA 805, Section 1.5.2. provided in the revised program will ensure that the

Additionally, provisions are in training materials and radioactive release goals,
Additionally, provisions are in place to commence direct FFSM's will meet NFPA 805 objective and performance
place to commence direct communication between the radioactive release criteria will continue to be
communication between the Fire Brigade and Health performance criteria, satisfied when considering
Fire Brigade and Health Physics and to practice the the possibility that areas
Physics and to practice the ALARA principle by minimizing PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, that were not contaminated
ALARA principle and contain smoke production, as discussed 13-02122, 13-02123, and at the time of NFPA 805
and/or monitor liquid effluents in the Radiation Safety Manual 13-02124 have been transition, and were
prior to safe removal, as and FFSM's. approved to revise FFSM's. consequently screened-out,
discussed in the Radiation CCNPP's FFSM change may become contaminated
Safety Manual and FFSM's. process addresses the in the future due to plant

revision of training materials, operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

TB/NSB 604 Elevator N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Machine Room

TB/NSB 606 Unit 2 12' N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Turb. Area

TB/NSB 607 Unit I Heater N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Bay 12'

TB/NSB 608 Unit 2 Heater N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Bay 12'

TB/NSB 800 Unit 1 45' N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
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/ACA Turb. Area

TB/NSB 801 Unit 2 45' N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Turb. Area

TB/NSB 802 Unit 1 Heater N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Bay

TB/NSB 803 Unit 2 Heater N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Bay

TB/NSB 1101 12' North SA-FFSM-PANSB, Yes This location contains This location contains Training materials reinforce Based on the results of
/ACA Storage Area North Service radioactive sources and does radioactive sources and does the use of FFSM's and the CENG Calculation No.

Building Fire not contain drainage and not contain drainage and HVAC Radiation Safety Manual for CA07953 and the use of
Fighting Strategy HVAC systems monitored for systems monitored for containment and monitoring radiation protection
Manual contamination, contamination, of potential radioactive procedures and revised

effluents. FFSM and training FFSM's and training
The potential release of The potential release of material revisions will materials, CCNPP's
contaminated liquid effluents contaminated gaseous effluents identify potentially approach is deemed
resulting from a fire involving resulting from a fire involving contaminated areas, acceptable to meet NFPA
radioactive contents in this radioactive contents in this provide instruction for 805 radioactive release
location is addressed by location is addressed by CENG communication with Health performance criteria.
CENG Calculation No. Calculation No. CA07953. This Physics and describe
CA07953.This calculation calculation demonstrates that precautions to minimize, The results documenting
demonstrates that instantaneous radioactive contain, and safely remove conformance to NFPA 805
instantaneous radioactive releases are below applicable contaminated smoke and radioactive release criteria
releases are below applicable 10CFR20 limits and satisfies water runoff in these will be maintained as part of
10CFR20 limits and satisfies the acceptance criteria of NFPA potentially contaminated CCNPP's configuration
the acceptance criteria of 805, Section 1.5.2. areas. The level of detail control program. This
NFPA 805, Section 1.5.2. provided in the revised program will ensure that the

Additionally, provisions are in training materials and radioactive release goals,
Additionally, provisions are in place to commence direct FFSM's will meet NFPA 805 objective and performance
place to commence direct communication between the radioactive release criteria will continue to be
communication between the Fire Brigade and Health performance criteria, satisfied when considering
Fire Brigade and Health Physics and to practice the the possibility that areas
Physics and to practice the ALARA principle by minimizing PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, that were not contaminated
ALARA principle and contain smoke production, as discussed 13-02122, 13-02123, and at the time of NFPA 805
and/or monitor liquid effluents in the Radiation Safety Manual 13-02124 have been transition, and were
prior to safe removal, as and FFSM's. approved to revise FFSM's. consequently screened-out,
discussed in the Radiation CCNPP's FFSM change may become contaminated
Safety Manual and FFSM's. process addresses the in the future due to plant

revision of training materials, operational events. The
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results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

TB/NSB 1103 12' East N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Storage Area

TB/NSB 1104 Water N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Treatment

TB/NSB 1105 Unit 1 Turbine N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A- Screened Out
/ACA Lube Oil

Storage Room

TB/NSB 1106 Unit 2 Turbine N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Lube Oil

Storage Room

TB/NSB 1107 Precoat N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Storage Area

TB/NSB 1108 Machine N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Room 12'

TB/NSB 1109 Warehouse N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA

TB/NSB 1110 Battery N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A- Screened Out
/ACA Charger Room

31'

TB/NSB 1111 250 VDC N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Battery Room

TB/NSB 1112 Domestic N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Water Pump

Room

TB/NSB 1114 Battery Room N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA
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TB/NSB 1115 Spare Battery N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Room

TB/NSB 1116 Snubber SA-FFSM-PANSB, Yes This location contains This location contains Training materials reinforce Based on the results of
/ACA Overhaul

Shop 12'
North Service
Building Fire
Fighting Strategy
Manual

radioactive sources and does
not contain drainage and
HVAC systems monitored for
contamination.

radioactive sources and does
not contain drainage and HVAC
systems monitored for
contamination.

the use of FFSM's and the CENG Calculation No.
Radiation Safety Manual for CA07953 and the use of
containment and monitoring radiation protection
of potential radioactive procedures and revised
effluents. FFSM and training FFSM's and training

The potential release of The potential release of material revisions will materials, CCNPP's
contaminated liquid effluents contaminated gaseous effluents identify potentially approach is deemed
resulting from a fire involving resulting from a fire involving contaminated areas, acceptable to meet NFPA
radioactive contents in this radioactive contents in this provide instruction for 805 radioactive release
location is addressed by location is addressed by CENG communication with Health performance criteria.
CENG Calculation No. Calculation No. CA07953. This Physics and describe
CA07953.This calculation calculation demonstrates that precautions to minimize, The results documenting
demonstrates that instantaneous radioactive contain, and safely remove conformance to NFPA 805
instantaneous radioactive releases are below applicable contaminated smoke and radioactive release criteria
releases are below applicable 10CFR20 limits and satisfies water runoff in these will be maintained as part of
10CFR20 limits and satisfies the acceptance criteria of NFPA potentially contaminated CCNPP's configuration
the acceptance criteria of 805, Section 1.5.2. areas. The level of detail control program. This
NFPA 805, Section 1.5.2. provided in the revised program will ensure that the

Additionally, provisions are in training materials and radioactive release goals,
Additionally, provisions are in place to commence direct FFSM's will meet NFPA 805 objective and performance
place to commence direct communication between the radioactive release criteria will continue to be
communication between the Fire Brigade and Health performance criteria, satisfied when considering
Fire Brigade and Health Physics and to practice the the possibility that areas
Physics and to practice the ALARA principle by minimizing PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, that were not contaminated
ALARA principle and contain smoke production, as discussed 13-02122, 13-02123, and at the time of NFPA 805
and/or monitor liquid effluents in the Radiation Safety Manual 13-02124 have been transition, and were
prior to safe removal, as and FFSM's. approved to revise FFSM's. consequently screened-out,
discussed in the Radiation CCNPP's FFSM change may become contaminated
Safety Manual and FFSM's. process addresses the in the future due to plant

revision of training materials, operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

TB/NSB COP Condenser Pits N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA
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TB/NSB L27A Unit 1 Level N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA 27'

TB/NSB L27B Unit 2 Level N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA 27'

TB/NSB LOA Lube Oil N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Storage Area

TB/NSB MEZ NSB Bus and N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA MCC

Mezzanine

TB/NSB SB1 Stairwell SB-1 N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA

TB/NSB T102 Turbine House N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A- Screened Out
/ACA

TB/NSB TB1 NE TB N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Stairwell

TB/NSB TB2 NW TB N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Stairwell

TB/NSB TB3 Central TB N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Stairwell

TB/NSB TB4 SW TB N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Stairwell

TB/NSB TB5 SE TB N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Stairwell

TB/NSB TB-E Turbine N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA Building

Elevator

TB/NSB TURB (for cable N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
/ACA routing

purposes
only - consists
of rooms 601,
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Fire Room
Area Room Description

602, 604, 606,
607, 608, 800,
801,802, 803,
L27A, L27B,
TB1, TB2,
TB3. TB4,
TB5, and TB-
E)

YARD ARF Auxdliary
Building Roof

YARD DFO Diesel Fuel Oil

YARD FOSB 21 Fuel Oil
Storage
Building

YARD FPH Fire Pump
House

YARD ISO Intake
Structure
Outside

YARD PROT Protected
AREA Area (for cable

routing
purposes
only - same
physical space
as Room
YARD)

YARD PTUNN Yard Pipe
EL Tunnel

YARD ROOF0RoofofSBO
C (0C) DG

Building

YARD ROOF1 Roof of SR
A (1A) DG

CCNPP

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A No N/A N/A N/A

N/A

N/A

No

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out

N/A - Screened Out
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Building

YARD SWYD Switchyard N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

YARD TKFRM Tank Farm N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

YARD TKFRO Tank Farm N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
OM Room

(Condensate
Storage Tank
Room)

YARD Ul Unit 1 13 kV N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Switchgear
House

YARD U2 Unit 2 13 kV N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Switchgear
House

YARD WPMPH Well Pump N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
S House

YARD YARD Yard N/A No N/A - "Yard" is listed in TDAC N/A N/A N/A
as a room for NSCA
equipment purposes. The
physical Yard, which contains
radiological hazards (West
Road Cage, Warehouse #3,
Pre-Assembly Facility) are
addressed individually.

N/A N/A Camp Conoy N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

N/A N/A Contractor N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Shop Facility

N/A N/A Domestic N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Water
Treatment
Plant
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N/A N/A Fish Collection N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

N/A N/A Independent N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Spent Fuel
Storage
Installation
(ISFSI)

N/A N/A Interim Resin N/A Yes This location contains 17 This location contains 17 N/A - CENG Calculation As the Interim Resin
Storage cylindrical red vault cylindrical red vault containers No. CA07953, has Storage Facility has been
Facility (Lake containers in a fenced and in a fenced and locked area. dispositioned the Interim dispositioned to not be of
Davies) locked area. Due to the Due to the radioactive nature of Storage Facility to not be of consequence, CCNPP's

radioactive nature of contents contents stored in this facility, consequence. Therefore, approach is deemed
stored in this facility, the the location is screened-in, creation of a FFSM for this acceptable to meet NFPA
location is screened-in. However, per CENG location as a result of this 805 radioactive release
However, per CENG Calculation No. CA07953, the analysis is not warranted, performance criteria.
Calculation No. CA07953, the rad vault containers consist of
rad vault containers consist of non-combustible concrete The results documenting
non-combustible concrete storage containers and High conformance to NFPA 805
storage containers and High Integrity Containers (HIC) which radioactive release criteria
Integrity Containers (HIC) are used to store spent resin will be maintained as part of
which are used to store spent and filters. The potential for a CCNPP's configuration
resin and filters. The potential fire involving the HICs stored in control program. This
for a fire involving the HICs the concrete storage modules is program will ensure that the
stored in the concrete storage low and no external fire hazards radioactive release goals,
modules is low and no in the vicinity of the non- objective and performance
external fire hazards in the combustible radioactive sources criteria will continue to be
vicinity of the non- exist. Therefore, the Interim satisfied when considering
combustible radioactive Resin Storage Facility can be the possibility that areas
sources exist. Therefore, the dispositioned as being of that were not contaminated
Interim Resin Storage Facility negligible radioactive release at the time of NFPA 805
can be dispositioned as being consequence. This conclusion transition, and were
of negligible radioactive is further demonstrated in consequently screened out,
release consequence. This CENG Calculation No. may become contaminated
conclusion is further CA07953. in the future due to plant
demonstrated in CENG operational events. The
Calculation No. CA07953. results of the Radioactive

Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.
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N/A N/A Liquid N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Hydrogen
Storage Tank

N/A N/A Lower N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Laydown Area

N/A N/A Material SA-FFSM-OCOB, Yes
Processing Office Buildings
Facility (MPF) Fire Fighting

Strategy Manual

Two liquid waste storage The ventilation systems for the Training materials reinforce
tanks are located in the MPF contain mounted hoods the use of FFSM's and the
basement of the MPF. One of above the processing Radiation Safety Manual for
the tanks receives chemical equipment and decontamination containment and monitoring
solutions drained from the equipment. The air exhaust of potential radioactive
turbulator and the system for the waste effluents. FFSM and training
electropolishing unit, as well processing area, material revisions will
as water waste from the decontamination area, and identify potentially
decontamination processes. laundry area will be passed contaminated areas,
Liquid wastes from the through a HEPA filter bank and provide instruction for
laundry facilities, as well as will be monitored for communication with Health
area floor drains will be radioactivity as it is discharged. Physics and describe
collected in the other tank. precautions to minimize,
Per review of FCR83-1007, In the event of a fire, ventilation contain, and safely remove
the tanks pose no radiological systems for the MPF are contaminated smoke and
concern to persons off-site designed to automatically shut water runoff in these
during operation of the MPF. down upon detection of smoke. potentially contaminated

Following automatic and/or areas. Training material and
Once the liquid within the manual extinguishment of the FFSM revisions will
tanks accumulates to a fire, the ventilation system will describe the presence and
sufficient quantity, the be manually restarted. The potential use of monitored
contents are pumped to a smoke will be exhausted ventilation and drainage
transfer tank truck for through a HEPA filter bank, as systems, if such systems
shipment to the auxiliary is all normal exhaust air, and are deemed operational and
building, where the waste will monitored for radioactivity as it capable of supporting
be processed by the Liquid is discharged to the manual removal efforts. The
Radwaste System environment. Should the activity level of detail provided in
Miscellaneous Waste System level of the exhaust exceed the revised training
(MWS). The MWS is safe limits, the system can be materials and FFSM's will
monitored for radioactive isolated. Therefore, the design meet NFPA 805 radioactive
release. All transfer of liquid of the ventilation system allows release performance
wastes between tanks will for controlling the release of criteria.
occur within controlled radioactivity to the environment
drainage areas. Drip pans will following a fire in the MPF. PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,

Based on the availability of
engineered controls for both
smoke and fire suppression
water runoff and use of
revised FFSM's and training
materials, CCNPP's
approach will be considered
acceptable to meet NFPA
805 radioactive release
performance criteria.

The results documenting
conformance to NFPA 805
radioactive release criteria
will be maintained as part of
CCNPP's configuration
control program. This
program will ensure that the
radioactive release goals,
objective and performance
criteria will continue to be
satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened-out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.be used under the transfer 13-02122, 13-02123, and
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tank valves to prevent the Note: the above description
possibility of leading does not apply to the storage
contaminated liquid to the area of the MPF. The storage
ground during transfer of the area is not monitored for
liquid waste, and no off-site radioactivity and is not provided
doses are expected from this with HEPA filters. However, the
pathway. Furthermore, per storage area contains
review of FCR83-1007, a radioactive material that is
worst case scenario enclosed in non-combustible
consisting of complete metal containers. The storage
simultaneous rupture of both area is provided with an
tanks to the environment automatic sprinkler system.
would result in negligible off- Given the presence of a
site dose. sprinkler system and the fact

that the storage containers are
Additionally, provisions are in of non-combustible
place to commence direct construction, a significant
communication between the release of radioactivity resulting
Fire Brigade and Health from a fire in the storage area is
Physics and to practice the not anticipated. Additionally, per
ALARA principle and contain review of FCR83-1007, a
and/or monitor liquid effluents conservative study concluded
prior to safe removal, as the worst case scenario
discussed in the Radiation consisting of burning one
Safety Manual and FFSM's. month's accumulation of DAW
The presence of curbs and and releasing all the
sumps in the storage area radioactivity to the environment
aids in minimizing the release would not result in
of contaminated water from unacceptable off-site doses.
the MPF.

If normal ventilation is
unavailable, smoke will be
removed using standard
industry manual ventilation
techniques (i.e. portable smoke
ejectors and flexible ducts) to
the outside or to an area where
normal ventilation will remove
the smoke. Prior to any release,
FFSM's provide instructions to
establish direct communication

13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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between the Fire Brigade and
Health Physics and provide
precautions for containing,
monitoring, and safely releasing
contaminated gaseous effluents.

N/A N/A Mechanical N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Modifications
Training Shop

N/A N/A MET TWR1 N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

N/A N/A MET TWR2 N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

N/A N/A North Service N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Building 45'-0"
Elevation

N/A N/A Nuclear N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Engineering
Facility (NEF)

N/A N/A Nuclear Office N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Facility (NOF)

N/A N/A NRC Resident N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Inspectors'
Office

N/A N/A Nuclear N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Security
Facility (NSF)

N/A N/A Old Bay Farm N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

N/A N/A Office and SA-FFSM-OCOB, Yes This location contains This location contains Training materials reinforce As the Office Training
Training Office Buildings radioactive sources and does radioactive sources and does the use of FFSM's and the Facility has been
Facility (OTF) Fire Fighting not contain drainage and not contain drainage and HVAC Radiation Safety Manual for dispositioned to not be of

Strategy Manual HVAC systems monitored for systems monitored for containment and monitoring consequence, CCNPP's
contamination. However, for contamination. However, for of potential radioactive approach is deemed
reasons identified in CENG reasons identified in CENG effluents. FFSM and training acceptable to meet NFPA
Calculation No. CA07953, Calculation No. CA07953, there material revisions will 805 radioactive release
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there is no credible fire is no credible fire scenario that identify potentially performance criteria.
scenario that will result in will result in radioactive release contaminated areas,
radioactive release in excess in excess of NFPA 805 provide instruction for The results documenting
of NFPA 805 acceptance acceptance criteria. Therefore, communication with Health conformance to NFPA 805
criteria. Therefore, this this location is dispositioned as Physics and describe radioactive release criteria
location is dispositioned as being of negligible radioactive precautions to minimize, will be maintained as part of
being of negligible radioactive release consequence. contain, and safely remove CCNPP's configuration
release consequence. contaminated smoke and control program. This

water runoff in these program will ensure that the
potentially contaminated radioactive release goals,
areas. The level of detail objective and performance
provided in the revised criteria will continue to be
training materials and satisfied when considering
FFSM's will meet NFPA 805 the possibility that areas
radioactive release that were not contaminated
performance criteria, at the time of NFPA 805

transition, and were
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, consequently screened out,
13-02122, 13-02123, and may become contaminated
13-02124 have been in the future due to plant
approved to revise FFSM's. operational events. The
CCNPP's FFSM change results of the Radioactive
process addresses the Release Review are
revision of training materials, currently being tracked in

the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

N/A N/A Office and N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Training
Facility Pump
House

N/A N/A Operating N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Room

N/A N/A Original N/A Yes The OSGSF is non- The OSGSF is non-combustible N/A - As the Original Steam As the Original Steam
Steam combustible concrete construction and contains Generator Facility has been Generator Storage Facility
Generator construction and contains radioactive sources. Due to the dispositioned to be of has been dispositioned to
Storage radioactive sources. Due to radioactive nature of contents negligible radioactive not be of consequence,
Facility the radioactive nature of stored in this facility, the release consequence, a CCNPP's approach is

contents stored in this facility, OSGSF is screened-in. FFSM is not required per deemed acceptable to meet
the OSGSF is screened-in. However, this location is key NFPA 805, Section 3.4.2. NFPA 805 radioactive
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However, this location is key controlled by Health Physics release performance criteria.
controlled by Health Physics Ops and there is no radioactive
Ops and there is no waste or other storage of The results documenting
radioactive waste or other permanent and transient conformance to NFPA 805
storage of permanent and combustibles within the radioactive release criteria
transient combustibles within OSGSF. The contents are non- will be maintained as part of
the OSGSF. The contents combustible, there are no work CCNPP's configuration
are non-combustible, there processes which occur in the control program. This
are no work processes which building, and therefore a program will ensure that the
occur in the building, and credible fire scenario is not radioactive release goals,
therefore a credible fire anticipated. As such, the objective and performance
scenario is not anticipated. OSGSF can be dispositioned as criteria will continue to be
As such, the OSGSF can be being of negligible radioactive satisfied when considering
dispositioned as being of release consequence. This the possibility that areas
negligible radioactive release conclusion is further that were not contaminated
consequence. This demonstrated in CENG at the time of NFPA 805
conclusion is further calculation CA07953. transition, and were
demonstrated in CENG consequently screened out,
calculation CA07953. may become contaminated

in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

N/A N/A Outage N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Management
Building

N/A N/A Owner N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Controlled
Area

N/A N/A Pipe N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Fabrication
Shop

N/A N/A Pre-Assembly SA-FFSM-OCUPL, Yes The Pre-Assembly Facility The Pre-Assembly Facility Training materials reinforce As the Pre-Assembly
Facility (PAF) Upper Laydown (PAF) contains sealed boxes (PAF) contains sealed boxes the use of FFSM's and the Facility has been
(Upper Fire Fighting which contain radioactive which contain radioactive Radiation Safety Manual for dispositioned to not be of
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Laydown Area) Strategy Manual sources. Due to the sources. Due to the radioactive containment and monitoring consequence, CCNPP's
radioactive nature of contents nature of contents stored in this of potential radioactive approach is deemed
stored in this facility, the PAF facility, the PAF is screened-in, effluents. FFSM and training acceptable to meet NFPA
is screened-in. However, However, there are insignificant material revisions will 805 radioactive release
there are insignificant quantities of combustible identify potentially performance criteria.
quantities of combustible materials in this building to contaminated areas,
materials in this building to credibly challenge the non- provide instruction for The results documenting
credibly challenge the non- combustible sealed boxes. The communication with Health conformance to NFPA 805
combustible sealed boxes. boxes are only opened within Physics and describe radioactive release criteria
The boxes are only opened the PAF for brief inspection to precautions to minimize, will be maintained as part of
within the PAF for bdef ensure the correct contents are contain, and safely remove CCNPP's configuration
inspection to ensure the provided for transport to the contaminated smoke and control program. This
correct contents are provided appropriate on-site location, water runoff in these program will ensure that the
for transport to the When the boxes are opened, potentially contaminated radioactive release goals,
appropriate on-site location, they do not remain unobserved areas. The level of detail objective and performance
When the boxes are opened, and the boxes remain dosed provided in the revised criteria will continue to be
they do not remain when stored. Therefore a training materials and satisfied when considering
unobserved and the boxes credible fire scenario is not FFSM's will meet NFPA 805 the possibility that areas
remain dosed when stored, anticipated. As such the PAF radioactive release that were not contaminated
Therefore a credible fire can be dispositioned as being performance criteria, at the time of NFPA 805
scenario is not anticipated, of negligible radioactive release transition, and were
As such the PAF can be consequence. This conclusion PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, consequently screened out,
dispositioned as being of is further demonstrated in 13-02122, 13-02123, and may become contaminated
negligible radioactive release CENG Calculation CA07953. 13-02124 have been in the future due to plant
consequence. This approved to revise FFSM's. operational events. The
conclusion is further CCNPP's FFSM change results of the Radioactive
demonstrated in CENG process addresses the Release Review are
Calculation CA07953. revision of training materials, currently being tracked in

the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

N/A N/A PUP Complex N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

N/A N/A Relay Room 1 N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

N/A N/A Relay Room 2 N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out

N/A N/A Sand Blasting N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Area

N/A N/A Security N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
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Diesel
Generator
Building

N/A N/A Sewage SA-FFSM-PAWFT, Yes Due to the radioactive nature Due to the radioactive nature of N/A - As the Sewage As the Sewage Treatment
Treatment Outside Areas of of contents present in this contents present in this facility, Treatment Plant has been Plant has been
Plant the Protected facility, the Sewage the Sewage Treatment Plant is dispositioned to not be of dispositioned to not be of

Area - Waterfront Treatment Plant is screened- screened-in. However, CENG radioactive release consequence, CCNPP's
Fire Fighting in. However, CENG Calculation No. CA07953 states consequence, a FFSM is approach is deemed
Strategy Manual Calculation No. CA07953 that per 10CFR20.1003, not required to be revised acceptable to meet NFPA

states that per occupational and public doses per NFPA 805, Section 805 radioactive release
10CFR20.1003, occupational do not include doses received 3.4.2. performance criteria.
and public doses do not from any medical administration
include doses received from the individual has received. The results documenting
any medical administration Since 10CFR20 specifically conformance to NFPA 805
the individual has received, excludes radioactive medical radioactive release criteria
Since 10CFR20 specifically effluents, the Sewage will be maintained as part of
excludes radioactive medical Treatment Plant can be CCNPP's configuration
effluents, the Sewage dispositioned as being of no control program. This
Treatment Plant can be radioactive release program will ensure that the
dispositioned as being of no consequence. radioactive release goals,
radioactive release objective and performance
consequence. criteria will continue to be

satisfied when considering
the possibility that areas
that were not contaminated
at the time of NFPA 805
transition, and were
consequently screened out,
may become contaminated
in the future due to plant
operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

N/A N/A Site Entrance N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Facility

N/A N/A Storage N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
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Building

N/A N/A Switchyard N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Control House

N/A N/A Transportation N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Building

N/A N/A Unit 1 Butler SA-FFSM- Yes The Butler Building is located The Butler Building is located Training materials reinforce As the Butler Building has
Building PAWRD, Outside

areas of the
Protected Area -
West Road Fire
Fighting Strategy
Manual

within the RCA and is
consequently screened-in.
However, this location is
normally an unoccupied area
not used for storage or work

within the RCA and is
consequently screened-in.
However, this location is
normally an unoccupied area
not used for storage or work

the use of FFSM's and the been dispositioned to not be
Radiation Safety Manual for of radiological
containment and monitoring consequence, CCNPP's
of potential radioactive approach is deemed
effluents. FFSM and training acceptable to meet NFPA

processes during normal processes during normal material revisions will 805 radioactive release
operation. The area has operation. The area has identify potentially criteria.
negligible fixed or cable tray negligible fixed or cable tray contaminated areas,
combustibles and does not combustibles and does not provide instruction for The results documenting
contain any credible ignition contain any credible ignition communication with Health conformance to NFPA 805
sources. A dry type sprinkler sources. A dry type sprinkler Physics and describe radioactive release criteria
system is also provided for system is also provided for this precautions to minimize, will be maintained as part of
this location. Given these location. Given these mitigating contain, and safely remove CCNPP's configuration
mitigating factors, a credible factors, a credible fire scenario contaminated smoke and control program. This
fire scenario having a having a radioactive release of water runoff in these program will ensure that the
radioactive release of consequence is not expected. potentially contaminated radioactive release goals,
consequence is not expected. areas. The level of detail objective and performance

During NPO (i.e. outages), the provided in the revised criteria will continue to be
During NPO (i.e. outages), Butler Building serves as an training materials and satisfied when considering
the Butler Building serves as exterior opening to FFSM's will meet NFPA 805 the possibility that areas
an exterior opening to Containment. The release of radioactive release that were not contaminated
Containment. The release of radioactive materials due to performance criteria, at the time of NFPA 805
radioactive liquid effluents smoke migration from a transition, and were
from a combination of the combination of the Butler PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, consequently screened-out,
Butler Building and Building and Containment 13-02122, 13-02123, and may become contaminated
Containment exterior opening exterior opening is not expected 13-02124 have been in the future due to plant
is not expected given the as the Containment Purge approved to revise FFSM's. operational events. The
presence of the Containment System maintains Containment CCNPP's FFSM change results of the Radioactive
drainage system and the fact at a negative pressure; outside process addresses the Release Review are
that the Butler Building is supply air is entrained into revision of training materials. currently being tracked in
used primarily for Containment when the purge the CCNPP Configuration
Containment access system is operating. In addition, Control Program.
activities. In addition, plant the Butler Building is used
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personnel have a heightened
sense of awareness and
monitor Containment and the
Butler Building during NPO
(i.e. fire and safety watches,
transient combustible controls
and hot work restrictions).
Therefore, the likelihood of a
credible fire scenario large
enough to have a radioactive
release of consequence from
the Butler Building during an
outage is considered low.

primarily for Containment
access activities and plant
personnel have a heightened
sense of awareness and
monitor Containment and the
Butler Building during NPO (i.e.
fire and safety watches,
transient combustible controls
and hot work restrictions).
Therefore, the likelihood of a
credible fire scenario large
enough to have a radioactive
release of consequence from
the Butler Building during an

Provisions are in place to outage is considered low.
commence direct
communication between the Provisions are in place to
Fire Brigade and Health commence direct
Physics and to contain and/or communication between the
monitor liquid effluents prior Fire Brigade and Health
to safe removal, as discussed Physics and to contain and/or
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", monitor gaseous effluents prior
the Hazardous Materials and to safe removal, as discussed in
Oil Response Plan, the SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", the
Radiation Safety Manual and Hazardous Materials and Oil
associated Emergency Response Plan, the Radiation
Response Plan Safety Manual and associated
Implementation Procedures, Emergency Response Plan
and the FFSM's. Implementation Procedures,

and the FFSM's.
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain Fire Brigade and Health
contaminated liquid effluents Physics are trained to contain
within the RCA to the extent contaminated gaseous effluents
possible. Among others, plant within the RCA to the extent
documents such as SA-1-1O1 possible. Among others, plant
"Fire Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire documents such as SA-1-101
Brigade Training" (and "Fire Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire

associated fire drills), the Brigade Training" (and
ODCM, the Radiation Safety associated fire drills), the
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025 ODCM, the Radiation Safety
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"Radiation Protection Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
Training Program", RP-2-100 "Radiation Protection Training
"Radioactive Materials Program", RP-2-100
Management', and RP-2-101 "Radioactive Materials
"Radioactive Waste Management", and RP-2-101
Management" discuss "Radioactive Waste
containing, monitoring, and Management" discuss
releasing of liquid effluents, containing, monitoring, and

releasing of gaseous effluents.

N/A N/A Unit 2 Butier SA-FFSM- Yes The Butler Building is located The Butler Building is located Training materials reinforce As the Butler Building has
Building PAWRD, Outside within the RCA and is within the RCA and is the use of FFSM's and the been dispositioned to not be

areas of the consequently screened-in. consequently screened-in. Radiation Safety Manual for of radiological
Protected Area - However, this location is However, this location is containment and monitoring consequence, CCNPP's
West Road Fire normally an unoccupied area normally an unoccupied area of potential radioactive approach is deemed
Fighting Strategy not used for storage or work not used for storage or work effluents. FFSM and training acceptable to meet NFPA
Manual processes during normal processes during normal material revisions will 805 radioactive release

operation. The area has operation. The area has identify potentially criteria.
negligible fixed or cable tray negligible fixed or cable tray contaminated areas,
combustibles and does not combustibles and does not provide instruction for The results documenting
contain any credible ignition contain any credible ignition communication with Health conformance to NFPA 805
sources. A dry type sprinkler sources. A dry type sprinkler Physics and describe radioactive release criteria
system is also provided for system is also provided for this precautions to minimize, will be maintained as part of
this location. Given these location. Given these mitigating contain, and safely remove CCNPP's configuration
mitigating factors, a credible factors, a credible fire scenario contaminated smoke and control program. This
fire scenario having a having a radioactive release of water runoff in these program will ensure that the
radioactive release of consequence is not expected. potentially contaminated radioactive release goals,
consequence is not expected. areas. The level of detail objective and performance

During NPO (i.e. outages), the provided in the revised criteria will continue to be
During NPO (i.e. outages), Butler Building serves as an training materials and satisfied when considering
the Butler Building serves as exterior opening to FFSM's will meet NFPA 805 the possibility that areas
an exterior opening to Containment. The release of radioactive release that were not contaminated
Containment. The release of radioactive materials due to performance criteria, at the time of NFPA 805
radioactive liquid effluents smoke migration from a transition, and were
from a combination of the combination of the Butler PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, consequently screened-out,
Butler Building and Building and Containment 13-02122, 13-02123, and may become contaminated
Containment exterior opening exterior opening is not expected 13-02124 have been in the future due to plant
is not expected given the as the Containment Purge approved to revise FFSM's. operational events. The
presence of the Containment System maintains Containment CCNPP's FFSM change results of the Radioactive
drainage system and the fact at a negative pressure; outside process addresses the Release Review are
that the Butler Building is supply air is entrained into revision of training materials. currently being tracked in
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used primarily for
Containment access
activities. In addition, plant
personnel have a heightened
sense of awareness and
monitor Containment and the
Butler Building during NPO
(i.e. fire and safety watches,
transient combustible controls
and hot work restrictions).
Therefore, the likelihood of a
credible fire scenario large
enough to have a radioactive
release of consequence from
the Butler Building during an
outage is considered low.

Containment when the purge
system is operating. In addition,
the Butler Building is used
primarily for Containment
access activities and plant
personnel have a heightened
sense of awareness and
monitor Containment and the
Butler Building during NPO (i.e.
fire and safety watches,
transient combustible controls
and hot work restrictions).
Therefore, the likelihood of a
credible fire scenario large
enough to have a radioactive
release of consequence from
the Butler Building during an

the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

Provisions are in place to outage is considered low.
commence direct
communication between the Provisions are in place to
Fire Brigade and Health commence direct
Physics and to contain and/or communication between the
monitor liquid effluents prior Fire Brigade and Health
to safe removal, as discussed Physics and to contain and/or
in SA-1-101 "Fire Fighting", monitor gaseous effluents prior
the Hazardous Materials and to safe removal, as discussed in
Oil Response Plan, the SA-1-1O1 "Fire Fighting", the
Radiation Safety Manual and Hazardous Materials and Oil
associated Emergency Response Plan, the Radiation
Response Plan Safety Manual and associated
Implementation Procedures, Emergency Response Plan
and the FFSM's. Implementation Procedures,

and the FFSM's.
Fire Brigade and Health
Physics are trained to contain Fire Brigade and Health
contaminated liquid effluents Physics are trained to contain
within the RCA to the extent contaminated gaseous effluents
possible. Among others, plant within the RCA to the extent
documents such as SA-1-1O1 possible. Among others, plant
"Fire Fighting', SA-1-105 "Fire documents such as SA-1-101
Brigade Training" (and "Fire Fighting", SA-1-105 "Fire
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associated fire drills), the Brigade Training" (and
ODCM, the Radiation Safety associated fire drills), the
Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025 ODCM, the Radiation Safety
"Radiation Protection Manual, CNG-TR-1.01-1025
Training Program", RP-2-100 'Radiation Protection Training
"Radioactive Materials Program', RP-2-100
Management", and RP-2-101 "Radioactive Materials
"Radioactive Waste Management", and RP-2-101
Management" discuss "Radioactive Waste
containing, monitoring, and Management" discuss
releasing of liquid effluents, containing, monitoring, and

releasing of gaseous effluents.

N/A N/A Visitors' Center N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A- Screened Out

N/A N/A Visitors' N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Center Annex
Building

N/A N/A Visitors' N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Overlook

N/A N/A Warehouse N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
No. I

N/A N/A Warehouse N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
No. 2

N/A N/A Warehouse SA-FFSM-OCWH, Yes This location contains This location contains Training materials reinforce Based on the results of
No. 3 Warehouses Fire radioactive sources and does radioactive sources and does the use of FFSM's and the CENG Calculation No.

Fighting Strategy not contain drainage and not contain drainage and HVAC Radiation Safety Manual for CA07953 and the use of
Manual HVAC systems monitored for systems monitored for containment and monitoring radiation protection

contamination, contamination, of potential radioactive procedures and revised
effluents. FFSM and training FFSM's and training

The potential release of The potential release of material revisions will materials, CCNPP's
contaminated liquid effluents contaminated gaseous effluents identify potentially approach is deemed
resulting from a fire involving resulting from a fire involving contaminated areas, acceptable to meet NFPA
radioactive contents in this radioactive contents in this provide instruction for 805 radioactive release
location is addressed by location is addressed by CENG communication with Health performance criteria.
CENG Calculation No. Calculation No. CA07953. This Physics and describe
CA07953.This calculation calculation demonstrates that precautions to minimize, The results documenting
demonstrates that instantaneous radioactive contain, and safely remove conformance to NFPA 805
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NEI 04-02 Radioactive Release Transition

Fire Room Pre-Fire Plan No. Screened Engineering Controls Training and Pre-Fire Plan
Area Room Description and Title In Liquid Gaseous Review Results Conclusions

instantaneous radioactive releases are below applicable contaminated smoke and radioactive release criteria
releases are below applicable 1OCFR2O limits and satisfies water runoff in these will be maintained as part of
10CFR20 limits and satisfies the acceptance criteria of NFPA potentially contaminated CCNPP's configuration
the acceptance criteria of 805, Section 1.5.2. areas. The level of detail control program. This
NFPA 805, Section 1.5.2. provided in the revised program will ensure that the

Additionally, provisions are in training materials and radioactive release goals,
Additionally, provisions are in place to commence direct FFSM's will meet NFPA 805 objective and performance
place to commence direct communication between the radioactive release criteria will continue to be
communication between the Fire Brigade and Health performance criteria, satisfied when considering
Fire Brigade and Health Physics and to practice the the possibility that areas
Physics and to practice the ALARA principle by minimizing PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104, that were not contaminated
ALARA principle and contain smoke production, as discussed 13-02122, 13-02123, and at the time of NFPA 805
and/or monitor liquid effluents in the Radiation Safety Manual 13-02124 have been transition, and were
prior to safe removal, as and FFSM's. approved to revise FFSM's. consequently screened-out,
discussed in the Radiation CCNPP's FFSM change may become contaminated
Safety Manual and FFSM's. process addresses the in the future due to plant

revision of training materials. operational events. The
results of the Radioactive
Release Review are
currently being tracked in
the CCNPP Configuration
Control Program.

N/A N/A Well Water N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A - Screened Out
Pretreatment
Bldg

N/A N/A West Road SA-FFSM- Yes This location contains four This location contains four Training materials reinforce As the West Road Cage
Cage PAWRD, Outside cylindrical red vault cylindrical red vault containers the use of FFSM's and the Area has been

areas of the containers and two square and two square shield Radiation Safety Manual for dispositioned to not be of
Protected Area - shield containers. Due to the containers. Due to the containment and monitoring consequence, CCNPP's
West Road Fire radioactive nature of contents radioactive nature of contents of potential radioactive approach is deemed
Fighting Strategy stored in this area, the stored in this area, the location effluents. FFSM and training acceptable to meet NFPA
Manual location is screened-in, is screened-in. However, per material revisions will 805 radioactive release

However, per CENG CENG Calculation No. identify potentially performance criteria.
Calculation No. CA07953, the CA07953, the rad vault contaminated areas,
rad vault containers consist of containers consist of one High provide instruction for The results documenting
one High Integrity Container Integrity Container (HIC) made communication with Health conformance to NFPA 805
(HIC) made of non- of non-combustible concrete. Physics and describe radioactive release criteria
combustible concrete. Therefore the potential for a fire precautions to minimize, will be maintained as part of
Therefore the potential for a involving the HIC stored in the contain, and safely remove CCNPP's configuration
fire involving the HIC stored concrete storage module is low contaminated smoke and control program. This
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NEI 04-02 Radioactive Release Transition

Fire Room Pre-Fire Plan No. Screened Engineering Controls Training and Pre-Fire Plan
Area Room Description and Title In Liquid Gaseous Review Results Conclusions

in the concrete storage and no external fire hazards in water runoff in these program will ensure that the
module is low and no external the vicinity of the on- potentially contaminated radioactive release goals,
fire hazards in the vicinity of combustible radioactive sources areas. Training material and objective and performance
the on-combustible exists. Therefore, the West FFSM revisions will criteria will continue to be
radioactive sources exists. Road Cage can be describe the presence and satisfied when considering
Therefore, the West Road dispositioned as being of potential use of monitored the possibility that areas
Cage can be dispositioned as negligible radioactive release ventilation and drainage that were not contaminated
being of negligible radioactive consequence per CENG systems, if such systems at the time of NFPA 805
release consequence per Calculation No. CA07953. are deemed operational and transition, and were
CENG Calculation No. capable of supporting consequently screened out,
CA07953. manual removal efforts. The may become contaminated

level of detail provided in in the future due to plant
the revised training operational events. The
materials and FFSM's will results of the Radioactive
meet NFPA 805 radioactive Release Review are
release performance currently being tracked in
criteria, the CCNPP Configuration

Control Program.
PCR's 13-02102, 13-02104,
13-02122, 13-02123, and
13-02124 have been
approved to revise FFSM's.
CCNPP's FFSM change
process addresses the
revision of training materials.
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F. Fire-Induced Multiple Spurious Operations Resolution
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MSO Process Summary

The following provides the guidance from FAQ 07-0038, Revision 3, along with the
process and results.

Step I - Identify potential MSOs of concern

Information sources that may be used as input include:

" Post-fire safe shutdown analysis (NEI 00-01, Revision 1, Chapter 3)
" Generic lists of MSOs (e.g., from owners groups and/or later versions of NEI 00-

01, if endorsed by NRC for use in assessing MSOs)
" Self-assessment results (e.g., NEI 04-06 assessments performed to addressed

RIS 2004-03)
" PRA insights (e.g., NEI 00-01 Revision 1, Appendix F)
" Operating experience (e.g., licensee event reports, NRC inspection findings, etc.)

Results of Step 1:

The following sources were used as input to the overall assessment of MSOs at
CCNPP:

* NEI 00-01 (Reference 6.13)

" WCAP-16933-NP (Reference 6.23)

* Piping and instrumentation diagrams

" Electrical schematics

* Operating experience (e.g., licensee event reports, NRC inspection findings, etc.)

* PRA risk model

• CNG-FES-029 (Reference 6.50)

The following additional sources were available during the overall assessment of MSOs
at CCNPP:

" UFSAR (Reference 6.16)

* Safe shutdown logic diagrams

* System description and training modules

* Fire PRA NUREG/CR-6850 (Reference 6.10) Task 2, Equipment Selection
Report

The MSO expert panel for CCNPP was convened in May, 2010 using the guidance in
NEI 00-01, Revision 2. In addition, new generic MSO scenarios from WCAP 16933-NP
(Reference 6.23) were also included.
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Step 2 - Conduct an expert panel to assess plant specific vulnerabilities (e.g., per
NEI 00-01, Rev. 1 Section F.4.2).

The expert panel should focus on system and component interactions that could impact
nuclear safety. This information will be used in later tasks to identify cables and
potential locations where vulnerabilities could exist.

The documentation of the results of the expert panel should include how the expert
panel was conducted including the members of the expert panel, their experience,
education, and areas of expertise. The documentation should include the list of MSOs
reviewed as well as the source for each MSO. This documentation should provide a list
the MSOs that were included in the PRA and a separate list of MSOs that were not kept
for further analysis (and the reasons for rejecting these MSOs for further analysis).

Describe the expert panel process (e.g., when it was held, what training was provided to
the panel members, what analyses were reviewed to identify MSOs, how was
consensus achieved on which MSOs to keep and any dispute resolution process criteria
used in decision process, etc.).

[Note: The physical location of the cables of concern (e.g., fire zone/area routing of the
identified MSO cables), if known, may be used at this step in the process to focus the
scope of the detailed review in further steps.

Results of Step 2:

An MSO expert panel meeting was conducted at CCNPP from May 17-21, 2010, using
the guidance in NEI 00-01, Revision 2. The MSO expert panel included representatives
from CCNPP fire protection, CCNPP Electrical/Mechanical (Appendix R) Engineering,
CCNPP Operations, CCNPP PRA Engineering, and supporting staff. The panel
conducted document reviews and held discussions on potential fire-induced spurious
operations that could potentially impact plant safety. Documents that were used as
guidance included:

* NEI 00-01, Revision 2

" WCAP 16933-NP

Training for the 2010 expert panel consisted of two phases. First the expert panel
members were provided with the following documents for self-training prior to the expert
panel meetings:

" CNG-FES-029, Revision 1, and

* The training material prepared for the CCNPP expert panel.

The topics were reviewed again during the morning of the first day of the onsite expert
panel meeting using the previously provided training material. Training was conducted
in the form of an introductory overview. Topics discussed included:

" Purpose and scope

" Overview training on the MSO issue, including:

o Background on fire-induced MSOs
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o Types of circuit failures that can occur and result in spurious operations

o Role of the MSO resolution in NFPA 805 transition

Key points of the training included:

" The proposed scenarios should not have presupposed limits on the number of
fire-induced hot shorts or spurious operations (e.g., do not assume only one or
two, one at a time, etc.).

* The focus should not be on individual fire area locations, but rather on a system /
component approach, in order to allow the analysis following the expert panel
(e.g., PRA model and scenario development) to determine the vulnerability of the
proposed interactions to credible fires.

The remainder of the expert panel focused on a review of the NEI 00-01 and WCAP
16933-NP scenarios. The MSO list includes scenarios related to the following
functions:

* RCS inventory control/RCS integrity

* RCS pressure control

* Heat removal

* Reactivity control decay

* Support functions

" Other scenarios

These reviews considered system flowpaths and addressed items such as deadheading
of pumps, pump runout, and flow diversion.

By using the PWR generic MSO list as guidance, a step-by-step discussion was held,
typically by reviewing P&IDs, postulating scenarios, discussing the potential
consequences and likelihood, discussing operator response, and recommending
additional courses of action. Key considerations, in addition to consequences, were:

* Whether the scenario of concern was currently modeled in the CCNPP SSA

* Whether the scenario of concern was currently modeled in the CCNPP internal
events PRA

" Whether procedures addressed the potential scenarios of concern

" Additional analyses or justification that may be necessary to document exclusion
of a particular scenario

Consensus was achieved in the expert panel process by discussing individual
scenarios, reaching a conclusion, and asking for any dissenting opinions. The findings
of the expert panel were documented in a report issued in 2011.

In addition to the generic MSO scenarios addressed by the expert panel, CCNPP
personnel provided several items from the INPO Operating Experience database.
These items were reviewed for relevance and potential new MSO combinations:
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" Unanalyzed condition related to certain fire conditions (PEN45567)

* Appendix R fire scenario resulting in safe shutdown required capability not
maintained (LER 266-08-003)

* Design oversight results in Appendix R deficiencies (LER 269-06-004)

" Kerite fire rated cable discrepancy (0E24436)

" Appendix R non-compliant manual actions (0E25222)

* Potential failure of charging pumps due to unevaluated fire scenario (LER 224-
06-001)

* Discovery of Appendix R - non-compliant manual actions during review of NFPA
805 (LER 263-07-005)

* Fire inspection analysis of pressurizer PORVs and block valves (LER 266-07-
006)

* Appendix R compensatory measures bases (NORMS DE07581).

The expert panel identified several potential MSOs during the May 2010 meeting for
which they had insufficient information available to determine applicability to CCNPP.
Therefore, the original expert panel report identified several open/action items for
members of the panel. Closure of the action items occurred during 2010 and 2011 as
the required information was collected.

The results of the expert panel were documented in Reference 6.51. The report also
includes:

" The training session materials

" The qualifications (i.e., education, experience, and areas of expertise) for each of
the MSO expert panel participants

* A list of the MSOs that were reviewed

" The source of the MSOs that were reviewed (i.e., industry list, plant-specific,
"what if' review, etc.)

The results of the expert panel were integrated into the NSCA (which is documented in
Reference 6.39) and provided as input into the FPRA development (which is
documented in Reference 6.52).

Step 3 - Update the Fire PRA model and NSCA to include the MSOs of concern.

This includes the:

" Identification of equipment (NUREG/CR-6850 Task 2)
" Identification of cables that, if damaged by fire, could result in the spurious

operation (NUREG/CR-6850 Task 3, Task 9)
" Identify routing of the cables identified above, including associating that routing

with fire areas, fire zones and/or FPRA physical analysis units, as applicable.
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Include the equipment/cables of concern in the NSCA. Including the equipment and
cable information in the NSCA does not necessarily imply that the interaction is possible
since separation/protection may exist throughout the plant fire areas such that the
interaction is not possible.

Note: Instances may exist where conditions associated with MSOs do not require
update of the FPRA and NSCA analysis. For example, FPRA analysis in NUREG/CR-
6850 Task 2, Component Selection, may determine that the particular interaction may
not lead to core damage, or pre-existing equipment and cable routing information may
determine that the particular MSO interaction is not physically possible. In other
instances, the update of the PRA may not be warranted if the contribution is negligible.
The rationale for exclusion of identified MSOs from the FPRA and NSCA should be
documented and the configuration control mechanisms should be reviewed to provide
reasonable confidence that the exclusion basis will remain valid.

Results of Step 3:

The results of the expert panel were included in the equipment identification task
(NUREG/CR-6850, Task 2) of the CCNPP FPRA. This task addressed spurious
operations, including MSOs, identified in the post-fire safe shutdown analysis, including
those that resulted from the expert panel review.

The results of the FPRA model update are included in the following document:

0 CO-ES-002 (Reference 6.52)
This document includes:

" A listing of MSOs considered with documentation of their disposition
" Logic changes made to the FPRA model to account for MSO scenarios relevant

to fire but not already captured by the internal events PRA
The MSO combination components of concern were then evaluated for inclusion into
the CCNPP NSCA. As necessary, components were added to the NSCA equipment list
and logics, and circuit analysis and cable routing was performed. The results of the
expert panel were integrated into the NSCA (which is documented in NFPA-805-00006)
and provided as input into the FPRA development (which is documented in CO-ES-002).

[Note: Instances existed where conditions associated with MSOs did not require update
of the FPRA and NSCA analysis. For example, FPRA analysis performed in
accordance with NUREG/CR-6850, Task 2, Component Selection, determined that the
particular interaction would not lead to core damage, or pre-existing equipment and
cable routing information determined that the particular MSO interaction was not
physically possible. In other instances, update of the FPRA was not warranted as the
PRA model bounds the MSO issue (e.g. spurious actuation of a motor operated valve
renders it inoperable for local operation, but local operation is not credited in the model;
or multiple spurious operation of valves is identified, but the PRA model has the
applicable function failed by a single spurious actuation, so the second spurious
actuation is moot.) The rationale for exclusion of identified MSOs from the FPRA and
NSCA was documented in CO-ES-002 and NFPA-805-00006, respectively. These
calculations are the configuration control mechanisms that provide reasonable
confidence that the exclusion bases for future MSO concerns remain valid.]
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Step 4 - Evaluate for NFPA 805 Compliance

The MSO combinations included in the NSCA should be evaluated with respect to
compliance with the deterministic requirements of NFPA 805, as discussed in Section
4.2.3 of NFPA 805. For those situations in which the MSO combination does not meet
the deterministic requirements of NFPA 805 (VFDR), the issue with the components
and associated cables should be mitigated by other means (e.g., performance-based
approach per Section 4.2.4 of NFPA 805, plant modification, etc.).

The performance-based approach may include the use of feasible and reliable recovery
actions. The use of recovery actions to demonstrate the availability of a success path
for the nuclear safety performance criteria requires that the additional risk presented by
the use of these recovery actions be evaluated (NFPA 805, Section 4.2.4).

Results of Step 4:

The MSO combination components of concern were evaluated as part of NFPA-805-
00006. For fire areas where the MSO combination components did not meet the
requirements for deterministic compliance, the MSO combination components were
added to the scope of the risk-informed, performance-based risk evaluations.

The process and results for risk evaluations are summarized in Section 4.5 of the
Transition Report.

Step 5 - Document Results

The results of the process should be documented. The results should provide a
detailed description of the MSO identification, analysis, disposition, and evaluation
results (e.g., references used to identify MSOs; the composition of the expert panel, the
expert panel process, and the results of the expert panel process; disposition and
evaluation results for each MSO, etc.). High level methodology utilized as part of the
transition process should be included in the 10 CFR 50.48(c) License Amendment
Request/Transition Report.

Results of Step 5:

The results are documented in:

" Technical Report on Identification & Classification of the CCNPP MSO Scenarios
using an Expert Panel (Reference 6.51)

" NFPA-805-00006
" CO-ES-002

Summary of Results and Risk Insights

As part of Step 4 of the process outlined above, MSO combinations were reviewed for
their impact on deterministic compliance (i.e., fire area by fire area reviews to determine
if the same fire could result in the potential MSO combinations). As part of the process,
VFDRs were created where the deterministic requirements of NFPA 805 Section 4.2.3
were not met. These VFDRs were addressed by demonstrating compliance with the
performance-based approach of Section 4.2.4 of NFPA 805 (See Section 4.5 and
Attachment C of this document).
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Note that the spurious operations reviewed as part of the process included components
that were part of the original CCNPP 10 CFR 50 Appendix R post-fire safe shutdown
analysis, as well as components and interactions that were added as the industry issue
evolved.

In addition to the process defined above another review was performed to gain risk
insights related to fire-induced MSOs, as discussed in the next paragraph.

Spurious operations, both single and multiple, have a tangible impact on fire risk and
are included in the FPRA model. Fire-induced spurious operations can lead to initiating
events (e.g., PORV[s] spuriously open) and can also affect mitigation of initiators (e.g.,
AFW isolation). Given the potential significance of fire-induced MSOs, an expert panel
was held at CCNPP to systematically search for and identify MSO failures not already
captured by the internal events PRA model, which was used as the starting point for the
FPRA.

Fire-induced MSOs are included in the FPRA model, and their associated risk is
included in the quantification of each fire scenario, the total plant fire risk, and
evaluation of each VFDR. The VFDRs are identified in Attachment C, Table B-3 and a
summary of the FPRA results is provided in Attachment W.
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In accordance with the guidance provided in NEI 04-02, FAQ 07-0030, Revision 5, and
RG 1.205, the following methodology was used to determine recovery actions required
for compliance (i.e., determining the population of post-transition recovery actions). The
methodology consisted of the following steps:

" Step 1: Define the primary control station(s) and determine which pre-transition
OMAs are taken at primary control station(s) (Activities that occur in the main
Control Room are not considered pre-transition OMAs). Activities that take place
at primary control station(s) or in the main Control Room are not recovery
actions, by definition.

" Step 2: Determine the population of recovery actions that are required to resolve
VFDRs (to meet the risk acceptance criteria or maintain a sufficient level of
defense-in-depth).

" Step 3: Evaluate the additional risk presented by the use of recovery actions
required to demonstrate the availability of a success path

" Step 4: Evaluate the feasibility of the recovery actions
" Step 5: Evaluate the reliability of the recovery actions

An overview of these steps and the results of their implementation are provided below.

Step I - Clearly define the primary control station(s) and determine which pre-
transition OMAs are taken at primary control station(s)

The first task in the process of determining the post-transition population of recovery
actions was to apply the NFPA 805 definition of recovery action and the RG 1.205
definition of primary control station to determine those activities that are taken at
primary control station(s).

Results of Step 1:

Based on the definition provided in RG 1.205, and the additional guidance provided in
FAQ 07-0030 Revision 5, the following are considered to be the primary control
stations, with the associated enabling, control, and indication functions as identified:

* 1C43, Alternate Shutdown Panel, Unit 1

1. 11 Steam Generator Wide Range Level Indication (1LI1114A)

2. 11 Steam Generator Wide Range Level Indication (1LI1114B)

3. 11 Steam Generator Pressure Indication (1 PI101 3AA)

4. 11 Steam Generator Pressure Indication (1 PH10133BB)

5. 11 A Reactor Coolant Loop T-cold Temperature Indication (1TIl1 2CA)

6. 11 B Reactor Coolant Loop T-cold Temperature Indication (1TI1 12CB)

7. 11 Reactor Coolant Loop T-hot Temperature Indication (1TI1 12HA)

8. 11 Reactor Coolant Loop T-hot Temperature Indication (1TI112HB)

9. Unit 1 AFW Turbine Driven Pump to Steam Generator 11 Flow Indication
(1 F14509B)
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10.Unit 1 AFW Motor Driven Pump to Steam Generator 11 Flow Indication
(1 F14524A)

11.11 Steam Generator Atmospheric Steam Dump Valve 1CV3938 Hand
Controller (1 HC4056A) see note 2

12.11 Steam Generator AFW Turbine Driven Pump Flow Control Valve 1CV4511
Hand Controller (1 HC451 1 B) see note 2

13.11 Steam Generator AFW Motor Driven Pump Flow Control Valve 1 CV4525
Hand Controller (1 HC4525B) see note 2

14.11 Steam Generator Surface and Bottom Blowdown Isolation Valves
1CV4010 and 1CV4011 Hand Switch (1HS401OA)

15.12 Steam Generator Wide Range Level Indication (1I11124A)

16.12 Steam Generator Wide Range Level Indication (1LI1124B)

17.12 Steam Generator Pressure Indication (1PI1023AA)

18.12 Steam Generator Pressure Indication (1PI1023BB)

19.12A Reactor Coolant Loop T-cold Temperature Indication (1TI122CA)

20.12B Reactor Coolant Loop T-cold Temperature Indication (1TI122CB)

21.12 Reactor Coolant Loop T-hot Temperature Indication (1TI122HA)

22.12 Reactor Coolant Loop T-hot Temperature Indication (1TI122HB)

23.12 Steam Generator Atmospheric Steam Dump Valve 1 CV3939 Hand
Controller (1 HC4056B) see note 2

24.12 Steam Generator AFW Turbine Driven Pump Flow Control Valve 1CV4512
Hand Controller (1 HC451 2B) see note 2

25.12 Steam Generator AFW Driven AFW Pump Flow Control Valve 1CV4535
Hand Controller (1 HC4535B) see note 2

26.12 Steam Generator Surface and Bottom Blowdown Isolation Valves
1CV4012 and 1 CV4013 Hand Switch (1HS4012A)

27. Unit 1 AFW Turbine Driven Pump to Steam Generator 12 Flow Indication
(1 F1451 OB)

28.Unit 1 AFW Motor Driven Pump to Steam Generator 12 Flow Indication
(1 F14534A)

29.11 AFW Turbine Driven Pump Speed Hand Controller (1 HC3987B) see note
2

30.12 AFW Turbine Driven Pump Speed Hand Controller (1HC3989B) see note
2

31. Condensate Storage Tank 12 Level Indication (1L15610A)

32. Condensate Storage Tank 12 Level Indication (1L15611A)
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33. 11 Reactor Coolant Pressurizer Level Indication (11LI11 OX)

34.11 Reactor Coolant Pressurizer Level Indication (11LI110Y)

35. 11 Reactor Coolant Pressurizer Pressure Indication (1 PI105AA)

36.11 Reactor Coolant Pressurizer Pressure Indication (1PI105B)

37. Unit 1 Neutron Power, Logarithmic, Wide Range, % Power Indication (1N1016
from either 1 NE002 or 1 NE004 via Hand Switch 1 HS01 5B)

38. Unit 1 Neutron Power, Logarithmic, Wide Range, Counts Per Second
Indication (1 NI01 5 from either 1 NE002 or 1 NE004 via Hand Switch 1 HS01 5B)

39. Backup Pressurizer Heater Bank 11 (1 UCC2) Transfer I Control Hand Switch
(1HS100-4A) see note 1

40.Backup Pressurizer Heater Bank 13 (IUH1) Transfer Control Hand Switch
(1HS100-6A) see note 1

41.Unit 1 Reactor Coolant Pump Controlled Bleedoff Isolation Valve 1CV505
Hand Switch (1 HS2505A)

42.Unit 1 Reactor Coolant Letdown Isolation Valve 1CV516 Hand Switch
(1 HS2516A)

43.Unit 1 Reactor Coolant Sampling Isolation Valve 1CV4564 Hand Switch
(1 HS5464B)

IC43 Notes:

Note 1: Enabling of each Backup Pressurizer Heater also requires a local
recovery action to verify closed / reclose the associated feeder breaker to the
heater Motor Control Center (1MCC109PH / 1MCC111PH) at the 480V Unit Bus
(1 BUS1 B01 B / 1 BUS1 B04B) as identified below:

Backup Heater Feed Breaker Feed Breaker(s)
Room Location

Bank 11 (1UCC2) 1BKR52-1127 317

Bank 13 (1UH1) 1BKR52-1427 430

Note 2: To enable the 1C43 hand controller requires a local recovery action to
reposition the associated hand valve(s) as identified below:

Hand Controller Hand Valve(s) Hand Valve(s)
Room Location

1 HC4056A 1 HVMS-3938A 430
1 HVMS-3938B 430

1 HC4056B 1 HVMS-3939A 430
1 HVMS-3939B 430

1 HC4511B 1HVAFW-4511 226

1 HC4512B 1HVAFW-4512 226
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1 HC4525B 1 HVAFW-4525 226

1 HC4535B 1 HVAFW-4535 226

1 HC3987B 1 HVMS-3987 603
1 HC3989B 1 HVMS-3989 603

Note 3: Enabling of Channel B WRNI at 1C43 requires placing 1HS002B1 to off.
This is considered a PCS action that initiates control of instrumentation at the
alternate shutdown panel. The hand switch is located in the same room as
1C43.

2C43, Alternate Shutdown Panel, Unit 2

1. 21 Steam Generator Wide Range Level Indication (2LI11114A)

2. 21 Steam Generator Wide Range Level Indication (2L11114B)

3. 21 Steam Generator Pressure Indication (2PI1013AA)

4. 21 Steam Generator Pressure Indication (2PI1013BB)

5. 21A Reactor Coolant Loop T-cold Temperature Indication (2TI11 2CA)

6. 21 B Reactor Coolant Loop T-cold Temperature Indication (2TI11 2CB)

7. 21 Reactor Coolant Loop T-hot Temperature Indication (2TI11 2HA)

8. 21 Reactor Coolant Loop T-hot Temperature Indication (2TI11 2HB)

9. Unit 2 AFW Turbine Driven Pump to Steam Generator 21 Flow Indication
(2FI4509A)

10.Unit 2 AFW Motor Driven Pump to Steam Generator 21 Flow Indication
(2FI4524B)

11.21 Steam Generator Atmospheric Steam Dump Valve 2CV3939 Hand
Controller (2HC4056A) see note 2

12.21 Steam Generator AFW Turbine Driven Pump Flow Control Valve 2CV4511
Hand Controller (2HC451 1 B) see note 2

13.21 Steam Generator AFW Motor Driven Pump Flow Control Valve 2CV4525
Hand Controller (2HC4525B) see note 2

14.21 Steam Generator Surface and Bottom Blowdown Isolation Valves
2CV4010 and 2CV4011 Hand Switch (2HS4010A)

15.22 Steam Generator Wide Range Level Indication (2L11 124A)

16.22 Steam Generator Wide Range Level Indication (2L11 124B)

17.22 Steam Generator Pressure Indication (2PI1023AA)

18.22 Steam Generator Pressure Indication (2PI1023BB)

19.22A Reactor Coolant Loop T-cold Temperature Indication (2TI122CA)

20.22B Reactor Coolant Loop T-cold Temperature Indication (2TI122CB)
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21.22 Reactor Coolant Loop T-hot Temperature Indication (2TI1 22HA)

22.22 Reactor Coolant Loop T-hot Temperature Indication (2TI122HB)

23.22 Steam Generator Atmospheric Steam Dump Valve 2CV3938 Hand
Controller (2HC4056B) see note 2

24.22 Steam Generator AFW Turbine Driven Pump Flow Control Valve 2CV4512
Hand Controller (2HC4512B) see note 2

25.22 Steam Generator AFW Driven AFW Pump Flow Control Valve 2CV4535
Hand Controller (2HC4535B) see note 2

26.22 Steam Generator Surface and Bottom Blowdown Isolation Valves
2CV4012 and 2CV4013 Hand Switch (2HS4012A)

27. Unit 2 AFW Turbine Driven Pump to Steam Generator 22 Flow Indication
(2FI4510A)

28.Unit 2 AFW Motor Driven Pump to Steam Generator 22 Flow Indication
(2FI4534B)

29.21 AFW Turbine Driven Pump Speed Hand Controller (2HC3987B) see note
2

30.22 AFW Turbine Driven Pump Speed Hand Controller (2HC3989B) see note
2

31. Condensate Storage Tank 12 Level Indication (2L15610A)

32. Condensate Storage Tank 12 Level Indication (2L15611A)

33.21 Reactor Coolant Pressurizer Level Indication (2LI11 OX)

34.21 Reactor Coolant Pressurizer Level Indication (2L11 10Y)

35.21 Reactor Coolant Pressurizer Pressure Indication (2PI105AA)

36.21 Reactor Coolant Pressurizer Pressure Indication (2PI105B)

37. Unit 2 Neutron Power, Logarithmic, Wide Range, % Power Indication (2N1016
from either 2NE001 or 2NE003 via Hand Switch 2HS015B)

38. Unit 2 Neutron Power, Logarithmic, Wide Range, Counts Per Second
Indication (2NI01 5 from either 2NE001 or 2NE003 via Hand Switch 2HS01 5B)

39. Backup Pressurizer Heater Bank 21 (2UCC2) Transfer / Control Hand Switch
(2HS100-4A) see note 1

40. Backup Pressurizer Heater Bank 23 (2UH1) Transfer / Control Hand Switch
(2HS100-6A) see note 1

41. Unit 2 Reactor Coolant Pump Controlled Bleedoff Isolation Valve 2CV505
Hand Switch (2HS2505A)

42. Unit 2 Reactor Coolant Letdown Isolation Valve 2CV516 Hand Switch
(2HS2516A)

CCNPP 
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43.Unit 2 Reactor Coolant Sampling Isolation Valve 2CV4564 Hand Switch
(2HS5464B)

2C43 Notes:

Note 1: Enabling of each Backup Pressurizer Heater also requires a local
recovery action to verify closed / reclose the associated feeder breaker to the
heater Motor Control Center (2MCC209PH / 2MCC21 1 PH) at the 480V Unit Bus
(2BUS2B01 B / 2BUS2B04B) as identified below:

Backup Heater

Bank 21 (2UCC2)

Bank 23 (2UH1)

Feed Breaker

2BKR52-2127

2BKR52-2427

Feed Breaker(s)
Room Location

311

407

Note 2: To enable the 2C43 hand controller requires a local recovery action to
reposition the associated hand valve(s) as identified below:

Hand Controller

2HC4056A

2HC4056B

2HC4511B

2HC4512B

2HC4525B

2HC4535B

2HC3987B

2HC3989B

Hand Valve(s)

2HVMS-3939A
2HVMS-3939B

2HVMS-3938A
2HVMS-3938B

2HVAFW-4511

2HVAFW-4512

2HVAFW-4525

2HVAFW-4535

2HVMS-3987

2HVMS-3989

Hand Valve(s)
Room Location

407
407

407
407

205

205

205

205

605

605

Note 3: Enabling of Channel A WRNI at 2C43 requires placing 2HS001A1 to off.
This is considered a PCS action that initiates control of instrumentation at the
alternate shutdown panel. The hand switch is located in the same room as
2C43.

1C43 (Unit 1) and 2C43 (Unit 2) are the primary control station for implementation of the
alternate shutdown strategy in the event of a fire that requires the evacuation of the
main Control Room. NRC approval for the design of the Alternate Shutdown Panel(s),
and for the overall alternate shutdown strategy to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50
Appendix R, Section III.G.3, was provided in SER Supplement No. 3, dated September
27, 1982, Item 3.2.1 of the SER, Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50, Items III.G.3 and III.L.

Enabling of the Alternate Shutdown Panel(s) involves the transfer of control from the
main Control Room to 1C43 (Unit 1) and 2C43 (Unit 2) through an operator action to
manually position eight hand switches (HS), and eight hand controllers (HC) which are
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located on 1C43 (2C43). Enabling of each Backup Pressurizer Heater also requires a
local recovery action to verify closed / reclose the associated feeder breaker to the
heater motor control center at the 480V Unit Bus (see Note 1 above for 1C43 and
2C43). Enabling of each hand controller also requires a local recovery action to
reposition one or more hand valve from the normal instrument air control loop to the
alternate shutdown control loop (see Note 2 above for 1C43 and 2C43).

Following activation of the Alternate Shutdown Panel, the plant operator is provided with
the capability to control and monitor secondary side decay heat removal capability
utilizing the AFW system, the capability to control RCS pressure, and the capability to
monitor critical RCS process parameters which are necessary to verify that natural
circulation has been established in the RCS and that it is being successfully maintained
thereafter.

Step 2 - Determine the population of recovery actions that are required to resolve
VFDRs (to meet the risk or defense-in-depth criteria)

On a fire area basis all VFDRs were identified in the NEI 04-02 Table B-3 (See
Attachment C). Each VFDR not brought into compliance with the deterministic
requirements was evaluated using the performance-based approach of NFPA 805
Section 4.2.4. The performance-based evaluations resulted in the need for recovery
actions to meet the risk acceptance criteria or maintain a sufficient level of defense-in-
depth.

Results of Step 2:

The final set of recovery actions are provided in Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and
Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s).

Step 3: Evaluate the Additional Risk of the Use of Recovery Actions

NFPA 805 Section 4.2.3.1 does not allow recovery actions when using the deterministic
approach to meet the nuclear safety performance criteria. However, the use of recovery
actions is allowed by NFPA 805 using a risk informed, performance-based, approach,
provided that the additional risk presented by the recovery actions is evaluated in
accordance with NFPA 805 Section 4.2.4.

Results of Step 3:

The set of recovery actions that are necessary to demonstrate the availability of a
success path for the nuclear safety performance criteria (see Table G-1) were evaluated
for additional risk using the process described in NEI 04-02, FAQ 07-0030, Revision 5,
and RG 1.205 and compared against the guidelines of RG 1.174 and RG 1.205. None
of the recovery actions were found to have an adverse impact on the Fire PRA. The
additional risk of recovery actions is provided in Attachment W.

The CCNPP review of recovery actions for additional risk / adverse risk impact is
documented in the following:

* Fire PRA Human Reliability Analysis Notebook, CO-HRA-001 (Reference V-10)

* CO-FRE-001 (Reference 6.53)

Step 4: Evaluate the Feasibility of Recovery Actions
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Recovery actions were evaluated against the feasibility criteria provided in the NEI 04-
02, FAQ 07-0030, Revision 5, and RG 1.205. Note that since actions taken at the
primary control station are not recovery actions their feasibility is evaluated in
accordance with procedures for validation of off normal procedures.

Results of Step 4:

The HRA and R2215-049-001 (Reference 6.22) have evaluated the feasibility of
recovery actions modeled in the FPRA and used to resolve VFDRs identified in the B-3
Table. This includes recovery actions related to AC power, EDGs, and long-term decay
heat removal among others. Feasibility of these recovery actions was evaluated in the
HRA and in R2215-049-001 against the criteria outlined in NEI 04-02, FAQ 07-0030
Revision 5, and RG 1.205, and made extensive use of HEP quantifications (for HRA
recovery actions only).

Recovery actions that are required by the FRE but not addressed in the HRA were
evaluated for feasibility using the NEI 04-02, FAQ 07-0030 Revision 5, and RG 1.205
criteria and documented in R2215-049-001.

Results of the feasibility assessments in the HRA and R2215-049-001demonstrate that
all credited NFPA 805 recovery actions are feasible.

Implementation items resulting from the feasibility evaluation include:

Modify, as needed, the AOP 9 series procedures (Abnormal Operating Procedures -
Fire) for the recovery actions evaluated. Required training will be completed in
accordance with CNG-PR-1.01-1011. See implementation item IMP-1 5, Attachment S,
Table S-3. This includes revising AOP-9B-1 and AOP-9B-2 to address impacts to AFW
(PCR 13-03939 & PCR-13-03940). See IMP-13 & IMP-14.

Step 5: Evaluate the Reliability of Recovery Actions

The evaluation of the reliability of recovery actions depends upon its characterization.

" The reliability of recovery actions that were modeled specifically in the FPRA
were addressed using FPRA methods (i.e., HRA).

" The reliability of recovery actions not modeled specifically in the FPRA are
bounded by the treatment of additional risk associated with the applicable VFDR.
In calculating the additional risk of the VFDR, the compliant case recovers the
fire-induced failure(s) as if the variant condition no longer exists. The resulting
delta risk between the variant and compliant condition bounds any additional risk
for the recovery action even if that recovery action were modeled.

Results of Step 5:

The reliability of recovery actions that were modeled specifically in the FPRA were
addressed using FPRA methods. The HRA addresses the reliability of these recovery
actions, with consideration taken for various performance shaping factors, including
cues and instrumentation, timing, procedures and training, complexity, workload
pressure and stress, human-machine interface, environment, special equipment,
specific fitness needs, as well as crew communications, staffing, and dynamics.
Accordingly, the HRA also evaluates recovery actions depending on whether they
correspond or not to main control room abandonment situations.
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Recovery actions that are required by the FRE but not addressed in the HRA are
evaluated for feasibility and documented in R2215-049-001 (Reference 6.22). The
reliability of these recovery actions is implicitly zero (i.e., not quantified) in the Fire PRA
quantification for each specific fire area. Given that these recovery actions have been
evaluated for both feasibility (Step 4 above) and for additional risk / adverse risk impact
(Step 3 above), their contribution to the quantified risk associated with the respective
fire area can only be zero, or a marginal positive improvement in the quantified risk
based on an assumed finite value of reliability.

Since actions taken at primary control stations are not recovery actions, no independent
reliability evaluation is required. It should be noted that a reliability evaluation
documented in the HRA was made for those actions taken at PCSs that are credited
and modeled in the FPRA.

Results of the reliability assessments in the HRA and in R2215-049-001 demonstrate
that all credited NFPA 805 recovery actions are reliable.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)
Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

11 111OPEN4KVBKRS 4KV UNIT BUS 21 OPEN THE FEEDER BREAKERS FOR 11-42-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC 4KV UNIT BUS 21 BY TRIPPING
DISCONNECT BREAKERS 152-2101,152-2113, AND

152-2103.

11 11 14KVLOADS 4KV UNIT BUS 21 LOCALLY STRIP 4KV UNIT BUS 21 11-42-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC LOAD BREAKERS IN PREPARATION
DISCONNECT FOR RECOVERY WITH OC EDG.

11 1110CBUS21 4KV UNIT BUS 21 ALIGN OC EDG TO 4KV UNIT BUS 21 11-42-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC BY CLOSING DISCONNECT 189-2106
DISCONNECT AND CLOSING BREAKER 152-2106

11 11I1SWGR27VENT PORTABLE FAN UNITS INSTALL PORTABLE FANS FOR 11-38-1 RISK
TEMPORARY UNIT 1 27' SWGR 11-39-1
VENTILATION. 11-40-1

11 1112SWGR27VENT PORTABLE FAN UNITS INSTALL PORTABLE FANS FOR 11-65-2 RISK
TEMPORARY UNIT 2 27' SWGR 11-66-2
VENTILATION. 11-67-2

16 161CHECKRXSD1 UNIT 1 WIDE RANGE NI OPEN OPTICAL ISOLATOR, ISOLATE NONE PCS
DETECTOR CHANNEL B CONTROL ROOM TEST SIGNAL,

ALIGN 1C43 TO WRNI CHANNEL B

16 161CONSERVE1 REACTOR COOLANT CONSERVE RCS AND S/G NONE PCs
SYSTEM AND STEAM INVENTORY BY ISOLATING
GENERATOR VALVES BOUNDARY VALVES AT 1C43.

16 161SECHTR11_13 PRESSURIZER BACKUP SECURE PRESSURIZER BACKUP NONE PCS
HEATER BANKS 11 AND HEATER BANKS 11 AND 13
13

16 161TRIP114R MCC 114R SUPPLY DE-ENERGIZE MCC 114R TO FAIL 16-46-1 DID
BREAKER 52-1119 PORV 1ERV402 CLOSED.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

16 161ALIGN14BUS 4KV UNIT BUS 14 ALIGN DC CONTROL POWER AND 16-16-1 RISK
BREAKERS AND 0C OPEN FEEDER BREAKER FOR 4KV
DISCONNECT UNIT BUS 14 BY LOCALLY TRIPPING

BREAKER 152-1403

16 1611RCPTRIP RCP 13KV SERVICE BUS LOCALLY TRIP THE RCP BREAKER 16-43-1 RISK
BREAKER AT 13KV SERVICE BUS 12.

16 161STRIP104R MCC 104R BREAKERS DE-ENERGIZE MCC 104R TO FAIL 16-47-1 DID
PORV 1ERV404 CLOSED.

16 161SECHTR12_112 PRESSURIZER HEATER DE-ENERGIZE PRESSURIZER 16-48-1 DID
MCC 112PH AND NO. 12 HEATER MCC 112PH AND NO. 12 16-49-1
PRESSURIZER PRESSURIZER PROPORTIONAL
PROPORTIONAL HEATER (MCC 1N430)
HEATER

16 161ADV1lC43 ADV HAND INITIALIZE ADV CONTROLLERS ON NONE PCS
CONTROLLERS 1 C43

16 161ADV11_12 11 AND 12 ADV HAND CONTROL ADV BY LOCALLY 16-27-1 RISK/PCS
VALVES OPERATING 1HVIA-3938A TO Note 1

POSITION 2 TO MAINTAIN CONTROL
OF 1CV3938 AT 1C43. CONTROL
ADV BY LOCALLY OPERATING
1HVIA-3939A TO POSITION 2 TO
MAINTAIN CONTROL OF ICV3939 AT
1C43.

16 1611C43CONTROL TDAFWP HAND ESTABLISH TDAFW PUMP CONTROL NONE PCS
CONTROLLERS AND AFW FLOW CONTROL AT 1 C43

16 161MSIV1 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION LOCALLY VERIFY MSIVS ARE SHUT 16-31-1 DID
VALVES AND IF NECESSARY CLOSE MSIVS. 16-32-1

16 161AFWP1C43 TDAFWP SPEED ALIGN TDAFW PUMP SPEED 16-21-1 DID
CONTROL VALVES CONTROL TO 1C43.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)
Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

16 161AFWFLOW1C43 AFW FLOW CONTROL ALIGN TDAFW FLOW CONTROL TO 16-22-1 RISK/DID
VALVES 1 C43. 16-23-1 Note 2

16-24-1
16-25-1
16-26-1
16-28-1
16-29-1
16-30-1

16 161AFWFLOW1 TDAFWP HAND CONTROL AFW FLOW AT 1 C43 16-23-1 PCS
CONTROLLERS 16-28-1

16 1610CEDG 4KV UNIT BUS 07 LOCALLY RECOVER ONSITE AC 16-16-1 RISK
BREAKERS POWER TO UNIT 1 4KV UNIT BUS 14 16-57-2

(ALIGN OC EDG) AND UNIT 2 4KV
UNIT BUS 24 (ALIGN OC EDG).
LOCALLY START OC EDG.

16 1610CBUS24 4KV UNIT BUS 24 ENERGIZE 24 4KV UNIT BUS BY 16-57-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND 0C LOCALLY CLOSING BREAKER 152-
DISCONNECT 2406

16 161SECHTR11_110 PRESSURIZER HEATER DE-ENERGIZE PRESSURIZER 16-50-1 DID
MCC 110PH AND NO. 11 HEATER MCC 110PH AND NO. 11 16-51-1
PRESSURIZER PRESSURIZER PROPORTIONAL
PROPORTIONAL HEATER (MCC 1N130)
HEATER

16 161RCSTEMP1 ADV HAND CONTROL RCS TEMPERATURE AND NONE PCS
CONTROLLERS VERIFY NATURAL CIRCULATION

16 1611CHGLINE CHARGING LINE STOP ENSURE 1-CVC-518-CV AND 1-CVC- 16-38-1 DID
VALVE FUSES 519-CV ARE OPEN BY PULLING

CONTROL POWER FUSES.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)
Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

16 161BAST1_S11S2/S3 CHARGING PUMP LOCALLY ALIGN THE CHARGING 16-35-1 DID
SUCTION VALVES PUMP SUCTION TO THE BASTS. 16-39-1

LOCALLY ISOLATE CHARGING 1640-1
FLOW THROUGH 1MOV269.
LOCALLY ISOLATE CHARGING
SUCTION FROM VCT.

16 161ALIGNOCBUS14 4KV UNIT BUS 14 ALIGN 0C EDG TO 4KV UNIT BUS 14 16-16-1 RISK
BREAKERS AND 0C BY LOCALLY CLOSING DISCONNECT
DISCONNECT 189-1406

16 161BUS14BKR 4KV UNIT BUS 14 OPEN THE FEEDER BREAKERS FOR 16-16-1 RISK
BREAKERS AND 0C 4KV UNIT BUS 14 BY TRIPPING
DISCONNECT BREAKERS 152-1401 AND 152-1414

16 1610CBUS14 4KV UNIT BUS 14 ALIGN 0C EDG TO 4KV UNIT BUS 14 16-16-1 RISK
BREAKERS AND 0C BY LOCALLY CLOSING BREAKER
DISCONNECT 152-1406

16 161CHPUMP1 CHARGING PUMP LOCALLY START CHARGING PUMP 16-34-1 DID
BREAKERS AND 12. ALIGN CHARGING PUMP 13 TO
DISCONNECTS TRAIN B POWER AND LOCALLY

START, AS NECESSARY.

16 161STRIP14B 480V UNIT BUS 14B LOCALLY STRIP 480V LOAD CENTER 16-18-1 DID
BREAKERS 14B.

16 16ILOAD14B 480V UNIT BUS 14B LOCALLY RECOVER 480V LOAD 16-18-1 DID
BREAKERS CENTER 14B.

16 161STRIP14A 480V UNIT BUS 14A LOCALLY STRIP 480V LOAD CENTER 16-17-1 DID
BREAKERS 14A. 16-42-1

16 161LOAD14A 480V UNIT BUS 14A LOCALLY RECOVER 480V LOAD 16-17-1 DID
BREAKERS CENTER 14A.

16 161MCC111 PRESSURIZER HEATER ENERGIZE PRESSURIZER HEATER 16-19-1 DID
MCC 111 PH BREAKER MCC 11 1PH BY CLOSING BREAKER
52-1427 52-1417.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)
Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

16 16113BUHTR PRESSURIZER BACKUP ENERGIZE 13 PRESSURIZER 16-19-1 PCS
HEATER BANKS 13 BACKUP HEATER

16 161SWAC12 SALTWATER AIR LOCALLY ALIGN UNIT 1 SWAC-12 TO 16-20-1 RISK
COMPRESSORS THE UNIT 1 AFW VALVES PRIOR TO

DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 1 AFW
VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

16 161OPEN1BBKR 4KV UNIT BUS 11 DE-ENERGIZE 4KV BUS 11. OPEN 16-41-1 DID
BREAKERS THE FEEDER BREAKER FOR 4KV 16-42-1

UNIT BUS 11 BY LOCALLY TRIPPING
BREAKER 152-1103

16 161BUS11BKR 4KV UNIT BUS 11 DE-ENERGIZE 4KV BUS 11. OPEN 16-41-1 DID
BREAKERS THE FEEDER BREAKERS FOR 4KV 16-42-1

UNIT BUS 11 BY TRIPPING
BREAKERS 152-1101 AND 152-1115

16 161CSTINV CST LOCAL INDICATION MONITOR CST INVENTORY AT 1C43. 16-33-0 PCS/DID

Note 3

16 1611CCW CONTAINMENT SUPPLY ISOLATE COMPONENT COOLING TO 16-44-1 DID
HEADER ISOLATION UNIT 1 CONTAINMENT.
AND RCW EVAPS COMM
HDR SUPP 1

16 1611SWGR45VENT PORTABLE FAN UNITS INSTALL PORTABLE FANS FOR 16-54-1 RISK
TEMPORARY UNIT 1 45' SWGR 16-55-1
VENTILATION. 16-56-1

16 161OPEN4KVBKRS 4KV UNIT BUS 24 OPEN THE FEEDER BREAKER FOR 16-57-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC 4KV UNIT BUS 24 BY TRIPPING
DISCONNECT BREAKER 152-2414

16 1612ADV3938CLOSE 22 STEAM GENERATOR CONTROL ADV BY LOCALLY 16-61-2 RISK
ADV OPERATING 2HVIA-3938A TO

POSITION 2 TO MAINTAIN CONTROL
OF 2CV3938 AT 2C43.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

16 1612ADV3939CLOSE 21 STEAM GENERATOR CONTROL ADV BY LOCALLY 16-61-2 RISK
ADV OPERATING 2HVIA-3939A TO

POSITION 2 TO MAINTAIN CONTROL
OF 2CV3939 AT 2C43.

16 1612SWGR45VENT PORTABLE FAN UNITS INSTALL PORTABLE FANS FOR 16-70-2 RISK
TEMPORARY UNIT 2 45' SWGR
VENTILATION.

16 161MCR/2CSR VENT MCR/CSR EMERGENCY ESTABLISH TEMPORARY MCRICSR 16-05-0 DID
VENTILATION SYSTEM VENTILATION. 16-08-0

16 161STRIP24B 480V UNIT BUS 24B LOCALLY STRIP 480V LOAD CENTER 16-58-2 DID
BREAKERS 24B.

16 1612SWAC VALVES 2-IA-302, 2-IA- LOCALLY ALIGN UNIT 2 SWAC-22 TO 16-59-2 RISK
303 AND 2-IA-317 THE UNIT 2 AFW VALVES PRIOR TO

DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 2 AFW
VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

16 1612AFWLOCAL 22 STEAM GENERATOR LOCALLY CONTROL AFW FLOWTO 16-60-2 DID
FLOW VALVES STEAM GENERATOR 22 WITH

MANUAL VALVE 2HVAFW-1 64
(CLOSED) AND 2HVAFW-165
(THROTTLED).

16 16IAFWP2C43 TDAFWP SPEED ALIGN TDAFW PUMP SPEED 16-60-2 RISK
CONTROL VALVES CONTROL TO 2C43.

16 161AFWFLOW2C43 AFW FLOW CONTROL ALIGN TDAFW FLOW CONTROL TO 16-60-2 RISK
VALVES 2C43.

16 16IAFWFLOW2 TDAFWP HAND CONTROL AFW FLOW AT 2C43 16-60-2 RISK
CONTROLLERS

16 161LOAD24B 4KV UNIT BUS 24 ENERGIZE 480V LOAD CENTER 24B 16-58-2 DID
SUPPLY BREAKER TO BY MANUALLY CLOSING BREAKER
480V UNIT BUS 24B 152-2413
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

17 171CHECKRXSD2 UNIT 2 WIDE RANGE NI OPEN OPTICAL ISOLATOR, ISOLATE NONE PCS
DETECTOR CHANNEL A CONTROL ROOM TEST SIGNAL,

ALIGN 2C43 TO WRNI CHANNEL A

17 171CONSERVE2 REACTOR COOLANT CONSERVE RCS AND S/G NONE PCS
SYSTEM AND STEAM. INVENTORY BY ISOLATING

GENERATOR VALVES BOUNDARY VALVES AT 2C43.

17 171SECHTR21_23 PRESSURIZER BACKUP SECURE PRESSURIZER BACKUP NONE PCS
HEATER BANKS 21 AND HEATER BANKS 21 AND 23
23

17 171TRIP214R MCC 214R SUPPLY TRIP MCC 214R LOAD CENTER 17-42-2 DID
BREAKER 52-2119 BREAKER 52-2119

17 171TRIP204R MCC 204R SUPPLY TRIP MCC 204R LOAD CENTER 17-41-2 DID
BREAKER 52-2409 BREAKER 52-2409

17 171OPEN2BBKR 2B DIESEL GENERATOR TAKE LOCAL CONTROL AND OPEN 17-37-2 DID
OUTPUT BREAKER 2B DIESEL GENERATOR OUTPUT 17-38-2

BREAKER 152-2403

17 171TRIP23AFWP 4KV UNIT BUS 24 OPEN THE MDAFW PUMP LOAD 17-21-2 DID
BREAKERS BREAKER FOR 4KV UNIT BUS 24 17-22-2

BREAKER 152-2415

17 1712RCPTRIP RCP 13KV SERVICE BUS LOCALLY TRIP THE RCP BREAKER 17-39-2 RISK
BREAKER AT 13KV SERVICE BUS 22.

17 171STRIP214R MCC 204R BREAKER 52- TRIP MCC 204R LOAD CENTER 17-41-2 DID
2409 BREAKER 52-2409 AT 24A 480V

LOAD CENTER.

17 171SECHTR22_212 PRESSURIZER HEATER DE-ENERGIZE PRESSURIZER 17-43-2 DID
MCC 212PH AND NO. 22 HEATER MCC 212PH AND NO. 22 17-44-2
PRESSURIZER PRESSURIZER PROPORTIONAL
PROPORTIONAL HEATER (MCC 2N430).
HEATER
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)
Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

17 171ADV2C43 ADV HAND INITIALIZE ADV CONTROLLERS ON NONE PCS
CONTROLLERS 2C43

17 171ADV21_22 21 AND 22 ADV HAND CONTROL ADV BY LOCALLY 17-25-2 RISK
VALVES OPERATING 2HVIA-3938A TO

POSITION 2 TO MAINTAIN CONTROL
OF 2CV3938 AT 2C43. CONTROL
ADV BY LOCALLY OPERATING
2HVIA-3939A TO POSITION 2 TO
MAINTAIN CONTROL OF 2CV3939 AT
2C43.

17 1712C43CONTROL TDAFWP HAND ESTABLISH TDAFW PUMP CONTROL NONE PCS
CONTROLLERS AND AFW FLOW CONTROL AT 2C43

17 171MSIV2 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VERIFY MSIVS ARE SHUT BY 17-23-2 DID
VALVES ISOLATING INSTRUMENT AIR AND 17-24-2

MANUALLY OPERATING DUMP
SOLENOID.

17 171AFWP2C43 TDAFWP SPEED ALIGN TDAFW PUMP SPEED 17-15-2 DID
CONTROL VALVES CONTROL TO 2C43.

17 171AFWFLOW2C43 AFW FLOW CONTROL ALIGN TDAFW FLOW CONTROL TO 17-16-2 RISK/DID
VALVES 2C43. 17-17-2 Note 4

17-18-2
17-19-2
17-20-2
17-26-2

17 171AFWFLOW2 TDAFWP HAND CONTROL AFW FLOW AT 2C43 17-17-2 PCS
CONTROLLERS

17 1710CEDG 4KV UNIT BUS 07 LOCALLY RECOVER ONSITE AC 17-11-2 RISK
BREAKERS POWER TO UNIT 2 4KV UNIT BUS 21

(ALIGN OC EDG). LOCALLY START
OC EDG.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)
Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

17 1710CBKR 4KV UNIT BUS 07 LOCALLY RECOVER ONSITE AC 17-11-2 RISK
BREAKERS POWER TO UNIT 2 4KV UNIT BUS 21

(ALIGN OC EDG). LOCALLY CLOSE
4KV UNIT BUS 07 BREAKER 152-
0701.

17 171ALIGN21 BUS 4KV UNIT BUS 21 ALIGN DC CONTROL POWER AND 17-11-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC OPEN FEEDER BREAKER FOR 4KV
DISCONNECT UNIT BUS 21 BY TRIPPING BREAKER

152-2103

17 1710CBUS21 4KV UNIT BUS 21 ALIGN OC EDG TO 4KV UNIT BUS 21 17-11-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC BY LOCALLY OPENING BREAKER
DISCONNECT 152-2106 AND CLOSING

DISCONNECT 189-2106

17 171SECHTR21_210 PRESSURIZER HEATER DE-ENERGIZE PRESSURIZER 17-45-2 DID
MCC 21OPH AND NO. 21 HEATER MCC 210PH AND NO. 21 17-46-2
PRESSURIZER PRESSURIZER PROPORTIONAL
PROPORTIONAL HEATER (MCC 2N1 30).
HEATER

17 171RCSTEMP2 ADV HAND CONTROL RCS TEMPERATURE AND NONE PCS
CONTROLLERS VERIFY NATURAL CIRCULATION

17 171BUS21 4KV UNIT BUS 21 LOCALLY STRIP 4KV UNIT BUS 21 17-11-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC LOAD BREAKERS IN PREPARATION
DISCONNECT FOR RECOVERY WITH OC EDG.

17 1712CHGLINE CHARGING LINE STOP ENSURE 2-CVC-518-CV AND 2-CVC- 17-34-2 DID
VALVE FUSES 519-CV ARE OPEN BY PULLING

CONTROL POWER FUSES.

17 171BAST2_Sl/S2/S3 CHARGING PUMP LOCALLY ISOLATE CHARGING 17-28-2 DID
SUCTION VALVES SUCTION FROM VCT. LOCALLY 17-29-2

ALIGN THE CHARGING PUMP 17-30-2
SUCTION TO THE BASTS. LOCALLY
ISOLATE CHARGING FLOW
THROUGH 2MOV269.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

17 171BUS21BKR 4KV UNIT BUS 21 OPEN THE FEEDER BREAKERS FOR 17-11-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC 4KV UNIT BUS 21 BY TRIPPING
DISCONNECT BREAKERS 152-2101 AND 152-2115

17 1710CBUS21 4KV UNIT BUS 21 ENERGIZE 24 4KV UNIT BUS BY 17-11-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC LOCALLY CLOSING BREAKER 152-
DISCONNECT 2106

17 171CHPUMP2 CHARGING PUMP LOCALLY START CHARGING PUMP 17-27-2 DID
BREAKERS AND 21. ALIGN CHARGING PUMP 23 TO
DISCONNECTS TRAIN A POWER AND LOCALLY

START, AS NECESSARY.

17 17ISTRIP21B 480V UNIT BUS 21B LOCALLY STRIP AND RECOVER 17-13-2 DID
BREAKERS 480V LOAD CENTER 21B.

17 171LOAD21B 4KV UNIT BUS 21 ENERGIZE 480V LOAD CENTER 21 B 17-13-2 DID
SUPPLY BREAKER TO BY CLOSING BREAKER 152-2102
480V UNIT BUS 21B

17 171STRIP21A 480V UNIT BUS 21A LOCALLY STRIP 480V LOAD CENTER 17-12-2 DID
BREAKERS 21A. 17-38-2

17 171LOAD21A 4KV UNIT BUS 21 ENERGIZE 480V LOAD CENTER 21A 17-12-2 DID
SUPPLY BREAKER TO BY MANUALLY CLOSING BREAKER
480V UNIT BUS 21A 152-2114

17 171MCC209 PRESSURIZER HEATER ENERGIZE PRESSURIZER HEATER 17-14-2 DID
MCC 209PH BREAKER MCC 209PH BY CLOSING BREAKER
52-2127 52-2127.

17 17121BUHTR PRESSURIZER BACKUP OPERATE 21 PRESSURIZER 17-14-2 PCS
HEATER BANK 21 BACKUP HEATER AT 2C43.

17 171SWAC21 SALTWATER AIR LOCALLY ALIGN UNIT 2 SWAC-21 TO 17-10-2 RISK.
COMPRESSORS THE UNIT 2 AFW VALVES PRIOR TO

DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 2 AFW
VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

17 171SWGRHVAC2 22 SWITCHGEAR ROOM RESTORE SWITCHGEAR ROOM 17-47-2 RISK
VENT FAN HANDSWITCH VENTILATION

17 171BUS24BKR 4KV UNIT BUS 24 DE-ENERGIZE 4KV BUS 24. OPEN 17-37-2 DID
BREAKERS THE FEEDER BREAKERS FOR 4KV 17-38-2

UNIT BUS 24 BY TRIPPING
BREAKERS 152-2401 AND 152-2414

17 171CSTINV CST LOCAL INDICATION LOCALLY MONITOR CST 12 17-02-0 DID
INVENTORY AT 1 L15609.

17 1712CCW CONTAINMENT SUPPLY ISOLATE COMPONENT COOLING TO 17-31-2 DID
HEADER ISOLATION UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT
AND RCW EVAPS COMM
HDR SUPP 1

17 1711AFWRECHARGE VALVES 1-IA-733, 1-IA- LOCALLY ALIGN UNIT 1 SWAC-11 TO 17-03-1 RISK
737 AND 1-IA-728 THE UNIT 1 AFW VALVES PRIOR TO

DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 1 AFW
VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

17 1711RCPTRIP RCP 13KV SERVICE BUS LOCALLY TRIP THE RCP BREAKER 17-07-1 RISK
BREAKER AT 13KV SERVICE BUS 12.

17 1711SWGR27VENT PORTABLE FAN UNITS INSTALL PORTABLE FANS FOR 17-49-1 RISK
TEMPORARY UNIT 1 27' SWGR
VENTILATION.

17 1711AFWLOCAL 11 STEAM GENERATOR LOCALLY CONTROL AFW FLOW TO 17-50-1 DID
FLOWVALVES STEAM GENERATOR 11 WITH

MANUAL VALVE 1 HVAFW-162
(CLOSED) AND 1HVAFW-163
(THROTTLED).

17 17IAFWP1C43 TDAFWP SPEED ALIGN TDAFW PUMP SPEED 17-50-1 RISK
CONTROL VALVES CONTROL TO 1C43.

17 17IAFWFLOWlC43 AFW FLOW CONTROL ALIGN TDAFW FLOW CONTROL TO 17-50-1 RISK
VALVES 1C43.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

17 171AFWFLOW1 TDAFWP HAND CONTROL AFW FLOW AT 1C43 17-50-1 RISK
CONTROLLERS

18 1812MCC214R MCC 214R AND MCC LOCALLY ALIGN 2MCC214R TO 18-07-2 RISK
204R BREAKERS 2MCC204R.

18 1812SWGR45VENT PORTABLE FAN UNITS INSTALL PORTABLE FANS FOR 18-15-2 RISK
TEMPORARY UNIT 2 45' SWGR
VENTILATION.

18 1812AFWRECHARGE VALVES 0-N2-107, 2-IA- LOCALLY ALIGN BACKUP NITROGEN 18-16-2 RISK
390 TO THE UNIT 2 AFWVALVES PRIOR

TO DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 2 AFW
VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

18 18jEDG2BCOOL SERVICE WATER ALIGN UNIT 1 SERVICE WATER 18-02-2 DID
VALVES 2-SRW-163, 2- COOLING TO EDG 2B.
SRW-178, 2-SRW-176
AND 2-SRW-168

19 1911SWGR45VENT PORTABLE FAN UNITS INSTALL PORTABLE FANS FOR 19-05-1 RISK
TEMPORARY UNIT 1 45' SWGR
VENTILATION.

19 1911AFWRECHARGE VALVES 0-N2-105, 1-IA- LOCALLY ALIGN BACKUP NITROGEN 19-01-1 RISK
182 TO THE UNIT 1 AFW VALVES PRIOR

TO DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 1 AFW
VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

19 191EDG1 BCOOL SERVICE WATER ALIGN UNIT 2 SERVICE WATER 19-02-1 DID
VALVES 1-SRW-170, 1- COOLING TO EDG lB.
CV-1645, 1-CV-1646, 1-
SRW-172, 2-SRW-170, 2-
CV-1645, 2-CV-1646 AND
2-SRW-172
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

19 1911CCW CONTAINMENT SUPPLY ISOLATE COMPONENT COOLING TO 19-04-1 DID
HEADER ISOLATION UNIT 1 CONTAINMENT.
AND RCW EVAPS COMM
HDR SUPP 1

20 201OPEN4KVBKRS 4KV UNIT BUS 14 OPEN THE FEEDER BREAKERS FOR 20-01-1 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC 4KV UNIT BUS 14 BY TRIPPING
DISCONNECT BREAKERS 152-1401, 152-1403, AND

152-1414.

20 2014KVLOADS 4KV UNIT BUS 14 LOCALLY STRIP 4KV UNIT BUS 14 20-01-1 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC LOAD BREAKERS IN PREPARATION
DISCONNECT FOR RECOVERY WITH OC EDG.

20 2010CBUS14 4KV UNIT BUS 14 ALIGN OC EDG TO 4KV UNIT BUS 14 20-01-1 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC BY CLOSING DISCONNECT 189-1406
DISCONNECT AND CLOSING BREAKER 152-1406

20 2011SWGR45VENT PORTABLE FAN UNITS INSTALL PORTABLE FANS FOR 20-14-1 RISK
TEMPORARY UNIT 1 45' SWGR 20-15-1
VENTILATION.

20 2011AFWRECHARGE VALVES 0-N2-105, 1-IA- LOCALLY ALIGN BACKUP NITROGEN 20-02-1 RISK
182 TO THE UNIT 1 AFWVALVES PRIOR

TO DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 1 AFW
VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

22 221OPEN4KVBKRS 4KV UNIT BUS 24 OPEN THE FEEDER BREAKERS FOR 22-01-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC 4KV UNIT BUS 24 BY TRIPPING
DISCONNECT BREAKERS 152-2401, 152-2403, AND

152-2414.

22 2214KVLOADS 4KV UNIT BUS 24 LOCALLY STRIP 4KV UNIT BUS 14 22-01-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC LOAD BREAKERS IN PREPARATION
DISCONNECT FOR RECOVERY WITH OC EDG.

22 2210CBUS24 4KV UNIT BUS 24 ALIGN OC EDG TO 4KV UNIT BUS 24 22-01-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC BY CLOSING DISCONNECT 189-2406
DISCONNECT AND CLOSING BREAKER 152-2406.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

22 2212RCPTRIP RCP 13KV SERVICE BUS LOCALLY TRIP THE RCP BREAKER 22-11-2 RISK
BREAKER AT 13KV SERVICE BUS 22.

22 2212ADV3938CLOSE 22 STEAM GENERATOR LOCALLY ISOLATE UNIT 2 ADV 22-06-2 RISK
ADV FOLLOWING FAILURE OF RRS

CHANNEL IN SERVICE DURING THE
FIRE WITH MANUAL VALVE 2HVMS-
104.

22 2212ADV3939CLOSE 21 STEAM GENERATOR LOCALLY ISOLATE UNIT 2 ADV 22-06-2 RISK
ADV FOLLOWING FAILURE OF RRS

CHANNEL IN SERVICE DURING THE
FIRE WITH MANUAL VALVE 2HVMS-
101.

22 2212SWGR45VENT PORTABLE FAN UNITS INSTALL PORTABLE FANS FOR 22-17-2 RISK
TEMPORARY UNIT 2 45' SWGR 22-18-2
VENTILATION.

22 2212AFWRECHARGE VALVES 0-N2-107, 2-IA- LOCALLY ALIGN BACKUP NITROGEN 22-05-2 RISK
390 TO THE UNIT 2 AFW VALVES PRIOR

TO DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 2 AFW
VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

23 2312AFWRECHARGE VALVES 2-IA-302, 2-IA- LOCALLY ALIGN UNIT 2 SWAC-22 TO 23-01-2 RISK
303, 2-IA-314 AND 2-IA- THE UNIT 2 AFW VALVES PRIOR TO
317. DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 2 AFW

VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

23 2312RCPTRIP RCP 13KV SERVICE BUS LOCALLY TRIP THE RCP BREAKER 23-12-2 RISK
BREAKER AT 13KV SERVICE BUS 22.

23 2310CBUS24 4KV UNIT BUS 24 ALIGN OC EDG TO 4KV UNIT BUS 24 23-01-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC BY CLOSING DISCONNECT 189-2406
DISCONNECT AND CLOSING BREAKER 152-2406.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

23 2312ADV3938CLOSE 22 STEAM GENERATOR LOCALLY ISOLATE UNIT 2 ADV 23-03-2 RISK
ADV FOLLOWING FAILURE OF RRS

CHANNEL IN SERVICE DURING THE
FIRE WITH MANUAL VALVE 2HVMS-
104.

23 2312ADV3939CLOSE 21 STEAM GENERATOR LOCALLY ISOLATE UNIT 2 ADV 23-03-2 RISK
ADV FOLLOWING FAILURE OF RRS

CHANNEL IN SERVICE DURING THE
FIRE WITH MANUAL VALVE 2HVMS-
101.

23 2312MCC214R MCC 214R AND MCC LOCALLY ALIGN 2MCC214R TO 23-02-2 RISK
204R BREAKERS 2MCC204R.

24 241CHECKRXSD1 UNIT 1 WIDE RANGE NI OPEN OPTICAL ISOLATOR, ISOLATE NONE PCS
DETECTOR CHANNEL B CONTROL ROOM TEST SIGNAL,

ALIGN 1C43 TO WRNI CHANNEL B

24 241CONSERVE1 REACTOR COOLANT CONSERVE RCS AND S/G NONE PCS
SYSTEM AND STEAM INVENTORY BY ISOLATING
GENERATOR VALVES BOUNDARY VALVES AT 1C43.

24 241SECHTR11_13 PRESSURIZER BACKUP SECURE PRESSURIZER BACKUP NONE PCS
HEATER BANKS 11 AND HEATER BANKS 11 AND 13
13

24 241HEADVNT1 AUX SPRAY LINE AND DE-ENERGIZE CV-517, CV-518, CV- 24-21-1 DID
CHARGING LINE STOP 519 AND PRZR AND REACTOR
VALVES AND VESSEL HEAD VENTS
PRESSURIZER AND
REACTOR VESSEL HEAD
VENTS

24 241TRIP104R MCC 104R SUPPLY TRIP MCC 104R LOAD CENTER 24-27-1 DID
BREAKER 52-1409 BREAKER 52-1409
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

24 241TRIPRCPlB RCP 13KV SERVICE BUS LOCALLY TRIP THE RCP BREAKERS 24-31-1 RISK
BREAKER AT 13KV SERVICE BUSSES 12 AND 24-32-1

22.

24 241SECHTR12_112 PRESSURIZER HEATER DE-ENERGIZE PRESSURIZER 24-34-1 DID
MCC 112PH AND NO. 12 HEATER MCC 112PH AND NO. 12 24-35-1
PRESSURIZER PRESSURIZER PROPORTIONAL
PROPORTIONAL HEATER (MCC 1N430).
HEATER

24 241OPEN1BBKR 1B DIESEL GENERATOR TAKE LOCAL CONTROL AND OPEN 24-24-1 DID
OUTPUT BREAKER lB DIESEL GENERATOR OUTPUT 24-25-1

BREAKER.

24 241STRIP114R MCC 114R BREAKERS OBTAIN SAFE SHUTDOWN 24-26-1 DID
EQUIPMENT THEN STRIP MCC 114R
TO FAIL PORV 1ERV402 CLOSED.

24 241ADV1C43 ADV HAND INITIALIZE ADV CONTROLLERS ON NONE PCS
CONTROLLERS 1C43

24 241ADV11_12 11 AND 12 ADV HAND CONTROL ADV BY LOCALLY 24-75-1 RISK
VALVES OPERATING 1HVIA-3938A TO

POSITION 2 TO MAINTAIN CONTROL
OF 1CV3938 AT 1C43. CONTROL
ADV BY LOCALLY OPERATING
1 HVIA-3939A TO POSITION 2 TO
MAINTAIN CONTROL OF 1CV3939 AT
1C43.

24 2411C43CONTROL TDAFWP HAND ESTABLISH TDAFW PUMP CONTROL 24-06-1 PCS
CONTROLLERS AND AFW FLOW CONTROL AT 1C43

24 241MSIV1 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VERIFY MSIVS ARE SHUT BY 24-15-1 DID
VALVES ISOLATING INSTRUMENT AIR AND 24-16-1

MANUALLY OPERATING DUMP
SOLENOID

24 241AFWP1C43 TDAFWP SPEED ALIGN TDAFW PUMP SPEED 24-06-1 RISK
CONTROL VALVES CONTROL TO 1C43. 24-07-1
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)
Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

24 241AFWFLOWlC43 AFW FLOW CONTROL ALIGN AFW FLOW CONTROL TO 24-07-1 RISK/DID
VALVES 1C43 24-08-1 Note 5

24-09-1
24-10-1
24-11-1
24-12-1
24-13-1
24-14-1

24 24iAFWFLOW1 TDAFWP HAND CONTROL AFW FLOW AT 1C43 24-08-1 PCS
CONTROLLERS

24 24i0CEDG 4KV UNIT BUS 07 LOCALLY RECOVER ONSITE AC 24-01-1 RISK
BREAKERS POWER TO UNIT 1 4KV UNIT BUS 11 24-38-2

(ALIGN OC EDG) AND UNIT 2 4KV
UNIT BUS 24 (ALIGN OC EDG).
LOCALLY START OC EDG.

24 24i0CBKR 4KV UNIT BUS 07 LOCALLY RECOVER ONSITE AC 24-01-1 RISK
BREAKERS POWER TO UNIT 1 4KV UNIT BUS 11 24-38-2

(ALIGN OC EDG) AND UNIT 2 4KV
UNIT BUS 24 (ALIGN OC EDG).
LOCALLY CLOSE 4KV UNIT BUS 07
BREAKER 152-0701.

24 24jTRIPRCP1A RCP 13KV SERVICE BUS LOCALLY TRIP THE RCP BREAKERS 24-31-1 RISK
BREAKER AT 13KV SERVICE BUSSES 12 AND 24-32-1

22.

24 241SECHTR11_110 PRESSURIZER HEATER DE-ENERGIZE PRESSURIZER 24-36-1 DID
MCC 11OPH AND NO. 11 HEATER MCC 110PH AND NO. 11 24-37-1
PRESSURIZER PRESSURIZER PROPORTIONAL
PROPORTIONAL HEATER (MCC 1N130)
HEATER

24 241OPEN1ABKR 1A DIESEL GENERATOR TAKE LOCAL CONTROL AND OPEN 24-01-1 RISK
OUTPUT BREAKER 1A DIESEL GENERATOR OUTPUT

BREAKER 152-1703
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

24 241RCSTEMP1 ADV HAND CONTROL RCS TEMPERATURE AND NONE PCS
CONTROLLERS VERIFY NATURAL CIRCULATION

24 241BUS1 1 4KV UNIT BUS 11 LOCALLY STRIP 4KV UNIT BUS 11 24-01-1 RISK
BREAKERS AND 0C LOAD BREAKERS IN PREPARATION
DISCONNECT FOR RECOVERY WITH OC EDG.

24 241BAST1_S1/S2/S3 CHARGING PUMP LOCALLY ALIGN THE CHARGING 24-18-1 DID
SUCTION VALVES PUMP SUCTION TO THE BASTS. 24-19-1

LOCALLY ISOLATE CHARGING 24-22-1
FLOWTHROUGH 1MOV269.
LOCALLY ISOLATE CHARGING
SUCTION FROM VCT.

24 241BUS11BKR 4KV UNIT BUS 11 OPEN THE FEEDER BREAKERS FOR 24-01-1 RISK
BREAKERS AND 0C 4KV UNIT BUS 11 BY TRIPPING
DISCONNECT BREAKERS 152-1101 AND 152-1115

24 241ALIGN0CBUS11 4KV UNIT BUS 11 ALIGN OC EDG TO 4KV UNIT BUS 11 24-01-1 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC BY OPENING BREAKER 152-1106
DISCONNECT AND CLOSING DISCONNECT 189-

1106

24 2410CBUS1 1 4KV UNIT BUS 11 ENERGIZE 11 4KV UNIT BUS BY 24-01-1 RISK
BREAKERS AND OC CLOSING BREAKER 152-1106
DISCONNECT

24 241CHPUMP1 CHARGING PUMP LOCALLY START CHARGING PUMP 24-17-1 DID
BREAKERS 11.

24 241STRIP11B 480V UNIT BUS 11B LOCALLY STRIP AND RECOVER 24-03-1 DID
BREAKERS 480V LOAD CENTER 1 lB.

24 241LOAD11B 4KV UNIT BUS 11 ENERGIZE 480V LOAD CENTER 11 B 24-03-1 DID
SUPPLY BREAKER TO BY CLOSING BREAKER 152-1102
480 UNIT BUS 11B

*24 241STRIP11A 480V UNIT BUS 1 1A LOCALLY STRIP 480V LOAD CENTER 24-02-1 DID
BREAKERS 11A. 24-25-1
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

24 241LOAD11A 4KV UNIT BUS 11 ENERGIZE 480V LOAD CENTER 11A 24-02-1 DID
SUPPLY BREAKER TO BY MANUALLY CLOSING BREAKER
480 UNIT BUS 11A 152-1114

24 241SWAC11 SALTWATER AIR LOCALLY ALIGN UNIT 1 SWAC-1 1 TO 24-05-1 RISK
COMPRESSORS THE UNIT 1 AFWVALVES PRIOR TO

DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 1 AFW
VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

24 241SWGRHVAC1 11 SWlTCHGEAR ROOM RESTORE SWITCHGEAR ROOM 24-02-1 DID
VENT FAN HANDSWlTCH VENTILATION

24 241109PH PRESSURIZER HEATER ENERGIZE PRESSURIZER HEATER 24-04-1 DID
MCC 109PH BREAKER MCC 109PH BY CLOSING BREAKER
52-1127 52-1127

24 24111BUHTR PRESSURIZER BACKUP OPERATE 11 PRESSURIZER 24-04-1 PCS
HEATER BANK 11 BACKUP HEATER AT 1C43.

24 241BUS14BKR 4KV UNIT BUS 14 DE-ENERGIZE 4KV UNIT BUS 14 BY 24-24-1 DID
BREAKERS AND OC TRIPPING BREAKERS 152-1401 AND 24-25-1
DISCONNECT 152-1414.

24 241CHARGERS1 BATTERY 11 AND 14 PLACE 11 AND 14 BATTERY 24-02-1 DID
CHARGER BREAKERS CHARGERS IN SERVICE 24-03-1

24 241CSTINV CST 12 LEVEL MONITOR CST INVENTORY AT 1C43 NONE PCS
INDICATORS AT 1C43 AND 2C43.
AND 2C43

24 2411CCW CONTAINMENT SUPPLY ISOLATE COMPONENT COOLING TO 24-33-1 DID
HEADER ISOLATION UNIT 1 CONTAINMENT
AND RCW EVAPS COMM
HDR SUPP 1

24 241CHECKRXSD2 UNIT 2 WIDE RANGE NI OPEN OPTICAL ISOLATOR, ISOLATE NONE PCS
DETECTOR CHANNEL A CONTROL ROOM TEST SIGNAL,

ALIGN 2C43 TO WRNI CHANNEL A
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

24 241CONSERVE2 REACTOR COOLANT CONSERVE RCS AND S/G NONE PCS
SYSTEM AND STEAM INVENTORY BY ISOLATING
GENERATOR VALVES BOUNDARY VALVES AT 2C43.

24 24iSECHTR21_23 PRESSURIZER BACKUP SECURE PRESSURIZER BACKUP NONE PCS
HEATER BANKS 21 AND HEATER BANKS 21 AND 23.
23

24 241HEADVNT2 AUX SPRAY LINE AND DE-ENERGIZE CV-517, CV-518, CV- 24-58-2 DID
CHARGING LINE STOP 519 AND PRZR AND REACTOR
VALVES AND VESSEL HEAD VENTS.
PRESSURIZER AND
REACTOR VESSEL HEAD
VENTS

24 241TRIP214R MCC 214R SUPPLY TRIP MCC 214R LOAD CENTER 24-63-2 DID
BREAKER 52-2119 BREAKER 52-2119.

24 241TRIP204R MCC 204R SUPPLY TRIP MCC 204R LOAD CENTER 24-64-2 DID
BREAKER 52-2409 BREAKER 52-2409.

24 241TRIPRCP2B RCP 13KV SERVICE BUS LOCALLY TRIP THE RCP BREAKERS 24-69-2 RISK
BREAKER AT 13KV SERVICE BUSSES 12 AND 24-68-2

22.

24 241SECHTR22_212 PRESSURIZER HEATER DE-ENERGIZE PRESSURIZER 24-71-2 DID
MCC 212PH AND NO. 22 HEATER MCC 212PH AND NO. 22 24-72-2
PRESSURIZER PRESSURIZER PROPORTIONAL
PROPORTIONAL HEATER (MCC 2N430).
HEATER

24 24IOPEN2BBKR 2B DIESEL GENERATOR TAKE LOCAL CONTROL AND OPEN 24-38-2 RISK
OUTPUT BREAKER 2B DIESEL GENERATOR OUTPUT

BREAKER 2BKR1 52-2403.

24 241ADV2C43 ADV HAND INITIALIZE ADV CONTROLLERS ON NONE PCS
CONTROLLERS 2C43.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)
Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RA/PCS

24 241ADV21_22 21 AND 22 ADV HAND CONTROL ADV BY LOCALLY 24-76-2 RISK
VALVES OPERATING 2HVIA-3938A TO

POSITION 2 TO MAINTAIN CONTROL
OF 2CV3938 AT 2C43. CONTROL
ADV BY LOCALLY OPERATING
2HVIA-3939A TO POSITION 2 TO
MAINTAIN CONTROL OF 2CV3939 AT
2C43.

24 2412C43CONTROL TDAFWP HAND ESTABLISH TDAFW PUMP CONTROL 24-43-2 PCS
CONTROLLERS AND AFW FLOW CONTROL AT 2C43.

24 241MSIV2 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VERIFY MSIVS ARE SHUT BY 24-52-2 DID
VALVES ISOLATING INSTRUMENT AIR AND 24-53-2

MANUALLY OPERATING DUMP
SOLENOID

24 241AFWP2C43 TDAFWP SPEED ALIGN TDAFW PUMP SPEED 24-43-2 DID
CONTROL VALVES CONTROL TO 2C43. 24-44-2

24 241AFWFLOW2C43 AFW FLOW CONTROL ALIGN AFW FLOW CONTROL TO 24-43-2 RISK/DID
VALVES 2C43. 24-44-2 Note 6

24-45-2
24-46-2
24-47-2
24-48-2
24-49-2
24-50-2
24-51-2

24 241AFWFLOW2C43 TDAFWP HAND CONTROL AFW FLOW AT 2C43 24-45-2 PCS
CONTROLLERS

24 241TRIPRCP2A RCP 13KV SERVICE BUS LOCALLY TRIP THE RCP BREAKERS 24-68-2 RISK
BREAKER AT 13KV SERVICE BUSSES 12 AND 24-69-2

22.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

24 241SECHTR21_210 PRESSURIZER HEATER DE-ENERGIZE PRESSURIZER 24-73-2 DID
MCC 21OPH AND NO. 21 HEATER MCC 21OPH AND NO. 21 24-74-2
PRESSURIZER PRESSURIZER PROPORTIONAL
PROPORTIONAL HEATER (MCC 2N130).
HEATER

24 241OPEN2ABKR 2A DIESEL GENERATOR TAKE LOCAL CONTROL AND OPEN 24-61-2 DID
OUTPUT BREAKER 2A DIESEL GENERATOR OUTPUT 24-62-2

BREAKER.

24 241RCSTEMP2 ADV HAND CONTROL RCS TEMPERATURE AND NONE PCs
CONTROLLERS VERIFY NATURAL CIRCULATION.

24 241BUS24 4KV UNIT BUS 24 LOCALLY STRIP 4KV UNIT BUS 24 24-38-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND 0C LOAD BREAKERS IN PREPARATION
DISCONNECT FOR RECOVERY WITH 0C EDG.

24 241BAST2_S11S2/S3 CHARGING PUMP LOCALLY ISOLATE CHARGING 24-55-2 DID
SUCTION VALVES SUCTION FROM VCT. LOCALLY 24-56-2

ALIGN THE CHARGING PUMP 24-59-2
SUCTION TO THE BASTS. LOCALLY
ISOLATE CHARGING FLOW
THROUGH 2MOV269.

24 241BUS24BKR 4KV UNIT BUS 24 OPEN THE FEEDER BREAKERS FOR 24-38-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND 0C 4KV UNIT BUS 24 BY TRIPPING
DISCONNECT BREAKERS 152-2401 AND 152-2414.

24 241ALIGNOCBUS24 4KV UNIT BUS 24 ALIGN 0C EDG TO 4KV UNIT BUS 24 24-38-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND 0C BY LOCALLY OPENING BREAKER
DISCONNECT 152-2406 AND CLOSING

DISCONNECT 189-2406.

24 2410CBUS24 4KV UNIT BUS 24 ENERGIZE 24 4KV UNIT BUS BY 24-38-2 RISK
BREAKERS AND 0C LOCALLY CLOSING BREAKER 152-
DISCONNECT 2406.

24 241CHPUMP2 CHARGING PUMP LOCALLY START CHARGING PUMP 24-54-2 DID
BREAKERS 22.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

24 241STRIP24B 480V UNIT BUS 24B LOCALLY STRIP 480V LOAD CENTER 24-40-2 DID
BREAKERS 24B.

24 241LOAD24B 4KV UNIT BUS 24 ENERGIZE 480V LOAD CENTER 24B 24-40-2 DID
SUPPLY BREAKER TO BY MANUALLY CLOSING BREAKER
480V UNIT BUS 24B 152-2413.

24 241STRIP24A 480V UNIT BUS 24A LOCALLY STRIP AND RECOVER 24-39-2 DID
BREAKERS 480V LOAD CENTER 24A. 24-62-2

24 241LOAD24A 4KV UNIT BUS 24 ENERGIZE 480V LOAD CENTER 24A 24-39-2 DID
SUPPLY BREAKER TO BY CLOSING BREAKER 152-2402.
480V UNIT BUS 24A

24 241SWAC22 SALTWATER AIR LOCALLY ALIGN UNIT 2 SWAC-22 TO 24-42-2 RISK
COMPRESSORS THE UNIT 2 AFW VALVES PRIOR TO

DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 2 AFW
VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

24 241211PH PRESSURIZER HEATER ENERGIZE PRESSURIZER HEATER 24-41-2 DID
MCC 211 PH BREAKER MCC 211 PH BY CLOSING BREAKER
52-2427 52-2427.

24 24123BUHTR PRESSURIZER BACKUP OPERATE 23 PRESSURIZER 24-41-2 PCS
HEATER BANK 23 BACKUP HEATER AT 2C43.

24 24ISWGRHVAC2 22 SWlTCHGEAR ROOM RESTORE SWITCHGEAR ROOM 24-40-2 DID
VENT FAN HANDSWITCH VENTILATION.

24 241BUS21BKR 4KV UNIT BUS 21 DE-ENERGIZE 4KV UNIT BUS 21. 24-61-2 DID
BREAKERS OPEN THE FEEDER BREAKERS FOR 24-62-2

4KV UNIT BUS 21 BY TRIPPING
BREAKERS 152-2101 AND 152-2115.

24 241CHARGERS2 BATTERY 21 AND 24 PLACE 21 AND 24 BATTERY 24-39-2 DID
CHARGER BREAKERS CHARGERS IN SERVICE. 24-40-2
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

24 2412CCW CONTAINMENT SUPPLY ISOLATE COMPONENT COOLING TO 24-70-2 DID
HEADER ISOLATION UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT.
AND RCW EVAPS COMM
HDR SUPP 1

24 241CSR EM VENT MCRICSR EMERGENCY ESTABLISH CSR EMERGENCY 24-77-0 DID
VENTILATION SYSTEM VENTILATION.

25 2512ADV3938CLOSE 22 STEAM GENERATOR LOCALLY ISOLATE UNIT 2 ADV 25-03-2 RISK
ADV FOLLOWING FAILURE OF RRS

CHANNEL IN SERVICE DURING THE
FIRE WITH MANUAL VALVE 2HVMS-
104.

25 2512ADV3939CLOSE 21 STEAM GENERATOR LOCALLY ISOLATE UNIT 2 ADV 25-03-2 RISK
ADV FOLLOWING FAILURE OF RRS

CHANNEL IN SERVICE DURING THE
FIRE WITH MANUAL VALVE 2HVMS-
101.

25 2512AFWFLOW 22 STEAM GENERATOR LOCALLY CONTROL AFW FLOW TO 25-05-2 RISK
FLOW VALVES STEAM GENERATOR 22 BY

CLOSING 2HVAFW-164 AND
THROTTLING 2HVAFW-165.

25 2512SWGR27VENT PORTABLE FAN UNITS INSTALL PORTABLE FANS FOR 25-06-2 RISK
TEMPORARY UNIT 227' SWGR
VENTILATION.

25 2512AFWRECHARGE VALVES 0-N2-107, 2-IA- LOCALLY ALIGN BACKUP NITROGEN 25-24-2 RISK
390 TO THE UNIT 2 AFW VALVES PRIOR

TO DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 2 AFW
VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment G - Recovery Actions Transition

Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

34 3411ADV3938CLOSE 11 STEAM GENERATOR LOCALLY ISOLATE UNIT 1 ADV 34-05-1 RISK
ADV FOLLOWING FAILURE OF RRS

CHANNEL IN SERVICE DURING THE
FIRE WITH MANUAL VALVE 1 HVMS-
101.

34 3411ADV3939CLOSE 12 STEAM GENERATOR LOCALLY ISOLATE UNIT 1 ADV 34-05-1 RISK
ADV FOLLOWING FAILURE OF RRS

CHANNEL IN SERVICE DURING THE
FIRE WITH MANUAL VALVE 1HVMS-
104.

34 3411SWGR27VENT PORTABLE FAN UNITS INSTALL PORTABLE FANS FOR 34-02-1 RISK
TEMPORARY UNIT 1 27' SWGR
VENTILATION.

34 3411AFWRECHARGE VALVES 0-N2-105, 1-IA- LOCALLY ALIGN BACKUP NITROGEN 34-21-1 RISK
182 TO THE UNIT 1 AFWVALVES PRIOR

TO DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 1 AFW
VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

34 3411MSIV MAIN STEAM ISOLATION LOCALLY VERIFY UNIT 1 MSIV 11 IS 34-08-1 DID
VALVE SHUT AND IF NECESSARY CLOSE

MSIV.

16A 16AI1RCPTRIP RCP 13KV SERVICE BUS LOCALLY TRIP THE RCP BREAKER 16A-01-0 RISK
BREAKER AT 13KV SERVICE BUS 12.

17A 17AI1AFWRECHARGE VALVES 1-IA-733, 1-IA- LOCALLY ALIGN UNIT 1 SWAC-11 TO 17A-01-0 RISK
737 AND 1-IA-728 THE UNIT 1 AFW VALVES PRIOR TO 17A-03-1

DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 1 AFW
VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

17A 17AI2AFWRECHARGE VALVES 2-1A-302, 2-IA- LOCALLY ALIGN UNIT 2 SWAC TO 17A-01-0 RISK
303, 2-IA-314 AND 2-IA- THE UNIT 2 AFW VALVES PRIOR TO 17A-02-2
317. DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 2 AFW

VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

17A 17AI2RCPTRIP RCP 13KV SERVICE BUS LOCALLY TRIP THE RCP BREAKER 17A-01-0 RISK
BREAKER AT 13KV SERVICE BUS 22.

TB/NSB/ACA TB/NSB/ACAI1AFWRECHARGE VALVES 1-IA-733, 1-IA- LOCALLY ALIGN UNIT 1 SWAC TO TB/NSB/ACA- RISK
737 AND 1-IA-728 THE UNIT 1 AFW VALVES PRIOR TO 01-1

DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 1 AFW
VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

TB/NSB/ACA TBINSB/ACAI1SWGR45VENT LIGHTING DISTRIBUTION LOCALLY VENT AIR FROM, OR OPEN TB/NSB/ACA- RISK
PANEL 114 THE 120VAC SUPPLY BREAKER #37 05-1

ON PANEL 1PNL1P14 FOR
VENTILATION DAMPERS
1DAMP5439, 1 DAMP5440, AND
1DAMP5441 TO FAIL THEM OPEN
AND THEREBY RECOVER THE
NORMAL VENTILATION SYSTEM
FOR THE UNIT 1 45' SWGR ROOM.

TB/NSB/ACA TB/NSB/ACAI1SWGR27VENT LIGHTING DISTRIBUTION LOCALLY VENT AIR FROM, OR OPEN TB/NSB/ACA- RISK
PANEL 14 THE 120VAC SUPPLY BREAKER #37 04-1

ON PANEL 1PNL1P04 FOR
VENTILATION DAMPERS 1 DAMP5442
AND 1DAMP5443 TO FAIL OPEN AND
THEREBY RECOVER THE NORMAL
VENTILATION SYSTEM FOR THE
UNIT 1 27' SWGR ROOM.
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and.Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RAIPCS

TB/NSB/ACA TB/NSB/ACAI2AFWRECHARGE VALVES 2-IA-302, 2-IA- LOCALLY ALIGN UNIT 2 SWAC TO TB/NSB/ACA- RISK
303, 2-IA-314 AND 2-IA- THE UNIT 2 AFW VALVES PRIOR TO 02-2
317. DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 2 AFW

VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

TB/NSB/ACA TB/NSB/ACAI2SWGR45VENT LIGHTING DISTRIBUTION LOCALLY VENT AIR FROM, OR OPEN TB/NSB/ACA- RISK
PANEL 214 THE 120VAC SUPPLY BREAKER #37 07-2

ON PANEL 2PNL2P14 FOR
VENTILATION DAMPERS
2DAMP5441, 2DAMPPO-5439, AND
2DAMPPO-5440 TO FAIL THEM OPEN
AND THEREBY RECOVER THE
NORMAL VENTILATION SYSTEM
FOR THE UNIT 2 45' SWGR ROOM.

TB/NSB/ACA TB/NSB/ACAI2SWGR27VENT LIGHTING DISTRIBUTION LOCALLY VENT AIR FROM, OR OPEN TB/NSB/ACA- RISK
PANEL 24 THE 120VAC SUPPLY BREAKER #37 06-2

ON PANEL 2PNL2PO4 FOR
VENTILATION DAMPERS 2DAMP5442
AND 2DAMP5443 TO FAIL THEM
OPEN AND THEREBY RECOVER THE
NORMAL VENTILATION SYSTEM
FOR THE UNIT 2 27' SWGR ROOM.

YARD YARDI1AFWRECHARGE VALVES 1-IA-733, 1-IA- LOCALLY ALIGN UNIT 1 SWAC-12 TO YARD-06-1 RISK
737 AND 1-IA-728 THE UNIT 1 AFW VALVES PRIOR TO

DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 1 AFW
VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

YARD YARDI1RCPTRIPA RCP BREAKERS IN 27' LOCALLY TRIP 11A AND 12A YARD-14-1 RISK
SWITCHGEAR ROOM REACTOR COOLANT PUMPS

(1BKR252-11P01 AND 1BKR252-
12P01).
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Table G-1 - Recovery Actions and Activities Occurring at the Primary Control Station(s)

Fire Area Recovery Action ID Component Description Action VFDR RA/PCS

YARD YARDI1SWGR45VENT PORTABLE FAN UNITS INSTALL PORTABLE FANS FOR YARD-1I-1 RISK
TEMPORARY UNIT 1 27' AND 45' YARD-12-1
SWGR VENTILATION.

YARD YARDI2AFWRECHARGE VALVES 2-IA-302, 2-IA- LOCALLY ALIGN UNIT 2 SWAC TO YARD-15-2 RISK
303, 2-IA-314 AND 2-IA- THE UNIT 2 AFW VALVES PRIOR TO
317. DEPLETION OF THE UNIT 2 AFW

VALVE INSTRUMENT AIR
ACCUMULATORS.

YARD YARDI1RCPTRIPB RCP BREAKERS IN 45' LOCALLY TRIP 11 B AND 12B YARD-14-1 RISK
SWITCHGEAR ROOMS REACTOR COOLANT PUMPS

(1BKR252-13P01 AND 1BKR252-
14P01).

YARD YARDI2RCPTRIPA RCP BREAKERS IN 27' LOCALLY TRIP 21A AND 22A YARD-19-2 RISK
SWITCHGEAR ROOM REACTOR COOLANT PUMPS

(2BKR252-21P01 AND 2BKR252-
22P01).

YARD YARDI2RCPTRIPB RCP BREAKERS IN 45' LOCALLY TRIP 21B AND 22B YARD-19-2 RISK
SWITCHGEAR ROOMS REACTOR COOLANT PUMPS

(2BKR252-23P01 AND 2BKR252-
24P01).

YARD YARDI2SWGR45VENT PORTABLE FAN UNITS INSTALL PORTABLE FANS FOR YARD-18-2 RISK
TEMPORARY UNIT 2 45' SWGR
VENTILATION.

YARD YARDI2SWGR27VENT PORTABLE FAN UNITS INSTALL PORTABLE FANS FOR YARD-18-2 RISK
TEMPORARY UNIT 2 27' SWGR
VENTILATION.
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Table G-1 Notes:

Note 1: Transfer of ADV Control to 1C43 prevents spurious operation which is required for risk reduction. Operation of the
ADV from 1 C43 is a PCS action that is not required for risk reduction.

Note 2: Portions of this recovery action that address VFDRs 16-22-1 and 16-23-1 are required for risk reduction. Portions of
this recovery action that address VFDRs 16-24-1, 16-25-1, 16-26-1, 16-28-1, 16-29-1, and 16-30-1 are credited for defense-in-
depth.

Note 3: Monitoring of CST inventory at 1C43 is a PCS action for Unit 1, but is considered a recovery action credited for
defense-in-depth for Unit 2.

Note 4: Portions of this recovery action that address VFDRs 17-16-2 and 17-17-2 are required for risk reduction. Portions of
this recovery action that address VFDRs 17-18-2, 17-19-2, 17-20-2, and 17-26-2 are credited for defense-in-depth.

Note 5: Portions of this recovery action that address VFDRs 24-07-1 and 24-08-1 are required for risk reduction. Portions of
this recovery action that address VFDRs 24-09-1, 24-10-1, 24-11-1, 24-12-1, 24-13-1, and 24-14-1 are credited for defense-in-
depth.

Note 6: Portions of this recovery action that address VFDRs 24-44-2 and 24-45-2 are required for risk reduction. Portions of
this recovery action that address VFDRs 24-43-2, 24-46-2, 24-47-2, 24-48-2, 24-49-2, 24-50-2, and 24-51-2 are credited for
defense-in-depth.
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H. NFPA 805 Frequently Asked Question Summary Table
3 Pages

Note: The NFPA 805 FAQ process will continue through the transition of non-pilot
NFPA 805 plants. Final closure of the FAQs will occur when RG 1.205 is revised to
endorse a new revision of NEI 04-02 that incorporates the outstanding FAQs.
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment H - NEI 04-02 FAQs Summary Table

This table includes the approved FAQs that have not been incorporated into the current
endorsed revision of NEI 04-02 and utilized in this submittal:

Table H-I - NEI 04-02 FAQs Utilized in LAR Submittal

No. Rev. Title FAQ Ref. Closure
Memo

06-0008 9 NFPA 805 Fire Protection Engineering ML090560170 ML073380976
Evaluations

06-0022 3 Acceptable Electrical Cable ML090830220 ML091240278

Construction Tests

07-0030 5 Establishing Recovery Actions ML103090602 ML110070485

07-0032 2 Clarification of 10 CFR 50.48(c), ML081300697 ML081400292
10 CFR 50.48(a) and GDC 3
clarification

07-0038 3 Lessons learned on Multiple Spurious ML103090608 ML110140242
Operations

07-0039 2 Lessons Learned - NEI B-2 Table ML091420138 ML091320068

07-0040 4 Non-Power Operations Clarification ML082070249 ML082200528

08-0042 0 Fire Propagation from Electrical ML080230438 ML092110537
Cabinets ML091460350

08-0043 1 Electrical Cabinet Fire Location ML083540152 ML092120448
ML091470266

08-0044 0 Large Oil Fires ML081200099 ML092110516
ML091540179

08-0047 1 Spurious Operation Probability ML082770662 ML082950750

08-0048 0 Fire Ignition Frequency ML081200291 ML092190457
ML092180383

08-0049 0 Cable Fires ML081200309 ML092100274
ML091470242

08-0051 0 Hot Short Duration ML083400188 ML100900052
ML100820346

08-0053 0 Kerite-FR Cable Failure Thresholds ML08260021 ML120060267

07-0054* 1 Demonstrating Compliance with ML103510379 ML1 10140183
Chapter 4 of NFPA 805

09-0056 2 Radioactive Release Transition ML102810600 ML102920405

09-0057 3 New Shutdown Strategy ML100330863 ML100960568

10-0059 5 NFPA 805 Monitoring ML120410589 ML120750108

12-0062 1 UFSAR Content ML121430035 ML121980557
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Table H-1 - NEI 04-02 FAQs Utilized in LAR Submittal

No. Rev. Title FAQ Ref. Closure
Memo

12-0063 1 Fire Brigade Make-Up ML121670141 ML121980572

12-0067 1 Transformer Oil Collection Drain Basin ML13035A039 ML13037A425
Inspections

* Note: The FAQ submittal number was 08-0054 but the NRC closure memo for the FAQ was listed as

07-0054. FAQ 07-0054 was used to be consistent with the Closure Memo.
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment I - Definition of Power Block

The term "power block" is clarified in Section K.2 of NEI 04-02 as "structures that have
equipment required for nuclear plant operations, such as containment, auxiliary building,
service building, control building, fuel building, radiological waste, water treatment,
turbine building, and intake structure, or structures that are identified in the facility's
current license basis." The determination of which buildings are required for nuclear
plant operations (i.e., required to meet the nuclear safety or radioactive release
performance criteria identified in sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 of NFPA 805), and thus
considered within the power block, is identified below.

For the purposes of establishing the structures included in the CCNPP Fire Protection
program in accordance with 10 CFR 50.48(c) and NFPA 805, the buildings and
structures listed in the following table are considered to be part of the power block
based on the application of the preceding evaluation criteria.

Table I-1 - Power Block Definition

Power Block Structures Fire Area(s)

1,2,3,4,5,6, 7,8,9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 16A, 16B, 16C, 17, 17A, 17B, 17C,
18, 18A, 19, 19A, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,

Auxiliary Building 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, AB-1, AB-2,
AB-3, AB-4, AB-5, ABFL, KWAL

1A Emergency Diesel Generator DGBI
(EDG) Building

OC Station Blackout (SBO) Diesel DGB2
Generator Building

Reactor Enclosure - Unit No. 1 1 CNMT

Reactor Enclosure - Unit No. 2 2CNMT

Turbine Building/ North Service
Building (12' and 27' Elevations) TB/NSB/ACA, TBFL

Intake Structure IS

13.8 kV Switchgear House Unit 1

13.8 kV Switchgear House Unit 2

Condensate Storage Tank No. 12
Enclosure

YARD
Fire Protection Pump House

No. 2 Fuel Oil Storage Tank No. 21
Building

Pretreated-Well Water House
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J. Fire Modeling V&V
15 Pages
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment J - Fire Modeling V&V

Plant specific fire modeling at CCNPP in support of the FPRA consists of the following:

" The MCR abandonment calculation,

* Multi-compartment scenarios,

* Generic fire modeling treatments used as applicable to develop ZOls, and

* Plant-specific detailed fire modeling of various scenarios.

Each area of fire modeling is briefly described below.

Main Control Room Abandonment

The goal of the MCR abandonment report is to compute the time operators would
abandon the MCR using the NUREG/CR-6850 abandonment criteria. All calculations
are performed using the computational fluid dynamics Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS)
fire modeling tool.

Multi-Compartment Scenarios

The goal of the multi-compartment scenario report is to determine potential effects in
adjacent plant locations to the various postulated fire sources. All calculations are
performed using the first-order calculational methods of the Fire Dynamics Tools (FDTs)
fire modeling tools.

Generic Fire Modeling Treatments

Generic fire modeling treatments are used to establish ZOls for specific classes of
ignition sources and primarily serve as a screening calculation under NUREG/CR-6850,
Sections 8 and 11. The generic fire modeling treatments are based on a collection of
empirical and algebraic models and correlations performed using the first-order
calculational methods of the FDTs fire modeling tools.

Plant-Specific Fire Modeling Treatments

Plant-specific detailed fire modeling treatments are used to refine ZOI impacts for
specific classes of ignition sources as well as to define the ZOI impacts for select PAUs
in the fire PRA. This work also comes from NUREG/CR-6850, Section 11. The detailed
fire modeling treatments are based on a collection of empirical and algebraic models
and correlations performed using the first-order calculational methods of the FDTs fire
modeling tools, as well as the computational fluid dynamics FDS fire modeling tool.

See Tables J-1 through J-4 for more details of each fire modeling activity's V&V basis.
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment J - Fire Modeling V&V

Main Control Room Abandonment

Table J-1 V & V Basis for Fire Models I Model Correlations Used

Calculation Application V & V Basis Discussion
Smoke Concentration Calculates the smoke * NIST Special Publication V&V of Version 5 of FDS is documented in NIST
or Visibility using FDS concentration to estimate 1018-5, Volume 2 Special Publication 1018-5. The V&V of FDS
Version 5 visibility criteria for MCR * NIST Special Publication specifically for Nuclear Power Plant applications has
(Fixed Smoke Yield abandonment. 1018-5, Volume 3 been documented in NUREG-1824. It was concludedfrom Fire and Basic ;11-,Vlm
Lo Treans IV that FDS models the smoke concentration in an
LES Transport Method) iNUREG-1824, Volume 7 appropriate manner, and tends to over-predict the

NUREG/CR-6850, Section smoke concentration level, which is conservative.
11 Abandonment criterion that is more conservative than

the NUREG/CR-6850 criterion is used, which is
considered conservative.

Temperature Impacts Calculates the temperature • NIST Special Publication V&V of Version 5 of FDS is documented in NIST
using FDS Version 5 at a specified elevation to 1018-5, Volume 2 Special Publication 1018-5. The V&V of FDS
(Large Eddy Simulation estimate temperature * NIST Special Publication specifically for Nuclear Power Plant applications has
Model) criteria for MCR been documented in NUREG-1824. It was concluded

abandonment. 1018-5, Volume 3 that FDS models the gas temperature in an
- NUREG-1824, Volume 7 appropriate manner. In addition, FDS either predicts
I NUREG/CR-6850, Section the hot gas layer height and temperature within the

11 bounds of experimental uncertainty and it may over
predict plume temperatures at close distances above
the fire source, which would be conservative.
NUREG/CR-6850 abandonment criterion is used,
which is considered conservative.
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Multi-Compartment Scenarios

Table J-2 V & V Basis for Fire Models I Model Correlations Used

Calculation Application V & V Basis Discussion

Hot Gas Layer Calculates the hot gas 0 NUREG-1805, Chapter 2 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Method of McCaffrey, layer temperature for single - NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-
Quintiere, and and combination of * SFPE Handbook, 4th 1824. The correlation is documented in an
Harkleroad or MQH) adjacent rooms with natural authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire

ventilation. Edition, Chapter 3 Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
the limits of its range of applicability.

Hot Gas Layer Calculates the hot gas - NUREG-1805, Chapter 2 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Method of Foote, layer temperature for single . NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-
Pagni, and Alvares or and combination of 1824. The correlation is documented in an
FPA) adjaent rooms with fored Hanauthoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire

ventilation. Edition, Chapter 3 Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
the limits of its range of applicability.

Pool Fire Heat Release Calculates the heat release • NUREG-1805, Chapter 3 Correlation used is conservative since it does not use
Rate rate of a liquid hydrocarbon * SFPE Handbook, 4th the correction factor (always less than one) based on
(NUREG/CR-6850) fuel pool fire. Edition, Chapter 2 an empirical factor and pool diameter. The

formulations are provided in NUREG-1805, Chapter 3.
NUREG/CR-6850, Appendix The correlation is documented in an authoritative
G publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection

Engineering. The correlation is used within the limits
of its range of applicability.

Radiant Heat Flux Calculates the horizontal or * NUREG-1805, Chapter 5 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Point Source Method radial separation distance . NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-
of Drysdale) to a target in order to 1824. The correlation is documented in andetermine the horizontal * SFPE Handbook, 4th 184Thcorltnisdumteina

determine the horizdontl Eauthoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire
extent of the ZOI based on Edition, Chapter 3 Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
heat flux for electrical 0 NUREG/CR-6850, Appendix the limits of its range of applicability. NUREG/CR-
cabinets. H 6850 generic screening damage criteria are used,

which is considered conservative.
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Table J-2 V & V Basis for Fire Models I Model Correlations Used

Calculation Application V & V Basis Discussion

Radiant Heat Flux Calculates the horizontal or i NUREG-1805, Chapter 5 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Radiant Flame radial separation distance * NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-
Method) to a target in order to [ * SFPE Handbook, 4 th 1824. The correlation is documented in an

determine the horizontal authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire
extent of the ZOI based on ' Edition, Chapter 3 Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
heat flux for oil fires. NUREG/CR-6850, Appendix i the limits of its range of applicability. NUREG/CR-

H 6850 generic screening damage criteria are used,
which is considered conservative.
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Generic Fire Modeling Treatments

Table J-3 V & V Basis for Fire Models I Model Correlations Used

Calculation Application V & V Basis Discussion
Plume Centerline Calculates the vertical 0 NUREG-1805, Chapter 9 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
Temperature separation distance to a 0 NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-
(Method of Heskestad) target in order to determine . SFPE Handbook, 4"' 1824. The correlation is documented in an

the vertical extent of the authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire
ZOI based on temperature. Edition, Chapter 2 Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within

0 NUREG/CR-6850, Appendix the limits of its range of applicability. NUREG/CR-
H 6850 generic screening damage criteria are used,

which is considered conservative. Other plant-specific
damage criteria are also used, as appropriate, and are
documented in the CCNPP fire PRA.

Radiant Heat Flux Calculates the horizontal or . NUREG-1805, Chapter 5 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Point Source Method) radial separation distance , NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-(Poit SurceMetod)to a target in order to

doareteine thehorizonta SFPE Handbook, 4th 1824. The correlation is documented in an
determine the horizontal authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire
extent of the ZOI based on Edition, Chapter 3 Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
heat flux. * NUREG/CR-6850, Appendix the limits of its range of applicability. NUREG/CR-

H 6850 generic screening damage criteria are used,
which is considered conservative.

Radiant Heat Flux Calculates the horizontal or * NUREG-1 805, Chapter 5 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Radiant Flame radial separation distance i NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-
Method) to a target in order to SFPE Handbook, 4h 1824. The correlation is documented in an

determine the horizdontl Eauthoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire
extent of the ZOI based on Edition, Chapter 3 Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
heat flux. * NUREG/CR-6850, Appendix the limits of its range of applicability. NUREGICR-

H 6850 generic screening damage criteria are used,
which is considered conservative.

Hot Gas Layer Calculates the hot gas ° NUREG-1805, Chapter 2 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Method of McCaffrey, layer temperature for a * NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-
Quintiere, and room with natural SFPE Handbook, 4 th 1824. The correlation is documented in an
Harkleroad or MQH) ventilation. Edition, Chapter 3 authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire

Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
the limits of its range of applicability.
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Table J-3 V & V Basis for Fire Models I Model Correlations Used

Calculation Application V & V Basis Discussion

Hot Gas Layer Calculates the hot gas * NUREG-1 805, Chapter 2 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Method of Beyler) layer temperature for a , NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-closed compartment with

no ventilation. Note that * SFPE Handbook, 4h 1824. The correlation is documented in an
o Edition, Chapter 3 authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire

I Revision 1 of this FDT , Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
' spreadsheet is used, as is j the limits of its range of applicability.
appropriate.

Hot Gas Layer I Calculates the hot gas I * NUREG-1805, Chapter 2 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Method of Foote, layer temperature for a * NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-
FPA) ventilation. a SFPE Handbook, 4 th 1824. The correlation is documented in an
PaEdition, Chapter 3 authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire

Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
the limits of its range of applicability.

Hot Gas Layer Calculates the hot gas • NUREG-1805, Chapter 2 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Method of Deal and layer temperature for a * NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-Beyler) room with forced

ventilation. fre SFPE Handbook, 40 1824. The correlation is documented in an
Edition, Chapter 3 authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of FireProtection Engineering. The correlation is used within

the limits of its range of applicability.
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Plant-Specific Detailed Fire Modeling Treatments

Table J-4 V & V Basis for Fire Models I Model Correlations Used
Calculation Application V & V Basis Discussion

Pool Fire Heat Release I Calculates the heat release 9 NUREG-1805, Chapter 3 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
Rate I rate of a liquid hydrocarbon - NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model. The correlation is documented in an
(Method of fuel pool tire. 0 SFPE Handbook, 4c authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire
Babrauskas) Edition, Chapter 3 Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within

the limits of its range of applicability.

Pool Fire Burning Calculates the burning • NUREG-1805, Chapter 3 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
Duration duration of a liquid 0 NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model. The correlation is documented in an
(Method of hydrocarbon fuel pool fire. 0 SFPE Handbook, 4th authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire
Babrauskas) Edition, Chapter 3 Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within

the limits of its range of applicability.

Pool Fire Flame Height Calculates the flame height 9 NUREG-1805, Chapter 3 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Method of Heskestad) of a liquid hydrocarbon fuel * NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-

pool fire. 0 SFPE Handbook, 4h 1824. The correlation is documented in an
Edition, Chapters 2 and 3 authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire

Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
the limits of its range of applicability.

CCNPP Page J4
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Table J-4 V & V Basis for Fire Models I Model Correlations Used

Calculation Application V & V Basis Discussion
Pool Fire Flame Height Calculates the flame height * NUREG-1805, Chapter 3 j The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Method of Thomas) of a liquid hydrocarbon fuel * NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-

pool Ire. 0 SFPE Handbook, 4th 1824. The correlation is documented in an
Edition, Chapter 3 authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire

Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
the limits of its range of applicability.

Time to Ignition of Estimates the time to * NUREG-1805, Chapter 6 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
Combustible Materials ignition of a target 0 NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model. The correlation is documented in an
(Method of Tewarson) combustible material 0 SFPE Handbook, 4th authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire

exposed to a constant Protection Engineering. The correlation is used withinradiative heat flux. E d ition, C hapter 3th li ts o i s ra g of p l c b lty
the limits of its range of applicability.

Wall Flame Height Calculates the flame height 0 NUREG-1 805, Chapter 4 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Method of of a liquid hydrocarbon fuel - NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model. The correlation is documented in an
Delichatsios) pool fire when the fuel pool * SFPE Handbook, 4h authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire

is located against a wall. Edition, Chapter 3 Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
the limits of its range of applicability.

Corner Flame Height Calculates the flame height 9 NUREG-1805, Chapter 4 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Method of Hesemi and of a liquid hydrocarbon fuel . NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model. The correlation is documented in a publication
Tokunaga) pool fire when the fuel pool . Combustion Science and of the ASME and Combustion Science and

is located in a wall corner. Technology, Volume 40 Technology as documented in NUREG-1805. The
correlation is used within the limits of its range of
applicability.
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Table J-4 V & V Basis for Fire Models I Model Correlations Used

Calculation Application V & V Basis Discussion

Plume Centerline Calculates the vertical • NUREG-1 805, Chapter 9 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
Temperature separation distance to a 0 NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-
(Method of Heskestad) target in order to determine . SFPE Handbook, 4nt 1824. The correlation is documented in an

the vertical extent of the E authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire
ZOI based on temperature. Edition, Chapter 2 Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within

0 NUREG/CR-6850, Appendix the limits of its range of applicability. NUREG/CR-
H 6850 generic screening damage criteria are used,

which is considered conservative. Other plant-specific
S I ,damage criteria are also used, as appropriate, and are
_ _documented in the CCNPP fire PRA.

Radiant Heat Flux Calculates the horizontal or * NUREG-1805, Chapter 5 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Point Source Method) radial separation distance * NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-

to a target in order to * SFPE Handbook, 4th 1824. The correlation is documented in an
determine the horizontal authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire

I extent of the ZOI based on Edition, Chapter 3 Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
heat flux. 0 NUREG/CR-6850, Appendix the limits of its range of applicability. NUREG/CR-

H 6850 generic screening damage criteria are used,
which is considered conservative.

Radiant Heat Flux Calculates the horizontal or * NUREG-1805, Chapter 5 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Radiant Flame radial separation distance 0 NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-Method)to a target in order to
Method) determine the horizontal SFPE Handbook, 4t 1824. The correlation is documented in an

authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire
extent of the ZOI based on Edition, Chapter 3 Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
heat flux. * NUREG/CR-6850, Appendix the limits of its range of applicability. NUREG/CR-

H 6850 generic screening damage criteria are used,
which is considered conservative.

Hot Gas Layer Calculates the hot gas * NUREG-1805, Chapter 2 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Method of McCaffrey, layer temperature for a * NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-
Quintiere, and room with natural 0 SFPE Handbook, 4 th 1824. The correlation is documented in an
Harkleroad or MQH) ventilation. Edition, Chapter 3 authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire

Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
the limits of its range of applicability.
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Table J-4 V & V Basis for Fire Models I Model Correlations Used

Calculation Application V & V Basis Discussion

Hot Gas Layer Calculates the hot gas * NUREG-1 805, Chapter 2 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Method of Beyler) layer temperature for a * NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-

closed compartment with i SFPE Handbook, 4th 1824. The correlation is documented in an
no ventilation for use in authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire
assessing potential Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
damage to equipment or the limits of its range of applicability.
cables. Note that Revision
1 of this FDT spreadsheet
is used, as is appropriate.

Hot Gas Layer Calculates the hot gas * NUREG-1805, Chapter 2 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Method of Foote, layer temperature for a - NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-
Pagni, and Alvares or I room with forced ventilation 1824. The correlation is documented in anFPA) for use in assessing * SFPE Handbook, 4" 84 h oreaini ocmne na

poten a g authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire
Spotential damage to Edition, Chapter 3 Protection Engineering. The correlation is used within
equipment or cables. the limits of its range of applicability.

Hot Gas Layer Calculates the hot gas 0 NUREG-1805, Chapter 2 The correlation is used in the NUREG-1805 fire
(Method of Deal and i layer temperature for a • NUREG-1824, Volume 3 model, for which V&V was documented in NUREG-
Beyler) room with forced ventilation SFPE Handbook, 4th 1824. The correlation is documented in an

potential damage to Edition, Chapter 3 authoritative publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire
pProtection Engineering. The correlation is used within
equipment or cables. i the limits of its range of applicability.

Hot Gas Layer Impacts Calculates the hot gas * NIST Special Publication V&V of Version 5 of FDS is documented in NIST
using FDS Version 5 layer temperatures for 1018-5, Volume 2 Special Publication 1018-5. The V&V of FDS
(LES Transport Model) various compartments, and . NIST Special Publication specifically for Nuclear Power Plant applications has

the layer height for use in been documented in NUREG-1824. It was concluded
assessing potential 1018-5, Volume 3 that FDS models the hot gas layer height and
damage to equipment or * NUREG-1824, Volume 7 temperature in an appropriate manner. In addition,
cables. the predictions of the hot gas layer height and

temperature were deemed to be within the bounds of
experimental uncertainty.
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Table J-4 V & V Basis for Fire Models I Model Correlations Used

Calculation Application V & V Basis Discussion

Temperature Impacts Calculates the temperature e NIST Special Publication V&V of Version 5 of FDS is documented in NIST
using FDS Version 5 at various modeled 1018-5, Volume 2 Special Publication 1018-5. The V&V of FDS
(Large Eddy Simulation locations to determine the * NIST Special Publication specifically for Nuclear Power Plant applications has
Model) temperature ZOI at which been documented in NUREG-1824. it was concluded

equipment or cables will 1018-5, Volume 3 that FDS models the gas temperature in an
reach damage thresholds. * NUREG-1824, Volume 7 appropriate manner. In addition, FDS either predicts

NUREG/CR-6850, Appendix the hot gas layer height and temperature within the
H bounds of experimental uncertainty and it may over

predict plume temperatures at close distances above
the fire source, which would be conservative.
NUREG/CR-6850 generic screening damage criteria
are used, which is considered conservative. Other
plant-specific damage criteria are also used, as
appropriate, and are documented in the CCNPP fire

I PRA.
Heat Flux Impacts Calculates the heat flux at • NIST Special Publication V&V of Version 5 of FDS is documented in NIST
using FDS Version 5 various modeled locations 1018-5, Volume 2 Special Publication 1018-5. The V&V of FDS
(Finite Volume to determine the radiant NIST Special Publication specifically for Nuclear Power Plant applications has
Radiation Model) heat flux ZOI at which 1 1 been documented in NUREG-1824. It was concluded

equipment or cables will 1018-5, Volume 3 that FDS models the radiant heat in an appropriate
reach damage thresholds. a NUREG-1824, Volume 7 manner. In addition, the predictions of radiant heat

* NUREGICR-6850, Appendix and gas temperature were deemed to generally be
H within the bounds of experimental uncertainty.

NUREG/CR-6850 generic screening damage criteria
are used, which is considered conservative.

Flame Height Impacts Used to determine the ZOI * NIST Special Publication V&V of Version 5 of FDS is documented in NIST
using FDS Version 5 at which equipment or 1018-5, Volume 2 Special Publication 1018-5. The V&V of FDS
(Mixture Fraction cables will be impinged and 0 NIST Special Publication specifically for Nuclear Power Plant applications has
Combustion Model) damaged. 10been documented in NUREG-1824. It was concluded

.1018-5, Volume 3 that FDS models the flame height in an appropriate
0 NUREG-1824, Volume 7 manner. FDS was found to either correctly predict

flame heights or to over predict the flame heights,
which would be conservative.
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Table J-4 V & V Basis for Fire Models I Model Correlations Used

Calculation Application V & V Basis Discussion

Smoke Detection Determine temperature for • NUREG-1 805, Chapter 11 The criterion used is documented in the NUREG-1805
Actuation using FDS smoke detection timing * NUREG-1824, Volume 3 fire model. V&V of Version 5 of FDS is documented in
Version 5 estimates. Special Publication NIST Special Publication 1018-5. The V&V of FDS
(Using Temperature 1 185 Volume 2 specifically for Nuclear Power Plant applications has
Criteria) been documented in NUREG-1824. It was concluded

. NIST Special Publication that FDS models the gas temperature in an
1018-5, Volume 3 appropriate manner. In addition, FDS either predicts

* NUREG-1824, Volume 7 the hot gas layer height and temperature within the
bounds of experimental uncertainty and it may over
predict plume temperatures at close distances above
the fire source, which would be conservative.

Smoke Detection Heskestad and SFPE Handbook, 4" The temperature to smoke density correlation is
Actuation Correlation Delichatsios temperature to edition, Chapter 4-1, Custer documented in an authoritative publication of the
(Heskestad and smoke density for smoke R., Meacham B., and SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering. The
Delichatsios) detection timing estimates. Schifiliti, R., 2008 correlation is used within the limits of its range of

iapplicability.

SFPE Handbook, 4t i
Edition, Chapter 2-2, Alpert,
R., 2008

Cable Response to Live Calculates the temperature • NUREG/CR-6931, Volume 3 V&V of Version 5 of FDS is documented in NIST
Fire (CAROLFIRE) at various modeled * NIST Special Publication Special Publication 1018-5. The V&V of FDS
(Thermally-Induced locations to determine if Volume 2 specifically for Nuclear Power Plant applications has
Electrical Failure cables will reach damage 18been documented in NUREG-1824. Additionally, the
(THIEF) Model) thresholds. * NIST Special Publication THIEF model is benchmarked in NUREG/CR-6931,

1018-5, Volume 3 Section 9.2.3, through experimentally measured cable
I NUREG-1824, Volume 7 temperatures and times to failure compared with the

predictions of the THIEF model, and was found to
under-predict the time to failure (reaching threshold
temperature) by 15 %, on average. This result was
found to be realistic and is somewhat conservative.
This parameter was used as a secondary check to the
temperature and heat flux impacts.
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Table J-4 V & V Basis for Fire Models I Model Correlations Used

Calculation Application V & V Basis Discussion
Correlation for Heat Used to correlate * NUREG/CR-6850, Appendix The correlation is recommended by NUREG/CR-6850.
Release Rates and benchscale data to heat R The correlation is documented in an authoritative
Ignition Timing of Cable release rates from cable SFPE Handbook, 4n publication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection
Fires tray fires and estimate the , Engineering. The correlation is used within the limits
(Method of Lee) ignition time of cable tray Edition, Chapter 3 of its range of applicability.

fires or secondary ignition
of cable tray(s).
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 1

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2,
"Watertight Doors, Bullet Proof Doors, and Water Curtains"

Basis Date: August 16, 1982

Required Post Transition: Yes

Basis:

Approval for non-rated watertight doors, bullet proof doors, and water curtains to maintain the 3-
hour fire rating of barriers in which they are installed. Exemption submitted per BG&E letter
dated March 19, 1981 to the NRC provided the justification for the use of non-rated watertight
doors, bullet proof doors, and water curtains in 3-hr fire rated walls based on the following
design criteria:

1. Test report showed that watertight doors, bullet proof doors, and water curtains of the type
proposed, successfully passed a 3 hour fire test in accordance with test method ASTM E-1 19.

2. Hydraulic analyses verify the minimum water pressure at the most remote doorway water
curtain, under maximum flow conditions, is equal to or greater than that maintained during the
ASTM E-1 19 fire tests.

This exemption is active. The bases identified, and accepted by the NRC, reflect the current
plant configuration and remain valid.

Note that the exemption request credits a water curtain between the Tendon Gallery (Rooms
121 and 123) from the Piping Area (Rooms 203 and 224). However, the water curtain is
actually located between the Piping Area (Rooms 203 and 224) and the Recirculation Piping
Tunnel (Room 120 and 122). In addition, the exemption request credits a water curtain between
the Charging Pump Room (Room 115) and the corridor (Room 100). The room numbers have
since been revised and the correct room numbers are now Room 115C and Room 104. The
room discrepancies/revisions have no effect on the bases for acceptability of the exemption.

Applicable Fire Areas:

Fire Area Description
1 Unit 2 No. 21 ECCS Pump Room
2 Unit 2 No. 22 ECCS Pump Room
3 Unit 1 No. 12 ECCS Pump Room
4 Unit 1 No. 11 ECCS Pump Room
7 No. 13 Charging Pump Room
10 (-)10'+(-)15' Hallways and General Areas
11 Auxiliary Building (All Elevations) General and Miscellaneous Areas
12 Unit 2 Component Cooling Room
13 Unit 2 5' Fan Room
14 Unit 1 5' Fan Room
15 Unit 1 Component Cooling Room
24 Control Room Complex
25 Unit 2 45' Switchgear Room
30 1B Diesel Generator Room and RC Waste Room
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Licensing Action Number: 1

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2,
"Watertight Doors, Bullet Proof Doors, and Water Curtains"

Basis Date: August 16, 1982

34 Unit 1 45' Switchgear Room
39 Unit I Service Water Pump Room
40 Unit 2 Service Water Pump Room

Licensing Action Documentation:

Initial Request: Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Units Nos. 1 & 2; Dockets Nos. 50-317
and 50-318 Fire Protection Modifications

The letter dated March 19, 1981 from BG&E to the NRC states:

"3. Fire Barriers

Appendix R Section III.G discusses requirements for separation of safe shutdown equipment
into separate fire areas. It is silent regarding exactly how the criteria can be met, though in
Section III.N criteria are provided for fire doors when they are used to separate fire areas. In
previous responses, we proposed and provided justification for selective use of water curtains
for certain openings in fire barriers, in lieu of fire doors. This would appear to be allowed by
Appendix R provided water curtains could be shown to provide a fire barrier meeting the
applicable three-hour or one-hour criteria. Your disapproval of our proposals to meet SER Item
3.2.1 was based on two general points:

(a) The contention that the automatic water suppression system which provides the water
curtain will not always be actuated; and
(b) Lack of evidence demonstrating effectiveness of such a barrier.

Regarding point (a), it would appear that the actuation mechanism for the water curtain (fusible
links) is similar to the mechanism permitted by Section III.N.3 for closure of doors. This slim
potential for failure of actuation would therefore appear to be acceptable in Appendix R.
Regarding point (b), we are proposing performance of a test by an independent laboratory to
demonstrate the equivalence of a water curtain to three-hour and/or one-hour barriers. We
therefore request an exemption from the previous staff interpretation which allows no credit for
water curtains, pending successful completion of the proposed test. We will finalize plans for
the test upon receipt of firm indication from you that such approach will be acceptable."

Interim Correspondence:

The letter dated February 18, 1982 from BG&E to the NRC states:

"The attached listing delineates where water curtains are to be utilized to meet NRC Appendix
"R", Section IIIG separation criteria for alternate safe shutdown. The listed fire barriers are
required to separate redundant safe shutdown cables, components, and systems identified in
the previously submitted Interactive Cable Analysis for Unit 1 (only), Reference (e) above. The
following comments are offered for clarification and to put into perspective the use of water
curtains in lieu of other types of doorway protectives:

1. The Southwest Research Institute test of dedicated sprinklers at doorways demonstrated
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Licensing Action Number: 1

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2,
"Watertight Doors, Bullet Proof Doors, and Water Curtains"

Basis Date: August 16, 1982

that only one sprinkler head was required for effective three hour fire resistance. Two dedicated
sprinklers are provided at doorways, as indicated, in most cases, they are supplied from
independent sprinklers systems.
2. The identified "Conservative Fire Load" includes a large transient fire load (32x1 0A6 BTUs)
added to each area. This is provided to make a comparison to the ASTM E-1 19 Time- .
Temperature Curve used for structural fire tests. Most area fire loads are characteristically low,
the equivalent of 15 minutes or less. In actuality, transient combustibles are controlled by
Administrative Procedures so that excessive quantities cannot be introduced to shutdown
rooms.
3. Doorways are nominally 3'-0" x 7'-0" while the size of access hatch openings are identified
under "Remarks". Most of the doorways and access openings listed are equipped with some
form of closure. The balance are required to be unobstructed for ventilation purposes. The use
of water curtains prevents loss of ventilation during normal and emergency plant operation due
to accidental door closure.
4. System operability of water curtains is assured by sprinkler system alarm supervision. The
same type release mechanisms as used on doors (i.e., fusible links) are utilized to actuate
water curtains. Technical Specifications require continuous fire watches when sprinkler
systems are out-of-service, which further assures continuity of protection.
5. All rooms are provided with early warning automatic fire detection.

As indicated in Reference (d), which served to provide a progress report relative to the use of
water curtains, the submittal of the Southwest Research Institute report completes our
commitment relative to SER Item 3.1.20 and Appendix "R", Section IIIG separation criteria for
alternate safe shutdown."

The letter dated April 6, 1982 from BG&E to the NRC states:

"The calculation shows that sufficient pressure is available to certain sprinkler systems with
dedicated heads (identified in a listing of those doorways in Unit No. 1 fire barriers which are to
be protected by water curtains). This listing was also an enclosure to reference (a).

With reference to the attached hydraulic calculations, we offer the following for clarification and
to demonstrate the conservatism of the calculation:

1) Within the time constraint allowed, a simplistic hydraulic calculation was performed which
demonstrates the adequacy of the water supply to meet the demand.
2) The water supplies at Calvert Cliffs consists of two full sized standard fire pumps, a jockey
pump, a make-up pump and a 15,000 gallon pressurized water tank. Credit was taken for only
one of fire pump rated 2500 GPM at 125 PSI.
3) No credit was taken for head pressure gain from the fire pump suction tanks.
4) No attempt was made to utilize the plant grid system which provides a multiple loop piping
configuration which in turn would substantially reduce pipe friction losses to the various
designated systems.
5) The calculations assume that all sprinkler heads, including dedicated heads serving as water
curtains, are simultaneously flowing. This is conservative as it contemplates that in some cases
more than 30 sprinklers would be flowing. Fire experience shows that most fires are
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 1

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2,
"Watertight Doors, Bullet Proof Doors, and Water Curtains"

Basis Date: August 16, 1982

extinguished by less than five fire sprinklers in industrial occupancies.

The enclosed information substantiates the applicability of the Southwest Research Institute
report to Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant with regard to the use of water curtains.
Furthermore, this report documents the acceptability of watertight and bullet proof doors as
installed at Calvert Cliffs as alternatives to labeled fire doors. This completes our commitment
relative to SER Item 3.1.20 and Appendix R separation criteria."

The letter dated April 29, 1982 from BG&E to the NRC states:

"Calculations submitted with the referenced letter have been amended at the request of Mr.
Eberly. A copy of the revised calculations is provided as an enclosure to this letter. The
conclusions of the original submittal are not affected by these changes"

The letter dated June 8, 1982 from BG&E to the NRC states:

"Enclosed is a listing of additional doorways and openings in Fire Barriers which are to be
protected by water curtains (i.e. dedicated sprinklers). The requirements for protection of these
doorways is derived from the Unit 2 Interactive Cable Analysis for Calvert Cliffs and this list in
conjunction with the list furnished with Reference (a) represents all doors where protection by
water curtains is proposed.

General comments on the applicability of water curtains in lieu of fire doors were included in
Reference (a). Operability of the Unit 1 systems was confirmed in calculations submitted April
29, 1982 (see reference (C)). These calculations were based on highly conservative
assumptions (see Reference (b)); piping runs to the sprinkler systems on the attached list are
not significantly greater (hydraulically) than those previously encountered. Calculations will be
performed by July 30, 1982 to confirm the operability of systems for these additional doors.

This submission provides the additional information requested by the NRC to complete our
commitment relative to SER Item 3.1.20 and Appendix "R", Section III G, separation criteria for
alternate safe shutdown."

The letter dated July 16, 1982 from BG&E to the NRC states:

"Enclosed is a list of bulletproof and watertight doors which are proposed for use as fire doors
at Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant. The list was requested by Mr. R. Eberly (Nuclear
Regulatory Commission) during a site visit on July 8, 1982. A report substantiating the
suitability of these doors as fire doors was transmitted under reference (a).

Reference (b) indicated that hydraulic calculations to confirm the applicability (at CCNPP - Unit
2) of the Southwest Research Institute (SWRI) water curtain test results would be performed by
July 30, 1982. Confirming verbal notification to Mr. D. H. Jaffe and Mr. R. Eberly, these
calculations have been performed and are on record at Baltimore Gas and Electric Company.
In no instance was system pressure found to be inadequate to support water curtains as tested
by SWRI. All calculations were performed in accordance with the methods and guidelines
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 1

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2,
"Watertight Doors, Bullet Proof Doors, and Water Curtains"

Basis Date: August 16, 1982

established for the Unit 1 calculations (previously submitted under references (c) and (d)."

Exemption: Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 and 2 - Fire Protection Exemption Request

In letter dated August 16, 1982, the NRC states:

"The licensee has based this exemption request on the test report dated February 1982, "Fire
Evaluation of Doors and a Water Curtain," Southwest Research Institute project number 01-
6763-201. This report shows that watertight doors, bullet proof, doors, and water curtains of the
type proposed, successfully passed a 3-hour fire test conducted in accordance with test
method ASTM E-1 19, an acceptable method of demonstrating fire resistance. The licensee has
also performed hydraulic analyses submitted by letters dated April 6, 1982 and July 16, 1982
which verify that with the existing sprinkler piping arrangement, the minimum water pressure at
the most remote doorway water curtain, under maximum flow conditions, is equal to or greater
than that maintained during the ASTM-E119 fire tests.

We have evaluated the February 1982 test report and the supplemental information provided
and agree that the proposed alternatives provide a level of fire protection equivalent to the 3-
hour rated barrier, in that fire will not propagate to redundant trains. We therefore conclude that
the level of fire protection provided by the watertight doors, bullet proof doors, and water
curtains is equivalent to the level of protection required by the technical requirements of
Appendix R to 10 CFR 50, and therefore, the licensee's request to be exempted from the
requirement to provide 3-hour fire rated barriers for the areas described in Attachments 1 and
2, herein, should be granted."
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 2

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.3,
"Lack of fixed fire suppression system in Control Room
Complex"

Basis Date: April 21, 1983

Required Post Transition: No

Basis:

Approval for the lack of a fixed fire suppression system in the Control Room Complex.
Exemption submitted per BG&E letter dated March 4, 1983 to the NRC provided the
justification for the lack of a fixed fire suppression system in the Control Room.

The NSCA analysis has confirmed that fixed fire suppression is not required for NFPA 805
Chapter 4 compliance. The Control Room Complex, Fire Area 24, will transition with NFPA 805
Section 4.2.4.2 Performance-Based Approach - Fire Risk Evaluation with Simplifying
Deterministic Assumptions. Automatic fire suppression is not included in the deterministic
assumptions. Therefore, the exemption will not be transitioned to the NFPA 805 licensing basis.

Applicable Fire Areas:

Fire Area Description
24 Control Room Complex
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 3

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2,
"Lack of fixed fire suppression system in Intake Structure"

Basis Date: April 21, 1983

Required Post Transition: No

Basis:

Approval for the lack of a fixed fire suppression system in the Intake Structure. Exemption
submitted per BG&E letter dated March 4, 1983 to the NRC provided the justification for the
lack of a fixed suppression system in the Intake Structure.

The NSCA analysis has confirmed that fixed fire suppression is not required for NFPA 805
Chapter 4 compliance. The Intake Structure, Fire Area IS, will transition with NFPA 805 Section
4.2.4.2 Performance-Based Approach - Fire Risk Evaluation with Simplifying Deterministic
Assumptions. Automatic fire suppression is not included in the deterministic assumptions.
Therefore, the exemption will not be transitioned to the NFPA 805 licensing basis.

Applicable Fire Areas:

Fire Area Description
IS Intake Structure
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 4

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section Ill.G, "Lack
of full area fixed fire suppression coverage"

Basis Date: March 15, 1984

Required Post Transition: No

Basis:

Approval for the lack of a full area fixed fire suppression system in Fire Area 10. Exemption
submitted per BG&E letter dated November 21, 1983 to the NRC provided the justification for
the lack of full area fixed fire suppression coverage for Fire Area 10.

The NSCA analysis has confirmed that fixed fire suppression is not required for NFPA 805
Chapter 4 compliance. Fire Area 10 will transition with NFPA 805 Section 4.2.4.2 Performance-
Based Approach - Fire Risk Evaluation with Simplifying Deterministic Assumptions. Full area
automatic fire suppression is not included in the deterministic assumptions. Therefore, the
exemption will not be transitioned to the NFPA 805 licensing basis.

Applicable Fire Areas:

Fire Area Description
10 (-)10'/(-)15' Hallways and General Areas
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 5

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2,
"Watertight Doors and Dedicated Water Curtain"

Basis Date: March 15, 1984

Required Post Transition: Yes

Basis:

Approval for non-rated watertight doors and dedicated water curtain doors to maintain the 3-
hour fire rating of barriers in which they are installed. Exemption submitted per BG&E letter
dated November 21, 1983 to the NRC provided the justification for the use of the non-rated
watertight doors and dedicated water curtain in 3-hr fire rated walls based on the following
design criteria:

1. Test report showed that watertight doors, bullet proof doors, and water curtains of the type
proposed, successfully passed a 3 hour fire test in accordance with test method ASTM E-1 19.

2. Installation of a dedicated sprinkler head to provide three-hour protection for an unrated
metal emergency hatch. (Room 110 and Room 216A)

3. Hydraulic capacity of the sprinkler system is sufficient to ensure a water curtain density
consistent with that used in the ASTM E-1 19 tests.

This exemption is active. The bases identified, and accepted by the NRC, reflect the current
plant configuration and remain valid.

Applicable Fire Areas:

Fire Area Description
10 (-)10'/(-)15' Hallways and General Areas
11 Auxiliary Building (All Elevations) General and Miscellaneous Areas
39 Unit 1 Service Water Pump Room
40 Unit 2 Service Water Pump Room

Licensing Action Documentation:

Initial Request: Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Units Nos. 1 & 2; Dockets Nos. 50-317
and 50-318 Request for Exemption from Fire Protection Requirements

The November 21, 1983 BG&E letter to the NRC states:

"In Reference 1 the NRC granted BG&E an exemption from the requirements of Section III.G of
Appendix R to the extent that it requires approved fire door assemblies. With that exemption,
specific non-rated watertight doors, bullet-proof doors, and water curtains (dedicated sprinklers)
were approved for use in lieu of rated fire door assembles. Justification for the exemption was
provided by BG&E in Reference 2, which contained the results of a Southwest Research
Institute (SWRI) test report. Similarly, exemptions are hereby requested for the following fire
barrier penetrations:

a. Emergency Hatches Nos. 3 & 4 - These watertight doors allow passage between Service
Water Pump Room No. 226 and East Penetration Room No. 227 (Unit 1), and between Service
Water Pump Room No. 205 and East Penetration Room No. 206 (Unit 2), all on Elevation 5'-0".
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 5

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section Ill.G.2,
"Watertight Doors and Dedicated Water Curtain"

Basis Date: March 15, 1984

Separation between the service water pump rooms is provided by these hatches as required to
support the Interactive Cable Analyses (ICA's) for Unit 1 and Unit 2 (Reference 3 and 4). The
distance between the hatches is in excess of 400'.

The watertight door tested by SWRI measured 3'-0" by 7'-0". Emergency Hatches No. 3 and 4
measure 3'-0" by 3'-0" and were constructed in accordance with the same basic specifications
as the test door, except for size.

B. Unrated Metal Emergency Hatch Supplemented by Dedicated Water Curtain - We propose
to install a dedicated sprinkler head (water curtain) to provide three-hour protection for an
unrated metal emergency hatch between Corridor No. 110 (Elev. - 10'-0") and Reactor Coolant
Make-Up Pump Room No. 216A (Unit 2, Elev. 5'-0"). Room 216A is presently provided with
sprinkler protection. This sprinkler system will supply a dedicated sprinkler head on the Room
216A side of the hatch. On the Corridor No. 110 side of the hatch, a dedicated sprinkler head
will be supplied from the Room No. 106 sprinkler system. The hydraulic capacity of the
sprinkler systems supplying these dedicated heads is sufficient to ensure a water curtain
density on both side of the hatch consistent with that used in the SWRI test (see Reference 2)"

"The ability of Emergency Hatches Nos. 3 and 4 and the proposed water curtain to function as
fire barriers in accordance with an equivalent ASTM E-1 19 three-hour test has been
substantiated by the referenced SWRI testing; therefore, granting this exemption will not
represent a significant hazard to the public health safety."

Interim Correspondence: None

Exemption: Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 and 2 - Fire Protection Exemption Request

In letter dated March 15, 1984, the NRC states:

"By letter dated March 19, 1981, the licensee requested an exemption for similarly designed
watertight doors. This exemption was granted on August 16, 1982 based upon our evaluation
of test data which indicated that these water-tight doors would perform adequately as three-
hour rated fire doors (the ASTME-1 19 test).

Although the doors referenced in the November 21, 1983 letter are approximately one-half the
size of the doors tested per ASTM E-1 19, we conclude that the size difference would not
appreciably affect the test results.

With regard to the water curtains, the licensee's November 21, 1982 letter proposes installation
of a dedicated sprinkler head (water curtain) to provide three-hour protection for an unrated
metal emergency hatch between Corridor No. 110 (Elev. - 10'-0") and Reactor Coolant Make-
Up Pump Room No. 216A (Unit 2, Elev. 5'-0"). Room 216A is presently provided with sprinkler
protection. This sprinkler system will supply a dedicated sprinkler head on the Room 216A side
of the hatch. On the Corridor No. 110 side of the hatch, a dedicated sprinkler head will be
supplied from the Room No. 116 sprinkler system.
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 5

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2,
"Watertight Doors and Dedicated Water Curtain"

Basis Date: March 15, 1984

In an Exemption dated August 6, 1982, the staff approved the use of water curtains for specific
locations at Calvert Cliffs. This approval was based upon our evaluation of ASTM E-119 test
results which indicated that the proposed fire curtain design provided an equivalent level of fire
protection as the required 3-hour rated fire door assemblies, and will provide reasonable
assurance that a postulated fire will not propagate to redundant trains. The hydraulic capacity
of the sprinkler systems supplying the dedicated heads referenced in the licensee's November
21, 1982 letter is sufficient to ensure a water curtain density on both sides of the hatch
consistent with that used in ASTM E-1 19 tests and is therefore adequate.

Based upon the above, we conclude that the level of fire protection provided by the watertight
doors and water curtains is equivalent to the level of protection required by the technical
requirements of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50, and therefore, the licensee's request to be
exempted from the requirement to provide 3-hour fire rated barriers for the areas described in
Attachment 1, herein, should be granted."
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 6

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section Ill.G, "Lack
of full area fixed fire suppression coverage"

Basis Date: March 15, 1984

Required Post Transition: No

Basis:

Approval for the lack of a full area fixed fire suppression system in Fire Area 11. Exemption
submitted per BG&E letter dated November 21, 1983 to the NRC provided the justification for
the lack of full area fixed fire suppression.

The NSCA analysis has confirmed that fixed fire suppression is not required for NFPA 805
Chapter 4 compliance. Fire Area 11 will transition with NFPA 805 Section 4.2.4.2 Performance-
Based Approach - Fire Risk Evaluation with Simplifying Deterministic Assumptions. Full area
automatic fire suppression is not included in the deterministic assumptions. Therefore, the
exemption will not be transitioned to the NFPA 805 licensing basis.

Applicable Fire Areas:

Fire Area Description
11 Auxiliary Building (All Elevations) General and Miscellaneous Areas
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 7

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section 111.0, "RCP
Oil Collection System"

Basis Date: March 15, 1984

Required Post Transition: Yes

Basis:

Approval for the lack of oil collection tank sized to hold the lube oil inventory of all four RCP
motors. Exemption submitted per BG&E letter dated November 21, 1983 to the NRC provided
the justification for the existing RCP oil collection system based on the following design criteria:

1. Each of the oil collection tanks has the capacity of 275 gallons, compared to 225 gallons of
oil in the lube oil system of each pump

2. The components, except for the collection tanks, have been designed to withstand a safe
shutdown earthquake

3. If a failure of more than one RCP motor lube system occurred, the oil collection tank would
overflow onto the lower containment floor where there are no ignition sources

This exemption is active. The bases identified, and accepted by the NRC, reflect the current
plant configuration and remain valid.

Applicable Fire Areas:

Fire Area Description
1CNMT Unit 1 Containment
2CNMT Unit 2 Containment

Licensing Action Documentation:

Initial Request: Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Units Nos. 1 & 2; Dockets Nos. 50-317
and 50-318 Request for Exemption from Fire Protection Requirements

The November 21, 1983 BG&E letter to the NRC states:

"We request an exemption to permit the use of the present design consisting of two collection
tanks in each containment sized to accommodate the largest possible oil leak. Each tank
services two reactor coolant pump motors. This exemption request is based on the following
justification:

a. An oil spillage protection system has been provided for each reactor coolant pump motor.
The system consists of encapsulating devices installed around all potential leakage points.
Drain lines are sized and arranged to accommodate the maximum leak.

b. The reactor coolant pump and associated lube oil collection systems with the exception of
the oil collection tanks, have been designed and qualified to withstand the safe shutdown
earthquake. The oil collection tanks, located on the containment floor, are not ASME Code
qualified and are not seismically qualified. They are, however, supported and restrained to
prevent movement during the Design Basis Earthquake, thus providing assurance that they will
perform their function during and following a Safe Shutdown Earthquake.
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. Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 7

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section 111.0, "RCP
Oil Collection System"

Basis Date: March 15, 1984

C. All Lube Oil Collection Tank vents are equipped with U/L-approved flame arrestors.

D. A surveillance procedure (O.P. #6) has been established to demonstrate that the oil
collection systems remain functional, as follows:

1. At each refueling outage a visual examination of the encapsulation devices, drain piping,
and oil collection tanks is performed prior to startup.

2. Prior to startup, the oil collection tank level is checked routinely in accordance with the
procedure.

E. The Lube Oil Collection Tanks are U/L-approved 275 gallon fuel oil tanks. The RCP motors
have an upper bearing oil pot capacity of 200 gallons and a lower guide bearing oil pot capacity
of 25 gallons. The reactor coolant pumps are separated by a horizontal distance of twenty-five
feet and are seismically supported. Thus, it is very unlikely that a seismic event would result in
the same simultaneous failure of both of the RCP lube oil systems being served by the same oil
collection tank. The total lube oil inventory of 225 gallons is accommodated by the capacity of
the oil collection tank.

F. Finally, the consequences of a simultaneous release of all the oil from two RCP motors
would not be significant from a fire standpoint. Ignition of the oil is very unlikely, particularly with
the encapsulation system in place, since the oil would remain within the collection system and
would not come in contact with hot coolant piping, hangers or equipment. If the oil collection
tank were to overflow, the oil would merely flow from the tank vent line down to the floor, an
area free of ignition sources, then eventually flow to the containment sump."

Interim Correspondence: None

Exemption: Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 and 2 - Fire Protection Exemption Request

In a letter dated March 15, 1984, the NRC states:

"With regard to the RCP oil collection, the licensee has requested an exemption from Appendix
R Section 111.0 to the extent that it requires an oil collection tank sized to hold the lube oil
inventory of all four RCP motors.

Each Calvert Cliffs reactor coolant system has four reactor coolant pumps, with an oil collection
system which drains to two vented closed collection tanks (two pumps per tank). The quantity
of lubricating oil in each pump is 225 gallons. The capacity of each oil collection tank is 275
gallons. The components, except for the collection tanks, have been designed so that they are
capable of withstanding a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). The collection tanks are arranged
such that, if a failure of more than one RCP motor lube system occurred, the oil collection tank
would overflow onto the lower containment floor. The lubricating oil used in the RCP motors
has a flash point greater than 4000 F. There are no ignition sources at the floor level of the lower
containment.

The RCP motor lube oil system does not comply with Section 111.0 because the oil collection
tank is not sized to contain the entire lube oil system inventory. The RCP motor lube oil system
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 7

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section 111.0, "RCP
Oil Collection System"

Basis Date: March 15, 1984

is capable of withstanding the safe shutdown earthquake. The oil collection tank is proved with
sufficient capacity to hold the total lube oil inventory of one reactor coolant pump with margin
and is designed so that any overflow will be drained to a safe location. This combination of
features is acceptable.

Based on the above, the existing RCP motor lube oil collection system provides a level of
safety equivalent to the technical requirements of Section 111.0, therefore, the section should be
granted."

"Accordingly, the Commission has determined that, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.12, an exemption is
authorized by law and will not endanger life or property or the common defense and security
and is otherwise in the public interest and hereby grants the following exemptions with respect
to the requirements of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50:"

"Section 111.0 - "Oil Collection system for reactor coolant pump" The existing oil collection tank
capacity for Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 is adequate"
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 8

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R, Section Ill.J,
"Emergency Lighting"

Basis Date: August 22, 1990

Required Post Transition: No

Basis:

Approval for the use of portable lights due to the lack of fixed emergency lighting units in the
Containment Buildings. Exemption submitted per BG&E letter dated June 29, 1990 to the NRC
provided the justification for the use of portable lights in Containment due to the lack of fixed
emergency lighting.

Emergency lighting is required to support manual actions credited for compliance with NFPA
805 Chapter 4. However, there are no deterministic requirements for emergency lighting
contained within NFPA 805. Therefore, the exemption from the requirements of 10 CFR 50
Appendix R is not required. This exemption will not be transitioned under NFPA 805.

Applicable Fire Areas:

Fire Area Description
1 CNMT Unit 1 Containment
2CNMT Unit 2 Containment
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 9

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R, Section Ill.J,
"Emergency Lighting"

Basis Date: April 7, 1999

Required Post Transition: No

Basis:

Approval for the use of security lighting in plant exterior areas. Exemption submitted per BG&E
letter dated October 6, 1997 to the NRC provided the justification for the use of the security
lighting instead of emergency lighting for the exterior.

Emergency lighting is required to support manual actions credited for compliance with NFPA
805 Chapter 4. However, there are no deterministic requirements for emergency lighting
contained within NFPA 805. Therefore, the exemption from the requirements of 10 CFR 50
Appendix R is not required. This exemption will not be transitioned under NFPA 805.

Applicable Fire Areas:

Fire Area Description
Yard Outside Yard Area and Buildings
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 10

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R, Section Ill.J,
"Emergency Lighting"

Basis Date: April 7, 1999

Required Post Transition: No

Basis:

Approval for the use of portable lights in high radiation areas (Rooms 321 and 326). Exemption
submitted per BG&E letter dated October 6, 1997 to the NRC provided the justification for the
portable lights due to the lack of fixed emergency lighting.

Emergency lighting is required to support manual actions credited for compliance with NFPA
805 Chapter 4. However, there are no deterministic requirements for emergency lighting
contained within NFPA 805. Therefore, the exemption from the requirements of 10 CFR 50
Appendix R is not required. This exemption will not be transitioned under NFPA 805.

Applicable Fire Areas:

Fire Area Description
11 Auxiliary Building (All Elevations) General and Miscellaneous Areas
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Licensing Action Number: 11

Licensing Action Description: Exemption from 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R, Section Ill.J,
"Emergency Lighting"

Basis Date: April 7, 1999

Required Post Transition: No

Basis:

Approval for the use of helmet lights inside switchgear cabinets in Rooms 407 and 430.
Exemption submitted per BG&E letter dated October 6, 1997 to the NRC provided the
justification for use of portable helmet lights due to the lack of fixed emergency lighting.

Emergency lighting is required to support manual actions credited for compliance with NFPA
805 Chapter 4. However, there are no deterministic requirements for emergency lighting
contained within NFPA 805. Therefore, the exemption from the requirements of 10 CFR 50
Appendix R is not required. This exemption will not be transitioned under NFPA 805.

Applicable Fire Areas:

Fire Area Description
25 Unit 2 45' Switchgear Room
34 Unit 1 45' Switchgear Room
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment L - NFPA 805 Chapter 3 Requirements for Approval

L. NFPA 805 Chapter 3 Requirements for Approval
(10 CFR 50.48(c)(2)(vii))

25 Pages
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Constellation Energy Nuclear Group Attachment L - NFPA 805 Chapter 3 Requirements for Approval

Approval Request 1

NFPA 805 Section 3.2.3(1) states:

"Procedures shall be established for implementation of the fire protection program. In
addition to procedures that could be required by other sections of the standard, the
procedures to accomplish the following shall be established:

Inspection, testing, and maintenance for fire protection systems and features credited
by the fire protection program."

This request is to allow CCNPP to utilize performance based methods to establish the
appropriate inspection, testing, and maintenance frequencies for fire protection systems
and features required by NFPA 805. Performance-based inspection, testing, and
maintenance frequencies will be established as described in EPRI Technical Report
1006756 (Reference 6.35). CCNPP requests NRC approval to utilize these
performance-based methods as an acceptable variance from the requirements of NFPA
805 Chapter 3 requirements.

Basis for Request:

NFPA 805 Section 2.6, Monitoring, requires that "A monitoring program shall be
established to ensure that the availability and reliability of the fire protection systems
and features are maintained and to assess the performance of the fire protection
program in meeting the performance criteria. Monitoring shall ensure that the
assumptions in the engineering analysis remain valid."

NFPA 805 Section 2.6.1, Availability, Reliability, and Performance Levels, requires that
"Acceptable levels of availability, reliability, and performance shall be established."

NFPA 805 Section 2.6.2 requires that "Methods to monitor availability, reliability, and
performance shall be established. The methods shall consider the plant operating
experience and industry operating experience."

The scope and frequency of the inspection, testing, and maintenance activities for fire
protection systems and features required in the fire protection program have been
established based on the previously approved Technical Specifications I License
Controlled Documents and appropriate NFPA codes. This request does not involve the
use of the EPRI Technical Report TR-1006756 to establish the scope of those activities
as that is determined by the required systems review identified in Attachment C, Table
C-2.

This request is specific to the use of EPRI Technical Report TR-1006756 to establish
the appropriate inspection, testing, and maintenance frequencies for fire protection
systems and features credited by the fire protection program. As stated in EPRI
Technical Report TR-1006756, Section 10.1, "The goal of a performance-based
surveillance program is to adjust test and inspection frequencies commensurate with
equipment performance and desired reliability." This goal is consistent with the stated
requirements of NFPA 805 Section 2.6. The EPRI Technical Report TR-1006756
provides an accepted method to establish appropriate inspection, testing, and
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maintenance frequencies which ensure the required NFPA 805 availability, reliability,
and performance goals are maintained.

The target tests, inspections and maintenance will be those activities for the NFPA 805
required fire protection systems and features. The reliability and frequency goals will be
established to ensure the assumptions in the NFPA 805 engineering analysis remain
valid. The failure criterion will be established based on the required fire protection
systems and features credited functions and will ensure those functions are maintained.
Data collection and analysis will follow the Technical Report TR-1006756 document
guidance. The failure probability will be determined based on the Technical Report TR-
1006756 guidance and a 95% confidence level will be utilized. The performance
monitoring will be performed in conjunction with the monitoring program required by
NFPA 805 section 2.6 and it will ensure site specific operating experience is considered
in the monitoring process. The following is a flow chart that identifies the basic process
that will be utilized:
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Program Framework
Identify Target Tests and Inspections

Establish Reliability and Frequency Goals

Set Failure Criteria

Assess Licensing Impact and Other Constraints

I
Data Collection and Evaluation

Establish Data Collection Guidelines

Collect Required Surveillance Data

Assemble Data in Spreadsheet or Database

Analyze Data to Identify Failures

Reliability and Uncertainty Analysis

Compute Failure Probabilities

Compute Uncertainty Limits

Confirm That Reliability Supports Target Frequency

I
Program Implementation

Modify Program Documents

Revise Surveillance Procedures

Conduct Ongoing Performance Monitoring

Refine and Modify Frequencies as Appropriate

EPRI TR-1006756 - Figure 10-1
Flowchart for Performance-Based Surveillance Program
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Acceptance Criteria Evaluation:

Nuclear Safety and Radiological Release Performance Criteria:

Use of performance based test frequencies established per EPRI TR-1006756 methods
combined with NFPA 805 Section 2.6, Monitoring Program, will ensure that the
availability and reliability of the fire protection systems and features are maintained to
the levels assumed in the NFPA 805 engineering analysis. Therefore, there is no
adverse impact to Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria by the use of the performance
based methods in EPRI TR-1006756.

The radiological release performance criteria are satisfied based on the determination of
limiting radioactive release (Refer to Attachment E of this LAR). Fire protection systems
and features are credited as part of that evaluation. Use of performance based test
frequencies established per EPRI TR-1006756 methods combined with NFPA 805
Section 2.6, Monitoring Program, will ensure that the availability and reliability of the fire
protection systems and features are maintained to the levels assumed in the NFPA 805
engineering analysis which includes those assumptions credited to meet the radioactive
release performance criteria. Therefore, there is no adverse impact to radioactive
release performance criteria.

Safety Margin and Defense-in-Depth:

Use of performance based test frequencies established per EPRI TR-1006756 methods
combined with NFPA 805 Section 2.6, Monitoring Program, will ensure that the
availability and reliability of the fire protection systems and features are maintained to
the levels assumed in the NFPA 805 engineering analysis which includes those
assumptions credited in the risk evaluation safety margin discussions. In addition, the
use of these methods in no way invalidates the inherent safety margins contained in the
codes used for design and maintenance of fire protection systems and features.
Therefore, the safety margin inherent and credited in the analysis has been preserved.

The three echelons of defense-in-depth described in NFPA 805 section 1.2 are 1) to
prevent fires from starting (combustible/hot work controls), 2) rapidly detect, control and
extinguish fires that do occur thereby limiting damage (fire detection systems, automatic
fire suppression, manual fire suppression, pre-fire plans), and 3) provide adequate level
of fire protection for systems and structures so that a fire will not prevent essential
safety functions from being performed (fire barriers, fire rated cable, success path
remains free of fire damage, recovery actions).

Echelon 1 is not affected by the use of EPRI TR-1006756 methods. Use of performance
based test frequencies established per EPRI TR-1006756 methods combined with
NFPA 805 Section 2.6, Monitoring Program, will ensure that the availability and
reliability of the fire protection systems and features credited for DID are maintained to
the levels assumed in the NFPA 805 engineering analysis. Therefore, there is no
adverse impact to echelons 2 and 3 for the defense in depth.
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Conclusion:

NRC approval is requested for use of the performance based methods contained in
EPRI TR-1006756 to establish the appropriate inspection, testing, and maintenance
frequencies for fire protection systems and features required by NFPA 805. As
described above, this approach is considered acceptable because it:

(A) Satisfies the performance goals, performance objectives, and performance
criteria specified in NFPA 805 related to nuclear safety and radiological
release;

(B) Maintains safety margins; and

(C) Maintains fire protection defense-in-depth (fire prevention, fire detection, fire
suppression, mitigation, and post-fire nuclear safety capability).
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Approval Request 2

NFPA 805 Section 3.3.5.1 states:

"Wiring above suspended ceilings shall be kept to a minimum. Where installed,
electrical wiring shall be listed for plenum use, routed in armored cable, routed in
metallic conduit, or routed in cable trays with solid metal top and bottom covers."

The areas at CCNPP listed below contain some wiring above suspended ceilings that is
not in compliance with NFPA 805 Section 3.3.5.1. CCNPP requests NRC approval for
the wiring above suspended ceilings in the subject rooms as an acceptable variance
from the requirements of NFPA 805 Chapter 3 requirements.

This request is applicable to the following rooms at CCNPP:

* Access Control Area (including Chemistry Lab Area) in the Turbine Building:

o 501, Hot Water Storage Tank Access Control
o 541, Chemistry Offices
o 542, Janitor Closet by Check In/Out Desk
o 543, Chemistry Storage
o 544, Dosimetry Check In/Out Desk
o 546, E/W Hall Adjacent to DOS Check In
o 547, Women's Toilet
o 548, Women's Shower
o 549, Women's Locker Room
o 550, Men's Shower
o 552, Men's Lavatory/Sink Area
o 553, Men's Toilet
o 554, Men's Locker Room
o 555, N/S Hall Adjacent to Men's Locker Room
o 557, Hallway Outside Stairwell T-4
o 558, Offices
o 559, Computer Room
o 560, Computer HVAC Equipment Room
o 561, Storage in Men's Lavatory
o 564, Electrical Room
o 565, Storage Near Computer Room
o 571, ALARA Office
o 572, Rad Con Technical Area
o 573, Rad Con Office
o 574, Rad Con Supervisor's Office
o 575, Passage Outside Respirator Issue (Rad Con)
* 578, Rad Control Counting Room
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o 579, Access Control Conference Office
o 583, Passage - Between Elevator & ALARA Room
o 584, Plant Chemistry Data Analysis
o 585, Passage to AB 69' Entrance

* Fire Area 24 in the Auxiliary Building:

o 400, Control Room Vestibule
o 401, Operations Shift Office
o 402, Control Room Men's toilet
o 403, Control Room Women's Toilet
o 404, Control Room Kitchen
o 415, Passage between Kitchen and Toilet
o 432, Control Room Annex
o 434, Turbine Building Passage to AB-1 and TSC
o 436, Technical Support Center
o 437, Technical Support Annex
o 444, Central Alarm Station

" Fire Area 11 (ACA) in the Auxiliary Building:

o 586, Plant Chemistry Cold Lab
o 587, Frisker Area - PCMs, etc.
o 588, Plant Chemistry Clean Room
o 589, Chemistry Gas Bottle Storage
o 590, Plant Chemistry Storage
o 591, Frisker Area
o 592, Plant Chemistry Corridor
o 593, Plant Chemistry Counting Area
o 595, Plant Chemistry Hot Lab - East
o 596, Plant Chemistry Hot Lab - West
o 597, Plant Chemistry Hot Lab - Southwest Corner

Basis for Request:

It has been verified from plant walkdowns and above-ceiling surveys that the majority of
the cables above the ceilings are either enclosed in metal raceway or listed for plenum
use in compliance with Section 3.3.5.1. However, it is not confirmed with certainty that
all of the cables that are not enclosed in metal raceway (exposed) are listed for plenum
use. This request is therefore based on the assumption that some small population of
the cables that are exposed is also not listed for plenum use. These are referred to as
"unverified" cables in the request narrative herein. It is undetermined whether these
unverified cables meet IEEE-383 (Reference L-1) or other qualification standards.
These cables are therefore also assumed to be "unqualified" in terms of combustibility,
for the purposes of this request for approval. There is no automatic fire suppression or
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detection above the ceilings in these areas. However, the NSCA-credited cables that
are routed through these above-ceiling areas are protected by metal conduit.

This variance is technically acceptable based on the following:

Based on walkdowns and above-ceiling surveys in these areas, no ignition sources
were observed above the suspended ceilings except for extension cords which are
potentially susceptible to self-ignition. Exposed wiring above these ceilings was
observed to be low-voltage communication and data type "network" cables which are
not prone to heat-generating overload faults. No other fixed ignition sources (i.e. fans,
fan motors, etc.) were observed above the ceilings.

Industry experience has shown that in the unlikely event of a self-ignited cable tray fire,
the fire is not expected to spread beyond the cable tray of fire origin. The EPRI fire
events database shows that self-ignitable tray fires have only led to localized failures in
a small number of cables within a single raceway. No event has led to sustained open
flaming fires, or damage to cables beyond the initially impacted raceway.

The extension cords above the ceilings in question are not bundled with cables or other
combustibles, nor are they routed in cable trays. There is even less likelihood that a
self-ignited extension cord fire will lead to a sustained open flaming fire, due to a lack of
combustible material in the vicinity of the extension cords. The only other significant
combustible material observed above the ceilings was ventilation duct wrap insulation.
Documentation of this material identifies that the duct wrap insulation has a flame
spread rating of less than 25. The duct wrap insulation will therefore not support
sustained combustion or fire growth. In the unlikely event of fire originating in the
exposed non-plenum cable, fire will not spread to the duct wrap insulation.

Attachment 3 of CNG-FES-007(Reference 6.38) states: "Minimize wiring above
suspended ceilings. Where installed, electrical wiring shall be listed for plenum use,
routed in armored cable, routed in metallic conduit, or routed in cable trays with solid
metal top and bottom covers." This procedure is in place to ensure that future
compliance with this NFPA 805 requirement is achieved.

Per Drawing 60739SH0001 (Reference L-2), ACA ventilation is served by one supply
unit (RTU-1) and two independent exhaust units (access control exhaust fans 11 and
12).

In the Fire Area 11 portion of the ACA, supply and exhaust registers in the ceiling are
ducted to and from these units, as shown in Drawing 60597 (Reference L-3). The
above-ceiling space is therefore not used as an air plenum.

On the Turbine Building side of the ACA, supply registers in the ceiling are ducted to the
supply unit, but some exhaust registers in the ceiling are not ducted, as shown in
Drawing 60597 (Reference L-3). Exhaust air is pulled from the ceiling plenum into ducts
that lead to the Unit 2 Main Exhaust Plenum where it is exhausted by the main plant
exhaust fan 21 or 22. Per Drawings 61085SH00057 (Referecne L-4); 61085SH0058
(reference L-5); and 63085SH003B (Reference L-6); the ACA exhaust fans are
interlocked with the Main Plant Exhaust Fans as well as the ACA supply unit RTU-1.
Per Drawings 60739SH0001 (Reference L-7) and 60722SH0001 (Reference L-8), the
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exhaust air discharges outside and is not recycled and returned to the ACA or any other
part of the building.

For the Auxiliary Building ventilation system, including Fire Area 24, supply and exhaust
registers in the ceiling are ducted to and from air handling units as shown in Drawing
60317 (References L-9, L-10, L-1 1) and Drawing 60319SH0002 (Reference L-12). The
above-ceiling space is therefore not used as an air plenum.

Acceptance Criteria Evaluation:

Nuclear Safety and Radiological Release Performance Criteria:

As indicated above, there are limited ignition sources above the suspended ceilings in
these areas; however, per industry findings, the postulated fires should not grow beyond
the cable tray (or cable, or extension cord) of origin. The combustibles above the
ceilings are insufficient to support a sustained fire or fire growth and as such will not
cause fire damage to nuclear safety components, which are protected by metal conduit
and/or metal-covered trays. Therefore, there is no impact on the nuclear safety
performance criteria.

The cables above the suspended ceilings have no impact on the radiological release
performance criteria. The radiological release performance criteria are satisfied based
on the determination of limiting radioactive release (Attachment E), which is not affected
by the cables above the suspended ceilings that do not comply with the requirements
specified in section 3.3.5.1 of NFPA 805.

Safety Margin and Defense-in-Depth:

Exposed, non-plenum-rated electrical wiring located above suspended ceilings is
minimal, and is sufficiently dispersed. Industry experience has shown that cable fires
are limited to the cable tray of origin. A self-ignited cable fire will not grow to a size that
could cause damage to components necessary for nuclear safety capability, which are
protected in metal conduit. Therefore, the safety margin inherent in the analysis for the
fire event has been preserved.

The three echelons of defense-in-depth are:

(1) To prevent fires from starting (combustible/hot work controls)

(2) Rapidly detect, control and extinguish fires that do occur, thereby limiting
damage (fire detection systems, automatic fire suppression, manual fire
suppression, pre-fire plans)

(3) Provide adequate level of fire protection for systems and structures so that a fire
will not prevent essential safety functions from being performed (fire barriers, fire
rated cable, success path remains free of fire damage, recovery actions)

Per NFPA 805 Section 1.2, defense-in-depth is achieved when an adequate balance of
each of these elements is provided.

Exposed, non-plenum rated electrical wiring and extension cords located above
suspended ceilings do not significantly affect echelon 1 of the defense-in-depth concept
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of preventing fires from occurring. The limited quantity of this wiring above suspended
ceilings will not result in open, sustained flaming and is therefore not capable of causing
fire damage to components necessary for nuclear safety capability, which are protected
in enclosed metal raceways. Therefore, echelons 2 and 3 of the defense-in-depth
concept are also maintained. Since a balance of the elements is provided, defense-in-
depth is achieved.

Conclusion:

NRC approval is requested for the existence of exposed non-plenum-rated electrical
wiring above suspended ceilings. Based on the assessment above, the level of risk
encountered by this configuration is acceptable. As described above, this approach is
considered acceptable because it:

(A) Satisfies the performance goals, performance objectives, and performance
criteria specified in NFPA 805 related to nuclear safety and radiological
release;

(B) Maintains safety margins; and

(C) Maintains fire protection defense-in-depth (fire prevention, fire detection, fire
suppression, mitigation, and post-fire nuclear safety capability).
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Approval Request 3

NFPA 805 Section 3.3.1.3.1 states:

"A hot work safety procedure shall be developed, implemented, and periodically
updated as necessary in accordance with NFPA 51B, Standard for Fire Prevention
During Welding, Cutting, and Other Hot Work, and NFPA 241, Standard for
Safeguarding Construction, Alteration, and Demolition Operations."

NFPA 51 B, 1999 Edition, Section 3-2 states, in part:

"Hot work shall not be allowed in the following areas:

(b) In sprinklered buildings while such protection is impaired."

CCNPP hot work procedures are documented in Procedure SA-1-100 (Reference L-13).
SA-1-100 allows hot work to be performed in plant areas that are protected by
automatic sprinkler systems while such systems are impaired, contingent on fire
marshal or Engineering Programs Unit approval. Administrative procedure SA-1-100 is
therefore not in compliance with the hot work requirements of section 3-2(b) of NFPA
51B. CCNPP requests NRC approval for performance of hot work in sprinklered
buildings while such systems are impaired as an acceptable variance from the
requirements of NFPA 805 Chapter 3 requirements.

Basis for Request:

While expected to be a very uncommon occurrence, CCNPP anticipates that there may
be occasions where hot work is necessary in sprinklered plant areas while such
systems are temporarily impaired. Any fire area containing a sprinkler system, as
identified in Attachment C, Table C-2 of this transition report, is subject to the provisions
of this request. The procedures that are in place to limit combustibles and control hot
work are administratively controlled per section 5.3.F.1 and 5.3.F.2 of procedure SA-1-
100. With the exception of section 3-2(b) of NFPA 511B, the procedure employed for hot
work is a rigorous one and in compliance with the applicable requirements of the 1999
Edition of NFPA 51B and the 2000 Edition of NFPA 241 (codes of record). A summary
of the key elements of the procedure is provided below.

" A permit application for hot work is submitted to the fire marshal.

* The fire marshal assigns a number to the permit, reviews the permit, and conducts
and inspection of the area prior to commencing work.

" A hot work permit hazard analysis checklist is successfully completed before starting
work.

* The Operations group is notified prior to all hot work. This notification is required
once per shift.

" A hot work fire watch, with the appropriate fire extinguisher for the type and size for
the hazard, is required to be present during the hot work activity and must remain in
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the immediate work area for a minimum of 30 minutes following completion of the

hot work activity.

* Back-up fire suppression equipment is available in areas where the fire suppression
system is inactive.

" Combustibles located within 35 feet of the work area are removed prior to hot work
operations. For permanent combustibles that cannot be removed, they must be
covered with the appropriate style of blanket.

" Equipment is checked prior to the activity to ensure it is in good working condition.

" If hot work is required in an area in which nuclear safety compensatory actions are in
place, completion of a form approved by the system manager, shift
manager/operations maintenance coordinator, fire marshal, and responsible
maintenance group supervisor is required per Procedure SA-1-102 (Reference L-
15).

* Hot work procedures are in compliance with all other applicable NFPA 51B and
NFPA 241 requirements, including those related to management, permit-authorizing
individual, hot work operator training, fire watch (and training) alarm activation, hot
work areas, hot work permits, hot tapping, and fire prevention (precautions regarding
combustibles, inadvertent sprinkler discharge, etc.)

These procedures demonstrate the highest standard of care in fire prevention measures
for hot work activities. The rigorous approval, documentation, training, hazard analysis,
precautions, lack of combustibles, manual suppression, training, and vigilance ensure
that the occurrence of a fire during hot work operations is very unlikely. The risk of a
fire growing uncontrolled beyond the incipient stage due to hot work is therefore not
considered a credible scenario.

Acceptance Criteria Evaluation:

Nuclear Safety and Radiological Release Performance Criteria:

Although the hot work requirements in SA-1-100 do not comply with section 3-2(b) of
NFPA 51 B, there are strict procedures in place to limit the combustibles, control the hot
work within the area, and provide a fire watch to promptly extinguish any fires that do
occur. Therefore, there is no impact on the nuclear safety performance criteria.

The use of the current procedure to perform hot work activities has no impact on the
radiological release performance criteria. The radiological release performance criteria
are satisfied based on the determination of limiting radioactive release (Attachment E),
which is not affected by SA-1 -1 00.

Safety Margin and Defense-in-Depth:

There are procedures in place to limit the combustibles and control the hot work within
the area. Since fire prevention and manual suppression is maintained per procedure
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SA-1-100, the safety margin inherent in the analysis for the fire event has been
preserved.

The three echelons of defense-in-depth are:

(1) To prevent fires from starting (combustible/hot work controls)

(2) Rapidly detect, control and extinguish fires that do occur, thereby limiting
damage (fire detection systems, automatic fire suppression, manual fire
suppression, pre-fire plans)

(3) Provide adequate level of fire protection for systems and structures so that a fire
will not prevent essential safety functions from being performed (fire barriers, fire
rated cable, success path remains free of fire damage, recovery actions)

Per NFPA 805 Section 1.2, defense-in-depth is achieved when an adequate balance of
each of these elements is provided.

Echelons 1, 2, and 3 are met through the limiting of combustibles, control of hot work,
and availability of fire watch (i.e., manual suppression), through procedure SA-1-100.
The hot work procedures therefore do not compromise manual fire suppression
functions or post-fire nuclear safety capability. Since a balance of the elements is
provided, defense-in-depth is achieved.

Conclusion:

NRC approval is requested for the allowance of hot work activities in buildings with
impaired sprinkler systems in accordance with procedure SA-1-100, contrary to the
requirements of Section 3.2(b) of NFPA 51B, 1999 Edition. Based on the analysis
above, the level of risk encountered by maintaining this current practice is acceptable,
and the approach is considered acceptable because it:

(A) Satisfies the performance goals, performance objectives, and performance
criteria specified in NFPA 805 related to nuclear safety and radiological
release;

(B) Maintains safety margins; and

(C) Maintains fire protection defense-in-depth (fire prevention, fire detection, fire
suppression, mitigation, and post-fire nuclear safety capability).
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Approval Request 4

NFPA 805 Section 3.6.1 states:

"For all power block buildings, Class Ill standpipe and hose systems shall be installed
in accordance with NFPA 14, Standard for the Installation of Standpipe, Private
Hydrant, and Hose Systems."

The standpipe and hose system at CCNPP is a Class I standpipe system (2%-inch hose
outlets provided for use by the trained fire brigade) in accordance with the 1970, 1973,
and 1990 editions of NFPA 14, and is not a Class III system (2%-inch hose outlets
provided for use by the trained fire brigade and small occupant-use hose outlet and
hose provided for use by building occupants) as required by NFPA 805. CCNPP
requests NRC approval for the Class I standpipes as an acceptable variance from the
requirements of NFPA 805 Section 3.6.1.

Basis for Request:

The design and construction of the fire protection system at CCNPP includes
standpipes and hose stations for manual fire-fighting purposes. Per procedure SA-1-101
(Reference L-14), building occupants are instructed to notify the control room to report a
fire and to utilize extinguishers or actuate an installed fire suppression system only if
appropriately trained to do so. Occupants are not instructed to utilize standpipe and
hose systems.

The use of small-diameter hose by building occupants is not sufficient for the purposes
of fighting any fire other than an incipient fire when compared with larger-diameter hose
utilized by the trained fire brigade. Since the original design of the plant, the equipment
and tactics to fight interiors fires have evolved and improved. The fire brigade conducts
simulated and live fire training with 1%-inch fire-fighting hose, not the 1%-inch hose that
is typically used as occupant-use hose in a Class III system. The fire brigade carries
their own high-rise pack that contains a minimum of 100 feet of 1%-inch fire-fighting
hose, as well as the 2%-inch-to-VA-inch adapter required to attach the hose to the
standpipe. Each standpipe location is equipped with a universal spanner wrench per
procedure to facilitate connecting this hose to the standpipe. The fire brigade is trained
to connect the 2%-inch-to-1%-inch adapter to the standpipe to support the use of the
1%-inch interior attack hose. This practice is in accordance with the Class I
requirements of NFPA 14; however, it is not in compliance with Section 3.6.1 of NFPA
805, which requires a Class III system.
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Currently there are 64 standpipe/hose stations installed in the power block. The
standpipes provide 2%-inch hose connections. The water volume and pressure
requirements for Class I and Class III standpipe systems are common among both
classes; therefore, there is no deviation from these requirements.

Acceptance Criteria Evaluation:

Nuclear Safety and Radiological Release Performance Criteria:

Class I standpipes and Class III standpipes are both acceptable per NFPA 14. The fire
brigade is trained to respond expeditiously to fire incidents and to connect their 1%-inch
interior attack hose to the standpipe system's 2%-inch outlets for fire suppression
activities with the use of adapters, which was also the practice when the Class III
system was in place. Because the fire brigade will respond rapidly to suppress the fire
as trained, the existence of a Class I standpipe system in lieu of a Class III standpipe
system has no impact on the nuclear safety performance criteria.

The use of Class I standpipes in lieu of Class III standpipes has no impact on the
radiological release performance criteria. The radiological release performance criteria
are satisfied based on the determination of limiting radioactive release (Attachment E),
which is not affected by the presence of fire hose and adapters at hose station
locations.

Safety Margin and Defense-in-Depth:

The fire brigade is trained to extinguish fires using Class I standpipes and the use of
occupant hoses is not permitted by plant personnel. This does not result in
compromising manual fire suppression functions, or the nuclear safety capability
assessment. Since the manual fire suppression functions are maintained through
performance evaluations (PEs) according to plant procedure, the safety margin inherent
in the analysis for the fire event has been preserved.

The three echelons of defense-in-depth are:

(1) To prevent fires from starting (combustible/hot work controls)

(2) Rapidly detect, control and extinguish fires that do occur, thereby limiting
damage (fire detection systems, automatic fire suppression, manual fire
suppression, pre-fire plans)

(3) Provide adequate level of fire protection for systems and structures so that a fire
will not prevent essential safety functions from being performed (fire barriers, fire
rated cable, success path remains free of fire damage, recovery actions)

Per NFPA 805, Section 1.2, defense-in-depth is achieved when an adequate balance of
each of these elements is provided.

Echelon 1 is met through plant fire prevention procedures and is not affected by this
configuration. Echelons 2 and 3 are met by performance evaluations through fire
prevention procedures, which maintain automatic and manual fire suppression
functions. The fire brigade is trained to rapidly respond to and extinguish fires with the
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tools provided to them, which include a Class I standpipe and hose system. The
deviations do not result in compromising automatic fire suppression functions, manual
fire suppression functions, or post-fire safe shutdown capability. Since a balance of the
elements is provided, defense-in-depth is achieved.

Conclusion:

NRC approval is requested for use of the Class I standpipes/hose stations in
accordance with NFPA 805, Section 3.6.1. Based on the analysis above, the level of
risk encountered by maintaining this current configuration is acceptable As described
above, this approach is considered acceptable because it:

(A) Satisfies the performance goals, performance objectives, and performance
criteria specified in NFPA 805 related to nuclear safety and radiological
release;

(B) Maintains safety margins; and

(C) Maintains fire protection defense-in-depth (fire prevention, fire detection, fire
suppression, mitigation, and post-fire nuclear safety capability).
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Approval Request 5

NFPA 805, Section 3.3.7.2 states:

"Outdoor high-pressure flammable gas storage containers shall be located so that
the long axis is not pointed at buildings."

The hydrogen storage tanks in the outdoor yard area north of the Turbine Building at
CCNPP are arranged such that the long axes are pointed at the following:

" Turbine Building (to the south)

* Condensate Storage Tank No. 11 (to the north)

* Pretreated Water Storage Tank No. 11 (to the north)

This configuration therefore does not meet Section 3.3.7.2 of NFPA 805, for which NRC
approval is requested.

Basis for Request:

There is currently an array of nine (9) hydrogen storage tanks located on a concrete pad
adjacent to the road located "plant north" of the Unit 1 Turbine Building. Per Vendor
Technical Manual 12835-009 (Reference L-16), the hydrogen storage system
foundation is constructed of substantial concrete supports which are embedded three
feet underground and span the width of the hydrogen storage bank at each end. The
capacity of the hydrogen system is 62,357 scf. The hydrogen tanks are supported on
each end with 10-inch-wide concrete foundations and are supported within a large
bolted steel rack.

The existing hydrogen tanks at CCNPP are in compliance with the applicable
requirements of the 1973 edition (code of record) of NFPA 50A, Standard for Gaseous
Hydrogen Systems at Consumer Sites. A summary of compliance with the key NFPA
50A requirements is documented below.

" Design of containers - The storage bank is composed of nine (9) ASME coded
gas storage tubes.

* Safety relief devices - Each tube is equipped with an approved shutoff valve and
a bursting disc assembly with a vent stack which discharges above the highest
vessel in the modular assembly.

" Piping, tubing and fittings - The piping, tubing, and fittings are suitable for
hydrogen service and for the pressures and temperatures involved. Cast iron
pipe and fittings are not used.

* Equipment assembly - Valves, gauges, regulators, and other accessories are
suitable for hydrogen service. The tanks are protected against vehicular and
other physical damage by concrete modular barriers. The tube trailer stanchion
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has equipment to electrically ground mobile hydrogen supply units. Truck
grounding capability is provided at the loading area.

" Marking - The hydrogen storage location is permanently placarded as follows:
o No Smoking
o No Open-Flame
o No Ignition Source within 25 feet of Storage Tank

" Location - The tanks and connections are readily accessible to delivery
equipment and to authorized personnel, not located beneath electric power lines,
and not located near any other flammable liquid or gas sources.

* Outdoor location - The hydrogen storage area is in compliance with exterior fire
exposure requirements.

* Maintenance - The system is inspected and maintained on a quarterly basis.

" Fire protection - A fire hydrant is located within 15 feet of the hydrogen system.

Compliance with all of these requirements ensures that the likelihood of fire or other
damage to the hydrogen tanks is minimized. A fire exposure that is prolonged and
severe enough to result in a rocketing tank is very unlikely, particularly with the safety
relief devices, lack of ignition sources, lack of combustible loading, and physical
protection afforded to the tanks.

As indicated above, the hydrogen tanks are pointed at CST 11 and Pretreated Water
Storage Tank (PWST) 11. In the very unlikely event that a rocketing tank was to
damage CST 11, nuclear safety capability would not be impacted due to the presence
of a redundant CST 12, which is not located in the line of sight of the long axis of the
hydrogen tanks.

Similarly, PWST 11 is located behind CST 11 and there is a redundant PWST 12 that is
not located in the line of sight of the long axis of the hydrogen tanks and would be
available in the event of a hydrogen fire.

The Turbine Building is located 75 feet away from the hydrogen storage tanks. The
north-facing exterior wall is constructed of 12-inch thick reinforced concrete up to a
height of 8 feet above grade. Above this height, the exterior wall is constructed of non-
insulated metal panels. A performance-based NSCA has been performed per Chapter 4
of NFPA 805. The findings of the NSCA indicate that even in the very unlikely event
that the Turbine Building is lost from damage due to a hydrogen fire, a nuclear safety
success path can be achieved and maintained.

Lastly, the FPRA has evaluated the potential risk associated with the hydrogen tanks,
and concluded that the fire scenario is not risk significant. The guidance in NUREG/CR-
6850, attachment N, for hydrogen tanks, does not require analysis of a fire scenario
beyond 10-15ft. However, for purposes of this request for approval, an estimate of the
risk associated with the hydrogen tanks damaging the Unit 1 Turbine Building was
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performed using the ignition frequency of the hydrogen tanks and the CCDP of the loss
of the Unit 1 Turbine Building, and the estimated CDF was not risk significant.

Acceptance Criteria Evaluation:

Nuclear Safety and Radiological Release Performance Criteria:

Although the configuration of the hydrogen storage tanks does not comply with Section
3.3.7.2 of NFPA 805, the hydrogen storage tanks meet the design input requirements of
NFPA 50A. Redundancy for CSTs and PWSTs provides a method to maintain nuclear
safety capability.

In addition, the probability of hydrogen storage tank penetrating the north wall of the
Unit 1 Turbine Building is unlikely, and a success path for nuclear safety performance
would remain available in this scenario. Therefore, there is no impact on the nuclear
safety performance criteria.

The configuration of the hydrogen storage tanks was reviewed for NFPA 805 Chapter 3
acceptance and does not impact the safety margin and has no impact on the
radiological release performance criteria. The radiological release performance criteria
are satisfied based on the determination of limiting radioactive release (Attachment E),
which is not affected by impacts of the hydrogen storage tank configuration.

Safety Margin and Defense-in-Depth:

The hydrogen storage tanks meet the design requirements of NFPA 50A, and this
deviation does not compromise the nuclear safety capability assessment. Therefore,
the safety margin inherent in the analysis for the fire event has been preserved.

The three echelons of defense-in-depth are:

(1) To prevent fires from starting (combustible/hot work controls)

(2) Rapidly detect, control and extinguish fires that do occur, thereby limiting
damage (fire detection systems, automatic fire suppression, manual fire
suppression, pre-fire plans)

(3) Provide adequate level of fire protection for systems and structures so that a fire
will not prevent essential safety functions from being performed (fire barriers, fire
rated cable, success path remains free of fire damage, recovery actions)

Per NFPA 805 Section 1.2, defense-in-depth is achieved when an adequate balance of
each of these elements is provided.

Echelon 1 is maintained by NFPA 50A compliance. Echelon 3 is maintained by the
nuclear safety redundancies provided for the condensate storage tank and the
pretreated water storage tank. In addition, the probability of a hydrogen storage tank
damaging the Unit 1 Turbine Building is low and a nuclear safety success path can be
achieved if the Turbine Building is damaged. Automatic fire protection systems are not
required for protection of these tanks, and there are fire hydrants in the vicinity of these
tanks, such that defense-in-depth echelon 2 is also met. The deviations do not result in
compromising automatic fire suppression functions, manual fire suppression functions,
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or post-fire nuclear safety capability. Since a balance of the elements is provided,

defense-in-depth is achieved.

Conclusion:

NRC approval is requested for configurations of the hydrogen storage tanks against
NFPA 805, Section 3.3.7.2. Based on the analysis above, the level of risk encountered
by this configuration is acceptable. As described above, this approach is considered
acceptable because it:

(A) Satisfies the performance goals, performance objectives, and performance
criteria specified in NFPA 805 related to nuclear safety and radiological
release;

(B) Maintains safety margins; and

(C) Maintains fire protection defense-in-depth (fire prevention, fire detection, fire
suppression, mitigation, and post-fire nuclear safety capability).
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Approval Request 6

NFPA 805 Section 3.3.8 states:

"Bulk storage of flammable and combustible liquids shall not be permitted inside
structures containing systems, equipment, or components important to nuclear safety.
As a minimum, storage and use shall comply with NFPA 30, Flammable and
Combustible Liquids Code."

NFPA 30 (1990 Edition) Section 2-3.5.1 states:
Except as provided in 2-3.5.2, every aboveground storage tank shall have some
form of construction or device that will relieve excessive internal pressure caused
by exposure fires.

Fuel Oil Storage Tank (FOST 1A) is located in a structure containing components
important to nuclear safety. In addition, the NFPA 30 code compliance evaluation
identified conditions that deviate from the requirements listed above for the FOST 1A in
the EDG 1A Building. The exception in Section 2-3.5.2 does not apply. CCNPP
requests NRC approval to utilize these performance-based methods as an acceptable
variance from the requirements of NFPA 805 Chapter 3.

Basis for Request:

NFPA 805 Section 3.3.8:
FOST 1A is located in the tank room of the EDG 1A Building. EDG 1A serves as the
dedicated emergency diesel for Bus 11. The room is protected by 3-hour rated
construction, fire doors and automatic detection and suppression. In the unlikely event
of a tank failure and subsequent fuel oil fire, the damage will be limited to the 1A
Building and could possibly affect the adjacent EDG OC Building. The EDG OC Building
contains the Station Blackout (SBO) DG OC. DG OC can be manually aligned to any of
the four safety buses. All other plant buildings are physically separated from the EDG
1A and DG OC Buildings by a distance exceeding 50 feet.

The plant is also provided with three other dedicated emergency diesel generators
(EDG 1 B, 2A and 2B) for the other three safety buses. In the event of failure of EDG 1A
and DG OC, the three other diesels and offsite power remain available. Since the total
loss of EDG 1A does not prevent the plant from achieving and maintaining nuclear
safety performance goals, the hazards associated with bulk storage of combustible
liquids inside these structures is considered acceptable.

NFPA 30 Section 2-3.5.1:

The intent of the requirement for emergency venting in NFPA 30, as defined in the
NFPA 30 Handbook, 2012 Edition, is to protect tanks from failure in the event of an
exposure fire. When exposed to a fire, the liquid contents of a tank are heated and can
be expected to boil, generating vapor at a rate greater than can be handled by the
normal vent.
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The EDG 1A FOST is not equipped with a pressure relieving device.

The following discussions establish bases to demonstrate that the EDG 1A FOST is
acceptable without meeting this requirement as the tank is unlikely to be impacted by an
exposure fire and the consequences of tank failure do not compromise the nuclear
safety performance criteria.

EDG 1A FOST
The EDG 1A FOST is located in the FOST Room at the 66'-6" elevation in the EDG
1A building. The base of the EDG 1A FOST is located at the 45'-6" elevation and
extends up through the grated floor in the room. The basis for the approval request
for this tank is as follows:
" Tank is shielded from exposure fire

o The tank is located in a room, which is an isolated compartment in a
building of robust exterior wall construction (1 '-8" thick poured concrete)

* Transient exposure fires are unlikely
o There are no other secondary combustibles that could create a fire

exposure hazard to the tank.
o Personnel access is limited and the plant enforces strict controls and

procedures on the storage and use of combustible materials.
* Fixed ignition sources are limited

o There are no ignition sources located at the 66'-6" location.
o The only ignition sources in the room are three relatively small (5hp and

1Ohp) pumps located at the 45'-6" location.
* Detection and suppression of fire is expected

o The room is protected by a pre-action sprinkler system. In the event of an
exposure fire, the pre-action system is expected to activate and control the
fire.

o The sprinkler system and detection system alarms are monitored in the
Control Room, which will initiate fire brigade response.

" Consequences of fire are limited
o The floor of the 66'-6" elevation is grated, allowing oil to drain to the area

below, which is designed to contain the full tank contents and confine the
spill.

o Structural steel within the room is protected by spray-applied fireproofing
materials.

o In the event that an exposure fire occurs, is not suppressed by the
automatic system or fire brigade, and the tank fails, the damage will be
limited to the EDG 1A and DG OC Buildings, which are physically
separated from the other plant buildings by a distance exceeding 50 feet.

o In the event that all components in the EDG 1A and DG OC Building are
damaged, EDG 1B, 2A and 2B and offsite power remain available;
therefore nuclear safety performance capability can be achieved and
maintained.
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Acceptance Criteria Evaluation:

Nuclear Safety and Radiological Release Performance Criteria:
The deviations from NFPA 805 and NFPA 30 regarding flammable and combustible
liquid storage in FOST 1A do not affect nuclear safety as there are redundant power
supplies available to power safety buses should EDG 1A and DG OC be lost. In the
event of loss of EDG 1A and DG OC, EDG 1B, 2A and 2B and offsite power capabilities
remain available to power the four safety buses. Therefore nuclear safety performance
capability can be achieved and maintained.

Safety Margin and Defense-in-Depth:

The deviations from the requirements of NFPA 30 were reviewed for NFPA 805 Chapter
3 acceptance and the safety margin is maintained based on the low perceived risk of
the fire occurring, mitigating fire protection systems and features, and the availability of
alternate success paths for nuclear safety. Therefore, the safety margin inherent in the
analysis for the fire event has been preserved.

The three echelons of defense-in-depth are:
(1) To prevent fires from starting (combustible/hot work controls)

(2) Rapidly detect, control and extinguish fires that do occur, thereby limiting
damage (fire detection systems, automatic fire suppression, manual fire
suppression, pre-fire plans)

(3) Provide adequate level of fire protection for systems and structures so that a fire
will not prevent essential safety functions from being performed (fire barriers, fire
rated cable, success path remains free of fire damage, recovery actions)

Per NFPA 805 Section 1.2, defense-in-depth is achieved when an adequate balance of
each of these elements is provided.

Echelon 1 is not significantly affected by the deviations from NFPA 805 or NFPA 30 and
there is no effect on Echelon 2. In the unlikely event of tank failure due to fire, Echelon
3 is maintained by availability of the other diesel generators and offsite power, which
have the capacity to provide the required power supply for plant equipment and
systems. Since a balance of the elements is provided, defense-in-depth is achieved.

Conclusion:

NRC approval is requested for the location of bulk flammable and combustible liquids in
an area containing equipment credited for nuclear safety as described above. Approval
is also requested for deviation from the requirements of NFPA 30 due to lack of
emergency venting in FOST 1A. Based on the analysis above, the level of risk
introduced by the deviations is acceptable. This engineering analysis comprises a
performance-based approach that justifies a variance from the requirements of NFPA
805 Chapter 3 by meeting the following criteria:
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(A) Satisfies the performance goals, performance objectives, and performance
criteria specified in NFPA 805 related to nuclear safety and radiological
release;

(B) Maintains safety margins; and

(C) Maintains an adequate balance of the 3 echelons of fire protection defense-
in-depth, i.e. fire prevention, fire detection, fire suppression, mitigation, and
post-fire nuclear safety capability, such that overall defense-in-depth is
achieved.
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Replace the current Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 fire protection license conditions 2.E (for
each Unit) with the standard license condition from Regulatory Guide 1.205, Regulatory
Position 3.1 and add the implementation portion of the standard license condition to
Appendix C, Additional Conditions, of the Renewed Operating Licenses.

CCNPP understands that implicit in the superseding of this license condition, all prior
fire protection program Safety Evaluation Reports and commitments have been
superseded entirely by the revised license condition.

No other license conditions need to be revised or superseded.

Appendix C of the Renewed Operating Licenses contains additional license conditions.
These license conditions consist of actions with implementation dates, similar to the
implementation actions from the standard license condition in Regulatory Guide 1.205.
Therefore, CCNPP requests that the implementation actions for the fire protection
license conditions be placed in Appendix C, Additional Conditions, as shown on the
enclosed markup.

CCNPP implemented the following process for determining that these are the only
license conditions required to be either revised or superseded to implement the new fire
protection program which meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.48(a) and (c). A review
was conducted of Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 Renewed Facility Operating License Nos.
DPR-53 and DPR-69. The review was performed by reading the Renewed Operating
Licenses and performing electronic searches. Outstanding license amendment
requests that have been submitted to the NRC were also reviewed for potential impact
on the license condition.

Existing License Condition for Unit 1

2E. The licensee shall implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the approved
fire protection program as described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report for the
facility and as approved in the SER dated September 14, 1979 and Supplements dated
October 2, 1980; March 18, 1982; and September 27, 1982; and Exemptions dated
August 16, 1982; April 21, 1983; March 15, 1984; August 22, 1990; and April 7, 1999
subject to the following provision: The licensee may make changes to the approved fire
protection program without prior approval of the Commission only if those changes
would not adversely affect the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the
event of a fire.

Existing License Condition for Unit 2

2E. The Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, LLC, shall implement and maintain in effect
all provisions of the approved fire protection program as described in the Updated Final
Safety Analysis Report for the facility and as approved in the SER dated September 14,
1979, and Supplements dated October 2, 1980; March 18, 1982; and September 27,
1982; and Exemptions dated August 16, 1982; April 21, 1983; March 15, 1984; August
22, 1990; and April 7, 1999 subject to the following provision: The Calvert Cliffs Nuclear
Power Plant, LLC may make changes to the approved fire protection program without
prior approval of the Commission only if those changes would not adversely affect the
ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the event of a fire.
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Proposed License Condition 2.E for Units 1 and 2

Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, LLC shall implement and maintain in effect all
provisions of the approved fire protection program that that comply with 10 CFR
50.48(a) and 10 CFR 50.48(c), as specified in the licensee amendment request dated

(and supplements dated ) and as approved in the safety
evaluation report dated (and supplements dated ). Except where
NRC approval for changes or deviations is required by 10 CFR 50.48(c), and provided
no other regulation, technical specification, license condition or requirement would
require prior NRC approval, the licensee may make changes to the fire protection
program without prior approval of the Commission if those changes satisfy the
provisions set forth in 10 CFR 50.48(a) and 10 CFR 50.48(c), and the criteria listed
below are satisfied.

Risk-Informed Changes That May Be Made Without Prior NRC Approval

A risk assessment of the change must demonstrate that the acceptance criteria below
are met. The risk assessment approach, methods, and data shall be acceptable to the
NRC and shall be appropriate for the nature and scope of the change being evaluated;
be based on the as-built, as-operated and maintained plant; and reflect the operating
experience at the plant. Acceptable methods to assess the risk of the change may
include methods that have been used in the peer-reviewed fire PRA model, methods
that have been approved by NRC through a plant-specific license amendment, NRC
approval of generic methods specifically for use in NFPA 805 risk assessments, or
methods that have been demonstrated to bound the risk impact.

(a) Prior NRC review and approval is not required for changes that clearly result in a
decrease in risk. The proposed change must also be consistent with the defense-
in-depth philosophy and must maintain sufficient safety margins. The change
may be implemented following completion of the plant change evaluation.

(b) Prior NRC review and approval is not required for individual changIes that result
in a risk increase less than 1x10 7/yr for CDF and less than 1x10 /yr for LERF.
The proposed change must also be consistent with the defense-in-depth
philosophy and must maintain sufficient safety margins. The change may be
implemented following completion of the plant change evaluation.

Other Changes that May Be Made Without Prior NRC Approval

(1) Changes to NFPA 805, Chapter 3, Fundamental Fire Protection Program

Prior NRC review and approval are not required for changes to the NFPA 805,
Chapter 3, fundamental fire protection program elements and design requirements
for which an engineering evaluation demonstrates that the alternative to the
Chapter 3 element is functionally equivalent or adequate for the hazard.
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The licensee may use an engineering evaluation to demonstrate that a change to
an NFPA 805, Chapter 3, element is functionally equivalent to the corresponding
technical requirement. A qualified fire protection engineer.shall perform the
engineering evaluation and conclude that the change has not affected the
functionality of the component, system, procedure, or physical arrangement, using
a relevant technical requirement or standard.

Prior NRC review and approval would not be required for alternatives to four
specific sections of NFPA 805, Chapter 3, for which an engineering evaluation
demonstrates that the alternative to the Chapter 3 element is adequate for the
hazard. A qualified fire protection engineer shall perform the engineering
evaluation and conclude that the change has not affected the functionality of the
component, system, procedure, or physical arrangement, using a relevant technical
requirement or standard. The four specific sections of NFPA 805, Chapter 3, are as
follows:

• "Fire Alarm and Detection Systems" (Section 3.8);
• "Automatic and Manual Water-Based Fire Suppression Systems" (Section 3.9);
• "Gaseous Fire Suppression Systems" (Section 3.10); and,
• "Passive Fire Protection Features" (Section 3.11)

This license condition does not apply to any demonstration of equivalency under

Section 1.7 of NFPA 805.

(2) Fire Protection Program Changes that Have No More than Minimal Risk Impact

Prior NRC review and approval are not required for changes to the licensee's fire
protection program that have been demonstrated to have no more than a minimal
risk impact. The licensee may use its screening process as approved in the NRC
safety evaluation report dated (and supplements dated ) to
determine that certain fire protection program changes meet the minimal criterion.
The licensee shall ensure that fire protection defense-in-depth and safety margins
are maintained when changes are made to the fire protection program.

Proposed Appendix C. Additional Conditions, License Condition

(1) Before achieving full compliance with 10 CFR 50.48(c), risk informed changes
to the licensee's fire protection program may not be made without prior NRC review
and approval unless the change has been demonstrated to have no more than a
minimal risk impact, as described in License Condition 2.E.
(2) The modifications required to be implemented to complete the transition to full
compliance with 10CFR50.48 (c) are the items listed in Enclosure 1, Attachment S,
Table S-2, "Plant Modifications Committed," from license amendment request dated
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(3) The licensee shall implement the items listed in Enclosure 1, Attachment S,
Table S-3, "Implementation Items," from license amendment request dated
within 180 days after NRC approval unless that implementation date falls within a
scheduled refueling outage. Then, implementation will occur 60 days after startup
from that scheduled refueling outage.

(4) The licensee shall maintain appropriate compensatory measures in place until
completion of the modifications listed above.

Implementation Date

April 30, 2018
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Proposed Changes to Facility Operating Licenses - Markups

The current version of Renewed Operating Licenses DPR-53 for Calvert Cliffs Unit 1
and DPR-69 for Calvert Cliffs Unit 2 have been marked up to reflect the proposed
change described above.
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The licensee shall fully implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the
Commission-approved cyber security plan (CSP), including changes made
pursuant to the authority of 10 CFR 50.90 and 10 CFR 50.54(p). The licensee's
CSP was approved by License Amendment No. 298.

E. The licensee shall implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the

F. At the time of the next scheduled update to the FSAR required pursuant to
10 CFR 50.71(e)(4) following the issuance of this renewed license, the licensee
shall update the FSAR to include the FSAR supplement submitted pursuant to
10 CFR 54.21(d), as amended and supplemented by the program descriptions in
Appendix E to the Safety Evaluation Report, NUREG-1705. Until that FSAR
update is complete, the licensee may make changes to the programs described
in Appendix E without prior Commission approval, provided that the licensee
evaluates each such change pursuant to the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.59
and otherwise complies with the requirements in that section.

G. Any future actions listed in Appendix E to the Safety Evaluation Report,

NUREG-1705, shall be included in the FSAR. The licensee shall complete these
actions by July 31, 2014, except for the volumetric inspections of the control
element drive mechanisms, which must be completed no later than 2029 for Unit
1 (Appendix E, Item 65).

H. This renewed license is effective as of the date of issuance and shall expire at
midnight on July 31, 2034.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Samuel J. Collins, Director

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Attachments:

Appendix A - Technical Specifications
Appendix B - Environmental Protection Plan (non-radiological) Technical Specifications
Appendix C - Additional Conditions

Date of Issuance: March 23, 2000

Amendment No. 298
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4. Procedures for ImpWment integrated five response
strategy

5. Idertification of readsiy available pre-staged equipment
6. Trolvtg on Integrated Are response strategy
7. Spent fuel pool mitlgalion measures

(c) Actions to minimze release to include consideration of.

1. Water spray scrubbing
2. Dose to omits responders

0, The licensee shall fully implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the
Commission-approved physical security. training and qualification, and
safeguards contingency plant. including amendments made purnuant to
provisions of the Miscellaneous Amendments and Search Requirements
revisions to 10 CFR 73.55 (51 FR 27817 and 27822) and the authority of 10 CFR
50.90 and 10 CFR 50.54(p), The combined set of plains, whtih contain
Safeguards Information protected under 10 CFR 73.21, is entitled: 'Calver
Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Security Plan. Training and Qualification Plan, and
Safeguards Contingency Plan. Revisionk 1 submitted dated May 19. 2000

The licensee shall fully implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the
Commission-approved cyber securiy plan (CSP), including changes made
pursuant to the authority of 10 CFR 60.90 and 10 CFR 50.54(p). The licensee's
CSP was approved by Ucense Amendment No. 275.

E. The Calverd Clffs Nuclear Power Plant, LLC, shall Implement and maintain In

F. At the time oF the next sch~eduled update to the FSAR required pursuant to
10 CaR 50.7 (e)(4) following the a sso e of thIl rename en , the lsee

shall update the FSAR to include the FSAR sulpplement suanmlted pursuant to
10 CFR 54 21(d1), s amended and supplemented by the 1rogram desciptions in
AppendtA E to the safeht Evaluatlon Report. NUREG.17G, Until that FSAR

update is complete, the licensee may make changes to the programs described
In Appendix E wnthout prior Commission approval, provided that the license
evaluates each such charge pursuant to the criteria set fobth In 10 CFR 50.59
end otheCRise complies wath the requirements In that section.

G. Any future actions listed in Appendix E to the Safety Evaluation Report,
NUREG-1705. shall be included in the FSAR. The licensee shall complete Iheas
actions by August 13, 2016.

Amendment No. 275
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280

.7-
Apoendlx C (Cant'd

Adciknai Condtiwn

EajlU prsalor LIeMSe NO. DPR-G9

Mddllnonsil Cavdioians

The approval at the emergency c=e Ccoling
uysium avraluation performed In accorance
wilh e m t.alology of Te•hnical Speclalon
.5.6..b.7 shall be valid only for Calvert Cliffs
UrM 2, Cycle 19. to remove Ihis condition,
Ca-~on Cliffs snail obtain NRC approval of te
analysis of once- and twicetb•wned fuel for core
designs talow ng Unit 2 Cycle 19,

For the peslod from January 26,2013 through
Febuary It. 2013, for Tenlntcal Speciaflaton
3.56, an OPIHAUE 'A' train of the
CotaiumOEM Cooling system consists of two
operatle continme-, o0oling fans and coolers
and the assoced Isrunhents and controls,
An OPERABLE 98' train of the Containment
Coaling Systemn consisr of one operable
oontainment cooling fan amd cooler and the
associated, mairurnents and controls.

In addition, the followng limilabons muM bo met
or each Contanment Cooling SIr to be

oon3idered OPERABLE

(1) The Uni 2 RWT water fanperaure sha no
exceed 80-,

(2) The Un. 2 contaInmont average air
temperature Sall not exceed 959F,

(3) The UrLn 2 initial containment pressure shall
not extant 1.0 psig, and

(4) The satwetr inl average water
temperature Snall nt M exee F.

Wmolamefian Data

This Ecwdmerd Is
effective Invnudtallaly
and shall be
Jnirypternfed by
Jwanuy 20.2013

,cnwdrnwit No, 280
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Insert M-1

that comply with 10 CFR 50.48(a) and 10 CFR 50.48(c), as specified in the licensee
amendment request dated (and supplements dated ) and as
approved in the safety evaluation report dated (and supplements dated

). Except where NRC approval for changes or deviations is required by 10
CFR 50.48(c), and provided no other regulation, technical specification, license
condition or requirement would require prior NRC approval, the licensee may make
changes to the fire protection program without prior approval of the Commission if those
changes satisfy the provisions set forth in 10 CFR 50.48(a) and 10 CFR 50.48(c), and
the criteria listed below are satisfied.

Risk-Informed Changes That May Be Made Without Prior NRC Approval

A risk assessment of the change must demonstrate that the acceptance criteria below
are met. The risk assessment approach, methods, and data shall be acceptable to the
NRC and shall be appropriate for the nature and scope of the change being evaluated;
be based on the as-built, as-operated and maintained plant; and reflect the operating
experience at the plant. Acceptable methods to assess the risk of the change may
include methods that have been used in the peer-reviewed fire PRA model, methods
that have been approved by NRC through a plant-specific license amendment, NRC
approval of generic methods specifically for use in NFPA 805 risk assessments, or
methods that have been demonstrated to bound the risk impact.

(c) Prior NRC review and approval is not required for changes that clearly result in a
decrease in risk. The proposed change must also be consistent with the defense-
in-depth philosophy and must maintain sufficient safety margins. The change
may be implemented following completion of the plant change evaluation.

(d) Prior NRC review and approval is not required for individual changes that result
in a risk increase less than 1 x 10-7/yr for CDF and less than 1 x1 0- /yr for LERF.
The proposed change must also be consistent with the defense-in-depth
philosophy and must maintain sufficient safety margins. The change may be
implemented following completion of the plant change evaluation.

Other Changes that May Be Made Without Prior NRC Approval

(3) Changes to NFPA 805, Chapter 3, Fundamental Fire Protection Program

Prior NRC review and approval are not required for changes to the NFPA 805,
Chapter 3, fundamental fire protection program elements and design requirements
for which an engineering evaluation demonstrates that the alternative to the
Chapter 3 element is functionally equivalent or adequate for the hazard.

The licensee may use an engineering evaluation to demonstrate that a change to
an NFPA 805, Chapter 3, element is functionally equivalent to the corresponding
technical requirement. A qualified fire protection engineer shall perform the
engineering evaluation and conclude that the change has not affected the
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functionality of the component, system, procedure, or physical arrangement, using
a relevant technical requirement or standard.

Prior NRC review and approval would not be required for alternatives to four
specific sections of NFPA 805, Chapter 3, for which an engineering evaluation
demonstrates that the alternative to the Chapter 3 element is adequate for the
hazard. A qualified fire protection engineer shall perform the engineering
evaluation and conclude that the change has not affected the functionality of the
component, system, procedure, or physical arrangement, using a relevant technical
requirement or standard. The four specific sections of NFPA 805, Chapter 3, are as
follows:

* "Fire Alarm and Detection Systems" (Section 3.8);

" "Automatic and Manual Water-Based Fire Suppression Systems" (Section 3.9);

* "Gaseous Fire Suppression Systems" (Section 3.10); and,

* "Passive Fire Protection Features" (Section 3.11)

This license condition does not apply to any demonstration of equivalency under
Section 1.7 of NFPA 805.

(4) Fire Protection Program Changes that Have No More than Minimal Risk Impact

Prior NRC review and approval are not required for changes to the licensee's fire
protection program that have been demonstrated to have no more than a minimal
risk impact. The licensee may use its screening process as approved in the NRC
safety evaluation report dated (and supplements dated ) to
determine that certain fire protection program changes meet the minimal criterion.
The licensee shall ensure that fire protection defense-in-depth and safety margins
are maintained when changes are made to the fire protection program.

Insert M-2

[Insert Unit 1 amendment (1) Before achieving full April 30, 2018
number here] compliance with 10 CFR

50.48(c), risk informed
changes to the licensee's
fire protection program may
not be made without prior
NRC review and approval
unless the change has
been demonstrated to have
no more than a minimal risk
impact, as described in
License Condition 2.E.
(2) The modifications
reauired to be imDlemented

CCNPP 
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to complete the transition to
full compliance with
10CFR50.48 (c) are the
items listed in Enclosure 1,
Attachment S, Table S-2,
"Plant Modifications
Committed," from license
amendment request dated

(3) The licensee shall
implement the items listed
in Enclosure 1, Attachment
S, Table S-3,
"Implementation Items,"
from license amendment
request dated __
within 180 days after NRC
approval unless that
implementation date falls
within a scheduled refueling
outage. Then,
implementation will occur
60 days after startup from
that scheduled refueling
outage.
(4) The licensee shall
maintain appropriate
compensatory measures in
place until completion of the
modifications listed above.

Insert M-3

[Insert Unit 2 amendment
number here]

(1) Before achieving full
compliance with 10 CFR
50.48(c), risk informed
changes to the licensee's
fire protection program may
not be made without prior
NRC review and approval
unless the change has
been demonstrated to have
no more than a minimal risk
impact, as described in
License Condition 2.E.
(2) The modifications

April 30, 2018
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required to be implemented
to complete the transition to
full compliance with
10CFR50.48 (c) are the
items listed in Enclosure 1,
Attachment S, Table S-2,
"Plant Modifications
Committed," from license
amendment request dated

(3) The licensee shall
implement the items listed
in Enclosure 1, Attachment
S, Table S-3,
"Implementation Items,"
from license amendment
request dated __

within 180 days after NRC
approval unless that
implementation date falls
within a scheduled refueling
outage. Then,
implementation will occur
60 days after startup from
that scheduled refueling
outage.
(4) The licensee shall
maintain appropriate
compensatory measures in
place until completion of the
modifications listed above.
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N. Technical Specification Changes
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A review of the Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 TSs and TS Bases was performed to identify
any changes to be made to implement the new fire protection program which meets the
requirements in 10 CFR 50.48(a) and (c). The review consisted of electronic searches
of the TS and TS Bases. Outstanding license amendment requests that have been
submitted to the NRC were also reviewed.

CCNPP determined that the following are the only Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 TS and
TS Bases changes that are needed for adoption of the new fire protection licensing
basis.

Technical Specification Changes

TS Section 5.4.1, Procedures, states, in part, that written procedures and administrative
policies shall be established, implemented and maintained covering the following
activities:

c. Quality assurance for radioactive effluent and radiological environmental
monitoring;

d. Fire Protection Program implementation; and

This LAR proposes to add the word "and" to the end of item c for clarity, and delete item
d by replacing the existing wording with the word "deleted." This change is considered
adequate for adoption of the new fire protection licensing basis since the requirement
for establishing, implementing and maintaining fire protection procedures is contained in
10 CFR 50.48(a) and (c), as specifically outlined in NFPA 805, Section 3.2.3,
Procedures.

A markup of the existing TS page to show the proposed changes is provided in the
following page of this attachment.

Technical Specification Bases Changes

No TS Bases changes were identified.
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Proposed Technical Specification Changes - Markup

The current version of TS page 5.4-1 has been marked up to reflect the proposed
changes to TS Section 5.4.1.
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Procedures
bL

S. ADr11NESTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.4 Procedures

5.4.1 Kritten procedures shall be established, inpleirented. and
maintained covering the following activtles;

a. The applicable procL•lirIs rec:onnweuded in Regulatory
Guide 1.33, RevIston 2, Appen6ix A, February 197B;

b. The emergency opcrtirg procedares requirec to implement the
rec iremerts of NUREG-O/31 and to N'JHLG-O/37, Supplement 1,
as stited in Cenruic Letter 82-33;

c. Quality assurance for effluent and environmental .iontoring;6/

d. ----p--er&9 pecifie i 5peatation 5 a5.

e. All programs specified in. SpeciV-ation 5.5.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1
CALVERT CLIFcS - UN11 2

5.4-1 Aajmridment No. 251
/wendment No. 236
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0. Orders and Exemptions
2 Pages
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Exemptions

Rescind the following exemptions granted against 10 CFR 50, Appendix R dated as
follows:

" August 16, 1982 - An exemption from the requirements of Section III.G.2 of
Appendix R to allow alternatives to the 3-hour fire rated barriers for areas listed in
the exemption.

" April 21, 1983 - An exemption from the requirements of Section III.G.3 of
Appendix R for the control room complex and the intake structure related to the
installation of fixed fire suppression systems.

" March 15, 1984 - An exemption from the requirements of Section IIL.G to allow
alternatives to the 3-hour rated fire barriers for areas listed in the exemption. An
exemption was also granted for Section IIL.G for Fire Areas 10 and 11 related to
the installation of fixed fire suppression systems. Additionally, an exemption from
the requirements of Section 111.0 was granted regarding the capacity of the oil
collection systems for the reactor coolant pumps.

" August 22, 1990 - An exemption from the requirements of Section III.J to allow
the use of portable hand lights as an alternative to permanently installed 8-hour
emergency lights in the Unit 1 and 2 containment buildings.

" April 7, 1999 - An exemption from the requirements for Section III.J to allow the
use of security lighting in exterior areas, the use of portable lights in high
radiation areas and the use of helmet mounted lights inside of switchgear
cabinets as alternatives to permanently installed 8-hour emergency lights.

Specific details regarding these exemptions are contained in Attachment K.

Orders

No Orders need to be superseded or revised.

CCNPP implemented the following process for making this determination:

* A review was conducted of the CCNPP docketed correspondence. The review
was performed by reviewing the correspondence files and performing electronic
searches of internal CCNPP records and the NRC's ADAMS document system.

A specific review was performed of the license amendment that incorporated the
mitigation strategies required by Section B.5.b of Commission Order EA-02-026 to
ensure that any changes being made to ensure compliance with 10 CFR 50.48(c) do
not invalidate existing obligations applicable to the plant. The review of this order
demonstrated that changes to the fire protection program will not affect measures
required by B.5.b.

The Fukushima Orders are being independently evaluated. Any plant changes will be
evaluated for impact on the fire protection program in accordance with the CCNPP
design change process.
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NFPA 805 10 CFR 50.48(c)(4)Constellation Energy Nuclear Group

P. RI-PB Alternatives to NFPA 805 10 CFR 50.48(c)(4)

No risk-informed or performance-based alternatives to compliance with NFPA 805 (per
10 CFR 50.48(c)(4)) were utilized by CCNPP.
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Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, LLC (CCNPP) is requesting an amendment to
Renewed Operating License Nos. DPR-53 and DPR-69 for Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2.
The proposed amendment would permit Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 to adopt a new fire
protection licensing basis that complies with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.48(a) and
(c) and the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.205.

CCNPP has evaluated whether or not a significant hazards consideration is involved
with the proposed amendment by focusing on the three standards set forth in 10 CFR
50.92, "Issuance of Amendment," as discussed below.

1. Does the proposed amendment involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Response: No.

The purpose of the proposed amendment is to permit Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2
to adopt a new fire protection licensing basis that complies with the requirements
of 10 CFR 50.48(a) and (c) and the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.205. The
NRC considers that NFPA 805 provides an acceptable methodology and
performance criteria for licensees to identify fire protection requirements that are
an acceptable alternative to the 10 CFR Appendix R required fire protection
features (69 FR 33536, June 16, 2004).

Engineering analyses, which may include engineering evaluations, probabilistic
safety assessments, and fire modeling calculations, have been performed to
demonstrate that the performance-based requirements of NFPA 805 have been
satisfied. The Updated Finals Safety Analysis Report documents the analysis of
design basis accidents at Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2. The proposed amendment
does not affect accident initiators, nor does it alter design assumptions,
conditions, or configurations of the facility that would increase the probability of
accidents previously evaluated. Further, the changes to be made for fire hazard
protection and mitigation do not adversely affect the ability of structures, systems
or components to perform their design functions for accident mitigation, nor do
they affect the postulated initiators or assumed failure modes for accidents
described and evaluated in the UFSAR. Structures, systems or components
required to safely shutdown the reactor and to maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition will remain capable of performing their design function.

NFPA 805, taken as a whole, provides an acceptable alternative for satisfying
General Design Criterion 3 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50, meets the underlying
intent of the NRC's existing fire protection regulations and guidance, and
provides defense-in-depth. The goals, performance objectives and performance
criteria specified in Chapter 1 of the standard ensure that, if there are any
increases in core damage frequency or risk, the increase will be small and
consistent with the intent of the Commission's Safety Goal Policy.

The proposed amendment will not affect the source term, containment isolation,
or radiological release assumptions used in evaluating the radiological
consequences of any accident previously evaluated and equipment required to
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mitigate an accident remains capable of performing the assumed function. The
applicable radiological dose criteria will continue to be met.

Based on the above discussion, it is concluded that the proposed amendment
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the proposed amendment create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any kind of accident previously evaluated?

Response: No.

The proposed change does not alter the requirements or functions for systems
required during accident conditions. Implementation of the new fire protection
licensing basis, which complies with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.48(a) and (c)
and the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.205, will not result in new or different
accidents.

The proposed amendment does not introduce new or different accident initiators,
nor does it alter design assumptions, conditions, or configurations of the facility in
such a manner as to introduce new or different accident initiators. The proposed
amendment does not adversely affect the ability of structures, systems, or
components to perform their design function. Structures, systems or
components required to safely shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition remain capable of performing their design functions.

The requirements of NFPA 805 address only fire protection and the impacts of
fire on the plant that have previously been evaluated. Thus, implementation of
the proposed amendment would not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident beyond those already analyzed in the UFSAR. No new accident
scenarios, transient precursors, failure mechanisms, or limiting single failures will
be introduced, and there will be no adverse effect or challenges imposed on any
safety related system as a result of the proposed amendment.

Based on the above discussion, it is concluded that the proposed amendment
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the proposed amendment involve a significant reduction in the
margin of safety?

Response: No.

The purpose of the proposed amendment is to permit Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2
to adopt a new fire protection licensing basis which complies with the
requirements on 10 CFR 50.48(a) and (c) and the guidance in Regulatory Guide
1.205. The NRC considers that NFPA 805 provides an acceptable methodology
and performance criteria for licensees to identify for protection systems and
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features that are an acceptable alternative to the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R required
fire protection features (69 FR 33536, June 16, 2004).

The overall approach of NFPA 805 is consistent with the key principals for
evaluating license basis changes, as described in Regulatory Guide 1.174, is
consistent with the defense-in-depth philosophy, and maintains sufficient safety
margins. Engineering analyses, which may include engineering evaluations,
probabilistic safety assessments, and fire modeling calculations, have been
performed to demonstrate that the performance based methods do not result in a
significant reduction in the margin of safety.

The proposed amendment does not alter the manner in which safety limits,
limiting safety system settings or limiting conditions for operation are determined.
The safety analysis acceptance criteria are not affected by this change. The
proposed amendment does not adversely affect existing plant safety margins or
the reliability of equipment assumed to mitigate accidents in the UFSAR. The
proposed amendment does not adversely affect the ability of structures, systems
or components to perform their design function. Structures, systems or
components required to safely shutdown the reactor and to maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition remain capable of performing their design function.

Based on the above discussion, it is concluded that the proposed amendment
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

Based on the above evaluations, CCNPP has concluded that the proposed amendment
presents no significant hazards consideration per the requirements set forth in 10 CFR
50.92(c), and accordingly a finding of "no significant hazards consideration" is justified.
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The purpose of the proposed amendment is to permit Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power
Plant, LLC to adopt a new fire protection licensing basis that complies with the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.48(a) and (c) and the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.205.
The NRC considers that NFPA 805 provides an acceptable methodology and
appropriate performance criteria for licensees to identify fire protection requirements
that are an acceptable alternative to the 10 CFR 50 Appendix R required fire protection
features (69 FR 33536, June 16, 2004).

Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, LLC has evaluated the proposed amendment
against the criteria for identification of licensing and regulatory actions requiring
environmental assessment in accordance with 10 CFR 51.21. Calvert Cliffs Nuclear
Power Plant, LLC has determined that the proposed amendment meets the criteria for
categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9).

The proposed amendment does not involve:

(1) A significant hazards consideration.

As stated in Attachment Q, the proposed amendment does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

(2) A significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any
effluents that may be released offsite.

Compliance with NFPA 805 explicitly requires the attainment of performance
criteria, objectives, and goals for radioactive releases to the environment.
Transition to NFPA 805 requirements does not impact any type or amount of
effluents. Therefore, the proposed amendment will not change the types or
amounts of any effluents that may be released offsite.

(3) A significant increase in the individual or cumulative occupational radiation
exposure.

Compliance with NFPA 805 explicitly requires the attainment of performance
criteria, objective and goals for occupational exposures. Therefore, the proposed
amendment will not change the types or amounts of occupational exposures
based on the results of the analysis performed and documented in Attachment E
based on firefighting activities.

Accordingly, the proposed amendment meets the eligibility criterion for categorical
exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no
environmental impact statement or environmental assessment is required to be
developed in conjunction with the proposed amendment.
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There are no elements of the CCNPP pre-transition fire protection program licensing
basis that require clarification of prior NRC approval.
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In accordance with RG 1.205 position 4.3:

"The licensee should submit the documentation described in Section 4.2 of
Regulatory Guide 1.200 to address the baseline PRA and application-specific
analyses. For PRA Standard "supporting requirements" important to the NFPA
805 risk assessments, the NRC position is that Capability Category // is generally
acceptable. Licensees should justify use of Capability Category / for specific
supporting requirements in their NFPA 805 risk assessments, if they contend that
it is adequate for the application. Licensees should also evaluate whether
portions of the PRA need to meet Capability Category I/, as described in the
PRA Standard."

The PWROG performed a full scope internal events PRA peer review of CCNPP to
determine compliance with ASME PRA Standard, RA-S-2008a and RG 1.200
(Reference 6.32) in June 2010. This review documented findings for all supporting
requirements (SRs) which failed to meet at least Category I1. The findings for that peer
review are documented below in Table U-I. This table also includes the disposition,
status, and impact on the FPRA.

The peer review found that 97% of the SR's evaluated Met Capability Category II or
better. There were 3 SR's that were noted as "not met" and 8 there were noted as
Category 1. As noted in the peer review report the majority of the findings were
documentation related. Of the 11 SR's which did not meet Category 2 or better, 7 were
related to conservatisms or documentation in LERF and 2 were related to internal
floods. There were 39 findings. All findings which could be relevant to FPRA were
updated in the internal events model used to quantify the FPRA. Thus, with the
exception of minor documentation concerns, the internal events model meets Category
II or causes conservative results for all SR's relevant to FPRA results. No significant
changes have been implemented in the internal events PRA. As there are no new
methods applied, no follow on or focused peer reviews were required.
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Table U-1 Internal Events PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations

F&O ID SR Topic Finding/Observation Status Disposition Impact to Fire PRA

1-16 AS-B3 Systems Analysis Based on Sections 2.4 and 2.10 of the Complete
SY-B6 System Analysis Introduction

Notebook (CO-SY-00, Rev. 0) this
SR appears to be met. However, there
is a potential issue related to this SR.
Did not find reference to any
engineering analysis needed to
support Containment Air Cooler
operation when this system is
assumed to be available during LOSP
when the containment heats up prior to
electrical recovery.

(This F&O originated from SR SY-B6)

The PRA Internal Events
Accident Sequence
Notebook, C0-AS-001,
Section 3.3, has been
updated with an engineering
analysis of this issue. The
analysis identifies that during
the Loss of Offsite Power
sequences, the Containment
Air Coolers are credited for
SBO conditions where the
containment heats up, and
then, after power recovery,
the air coolers are credited for
containment pressure and
temperature control. For
these accident sequences,
offsite power is restored in
one hour, and the
containment pressure and
corresponding saturation
temperature remain well
below containment design
parameters that would
challenge the CACs.
Furthermore, failure of CACs
is not risk significant, due to
the potential availability of
containment spray.

REFERENCE
CO-AS-001

No Impact on Fire
PRA. Subsequent
internal events
accident sequence
analysis shows that
Containment Air
Cooler operation is
not challenged by
containment heat up
during LOOP
accident sequences
that credit the CACs
for recovery.
Furthermore, as
compared to the
worst-case internal
events LOCAs, fire-
induced LOCAs,
have significantly
less coolant
discharge and
containment heat-up.
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Table U-1 Internal Events PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations

F&O ID SR Topic Finding/Observation Status Disposition Impact to Fire PRA

1-17 IFSO-Al Internal Flooding Examined Internal Flooding Notebook Complete An engineering analysis has No impact on Fire
QU-E3 (CO-IF-001, Rev. 1) Sections 3.0 and subsequently been performed PRA. Internal fire

3.1. Part of the Internal Flood analysis for AFW discharge piping initiators and flood
may not be complete for assessing the flooding. The fraction of at- initiators are mutually
Aux Feedwater Discharge Piping as a power time during which the exclusive. This
Flood Source. AFW system is in operation postulated failure

0.6% and the AFW Discharge does not impact fire
(This F&O originated from SR IFSO- Piping flood may be screened suppression
Al) due to their low impact on systems.

CDF' (<1E-9).

REFERENCE
CO-IF-001

1-18 IFSO-A4 Internal Flooding Examined Internal Flooding Notebook Open Human-induced impacts on No impact on Fire
IFEV-A7 (CO-IF-001, Rev. 1) Section 3.3 and the flood initiating event PRA. This is a

5.3. Consideration of human-induced frequencies are not well documentation issue.
mechanisms as potential flood sources documented. The issue has Internal fire initiators
not clear. Regarding human-induced been captured in the PRA and flood initiators
impacts on the flood frequency, configuration control database are mutually
Section 5.3 of the IF report states that (CRMP), but not yet exclusive. This issue
they were included, but their inclusion addressed. does not impact fire
should be better documented or suppression
referenced from IF (e.g., a sample systems.
calculation showing human
contribution would be helpful)

(This F&O originated from SR IFSO-
A4)

1-19 IFEV-B3 Internal Flooding While some items are included in Open In the Internal Flood No impact on Fire
IFPP-B3 Section 7.0 of the IF report, many notebook, the discussions on PRA. This is a
IFQU-B3 other instances of uncertainties and uncertainties and documentation issue.
IFSN-B3 assumptions are cited throughout the assumptions should be Internal fire initiators
IFSO-B3 report, but not included in the expanded. This issue has and flood initiators

discussion of Section 7.0 nor are the been captured in the PRA are mutually
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implications of these other configuration control database exclusive. This issue
uncertainties and assumptions are (CRMP), but not yet does not impact fire
discussed. addressed. suppression

systems.
(This F&O originated from SR IFPP-
B3)

1-25 DA-C7 Data For the most part actual plant- specific Complete The ESFAS logic train testing No impact on Fire
data is used as a basis for the number has a very low risk PRA. The ESFAS
of demands associated actual plant significance and generally logic train testing has
experiences (See basis for DA-C6), does not take the logic OOS. no significant impact
which includes both actual planned The train does go to 2-out-of- on Fire PRA. Note
and unplanned activities. However, 3 logic. Occurrences where that fire induced
there are a few ESFAS testing and/or the train is in 2-out-of-3 logic failures of ESFAS
other logic channel testing that are not is incorporated into the PRA channels are
tracked via the plant computer. Data Analysis Notebook, CO- appropriately

DA- incorporated into the
Created this F&O on non- 001, Section 2.6 and 3.5. For Fire PRA modeling.
documentation of ESFAS/Iogic train the logic relays there is a
testing, which needs to include actual RAW of <1.04 and Bimbaum
practice. on the order of 4E-07. Any

logic relay unavailability that
(This F&O originated from SR DA-C7) does not cause the ESFAS

channel to be OOS and
bypassed, is therefore of low
significance.

REFERENCE
CO-DA-001

2-7 IFPP-A5 Internal Flood Section 2.3 provides a discussion that Complete A walkdown was performed to No impact on Fire
walkdowns used to confirm plant assess the susceptibility to jet PRA. This is an
arrangement. The following impingement or spray in Internal Flood
note is contained in section 2.3: rooms 105A and 203. All documentation issue.

equipment is considered
Unfortunately, the walk-down failed by spray or
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documentation from the original impingement for flood sources
flooding analysis no longer exists. A originating in the room.
plant walk-down was performed as a Notebook CO-IF-001 was
part of this analysis to provide updated with this additional
familiarity with the plant design as well documentation.
as confirm findings from the original
walk-down. This walk-down is REFERENCE
documented in a set of notes and CO-IF-001
photographs included in Appendix B.

Walkdown photos for room 105A and
203 show equipment and potential
flood propagation paths.
However, there is not enough spatial
information to develop specific targets
for flood impingement or spray.

(This F&O originated from SR IFPP-
A5)

2-9 DA-D4 Data Evidence of meeting this SR at CC- Complete Table 2-6 of the Data No impact on Fire
Il/111 is found in the PRA Data Notebook CO-DA-001 listed PRA. This was a
Notebook (CO-DA-001, Rev. 1) in incorrect data and Bayesian documentation issue.
Sections 2.1 and 2.7. Found update results for the SACMs. The Internal Events
inconsistencies in the value of total However, the correct values model used for Fire
number components of different types were used in the models for PRA includes the
(for both units) in Table 2-5 of the PRA peer review, correct data.
Data Notebook with the actual total
number for Calvert Cliffs. Also, found For the SACM EDGs in Table
an inconsistency between the prior 2-6, the correct plant-specific
distribution and posterior distribution data are in Table 2-5. Table
for SACM EDG fail to start in Table 2-6 2-6 lists incorrect data and
of the Data Notebook. Bayesian update results for

the SACMs. However, the
(This F&O originated from SR DA-D4) correct values are used in the

models.
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The above errors have been
corrected in CO-DA-001.
Other minor typographical
errors were identified and
corrected in the notebook.

REFERENCE
CO-DA-001

3-3 SY-C2 Systems Analysis Section 2.3 of each system notebook Complete Marked-up system boundary No impact on Fire
states that marked up plant system drawings were generated for PRA. This is an
drawings are provided as supplements each system notebook. Internal Events
to the system notebook, which depicts Where Unit 1 and Unit 2 are documentation issue
the boundary of the system in terms of similar, just the Unit 1 that has been
PRA modeling. The drawings are not boundary is depicted. In addressed.
in the notebooks. addition, the system

notebooks include drawing
(This F&O originated from SR SY-C2) snippets, sketches, and

descriptive text that also
depict the system boundary.

REFERENCES
CO-SY-[AII]

3-5 SY-Al 1 Systems Analysis The fault tree does not include Complete A bounding sensitivity case This finding does not
SY-A6 potential failures of the AFW was run to include failure of impact Fire PRA.

accumulator system. the AFW accumulators failing The random failure
short-term AFW operation. probability of the

(This F&O originated from SR SY-Al 1) This issue has an insignificant accumulators is two
contribution to CDF. Short- orders of magnitude
term failure of the AFW lower than active
operation is dominated by hardware failures
failure of electrical support that support the
systems and failure of active same system
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hardware (i.e. valves and function. The
instrumentation). The passive
applicable system notebooks accumulators are not
were updated. modeled to be failed

by fires.
REFERENCES
CO-SY-036
CO-SY-019
CO-SY-000

3-8 SY-C1 Systems Analysis Several system notebooks were Complete Some new flow diversions Flow diversion has
SY-A13 reviewed (AFW, EDG, SI, 120 VAC were identified as part of the been documented

electrical, etc.). In general, the Fire PRA Multiple Spurious and are in the
documentation is complete and Operation review, and these intemal events PRA
thorough. In most cases it clearly were added to the system model. This model,
follows the RG 1.200 SRs. models and system in tum, is used as the
In some places, assumptions were notebooks. Furthermore, a plant response
imbedded in the documentation comprehensive review of PRA model for Fire PRA.
without sufficient reference or mechanical systems For example, a fire-
justification. Examples include: notebooks and drawings was induced spurious

performed to identify and opening of the Salt
SI notebook page 11, last bullet 'Only document potential flow Water overboard
one of the three HPSI pumps functions diversions. Flow diversion control valve can fail
- For a cold leg break, it is assumed discussions were added to a Salt Water train.
that only one-fourth pump discharge is Sections 3.4.d of the
spilled via the break. For a hot leg applicable system notebooks.
break, the entire pump discharge
reaches the core.'

SI notebook page 12, 2nd bullet The
maximum time assumed for operation
for the safety injection pumps is 30
seconds following SIAS initiation.'
CO-SY-000 states that each system
notebook addresses flow diversions
(where applicable) in section 3.4.d.
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Although flow diversions appear to be
addressed (for example, the SW
notebook talks about flow diversion),
there is no consistent discussion in
each system notebook.
(This F&O originated from SR SY-Ci)

3-9 DA-B1 Data DA notebook table 2-5 contains the Complete The model has been updated No impact on Fire
grouping of components for plant to add additional component PRA analysis. The
specific failure data. Many of the types and failure modes to model used for the
groupings appear to take into account better reflect service Fire PRA analysis
differences in such things as size, conditions. Service Water and includes the updated
type, mission type (e.g., FWTDP run Salt Water pumps were data and failure
vs. AFWTDP standby). However, in broken out. AFW pumps and modes.
some cases, it is not clear what the Safety Injection pumps were
basis for the grouping is. For example, broken out. This resulted in
SW MDP RUN and SRW MDP RUN changes to the associated
are grouped together even though they failure rates. The change has
are of different service conditions (salt been reflected in the Data
water vs. clean water), voltages (480 Notebook, CO-DA-001.
VAC vs. 4160 VAC), size, etc.
Similarly, AFW MDP is included with REFERENCE
HPSI MDP and LPSI MDP, even CO-DA-001
though the two SI pumps are pumping
borated water, while the AFW pump is
pumping condensate grade water. No
documentation of the appropriateness
of these groupings is provided.

(This F&O originated from SR DA-B1)

3-11 QU-B7 Quantification The mutually exclusive cutsets for Complete A comprehensive review of No impact on Fire
each system are described in the mutual exclusive modeling PRA. The PRA
system notebook section 3.4.e. was performed. Each system model that was
Several SY notebooks were reviewed notebook and each system updated as part of
to determine appropriateness of the model was reviewed to this review was used
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mutually exclusive cutsets. All validate the appropriateness as the plant
appeared reasonable. A review was of the modeling and reconcile response model for
performed of the MUTEX gate within any differences, and to verify the Fire PRA.
the fault tree model and the that a documented basis
appropriate combinations identified in exists for each mutually
the SY notebooks appear have been exclusive event. The PRA
included in the model. There are two model was updated to reflect
gates under the MUTEX gate which new, deleted, or re-organized
contain mutually exclusive cutsets mutually exclusive modeling
which are not documented in the identified as part of this
system notebooks. While the majority review.
of these are intuitively obvious (e.g.,
11 Steam Generator Tube Rupture REFERENCE
occurs as an IE AND 12 Steam SY-CO-[ALL]
Generator Tube Rupture occurs as an
IE), these should be included in an
appropriate system notebook.
(This F&O originated from SR QU-B7)

3-12 QU-D3 Quantification A review of the top cutsets from each Complete Documentation of the cutset No impact on Fire
event tree was performed. The utility reviews was presented to the PRA. The original
stated that during this peer review team; although, internal events cutset
review, cutsets were reviewed to the documentation was review notes have
determine if any mutually exclusive separate from the formal QU now been archived.
events were contained within cutsets, notebook package. A note For Fire PRA, cutset
if any flag settings were inappropriate was added to the QU review sessions were
or if any recoveries were overlooked or notebook directing the reader conducted,
added inappropriately. A review of a to the location of the cutest documented, and
sampling of cutsets did not indicate review notes and archived. Fire cutset
any inappropriate results. However, spreadsheets. The PRA review notes were
the QU notebook does not include a configuration control available and subject
discussion of this review, procedure, CNG-CM-1.01- to the Fire PRA peer
(This F&O originated from SR QU-D3) 3003, requires a review of review.

cutsets for PRA changes. In
practice, the top CDF and
LERF cutsets are examined
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for even the most innocuous
model changes.

REFERENCE
CNG-CM-1.01-3003
C0-QU-001
C0-FRQ-001

4-5 IE-A10 Complete To address this finding, the No impact on Fire
SY-A10 Initiating Events The only mention in C0-SC-001 of Diesel Generator modeling PRA. The finding
IE-C3 shared systems between the units is was updated as described in has been addressed
SC-A4 the SBO EDG, noted in Section 4.1.2. Appendix H of C0-SY-023- in the Internal EventsIt states that the SBO diesel can power 024, PRA DG System model, which, in turn,

any one bus on either unit. However, Notebook. EOP-7 directs to is leveraged as the
insthed CAFT melerence1, theran align the OC DG to the unit Fire PRA plant
assumed bus preference of 11, then with redundant safety response model.24, then 12, then 23.* This is noted in eupetoto-evcwt

the EDG system notebook but no equipment out-of-service, with
a goal to restore at least onebasis is provided. The procedures do 4KV bus. Since 4KV Buses

not actually have a preference, which 11 and 24 support AFW,
yields a potentially non-conservative those busses would have a

analysis. For example, if there is a preference over Busses 14

LOOP, the U2 diesels fail to start and and 21, all else being equal.
the Ul diesels fail to run after 1 hour. Nni prefereneqis
The SBO diesel would then be aligned modeled. If there is a conflict

to U2, and it is non-conservative to in the order-of-preference, for
give the Ul bus 11 full credit. If such exampe both 4KV Bus 11
non-conservatism is negligible, some and 4KV Bus 24 are not
analysis should be performed to powered, then a 50-50
demonstrate this. probability is assumed as to

(This F&O originated from SR IE-A10) the preferred bus.

REFERENCE
*Note: Peer review finding was not C0-SY-023-024
precise. It should have stated bus
preference for Unit 1 is 11, then 24,
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and for Unit 2, is 24 then 21.

4-12 HR-C1 Human Reliability One basic event calculated in the Complete The basic event has been No impact on Fire
appendix (ESFOHFCISZEFG) was not added to the model. A PRA. The missing
included in the fault tree models. sensitivity run with the basic basic event has been
CCNPP staff noted that it had event included the current added to the internal
previously been modeled, but model showed no increase in events model.
inadvertently deleted in an update. risk. The system notebook

CO-SY-048 was updated.
(This F&O originated from SR HR-C1)

REFERENCE
CO-SY-048

4-15 IFEV-A6 Internal Flooding The internal flooding analysis did not Open This finding has been No impact on Fire
have a formal process to gather plant identified in the PRA PRA. This issue
specific design information, operating configuration control database concems the Intemal
practices, etc. that could potentially (CRMP), but has not yet been Flood model. Internal
affect the generic flooding frequencies. addressed. flood initiators and
In response to an NRC RAI on the fire initiators are
CCNPP ISI program plan, CCNPP mutually exclusive.
mentioned a review of Condition
Reports that did not find any items that
would increase the flooding frequency.

The CR review meets part of the
requirement, but the SR also calls for
reviews of plant design, operating
practices, etc. that should be
considered. The evaluation should be
documented in the PRA.

(This F&O originated from SR IFEV-
A6)
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4-19 LE-C 13 Large Early The sources of uncertainty are well Complete Dominant LERF cutsets were No significant impact
LE-F3 Release identified in Table 5-1 of the LE reviewed to identify on FIRE PRA. The
LE-G4 notebook and quantified in Table 5-2 uncertainties that could be dominant LERF

of the QU notebook. However, no addressed. Two changes contributors were
discussion of the uncertainties or have been implemented to reviewed and model
insights from them is provided. For address significant changes
example, Sensitivity 1 shows a 74% uncertainties and reduced implemented. The
reduction in LERF, but this large LERF. First, a reverse-flow Calvert Cliffs LERF
reduction is not investigated, check valve in the CVCS contribution is now

Letdown line was credited as similar to other
Also, conservatisms in the ISLOCA a potential ISLOCA recovery. PWRs.
analyses were discussed in the AS Second, a new human action
review. SGTR was treated in an overly was added with realistic
conservative manner by categorizing timing for Steam Generator
all SGTR as LERF. isolation and RCS

depressurization on a SGTR.
(This F&O originated from SR LE-F3) These and less significant

model updates resulted in a
LERF-to-CDF ratio change
from approximately 17% to
approximately 10%. This
newer ratio is in the typical
range for other PWRs.

REFERENCE
CO-LE-001

4-20 LE-F1 Large Early The relative contribution to LERF is Complete The contributions to LERF are No impact on Fire
LE-G3 Release presented in the QU notebook by PDS documented in the PRA on this intemal

and by initiating event, but not by Quantification Notebook and events
accident progression sequence, are noted as such in the Level documentation issue.
phenomena, containment challenges 2 Notebook. Accident
or containment failure mode. progression sequences are

located in Section 4.2.3 and
(This F&O originated from SR LE-G3) Appendix C. The Level 2

notebook has been updated
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to point to additional
phenomena and containment
challenges and failure mode
Tables/Figures in the QU
Notebook

REFERENCE
CO-QU-001
CO-LE-001

4-21 LE-G5 Large Early The LE notebook states that limitations Complete Section 4.5.2.7 of CO-LE-001, This internal events
Release in the LE analysis that could impact Revision 2 - added discussion finding does not

applications are documented in the QU of results of impact on impact Fire PRA.
notebook, but it is not. Given the application of the Unit 2 ILRT
conservative modeling of SGTR and extension request.
ISLOCA, the impact on applications
should include assessment of how this REFERENCE
conservatism can skew the LERF CO-LE-001
results.

(This F&O originated from SR LE-G5)

4-22 LE-C10 Large Early The LERF contributors have not been Complete The LERF results were No significant impact
LE-C12 Release reviewed for reasonableness (per SR reviewed for conservatisms on Fire PRA. The
LE-F2 LE-F2). The QU notebook discusses as described in the SRs. After dominant LERF
LE-C3 the top 20 LERF cutsets (which total conservatisms were contributors were

73% of the total LERF). It notes addressed (see discussion for reviewed and model
conservatism in the cutsets and says it F&0 4-19 above), no changes
will be evaluated in Section 5.2, but is significant issues were implemented. The
not. Section 4.3.6 of the QU notebook identified. Calvert Cliffs LERF
compares the total LERF of CCNPP to contribution is now
St. Lucie, but does not even break the REFERENCE similar to other
results down by contributor (e.g., CO-LE-001 PWRs.
SGTR, ISLOCA, etc.).
Also, the ASME PRA Standard SRs C-
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3, C-10 and C-13 require a review of
the LERF results for conservatism in
the following areas:
1. Engineering analyses to support
continued equipment operation or
operator actions during severe
accident progression that could reduce
the LERF
2. Engineering analyses to support
continued equipment operation or
operations after containment failure.
3. Potential credit for repair of
equipment.
No such review has been performed,
despite the large conservatism noted
in the containment bypasses.
(This F&O originated from SR LE-F2)

5-10 LE-D7 Large Early
Release

Following the failure of one or more
containment penetrations to isolate on
CIAS, a feasible operator action is to
manually close the failed valves from
the Main Control Room.

(This F&O originated from SR LE-D7)

Complete During fire model
development, fire-induced
spurious opening of failures of
Hydrogen Purge Valves and
Normal Containment Sump
were identified as significant
contributors to LERF. This
issue is to be addressed with
a plant modification as
described in LAR Attachment
S.
The merits have been
considered of adding an
operator action in order close
containment penetration from
the Main Control Room to
recover from a containment
isolation failure. A review of

For the Fire PRA,
significant
containment isolation
failures are being
addressed with a
modification.

Modeling of an
operator action to
manually close failed
valves from the main
control room would
not significantly
reduce LERF, as
such an action is not
feasible for the
significant
sequences where
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cutsets shows that a recovery containment isolation
is not feasible for top LERF has failed.
sequences, because the
sequence includes either 1) a
loss of CR indication, 2)
includes a station black-out
condition, or 3) includes non-
recoverable pipe breaks.

REFERENCE
C0-LE-001
Attachment S

5-17 IE-Ci Initiating Events Bayesian updates of non-time-based Complete CENG understands the No impact on Fire
IE-C13 LOCA data were improper. The small general concern on Bayesian PRA. The approach
IE-C4 and medium LOCA frequencies were updating of rare events, used for LOCA

obtained from draft NUREG 1829 then However, the method used frequencies has
Bayesian updated (in App E) with was based on a white paper been validated by
CCNPP experience from 2004 to developed by industry experts industry experts and
2008. The Very Small LOCA prior regarding LOCA frequencies, is the same
having alpha = 0.4, Mean = 1.57E-03; These experts included INL, approach as was
was Bayesian updated to a Posterior NRC and Industry experts. In used for the NRC's
having a mean value of 7.02E-04. This addition, the approach used SPAR model.
represents an excessive drop for the Calvert PRA was the Regardless, LOCA
associated with CCNPP experience of same as used for the NRC initiator frequencies
4 to 5 years. Similarly, the Small and SPAR model. This issue is are not included in
Medium LOCAs were Bayesian captured in the PRA the Fire PRA, as fire
updated with the whole industry configuration control database initiators and LOCA
experience rcy data. The draft NUREG (CRMP). initiators are mutually
1829 LOCA frequencies were obtained exclusive.
from expert elicitations (not time- REFERENCE
based) that included crack propagation CO-IE-001
analysis. The Bayesian update for
VSLOCA used the Alpha parameter
and the mean value to justify that the
prior mean was based on 255 rcy. This
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may not have been the basis for the
expert elicitations in NUREG 1829.
Also, the Medium LOCA frequency
may be classified as extremely rare
event. It would require no Bayesian
updating. The current CCNPP SLOCA
and MLOCA frequencies are very
close even though the source data in
NUREG 1829 indicates a negative
exponential drop in these frequencies.
(This F&O originated from SR IE-C1)
(Note: rcy - reactor year)

5-18 IE-C2 Initiating Events Justify the exclusion of LOOP event at Complete The event is not counted No impact on Fire
IE-C7 CCNPP in 1987. No time trend following guidance provided in PRA. The data

analysis was provided to justify the NUREG/CR-6928, based analysis is
exclusion. upon trend analysis. A full acceptable.

discussion is included in the Regardless, there is
(This F&O originated from SR IE-C2) Initiating Event notebook, CO- no impact on Fire

IE-001. PRA, as LOOP
initiating events are

REFERENCE mutually exclusive
CO-IE-O01 with fire initiating

events.

5-23 HR-A2 Human Reliability The Pre-initiator HRAs did not include Complete It is agreed that the No impact on Fire
the miscalibration of SIT pressure. For miscalibration of SIT pressure PRA. Given the
example, in the event where SIT could have a negative impact pressure of the
pressure is miscalibrated high, various on various accident scenarios CCNPP SITs they
accident scenarios requiring SI are involving LLOCA and are only required and
negatively impacted. Add SIT pressure VLLOCA initiators. However, provide significant
miscalibrated high or, justify no impact this instrumentation is not benefit on Large
on CDF / LERF. modeled explicitly and is LOCAs. The

therefore deemed included frequency of a Large
(This F&O originated from SR HR-A2) within the component LOCA times the pre-
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boundary for the SIT. As such initiator frequency is
the miscalibration probability negligible.
would be included in the SIT Furthermore, Large
unavailability. LOCA initiating

events are mutually
REFERENCE exclusive with fire
CO-HR-001 initiating events, so

this issue is not
applicable to Fire
PRA.

5-25 SC-Cl Success Criteria Simplify the traceability of Tsw. In the Complete Where applicable, the Tsw of No impact on Fire
HR-12 post initiator HRA details, the HRA each HFE that could be PRA. This is an
SC-C2 success criteria are often provided as traced to the Success Criteria internal events

a positive re-statement of the HRA notebook (CS-SC-001) was documentation
title. And, the consequence of failure is updated and referenced in the finding.
often stated as core damage. Consider HRA Calculator. CO-HR-001
adding Tsw to the success criteria and was also updated.
linking that to the PCTran case where
Tsw was developed. Also, in the SC REFERENCE
report (Table B-3), consider adding the CO-HR-001
actual time to core uncovery (or core
damage) instead of providing a "Yes"
entry in the column of "core damage?"

(This F&O originated from SR HR-12)

5-30 LE-D1 Large Early Section 3.2.11 discussed the Complete CCNPP's Level 2 PRA follows No impact on Fire
LE-B2 Release containment challenge from Hydrogen the analysis in WCAP-1 6341- PRA. The

Combustion. It concluded that the P, Simplified Level 2 Modeling methodology in
challenge may be significant for some Guidelines. In the industry- WCAP-16341-P is
accident scenarios. The CCNP entry in supported analysis, the appropriate for
Table 6.11-2 of the Level 2 WCAP percentage of cladding Calvert Cliffs level 2
showed a potentially significant impact oxidation is the main factor analysis for both
from Hydrogen burn. Provide an used to develop a maximum internal events and
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estimate of the impact of Hydrogen H2 concentration in the fire initiators.
burn on containment pressure. Use an containment, and, in turn, a
accident scenario that is likely to containment pressure is
produce larger amounts of H2 with calculated if the H2 completely
failed containment spray. The optimal burns. These are then
time to estimate the impact of mapped to site-specific
Hydrogen burn is approximately at 2 containment failure
hours which is the time when the EOF probabilities.
and TSC personnel have convened
and are ready to guide the Main A simplifying assumption is
Control Room into periodic Hydrogen made that "no pre-buming of
burns before the formation of explosive hydrogen generated in the
mixtures. core melt progression is

considered." Calvert Cliffs'
(This F&O originated from SR LE-D1) severe action management

procedures do include actions
to reduce H2 concentration in
the containment, but these
actions are not credited in the
PRA model. Also,
Containment Spray is not
questioned for the LERF
accident sequences.
Containment Spray is a factor
in LATE containment failure
accident sequences.

REFERENCES
CO-LE-001

5-31 DA-D4 Data The summary table for Bayesian Complete The aforementioned footnote No impact on Fire
updated parameters (on Page 53 of was incorporated into Table PRA for this minor
the PRA Data Notebook, CO-DA-001, 2-6 of CO-DA-O1. internal events
Rev. 1) shows the CS-MDP was documentation issue
Bayesian updated with plant REFERENCE and no changes
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Table U-1 Internal Events PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations

F&O ID SR Topic Find Ing/Observation Status Disposition Impact to Fire PRA

experience containing 1 failure and CO-DA-001 were required for the
Zero run-hours. The CCNPP PRA staff CS-MDP failure rate.
responded to this issue as an isolated
case. There is an actual FTR > 1 hr

(This F&O originated from SR DA-D4)

6-3 SC-B2 Success Criteria Expert judgment was not used as the Complete The approach for SLOCA The existing analysis
sole basis for any success criteria, break size analysis is meets the intent of
However, upon inspection of the discussed in the Success the SR and therefore
PCTran run tables in the SC report Criteria notebook. there is no impact on
appendices, many instances of Furthermore, a review was Fire PRA.
surrogate or inferred results were conducted of this issue; in
found. Instead of running specific addition, TH analyses were
PCTran calculations to cover the completed to verify the break-
whole SLOCA break size spectrum, size ranges. It was found that
intermediate break sizes have been the computer simulations
calculated supplemented with expert adequately represented the
judgment to derive limiting time delay various break-size ranges.
for operators to actuate SI (30 min) or
limiting time delay for OTCC REFERENCE
(SGL<350'+10min). CO-SC-001

(This F&O originated from SR SC-B2)

6-5 SY-A20 Systems Analysis When appropriate, the simultaneous Complete AFW basic event No impact on Fire
unavailability within a system is AFWOTMMAINT6-F7 was PRA. The offending
documented in the system notebooks determined to not be needed basic event was
and included in the PRA model. in the plant model. The basic removed from the
However, a further review of these event was removed. All model used for Fire
items is required for completeness. remaining AFW equipment PRA. A review did

unavailability events in the not discover other
(This F&O originated from SR SY-A20) model and notebooks were missing or incorrect

reviewed for consistency. simultaneous
AFWOTMMAINT-TF was unavailability events.
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Table U-1 Internal Events PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations

F&O ID SR Topic Finding/Observation Status Disposition Impact to Fire PRA

determined to be modeled
correctly, its description was
found to be in error in the
system notebook. Notebook
CO-SY-036 was updated. A
review for concurrent
maintenance was previously
performed and documented in
the Data Notebook.

REFERENCE
CO-SY-036

6-8 HR-H2 Human Reliability Some recovery actions included in the
model (thus credited) are set to
screening values. In the HEP
evaluation (appendices of the HR
report) there are no indications that
procedures, training, or other shaping
factors are available on a plant-specific
basis.

(This F&O originated from SR HR-H2)

Complete For each screening HRA, the
internal events analysis was
updated to include a specific
reference to the earlier HRA
analysis. Included are the
applicable success criteria for
each recovery. Refer to CO-
HR-001, Internal Events
Human Reliability Analysis,
and the associated HRA
Calculator file.

For Fire PRA development,
the internal events HRAs with
screening values were
analyzed to assure that they
were sufficiently conservative
for fire scenarios. Refer to
Section 4.1 of CO-HRA-001,
Fire PRA Human Reliability
Analysis. Documentation for

No impact on Fire
PRA. The
documentation for
internal events HRAs
was updated to
address this finding.
Internal events HRA
with screening
values were
evaluated for
applicability for Fire
Scenarios. The
documentation for
fire HRAs was
developed to
address the issues of
this finding.
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Table U-1 Internal Events PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations

F&O ID SR Topic Findlng/Observation Status Disposition Impact to Fire PRA

fire HRA actions are similar to
that done for the updated
internal events HRA actions.

REFERENCE
CO-HR-001

CO-HRA-001

6-9 HR-I1 Human Reliability The HR report is well documented in Complete Updated the notebooks in the No impact on Fire
general and will facilitate upgrades, reference section so HRA PRA. This is a
however, some basic event names are designator names and documentation
not consistent between the HR report desigtor amesand finding. HRA names
and the system notebooks. tie the sm in the model andthe HR Calculator, HR ntbo r o

notebook, CAFTA Model 6.0. notebook are now
(This F&O originated from SR HR-li) Changes included adding the consistent.

"-B" extension and removing
the "(-2)" event where
applicable.

REFERENCE
CO-HR-001
CO-SY-[Many]

6-10 IFPP-A2 Internal Flooding Plant design features such as open Complete The Internal Flood notebook No impact on Fire
IFSN-A2 rooms or as built divisions are used to has been updated to PRA. This is a

define the flood areas and was well incorporate an analysis documentation
documented. More detail is needed as describing the screening of finding for the
to why the containment buildings were the containment building from Internal Flood
screened from the analysis. flooding analysis. Essentially, notebook.

the containment is designed
(This F&O originated from SR IFPP- for LOCA condition, which
A2) screens reactor coolant
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Table U-1 Internal Events PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations

F&O ID SR Topic FindIng/Observation Status Disposition Impact to Fire PRA

system and related piping
system. Other piping systems
have limited inventory, are
normally isolated, or have a
low flow rate. Reference CO-
IF-001.

REFERENCE
CO-IF-001

6-14 IFSO-BI Internal Flooding While the flooding calculations have Open This is a documentation No impact on Fire
IFSN-A9 been performed and are thought to be finding for the internal floods PRA. This is a

correct and well done, additional notebook. The issue has been documentation issue.
documentation of data would enhance captured in the PRA Internal fire initiators
the IF report. It appears that the input configuration control database and flood initiators
reports and references are based on (CRMP), but not yet closed- are mutually
poorly documented or non-officially out. exclusive. This issue
revisioned reports and information does not impact fire
sources. suppression

systems.
(This F&O originated from SR IFSN-
A9)

6-16 IFQU-Al1 Internal Flooding Walkdowns have been conducted and Open This is an internal floods No impact on Fire
IFPP-B2 are documented in Appendix B of the documentation finding. The PRA. This is a

IF report. It is stated in the IF report finding has been captured in documentation issue.
that prior information is no longer the PRA configuration control Internal fire initiators
available; this fact should be corrected database (CRMP), but not yet and flood initiators
as required for analysis updates and addressed. are mutually
information verifications. exclusive. This issue

does not impact fire
(This F&O originated from SR IFQU- suppression
All) systems.
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Table U-1 Internal Events PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations

F&O ID SR Topic FindIng/Observation Status Disposition Impact to Fire PRA

6-17 IFQU-A10 Internal Flooding By including the flooding events under Open This internal flood issue is No impact on Fire
the transient fault tree, the LERF captured in the PRA PRA. This finding
impacts are automatically accounted configuration control database may drive some
for in the same manner as the general (CRMP), but not yet changes to the
transient events in the LERF analysis. addressed. There is some model for internal
Very little documentation is found potential that the analysis, in floods, but internal
related to the IF analysis in the LE addition to providing the floods and fire
report, although the IF report states required documentation, may initiating events are
that the LERF impacts due to flooding drive changes to the model. mutually exclusive.
are documented and analyzed in the Any postulated
LE report. changes to the LERF

accident sequences
(This F&O originated from SR IFQU- would not impact fire
Al 0) suppression systems

relative to the Fire
PRA.

6-18 HR-H2 Human Reliability The system time window Tsw for post Complete It was determined that the text No impact on Fire
initiator HRAs was frequently in Section 3.1.5.7 was HRA. As described
associated with 'core damage'. Post incorrect and does not in this F&O for
initiator HRAs that appear in the top capture how stress is actually internal events, the
cutsets may require success criteria applied in the EPRI HRA stress levels in the
linked to beginning of core uncovery Calculator. CO-HR-001, model are
(about 20 minutes before 'core Internal Events PRA Human appropriate, but
damage'). Or, the operator actions that Reliability Analysis, has been updates to the
may fall into that final 20-minute time updated to show the stress documentation are
period should be overridden to assume level applied to each HFE and required. The
a high stress level. While section the justification for stress internal events
3.1.5.7 described this approach, there selection. Also included is a documentation was
is no evidence of its proper application correlation between stress updated. For Fire
in the HRA quantifications. level and failure of execution PRA development,

probability. New text has the internal events
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Table U-1 Internal Events PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations

F&O ID SR Topic Finding/Observation Status Disposition Impact to Fire PRA

(This F&O originated from SR HR-H2) been provided for inclusion in HRA stress levels
a future update of the HRA were carried
notebook. forward. Additional

stress levels were
For the Fire PRA evaluated,
development, the intemal incorporated as
events HRA stress levels appropriate, and
were carried forward. As documented.
described in CO-HRA-001,
Fire PRA Human Reliability
Analysis, additional stresses
were evaluated and
incorporated due to the fire
initiator.

REFERENCE
CO-HR-001
C0-HRA-001

6-22 HR-El Human Reliability Upon RAS, LPSI stops and EOP-5, Complete As documented in CR-2009- No impact on Fire
Step S.1(d) requires the Operators to 005881, shutting the RWT PRA. The system is
'Shut RWI OUT Valves SI-4142, outlet valves upon a RAS operable without the
4143'. This manual action was not does not impact station manual action to shut
modeled in the PRA. The CCNPP PRA operability. The Safety the RWT outlet
staff provided reasonable response to Injection Pumps and valves. There is no
this issue. Based on CR-2009-005581, Containment Spray Pumps impact on intemal
there is no impact on pump operability, will not fail if the RWT events CDF and no
Also, the staff will continue to track the isolation valves do not closed impact on Fire PRA.
CR. If there are any changes to the with a RAS signal. A design The issue was
disposition of pump operability, then a margin issue has been added to the plant's
new HRA may be added to the PRA identified. This issue has margin management
model (if warranted). been added to the plant's program.

margin management
(This F&O originated from SR HR-E1) program. No model changes

have been made, but the PRA
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Table U-1 Internal Events PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations

F&O ID SR Topic Finding/Observation Status Disposition Impact to Fire PRA

configuration management
program, CNG-CM-1.01-
3003, would capture any
design changes concerning
this issue.

REFERENCE
C0-SY-052
CR-2009-005881
CNG-CM-1.01-3003

6-23 HR-G7 Human Reliability When the Calculator reads in the Open New HRA events, This specific issue
combinations, it assumes that actions CVCOHFOTA8HRS-FR and with time delay and
occur in the order of the time delay AFWOHFCCSGDEC8HR-FR CST depletion has
(Td). However, the time delay is not were added to model Td been addressed and
the same for all sequences, and care variances where CST incorporated into the
must be taken to make the depletion occurs early and Fire PRA model. As
combinations appropriate for the when it occurs later. This discussed in Section
sequences in which they occur. Page account for appropriate 4.4.1 of C0-HRA-
88 of the HRA notebook indicates this sequencing of events. 001, Fire Human
was considered, since the Td was Reliability Analysis,
modified for events occurring prior to REFERENCE as part of the
reactor trip, and also for OTCC after CO-HR-001 dependency
SG overfill. However, not all CO-HRA-001 analysis, HFE time
occurrences have been addressed. lines were reviewed
The combination examined by the and certain other
review team is Combination 770 HRA events were
(OTCC after CST depletion). In this split to account for
event the CST depletion should come the different
first. scenarios they occur

in and the different
(This F&O originated from SR HR-G7) time delays

necessary for these
actions.
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F&O ID SR T

7-13 QU-A2 Quantific

Table U-1 Internal Events PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations

opic Finding/Observation Status Disposition

ation Discrepancy between documentation Complete The top flood cutset was
and result files. SB0037 and SB0038 incorrectly flagged as being
sequences appear to be inverted in SBO sequence 37 (offsite
Tables D-1, 4.2.2, 4.2.4, 4.2.5, B-3). power recovered < 1 hour)

instead of sequence 38
(This F&O originated from SR QU-A2) (offsite power not recovered).

Updated tables B-2, C-1, and
D 1 in CO-QU-001. Spot-
check was performed to
identify other errors. In CO-
QU-002, fixed sequence 12
table 4.2-5, which incorrectly
showed sequence 37 instead
of 38.

REFERENCE
C0-QU-001
C0-QU-002

Impact to Fire PRA

No impact on fire
PRA for this internal
events
documentation issue.

REFERENCE
CO-QU-001
CO-QU-002
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In accordance with RG 1.205 position 4.3:

"The licensee should submit the documentation described in Section 4.2 of
Regulatory Guide 1.200 to address the baseline PRA and application-specific
analyses. For PRA Standard "supporting requirements" important to the NFPA
805 risk assessments, the NRC position is that Capability Category II is generally
acceptable. Licensees should justify use of Capability Category I for specific
supporting requirements in their NFPA 805 risk assessments, if they contend that
it is adequate for the application. Licensees should also evaluate whether
portions of the PRA need to meet Capability Category Ill, as described in the
PRA Standard."

The CCNPP FPRA peer review was performed January 16-20, 2012 using the NEI 07-
12 Fire PRA peer review process, the ASME PRA Standard (ASME/ANS RA-Sa-2009)
and Regulatory Guide 1.200, Rev. 2. The purpose of this review was to establish the
technical adequacy of the FPRA for the spectrum of potential risk-informed plant
licensing applications for which the FPRA may be used. The 2012 Calvert FPRA peer
review was a full-scope review of all of the technical elements of the CCNPP at-power
FPRA (2012 model of record) against all technical elements in Section 4 of the
ASME/ANS Combined PRA Standard, including the referenced internal events SRs.
The peer review noted a number of facts and observations (F&Os). The findings and
their dispositions are provided in Table V-I. All findings are being provided and have
been dispositioned. All F&Os that were defined as suggestions have been
dispositioned and will be available for NRC review. The FPRA is adequate to support
the NFPA 805 licensing basis.

The FPRA now meets at least Capability Category II in all cases. Eleven ASME/ANS
SRs were identified by the peer review team as meeting Capability Category I only
requirements or a level of "not met" for the requirement. The capability categories are
defined in ASME/ANS RA-Sa-2009. An evaluation of the impact of those areas where
only the Capability Category I requirement was met or the requirement was "not met" is
provided in Table V-2 along with the basis for now meeting Capability Category I1.

Note:

NUREG/CR-6850, Task 10, "Circuit Failure Mode Likelihood Analysis" (CFMLA)
describes two options to estimate circuit failure probabilities: Option 1 provides several
lookup tables based on circuit features and Option 2 provides a computational method
using reverse-engineered formulas. The July 1, 2013 "Interim Guidance Pending
Publication of Expert Elicitation Results" (ML13165A214) states that circuit testing has
shown that the table values could not be substantiated with regard to circuits having a
control power transformer (CPT). Option 2 was described as not providing "an
adequate method for quantifying the likelihood of hot short-induced spurious
operations."

CCNPP 
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The CCNPP FPRA applies CFMLA to sixteen components (eight circuit breakers, four
containment sample isolation valves, and four waste gas surge tank valves). All sixteen
components are controlled/powered from 125VDC - no CPT. All of the associated
basic events are assigned a 0.6 probability, which exceeds the interim guidance
aggregate value of 0.56 for (unshielded) thermoset cable in an ungrounded DC circuit.
Compared with the interim guidance, risk and delta-risk effects related to this issue
would be extremely small and conservative, with no impact on the overall conclusions.

References

V-1. CO-PP-001, Fire PRA Plant Partitioning Notebook
V-2. CO-IGN-001, Fire PRA Ignition Frequency (IGN) Notebook
V-3. CO-ES-001, Fire PRA Plant Equipment Selection Notebook
V-4. CO-ES-002, Multiple Spurious Operations (MSO) Report For Fire PRA Notebook
V-5. CO-CS-001, Cable Selection, Detailed Circuit Analysis and Route Location

Notebook
V-6. CO-QLS-001, Fire PRA Plant Qualitative Screening Notebook
V-7. CO-PRM-001, Plant Response Model Notebook
V-8. CO-QNS-001, Quantitative Screening Notebook
V-9. CO-CF-001, Circuit Failure Probability Notebook
V-10. CO-HRA-001, Fire PRA Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) Notebook
V-11. CO-SF-001, Seismic Fire Interaction Assessment Notebook
V-12. CO-FRQ-001, Fire PRA Fire Risk Quantification Notebook - Unit 1
V-13. CO-FRQ-002, Fire PRA Fire Risk Quantification Notebook - Unit 2
V-14. CO-FRQ-003, Fire PRA Summary Document Notebook
V-15. CO-FSS-001, Fire PRA Fire Scenario Selection and Analysis Notebook
V-16. CO-FSS-002, Fire PRA Scoping Fire Modeling Notebook
V-17. CO-FSS-003, Fire PRA Scoping Fire Modeling Results Summary Notebook
V-18. CO-FSS-004, Fire PRA Detailed Fire Modeling Notebook
V-1 9. C0-FSS-005, Structural Failure Analysis Notebook
V-20. CO-FSS-006, Miscellaneous Fire Scenario Analysis Notebook
V-21. CO-FSS-007, Fire PRA Main Control Room Analysis Notebook
V-22. CO-FSS-008, Fire PRA Multi-Compartment Fire Analysis Notebook
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Table V-1 Fire PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations - Findings

F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

PP-B3-01 PP-B3 Plant Complete The containment is partitioned into 2 C0-PP-001, Calvert Cliffs Fire PRA Plant
PP-B6 Partitioning PAUs. There are intervening Partitioning Notebook, was updated to include an

PP-C3 combustibles and this was accounted analysis that justifies the partitioning of the
for in the PRA by treating the 20 feet as containment into two plant partitioning units with a
an overlap region and failing 20-foot spatial separation (known as the buffer
components affected in both PAUs. zone). The only potential intervening combustibles
There is no justification given for the 20 in this buffer zone were identified as qualified
foot assumption. The turbine deck is cables that were verified to be encased within
continuous from unit 1 to unit 2. This marinate covered raceways. The covers prevent
area is divided into 2 PAUs, TURB1 and the cables from becoming potential combustibles
TURB2, but there is no discussion for and therefore are not considered intervening
the basis of the partitioning. Finding combustibles.
level of significance is based on
crediting spatial separation with no The unit 1 and unit 2 Turbine Deck was walked
requisite justification. down to assess for the acceptability of the

Maintain the containment as 1 PAU and Appendix R partitioning into distinct PAUs. The

discern the separation of east from west boundary was assessed to have at least a 20-foot

in the fire modeling. Document the separation between potential ignition sources and
nand no intervening potential targets, assessed for interveningspatial separation turoinervek. combustibles, and the Turbine deck volume

combustibles for the turbine deck. assessed for damaging hot gas layer development.

The partitioning was found acceptable and
consistent with NUREG/CR-6850, Section 1.5.2,
where main turbine decks are typical applications
where spatial separation has been credited.

PP-B5-01 PP-B5 Plant Complete The water curtain in the CCW room was The Component Cooling Water room water curtain
PP-C3 Partitioning credited as an active fire barrier. The is an approved Appendix R exemption, as

justification was that the water curtain identified in the exemption issued by the NRC in
was part of the original regulatory fire response to Calvert Cliffs exemption request
protection program. This meets CAT 1, ER820816. The validity of crediting CCW Room
but needs enhancement for CAT Il/111. Water Curtains is discussed in Southwest
Finding level was used because the Research Institute Report No. 01-0763-201. A
requirements for CAT Il/111 were not met. reference to the Southwest Research Institute
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Table V-1 Fire PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations - Findings

F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

report was added to CO-PP-001, Plant Partitioning
Calvert Cliffs should provide a direct Notebook.
reference to their Appendix R program
as the basis for the acceptability for this
or provide a design basis justification for
the water curtain and document that in
the PP notebook if the Appendix R
program reference cannot be found.

PP-B7-01 PP-B7 Plant Complete 1. The walk down nomenclature does A table was created to correlate the building or
PP-C3 Partitioning not match the PP notebook. Example area nomenclature that was used for the plant

PP-C4 Qualitative page 561 of the walkdown walkdown documentation, to the plant analysis unit
Screening documentation uses nomenclature in identifiers used in the Fire PRA analysis. This

LS-Al Scrthe containment that does not match the table was added to CO-PP-001, Calvert Cliffs Fire
PP notebook. PRA Plant Partitioning Notebook as Table 17.
2. There are many areas inaccessible
such as: #23 Charging Pump Room, Ul The facilities and rooms that were not originally
Service Water Pump Room, Ul East walked-down were reviewed. Supplemental
Battery Room, EA/ Corridor. These walkdowns were performed and supplemental
areas appear to be accessible with a walkdown datasheets were generated. For areas
little effort. In some of the areas that were not accessible at the time of the
screened out in QLS, the areas were supplemental walkdowns (for radiological safety
inaccessible and did not have a reasons, personnel safety concerns, or access
confirmatory walkdown. Finding level otherwise denied), The reason for inaccessibility
assessed due to the incompleteness of was added to Table 17.
the walkdown documentation.

1. Prepare a table that correlates the
PAUs from the PP notebook with the
area nomenclature used in the
walkdown documentation.
2. Complete the walkdowns, particularly
for areas screened in the QLS task.
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Table V-1 Fire PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations - Findings

F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

CS-B1-01 CS-B1 Fire PRA Cable Complete Current Breaker coordination study still The breaker coordination study has been
CS-C4 Selection and in progress. This study needs to be completed. As described in ECP-1 3-00032 1, Form

Location completed in order to receive a category 12, Engineering Evaluation, all PRA common
II met for CS-B1. power supplies are assumed to meet - or will meet

- the coordination requirements of NFPA 805,
Complete the breaker coordination except as noted in CO-CS-001, Fire PRA Cable
study. Selection Notebook. As described in the cable

selection notebook, two 120VAC lighting panels
are not validated as coordinated, and these panels
are assumed to fail for all Fire PRA scenarios.
Also, as described in the PRA notebook a breaker
for 480V motor control center MCC101BT has not
been validated as coordinated. This breaker, 52-
10150, is modeled so that a fire-induced electrical
fault on the breaker's power cabling will fail
MCC101BT. Finally, the notebook identifies that
selected 120V power panels have coordination
issues, but that these will be addressed by design
changes and referenced in Attachment S -
Modifications and Implementation Items.

PRM-B3-01 PRM-B3 Fire PRA/Plant Complete The FPRA model did not address Loss of Control Room HVAC can affect the
PRM-B4 Response events involving loss of both HVAC operability and availability of equipment in the
PRM-B5 Model trains to the MCR, long term heatup of control room and cable spreading room. As

MCR and need for operator actions described in Calvert PRA System Analysis
outside the MCR to compensate for the Notebooks CO-SY-002, CO-SY-017, and CO-SY-
loss of electronic controls in the MCR, 030, loss of HVAC is modeled to have the effect of
which was assumed as a CCDP of 1.0 increasing the failure rate of 120VAC and 125VDC
for the plant. The basis for excluding instruments and controls in the cable spreading
this potential Core Damage sequence room. For the control room, degradation of the
was addressed in questions to the 125VDC system is used as a conservative
Calvert Cliffs PRA team. This sequence surrogate for control room I&C degradation.
is a new sequence outside the current
model FPRA model logic trees. Loss of Control Room HVAC and subsequent
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Table V-1 Fire PRA Peer Review- Facts and Observations - Findings

F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

Consider using a combination of MCR
heatup calculations to define the time
when operators would leave MCR and
consider a recovery action for restoring
cooling the MCR.

temperature increases may adversely affect
operator responses. The model reflects
degradation of human actions by the degradation
of the 125VDC system used for instruments and
controls. Loss of Control Room HVAC is not
expected to cause abandonment by operations
staff of the control room due to high temperatures.
On complete loss of HVAC with no mitigation, such
as no use of emergency fans, calculation CA02725
shows a CR temperature of 123 deg F at 24-hours.
While this is a challenging environment, this
temperature is assessed as insufficient to solely
drive a complete CR abandonment scenario.
NUREG/CR-6738 describes operational
experience where operators will continue to
occupy the control room even under severe
environments.

Operations staff says that in consideration of high
temperatures in the control room, that Operations
would do what was needed to keep the cores safe
and covered. The site safety director says that for
a temperature of 123 deg F, the site would
implement a mitigation strategy which would
include stay-times, assessment of individuals for
heat-related conditions, use of ice vests, and call-
in of additional qualified operations staff to rotate
into the control room.

The above discussion was included in CO-SY-030,
Control Room HVAC PRA System Notebook.
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Table V-1 Fire PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations - Findings

F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

FSS-A5-01 FSS-A5 Fire Scenario
Selection and
Analysis

Complete A range of ignition source / target set
combinations has been represented for
unscreened PAUs. These combinations
are identified in relevant calculation
sheets for unscreened PAUs. In some
PAUs, sub-PAUs are defined and
damage from a potential fire within the
sub-PAU is addressed. However, it is
not clear how or why damage would be
limited to the specified sub-PAU
because there are no physical barriers
between specified sub-PAUs. The
documentation is such that it cannot be
determined if the selected fire scenarios
provide reasonable assurance that the
risk contribution of each unscreened
PAU can be characterized. Another
issue that influences the potential for fire
propagation across sub-PAU
boundaries is that the temperature
measurement locations specified in the
detailed FDS fire modeling evaluations
do not generally coincide with locations
where maximum temperature are
expected (e.g., within the fire plume).

FDS modeling was used for fire scenario
evaluations in the Cable Spreading Rooms and
Switchgear Rooms. In both cases, thermocouple
location was adjusted as identified in F&O FSS-
D3-02. For the CSR, consequences were divided
into scenarios based on mitigation potential. First,
if the scenario was suppressed by the Halon
system then the limit of damage was based on
what was predicted by FDS in terms of
temperature and energy. If it was unsuppressed it
went to total room bum, which assumes failure of
all targets in the room, regardless of the initial
scenario boundary. For the Switchgear Room
FDS analysis, the analysis was updated to add
clarity to the analysis. A discussion of the
application of sub-PAUs has been added to
Addendum 1 to CO-FSS-004, Fire PRA Detailed
Fire Modeling Notebook. Damage was not limited
to specified sub-PAUs. Specific examples of the
treatment of fire growth and the application of sub-
PAUs have been provided.

As described in CO-FSS-004, the sub-PAU
analysis included spatial information from
walkdown, along with engineering judgment, to
determine if fire sources could fail additional
components, cables, or other combustibles,
potentially leading to more damage to surrounding
equipment or cables. For scenarios that leveraged
FDT modeling, the issue related to whether the
analysis had correctly addressed the impact of
transients along the edge of a boundary interface
for a sub-PAU. A comparable consideration was
also related to secondary combustion and oil fires.

As a consequence, for some fire
scenarios damage to targets is not
predicted when it should be based on
the specified damage criteria. Some
scenarios are screened on the basis of
temperature measurements that do not
represent conditions at targets within
the fire plume. (See F&O FSS-D3-02)
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Table V-1 Fire PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations - Findings

F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

This could have a significant impact on Resolution involved selection of several
the potential for fire propagation across representative PAUs for a sensitivity study that
sub-PAU boundaries and needs to be expanded the existing sub-PAUs and examined
discussed more thoroughly. secondary ignition potential.

FSS-A5-01 FSS-A5 Fire Scenario Complete There were indications that Calvert The PAUs were considered representative of the
Selection and Cliffs had the tools and information in work performed based on several criteria. The
Analysis place to properiy evaluate the analysis indicated that the methods mentioned

propagation of fires across the sub-PAU were indeed appropriate. Sub-PAU impacts did
boundaries given no physical barriers not change from the expanded assessment and
but there were no examples showing that secondary ignition was bounded by the
that this evaluation was performed or existing analysis and was appropriately addressed.
any explicit descriptions of how they The analysis was incorporated into the
were performed in general. The documentation for CO-FSS-004.
concern here is that without an explicit
description of the process for evaluating
the spread of fires across sub-PAU
boundaries with no physical barriers and
detailed examples, there is the potential
that in the future, new people updating
the PRA may not know that they have to
evaluate this.

Calvert Cliffs needs to describe their
process for evaluating fire growth and
propagation between sub-PAUs and as
applicable, between PAUs. Specific
examples of the sub-PAU fire growth
need to be provided. If fire propagation
from sub-PAU to sub-PAU was not
treated, Calvert Cliffs needs to evaluate
all sub-PAUs to determine if there is any
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Table V-1 Fire PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations - Findings

F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

potential for fire spread and then model
the potential for spreading fires and for
damage occurring across sub-PAU
boundaries.

FSS-D2-01 FSS-D2 Fire Scenario Complete Where used, the FDS model was FDS modeling was used for fire scenario
Selection and generally used with a level of grid evaluations in the Cable Spreading Rooms and
Analysis resolution that was below the level of Switchgear Rooms.

grid resolution documented in the
NUREG-1824 Verification and
Validation study for the FOS model. A For the Cable Spreading Room FDS fire scenarios,
validation study was not conducted to a grid study was performed on the updated FDS
support the use of this lower level of grid model. The study recommended a grid size thatresolution. Grid resolution has a was within the range in NUREGICR-1824. That
bearing on the results of FDS grid size was used for CSR FDS scenario

calculations. Grid resolutions outside evaluations. The study and results were
the validation range in NUREG-1824 incorporated into CO-FSS-004, Fire PRA Detailed
should be justified and validated. Fire Modeling Notebook.

Increase the level of grid resolution in The Unit 1 27' and 45' Switchgear Rooms were
the FDS PAU Fire Evaluations (CO- updated to increase the level of grid resolution to a
FSS-004 R11) so that the grid resolution value that is within the validation range
is within the validation range documented in NUREG/CR-1824. Results
documented in NUREG-1824. calculated in the Unit 1 FDS models were applied

to Unit 2. Results of the updated model are
incorporated into CO-FSS-004 as Addendum 1.

FSS-D3-01 FSS-D3 Fire Scenario Complete This SR is not met because detailed FDS modeling was used for fire scenario
FSS-B2 Selection and FDS fire modeling evaluations of PAUs evaluations in the Cable Spreading Rooms and
FSS-D4 Analysis 302, 306, 311, 317, 407 and 430 Switchgear Rooms.

assume that material surfaces are
"inert." As noted on p. 44 of C0-FSS-004 R1, this assumption was made "oCF For the Cable Spreading Room FDS fire scenarios,
004 Rthisassumptcsion was mAdohe the Unit 1 CSR was modified to include actual

material properties and sensitivity analysis. Actual
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Table V-1 Fire PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations - Findings

F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

PAU structure (walls, floor, or ceiling) material properties were used in the updated
itself would absorb any heat from the U 1CSR FDS model rather than the prior use of
various fire scenarios, producing a more "inert" material conditions. Adiabatic conditions
conservative or worst case result for all were used for any items with material properties
fire scenarios' impacts to the that are unknown or of a high uncertainty to bound
components and cables within the PAU the analysis and prevent heat transfer into those
model. As such, no detailed material objects. The CSR FDS model was executed and
properties were required to be defined the results compared to the baseline results. This
in FDS for the scenarios to function study was then documented in FSS-004. The
correctly." However, specification of results were applied to Unit 2 CSR. This study
material surfaces as "inert' in FDS does was then documented in FSS-004, Fire PRA
not prevent heat absorption into material Detailed Fire Modeling Notebook.
surfaces. On the contrary, this
specification maintains material The Unit 1 27' and 45' Switchgear Rooms wereFDS, which tends to maximize heat updated to specify representative materialabsorp whin thendse surmacizes, hproperties as referenced by NUREG 1805. Thisabsorption into these surfaces. adjustment enabled the analysis to obtain more

realistic estimates of environmental conditions for
these fire scenarios. Results calculated in the Unit
1 FDS models were applied to Unit 2. Results of
the updated model are incorporated into CO-FSS-
004 as Addendum 1.

FSS-D3-01 FSS-D3 Fire Scenario Complete To prevent heat absorption into material
FSS-B2 Selection and surfaces, they should have been
FSS-D4 Analysis specified as "adiabatic" rather than as

"inert." The "inert' parameter in FDS
maximizes heat transfer to surfaces
rather than minimize it. This can result
in lower calculated gas temperatures.

Specify materials surfaces as
"adiabatic" rather than as "inert" in FDS
to prevent them from absorbing heat in
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Table V-I Fire PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations - Findings

F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

order toachieve the stated goal of
producing a more conservative or worst
case result. This may prove to be
overly conservative, in which case
specification of realistic material
properties could be used to achieve
more realistic estimates of
environmental conditions for these fire
scenarios.

FSS-D3-02 FSS-D3 Fire Scenario Complete Temperature measurement locations FDS modeling was used for fire scenario
FSS-A5 Selection and specified in the detailed FDS fire evaluations in the Cable Spreading Rooms and

Analysis modeling evaluations do not generally Switchgear Rooms.
coincide with locations where maximum
temperature are expected (e.g., within For the Cable Spreading Room FDS fire scenarios,
the fire plume). As a consequence, for new measurement devices were included in the
some fire scenarios damage to targets nwmase n dev wee includeoinlthis not predicted when it should be based updated U1CSR FDS model. The thermocouples
on the specified damage criteria. Some were placed directly above the fire source in thescenarios are screened on the basis of updated FDS model and the scenarios re-sempeatris measurements that do not evaluated. The results were applied to Unit 2temperature measurets thin CSR. This study and the results were then
represent conditions at targets within documented in FSS-004, Fire PRA Detailed Fire
the fire plume. Modeling Notebook.

Re-run FDS simulations with
temperature measurement probes The Unit 1 27' and 45' SWGR rooms were updated
located within the fire plume or use to alter the location of the thermocouples such that
other fire modeling tools such as FDTs the centeriine plume temperature was recorded
to calculate fire plume temperatures for and used to determine target impacts. Results
these scenarios. calculated in the Unit 1 FDS models were applied

to Unit 2. Results of the updated model are
incorporated into CO-FSS-004 as Addendum 1.
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Table V-1 Fire PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations - Findings

F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

FSS-D8-01 FSS-D8 Fire Scenario Complete Fire detection timing is evaluated for FDS modeling was used for fire scenario
Selection and detailed fire modeling cases that use evaluations in the Cable Spreading Rooms and
Analysis FDS. This fire detection timing is then Switchgear Rooms.

used to estimate automatic fire For the updated Cable Spreading Room FDS fire
suppression timing and fire brigade scenarios, cable tray obstructions were placed in
response timing for these scenarios. the ceiling area of the updated U ICSR FDS
However, the fire detection timing is model. Additional thermocouple and heat flux data
based on modeling that does not recording devices were added to the U 1CSR
include obstructions located beneath the model under the new cable tray obstructions in the
ceiling that could have an impact on fire vicinity of the fire source. The scenarios were re-
detector response. The fire detection evaluated. The results were applied to Unit 2. A
timing is also based on an unjustified sensitivity study was also performed. The study
assumption regarding the type of smoke and new scenario results were incorporated into
detectors installed in the affected PAUs. CO-FSS-004, Fire PRA Detailed Fire Modeling
Obstructions to the flow of fire gases Notebook.
can have an impact on smoke
concentrations and velocities, which in
tum influence smoke detector response. The Unit 1 27' and 45' SWGR rooms were also
Without including such obstructions in updated to include significant obstructions such as
fire modeling simulations, their impact cable trays and beam pockets within the
on fire detection times is not evaluated. switchgear rooms. Results calculated in the Unit 1

FDS models were applied to Unit 2. Results and
Include obstructions located beneath details of this analysis are documented in CO-
the ceiling for the affected fire scenarios FSS-004 as Addendum 1.
in order to evaluate their impact on fire
detection timing. Provide justification for
the selection of the type of smoke
detector specified in the FDS
simulations for these fire scenarios.

FSS-F3-01 FSS-F3 Fire Scenario Complete To achieve CC Il/111 for this SR, a The Turbine Building was reviewed for potential
Selection and quantitative assessment of the risk of fire scenarios where structural steel can be
Analysis the selected fire scenarios involving a) adversely affected. From the scenarios examined,

exposed structural steel and b) the those that can damage structural steel were
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Table V-1 Fire PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations - Findings

F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

presence of a high-hazard fire sources selected for further analysis. The frequency,
must be completed consistent with the severity factor and non-suppression probability of
FQ requirements including the collapse each scenario were developed and included in the
of the exposed structural steel and any Structural Failure Analysis Notebook. These
attendant damage. Such an impacts were then added to FRANX database and
assessment has not been done or was quantified as part of the final Fire PRA risk
not documented in a readily discernible quantification in Fire Quantification Notebooks C0-
manner. This has a potential impact on FRQ-001 and CO-FRQ-002.
fire risk quantification.

Complete a quantitative assessment of
the risk of the selected exposed
structural steel fire scenarios consistent
with the FQ requirements.

FSS-G4-01 FSS-G4 Fire Scenario Complete An assessment of the effectiveness, Generic probabilities were used for credited
Selection and reliability and availability of credited passive fire barrier features in the multi-
Analysis passive fire barrier features has not compartment analysis. At Calvert Cliffs, the fire

been documented in the multi- barriers are verified to be effective through test
compartment analysis. To achieve a procedures. An unreliability value was applied to
CC II capability assessment, the all normally closed doors that represents the
effectiveness, reliability and availability probability of the door being propped open given a
of credited passive fire barrier features fire in the exposing compartment. The probability
must be assessed. of finding a failed sealed wall penetration is

assumed to be very small to warrant propagation
scenaros. A discussion of the effectiveness,Assess the effectiveness, reliability and reliability, and availability of fire barriers was added

availability of credited passive fire to CO-FSS-008, Calvert Fire PRA Multi-
barrer features and document this Compartment Analysis.
assessment.

FSS-G5-01 FSS-G5 Fire Scenario Complete The effectiveness, reliability and Active fire barriers were evaluated as effective in
Selection and availability of credited active fire barrier studies used to support Appendix R analysis. An
Analysis features have not been quantified in the unreliability value has been applied to all normally
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Table V-1 Fire PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations - Findings

F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

multi-compartment analysis. To achieve open, self closing dampers and doors; A
a CC II capability assessment, the discussion of the effectiveness of credited active
effectiveness, reliability and availability fire barriers was added to CO-FSS-008, Calvert
of credited active fire barrier features Fire PRA Multi-Compartment Analysis.
must be quantified.

Quantify the effectiveness, reliability and
availability of credited active fire barrier
features and document this
assessment.

HRA-B2-01 HRA-B2 Human Complete Improve documentation of the adverse CO-HRA-001, Fire Human Reliability notebook,
Reliability operator actions needed to address the was updated to detail the adverse operator actions
Analysis impact of grounded or shorted electrical added to the model following the fire AOP review

buses that might have an impact on process. Table 3 was added to Section 2.2
other plant buses if not isolated and re detailing each basic event, set to true (1.0) used in
energized in the areas identified. Very the model to annotate the adverse operator actions
difficult to find the information within the in the model. These include actions to de-energize
HRA notebook alone, because the electrical busses to isolate them from potential
actions are modeled as inputs to shorts and grounds. Table 2 shows the HFEs
FRANX. added to the model as part of the AOP review,

including actions to restore AC power to busses
Provide new tables listing the actions lost due to fire failure sequences.
considered or references to specific
locations.

HRA-E1-01 HRA-E1 Human Complete Documentation for what was done was CO-HRA-001, Fire Human Reliability Notebook,
Reliability very good, however, the details for not was updated detailing the Alarm Response
Analysis selecting any spurious alarms is not Procedure review process. Table 12 was

clear. The documentation of the expanded to show the ARP review of alarm impact
adverse actions put into the model as and operator interview notes for CR annunciators
"true" are not in the HRA report, actions that could result in a manual reactor trip. No
identified in the cutset reviews are not annunciators were identified that would cause the
clearly identified, rational for not using operator to terminate a systems or components
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Table V-1 Fire PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations - Findings

F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

specific HFEs in the RCP trip actions,
for identifying actions from procedures
and the process for assigning
uncertainty range for the combos.
Doesn't permit verification of the rational
for judgments made in deciding what is
in and out of the Fire HRA. Also, from
the calculation viewpoint the need to
know the use of all manpower
requirements during early time after fire
initiator for dependency analysis.

Enhance documentation of the specific
issues needed to reproduce the
assumptions and calculations used in
the HRA.

operation based solely on the alarm itself, but
several were identified that could potentially result
in the operator tripping the Unit unnecessarily.

CO-HRA-001 was also updated to detail the
adverse operator actions added to the model
following the fire AOP review process. Table 3
was added to Section 2.2 detailing each basic
event, set to true (1.0) used in the model to
annotate the adverse operator actions in the
model. These include actions to de-energize
electrical busses to isolate them from potential
shorts and grounds. Table 2 shows the HFEs
added to the model as part of the AOP review,
including actions to restore AC power to busses
lost due to fire failure sequences.

New HFEs added as part of the cutset review
process are identified in Table 1 of C0-HRA-001,
Fire Human Action Reliability notebook. These are
annotated with "identified during the development
of the PRM Notebook." The cutset reviews are
described in CO-QNS-001, Fire PRA Quantitative
Screening Notebook. A new dependency analysis
was performed after the new HFEs were added to
the model, ensuring new dependency
combinations are considered.

Additional information was added to Table 1 of the
Human Reliability Analysis Notebook, C0-HRA-
001, detailing why each HFE was either retained or
removed. For example, event
FGAFWOSGTRISOL, Operator Feeds Affected SG
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Table V-1 Fire PRA Peer Review - Facts and Observations - Findings

F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

with SGTR to Assure Heat Removal, was "Not
retained for fire scenarios, because these actions
are SGTR specific. Modeling was not necessary
to ensure these actions did not appear in the cut
sets, because the SGTR initiator is not being used
for fire scenarios."

Combination event multipliers are used in cutsets
of multiple HEP actions to account for
dependencies between HEP actions. To account
for the uncertainty in HEP actions, an uncertainty
parameter is added to the HEP action. When
performing uncertainty analysis, the uncertainty
parameters for combination events is increased
proportionally when they are multiplied by the
combination event multipliers.

Based on interviews, there are sufficient non-
control room personnel for fire recovery actions.
Appendix D of CO-HRA-001 notes that there are no
control room operators assigned to the fire
brigade. There were no identified staffing issues
or interferences between operators performing fire
recovery actions and members of the fire brigade.

FQ-Al-01 FQ-Al Fire Risk Complete Treatment of 0 CCDPs scenarios is not The fire risk quantification process has been
Quantification clear and appears to result in an updated in notebooks C0O-FRQ-001 and C0-FRQ-

underestimate of total risk (the 002 to address the issue with FRANX fire
underestimate appears to be small scenarios having a zero conditional probability for
based on the sensitivity evaluations CDF and LERF.
performed):
1 -with respect to opposite unit 1. When documented analysis shows that selected
quantification, use CCDP for reactor trip fire scenarios for one unit are screened from
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F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

initiator unless confirmation of no trip is
documented;
2 - address use of 0 CCDP for control
room HVAC loss scenarios, apply
CCDP consistent with control room
abandonment
3 - for scenarios with limited impact with
a 0 CCDP, due to cutsets below
truncation limit, apply a baseline CCDP
based on reactor trip initiator

More than 50% of the scenarios have a
0 CCDP but no clear discussion of the
basis for the 0 CCDP is provided.

Treatment of 0 CCDPs scenarios:
1 - with respect to opposite unit
quantification, use CCDP for reactor trip
initiator unless confirmation of no trip is
documented;
2 - address use of 0 CCDP for control
room HVAC loss scenarios, apply
CCDP consistent with control room
abandonment
3 - for scenarios with limited impact with
a 0 CCDP, due to cutsets below
truncation limit, apply a baseline CCDP
based on reactor trip initiator

impact for the opposite unit (typically, no trip would
be initiated), then that scenario may be excluded
from the opposite unit's fire risk quantification.
Otherwise, a nominal conditional probability, as
described in item 3 below, would apply.

2. F&O PRM-B3-01 identifies the concem with loss
of Control Room HVAC with control room
abandonment. As discussed in more detail with
the resolution to PRM-B3-01, subsequent
investigation revealed that loss of CR HVAC is not
expected to cause abandonment by the operations
staff of the control room due to high temperatures.
Loss of CR HVAC and subsequent temperature
increases may adversely affect operator
responses, and the model reflects degradation of
human actions with loss of CR HVAC. C0-SY-030,
Control Room HVAC PRA System Notebook, was
updated to include this discussion.

3. The new quantification process described in the
FRQ notebooks is to assure a nominal conditional
value is calculated for these low significant
scenarios by 1) recalculating the zero-conditional
scenarios at a lower truncation value to assure
resolution in the scenario cutset file and conditional
probabilities, and/or to 2) use a baseline
conditional probability for CDF and LERF for the
intemal events reactor trip initiating vent - IEOPT
for Unit 1 or IEOPT-2 for Unit 2

FQ-Bl-01 FQ-B1 Fire Risk Complete We observed zero CCDPs for some The fire risk quantification process has been
Quantification PAU CDF and LERF values in the updated in notebooks C0-FRQ-001 and C0-FRQ-

FRANX tables (e.g., PAU 512) which 002 to address the issue with FRANX fire
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F&O ID SR Topic Status Finding Disposition

eliminated loss of HVAC to the MCR as
a potential MCR abandonment
sequence. Treatment of 0 CCDPs
scenarios:
1 - with respect to opposite unit
quantification, use CCDP for reactor trip
initiator unless confirmation of no trip is
documented;
2 - address use of 0 CCDP for control
room HVAC loss scenarios, apply
CCDP consistent with control room
abandonment (F&O FQ-Al-01 (F))
3 - for scenarios with limited impact with
a 0 CCDP, due to cutsets below
truncation limit, apply a baseline CCDP
based on reactor trip initiator
Allowing zero CCDPs allows scenarios
in the fire model to quantify with no
contribution to the CDF or LERF value
and this under represents those
frequencies especially when considering
delta risk evaluations.

Replace the zero entries with the lowest
CCPD for a plant trip with only random
failures of the safety equipment as in
the internal events model. We
discussed this with the Calvert Cliffs
PRA team and some of the zeros are
due to fire areas in one unit potentially
contributing to the CCDP of the opposite
unit. With the exception of these
cases a method for handling the zeros

scenarios having a zero conditional probability for
CDF and LERF.

1. When documented analysis shows that selected
fire scenarios for one unit are screened from
impact for the opposite unit (typically, no trip would
be initiated), then that scenario may be excluded
from the opposite unit's fire risk quantification.
Otherwise, a nominal conditional probability, as
described in item 3 below, would apply.

2. F&O PRM-B3-01 identifies the concern with loss
of Control Room HVAC with control room
abandonment. As discussed in more detail with
the resolution to PRM-B3-01, subsequent
investigation revealed that loss of CR HVAC is not
expected to cause abandonment by the operations
staff of the control room due to high temperatures.
Loss of CR HVAC and subsequent temperature
increases may adversely affect operator
responses, and the model reflects degradation of
human actions with loss of CR HVAC. C0-SY-030,
Control Room HVAC PRA System Notebook, was
updated to include this discussion.

3. The new quantification process described in the
FRQ notebooks is to assure a nominal conditional
value is calculated for these low significant
scenarios by 1) recalculating the zero-conditional
scenarios at a lower truncation value to assure
resolution in the scenario cutset file and conditional
probabilities , and/or to 2) use a baseline
conditional probability for CDF and LERF for the
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needed to be developed and applied in internal events reactor trip initiating vent - IEOPT
the frequency quantifications. for Unit 1 or IEOPT-2 for Unit 2
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Table V-2 Fire PRA - Category I Summary

SR Topic Status

PP-B3 2012 Peer Review: SR Not Met Now: Met Cat Il/111

The containment is partitioned into 2 PAUs. There CO-PP-001, Calvert Cliffs Fire PRA Plant Partitioning Notebook, was updated to include
are intervening combustibles and this was accounted an analysis that justifies the partitioning of the containment into two plant partitioning units
for in the PRA by treating the 20 feet as an overlap with a 20-foot spatial separation (known as the buffer zone). The only potential
region and failing components affected into both intervening combustibles in this buffer zone were identified as qualified cables that were
PAUs. There is no justification given for the 20 verified to be encased within marinate covered raceways. The covers prevent the cables
assumption. The turbine deck is continuous from unit from becoming potential combustibles and therefore are not considered intervening
1 to unit 2. This area is divided into 2 PAUs, TURB1 combustibles.
and TURB2, but there is no discussion for the basis of
the partitioning. The unit 1 and unit 2 Turbine Deck was walked down to assess for the acceptability of the

Appendix R partitioning into distinct PAUs. The boundary was assessed to have at least a
Associated F&O: PP-B3-01 20-foot separation between potential ignition sources and potential targets, assessed for

intervening combustibles, and the Turbine deck volume assessed for damaging hot gas
layer development. The partitioning was found acceptable and consistent with
NUREG/CR-6850, Section 1.5.2, where main turbine decks are typical applications where
spatial separation have been credited.

PP-B5 2012 Peer Review: SR Met: (CC-I) Now: Met Cat Il/111

The water curtain in the CCW room was credited as The Component Cooling Water room water curtain is an approved Appendix R exemption,
an active fire barrier. The justification was that the as identified in the exemption issued by the NRC in response to Calvert Cliffs exemption
water curtain was part of the original regulatory fire request ER820816. The validity of crediting CCW Room Water Curtains is discussed in
protection program. This meets CAT 1, but needs Southwest Research Institute Report No. 01-0763-201. A reference to the Southwest
enhancement for CAT Il/111 Research Institute report was added to CO-PP-001, Plant Partitioning Notebook.

Associated F&O: PP-B5-01
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SR Topic Status

PP-B6 2012 Peer Review: SR Not Met Now: Met Cat 1/11/111

The containment has a 20 foot area that overlaps CO-PP-001, Calvert Cliffs Fire PRA Plant Partitioning Notebook, was updated to include
between the E and W section. The overlap is an analysis that justifies the partitioning of the containment into two plant partitioning units
specifically addressed in the PP notebook. The with a 20-foot spatial separation (known as the buffer zone). The only potential
standard does not allow for an overlap. intervening combustibles in this buffer zone were identified as qualified cables that were

verified to be encased within marinate covered raceways. The covers prevent the cables
Associated F&O: PP-B3-01 from becoming potential combustibles and therefore are not considered intervening

combustibles.

CS-B1 2012 Peer Review: SR Met: (CC I) Now: Met Cat Il/111

Supporting Requirement CS-B1 met with a category I. The breaker coordination study has been completed. As described in ECP-13-000321,
A breaker coordination study is currently being Form 12, Engineering Evaluation, all PRA common power supplies are assumed to meet -
performed and is planned to be incorporated in the or will meet - the coordination requirements of NFPA 805, except as noted in CO-CS-001,
future. See Fact and Observation CS-B1-01. Fire PRA Cable Selection Notebook. As described in the cable selection notebook, two

120VAC lighting panels are not validated as coordinated, and these panels are assumed
Associated F&O: CS-B1-01 to fail for all Fire PRA scenarios. Also, as described in the PRA notebook a breaker for

480V motor control center MCC101 BT has not been validated as coordinated. This
breaker, 52-10150, is modeled so that a fire-induced electrical fault on the breaker's
power cabling will fail MCC101BT. Finally, the notebook identifies that selected 120V
power panels have coordination issues, but that these will be addressed by design
changes and referenced in Attachment S - Modifications and Implementation Items.

PRM-B3 2012 Peer Review: SR Not Met Now: Met Cat I/Il/ill

No new initiating events were identified in the course Loss of Control Room HVAC can affect the operability and availability of equipment in the
of the fire PRA model generation. control room and cable spreading room. As described in Calvert PRA System Analysis

Notebooks CO-SY-002, CO-SY-017, and CO-SY-030, loss of HVAC is modeled to have the
The failure of the control room HVAC does not lead to effect of increasing the failure rate of 120VAC and 125VDC instruments and controls in
a control room abandonment CCDP (1.0 or other the cable spreading room. For the control room, degradation of the 125VDC system is
value justified by analysis as corresponding to used as a conservative surrogate for control room I&C degradation.
shutdown from outside the control room)

Loss of Control Room HVAC and subsequent temperature increases may adversely affect
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Associated F&O: PRM-B3-01 operator responses. The model reflects degradation of human actions by the degradation
of the 125VDC system used for instruments and controls. Loss of Control Room HVAC is
not expected to cause abandonment by operations staff of the control room due to high
temperatures. On complete loss of HVAC with no mitigation, such as no use of
emergency fans, calculation CA02725 shows a CR temperature of 123 deg F at 24-hours.
While this is a challenging environment, this temperature is assessed as insufficient to
solely drive a complete CR abandonment scenario. NUREG/CR-6738 describes
operational experience where operators will continue to occupy the control room even
under severe environments.

Operations staff says that in consideration of high temperatures in the control room, that
Operations would do what was needed to keep the cores safe and covered. The site
safety director says that for a temperature of 123 deg F, the site would implement a
mitigation strategy which would include stay-times, assessment of individuals for heat-
related conditions, use of ice vests, and call-in of additional qualified operations staff to
rotate into the control room.

The above discussion was included in CO-SY-030, Control Room HVAC PRA System
Notebook.

PRM-B4 2012 Peer Review: SR Not Met Now: Met Cat 1/11/111

See PRM-B3-01 F&O, not met due to no new The potential new initiator has been assessed (failure of CR HVAC leading to CR
initiators identified and the identification of a potential abandonment as discussed in PRM-B3). Loss of Control Room HVAC and subsequent
new initiator that was not quantified in the fire PRA temperature increases may adversely affect operator responses. The model reflects
model. degradation of human actions by the degradation of the 125VDC system used for

instruments and controls. Loss of Control Room HVAC is not expected to cause
Associated F&O: PRM-B3-01 abandonment by operations staff of the control room due to high temperatures. On

complete loss of HVAC with no mitigation, such as no use of emergency fans, calculation
CA02725 shows a CR temperature of 123 deg F at 24-hours. While this is a challenging
environment, this temperature is assessed as insufficient to solely drive a complete CR
abandonment scenario. NUREG/CR-6738 describes operational experience where
operators will continue to occupy the control room even under severe environments.

Operations staff says that in consideration of high temperatures in the control room, that
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Operations would do what was needed to keep the cores safe and covered. The site
safety director says that for a temperature of 123 deg F, the site would implement a
mitigation strategy which would include stay-times, assessment of individuals for heat-
related conditions, use of ice vests, and call-in of additional qualified operations staff to
rotate into the control room.
The above discussion was included in CO-SY-030, Control Room HVAC PRA System

Notebook.

FSS-A5 2012 Peer Review: SR Not Met Now: Met Cat 1/11

A range of ignition source / target set combinations FDS modeling was used for fire scenario evaluations in the Cable Spreading Rooms and
has been represented for unscreened PAUs. These Switchgear Rooms. In both cases, thermocouple location was adjusted as identified in
combinations are identified in relevant calculation F&O FSS-D3-02. For the CSR, consequences were divided into scenarios based on
sheets for unscreened PAUs (filenames RSC- mitigation potential. First, if the scenario was suppressed by the Halon system then the
CALKNX-201 1-xxx.pdf). However, it is not clear how limit of damage was based on what was predicted by FDS in terms of temperature and
the potential for spreading fires and for fire and energy. If it was unsuppressed it went to total room bum, which assumes failure of all
smoke spread between sub-PAUs is addressed and targets in the room, regardless of the initial scenario boundary. For the Switchgear Room
consequently it cannot be determined if the selected FDS analysis, the analysis was updated to add clarity to the analysis. A discussion of the
fire scenarios provide reasonable assurance that the application of sub-PAUs has been added to Addendum 1 to CO-FSS-004, Fire PRA
risk contribution of each unscreened PAU can be Detailed Fire Modeling Notebook. Damage was not limited to specified sub-PAUs.
characterized. Specific examples of the treatment of fire growth and the application of sub-PAUs has

been provided.
Associated F&O: FSS-A5-01

As described in CO-FSS-004, the sub-PAU analysis included spatial information from
walkdown, along with engineering judgment, to determine if fire sources could fail
additional components, cables, or other combustibles, potentially leading to more damage
to surrounding equipment or cables. For scenarios that leveraged FDT modeling, the
issue related to whether the analysis had correctly addressed the impact of transients
along the edge of a boundary interface for a sub-PAU. A comparable consideration was
also related to secondary combustion and oil fires. Resolution involved selection of
several representative PAUs for a sensitivity study that expanded the existing sub-PAUs
and examined secondary ignition potential.

The PAUs were considered representative of the work performed based on several
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criteria. The analysis indicated that the methods mentioned were indeed appropriate.
Sub-PAU impacts did not change from the expanded assessment and that secondary
ignition was bounded by the existing analysis and was appropriately addressed. The
analysis was incorporated into the documentation for C0-FSS-004.

FSS-D3 2012 Peer Review: SR Not Met Now: Met Cat. II.

This SR is not met for multiple reasons. First, FDS modeling was used for fire scenario evaluations in the Cable Spreading Rooms and
detailed FDS fire modeling evaluations of PAUs 302, Switchgear Rooms.
306, 311, 317, 407 and 430 assume that material
surfaces are "inert." As noted on p. 44 of C0-FSS-004 Material Properties
RI, this assumption was made" so that no objects in
the PAU or the PAU structure (walls, floor, or ceiling) For the Cable Spreading Room FDS fire scenarios, the Unit 1 CSR was modified to
itself would absorb any heat from the various fire include actual material properties and sensitivity analysis. Actual material properties were
scenarios, used in the updated U1CSR FDS model rather than the prior use of inert" material
producing a more conservative or worst case result conditions. Adiabatic conditions were used for any items with material properties that are
for all fire scenarios' impacts to the components and unknown or of a high uncertainty to bound the analysis and prevent heat transfer into
cables within the PAU model. As such, no detailed those objects. The CSR FDS model was executed and the results compared to the
material properties were baseline results. This study was then documented in FSS-004. The results were applied
required to be defined in FDS for the scenarios to to Unit 2 CSR. This study was then documented in FSS-004, Fire PRA Detailed Fire
function correctly." However, specification of material Modeling Notebook.
surfaces as "inert' in FDS does not prevent heat
absorption into material surfaces. On the contrary, The Unit 1 27' and 45' Switchgear Rooms were updated to specify representative material
this specification maintains material surfaces at properties as referenced by NUREG 1805. This adjustment enabled the analysis to obtain
ambient temperature in FDS, which tends to more realistic estimates of environmental conditions for these fire scenarios. Results
maximize heat absorption into these surfaces. To calculated in the Unit 1 FDS models were applied to Unit 2. Results of the updated model
meet the specified goal of preventing heat absorption are incorporated into C0-FSS-004 as Addendum 1.
into material surfaces, they should have been
specified as "adiabatic" rather than as "inert." (See Temoerature Measurement Locations
Finding FSS-D3-01)

For the Cable Spreading Room FDS fire scenarios, new measurement devices were
Second, temperature measurement locations included in the updated U1CSR FDS model. The thermocouples were placed directly
specified in the detailed FDS fire modeling above the fire source in the updated FDS model and the scenarios re-evaluated. The
evaluations do not generally coincide with locations results were applied to Unit 2 CSR. This study and the results were then documented in
where maximum temperatures are expected (e.g., FSS-004, Fire PRA Detailed Fire Modeling Notebook.
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within the fire plume). As a consequence, for some The Unit 1 27' and 45' SWGR rooms were updated to alter the location of the
fire scenarios damage to targets is not predicted thermocouples such that the centedine plume temperature was recorded and used to
when it should be based on the specified damage determine target impacts. Results calculated in the Unit 1 FDS models were applied to
criteria. (See Finding FSS-D3-02) Unit 2. Results of the updated model are incorporated into CO-FSS-004 as Addendum 1.

Associated F&Os: FSS-D3-01 and FSS-D3-02

FSS-F3 2012 Peer Review: SR Met: (CC I) Now: Met Cat. Il/111

A number of potential scenarios are selected and a This subject of this SR are fire-induced damage to structural steel. As described in CO-
qualitative assessment of the associated risk is FSS-005, Calvert Cliffs Fire PRA Structural Failure Analysis Notebook, the un-screened
performed for the selected fire scenarios. structural steel scenarios are in the Turbine Building.

Associated F&O: FSS-F3-01 The Turbine Building analysis was reviewed for potential fire scenarios where structural
steel can be adversely affected. From the scenarios examined, those that can damage
structural steel were selected for further analysis. The frequency, severity factor and non-
suppression probability of each scenario were developed and included in the Structural
Failure Analysis Notebook. These impacts were then added to FRANX database and
quantified as part of the final Fire PRA risk quantification in Fire Quantification Notebooks
CO-FRQ-001 and CO-FRQ-002.

FSS-G4 2012 Peer Review: SR Met: (CC I) Now: Met Cat. II

Passive fire barriers are credited in the multi- Generic probabilities were used for credited passive fire barrier features in the multi-
compartment analysis consistent with fire resistance compartment analysis. At Calvert Cliffs, the fire barriers are verified to be effective through
ratings, but the effectiveness, reliability and test procedures. An unreliability value was applied to all normally closed doors that
availability of credited passive fire barriers have not represents the probability of the door being propped open given a fire in the exposing
been assessed. compartment. The probability of finding a failed sealed wall penetration is assumed to be

very small to warrant propagation scenarios. A discussion of the effectiveness, reliability,
Associated F&O: FSS-G4-01 and availability of fire barriers was added to CO-FSS-008, Calvert Fire PRA Multi-

Compartment Analysis.
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FSS-G5 2012 Peer Review: SR Met: (CC I) Now: Met Cat. Il/1ll

The effectiveness, reliability and availability of active Active fire barriers were evaluated as effective in studies used to support Appendix R
fire barrier elements has been assessed qualitatively, analysis. An unreliability value has been applied to all normally open, self closing
but has not been quantified, dampers and doors; A discussion of the effectiveness of credited active fire barriers was

added to CO-FSS-008, Calvert Fire PRA Multi-Compartment Analysis.
Associated F&O: FSS-G5-01
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